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Righteous! 
Complete £60 package 

TheAftflKSA Collection 
'FORMAT 

COMPLETE FULLY-USEABLE PROGRAM* 
Create your own astonishing fractal landscapes, 
save them as IFF... so it's great for realistic 
scenes for graphics, but it's just amazing fun too! I 

1Mb needed t A 500 Plus Compatible 0 1Mb needed 

Get some boneshaking action in the fully-playable 
demo of System 3 s near-legendary monster mash! 

emnvini 
A simple level solution for all puzzled puzzlers 

Thr;ee complete 
games bring you 
some real arcade 
action 

fins 
Something really, really silly! 

L These items need 1Mb of memory 

¥ 

NO COVERDISKS? 

* 
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Discover the tricks and techniques of 
animation and see your Amiga at its best 

Not enough memory? 
All you need to know about getting 

the best and cheapest upgrades 

THEN ASK FOR THEM FROM YOUR NEWSAGENT 

GAMES GALORE! Go for the 
end zone with John Madden's 
American Football, explore 
Shadowlands and pick a barg 
from our budget basket... 

PUBLISHING 

Your guarantee of value 9 770957 486011 
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ACCOLADE PRESENTS...THE 

AN ABSOLUTELY ENORMOUS SUCCESS AT THE BOX 
OFFICE-NOW SET TO BE JUST AS BIG ON COMPUTER. 

HOME ALONE™ 
Now you con play eight-year-old Kevin, trying to foil the 

break-in of those two inept burglars, Harry and Marv. 
Armed with imagination and a BB-Gun, you can create a 

wealth of clever contraptions, but time is limited. 
Will you be ready for the Wet Bandit Gang?. 

Computer program copyright 1^1 Introcorp, Inc. All 
rights reserved. Home Alone™ and 1991 Twentieth 

Century Fox Film Corporation. All Rights Reserved. All 
other trademarks acknowledged. 

HOMEAttUXWe 

Accolade Europe Ltd; Bowling House, Point Pleasant, 



WON'T 
YOUR EYES 

TEARAWAY, AND THE TEMPTRESS. 

THEY DON'T COME MUCH BIGGER THAN ELVIRA 
UNLESS IT'S ELVIRA II. 
ELVIRA II: THE JAWS OF CERBERUS™ 
The incredible sequel To Elvira: Mistress of the Dark™ 
-last years mega hit. Now five times bigger, you have to 
rescue the Dark Queen herself from the ghastly Cerberus, 
the 60 foot tall, three headed demon who holds her 

captive in the depths of a huge Hollywood film studio. 
Remember -there's nothing bigger than Elvira!. 
Elvira image 1991 Queen" E" Productions. Elvira and Mistress of the Dark are the 

trademark of Queen^B" Productions. The Jaws of Cerberus is a trademark of Accolode, 

Inc. All other trademarks and registered trademarks are properties of their respective 

owners. 
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Wandsworth, London SWT8 1PE. Tel: 081-877 0880. The best in entertainment software. 
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Thought for the month: 

How can Mickey Mouse be in 

California, Florida and Paris 

all at the same time? 

We should be told. 

Member of the Audit Bureau of Circulations. 

ABC 
Registered Circulation 

130,143 
July - Dec 199T 

Hear all the rumblings and rumours of the Amiga 
industry, including the Robocop dongle scandal 

Screenplay 
Covering the whole games scene, every month... 

Why is the A690 
CD-ROM drive for 
the Amigo not 
going to be called 
the A690? Why is 
the Robocop protec¬ 
tion dongle not only 
a waste of time but 
also a waste of 
your money? 

Coming Attractions 48 
Warning! This is not a practice: alien invaders are about to 
land on Earth in Plan 9 From Outer Space .. 

Under Construction 52 
Are those Sensible people the hottest thing in new games? 

The next big thing? 55 
Will Campaign succeed in its bid for world domination? 

Reviews 58-89 
John Madden's Football.......58 
4D Sports Driving..    61 
Storm Master. 64 
Video Kid......67 
Willy Beamish..  70 
Shadowlands.   72 
Leisure Suit Larry 5.  78 
Pinball Dreams. 81 
Return of Medusa.   83 
Harlequin...    89 

Cheap 'n' Cheerful! 92-3 
Fishy underwater detective James Pond is the star of this 
month's delve into the game bargain basket 

Charts and Magical History Score 95-6 
Find out what game's top of the pops this month 

Gamebusters 101-107 
Featuring the definitive cheat sheet for Populous 2 

Wayne Gretzky Hockey 2.    86 
WolfChild...     85 
PGA Tournament Courses ..  86 
Mad Dog Williams.   89 
Crime City..  ...89 
Starbyte Super Soccer. 85 
Big Run.     ...86 
Great Napoleonic Battles.  86 
Borobodur..  89 
Hare Raising Havoc.. 85 

Reviews 
Coming Contraptions 116 
Find out what's new in 'serious' software and hardware 

Take 2 120 
Make the first steps in animation the easy way 

Devpac 3 125 
The Amiga's leading programming language gets better 

HomeBase 128 
If you need to catalogue a collection, this could help 

Scala 500 132 
A sophisticated new option for home video titling 

Pixel 3D 2 137 
Expect great things from this utility for sorting 3D pictures 

SPECIAL! Latest CD releases 144 
Reviews of all the new CDTV titles, plus some exciting 
developments in audio CD for Amiga CDTV owners 

Regulars 
PD Update 169 
We pick the best from the world of free software 

Workbench 209 
Your problems solved, your questions answered 

Letters 216 
Find out what's making waves with Amiga owners 

Mail Order 192 
We pick out the best and offer it at bargain prices 

Subscriptions 164 
Make it easy on yourself: get your mag delivered! 

REVIEWED: 
Take 2 

Rombo's new anima¬ 
tion package lets you 

create cartoons the 
way the profession¬ 

als do: on paper! 

REVIEWED: 
Scala 500 

The worlds leading 
presentation package 
hits the Amiga 500 
as a video titler: can 
it live up to the repu¬ 
tation of its 
illustrious big 
brother? 

REVIEWED: 
Pixel 3D 

Finally there's a 
program for 

converting flat pic¬ 
tures into 3D ones 

that does the job 
and does it well. 

Check it out! 

IN PUBLIC DOMAIN 

In keeping with the 
animation theme of 
the issue, we 
proudly present Eric 
Schwartz's latest 
cartoon classics. 



tion 
Making full use of the Amiga's 

graphics and sound capabilities, 

this is the ideal use for the best 

computer around. It's fun, it's 

funny, it's rewarding and it can 

be easy to get into. 

We fill you in on the theori 

behind cartoons and bring you 

an idea-packed guide to starting 

out in animation. 

Animating with 
Graphics 
Workshop 140 
With its moveable objects and 

its cell animation techniques, 

Graphics Workshop is possibly 

an even more powerful anima¬ 

tion package than Deluxe Paint. 

We gave you the £70 program 

more or less free with Issue 30: 

now find out how to make the 

most of its animatic power. 

Not enough Memory? 154 

Everybody's upgrading! Are you? As the Amiga grows and 

grows, it seems that 512K is no longer enough (and if 

you've only got 512K you won't be able to use the fabulous 

Coverdisk program Vista). So here's everything you need to 

know about getting more RAM without getting ripped off! 

Getting to grips 
with Workbench 195 

If you're new to the Amiga, you'll be keen to get 

your hands on this latest instalment of the series 

that explains how the Workbench disk works... 
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Welcome to Amiga Format! 
Hello and welcome to 

AMIGA FORMAT, the 

world s best-selling 

magazine especially 

for Amiga owners! 

We re also pleased to 

announce this month 

the exciting news 

that this is now the 

biggest-selling computer magazine in 

Britain, which only goes to show what a 

major phenomenon the Amiga has now 

become. And it puts those grey, boring 

businessy types with their IBM PC compati¬ 

bles in their place, too! 

What's great about the success of the 

magazine is that it gives us the muscle to 

bring you ever better value, and of course 

that brings us on to this month's other 

exciting development: the start of the 

AAMIGA FORMAT Collection. We hope you 

find Vista, this month's £60 complete pro¬ 

gram, both useful and enjoyable. Just wait 

to see what happens over the next five 

months! Naturally this magazine can only 

be big because the Amiga is big and that 

brings us to another point: our 1 992 ques¬ 

tionnaire. We've asked you to fill in surveys 

before, but usually they're only to find out 

about how people use the Amiga and to 

help us tailor the magazine to your require¬ 

ments. This time, we re going a bit further. 

We believe the Amiga is now of major 

importance to the world at large. We think 

computing as a leisure activity should be 

given the same attention and respect by the 

national media as, say, music or films. We 

assume Amiga users are lively, intelligent 

people. And we re asking you an awful lot 

of questions about your general lifestyle to 

help us prove our point. Please do take the 

time and trouble to fill in the questionnaire 

on Pages 219-226: if nothing else, it will 

help make sure that AMIGA FORMAT is the 

magazine you want it to be. 

As for the rest of the magazine; well, 

it's the usual broad-minded mix of the best 

in Amiga news, reviews and tips. Enjoy it! 

Damien Noonan, Editor 

COVERDISIC 
turn the page! 
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* MYTH* 

Get some bone-shaking action in the fulfy-playable 
demo of System 3 s near-legendary monster mash! 

► Elementary Lemmings!* 
A simple level solution for all puzzled puzzlers 

Mouth-Man 
Duel* 
Biplane 
Three complete 
games bring you 
some real arcade 
action 

Plus 
Something really, really silly! 

•These items need 1Mb of memory 

Myth playable demo 
In this month's demo of a brand-new game. 

System 3 present an eclectic mix of gnomic 

battling and subterranean exploration Try it! 

Elementary 
Lemmings 
Here's an exciting new concept in game tips! 

Are you stuck on the last, most tricky level of 

our Christmas Lemmings demo? Not any more! 

Moutfi Man 
There's nothing quite like a classic arcade game 

for simplicity and playability, and this is one of 

the best conversions we've seen. Go for it! 

Duel 
What do you get when you mix the power of 

the Amiga, a reader with AMOS 3D and classic 

tank game Battlezone? Boot up and find out! 

Biplane 
It's fun. It's silly, and it's the third complete 

game on this month's Coverdisk. Take to the 

skies for a cartoon dogfight confrontation! 

The AMIGA Collection^ 

COMPLETE FULLY-USEABLE PROGRAM! 
Create your own astonishing fractal landscapes, 
save them as IFF... so it’s great for realistic 
scenes for graphics, but it’s just amazing fun too! 

i 1Mb needed IA 500 Plus Compatible § 1Mb needed 

Vista 1.2 
This is not a demo! This is not a save-disabled 

version! This is the FULL, COMPLETE package, 

RRP £59.99, and it's a corker! We've even had 

it rewritten specially for A500 Plus owners. 

Find out how to use it and have some fun! 
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COVERDISK /TTa 

MYTH 
Gei some tsone-snaaung action in the fully-ptayatu^ 
oemo of System Is near-legendary monsrer masm 

Elementary Lemmings!4 
A simpiE? level solution for all puzzled puzzlers 

Mouth-Man 

Puel- 

Bf plane 
Three complete 
games Pnng you 
some real 
action 

Pluj 
Something really, really ally! 

*TTiei# ire mi need I Mb of memory 

GETTING STARTED 
Just pop the Coverdlsk in any Amiga computer. The 
more memory you have, the more programs will work 
- Ihe Myth demo. Duel and the Lemmings.Help anima¬ 
tion all need 1Mb. Everything else should work tine 
on all systems (Including the A5Q0 Plus). 

Right by now the disk should have loaded 
Workbench. Use the mouse to move the pointer up to 
the icon named Coverdlsk33b. Click on it twice In 
rapid succession with the left mouse button. A win¬ 
dow showing the contents of the Coverdlsk wilt open. 

If you want the Lemmings.Help animation. 
Biplanes game or Myth demo, just double click on the 
Icon (again with the left button}. For the others, dou¬ 
ble click with the button on the drawer marked with 
the name. A window will open - double click on the 
icon In the window with the same name. Sounds com¬ 
plicated, but It does work. 

If you start getting "Out of memory ' messages 
after running a few of the programs* the best thing to 
do is to reset the Amiga by pressing the Control key 
and the two Amiga keys either side of the space-bar 

simultaneously. 

It's very easy to select ihe different program's from this 
month's Coverdtsfc - jest double dick on the program you 

that you want to play. 

Coverdislc 
Here's Pat McDonald, who will be your guide Down at the 

Arcade. So take your 50 pence pieces in hand for the very latest 

release from System 3, plus a few old favourites... 

MOUTH-MAN 
Matthew J Barker PAL only 

I'm all in favour of a good munch* but I think 
Mouth-Man is just greedy. He wanders around, 
eating everything in sight. No wonder the 
ghosts keep catching him up - he’s got too 
much flab to make a decent turn of speed. 
That's the first level - after that things get 
much faster. 

Mouth-Man is an Amiga version of the clas¬ 
sic arcade game Pacman* You control the him 
with a joystick, as is usual for such games. The 
idea Is to eat everything that is edible - to be 
more precise* all the dots and power pills that 
litter the mazes. 

Standing In his way are four ghosts, 
named Tardy (Orange), Swifty (Pink), Brains 
(Red) and Bllnky (Cyan). These ghosts all have 
a different personality, but contact with any of 
them witl lose one of Mouth-Man's three lives. 

To get your own back and eat the ghosts, 
you have to eat a power pill (one of the big 
dots) first. This turns the ghosts blue, and you 
can eat them while they are that colour. Each 
ghost you eat earns you a score bonus - the 
more you scoff* the more points for each one. 

There are a couple of features that were 
not in the original. The first Is the bonus - on 
each level, a little (con appears from time to 

time. If Mouth-Man eats it, it will have an unpre¬ 
dictable (but usually good) effect. 

The different effects are; ghost peeler - 
skins ghosts; extra power pill; ghost repellent 
(limited time); invincibility (limited time); extra 
Life; go to next level (very rare). 

The other feature that wasn't In the original 
is that you can design your own mazes. This 
version has 12 mazes, but it can take up to 24. 
Unfortunately, the maze editor needs to be acti¬ 
vated first before you can use it. Apparently, if 
you finish the game then that will give you a 
clue. Anyone who finds out, do write in to 
Helping Hand, 

Running around a maze, eating everything that is In 
your path is the perfect way fa relax after a hard 
day at the office. 

LEMMINGS HELP 
Maff Evans PAL/NTSC 

MaH has had so many Gamebusters requests 
sent in requesting for help with the last level of 
the Xmas Lemmings demo that we gave away 
with Amiga Format 30) that he put together 
this clever little animation, to show people 
exactly how it's done* Just double click on It to 
see it, and when you know enough (the anima¬ 
tion will loop) press the right mouse button to 
get back to the Coverdlsk. Easy eh? 

NOU nUL THE tEMMIMO? J MOULD 
HBLK fnrELY 1HSOUOH 10 THE Exit 

VrtY * 

Full details on haw to complete the lost level of the 
Xmas Lemmings demo tan be obtained at Ihe double 
dick of a mouse button. 

RETCHA-SKETCH 
Mike Ball PAL/IMTSC 

This program has an undefinable quality to it. It doesn't have wonderful graph¬ 
ics, lavish sound (any sound come to think of it) or a big movie name splashed 
on the box. So why is it on the Coverdlsk? 

I suppose because It's fun, Retcha-Sketch Is a computer version of a clas¬ 
sic toy* controlled entirely with a joystick. To get past the messages which 
appear at the start, keep pressing the fire-button. 

Once you're actually at the drawing area, push left, right, up and down to 
steer the drawing point where you want it to go. To dear the drawing area, 
press the fire-button. The screen will then shake up and down and your design 
will gradually fade away. You may need to keep the button pressed if your 
design is especially elaborate. 

One further note: there is no way out of the program, except to reset by 
pressing the Control key and the two Amiga keys either side of the space-bar 

at the same time. Probably the most trivial Coverdlsk program of all time. Retcha-Sketch's popularity 

teems to be inversely proportional (the younger you are, the more you like if 1. 



COVERDISK 

DECIDED TO HAVE a read while the demo loads 

huh? It has u> be said that the loading speed is pretty 

slow* StHI* it gives you a chance to gel some fairly 

important low down information on the game. 

Myth h set entirely in the land of legends, make 

believe* and government unemployment statistics* 

Nothing you find in it really exisis, So don’t go hiding 

under the bed clothes, because nothing nasty will leap 

out from your computer. Honest. 

In the game you control a hero-type character - 

let's just call him Bod, Bod can run* jump, punch and 

kick. He can also pick up and use extra weapons that 

he finds hanging around, which is useful as some of 

the monsters are pretty tough. 

The idea of the full game is that you have to guide 

Bod through several different levels, each with a dif¬ 

ferent character. In this Coverdisk demo, only one 

level (the Hell level) is available, That's why the 

monsters are of the typical Hellscapc variety: there 

are skeletons* gargoyles* a hydra, a devil and a huge 

great demon too! 

To finish the demo, you have to kill the hydra at the 

top left of the level* and keep going left until you reach 

the exit. This is not as easy as it sounds, as none of the 

w eapons easily available to you can harm it. 

The first thing you have to do is to release the tor* 

lured soul chained to the ceiling. This is easily 

achieved with one blow from the sword. This achieves 

nothing in itself, but it will call up the demon from the 

lava pits at the bottom of the screen. 

Once the demon is around (you may m?c him if 

you're dose to the lava pits) you will hear a deep 

booming laughter, louder than normal You will also 

he stuck on the same area of the level for a few sec¬ 

onds - don’t let this bother you, 

When the demon has been and gone, a red devil 

will appear somewhere close to you* fire a few lire 

halls* and vanish again, This keeps happening until you 

run out of lives or you kill him - the most effective 

weapon is the lightning holts, preferably fired into his 

back. To avoid his shots, jump into the air so that they 

pass underneath you. 

Once you have killed the devil, he will go for good, 

leaving his trident behind, Rick it up and move towards 

the hydra - it makes sense to build up some energy 

first from the gargoyles. Once you're near the hydra, 

select the trident and let it loose. One dead hydra! Then 

keep jumping left until you walk through the edge of 

the screen: demo completed! Well done! 

System 3 PAL/MTSC 

Unless you release the tortured soul by cutting the chain, the demon won't tome* If the demon won't come, the red devil 
doesn't appear. If the red devil doesn't appear, you can't get the trident. If you can't gel the indent you can't win* 

ww v 

First job when you appear (on the top left of the screen) is The red devil is the most difficult opponent to overcame, 

lo kill a few baddies and get the extra weapons* but ¥&“ mull beat him in order to get his trident. 

MOVING AND FIGHTING - CONTROLS 

HINTS AND TIPS 

• Never run after the gargoyles, They can nunc faster 

than you can, and frequently turn round and bite you 

before you can react. Just wait till they get close to you 

- then kill them. Sweeping behind you with the sword 

seems the most reliable meihcxl. 

• Don’t get too close to the skeletons. If they're right 

cm top of you then ihey can hurt you and you can’t hit 

them. Always hit from a distance, 

• Kill all the gargoyles you can, to get energy tokens 

out of them. These will build your energy back up, so 

you can't afford to take more damage, 

• Pick up all lightning bolts you can - they are the 

most effective weapon. 

• To get out of trouble* jump. 

MOVEMENT: 
Joystick left 
Joystick right 
Up 
Down 

Walk left 
Walk right 
Jump 
Crouch (picks up objects too) 

ATTACKING MOVES WITH NO WEAPONS: 
Fire Punch 
Fire + Down Kick. 

ATTACKING WITH THE SWORD: 
Fire + Up Hack above you 
Fire + Behind Slash behind you 
Fire + Ahead Stab In front 
Fire + Ahead + Up Slice in front 

ATTACKING WITH LIGHTNING BOLTS: 
Fire + Ahead Fire lightning bolt 

WEAPONS SELECTION: 
Left Arrow Key Scroll the list 
Space-bar Select the middle weapon 

• Never fall into a lava pit. 
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COVERDISK 

BIPLANES 
Peter Mason PAl/NISC 
The origins) version of Biplanes was on Amiga 
Format IB’s Coverdisk. This version is nearly Ih© 
same, except that rather than having lo have a 
human opponent around, you can now play 
against the computer tool For two people to play, 
though, you will need two joysticks plugged 
into your Amiga - and to do that, you'll have to 
unplug the mouse. 

The basic Idea is to shoot down your oppo* 
nent 16 times. You can shoot down balloons too, 

to boost your score. But always keep an eye on 
what the other guy's doing, It's not so easy when 
he’s just dived into a cloud. 

The first thing you have to do once the game 
has loaded Is configure It, Complicated? Not at all! 
Biplanes asks you a series of questions, at the 
bottom of the screen. 

Push left for a human opponent, right for human. Then the choices are left 
(for an easy computer game) or right {for a tough computer opponent). Select 
whether you want manual or automatic throttle - automatic (right) is much eas¬ 
ier, otherwise you have to keep pushing (onward to gain speed. Finally, 

choose fake stereo (left) or true stereo (right). 
The reason that ail the options are listed is 

that some NTSC users may not be able to see 
them - they'll be off the screen. For the same rea¬ 
son, NTSC users will not be able to make out the 
score (although whoever gets to 16 first wins). 

Control is decidedly difficult to pick up. You 
can rotate the plane by pushing left or right on 
the joystick. However, it can be tricky working 
out which way to push, especially if your plane is 
upside down? 

The secret of being a good Biplanes pilot Is 
knowing when to twitch left, right and hit the fire- 
button. Only two bullets are visible on the screen 
at any time - so don't go firing blindly In the gen¬ 
eral direction of the other player. Take aim. 

Beware of stalling the aircraft. If your plane 
hasn't got enough forward speed, then It will 
start to fait out of the sky. To get out of a stall, 

point your nose at the ground and push forward to accelerate. At the last 
minute, pull out of the stall. 

Another trouble area is the hut In the middle of the screen. You must prac¬ 
tise your take offs, so that you avoid this obstacle. Good luck with the game, 
and never let a plane get on your tail - if you do you’re history! 

Getting a height advantage early an is very important in 
Bipfanes - if you eon get on top you generally stay on top- 

AIR WARRIOR TROUBLE 
There was a glitch on last month's Coverdisk with the Air Warrior game. It 
was only playable If you had an analogue joystick, it's not just a case of 
switching it off from the Air Warrior menus - it you try this then you get a 
Coverdisk32 Ls not validated" message. 

The trouble is that Air Warrior saves all the changes you make onto the 
floppy disk. That particular Coverdisk was not designed to have things 
saved onto it - so what can you do? 

The solution printed here should not be run on Iasi month's Coverdisk - 
do it on a copy of the Coverdisk Instead, If you make a mistake and ruin the 
disk, all that will be damaged is a copy, rather than your only beloved copy. 

It works by getting rid of the Sequencer One samples, and putting a 
disk-validator file onto the disk. To enter It, first load Workbench. Once 
you're there, double click with the left mouse button over the Workbench 
Icon. Then double click again on the Shell Icon. Type this (do remember to 
press Return after every line): 

DELETE Coverdisk32 : samples ALL 

COPY FROM Sysrl/disk-validator TO Ceverdisk32:1 

The computer will ask for the copy of the Coverdisk when it needs it 
Don't worry about the capital letters and lower case - the Amiga Isn't fussed 
about which you use, so long as all the letters are in the right place. 

Once that s done, you can reboot with the Coverdisk 32, and change the 
joystick option from the Options menu within Air Warrior. After that, it s 
saved forever, and you can fly to your heart's content. 

Il'JWW 
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To change the joystick letting far Air Warrfot, you mu if occen this menu option 

(keep the right button pressed, move the mouse up to the Option menu, down to the 

Joystick item, right to the Enable item. Let go of the right mouse button). 

DUEL 
Jon Creighton PAL only 
This game needs two people and two joysticks. I m sorry that lo play it you 
have to unplug the mouse and plug in another joystick, but it's all down to 
the name of the game. Duet Is a lank battle style game, where each player 
controls a tank and is trying to destroy the other guy. 

Gelling started couldn't be simpler. Just press the fire-button when the 
Begin icon is highlighted. Reset will clear the scores (the scores can be 
accumulated over several matches) and Quit is self explanatory. 

The control Isn't difficult. Push forward and back to speed up or slow 
down, and left and right will turn your tank in the relative direction. The 
speed of your tank is indicated by the bar on the left hand side - note that 
you can reverse. Pressing the (Ire-button will let rip with the tank's cannon. 

Dotted around DueFs landscapes are coloured cubes- Each player starts 
the game on opposite sides of the same cube. You can either edge round the 
cube to have a quick blast, or reverse away, to get to a sate distance. 

Don't think that one hit is enough. Each tank can take quite a lot of dam¬ 
age before the game is won and lost. You can also damage your tank by 
trying to move onto the cubes, or ramming the other player; this causes them 
damage as well though. 

NTSC users, Duet will run on your machines, but the player on the bot¬ 
tom won't get a complete picture, it's good enough to play the game, but 
rather than prelend there were no problems the game is marked "PAL only ", 

II you get a “Range Warning message, then you are getting too close to 
the edge of the playing area. Reverse! H you den t then you'll blow up- It s a 
shame that the game doesn't let you play the computer, but perhaps the pro¬ 
grammer will write such a version - a radar would be dead handy too. 

The playing system for Duet h very finritar la that found in Iwo-phiyer racing games 
- the lop screen is far the green tank, the lower far the red. 
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Using Your Coverdisk 
1. Always write-protect your disk. Move the tab so a hole is showing. 
2. Copy the Coverdisk and use the copy, not the original. This may sound like a compli¬ 

cated task, suitable only for techno buffs, but it's surprisingly simple to do, just follow 
the simple instructions for copying the disk which are given below. 

3. Read the instructions when using the programs. 

Backing up your Disk 
There are two ways of making a 

copy of your disk, and this is the 

easy one. Don't be daunted by 

the fact that you need to use 

the Shell or CLI; it's actually a lot 

easier than you might think. 

Just follow these simple steps... 

3, The Amigo will now oik you to insert the 'source' disk. 
It means the disk you wont to copy, to pat the Coverdisk 
in the drive and press the Return key. 

1 lood your Workbench disk. Open the disk, find the icon 
that soys Shell or CU oitd double-click on It. 
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4. Walt tor a while and it will read all the information off 
(he Coverdisk, telling you how far it bos got. Then it will 
ask you to insert the "Destination" disk. Put the disk you 
wont to copy your Coverdisk onto in the drive and press 
the Return key. Nate that the disk does not need to be 
formatted already. 

2 When the Shell window appears and the drive light is 
out, type In: 
Diakcopy from DFOi CD DFflt 

and press the Return key. 

5. Put the source disk and destination disk in a couple 
more times when the Amiga asks for them. When tt says 
"Diskcopy Finished" just type in: 
en&cli 

to get out of the Shell or CU. You may have to put the 
Workbench disk in again. Now your copy is ready! 

9 

DISK PROBLEMS? 
If you have a problem with the disk - and you're sure the disk is In 
full working order - then you may need a little help. If you ring us on 
any Tuesday, and ask to speak to Pat McDonald, he will do his best 
to help you. Please understand, giving this sort of advice Is time-con¬ 
suming and we are very busy people, so only call If you really have to 
and do be considerate If we can't talk to you just then. If the problem 
is particularly complex It is better to send it to us in written detail. It 
will then be dealt with In the Workbench pages of the magazine. 

BE CAREFUL! 
We have done our best to check 
that the programs on the Amiga 
Format Coverdisk are simple to 
use and have no known viruses. 
We cannot usually answer complex 
telephone queries on the software 
(see the Disk Problems? box) and 
we do not accept liability for any 
consequences of using the numer¬ 
ous programs that are on the disk. 

COPYRIGHT 
Unless it is specifically stated, the 
programs on the Coverdisk are 
not in the Public Domain and the 
copyright remains with the author 
of the program. 

Because some of the programs 
on the Coverdisk are not PD, selling 
or distributing them without the 
author's specific permission is 
against the laws of copyright. 

Disk not working? 
We duplicate over 440,000 disks every month. Out of all those, obviously a few 
will be faulty. If the disk or any of the programs will not load or run properly, 
there may be a problem. Don't panic! 

First try using the DiskDoetor utility on your Workbench disk to rescue it 
before sending it off for a replacement. In-full details of D/skOocfor can be found 
in the user's manual that came with your machine. 

However, if your Coverdisk is faulty, you should send it back INCLUDING AN 
SAE for a free replacement within a month of the cover date to: 

Amiga Format April Disk 
Disk Copy Labs 
Unit A, Westmarch 
London Road 
Daventry 
Northants 
NN11 4SA 

Remember to include that stamped, addressed envelope! 
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an are setting forth intp a notw$;p(ace; another time, another world,n said 

• yTreguard, The 'Dungeon fmtsper. *Ah4jdhat mafgs you think, that you four mere 

mortals will succeed in the Qtia^fwhen so many others have failed?” 

I understood, at that moment, that our mission was going to take all 

our endurance, all our collective skill and, most of alia depth of courage, that I wasn ’t sure 

we possessed. 

Ever since ITV'S award-winning series hit our screens, the world has been waiting challenged to solve complex puzzles, logic problems and riddles that reveal a rich, 

tor a computer game worthy of the name. The wait is over, ever-more rewarding storyline, 

Tony Crowther's amazing re-creation has everything Your journey takes you deep into the dungeons of Dunshelm. to a cataclysmic 

Using the same game system that made Captive’ adventure game of the meeting with Lord Fear and the unthinkably horrible FnghtKnight 

year for 1990. ^nightmare makes dungeons and dragons games seem Whether or not the meeting is terminal is up to you You will need 

like newts splashing around in a muddy puddle wisdom, tenacity, alacrity and. above all. courage 

Knightmarer is a sophisticated role-playing adventure where you are But you have all those things, don't you 

_ _1 f j J' l M.M. 1 ■"W 

-—A tt t) > 
Available for Amiga & Atari ST 

Kmghimare c$ copyrigtu Anglia Television and Broadsword Television 
Game copy rig hi 1991 Mmdscape international Limited 

Captive Copyright 1990 1991 Mind scape International Limited all rights reserved 
Written by Tony Crowther ANGLIA 

Television I inull’ll 

For your local dealer, contact: Mindscape International Ltd. The Coach House. Hooklands Estate. Scaynes Hill. West Sussex RH17 7NG Tel: 0444 831 761 
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b ! Mb needed » A 500 P*ui Compatible ♦ I Mb needed 

And so this is 

The first instalment of The Amiga Format Collection brings you this excellent fractal landscape generator 

from Virtual Reality Laboratories. Marcus Dyson gives you all the tricks, tips and advice on how to get 

the most from this stunning piece of software. 

VfSTA IS THE FIRST in a sensational series 

of fully‘functional software packages that 

Amiga Format wilt be bringing to you 

over the coming month*. With \lsta you can 

create new worlds from scratch simply bv 

entering a seed number or access a vast 

library' of geological information to create 

stunning visual models of the real world. 

We've even included a few landscape* for you 

to look at before you create your own. And all 

of this is available to owners of a 1 Mb A500. 

Should you wish to place Vista on your 

hard drive we've included the install program 

too! A500 Plus owners needn’t worry cither, 

because although the original version of Vista 

didn't work with your machines, we've had a 

special version coded especially to work on the 

A5Q0 Plus, and that’s on the disk as well. 

When we reviewed Vista in Issue 15 of 

Amiga Format we said "It's fast, flexible 

and fun" and ax usual, we weren’t wrong. 

Back in those days we didn't give ratings to 

serious software, but if we had Ifa/u would 

have been sure fire Format Gold material. 

Once you've made yourself a landscape 

you could take it into Deluxe Paint IV to use 

as the background for a painting, or use it as 

ihe setting for a game. You could even just 

admire it for what it is, an exciting piece of 

compute regenerated artwork. Before you do 

any of these things you have to learn how to 

use the program, it’s really very simple, in the 

next few pages, we show you how,,. 

Getting Started 
Vista is fully auto hooting on both the A5G0 

and the A5QG Plus, simply pop the disk in the 

drive at ihe prompt when the machine is 

turned on, or place the disk in the drive and do 

a soft reset tpress Control and the two Amiga 

keys). The Vista program will run automati¬ 

cally, and it will also load the Halfdome,Scape 

demonstration landscape, ready for you to use. 

If you wish to install Vista onto a hard 

drive, you will need to boot your Amiga from 

your usual Workbench, Double dick on the 

Vista disk icon, and then on the install icon. If 

you follow the on-screen prompts. Vista will 

be mounted on your hard drive ready for use. 

An imaginary river 
meanders between the 
newly tree-lined slopes 
of the Yosemile Valley. 

Vhta h incredibly sim¬ 
ple lo get the hang of. 
You'll liltd that land- 
stapes like the one 
shown above are 
achievable only min¬ 
utes from the time you 
first load the Vista 
disk into your Amiga. 

And there Is more 
Not only have we brought you the Vista program, but we've also negotiated some great 
prices on upgrades exclusively for Amiga Format readers, 

THE VISTA MANUAL   C4.95 
An in-depth set of instructions for your Vista program. 

VI ST A PRO V2.0 UPGRADE __£39.95 

Trade In your dish for a full copy of the latest version of the Format Gold winning 
VistaPro. Has 24-blt compatibility and a host of new features. (Needs 3Mbs of RAM.) 

MAKEPATH _ £29.95 
This utility works with any version of Vfsta/VistaPro allows you to create an animation 
sequence to give the illusion of flying' around your Vista landscapes. Using a simple 
point and click interface. Makepath gives you full control of your ftighlpath. even down to 
acceleration rates and banking angles, and it's all re-editable once completed. 

TERRAFORM_ £29.95 

Using this program allows you to edit and create the OEM format flies which are used to 
store Vista landscapes. So rather than forming random fractal landscapes you can use 
Vista to make pictures of the worlds of your dreams, or edit OEM files of the real world. 

SCENERY FILE DISKS______£39,95 
Over 30 sets of DEM fifes are available, at present virtually all feature US landscapes, 
including some of the superb scenery like the Grand Canyon, 

All these items are available from; 
Genisoft, Unit 3, Poyie 14. Newlands Drive, Colnbrook, Berkshire. SL3 ODX 0753 686000, 
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The Vista main control panel 
This is the first screen you'll see when you load Vista, and from here you 

can do almost everything you’ll need to do to create and render basic 

landscapes. Here's a look at what everything does. 

The main screen shorn o map of the currently 
loaded landscape at I he left-hand side, and has 

the control panel on the right side. Mas! of 

Vistd's functions can be run frain this screen. 

POSITION COORDINATES: as an alternative to 
positioning the camera and the target by 

depressing their buttons and clicking on the 
map (see boxes at right), it is possible to 

locale either of them by entering the required 
coordinate in these boxes. The numbers repre¬ 

sent distances in metres. X being from left to 

right across the mop, Y is from top to bottom 
of the map, and Z being the height above sea 
level. These numbers can he entered by clicking 

in the box and deleting or editing the 

required figure, but if is important to remem¬ 

ber to press Return alter entering any 

parameter in Vrsfo, otherwise the program will 

not register its entry. 

LAKE and RIVER: by using these buttons, then 
clicking on the mapH il is passible to add takes 

and rivers to a Vista landscape. The lake func¬ 

tion will then flood the entire area of the 
landscape that con be reached without ascend¬ 
ing from the altitude of the point you dick on. 

A river will start at the click point and flow 

directly downhill. 

RENDER: this is the button that tells Vista 

you've mode your setting and now you want 

to see what it looks like, once this is pressed 
there's no going back. You can stop it render¬ 

ing, but then you have to start right from the 

beginning again. Before you press this button 

check all the numeric values to see that they 

are what you expect them to be, because if 
you enter a number, then click on another box 

to enter another such value without first hit¬ 

ting Return (or Enter) your previous value will 

be ignored. Also make sure that you have 
saved the last image you rendered as an Iff if 

you intend to da so, because Vista can only 

hold one such rendered image at a time. 

TREES can be added to a landscape by pressing 

the tree button prior to rendering Ihe scene. If 
this button is not pressed the program will stilt 
define an area lor trees, and shade it appropri¬ 

ately, but will not draw any actual trees. 

BLEND is a function lo hide the polygonal 

nature of the landscape, it works by weighting 
the colours of each polygon with respect to 

those of the surrounding ones. 

GOURAUD SHADING is a shading method 
which helps reduce the appearance of the poly¬ 

gons that make up the landscape, using it 
improves the look of the finished picture, but 
can increase rendering time by SO per cent. 

COLORS: pressing this button takes you to the 

Colors Menu, fully explained on Page 14. 

TARGET: by depressing this 

button, and then mouse click¬ 

ing somewhere on the map 
you can tell Visla the loca¬ 

tion af the paint in space 

where you want the imagi¬ 

nary camera, which lakes 
your picture, to be aimed at. 

CAMERA: by pressing this button, and clicking somewhere on the map, you inform 

Vista whereabouts in space you would like to position the camera which takes your 

picture. This operation will put your camera at ground level at the point you wish it 
to he, and can result in the polygons nearest to the camera appearing very large. A 
good way ta avoid this phenomena is to elevate the camera by 100-200 metres, 

thereby 'overlooking" the large polygons. It is also advantageous lo elevate the 

camera if you ate rendering with the tree function turned on, because il is very 

easy to end up with most of your image obscure by a nearby conifer. 

■ ; . Laxe , | Ki ver 
Snow J .455 

Haze 

Blend 

GShade 

LOCKING FUNCTIONS: it is possible to restrict 

the movement of the camera and the Target in 

any direction, or combination of directions by 
depressing the relevant locking button. Please 

note that this function locks both the camera 

and the target simultaneously. 

SNOW and TREELINES: the number placed in 
these boxes determines the height in metres 
above sea level that the snow-line and tree- 
fines will be positioned at. 

The snow-fine differs from the tree-line in 
that It is the bottom boundary (or lowest alti¬ 

tude) of the area covered by snow, the tree 

line is the highest altitude that trees will be 
drawn at. 

HAZE determines the amount of atmospheric 
Haze, which gives the picture depth. 

PD l tli 

Colops Snoot! 

Poly Jjf2|ira 

Hide ! Zoon 

Render 
■■■■■■ 
[F 5 

rv l ew 

9834769 
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FRACTAL SEED by clicking on 

ihe button marked F you will 
generate o random fractal 

seed which Vista wilt then 

automatically plot as a map 

an the main screen, allowing 

you to decide whether lo ren¬ 

der it or not. Clicking in the 

numeric box allows you lo 
enter your own fractal seed, 

thus you can moke an island 

of your hirthday etc. 

_ I_■- 

VIEW this button returns 

the user from the moin con¬ 

trol screen back lo the last 

picture that has been ren¬ 

dered, If you make changes 
ta the parameters af your 

Vista landscape, this is not 
the button to press to see 

what Ihe changes look like. 
You must render the image 

first, which will automati¬ 

cally draw it for you. 

LIGHT SOURCE: the direction of the light which 

illuminates the Vhta scene is controlled by 
pressing one of these buttons, it Is □ rudimen¬ 

tary system, but adequate for most needs. 

PIXEL DITHER is yet another way of hiding the 

foci that the landscape is made from many div 
creel polygons. When it Is used the program 

dithers the polygon edges, thus making them 
less obtrusive in Ihe picture. 

SMOOTH imitates the effects of erosion, giving 

a landscape a more rounded, and older look, tt 
can be used more than once and the effect 
increases with each additional usage. 

RENDERING LEVELS: these buttons control the 

site ol the polygons that moke up Ihe picture. 
The number relates to the edge length of the 
triangles, so 6 is the lowest resolution, and 1 

the highest. See the box on Page IS. 

WIDE and ZOOM control the angle of view ol 
the camera, WIDE will display more of a given 

scene from the some camera position, approxi¬ 

mating to about the normal human angle of 

vision. ZOOM is equivalent to about o 2x 
magnification of the picture. 



Home Accounts 2 
the best gets better... 

When Home Accounts was launched four years ago we 

had just one goal—to create the best home finance program. 

Over 30,000 of you agreed with us and purchased Home 
Accounts, not only for use in the home, but also for business, 

clubs and charities. 

It seemed like a good idea to let you tell us exactly what 

to put into Home Accounts2® 

Which you did. 

Some of you didn't like the 

restrictions on the number of 
income accounts, expenditure 
types, and transactions. So we 

removed them. 

Some of you wanted more graphics, so we added pie 
charts, scatter and line graphs. We thought we'd better 

smarten up the bar graphs, so we added 3D effects, stacking 
and overlaying, and we made sure you can print them. 

Many of you wanted to calculate mortgage rate changes, 
loan repayments, retirement planning and so on. So we 
added a pop-up calculator and interest calculator. There's 
also an option to take account of inflation. 

Since nearly half of you use Home Accounts for small 
business bookkeeping, we added options for VAT and 

business style reports. 

Then, our technical people added a little ... 

Investment accounts, net worth 

statement, password, cheque 
numbering, custom reports, flexible 
year period. And (to save you 
disturbing them on our support 
hotline) an on-line help system, 

should you need it. 

They also added our 
acclaimed Human Interface Protocolwhich first appeared in 

Wordworth® As you can see, it sets a new standard in 

speed, style and elegance for Workbench. (It also contains a 
screen saver. Playtime games and a few other goodies.) 

Home Accounts2 is written by Digita® Which means 
you'll be using a program designed for the way British 

finances work, and you'll know where to come for 
professional support. 

The only way you can really 

appreciate Home Accounts2 is to 

use it. Phone0395 270273 for more 

information or, write to Digita, 
FREEPOST, Exmouth EX8 2YZ. 

Home Accounts2 costs £54.99, 

which includes VAT, postage and packing; and when 
purchased from Digita, comes with a 7 days money-back 
guarantee. 

If you already own a home finance program, for a 
limited period only, you can trade-up for just £29.99 by 
returning your original disks to Digita with your order. 

Amiga Computing concluded, "A completely functional, 
very useful and amazingly easy program 
to use. If you're a wary 

newcomer to accounts 
packages then cast off 

your doubts 3nd splash 

out on Home Accounts2." 
Home Accounts, 

As it turned out, 

listening to Home Accounts 
users was a pretty good 
way to write software. 

The best just got better. 

Machine support 

Written specifically fur the Amiga TA 
Fully supports WB U and 2.00 
All medium and high resolution 
modes (mono and colour) •DIGITA* 

INTERNATIONAL 

Amiga Format said, “Digita have made great efforts to 

listen to their customer comments and the result is a package 
which will suit any household Everything the home user 
needs has been included—and more". 

software tbats right" 

Home Accounts?, is available to the trade through Columbus, Gem 
HB Marketing, IBP. Lazer, Leisuresoft. Precision and SPl. 

Digita International Ltd Black Horse House Exmouth EX? Ijl. ENGLAND Tel 0395 270273 Fax 0395 2688*93 
- A member ot the Digit* group - 

Dtgtla lhe Digit* logo, Home Accountvi. tlw Home Accounts logo, and Wordworth are registered trademark * and Jf/P, Utirrimt PrWoorfand hijhmu thal* nyfi/ &tv trademark* of Lhgita Holding* Lid 
All othrr trademarks and (twit ownes are acknowledged!, Sold suhprct to .tUraiard condition* of Mir E k OE 
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After loading ViKta you should be left with a 

screen something like the one below, If not do 

a soft reset. Now Ick explore our landscape* 

and gel to know Vista a little better... 

Test rendering 
First press the render button, and you will 

shortly be presented w ith a rough version of 

your landscape, not terribly exciting just yet. 

Click with the left mouse button anywhere on 

the picture and you will be relumed to the 

main screen. 

The camera and target 
Sometimes, to get the best view of something, 

you have to move around a little, and Vista is 

no exception, so let's see if we can get a more 

dynamic perspective on our scene, try clicking 

on the coordinates below TARGET and typing 

in 6480X, 2400Y. and 1644Z Remember to 

press return after each entry or Vista will 

ignore the new value. Belovs CAMERA type 

in the values l(MIX. 7560Y and 1948Z. 

Notice your cross (which represents the target) 

and square (camera) moved after you changed 

the X and Y coordinates, they also changed 

after you changed Z, but ibis was straight out 

of the screen and so could not be seen. 

Do another test render, and you should be 

presented with an altogether more attractive 

scene than last time. 

Adding rivers and lakes 
Rack on the main screen, press the river but¬ 

ton. then choose a point on the map at about 

point 6900X.5760Y. You can find Lhe coordi¬ 

nates of a point by placing either the camera, 

or the target on the point, but remember to 

move them back afterwards. 

Now repeat by pressing the river button, 

and pointing on the map a few times until you 

base a river that descends from the hills and 

flows inio the large green valley at the top 

right of the map. 

Now press the LAKE button, and click in 

this top right green area: you will be given a 

lake the si/t of which will vary depending 

whereabouts you dick. 

The Haze level 
Changing the ha/e level will increase the 

apparent depth of the finished picture, because 

it will create the illusion of atmospheric haze, 

thus making lhe distant horizon a little less 

distinct. Now click in the box and enter the 

value 30, remember to press Return, 

Continued overleaf 

The Vista Colors Panel 
This screen is accessed by depressing the Colors button on the main screen. From here you can finely 

tune how the pictures you render look by altering the colours, vertical heights and the camera angle, 

as well as other picture-enhancing effects. 

COLOUR MIXERS: molt Amigo useis 

will be la mi liar by now with ROB 
sliders to mix colours. Simply click on 

a colour in the palette and edit it by 

sliding these bars up and down. 

OK: pressing this button accepts all 

lhe changes made on the colour 
screen and returns the user lo the 

main screen. 

OlllT: exits the colour screen back to 
the mam screen without accepting 

the changes that have been made. 

SPREAD: ranges a number of colours 
from the selected colour square 

through the spectrum la the colour of 

the next palette square clicked on. 

COPY: duplicates the RGB values of 

the currently selected palette square 

into the next square clicked on otter 

pressing the copy button. 

WH1 

-1 !— 
PALETTE: shows the 

colours which make 

up the Vitto picture. 
Any or all at these 

can be edited by first 

selecting them and 
then using the RGB 

sliders. Spread and 

Copy tools. 

STARS and WAVES 

con be added lo 
ony Vista sky, lake 
or sea respec¬ 

tively. both con 

add considerable 
interest and vari¬ 

ety to any picture 

you render. 

SOUND: turning this on 

forces Wsla to play a 

kind of fractal music 
where the notes are 

related to the mathe¬ 

matics that the 
program is calculating. 

You won't find your- 

set! humming along! 

HAZE and CONTRAST these values affect 
the "exposure" of the finished picture, 

playing with them will not change the 

shape of the landscape, but will affect the 
mood and quality of your final image. 

DY,DX,DZ these ore the differences in dis¬ 

placement along each axis of the camera 

and the target. DR is the distance between 

the two. AD measured in metres. 
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If you wont to creole o picture like ibis, there'! 

nothing itopping you. Afl you oeed is your Amigo 

and the Viita Cover disk- Instructions on who! to do 

ore given in the text on this and the next page. 

The Mandelbrot set rendered os a fractal landscape, and yau can't gel 

more fractal than thali Careful alteration of the colour palette can help 

emphasise the contours of such a picture. 

This ' volcano' was created by simply changing the colour palette of o scene 

generated from o random fractal 

Those modes in action 

The lowest level of recursion 
offered by Vista Is level eight. At 
this resolution a landscape can 
Include up to 2.046 triangles. This 
picture took two minutes IS sec¬ 
onds to render. At this level the 
triangles which go to make up the 
landscape are very large, and very 
obvious The short rendering time 
at this resolution is so that you 
can get a rough idea of what your 
scene ft going to look like, and to 
help you position the camera and 
target positions. 

The second picture is at level four 
and took two minutes and 30 sec¬ 
onds to render. More detailed than 
level one, but with only a slightly 
longer rendering time, this resolu¬ 
tion Is probably better suited to 
the purposes mentioned above. A 
picture at this level can Include up 
to 8.192 polygons. 

The 32.766 polygons that make up 
this level two picture took eight 
minutes and 55 seconds to render. 
As the rendering time Increases 
so does the quality of the picture, 
but it still Isn’t so good that you’d 
want to show this to your auntie 
when she vfaita at Christmas. On a 
standard Amiga the rendering 
takes so long that you probably 
won t find yourself using this res* 
olutlon very often. 

The Fourth picture Is at level one 
and took 30 minutes to render, 
which is not that surprising when 
you consider that It is made from 
nearly 131.072 polygons. 
This Is It. the real thing, the high* 
est level of recursion available 
from Vista, and it really takes a 
while to draw a picture at this 
level, but you can still improve the 
quality of the final image If you’re 
prepare to wait a little (oh! all right 
then, a lot) longer... 

This picture has all the bells and 
whistles. Rendered at level one, 
with Gouraud shading, dithering, 
smoothing, waves, trees and stars 
turned on. It took 44 minutes to 
render, it makes you seriously 
start to consider buying an accel* 
erator doesn’t it? But considering 
the improvement In quality over 
even the level one render, It seems 
to be worth the extra wait. And 
you can always set up a script to 
render and save a few such pic* 
lures whilst you go see a movie. 
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The light direction 
If you lest render your image now. you will 

see the slopes on the left of the picture are in 

the shade, while those to the right are sunlit. 

On the main screen press the button marked W 

next to the word light, this will change the 

direct ion of the light so that it comes from the 

opposite direction. 

The tree line 
A test render will now reveal sunlit slopes to 

the left of the picture which arc tree lined 

some of the way up. we can increase the 

height to which trees grow by clicking in the 

numeric box next to the word tree, let's iry 

entering the number 2(XX). and pressing Return 

Waves and Stars 
If you press the COLOR button to be taken to 

the Color menu screen you will see a button 

marked waves, pressing this will improve the 

appearance of the surface of large areas of 

w ater in your picture. 

The Stars button will create an artificial 

starscapc in the sky of your picture, this 

requires you to set the sky and hu*e colours 

quite dark, and results in a picture that looks 

like it was taken at night. Since this is not the 

effect we want from this picture we will leave 

these buttons un-pressed for now. Both these 

effects are evident on the picture on Page 11 - 

Rendering the final picture 
Now we have set almost all the parameters, we 

can render the final picture. First set the poly¬ 

gon si/e to I. click on HAZE, click on 

GSHADE. PDITHER, and finally click on 

SMOOTH. Now we are ready to go, this will 

take quite a while on an un-accelerated Amiga, 

so now's a good time to go have a cup of tea 

or something. If on the other hand you do 

decide to Slop and monitor your machine's 

progress. Vista will display a status bar whilst 

it is rendering. Press render, and you will see 

the status bar display: 

COLOUR: the program is calculating the 

colour and shade of all the polygons, taking 

into account their altitude and the topography 

of the position they occupy (whether they 

should be grass, or earth, or rock etc,) 

CLIFFS: regardless of the surface of the area, 

if the steepness of the ground exceeds a certain 

Li mil. Vista will place cliff colours there. 

TABLE: Vista has a lookup table for the 

amount of light reflecting of each polygon, if 

the direction of the sun is changed, or the con¬ 

trast settings, then this table is recalculated, 

SHADE: the shade of each polygon is affected 

by the direction of the sun. the amount of 

smoothing. Gououd shading, the presence of 

lakes and rivers and the si/e of ihe polygons. 

If any of these various factors change, then 

Vista re-calculates. 

SKY: whilst drawing the sky, which due to the 

ha/e effect is not just one colour, Vista dis¬ 

plays the word skv in the status bar. 

HORIZON The last part of the render calcula¬ 

tions. displayed just before Vista begins to 

work out the display image. 

DRAW Vista draws the image, it cannot be 

seen doing this since it happens on a virtual 

screen to speed up the process. As it draws 

Vista displays its progress in lines, counting 

slow Iy but inexorably to 256, When complete, 

the screen is converted to the real screen, at 

this point the image can he seen to draw line- 

by-line from the top of the screen, 

When the render is complete you should end 

up with a picture pretty similar to the one on 

Pages 14/15, but if you don't it really doesn't 

matter, because the wonderful thing aboul 

fractal landscape generation is that one small 

change in the way you go about creating the 

image can result in a completely (or maybe 

just slightly j different picture, 

Saving your picture 
Once you have a picture you're happy with, 

you can save h out as an IFF to use in other 

packages, such as Deluxe Paint IV. If however 

you want to work on it again in Vista, then you 

can save it as a VistaDEM format, both these 

options are m the Project menu of the main 

Vista screen. 

Loading a DEM Landscape 
After you have saved your picture you can 

load another one by pressing the right mouse 

button at the top of the main screen. This will 

reveal the Vista menus. Go to the PROJECT 

menu, and scroll down till your mouse pointer 

is on the words LOAD LANDSCAPE, now a 

sub-menu w ill appear, move the mouse pointer 

over the word VISTA DEM. Releasing the 

mouse button will now bring up a file 

requester like the one below. 

The Vista ffto requester will up peer every time 
you loud or save a landscape. 

By clicking on the buttons at the bottom (SYS: 

DH(1: DHI: DFO: etc) you can select a drive to 

load your pictures from. Our demonstration 

pictures are in DR): because that's where your 

Vista disk is, but if you are using a hard drive 

you can store pictures wherever you like. 

Once you've selected the drive the 

requester will list all the files on that drive. 

Select the directory that your pictures are in 

and you will be presented with a list of alt the 

landscapes in the directory, dick on the one 

you would like to load and its name will 

appear in the tile window, now dick OK and 

the landscape will he loaded. 

Instead of rendering one of the example pic¬ 

tures, why not create one all of your own? It’s 

very simple to do. just enter a number at the 

bottom of the screen next to the button marked 

F, Press return and the computer w ill draw you 

a map of your Landscape, you can then do all 

the things you just did to the example land¬ 

scape and more to it. For instance you could 

make a valley’s walls black and grey, and flow 

a red and yellow river through it. creating your 

own volcanic scene. 

With Vista you can do what you like, but 

whatever you do. have fun 1 O 

DEM 'dere hills 
The DEM format was devised by the United States Geological 
Survey as a method of storing geophysical information, le Ihe 
physical statistics of a given area of land. Much of the United 
States has now been surveyed in this manner, and these records 
are available to the users of programs like Vista. 

DEM stands for Digital Elevation Model, and the name gives 
you a good idea about how this information is obtained. The area 
to be mapped is measured every 30 metres and the height above 
sea level is recorded In metres. This means that computer pro¬ 
grams can make accurate models of the land by simply plotting 
all these points that have been recorded by the USGS and then 
drawing polygons between them all. Then by using a polygon fill¬ 
ing routine, and a little bit of mathematics to smooth and shade 
the terrain, a fairly accurate picture of the original landscape can 
be produced. 

We ve included a few such landscapes on your Coverdisk, 
and there are hundreds more available, for details contact HB 
Marketing, the UK distributor of Vista, on 0753 886000 

But for now let's take a look at some of the ones on your 
Amiga Format Vista Coverdisk.., 

Olympus Mens is o huge volcano on Ike surface of Mars, it is about 500 

km is diameter and aboul Iwkc flit height of Mount Everest. Due to the 

DEM file being made from lower than* usual frequency of measured 
pain Is there is a tot of' or tif acting1 (in consistencies} in the file, but a 

few smoothing passes should improve the picture. 

Mount St Helen's, Washington. This is bow the Mount looks now, after 

Wowing Its lap act May 1S 1960, creating winds of up to 670 miles on 

hour which flattened al trees within 19 miles (so remember that if you 

want to do on accurate render). The new crater is about 3km wide. Foe 
reference, thereJs a 'before' file included on the ifisk as well. 

Crater take is the caldera of on ancient volcano in Oregon, the sides of 

the caldera which farm the shores of the lake fall some 1/250 metres 

from the rim ta the bottom of the lake. The DEM does not Include Ihe 

water of course, but this can easily be pat in the picture by using Wire's 

iah* function. The island m the lake h known as Witord Island. 
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You are now reading 
Britain's best-selling 
computer magazine 

The latest circulation figures for Amiga Format 

show that it is not only the best-selling Amiga maga¬ 

zine in the world, but also the best-selling computer 

magazine in Britain. The average monthly circulation 

for the six months of Juty-Deeembcr Iasi year was 

slightly over 130,000 copies a month, the readership of 

ihe magazine is growing constantly and the Christmas 

Special Issue was bought by about 160,(XXI readers. 

This means Amiga Format is the most popular 

computer magazine in Britain, ahead of all the serious 

magazines for PC owners and business people. A 

growth of 63 per cent on last year's figures also makes 

us the fastest-growing magazine of any kind in Britain, 

Naturally we re pleased, and we’d like to thank all 

our readers for their continued interest. But we're also 

pleased because it shows the Amiga is going from 

strength to strength and is getting the recognition it 

deserves as a major phenomenon of ihc Nineties, 

Battle resumed in 
professional DTP war 
The competition between the two top DTP packages 

Professional Page and PageStream, which included a 

fiercely competitive comparative advertising campaign 

in American Amiga magazines, is about to be resumed 

with the release of new versions of both programs. 

Both have already gone as far as they are likely to 

go in terms of professional-standard text and image 

handling, and they both already include full support for 

fully-sea I cable ‘outline- fonts and both will do full pro¬ 

cess colour separation, though only Pro Page 

incorporates the Pantone colour-matching system. 

As a result, it seems that the only remaining areas 

of distinction between the two will be general use abil¬ 

ity and the accessibility of the user interface. !n other 

words, how easy to use and reliable each program is. 

For just this reason, both new' releases are going to 

major lengths to incorporate improvements in the ‘user 

environment’, particularly a 'publish and subscribe’ 

system whereby networked machines can share editing 

of the same file. 

The new Page stream 22. by Soft-Logik, is already 

available. It's advantage is likely to be Soft-logik’s 

acquisition of a full professional foni library* The 

release of Gold Disk's Professional Page 3 is immi¬ 

nent and the key feature could be Ihc automation of 

page layout by an extensive system of macros. 

A690 rescheduled, 
renamed... revealing 

The A690 CD-ROM drive for the 

Amiga, pencilled in for a March arrival 

in the shops, is now not looking Likely 

to arrive until a few weeks later: and 

when if does arrive U will have a dif¬ 

ferent name. But an investigation into 

the reasons for the name-change has 

also revealed interesting possibilities 

about the future of the Amiga. 

The CD-ROM drive, w^hich will 

enable Amiga owners to run Compacl 

Disc-based CDTV sofiw'arc, is now 

expected to go on sale at the end of 

May and has been renamed the A57G. 

Commodore are keeping particu¬ 

larly iighi-lipped on ihe reasons for the 

rename, but it is believed to have 

something to do with ihe positioning of 

the Amiga range. 

Computer industry magazine CTW 

is just one of many sources which has 

suggested recently that Commodore are about to 

launch a new mid-range Amiga possibly to be called 

the Amiga 600. 

If Commodore want A50G owners to buy ihe CD- 

ROM drive, it w'ould make sense for it to have a 

5(X)-series name-tag: and equally, the fact that the 

A69U name occurred in the first place gives credence to 

ihe theory ihal there is to be a 600-scrics machine along 

with peripherals. 

Commodore's Sales Manager Kelly Sumner is 

quoted in C1W as saying about the newr machine, 

"Let's not get carried away about it having 60 million 

colours and quadrophonic sound. It's a slight improve¬ 

ment on machines already in that area.” 

Likely modifications include the full Enhanced 

Chip Sci with 2Mb Agnus, a built-in TV modulator and 

possibly also MIDI interface, and room for internal 

extra disk and hard drives, though a new 16-bit Paula 

chip for enhanced sound is also on the cards. 

Commodore are well aware that to compete with 

the growing popularity of games consoles, they have to 

build on ihe marketing of the Amiga as a real computer 

and not just a games machine. 

It has already been suggested that a bundle, much 

Th« delay in releasing and the renaming of the 'AA90' has led to rumours 

about the possible release of a new range of A600s, This would help explain 

the renaming al the ROM drive to the A59Q. 

like the successful Cartoon Classics pack, with its 

appeal to a younger. Ban Simpson-watching audience, 

is unlikely to reoccur. 

Slipping a newer and more sophisticated but still 

very’ affordable machine into the range would certainly 

make sense in these terms. It could be expected to be 

bundled with some of the more serious software and 

targeted at parents, huilding on the Amiga’s strength as 

a family machine. 

Enhanced sound via a new Paula chip and a MIDI 

interface would also fit in with Commodore's current 

thinking. The Atari ST was once the preferred option 

for musicians with computers, simply because it had 

been sold with a MIDI interface built in from the start. 

The ST is, however, rapidly beginning to look like a 

dying machine and the music industry is beginning to 

catch on to the appeal of the Amiga as a low-cost 

platform. Commodore are also in the process of plan¬ 

ning a marketing campaign targeted carefully towards 

U use in music. 

Whatever the specification of the new machine, 

Commodore are decided that ihe price of the A500 w ill 

not drop. The new machine is expected to join it on the 

shelves in the late summer. 

Ocean anti-piracy plan flops 
The anti-piracy ‘dongle’ included with Ocean's game 

Robocop 3 and intended to prevent dongle-less pirate 

copies from being played has become a spectacular 

failure. A cracked version of the game which plays fine 

without the dongle was received by Amiga Format 

in the post only days after the game’s release. 

Comments by Ocean's Software Director Gary 

Bracey. speaking to our sister magazine Amiga Power, 

reveal the cost of the exercise, “We evaluated the 

whole dongle idea along with a number of other soft¬ 

ware houses, but nobody seemed very keen to pul 

serious resources into it, so in the end we decided to 

put our money where our mouths were". 

Ocean claim that the increased £35 price of 

Robot op 3 does not include the buyer paying for the 

dongle’s development, “We've done our bit, done 

something positive about piracy without passing the 

cost on to the consumer,” 

Copy protection is not necessarily aimed at ihe 

crackers so much as to discourage the casual copyist. 

“Though it was grating that you could download the 

entire game from bulletin boards within two w-ecks of 

the game going on sale, 1 think we can safely say that it 

won’t be pirated by the man in the street" says Bracey. 

In which case you might not imagine that the cracking 

of the dongle w-ould be such a disaster. So will they use 

the dongle idea again? "We know' how they goi past 

the Robocop one and wc can make sure thai they can’t 

do exactly the same thing again, but the way I fed at 

ihe moment is that someone else can try it next time." 
Robocop fails la quash the perpetrators behind software 

piracy. Ocean say it's someone else's turn now,,. 
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Editor's Opinion 
Tell us what you 
really think! 

20 

Amiga Format may 
well be the best-selling 
computer magazine in 
Britain, but that doesn t 
mean we're compla¬ 
cent; it doesn’t mean 
the magazine is perfect; 
and it doesn't mean you 
have to accept it as it is. 

We've worked very 
hard to fine-tune the 
formula over the last 
couple of years and the 
magazine is constantly 

changing, we hope for the better. But in the final reck¬ 
oning It's you we are here to please; so it must be 
you who decides what should be In the magazine. 

Which, of course, means we need your co-opera¬ 
tion. One very important feature of this month's 
Amiga Format is the massive Reader Survey and It 
you can take a few minutes to fill it In and send it to 
us (its a Freepost address) we'd be very grateful. 

We're not )us! looking for your comments on the 
magazine: we re also asking you to provide us with a 
lot of Information about yourself. The reasons for this 
are explained In some detail at the start of the ques¬ 
tionnaire and I think you'll find they make sense so 
please, If you can, do take the time and trouble to 
answer all the questions. 

The Information we gain this way Is extremely 
useful to us, and we do use it to guide the develop¬ 
ment of the magazine, le, how to structure are regular 
features and columns. The last questionnaire that we 
did was way back in February 1331 and we believe 
the average Amiga Formal reader has probably 
changed quite a substantial amount since then, 

At the lime, for example, 68 per cent of readers 
had expanded memory, a figure which we reckon will 
probably have gone up a lot. Only toper cent of you 
had hard drives, and I reckon that figure will probably 
have gone up a bit too. Knowing this sort of thing 
tells us how ambitious we can be with Coverdisk pro¬ 
grams and what reviews will appeal most. 

But perhaps most important of all is the way we 
can tailor the magazine to your tastes, our tast survey 
revealed that the least popular section was music, so 
our regular music coverage was dropped to be 
replaced by occasional reviews and tutorials, the 
most popular thing was tips, so we've since 
expanded Qamebusters and Workbench and added 
the regular Helping Hand and Answerfile sections to 
make more of tips. 

We see what we do In terms of three core com 
cepts: news, reviews and advice. You want to know 
what's new on the Amiga scene, and Amiga Format 
has consistently brought you the newest stuff first, 
with exclusives on CDTV, the untimely arrival of the 
A500 Plus and Deluxe Paint tVare among some of our 
many triumphs of last year. You want to know how 
good stuff is. and Amiga Format's reviews have 
been voted as the ones most relied upon by the com¬ 
puter trade for two years running. You want to know 
what to do if you gel stuck, so we answer your ques¬ 
tions in the advice pages. And you want to know how 
to do new things with your Amiga, which is why we 
do so many 'howto,., features like the current one 
on animation. Oh, and we hope the magazine s a 
good read, too! 

If you think we've got the right ideas and are 
doing it property, then tell us. But if you've got any 
Ideas about how we could make the magazine more 
appealing, also tell us! Either way, please try to fill in 
the questionnaire: and we ll try to give you the mag 
that you want. 

CD-ROM drive to be 
launched at Amiga 
Shopper Show 

The UK launch to the public of the A570 CD-ROM 

drive (previously known as the A690) will take place 

at the Amiga Shopper Show at Wembley in May. 

w i mint I K H I ■ t T1 4 M Cl HI II • 1# - IT 

Commodore will have a major presence at the show 

organised by our sister magazine, and will not be 

showing the CD drive anywhere else, so this will be 

your first and only chance to try it out before it hits the 

shops. Meanwhile many other major manufacturers, 

including printer firm Citizen and US hardware giants 

Supra and GVP. have confirmed that they will be 

attending the show, 

GVP will be showing the new ultra-compact PC 

emulator to fit inside the HD8 hard drive* while 

Scottish digitiser manufacturers Rom bo will be 

demonstrating the capabilities of their Take 2 anima* 

lion system. Cortex, Gasteiner and WTS will be 

displaying their latest ranges of hardware and leading 

music distributors Zone will be making quite a noise 

with the new Superjam, 

Most exciting of all (they exaggerated), Amiga 

Format will no doubt be putting in a celebrity appear¬ 

ance; and perhaps pulling ourselves in line for you to 

ask hard questions. There should also be a decent 

games element to the show* even though Amiga 

Shopper pretends not to like games at all! 

The Amiga Shopper Show will lake place from 

Thursday May 15 10 Sunday May 17 at Wembley. 

Entrance on the day will be £6 adult and £4 under- 14s, 

but you can save money by booking in advance on the 

hotline number; 051-356 5085. 

Whatever happened to 
Miirorsoft? 

An aptly tilled Mirrarsofl classic game. Unfortunately 

these who bought the game, and have a faulty disk, now 

have nowhere la turn. 

Mirrorsoft. who were the publishers of such recent 

classic games as and First Samurai 

(both Format Gold winners), went into Liquidation just 

before Christmas, This came as a big surprise to the 

company's employees who believed that Mirrorsoft 

was in sound financial shape despite the Robert 

Maxwell scandal* but it seems that even a healthy com¬ 

pany can be dragged down when a large gentleman 

drowns, Mirrorsoft was. directly or indirectly, a 

Maxwell company . 

While most of the programs owned by the company 

will now be sold off to other companies, the closing of 

the company has left many frustrated gameplayers out 

there high and dry if they were expect ing replacements 

for faulty disks or the like. Unfortunately, as things 

stand currently there Is nothing anyone can do to help; 

no-one is legally liable for Mirrorsoft's debls. 

Amiga Formal blames ihc government. 

OAmiga Format offers free 
Vista accelerator support 
This month's Amiga Format Collection program Vista has one small snag if you happen to own a faster pro¬ 

cessor or accelerator card; it won’t work, This is because we rewrote the program specially for A5(X) Plus owners, 

so we didn't have room on the disk for the accelerator version too. 

Still* as they say* don't panic! If you own an accelerator just send us back your Vista disk (in a stout cardboard 

envelope* preferably) and we will send it back to you with the accelerator version on, free and for no money! The 

address is as follows; Faster Vista, Amiga Format. 30 Monmouth Street, Bash BA l 2BW. 

New Vista 
emerges 
There's hell of a lot of excitement about 

the latest release of Vista Fro, the heavy- 

weight upgrade to this month's Amiga 

Format Collection program. Vista Pro, 

which acclaimed sci-fi writer Arthur C 

Clarke described as **a fantastic pro¬ 

gram'’, is soon to be available in its 

version 2 incarnation. It will include 

fractal trees and improved colour among 

as well as other new features, li needs 

3Mb of RAM* but for that extra memory 

it's going to look astonishing: expect a 

full review next issue. 

HB Marketing 0753 686000 
Amiga Format will not leave anyone out, not even souped-up Amiga 

owners* If that indudes you then send In far year free Vis to disk. 



sport gets serious... 

At MicroProse we’re serious about sport. 
Because we know you are. 

But it’s only a game. 

Try to remember that when you ’re playing our 
simulations 

MicroProse Ltd Unit 1, Hampton Road Industrial Estate, Tetbury, Glos. GL8 8DA. Tel: 0666 504 326 
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PC compatibility 
gets competitive 
The competition among PC bridgeboards and emula¬ 

tors looks set fair to gel very competitive very quickly, 

with a whole range of new boards on the way. 

Commodore are expected to announce their new 386 

bridgeboard soon. and a consequent drop in price of 

the 286 and lower versions should follow over the next 

couple of months. 

GVP are about to launch their 286 PC emulator on 

a tiny card that will fit inside iheir HD-8+ hard drive 

for the Amiga 5(XL If s liny and it has the advantage of 

not invalidating your warranty (you don't have to take 

the Amiga apart to plug it in) and it will cost £300. 

Meanwhile we can exclusively reveal that Vortex, 

originators of the ATGnce card, are expected to launch 

a 16 MH? 386 PC emulator very soon indeed. Details 

are yet to emerge, but the price is expected to be ludi¬ 

crously competitive. 

New versions of the established Bit con PC 

Pnwcfboard and Vortex ATOncc emulator for the 

A MX) Plus arc on the way loo, and we’ll be taking 

a look at the whole field of PC emulation in about 

two issues' lime. 

Software houses 
commit to "dual 
format" with CDTV 
With the imminent release of the Amiga CD-ROM 

drive, publishers who were previously war)' of CD 

seem to be willing to commit themselves to releasing 

new lilies on disk or compact disc, 

Mark Lewis, managing director of Electronic Arts, 

comments “Dual formatting will become a cost-effec¬ 

tive way to reach both markets. We are currently 

looking at releasing both our educational and ‘edutain¬ 

ment1 software on CD,” 

Amiga Format has always fell somewhat wary' 

about the policy of publishers converting old games lo 

CD. because we believed it was underuse of a CD 

which can hold 650Mb of data to slap a 5D0K game 

onto it. However, if the latest game is available on CD 

at the same price as the disk version, the computer user 

is not losing, so we feel it could be a positive step. 

Certainly, if software houses can encourage people 

lo buy their games on CD they can expect to see a 

long-term benefit as piracy declines, If there's any jus¬ 

tice in the world this might mean a steady decline in 

software prices in the long-term. 

In brief.*. 
Hew Horizons' 512K entry-level word processor 
Quick Write is about to be updated to version 1.1. 
New features on what is already an excellent little no- 
irills WP system will include timed autosave, a 3D 
Interface look Jn line with Workbench 2 and Macro 
and A-REXX compatibility. 

The Amiga CDTV is to go on sale at more branches 
ot high-street retailer Dixons, bringing the number of 
Dixons stores selling the machine from 36 to 106 
nationwide. This Is due to customer demand, 

A recent press release from Commodore shows that 
Amlgas are currently in use designing patterns for 
carpets, controlling power stations, controlling stock 
at a wine merchant, displaying Lucas's car electrical 
equipment at flashy car shows, training policemen In 
Cheshire and teaching policemen elsewhere how to 
control crowds. 

The lute it releases from Virgin should shake up the CD soft wore 

scene, I bet they drink Carling Block Label,,, 

—Sir Ranulph Fiennes probably does, and you can find out in 

this interactive adventure of his North Pole expedition. 

Virgin go CDTV 
Three new CDTV releases are expected very soon 

from Virgin’s Multimedia department, two of 

which are expected to be real groundbreakers. The 

first up to be released is Spirit of Excalibur* pretty 

much a straight Amiga game. It*s an Arthurian 

adventure, featuring enough graphics data for 

about three Amiga discs as well as a full hi-fi 

audio soundtrack. 

More excitingly original is the North Polar 

Expedition, the CDTV version of which has been 

recreated from Virgin's earlier and much-praised 

CD-ROM version, It’s the story of Sir Ranulph 

Fiennes’ expedition to the North Pule, recorded 

during the actual expedition and presented as an 

interactive adventure. Ifs not a game, however: 

it's aimed primarily at educational use and looks 

likely lo be very exciting indeed. 

Last but by no means Least is the intriguing 

newr music leaching system Musicohr. Based on 

ihe avani garde theories of American music expert 

Candida Toobin, it aims to leach propcT music 

notation and correct musical construction by the 

use of as many visual clues as possible, particu¬ 

larly colour, if it’s half as effective as it promises 

to be. the results should be immediately satisfying. 

Amiga CD leads in 
new lii-fi technology 

Another new exciting idea far CDTV and wauld 

be A6{5)90 owners... 

CDs with their very awn graphics and lyrics: you 
can Singalangalau or... 

...experience the Purple Haie with all your 

favourite Seventies icons. 

Two exciting new developments in hi-fi CDs are currently avail¬ 

able more or less exclusively to Amiga CDTV owners. The first is 

CD-KTraphics, in which audio is accompanied by some picture 

data: the second is CD-MIDI, in which audio is accompanied by 

MIDI data. 

Both systems have been pioneered by music publishers 

Warner Brothers, Currently, there are only a few titles available, 

but the list is growing all the lime, 

CD+G or CD+Graphics discs are essentially jusi normal hi-fi 

audio discs and can be played on any CD player. However, with 

certain kinds of high-end CD players you can also gel a video out¬ 

put from these discs and feed it to your TVr 

The data available for pictures is limited on these discs, but 

it's enough to do some guile competent images that scroll or flick, 

and is ideal for printing the lyrics up on screen. Whether or not it 

catches on in the long term remains io be seen, bui the effect is 

certainly intriguing. 

Amiga CDTV owners have one of the few kinds of CD play¬ 

ers cuTTenily available that can display these discs. Titles released 

to date may be hard to gel hold of in the UK - they all originate in 

ihe US and some are strictly hack catalogue material over there * 

so you may have to order them if you want to check some out. All 

are labelled on the cover to mark them out as discs with graphics. 

The newest thing in hi-fi audio is CD+MLDI disc. 'There is. as 

far as we are aware, currently only one experimental recording 

available in this format: George Gershwin s Rhapsody in Biue. 

The CD+MIDI disc includes MIDI files as well as audio 

tracks and currently the Amiga CDTV is the only machine that 

can make full use of them. The standard MIDI data can be used to 

play your MIDI keyboard live in your home via the CDTV*s 

MIDI interface. 

It's an exciting concept that has all sorts of implications for 

the future: imagine if as well as listening to Madonna’s latest 

album you could also download and play around with studio 

MIDI recordings of the songs, Much fun. The Gershwin disc is 

actually laid out as a kind of MIDI tutorial, with a narrator 

explaining some of the ideas before you listen lo Ihe MIDI-origi* 



Pick your most powerful 
weapon... 

Your Brain! 
A strategic action-packed simulation 

of elite rapid deployment missions. 

SIMULATION * SOFTWARE 

Special Forces, for IBM PC compatibles, from the creators of Airborne Ranger. MicroProse Ltd. Unit I, 

Hampton Road Industrial Estate, Tetbury, Glos. 
GL8 8DA. Tel: 0666 504 326 



Power Scanner vl -7 PC88OB Power Drive 

,<c 

Features 

100-400 DPI scanning resolutions 

64 Greyscales 

Thru'port for printer 

* 

Software 
Full screen image editor 

Interlace mode on/off 

Edit true greyscale & colour images 

Fully multi-tasking 

Editing 

Cut rectangle, cut lassoo, crop, flip, 

rotate, scale, draw, lines, circles, 

boxes clipses, freehand, zoom mode 

At Power, we want to tell you just 

where you can stick your disks and 

worries In fact we will show you. The 

slot in this picture belongs to our 

PC8811B, the first intelligent disk 

drive. Insert a disk. 

Scanning 

Unique 'True feel' real time scan 

mode - Know instantly if you are 

scanning the image too quickly 

Automatic selection of 100-400 DPI 

Produce true greyscale images 

Now you can back up at lightning 

speeds using the inbuilt Blitz Amiga 

hardware*, with free software, (even 

if the disk is Atari or PC) and if your 

computer has a virus the PC880B will 

stop it being written to the bootblock 

of any of your drives, though you can 

still save files as normal. 

The PC880B, the only drive to 

introduce Blitz Amiga, the Power 

ami-click device and to combat 

viruses, is only available direct from 

Power, priced at just £69-95 

Actual Amiga Screen Shots 

£99 ine, VAT 

GREYSCALE 

Name 

£239 ine. VAT 

C O L O U 

r 
[ R , t 

We have noticed how pricey unintell¬ 

igent drives are* Perhaps, it’s your 

turn to tell people where to stick it. 

Address * 

"Due to the precision nature of the Blit?; copier high 

density difcks may he required with some tnicnuil 

drives. 

* V Ji IT \ O ’ 1 O 

Description 

Postcode 

Telephone No, 

System owned 

c v 

Credit card No, 

Expiry date m 
vfc o << 

Dual Drive 

£69-95 
Viruses, diskswapping, clicking drives, 

disks which won’t back up. Is there no 

end to the whingeing of the Amiga 

user? 

Our latest dual drive uses the slimline, 

ultra low power NEC drive 

mechanism. Phis drive takes less than 

half the power of a normal floppy 

drive. The new dual drive includes all 

the features you would expect from a 

Power Computing Drive, 

The NEC drive mechanism is able to 

access high density I 44MB disks. 

While this may not be of use to you at 

the moment (the Amiga can only 

access 880K), watch this space for our 

new "high density' Interface, on the 

market soon! 

When you do not want these features, 

switch them off and the PC88OB will 

sit quietly, without clicking, 

pretending to be simply an extra drive. 

Whisper quiet operation 

Blitz Copier built-in (switchable) 

Virus blocker built-in (switchable) 

Anti-click 

PSU included 

£125 

1 

New Products 
released or available soon 

1 1MB with thru'port 

> 512K 16chip RAM 

f 8MB board with thru’port 

Kickslart ROM Switch 

1 44MB Interface 

1-44MB Disk Drive 

\ V 1 

I enclose a cheque- postal order for 

£ 

I M 1 M LI I 
i ii ii i m 

Q 

Signature 

Miikc cheque* puyahlc tu Rawer Computing Lid 

Power Computing Ltd 

Unit 8 Railton Road 

Woburn Road Industrial Estate 

Kemps ton Bedford MK42 7PN 

Ring your credit card order through 

on 0234 843388 or fax your order on 

* 0234 H4U234 

bl L* A ,Y 

All price* include VAT. delivery onU ur? subject ioch«n|e Specifics! ion* me auhiccl loehange without nolhe day deli very £4-50 ft, all trademark* actuwnwictlfcd Gt 
rvmw Cw»ip*f*g !iHL Italy, Vii Dell* Bjlnri w> Hll2l Oilu Ltdo. Rcmiij 

Tel (06J VrinJlU (2 hurt! F*n 5ft4f.HH 

* S IriKt, 15 Bid Vottunr TOJ11, Pim | udr 

TtHll+YJWlMJIfthnc'.] 

U.SA., 2! Swtl MhStIKt.Swtt WJU. Ph.bdfltilua PA IVIOfc 

TeOlJSGiOrtU Fu2l5«30|» AS 



WEMBLEY EXHIBITION CENTRE • 14r" TO IT'" MAY 

It'll save you 

serious money 



Learn. Save. 
You can do all of these things at the Amiga 

Shopper Show. 

Dozens of software companies will be showing 

off their unmissable new prod¬ 

ucts; it’s your chance to try 

them out for yourself and dis¬ 

cover which software will do 

what you need. 

Then there are all the hardware 

manufacturers keen to demon¬ 

strate just how powerful it’s possible to make 

an Amiga. Commodore itself will be there, dis¬ 

playing its latest range including the new A690 

CD-ROM player. 

For enthusiasts and beginners alike there will 

be a series of Amiga Shopper seminars and 

WIMBLCY IXKiamON CINTJtt * 14™ TO 

question-and-answer sessions run by experts in 

every field. And there will be tutorial sessions 

on some of the leading products given by peo¬ 

ple who know the software backwards. 

Games players will be treated 

to the very best in brand-new 

leisure software, courtesy of 

Amiga Power. 

And of course there’s the main 

it., mat attraction: the chance to buy 

software and hardware at incredible prices. 

Think of it - the biggest choice you’re ever 

likely to see, and prices to match. 

The Amiga Shopper Show is being held in the 

Wembley Exhibition Centre, London, from Friday 

15th to Sunday 17th May. Doors open 9am 

See the latest products 

from the tikes of Diglta, 

HiSoft and Precision. 

Test them out for your 

seif, then pick the one 

you want „ 

77?e Amiga Power games 

arcade wilt feature only 

the latest and best 

games - and youtt have 

the chance to play them 

yourself. 

Powerful hardware which 

will transform you Amiga 

will be on display and on 

satet including devices 

from SupraP GVP. 

Gastelner and more,„ 

051-356 5085 



Discover. 

YOU CANT 
AFFORD TO 
MISS IT! 
Book your tickets 
now and save even 
more money with 
our special early 
booking discount 
Instead of £6 you 
pay £4.95 * or 
£2.95 for under 14s. 
Return the form 
straight way to 
guarantee your 
show ticket 

YES! I would like to order advance tickets to the Amiga Shopper Show and save £1.05 a ticket. ^ 

3 
Please send me_ adult tickets at the special discount price of £4.95. I 
Please send me_ under-14 tickets at the special discount price of £2.95. 

Total payment: £.. 
5 

Method of payment (please circle) Access/Mastercard Visa Cheque PO 

Credit card number —i__i ,—, , i__i.. . ■ ■ Expiry date ■ ■ ■ . . 
Please make all cheques payable to AMIGA SHOPPER SHOW 

I 
Name..... 

Address... 

II 
.. .. I ________ fj 

Postcode......AF04 ! 
UJ -C V 

Send this form to: AMIGA SHOPPER SHOW, PO Box 2, Ellesmere Port, South Wirral, L65 3EA 
This offer closes on May 8th. 

I 

|1 £ 
Q IL | 

■ _ -pj 

hotline 



RAINBOW COLLECTION HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION WHEELS Of FW*E COMPILATION WQ«L0 CUP COMPILATION BEAST 2 * $H»T AWESOME * SHIRT POWER UP COMP' JIMMY WHITE STEVE DAWS 

9.99 9.99 7.99 7.99 12.99 14.99 9.99 13.99 7.99 

RMDWItfTEft PLAYER MANAGER CUTE POWERWORKS PRINCE Of PERSIA SIM AND POPULOUS SCRABBLE DELUXE COLOSSUS X CHESS T UR RICAN 2 TUBRICAN FUN SCHOOL 4 

11.99 7.99 9.99 44.99 9.99 16.99 7.99 7.99 8.49 6.99 15.99 

THUNPERHAWK 

9.99 
HARDDRIVINa 

9.99 
SWIV KICK OFF * EXTRA TIME KICK OFF 1 

9.99 4.49 7.99 
KIND WORDS 2 LSR SLUT LARRY 3 

24.99 12.99 
LEMMINGS MEGATRAVELLER 1 TV BASKETBALL 

13.99 11.99 11.99 

WINGS 

11.49 
WORDWORTH SHADOW OF THE BEAST Fl 9 STEALTH 

79.99 6.99 12.99 
TEENAGE QUEEN 

7.99 
AMOS 

32.99 
SPEEDOALL 2 

10.99 
I.C.F.T. DESERT 

9.99 
JACK NIC KLAUS 

6.99 

tip# 

FIS FALCON 

11 

Amiga Software — Games marked (NOP) will not work on the AMIGA A500 PLUS. 
Laiesi Amlgas include Kicfcgia-rt 2 and have i meg RAM built In Games- marked (NOP) are noi compatible with the new A&QO PLUS machines. 

| 2 HOT 2 HANDLE 
\ .‘OFF ROAD RACER, TOTAL 

REGAL SHADOW WARRIOR I 
| 30 construction KIT 

| .ID POOL ......... 7 
A WHEEL DRIVE (LOTUS ESPRIT 

I TURBO TEAM SUZUKI TOYOTA 
1&46 
1899 
Ifi.W 
22 *9 
20 *9 

DEATH KNH3MTS 
OFKRYNNjtMEGMSSl) 19.99 

19 49 DEFENDER OF THE CROWN ? &9 
32 W CEJA VU S 

OELU* E MUSIC CONSTR SE T 49 99 
DELUXE PAINT 3 
I WITH ANIMATION? 39.99 
DELUXE PAINT 4 (1 MEG I 
■HAN MODE t» ANIMAT ION i 
DELTTER05 (NQP) 
Df VPAC V 2 (ASSEMBLEHI 

DISNEY ANIMATION STUDIO 
DOUBLE DOUBLE &ILL rNOP 
DOUBLE DRAGON 3 
DRAGON BREED 

IB 99 DRAGON WARS 
DRAKKMEN 
DYNASTY WARS <MOP) 
E .MOTION 
ELF IB All 
ELITE 9 n 
ELVIRA 2 • JAWS &F 
CERBERUS n MEG) 
ERIC 
EXILE 

CELICA COMBO flACEfll 
■ 4D SPORTS BOXING 
■ jfi SPORTS DRIVING 
P A10 TANK KILLER (1 MEG? 
% Am air bus 
Faction masters 
■ (Fie COMBAT PILOT ITALY 1990 
■ DOUBLE DRAGON 2 TURBO 

I OUTRUN, WEUJBIS i .. 
I ADAD DUNGEON MASTER 
■ ASSISTANT VOL2 (SSn 

■ ADVANTAGE TENNIS 
■ afterburner 
B AGONY 
B AIR SEA SUPREMACY 
| lOUNSHlP SILENT SERVICE F*7 
fe WINGS CARRIER COMMANDi 16 99 
Bair support iaot 

| ALIEN BREED (1 MEG l ifi *P 
r ALIEN storm 16 99 
B AMNIOS 16 99 Fie FALCON (NOP? 
* AMOS (GAME 5 CREATOR? 32 99 Flfl FALCON 
B AMOS 3D i NEEDS AMOS I 2299 plUSMiBSjONS i*2 >NOR 
| AMOSCQAR3 .ER iNEEDSAMOS- 10 H FIB INTERCEPTOR 

ANOTHER WORLD 

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION 
iRDBOCOP. GHOSTBUSTERS 2. 
INDIANA JONES. BATMAN THE 
MOVIE) . 

HOME ACCOUNTS Z 
HOME ALONE 
HUDSON HAWK 

MOONSTONE 
MURDER 
MYSTICAL . . 

9 99 NESUL'JS 2 
39 99 NEVER MIND 
«S*9 NITRO 

. 19 99 NUCLEAR WAR 

.1949 SKY FOX (NQPi ___ 3 9B I 
4 99 SMASH TV 1« S9i 
2 99 SPACE HARRIER 2 iNOP] 3 99 f 

16 99 SPACE QUEST 4 (1 MEG] Si 4!J 
3 99 SPECIAL FORCES 22 49 
699 SPEEDBALL 7 H M 
6 99 SPEE0BALL2 1699 I 

?99 
1699 

16 99 

HUNTER 19*9 OPERATION STEALTH 16.94 SPELLBOUND 69* 
57 98 HY0RIS . £99 OPERATION WOLF 799 SPOT 13 *9 

16*9 IAN BOTHAMS CRICKET . 19*9 ORK 16 99 STEVE DAVIS SNOOKER 7 » 
5*98 IK- .. 799 OUTRUN EUROPA |NQP) 16 99 SUPER CABS cGBH? 699! 
64 99 INDiANA JONES ADVENTURE B99 PAPERBOY £ 1699 SUPER CARS ? (NOP? 56*9 
22 99 INDY HEAT . 16 99 PAWN (MSCROLLSi . .7 99 SUPER HANG ON 7 99 

1699 infestation 6 99 PEN PAL WORD ^RQCE 5SOR 64 99 SUPER LEAGUE MANAGER 55 99 
7 99 INTERCEPTER ■ RENEGADE PGA TOUR GOtF 1699 SUPER SPACE INVADERS ■ 16*9 

17*9 LEGION (SS41 6 99 PGA TOUR GOLF COURSE D*SM 1099 supremacy 59 49 

9 99 INTERNATIONAL PIRATES iNOP) 16.99 SUSPICIOUS CARGO 18 99 1 
. 2 98 CHAMPIONSHIP ATHLETICS 16*9 PlTFlGHTEfl 16*9 switchblade t 16 99 

. 299 rNTEflNA710NAL SPORTS PLAYER MANAGER 799 SWIV iNOP- 999 
CHALLENGE 
iNTERPHASE 
IT CAME FROM 
THE DESERT (1 MEGi 
JACK NIGKLAUS GOLF 

19A9 POOL Of RADIANCE (1 MEG] 19 99 
2 09 POOLS OF DARKNESS«l MEG? 19 99 

22 99 
16 09 
15 99 JAMES PONO 2 - R06OCOD 

E YE Of THE aiHOL DER ■ ’ MEG? 19 99 JET SET WILLY 
Fi5 STRIKE EAGLE t(1 ME Gi 2199 JlMMv WHITES SNOOKER 

11 99 JINJCTSR tM'-SCROLLS( 

POPULOUS 6 S3M CftY 
9 99 POPULOUS? 
0 99 POWER UP 

16 99 (CHASE H O. TURRICAW 
8.99 X-OUT, ALTERED BEAST 

13 99 RAINBOW ISLANDS 11 NOR? 
3 09 POWERDRlFT ;NQP) 

JOHN MADDENS U S FOOtBALL IT 49 PQWERMONG£ft 

. ARKANOID 2 
I ARMALYTE 

ARMOUR-GEOOON 
I AWESOME WITH SHIRT 
I Baal 
I BARBARiAN ? iPfiYQNOSM 
I BAFtD S TRILOGY 

Battle COMMAND 
BATTLE iSLE (HOPi 

I BATTLE of BRITAIN 
I Battle squadron 
I battle CHESS 1 

BETRAYAL 
BIG RUN 
BIRDS of PREY 41 MEC*< 
BLACK CRYPt 
BLOOD MONEY 
aLOODWYCH 
blue max 
BLUES BROTHERS 
BONANZA BROS 
BREACH 2 (ENHANCEDi 
BUDOHAN 
CADAVER 
CADAVER LEVELS TmC WP 
CAPTAIN planet 
CAPTIVE 
CARRIER COMMAND 
CASTLES -t MEG 

CELTIC LEGENDS 
CENTURION 
DEFENDER OF ROME 

16 99 f 10 STEALTH FlGHTf fl 
7«9 f 29 RETAiiATOP 
7 99 FACE OFF -MOP- 1 

18 99 FERRARI FORMULA 1 

FINAL BLOW (MOPi 1 
Final fight (NOP) 1 
FIRST SAMUHi i 

2J49 FiSH1 (M SCROLLS? 
is 99 fists of yury 4dynamite dux 
19 99 NiNjA WARRIORS. SHINO&I 
19 99 DOUBLE DRAGON JilAlDP. 

FLAMES Of FREEDOM 
■MIDWINTER 2? 
Flight Of the intruder 
FORGOTTEN worlds 
FORMULA 1 GRAND PRi* 
full contact 
FUN SCHOOL 2 (2-61 
FUN SCHOOL 2 (6-fin 
FUN SCHOOL 2 16- > 
FUN SCHOOL 1 (2S> 

22 W JUDGE CREDO 
6.49 KICK OFF . EXTRA T?ME DiSK 

12 99 KICK OFF l (i MEG VERSION ? 

6 W POWERMONGER WWS DATA 
4 49 POWBRWORKS 

16 99 
t«99 

999 
399 

19 49 

699 
17.49 

T 99 
17*9 
19*9 
16 99 
19*9 
16 99 
699 

16 99 KICK Off 2 

16 99 K-OFF 6 FINAL WHISTLE 
8 99 KOFF 2 GIANTS OF EUROPE 

16 99 K OFF 2 RE TURN TO EUROPE 
18 » KOFF 2 WINNING TACTICS 
18 99 K© GLOVES 2 

kidstype junior WORD 
PROCESSOR 
KIND WORDS 2 0 WORD 

19*9 PROCESSOR i 
KING OF CHICAGO 

.2199 KMOS QUEST 5(11*01 
21 99 KLA.x 

7 99 ^NIGHTMARE 
22 » KNIGHTS OF Th£ SKY ( 

9 99 LEANBER 
13 99 LEATHER GODDESSES 

leisure Sun larr* 

7 09 

799 
:» 

16 99 

1699 
14 99 
1799 

B 99 

FU* 
FUN SCHOOL 3 (7»I 
fUN SCHOOL 4 (2 5i 
FUN SCHOOL 4 15 Ti 
FUN SCHOOL * (7.) 
GATEWAY to the 
SAVAGE FftOMTliR 
GAUNTLET 2 

1949 gauntlet 3 
GF* 9ASC V3 0 COMPILER 

OFF ii 99 

14 99 
1499 

399 
1399 
1599 
1599 
1599 
1599 
IS 99 

MAXiPlAN PIUS SPREADSHEET 

KIND WORDS 2 W PROCESSOR 
INFOFiLE DATABASE? 
PRrNCE Qf PERSIA (1 MEG. 

PRO TENNIS TOUR 2 
PURPLE SATURN DAY 
OUESTRON 2 (SSh 
R.TYP€ 

19 99 R-TYP£ 2 
race onrvu 

24 99 RAILROAD TYCOON (1 UEGj 
7 99 RAINBOW COLLECTION 

JS *9 BUBBLE &OB&LE fU&AOW 
6 99 ISLANDS NZEALAND STORY. 

19 49 Rfl! BASEBALL 2 iNQPi 
A*Gl 22 9? REALMS 

16 99 RED BARON O MSG ? 
7 99 RICK DANGEROUS 

12 99 RISE Of TNE DRAGON 

T.99 

16 49 

LEISURE SmTMWEWY3(i MEG 12 99 ROftNHOOG 
LeiSUREBUfTUflRvSiiMEG] 25 9$ POBQCOP2 

LEMMINGS DISK OH NO- 
LIFE AND DEATH 
LOMBARD RAC RALLY 
lO«D OF the RINGS 
LOTUS TURBO CHALLENGE 3 
MAGIC POCKETS 
MAGNETIC SCROLLS VOL 1 
(GUILD OF THIEVES FiSH 

CORRUPTION) 

13 99 RO60COP 3 
13 99 ftDBOZONE 
16 99 rocket ranges 
799 

19*9 
16 99 
T6 99 

GFA BASIC V3 Ci 4NTEARETES 39 99 MANCHESTER lWTED EuROPf 15.48 
14 69 GHENGHlS KHANN wamc miner 

MEGA LO MANIA 

RODLAND 
ROLLING ROM4Y 
ROSKE S DRIFT 
RUGBY WORLD CUP 

SCRABBLE 0€ LUXE 
SECRET OF MONKEY 
ISLAND (1 MEG? 
SECRET OP MONKEY 

ISLANDS 
SECRET Of THE 

R MANCHESTER UTO BOXING GOLDEN AXE 18 99 ME GA twins 16 95 Silver blade ii meg? 

MANAGE R ,KhANN SQUASH 12 49 GOLF WORLD CLASS mEGaTRavElLER 1 .1 MEG? 1196 SHADOW DANCER 

1 cramp ons of krynn ■ uec 5999 LlADERSOARD 766 MENACE iNOP 699 shaoowofthe BEAST 
Chart attack ilotus esprit GRaham GOOCH CRICKET 17.69 MERCENARY 3 1596 SHADOW Of THE 

R ghouls.ghosts ..awes pond GRAVITY * 99 MERCHANT COtONY ie*£ BEAST 2 WITH SHIRT 

VENUS Ttie Fly TRAPi (NQP? 19*9 GUY SPY 1* *8 MICROPROS^ 30 GOLF 22 99 SHADOW SORCERER • 5 MEG. 

chips challenge 13 99 HARD WWW 2 (NOPl 999 MiCROPRCSE SOCCER 3 66 SHADOW WARRIORS 

CHRONOQUEST 2 T99 harpoon 16 46 MJDW INTER 11 99 ShjnQSu 

CHUCK ROCK 15 » ha rpoon vi 21 21 *9 MKSiiFMXflUMiWPl 1596 SILENT SERVICE 2?i MEG - <NOP. 

CHUCKii egg 6 H HEAD OVER NEELS 6 99 mig 29 Super fulcrum inop) 25 99 Silkworm inopi 

R CHUCKiE EGG 2 6 99 HEART Of CH**A (1 MEG) 22 66 MIGHT A MAGIC 2 696 &M CITY A POPULOUS 

^^R: CLOUO KINGDOMS 3 99 HElMDALL M MEG I 16 99 MONOPOLY 15*9 S’M C*TY ANCIENT CITIES 

| V colossus x chess 7S9 HEflOQUEST -GPEMUN. tfi» MONSTER PACK 2 S.-M CITY FUTURE WORLDS 

W CORPORATION - MISSION It » HEROOUEST EXPANSION 1 KILLING GAME SHOW SJM CITY TERRAIN EDfrOR 

^^R CORRUPTION .M.SCROLLS' 3 9* RETURN Of THE WITCH LORD 10 96 AWESOME BEASTS. 1699 Simulators pack 

R COVERT ACTION 22*9 HILL STREET BLUES 15*6 MONTV pytmONS . 6M ATTACK SUfi INDY 500 

R CRUISE FOR A CORPSE 16 99 MITCH HIKERS GU*DE 7 99 FLYING CIRCUS 6*9 fifi INTERCEPTOR. 

HR CYBERCON 3. NQPi 17*9 MOONSHINE racers 1899 SlNSAD 

SWORD OF SGDAN 
TNI 
.APS HARO DAWN TOO&lN 
DRAGON SPIRIT XYBOTSi iNOPi 
TNT 2 
(HYDRA. SKULL A CROSSBONE 
BADLANDS, STUN RUNNER 

HARD DRlVIN 2? 16«fc 
TEENAGE QUEEN 
(STRi-P POKER t (NOP? 7 99 * 

1199 TERMINATORS 
TETRIS 
THE GAMES SUMMER EDITION 
THE GODFATHER fl MEG? 

*4 99 THE SAMPSONS 
999 ThuNOERmAWK 

5699 Tip Off . 
299 TOki 
6 99 TOYOTA CEL»CA &T RALLY 

TRIAD VO. 2 
.MENACE Baal TETTUS?INOPi 
TURBO CUP INOPi 

.2199 TURRCAN 
TURRMSMIS 
TURTLES? 
TV SPORTS FOOTBALL -.NOPi 
TV SPORTS BASEBALL 
TV SPORTS BASKETBALL 
ULTIMA 5 
ULTIMA e t MEGi 
ultimate ride 
(JUS 2(1 MEG) 

1699 (JTOPU 
5699 VGNSANCE OF EKCAU0UR 
1699 VIRTUAL REAlfTY VOU 

7 99 (IADWWTER. STu*T CAR RACER 
1499 WT SOCCER Chau. CAAR'Efi 1649 CQMMJAiC STARGliDER 2i «N0P< 
15 49 
1699 

1694 
699 

999 
19 *S 
19 90 
22 99 
499 

25*9 
16 99 

VIRUS .7*0?. 
ve___ 
VROOM 
WAR ZONE 

5 90 V Wi 
13 99 m m 
16 99 A 
53 99 » 

WARHEAD a»9^Sfi 
WARLORDS il MEG? 56 99 j* 
WATERLOO 799 iJP 
WELLTTUS 7 99 5 
WHEELS Off IRE rNOfi/ 
iHARD DWVIN POAERDRIFT M 
CHASE H 0 TURBO OUTRUN) ’w «r 
WflJ.Y BEAMISH 22 S9 Tj 
WINGS |1 MEG' 

14*9 WOLFChslD 
WONDEftJLHP 11 MEG. 19 46 1 M 
WORDWORTH WORD 
PROCESSOR i t (AEGl 

WOfa.D CLASS rugby 55 99^^B 
WORLD CUP COMPILATION 
(TRACKSUIT MANAGER tNT 
SOCCER KICK Off] 799^ 
wwf WRESTLING 1809 W 
XENQMDRPh 699 
XENON? MEGABLAST .NOF> 7 99 ■ 
ZAK MAKRAKEN 12 99^B 

■ ,. 

6 39 

1r n 
If *9 

■ . 

I|AI 
■’-V 

COMPETITION PRO 
5000 (COLOURS 

MAY VARY) 

7.99 

POWERPLAY 

CRUISER 

10.99 
COMPETITION PRO 

EXTRA JOYSTICK 
(CLEAR BASE) WITH AUTOFIRE 

AND SLOW MOTION 

9.99 

cheetah bug 

13.99 
OUICKJOY 

JET FIGHTER 

12.99 
OUICKSHOT111A 
TURBO 2 

9.99 

STARFIGHTER 
REMOTE WITH 

TWO INFRA¬ 
RED joy pads 

29.99 
QUICKSHOT 

PYTHON 

9.99 
0UICKSH0T138F 

^VERICK 1 

12.99 

OUICKJOY 

MEGASTAR 

19.99 

OUICKJOY 

TOP STAR 

19.99 

NAK5HA MOUSE WITH 
OPERATION 
STEALTH 

24.99 
SQUIK 

MOUSE 

15.99 
FOUR PLAYER AMIGA ATARI ST JOYSTICK 

ADAPTOR (FOR KICK OFF 2 LEATHERNECKS 
GAUNTLET 2 & TV SPORTS BASKETBALL) 7 99 

ROBOSHIFT INTERFACE FOR AMIGA OR ST 
(PLUGS MOUSE AND JOYSTICK INTO ONE POftTl 14 99 

U 
0279 600204 

D€LUXE PAINT 3 

29.99 
INOY 

8.99 



FREE Mams Adaptor and FREE Special Reserve Membership 
ftiSfBAU 24 99 LfeAOCn BOARD 1990 SPsO€RM4*l 34.091 
columns taw mickey Mouse >»» super kck off 2*39 
DOHALO DUCK 19 99 N1KJA GAlOEN 1609 SOPER MONACO Op 16 W 
DRAGON CRYSTAL 10 00 OUTRUN, 10 99 WONDER BOY 16 99 

factory panic ie« pengo i6» woody pop i«9b 
FANTASY ZONE 24 00 PSYCHIC WORLD 16,99 GEAR TO 0«AR CABLE 
FROGQER i«00 PUT A PUTTER GOEP 16.09 (LINKS TWOCAME GEARS* 5.99 
GUQC 10 M SHI NOW 19 99 MAINS ADAPTOR .13-99 
GOLDEN AXE (MOZBCTTLEfl) 34 99 SOLfTAJR POKER 19 99 MASTS R DEAR CONVERTER 
HALLEy WARS 2**9 SOkK THE hEDGGMOO *4» (ENABLES USE OF MASTER 
JOE MONTANA FOOTBALL S9» &P*Cf HARFUEp 10 99 SYSTEM G AMES) 2A« 

Atari Lynx 2 qa qq 
FREE Mams Adaptor 
FREE Special Reserve Membership 
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HYPEROROME 
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incredible prices. 
NRG is included in the price of membership 
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The year is 1995... 
Disaffected Renegade Soviet communists, 

hacked by North Korea, have invaded the 

Pacific atoll ofYama Yama. Your tank platoon, 

returning from the Persian Gulf, is the 

closest American unit to the scene. The 

burden has fallen cm you to liberate this vital 

secret communications out post. 

Pacific Islands is a hectic race against time. 

Unrivalled 3D 

* Fast action, 3D realtime tank simulation usinffc 
Empire's unique bh mapped technology. 

* Watch buildings explode as you make a direct strike 

Battle Selection 

« All five islands m the Yama Yama atoll must be 
retaken. 

* You must decide how to attack each island 

* Full mission bnefipgs before each bank 

Tank Battles B 

* Test\tHirsteeJinmTTihim nctkequmhtng 
banks I 

* Liberate villages, dcstrtty'ammuniiwnsdumps. Wm 
disrupt jungle supply lines, defend bodges 

Military Hardware U 

* 172s, BMPs, Hughes 300 Helicopters and IrP 

Gaskins, 

* $50,000,000 of equipment under your control 

* Infra red imjgmg. laser range finding.TOWmissiles 
and DF1CM artillery back up 

Fund your Campaign 

* Financial reward for destroying emeny installaitons. 

* Fines imposed for collateral damage 

Communications Facilities 

* Satel lite dishes, radar towers, radio aerials 

* Spot opposition scoot' vehicles before they- give 
your position away 

Unique Control 

* Soolling battle maps and updated status reports 

* Call up artillery and lay- minefields 

* Simtrimeous command of four tank units 

* View the toft/e/ie/d fern four perspectives 

* Control 16 different v^klesxork^ilm^h an elegant \et 
simple control system 

* You nmdwnw all communications facilities as swiftly as 
possible Tl)c longer mu take, the more information the enenw 
hate about your jxxsiuon and strength. 

nukf imimiasftf rtfon 

» iS w«r*guipmflit 

m repitf ivuf duiugoJ ir*te &d 

grwiht msMurnr itsJ 

4 THE STANNETTS 

LAINOOJ NORTH TRADE CENTRE 

BaSilDOn ESSEX SS1560J 

TEL No lOUBIHttll 
fax no (sesai&4it3s 

• Eight different types of fighting vehicles modelled so that you 
even see the rivets! 

* Ml Abrams* M2 todies MJJ3 APC\ fj\s 

* IS91 EMPIRE software OXFORD Digital enterprises Game DESIGN By Mystery machine au RIGHTS RESERVED 

T YttSl ~4 



tTp ANIMATION MADE EASY 

THE AMIGA IS just made for animation. 

Like Terminators and killing, animation is 

whai the Amiga docs: it's all the Amiga does. 

It’s not just that the Amiga makes il easy and 

cheap for creating colourful moving graphics 

and combining il with sampled sound effects 

and music. Nope, (t goes deeper than that. 

The Amiga’s main purpose in life is what 

it’s putting on the screen and pushing out of 

the speakers. Like all computers, the Amiga’s 

whole structure is based around that monitor: a 

screen across which images flicker ai the rate 

of one every twenty-fifth of a second* even if 

nothing on the screen appears to be moving. 

Monitors are like TV, and TV is like film: 

moving pictures which depend for their illu¬ 

sion of fluidify on the fact that once an image 

is changing faster than about 10 times a sec¬ 

ond. the human eye stops noticing the 

individual changes and sees only movement... 

The first 4movie’ is believed to have been 

made by lightbulh inventor Thomas Edison in 

|K84. but the Victorians had already come up 

with the idea of the moving cartoon image in 

the form of the kineitoscope. a rotating wheel 

with slots through which you could glimpse a 

primitive animation. Sooner or later, someone 

was bound to transfer the moving drawing to 

movie film and invent the animated cartoon. 
The simplest form of animation - and. yes, 

it is safe to try this at home, kids! — is the flip- 

book* Get a small note-hook* then draw a 

series of pictures breaking a movement down 

into lots of smalt steps* with one picture on 

each page. Then flip through it rapidly with 

your thumb. No-one knows how old the idea 

is* but it worked well enough to keep me 

entertained at the age of seven - and probably 

Walt Disney* too - and the basic technique of 

animation is called ‘page-flipping’ to this day. 

The first animated movie appeared in 1924 

and starred Felix the Cat, and the basic anima¬ 

tion technique has hardly changed. Film runs 

at 24 frames per second, each frame on a film 

being a separate picture, like a huge long 

string of 35mm slide transparencies. Once sci¬ 

ence had discovered with live actors that real 

movement could be broken down into 24 steps 

per second, which when replayed would look 

very real, there was no reason not to turn the 

whole thing on its head: draw' 24 images per 

second which change slightly and then you’ve 

got the illusion of movement. 

Since those days, there have only been two 

big changes. Felix only appeared in black-and- 

white* as did his famous rival Mickey Mouse a 

few years later: but when Disney’s 1928 Snow 

White animation went colour, il brought with it 

a new set of techniques. And as the pace of 

Twentieth Ceniury technology speeded up, a 

thing called television appeared* bringing a 

newer, faster 25-frames-per-second standard. 

So think about it You've got a screen sat 

there in front of you jittering away at 25 

frames per second: it wants to move! You've 

almost certainly got a copy of Deluxe Paint IIS, 

probably the most widely-owned program on 

any home computer in the UK and the best 

animation tool for beginners that exists. 

You've got no real excuse - get into motion! 

Th-th-th- Thatts 
not all. Folks! 

Animation is one of the best things you can do with your computer. It can 

develop into an absorbing and satisfying obsession, it makes the best use 

of all the many things the Amiga is best at: and yet its fun, it's simple and 

it's cheap to get started with. Damien Noonan explains the ideas and 

the techniques behind the ideal use for your Amiga... 

Y«ors ago you would 
only expect big anima¬ 

tion companies like 

Wornef Pros to pro¬ 
duce classic cartoons 

with characters like 

Messrs Fudd, Bunny 
and Duck. But that was 

then and this is 

now, because with 
your Amiga and a 

paint package, 

like Deluxe Pamtr you 

can produce great 

animations on a par 

with ole Bugs himself. 

ERIC SCHWARTZ - SOMETHING TO AIM ATI 
Although Eric Schwartz, an American art student living in Ohio, Is only 20, he's already a world-famous Amiga 
animator* His animations are technically quite simple, but what he does very well is create lifelike movement, 
expressions and character* Because (he Amiga makes the technical aspects pretty straightforward, you loo could 
be producing cartoons Ilka Eric's with jusl a little practice. 

Fans of the PD pages of Amiga Format will be no Schworli uses Disney's Animation Stadia and MovieSctter 

stranger to Eric Schwartz's burlesque Wily Coyote. to create the likes of At the Movies 2. 
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ANIMATION MADE EASY 0 

Where to start: the 
animator^ techniques... 
Here's an in-depth look at how traditional animation works, which will also give you an idea of how 

Amiga programs have adapted these techniques. 

The traditional way of animating full-colour cartoons like a Walt Disney movie ot a 

Looney Toons short is called ‘eel animation'. If s named after the see-through plastic 

film or *cel' on which each character is painted. 

A character like Bugs Bunny will start life as a ‘character sheet*, a big piece of 

paper full of sketches by one of the top animators, showing the character in different 

poses and expressions, with notes on how to draw him. 

Once the story is written and the sound is organised (see Page 38) the real work 

starts. The animators work on thin paper called ’onion skin' so that they can see their 

picture for the previous frame while drawing the latest one. 

The most important animator will only draw *kcy frames', the important poses 

at the start and end of a movement. Then the rest of the movement between the two 

key frames is filled in by a junior animator w ho is known as an ‘ in-bet weener*. 

When all the frames for a sequence arc ready, they are taken away and filmed. At 

this stage the Tames are all rough black-and-white line drawings, so this stage is 

called ’line-testing', It’s there to make sure everything is moving properly and looks 

right. Similarly, rough sketches of the background are included in the line test to 

make sure the composition of each frame is right. 

If all is well, the animators’ sketches are taken lo the Ink and Paint department. 

Here each character frame is traced onto cel. the colour filled in and the final crisp, 

colourful cartoon image appears. Meanwhile, backgrounds are painted up hy a spe¬ 

cialised artist, These don't need to be on cel and. because they don't have to change 

every frame, they can usually have a Jot more work put in. 

Then the sequence is ready to be filmed. The movie camera is attached to a stand 

so it points downwards. Pegs are in place and holes are punched in cels and back¬ 

grounds so they can be carefully positioned on the pegs and held in place. 

Each frame will have a background, plus any number of layers of eels on top: 

cels for the main characters, for other characters, for moving ’special effects' such as 

rain, smoke or explosions. The cels are referred to by level numbers: level one is the 

layer next to the background. 

When they arc all in place, the frame can be shot by the camera and it's time to 

take all the cels off and build the next frame. And. of course, if a character doesn't 

move his cel can be left in place for the next frame. 

ADD A DIGITISER AND GET SOME 
NEW OPTIONS! 
A video digitiser is basically a box that plugs into your Amiga and can convert 

the signal from a video camera into an IFF picture. And this can give you all sorts 

of endless possibilities... 

INK-ON-PAPCR ANIMATION AND 
LINE-TESTING 

There's no reason why you shouldn't 

draw your animation on paper and then 

digitise it in frame by frame. You can 

then animate it and touch it up in Deluxe 

Palm. Professional studios use this 

method for 1 line-testing\ checking a 

rough version to see howf it animates. 

There's also a new animation package just 

out called Take 2 that uses this method: 

read the review on Page 120. Effectively. 

Here's port of a hand-drawn animation whal 1'Ou'rc doing is using the Amiga 
that's about to be DPohted. instead of a stop-frame video camera. 

CLAYMATRON AND MODELS 
The technique of Claymalion' used so 

successfully by Trapdoor and Aardman's 

Creature Comforts is very simple ami you 

can do it on your Amiga, All they do is 

build plasticine models and move them 

slightly from frame to frame. They use 

either a movie camera or a slop-frame 

video recorder: an expensive kind of VCR 

that can record one frame at a time. You 

You could try the Aordmon method - <-'an use your Amiga and digitiser to grab 
Cloymptifln: it's very controllable. one frame ut a lime instead. 

BACKGROUNDS WITH VISTA ! 
A scene generator such as Vista, this month s almost-tree Amiga 
Format Collection program, makes an excellent way of getting 
backgrounds for animations. It's particularly good tor stuff tike 
aeroplane animations, where you would particularly want an 
aerial view of some country, but there are many other possibili¬ 
ties. Imagine if you created a river, but coloured it grey: you’d 
have a perfecl road for a driving anim... 

You need a dramatic background for your animation? Then look no fur¬ 

ther than the Vtsfo disk on the cover of this very magaiine. 

ANIMATION TECHNIQUES ON THE AMIGA 

There are a couple of tricks of the trade that you are 

bound to find useful in your own animations: here's a 

brief run-through. 

One very Important choice that you 
have to make Is how fast you want your 
frame rate to be. Movie film moves at 
24 frames every second, television pic¬ 
tures change at the rate of 25 frames 
a second, so these are the two stan¬ 
dards to work to. 

Using the ’set rate' menu option in 
Deluxe Paint you can choose either of 
these or you can even go much quicker, 
but in practice you’ll find that you'll 
actually want to go much slower. 
Animation with one new picture every 

By changing the frame rate in Defoxe Faiaf con droi- frame (animation In ones’, or full ani- 
tically change the woy an animation looks. mat ion) is actually much less common 

nowadays than animation that holds 
each drawing for two frames (animation in twos', or partial animation). 

This means that if you set the frame rate to 12 per second, you're creating animations 
that are just as effective as the professional stuff: and you can actually get away with as 
little as eight frames per second. 
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Models are also useful for animation* either just as raw material fora more realistic picture or 

in their own right. The only thing that is not really considered to be animation at all is puppets, 

because they were moving in the first place {animation is considered to be something that moves 

on film, but not in real life). 

CUT-OUTS, COLLAGES AND 
PHOTO-MONTAGES 

A digitiser is an excellent way of getting raw 

material. You can digitise pictures from maga¬ 

zines. books or even the icily (if your digitiser 

works in ‘real lime). 

A good example is the demo animation 

that comes with Deluxe Paint /V You could 

also imitate the Monty Python style of cut-outs, 

or at a simpler level do the kind of stuff you see 

on Rolf Harass Cartoon Time. with simple 

papeT shapes making up your animation la good 

one for younger kids, parents!) 

The Deluxe Paint iV animated character has a 

brush with danger. Ha not vary ha. 

LIVE ACTION AND ROTOSCOPING 
If you use a digitiser such as Rom bo's 

VID1-Amiga, you can grab a series of 

frames from live action. This has much 

potential: you could combine real peo¬ 

ple into an animation (we knocked up a 

good imitation of the Game sMaster 

from the TV programme of the same 

name) or you can use it for what's known as Toloscoping*. 

Rotoseoping means drawing an animation over live action, so that it looks like a cartoon hut 

moves more realistically. It was used notably in the cartoon film Lord of the Rings and was well 

employed in the game Prince of Persia, w here the game's designer took pictures of his brother 

jumping around the flat and drew the animation for the main character based on that! 

Yes this piece of animation in Prime of Persia was based 

'Mi real life movement*, 

CREDIT WHERE IT'S DUE 
We are indebted to Stan Hayward, script writer for the Henry's Cat series and an Amiga 
animator himself, for Ns many ideas on character animation. Stan is also preparing a 
COTV disc on animation, in co-operation with Ted Rockley, whom we thank for the Walk 
Cycie on Page 36. The PD disks tor the Walker demo, Eric Schwartz s animations and 
Tobias Richter's Landing demo can be obtained from most good PD libraries, but ours 
were supplied by MBS (09383 529594). They're well worth a look if you haven't seen them. 

Another handy thing to use, 
if you're drawing every* 
thing, on-screen is the 
onion-skin' effect. This is a 

way of imitating the way you 
can see your previous draw¬ 
ing through thin tracing 
paper while you're working 
on a new frame. 

Onion-skin is automatic 
in the Disney Animation 
Studio, and it's very useful. 
In Deluxe Paint tV there's a 
feature called light table, 
which works In a very simi¬ 
lar way (It’s named after 
tables of glass with a light 
underneath that animators 
use to make their paper 
more see-through). But you 
can also make your own 

onion-skin effect in Deluxe Paint ttl if you want. Here's how you do It... 
When you've finished drawing your current frame, copy II to the next frame and move 

ore On the new frame, use the stencil and draw a solid block of pale grey over the screen so 
that you get a shadowy version of the image from the last frame. Now draw your new frame 
and the shadow acts as an excellent guide. Once you've finished the new frame you can 
stencil everything except the pale grey and paint out the shadow with your background 
colour. Clever but simple, eh? 

This rather tamp lex looking effort, which is achieved in Disney 
Animation Stadia, is termed the 'onion skin'* It allows you to see 
what previous movements your character has made. 

Amiga animation 
programs 
There are really only three animation 

packages that are used on the Amiga, 

and you've probably got one of them 

already! Here$ how they compare,.. 

If you want to gel into 
animation, the first point 
of call is Deluxe Paint tit 
or tv. phone Electronic 
Arts (0753 49442) it 
you've an older version 
and want an upgrade}. 
Most people will have a 
copy of one of these 
programs: H you've 
never used it for anima* 
non, shame on you! 

The essence of me 
Deluxe Paint animation system Is that you set a number of 
frames and each one can be displayed on screen In turn for you 
to draw In your animation. Important shortcuts lo know are the 
number keys T and 2 for previous frame and next frame, and 
number key 4 for play. 

Deluxe Paint imitates cel animation with the unique and orig¬ 
inal idea of the animbrush'. It s the same as a normal brush {you 
can pick up a part of the screen with a transparent background 
and stamp it down anywhere} but an animbrush changes each 
frame: so It makes it easy to pick up a series of pictures of, say. 
a character walking and stamp them down in order over a bunch 

of frames with a ready-drawn background, it's both flexible and 
clever, and you should go and learn how to use It right now* 

If you bought your Amiga in a pock 

you've probably got a version of DPoint. 

Another Important Amiga animation package is MovieSetter 
(around £50 Gold Disk via Silica 081-309 1111)* It s old and ffs 
always been ignored* but It's the package that Eric Schwartz has 
used for many of his most popular Amiga cartoons. 

MoiveSetter also aims to give you an Amiga version of cel 
animation. Its way of working la actually very clever and simple: 
you use separate program to draw up or arrange the frames for 
your characters, (hen you use a kind of movie construction kit lo 
place the cels over the backgrounds. A nice touch Is that It's 
easy to create a scrolling background: and it's also easy to add 
sound effects in MoMeSefler. 
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Finally there's the 
Disney Animation 
Studio (£79 Disney via 
Silica 081*309 1111). 
This Is designed purely 
and exclusively tor 
doing line-drawn char* 
acter animations, 
because it sticks rigidly 
to traditional Disney cel 
animation techniques, 

It breaks down the 
animation process Into 

three. You start with the Pencil Test (US term for line test} where 
you sketch up and animate your character as a line drawing. 
Then you move to the Exposure sheet, where you can decide 
how long each frame Is displayed for* you can add sound effects 
and music, and you can repeat, cut or move bits of the anima¬ 
tion. Then finally you move to Ink and Paint, where you colour In 
the finished animation. 

Disney Is fun and effective, but it's really only suited for 
character animation: ifs a lot less powerful than Deluxe Paint 
One advantage it has Is that every frame of an animation can use 
a completely different palette of colours* It also saves animations 
in its own file format* which can be a pain: most programs use 
the standard AN1M file format pioneered by DPatnt. 

Die wonderful world of Disney if now at 

your fingertips. 
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The basics 
of character 

animation 
The most challenging and enjoyable area of ani¬ 

mating is character animation, which basically 

covers anything in which an object creature or 

person is animated to behave in a human-like way. 

Whether it's an Eric Schwartz aeroplane, a wily coy¬ 

ote or a postbox that comes to life doesn't really 

matter: there are a few basic techniques of 

exaggeration that you can use to make it seem 

more cartoony and lifelike. 

ANTICIPATION 
Nobody actually docs this - or do they? It's the way a cartoon character will lift his 

elbows and a knee and pose before zipping off: you know it? A movement can have 

much more impact if you more or less warn people in advance that it is about to hap¬ 

pen. Anticipation can also be a look or an expression. 

ANTICIPATION: this is one of the most THE ANTICIPATION CHEAT: you con a*tu- 

useful corteon techniques. Prepare a chew- ally skip Ihe 'vanishing' movement rf 
acler for motion. you've used o goad anticipate. 

The anticipation cheat: If you get a character to strike an anticipation pose, you 

can then vanish him with a little *he's gone’ trick like a puff of smoke. This gives the 

impression of rapid movement even if you haven't drawn it. A good sound effect 

helps immensely. 

INERTIA (STRETCH) AND 
MOMENTUM (SOUASH) 
When something starts moving, it has to overcome its inertia - its in-built tendency 

to want to stay still. If you're aware of this, it helps in animation of realistic things, 

like a spacecraft taking off: you'll want to take a few frames of acceleration as some¬ 

thing gradually builds up to speed, not have it suddenly zip off at full pelt, so you’ll 

want it to move very little at the start of a movement and much further as the move¬ 

ment goes on. 

In character animation, this idea is heavily exaggerated: a character might skid 

and run on the spot, unable to get moving against his own weight: or you could use 

the "pantomime horse’ effect of the from starting off and the back end being left 

behind. 

Equally, once something is moving it has a natural tendency not to want to stop, 

This can be used by making a character skid or concertina up when he, she or it is 

trying to come to a halt, 

INERTIA AND MOMENTUM: when the cor Is at r«sl, its proportions are nor¬ 

mal. As on anticipation action it squashes slightly, then os il tears away it 

stretches. When it has to screech to o holt it squashes up again. 

And here's how to do it welll Erk Schworti's characters really da come olive: It's a combi' 
nation of simple ideas you can pick up here plus □ large degree of inspiration! 



Ian Botham's 

CRICKET 
AVAILABLE 

FOR 
ATARI ST 

AMIGA 
&PC A 

Test your skills in this superb, action-packed 
cricket simulation designed by cricket 
enthusiasts, for cricket enthusiasts. 

■ Play a one-day Test Match. 
Choose the length of game. 

■ Two player mode or challenge the computer. 

■ Television camera views with action replay. 

■ Superb graphics and sound. 

■ Contend with the effects of wind direction and 
temperature. 

■ Features all the current international teams 
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CONSTITUTION 
One of ihe key things lo consider is whal your character is made of, and let that 

determine how he behaves. It doesn't much matter whether this is consistent from 

scene to scene, but at any particular momeni what happens will depend on what a 

character is made of. 

Whet happens when a dwocler gets hit on tire bead, if W* made of wood..., 

...bat it might be very dtfferent if he war* made of metal, robber, concrete and fa on. 
Think of examples: Tom and Jerry is good research! 

THE EXAGGERATION RULE_ 
“Take it as far as you think you safely caiK and then double it.w 

The classic example of cartooning is, for many an expert, the great Tex Avery's 

Looney Toons, where almost anything could be dramatically over-exaggerated. The 

development of the bulging eyes is a classic example, 

THE WALK CYCLE 
Many actions can be broken down into a simple set that are repeated over and over 

again. This is known as a ‘cycle'. The classic example is the ‘walk cycle', where the 

movements of the legs and hands as well as the up-and^Jown motion of the body arc 

pretty crucial. If you know how to do a decent walk cycle you're well ahead, so 

here's a basic one for you to follow... 

THE CLOSE-UP CHEAT 
You can show a character in motion w ithout having to draw a lot of the tricky bits if 

you close in on, say, head and shoulders. You can also show a character's reaction to 

an event taking place off-screen, especially if you use a good sound-effect, without 

having to draw it. 

36 

WEIGHT 
Particularly with inanimate objects that your character interacts with, it's very 

important to consider how much anything weighs, and dn everything you can to 

bring that over. You can then use the inertia/momemum rules appropriately... 

THE DISAPPEARING TRICK 
If you want something to appear insubstantial, like smoke nr a water drop, the best 

way is to make it shrink and vanish over a couple of frames. 

It should be easy enough for you to zoom in and zoom out of a scene over a few 

frames, and ifs a good way of moving to use the close-up cheat. 

PANNING 
Moving the background across the screen will make it look as if the camera is pan¬ 

ning across. If you warn, you could put a character doing a walk cycle on top of a 

moving background: this sort of thing is easy with Deluxe Paint animhmshes. Try 

panning so that the camera 'catches up1 a moving figure. 

One of the most important techniques 

la master is creating a realistic walk¬ 

ing motion. It's one of many actions 
that can be done as a repeated 'cycle' 

of frames. If you use this 'walk cycle' 

as a template, you should find this 
simple enough to do. 

The computer hasn't really made an enormous Impact on the world of anima¬ 
tion, There's only one technique that's really distinctive and original, and that's 
the use of 3D modelling and ray-tracing packages. 

The best-known animator using these techniques Is John Lassiter, creator 
of the Angie poise Lamp animation and the famous Tin Toy. White reasonably 
witty, these are still very much seen by animation experts as being clever for 
the way they're done, but not really terribly interesting tor any other reason. 

Computer animation of this sort tends now to be used mainly in advertis¬ 
ing - the Smart las and Fox's Classic biscuits adverts are good examples - but 
because It's an exclusively computer-originated look. It's very popular on the 
Amiga and in fact, some of the best examples of pure computer animation are 
Amiga demos. 

Amiga 3D animation packages work by ‘modetling' objects as sets of 3D 
coordinates and then rendering' them to give a pseudo-realistic look to the 

Compel or mmtaiem has yet to evertem* the stigma that it'i all flash technique and 1*0 

tubs tome. Perhaps the nast widely -accepted computer ammotor Is Joho Lassiter, 

whose famous Tm Toy animation has fust been honoured by an Amiga imitator. 

surfaces. White the process is very clever, using complex equations to Judge 
how light bounces off objects giving supposedly realistic highlights and shad¬ 
ows, 3D ray-traced animations are still most commonly Identified by the 
artificiality of their simple shapes and shiny, colourful objects. 

All the same, 3D animation packages tend to make life very easy for the 
animator: most will let you design an object and then tell n where to move over 
a number of frames, leaving the computer to do the hard work ol actually draw¬ 
ing all those frames. 

In professional use, 3D computer animation is mostly used as a tool for 
special effects in live-action movies: and on I he Amiga, 3D computer anima¬ 
tion is used most effectively to Imitate that kind of special effects, particularly 
In some excellent science fiction and space demos, such as the work ol arch- 
St&r Trek fan, the German Tobias Richter, You can get many of Tobias s demos 
through PD libraries. 



X-BACKUP 
PROFESSIONAL 

The essential package for all your BACK-UP needs! 
Now includes HARD DISK BACKUP & FILE BACKUP. 

CM H T 

*The most comprehensive back up utility ^includes floppy disk 
backup, hard disk backup and file backup. *Also backs up ST, 
IBM etc disks. ^Checks disks for errors. ^Optimises data for 
faster loading. *Fast formatting. ^Copies up to 4 disks in 48 
seconds. *Full update service available. 

AVAILABLE NOW ONLY £39.99 PLUS £1.00 POSTAGE AND PACKING 

1988 COPYRIGHT ACT. Siren Software neither condones nor authorises the 
use of its software for the reproduction of copyrighted software. The facilities offered by 
X-BACKUP Pro are intended to back up users own software, PD Software & other such 
programs where permission had been given. It is illegal to make copies of copyrighted 
material without the permission of the copyright holder. 

X-BACKUP PROFESSIONAL IS THE BEST, GUARANTEED 
OUR GUARANTEE:- At time of purchase, if you can find a program that 

is more powerful than X-BACKUP PRO we will refund your money. 

Address. 

Ordering X-BACKUP PROFESSIONAL Name 
Access/Visa orders can be placed by telephoning 

061 724 7572. For mail order, fill in the order 

form and send with a cheque or postal order \o> 

Siren Software, Wilton House, Bury Rd., Radcliffe, 

Manchester M26 9UR. 
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Adding 
sound to 
y°“f. 

animation 
It makes all the difference if your animation has 

sound effects and possibly even music. Here are a 

few tips on how to create a soundtrack... 

]f you do u decent long animation and end up recording it omo 

video, you can always do ihc soundtrack by dubbing it 

onto the video tape itself. Even some home VCRs 

| jy ' usually have an audio dub facility nowadays. 

" - Bui for ihc most part you will probahly 

want 10 create something that you can run 

from the Amiga, so you'll be using various 

sound samples. 

If you're not 

familiar with 

sampling, it's 

simple enough. All you do is attach a piece of 

sampling hardware to your Amiga and plug in 

ciihcr a microphone or a sound lead from your 

hi-fi, your video player or whatever. You’re then 

ready to record your sounds. 

The sampling software on your Amiga records sound 

by slicing it up into digital information, exactly like 

what's on a CD player. It's just as easy using a sampler as using a lape recorder, the 

only major difference being that you are recording directly into the computer's 

memory rather than onto any kind of tape, 

When you've recorded a hit of sound you want, 

you can then use the sampling software to play 

around w ith it, cutting out bits you don't need, 

changing the pitch and even reversing bits if you 

want When you've got just the noise you're 

after, you save ti to disk: sound samples, just 

like pictures, are saved on the Amiga in a stan¬ 

dard file format called IFF. which most 

programs can use. 

Samplers are easy to use. greai fun to 

play with and you can ai them surprisingly cheaply, A few recommendations of whai 

we think arc the best samplers to buy arc made in a panel on this page. 

How you precisely match up your sound effects with your animation depends 

partly on what pregram you are using, hut essentially it's a tremendously simple 

common-sense process. 

If you've made your animaiion in a program specifically designed for animation, 

like MovieSeitcr, you add your soundtrack in the same program. If on the other hand 

you've created the animation in a paint program like Deluxe Paint* which doesn't 

cater for sound, you'll need another program thai allows you to organise pictures and 

sound together. Such a program is usually referred to as an animation sequencer. 

An animaiion sequencer will very olkn allow you to combine several short 

animations into one long sequence. This also has the advantage that the final long 

animation is loaded piece-by-piece into the computer's memory when you run it. 

MAKING A SELF-PLAYING 

will automatically 
disk into the drive. 

ANIMATION DISK 
Last of all, you may very well want to 
set up your animation so that It 
plays off a stand-alone disk. Most 
animation packages - and again, 

Deluxe Paint tV is a shining example - 
do actually come with a player' pro¬ 
gram, which Is a liny little program 

that you can squeeze onto a disk together 
with your animation and it will play your 
cartoon when you double-click on an 
icon. It s an easy short step, once you 
know a little about Workbench that 

is, to creating a self-booling disk that 
play your animation when you switch on and put a 

Most player programs are freely-distrfbutabts. which means that anyone 
is allowed to get a copy without paying for it. This means that you can 
give copies of your animation to friends, or send it lo a Public Domain library 

so that they can be distributed. And who knows? Fame and fortune may be 
iust around the corner... 

and so it wilt run on a computer that 

has less RAM 

The actual process of timing the 

sound effects is dead easy. AH you have 

to do Is place the sound effect next to 

the frame you want it to start on and spec¬ 

ify how long It will go on for. To give an 

example, if you had one character hilling 

another over the head with a frying pan, 

all you have to do is find the frame where 

the pan makes contact and place your 

*'bonngggg" sound so that it plays 

that frame. 

Alternatively, you may wanl a continuing noise, like I he engine noise of a plane 

or car as it moves along. This will generally be a very short sample repeated a lot of 

limes, simply because a short sample will take up less memory. 

Finally, something like music will be a hit more complicated. How you add this 

depends on the program you are using, hut mosi will let you start playing a tune at 

any point and leave it playing until you specify ti to stop. Again, because everything 

is done frame by frame in animation, it's very easy to time ii property. 

When do I do the 
soundtrack? 
If your pictures and sounds are to fit together 

well, its important to plan them carefully. Here's 

how the professionals do it... 

When do you do the soundtrack? Well, more often than not, you do it first of 
all. Before you even do the animaiion. And if there’s speech (dialogue} in the 
soundtrack, definitely first. 

The main reason lor this is that the process of 'llp-synchlng' - synchronis¬ 
ing the movements of a character's Hps so that they are synchronised with the 
words - is one of the most difficult things to do convincingly. It's probably dif¬ 
ficult because most of us do a lot of unconscious lip-reading when we're 
watching someone speak, but whatever the reason, its always glaringly obvi¬ 
ous and generally very irritating If the movements of a character's mouth are 
out of step with the sounds. 

Trying lo record speech so that It will fit the mouth movements of a 
character - post-synching’, as it s known - Is very difficult, so dialogue is 
Invariably prerecorded and the action made to fit it. It’s also easier to draw and 
time a character's mouth movements If you know exactly what noises the char¬ 
acter is supposed to be producing. 

In fact, the timing of fitting (he action to the dialogue is the trickiest prob¬ 
lem in animation and is the main reason why the whole production process is 



UP-SYNCHING MADE EASY! 
The only really tricky task when you are adding sound to an animation is 
making sure that a characters lips move properly to fit the words. It s not 
an easy thing to get right but if you use this set of simple mouth shapes 
as a starting point you can’t go tar wrong. Try making the movement from 
one shape to the nexl flow, and also try watching yourself speak in a mir¬ 
ror to see how your mouth moves. 

K N. V, L. R 

rigidly controlled by a set of standard systems. It works like this. Most 
dialogue-based cartoons (like your average Watt Disney movie) will start off as 
a script, Just the same as a film script. The script will be mainly dialogue, with 
the briefest descriptions of where scenes are to be set and of any action 
that Is to take place. 

The next stage is the ‘storyboard*. Animations that have little or no dia¬ 
logue will start at the storyboard stage, and very often non-ant mated short 
films, particularly TV commercials, use a storyboard loo. Essentially, the story¬ 
board looks rather like a cartoon book: if will have sketches of all the main 
scenes and key actions, with the words or sound effects written underneath 
along with notes on what's going on. 

At this point, everyone concerned should have a pretty good idea of what 
the mood and action la in each scene and how it affects the dialogue, so the 
dialogue can be recorded and edited. Now the animation can be constructed to 
fit it, and the last and most rigid form of production control is brought in. This 
is called the ‘dope sheet’. 

The dope sheet, so cal I led because even a complete idiot shouldn’t be able 
to go wrong using one, is an exact description of what happens In every single 
frame. Generally It'll be laid out on paper with rows and columns, one row for 
each frame and columns tor descriptions of background, cels, visual effects 
and the soundtrack. Hopefully foolproof. 

Most companies are very flexible and find what degree of planing suits 
them best, working on the Amiga, probably just a storyboard will do. You're 
unlikely to be able to do much real dialogue, simply because long samples of 
speech will take up a lot of RAM memory. If your animation is mainly visual 
action with just the odd sound effect to emphasise things, you’ll probably be 
quite safe flaunting the rules and just sticking the sound effects on after all the 
animation is done. 

Make child's play 
of programming 

your video... 
That's right! If you’ve ever made a mistake with your video 
then Merlin have the perfect answer! No more taping the 

wrong channel, no more taping at the wrong time. Because, 
with the new VideoPlus+ , programming your video is as 

easy as making a phone call... even if you're an adult! 
£0 9 ideo programming is a 
g m reaIIv simple operation u U atic 
W (im. 

with Video? I us + , Just 
look in 3 host of public¬ 

ations from December 6th 
Um Iudmg all your favourite 

publications*) that will he priming all 

the important Video Pluscode™ numbers 

earn res available ivith 
VidooPlus*™ are endless 

An LCD Display Panel that 
shows dale, lime, tape length 

required for programmes entered 
(for the next 24hrs), low battery level 
indicator and internal backup memory . 

you can easily Lajj into your 
own Video Plus* 
Vjder>?lus+ ™ will do the rest, 
automatically by infra-red 
It will turn your video 
on. m the channel, 
set the length of 
time to record, and 
w hen your selection 
has finished, it w ill 
switch your video 
off And all from 
just one number4 

What you need 
VideoPius*™ works 
with most popular 
makes of video 
recorder* that have 
infra-red remote 
control and. for the 
first time, virtually 
all satellite receivers' 
Video PlusCodc " 
Numbers. 

Youll soon see 
these Numbers next 
to prog, listings in 
around "H million 
issues of national 
papers & TV guides 

Easy to use number keypad to 
enter up TV listing Plus Codes’ 

5 recording options 
for:'Once1 (single 

programme setting). 
'Weekly' (tape every 
week at scheduled 
times), ’Daily' (for 
taping even' week 
day, from Monday 
to Friday, all at the 

same time ). 

VIDEq04j- 

LEI) Indicator that 
flashes at the start 

of recording. 

Easy 'one time’ set 
up feature facility 

******* 

Verification of all 
programme info 
including time 

clash’ display. 

U/hai do you grt in your new VidoiPW * Pack? 

Review of stored 
settings in date 
and time order. 

******* 

You receive a COMPLETE pack , even down to the batteries, which is instantly ready 
lo use and supplied already set up to Greenwich Mean Time 

* One I lamfsei with batteries fitted, set to GMT and ready to use straightaway 
* One detailed easy to follow ’Getting Started' manual anti one Tmuhlesh<x)ting Guide’ 
* One watch and wipe tutorial video featuring Michaela ,Sirachan: to help you nuke 

the best of your new VideoPhlS+™. 
Whui after sales supptnt do y<hi gii wInn you buy y<*tr VideoPkis* ? 
Should you experience difficulties in setting up your video or satellite, VkleoPlus*™ will 
be there to help with a customer service helpline including free exchange systems and 
full money duck warranties tool All this fix your total peace of mind in VkieoP]iLs+T> 

■PJ4p-rwylniiUhj FW*.> «nhin- H Hark Dnih Mirror, tedn Wtm. rW 1m, 

TwU.rhrfeepir.To4n fW TIm, TW Ma*n Tl^s M* iJf * 

To make YOtR video p rogramming as 
simple as making a phone call... simply 
make a phone call...to Merlin Express! 
A revolt*! kmary product for just... 

OdttiHK-™ Mid IVfHVI lliminoimsui’' «r tnbflud1, of IjMMir 3Mrt*f,n>rh[ Ijir^MiilM 

£59.99 
(iwckudrr iff XAT a*d debi *r+d to roar door t 

To order,, 

ftM phartr our frit tain office an 

0M2 44/442 urtnp yourAcctit. 

tun or Switch card or, § end 

a thtqurfpatfal order to the 

wbfrni ifaivn btbw, 

MERLIN EXPRESS LIMIT 
UNIT c 7. TH( tQPfWAtK INOUSTtlAL CENTS!. 

STATION 1I0A0 IUCI5TON. PfRIYSHItf. Of 7 JHX, 

Four foodi wifi hr dtnpattHtd on (Hr 

day of efratanrr of paymrnf by 

recorded detain. Or a courttr 

tenitt u arailahlr at either 

£6 O working daw > or 

wnHsinj dayt, 
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ALL OUR AMIGAS ARE UNITED 
KINGDOM SPECIFICATION AND 

INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING... 

1 Mb. Disk Drive 
1Mb Ram Memory 

TV Modulator 
4096 Colours 
Multi Tasking 

Speech Synthesis 
4 Channel Digital Stereo 

Sound 
Amiga Mouse 

Operation Manuals 
Workbench 2 Disks 

ALL Connecting Cables 

PLUS . All OUR Amigas 
are backed by Harwoods 

Great Service 
[Please see full details in our 

Ordering Made Easy'panel final page! 

THAT'S RIGHT HARWOODS HAVE PUT TOGETHER THE ULTIMATE AMIGA PACKS YET AGAIN 
STARTING WITH POWERPLAY PACK 1 WHICH INCLUDES 31* GREAT GAMES! ^ 

JHSl.lo?.k.atwMy?_u.9etNOW.r.. 
•AMIGA A500 PLUS COMPUTER WITH A FULL 1 Mb, OF MEMORY! 
•THE SIMPSONS. BART vs THE SPACE MUTANTS - Thais right man! 5 

you can play the computer version of this popular TV cartoon. By Ocean. 
•CAPTAIN PLANET - created from the award winning TV show, now s your chance to save the 

earths environment with this ultimate adventure,, your Eco-Copter is waiting. By Mindscape, 
•LEMMINGS - Are you as smart as Lemmings are stupid, match your inteitigence against their 

lack of it as you play the 140 levels of the most original game of '91 (European Computer Leisure 
Awards Winner). By Psygnosis, 

•EDUCATIONAL BASIC LANGUAGE FOR CREATING YOUR OWN PROGRAMS 
•DELUXE PAINT III GRAPHICS PACKAGE WITH ANIMATION 
•TAILORED OUST COVER AND MOUSE MAT 
•AND A SUPERB HIGH QUALITY MICROSWITCHED JOYSTICK, 
•PLUS.,.. 18 MORE GREAT GAMES, THERE S SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE.,, 

SLQODWYCH - Fantasy role-playing game, great interaction with your computer created environment 
BUBBLE* - Help the dawdling ghost and the soap bubble, escape from the old deserted manor house 
CAPTAIN BLOOD - Astonishing creatures and animated 3D graphics, this is a game you just have to play 
ELIMINATOR * A progressive mufti stage flying shoot m up, or a long winding course, survive il you can! 
HOSTAGES - You must get your team and hostages out ol the terrorist overrun embassy, without toss of life 
JUMPING JACKSON In a deluge of colour and sound save, Ihe earth from sadness and meladmty music 
KRYPTON EGG - A classic Breakout game, 60 screens, separated by 6 combat sequences 
LANCASTER * Your mission is to fly the classic WWIi bomber on its dangerous raids over enemy territory 
LOMBARD RAC RALLY * You drive your 300 bhp Sierra Cosworth through demanding stages of the rally 
PURPLE SATURN DAY ■ Four arcade games, an exciting high speed trip into total cosmic 30 space 
SAFARI GUNS • Live the African experience in an animal sanctuary, track the poachers $ ivory traffickers 
STIR CRAZY (Featuring Bobo) * Bobo & his Inmates are planning a stunning trampoline jump prison escape 
SKYCHASE - Airborne combat for every simulation tan. in this one or two player game, battle against your 
MiG flying adversary in your F-16 Falcon. 
SKYF0XII - Skyfox li. the only ship fast enough to carry on the Skyfo&t legend. Fight to blow your federation 
enemies from the Galaxy, at speeds of 9000 kilometres/second1 
STRIKE FORCE HARRIER ■ Puts you in the cockpit of one of Botams most exiting tighter aircraft Multiple 
skill levels let you progress to become an ace pilot 
TINTIN ON THE MO ON We've been captured by Colonel Jorgen and he's bring to scupper the moon mission. 
Come on Tintm, you re the only one who can save us, and be the first on the moon 
TV SPORTS FOOTBALL * Strap on your helmet for American football simulation that looks like the real thing. 
XENON 2 ME GAB LAST - This time it's war! The Xennes are back and have thrown time itself into turmoil 

m resent ine right to substitute individual softme Wtes or pack item should the md arise 

* OUR POWERPLAY PACK 1 PREVIOUSLY CONTAINED 21 GREAT GAMES 
BUT, NOW WE'RE INCLUDING THESE 10 FANTASTIC BONUS GAMES... 

..JUT ONLY WHILST STOCKS LAST! 
DATAST0RM - The fastest shoot em up Of all time! Defender with a vengence! !! 
DUNGEON QUEST - Ultimate in muHisensory gaming! The BEST graphic mysteries! 
E-MOTION- SO levels of multi-coloured puzzles A challenging emotional experience 
GRAND MONSTER SLAM - Elves, Trolls, Goblins, Ores, Dragons & Knights do battle' 
RVF HONDA - Formula 1 motorbike racing at 170mph on a Honda RC30 racing bike! 
DRIVIN' FORCE For driving maniacs! 12 competitions day or night with 6 vehicles! 
PIPEMANIA - Classic puzzle arcade game. So addictive you won't want to put it down! 
ROCK 'N' ROLL ■ Crazy action game accompanied by fantastic Rock n Roll sounds! 
SKWEEK Paint the town PINK, kill Schnoreuls and dominate 99 levels of Skweezland 
TOWER OF BABEL ■ Intricate 3D strategy game. Fantastic lighting & shading effects! 

.AND HARWOODS ALSO GIVE YOU A SUPERB BROCHURE OFFERING UP TO IS NIGHTS FREE HOTEL 
ACCOMODATION IK AN EXTENSIVE SELECTION OF 400 HOTELS AROUND THE UK PLUS NOW A 

SPECIAL BUDGE? FRANCE SUPPLEMENT IS INCLUDED TO01 

Priced at an INCREDIBLE 

Including 
VAT 

HARWOODS POWERPLAY PACK 1 COMES OF AGE WITH 31* GREAT GAMES & A 
1Mb AMIGA A500 PLUS CARTOON CLASSICS WITH THE SIMPSONS, LEMMINGS 

AND CAPTAIN PLANET PLUS 28* EXTRA GAMES ONLY FROM HARWOODS!!! 

PACK 1 

’Fimmr term tur tttuthfNv fatifrt / h* tfotitst j**r tutprutirntx /lux1 *v *hh i*nkrvi}*pttmi at J/h*ant ttf this mltvflforjitfi ttekiiis 



All our packs contain the new 
Amiga A500 Plus. 

(1.3 Amigas may still be available 

to special order, please enquire.) 
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ALFRETON DERBYSHIRE 

The Closer you look, 
The Better we look. 

HARWOOD'S 
BRILLIANT 1Mb 

AMIGA 500 PLUS 
'MEGA 31*' 

GAMES PACK 2 
That’s right you get 

the fantastic Amiga & 
ALL THE EXTRAS 

detailed in Harwoods 
"Mega 31*' Pack 1 

AND you also get... 

THE PHILIPS 
CM8833/II 

STEREO COLOUR 
MONITOR 

Our nnnitor section on page 5 
fluids faff sfcjatte hr yt>ur cfate 
of Pbtfps Hwwtors £ Monitor TVs 

Mitt 
•ill!;; 

m 
MOWfFOR PACK 

A SPECIAL PACK FROM HARWOOD'S 
YOU SEE AND HEAR THOSE GAMES 

WITH SUPERB CLARITY 

£629 9® 

HARWOOD'S GREAT 1Mb 
AMIGA 500 PLUS 

MEGA 31*'PACK 3 
That's right you get the fantastic 

Amiga & ALL THE EXTRAS 
detaiied in Harwoods *Mega 31 “ 
Games Pack! (tar left) AND... 

then you also get... 
THE SUPERS PHILIPS CM6B33AI 

STEREOCOLOUR MONITOR j 

Our monitor section 
On page 6grv&s 
hAt detads for youf 
chotce of Pfttps 
Monitors j Mentor TVS 

MONITOR AND 
PRtflBl PACK 

THE SUPER STAR 
LC 200 COLOUR 

PRINTER.,. 

Or... you Can choose 
A PHILIPS MONITOR TV 

AT NO EXTRA COST! 
See page 6 for FULL 

detaBs of Oils n&marfcabte 
Fast Text Monitor TV 

O 
-s; 
nil!!!: 
P’ll 

"'13 
||IIIMII 

'Tift 

Feabjfmg.. 
1B5/4C qss. Full Catour 9 Pin NL0 Dot Matrix Printer 

_____ with a FREE Dust Covet Bixf cable lo-jraur Amiga. 
^ {See pnntef panel tor delate} 

ru\ 

<® 
••is:;;: 
•use:: 

"IT'S THE- 
BUSINESS" 

A TRULY PROFESSIONAL 
PACKAGE SPECIFICALLY 

FOR THE BUSINESS 
MINDED AMIGA USER. 

THIS ONE SHOULD 
FULFILL EVERY AREA 
OF HOME BUSINESS 

YOU'RE LIKELY TO NEED! 

THE BUSINESS PACK 
FROM HARWOODS 
INCLUDES ALL THE 

FOLLOWING... 
AMIGA 500 PLUS 

WITH 1Mb. MEMORY | 

PHILIPS CM 6833/111 
STEREO COLOUR MONITOR 
See Horror Ptnef on Page 6 for Detail* 

+ 
STAR LC200 9 Pit 

FULL COLOUR PRItif .«/ 
See Printer Pane|on Page 5 for Details 

A HOST OF BUSIHESS SOFTWARE & ACCESSORIES- j 

PEN PAL VI .3 (Word Processor)... 1Mb. 

SUPERBASE II PERSONAL (Database) 

SUPERPLAN (Spreadsheet)... 1Mb. 

^ DatasKmn, Drtvin' Force. Pipe Mama. 
ACRE for®** Quest. Rock-fil-Roi, ETMm, 

f*. a *1 pc n, p. Tower of Babel, Slewed. RVF Honda. 
G A ViES PA ... • v • ■ b E and Grand Monster Sten. 

HARWOODS LEARN & PLAY 

POWERPRO 
PROFESSIONAL «f«ull 
PROFESSIONAL «l|«l| 
PROFESSIONAL 11( | 

■ “l ill if 

OR..YQU CAW CHOOSE 

Apmpsmmonvt 
AT [10 EXTRA COST! 
Set pagefi for FULL, 

details of ink f am viable 

ADD A CUMANA CAX 354 SECOND DRIVE 
FOR JUST £50 TO HELP RUN THOSE 

BUSINESS PACKS MORE EFFICIENTLY THE SIMPSONS 
CAPTAIN PLANET - 
LEMMINGS WE MEAN BUSINESS AT A GREAT 
DELUXE paint in PACKAGE PRICE OF JUST,« 
Now wrfh ANIMATION 
UlCFtOSwrrCHED JOYSTICK 
1G BUNK 15* DISKS 
DISK LIBRARY CASE 
MOUSE MAT 
3 TAILORED DOST COVERS 

PRIMARY I JUNIOR PACK A 
Get your rtiildm off to the no hi 

computing start with this software 
learn and play pack.. 

PROF. PLAYS ANEW GAME 
PROF LOOKS AT WORDS 

PROF MAKES SENTENCES 
mt HURTS FOR WORDS 

ActML enourtiq YHmp nwnfo lm suing I* 
cartbM dtWter cAd PW witrtjfj tfij inch 

lJ#p6*etrwpett(lW w fa compute ; 
dwfeinH* HMUwtfCwnnAflXNCf 

MMMK 
iW hcnif floogi sya™ Kwp hHUtati kSB. 

ttidMi'Wietth; tttylo 

PRIMARY MATHS COURSE 
Awd H mpdute *i fa ccwra bro 3 yn oH 

ngm up >o hwei N C 
REAMIVG 4 WFUTING COURSE 

moduli' count Tucfuno Horn Bn cernput^ 
mNHAt ft* »rtf ^tanpn I thf tfyslfmc. 

A GREAT EDUCTKWiAL PACK 
FOR YOUR CHILDREN AT A 

FRACTION OF THE NORMAL COST 

EDUCATION 

PACK A 

£89* 
HARWOODS LEARN & PLAY 

GCSE/’O' LEVEL PACK B 
GCSE examination level studies on your 

Amiga computer M's fun1 

MICRO INGUSH MICRO FRENCH AMO 
MICRO MATHS 

A set dl 1*«* oomplefc H*-Mnr Bursts to GCSkM 
ett Ifefl he used lor rfYT»<i W! pnsgnrr. 

*farr Id fa huVr* CinriAn wd wttt faontrf 

fesw ■ xfccfc fly pnitesw# mctai 
ifeo»rwchifl£3lu{lH''6» SfittCf'til Wfl ydur aainT1 

PEN PAL- Gnamca i Ward Praam 
A EvtB&c wad processor wth * fa mb yni need 

i& crank rtadM wntisf' wort lout lor homt- ten, 
prqec&ek wlwfa bimfasMttn TedwrwB 
fcflCnuBifirfy irmiYi flraphm. ww r rype1 
Inobdti 1 WMn Uttra 1M Furtnt UkU^tr 

HOMEBASE 
Horatmc b Its idem yitDrnutmSii $kH)Qt lor 

Cmgs Iw IwnSvcid **35 nglK jndcrwtmn'j 
*XC2twfd propel Int. dtjrty tedM "flesh flitof 

A GREAT EDUCTKMAL PACK 
FOR YOUR CHILDREN AT A 

FRACTION OF THE NORMAL COST 

EDUCATION 

£89£ 

'Finance terms are araikiNe < subject to slants i for most pnufttas; please av our ordering panel at the end of ibis (tthvrtfor full details 



IMAGINE, IF YOU CAN, THE CONCEPT OF 
A NEW, MORE POWERFUL AMIGA.,. 

...WITH 1 MEGABYTE OF MEMORY, AND A COMPACT DISK DRIVE OF ALMOST INFINITE 
SIZE. A DISK DRIVE SO VAST. IT CAN STORE HUNDREDS OF MILLIONS OF DIGITS OF 

DATA. THIS DATA COULD BE. SPEECH, ANIMATED PICTURES. DIGITISED STEREO 
SOUND. COMPUTER IMAGES OR WHOLE ENCYCLOPAEDIAS.... AND MORE. 

IMAGINE THIS, AND YOU CAN START TO GRASP THE CONCEPT OF CDTV. 
THE INTEGRAL COMPACT DISK DRIVE. IS THE KEY TO THE POWE R OF COTV. [TS STORAGE CAPACITY IS EQUIVALENT 
TO AROUND A QUARTER OF A MILLION FULL PAGES OF TEXT THIS WHEN INTEGRATED WITH THE I MB OF INTERNAL 

AMIGA CIRCUITRY. CREATES A SYSTEM. WHICH FROM A CD DISK. CAN GIVE YOU ACCESS TO AN UNIMAGINABLE 
SPECTRUM OF REAL WORLD IMAGES. NEVER SEEN COMBINED BEFORE. THESE VIVID MAGES. WITH WORDS AND 

SOUNDS, GIVE YOU A WHOLE NEW DIMENSION IN HOME EDUCATION. ENTERTAINMENT i INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 
AND.. DON'T FORGET. THAT CDTV CAN PLAY IN SUPERB QUALITY. ANY NORMAL AUDIO MUSIC CD. AND IT CAN 

ALSO PLAY THE NEW CD+G DISKS. WHICH GIVE DIGITAL SOUND AND ON SCREEN GRAPHICS. 
ON CD DISKS NOW AVAILABLE, THERE ARE EDUCATIONAL PACKAGES, ENCYCLOPAEDIAS PACKED WITH 

REFERENCE INFORMATION. STUNNING GAMES. MUSIC SYSTEMS AND MANY OTHER NEW AND VARIED 
SUBJECTS, INCLUDING WHOLE WORLD ATLASES OR EVEN THE COMPLETE WORKS Of SHAKESPEARE, 

EACH ON ONE CO DISK!!! CDTV - NOTHING LESS THAN REVOLUTIONARY 

FREE CDTV STARTER PACK!!! 
WHEN YOU CHOOSE YOUR CDTV FROM GORDON HARWOOD, NOT ONLY DO 

YOU GET OUR LEGENDARY SERVICE, BUT WE GIVE YOU A CDTV STARTER PACK, 
TO GET YOU EXPLORING YOUR NEW WORLD - STRAIGHTAWAY. 

THIS INCLUDES A SUPERB SELECTION OF CD DISK TITLES INCLUDING THE WELCOME 
TUTORIAL A HUTCHINSONS ENCYCLOPAEDIA, PLUS... FOUR GAMES, SHERLOCK HOLMES 

& THE HOUND OF THE BASKERVILLES, SIM CITY, CHAOS IN ANDROMEDA, AND THE 
ACCLAIMED LEMMINGS, WORTH IN TOTAL ALMOST £170.00. IN ADDITION IS 

THE INFRARED REMOTE CONTROLLER, AND ALL THE HARDWARE 
NEEDED TO GET YOU CONNECTED. 

ALL THIS FOR JUST £499.95 
COTV IS THE SAME SIZE AMD STYLE AS MOST VIDEO RECORDERS. SO IT CAN SIT UNOBTRUSIVELY ABOVE Ofl BELOW 

YOUH HOME TV AfCflfi HI-FI. AND WITH ITS INFRARED REMOTE CONTROLLER IT CAN BE OPERATED FROM YOUR 
ARMCHAIR BUT PERHAPS MOST IMPORTANTLY. IF YOU ARE A COMPUTER ENTHUSIAST. REMEMBER THAT INSIDE 

EVERY CDTV, IS AN AMIGA, JUST WATTING TO BE USED SO LATER ON, YOUU BE ABLE TO BUY THE OPTIONAL 
KEYBOARD AND Di$K DRIVE, TO GET INTO THE WORLD OF AMIGA COMPUTING. PRINTERS. DIGITISERS, 

GENLOCKS AND OTHER ACCESSORIES,CAN ALL BE CONNECTED TO GIVE ACCESS TO MANY OTHER EXCITING 
FACILITIES, AND ALSO MANY OF THE EXISTING SOFTWARE PACKAGES AVAILABLE FOR THE AMIGA COMPUTER 

NEVER BEFORE HAS THERE BEEN SO MUCH POTENTIAL FROM ONE NEW STUNNING SYSTEM, PACKED WITH 

TODAYS TECHNOLOGY.! 
CALL IN AND SEE US FOR YOUR PERSONAL DEMONSTRATION, OR PHONE US FOR YOUR 

FREE DETAILED CDTV INFORMATION PACK. 

CDTV ACCESSORIES Please cal! tor 
latest ffvaitoHy 

co mu keyboard 
C01252 MOUSE 
CD 1200 TRACKBALL 

C01400 CADDY 

W99 KEY QWERTY KEYBOARD £49.95 
INFRARED MOUSE WITH BATTERY SAVER £49.95 
INfRAflED TRACKBALL WITH THE OPTION £79.95 
Of DIRECT CONNECTION TO EXTEND BATTERY LIFE. 
DUPLICATES FUNCTIONS OF 2 BUTTON MOUSE A 
NCLUOES TWO 9 PIN PORTS FOR STD. JOYSTICKS 
FOR HOLDING CO WITHIN DRIVE £9.95 

CO 1401 MEMORY CARC PERSONAL RAM CAHDCONTAINNG £79.95 
64K OF MEMORY FOR STORING DATA OR AS A 
BOOKMARK FACILITY WITHIN CDTV 

CD 1405 MEMORY CARO * LARGER PERSONAL RAM CARD £249.95 

CONTAINING 512K OF MEMORY FOR STORING 
DATA OR AS A BOOKMARK FACIJTY WITHN COTV 

CD 1900 FLOPPY DRI VE RACK MOUNTABLE FLOPPY DRIVE WTTH £99.95 
BOOK CAPACITY. CASHG ALLOWS ROOM FOR 
ADDITIONAL HARO DRIVES OR MOOEMS ETC. 
PAL BASED VIDEO INTERFACE CARD FOR £149.9$ 
SURE RIMPOSMG CDTV IMAGES OVERA VIDEO SIGNAL 
PROVIDED BY ANY STANDARD VIDEO SOURCE 
CDTV COMPATBLE AND STYLED IN UATCHMG BLACK. 
I Same spec as CAX 354 on page * « He a*en»mert| 

Many Amiga Accessories i Perforate (eg Pirtws, Osk Drives. Software etc.) ate 
compatible witti CDTV. Please phone us lot compatabeay ■Vomupon. 

CD 1301 GENLOCK 

CUMANA 3,5‘ DRIVE 

HARWOODS AMIGA 

NEW LOWER PRICE 

pd£ 
Oozx 

Sffsit 

i£oS 

o ^ s 5 
Sj38 

fit than fliataFjpJt wfarA ta Ayrw twn rrpiatrtS hJHUVrw Pa* IQ 

PRO-GEN Amiga Genlock 
The Proven AMIGA Genioe* afcws you to mix ymir Amiga display with ary PAL video 
signal whether it is from a VCR, Lasedtsk player or a Camcorder. In lad any Kern of 
video equipment which outputs a PAL composite wdw signal. Comtaned with the Amiga 
oomjwtef fte Pro-Gen ^ves you the iaalrfies of a special ejects £ video Mhng suite 
Take your om\ Arris A give them a professional look by 0VERLAYNG THUS or by 
SUPER IMPOSING YOUR OWN GRAPHICS created r packages l*e Photon Pant 2.0 
or Deluxe Put Pro-Gen is suppted with micro lusara superb Photon Paint 2 0 package 

FREE 
A powerful Lo-and-H resolution hoW and modrfy (HAM} pain program, wti overscan 
fNTSGPAJ.) and speod effects tor your Amiga CompiAs 
Cent our Uapp«ng: skapes a brush over a 30 landscape' Ptiel intensity values decide 
the peaks arid vaieys, whie a speoaKy developed raytracing algorithm maps to image 
precisely Surface Mapping: around 3D objects, both geometry and free hand drawn 
Luminance; sete (he kjht source and merisity Shadowing auiomabcaly wrflh control ot 
size and offset BuisJi Control; must. M. resize, ip. rotate, bend, adjustable transparency, 
wretch etc etc. PLUS LOTS MORE" A great program afewing use at 4096 odours Choice 

of honztYen page pnnt. negatives, anti afcasng. dithered prrt. adjustable brhgtness etc. 

How it works: f i—i » STOP PRESS 
PROGDt NOWHCUJOESA VCRt 
vf icatu mn ooaoer too 
raGBiakcn«HT»tiaftjEnT 
TH£ ALLOWS PfiOGDf TO BE USH) 
SThuGhTiimv wrw host pqwlw 

TOOtOUFafeUfT PTNX'l TVf HKD 
TDtUH to* T>€ CCTOCT OP* 
tcmccMis mmumM&m 
USED TO COiftCT *lOT>€R WATS 
«awtiiWR* 
A «n TO sum mOT ROT FRO! 
n« KWWfOUCEW.n* BCK* 

PRO-GEN with 
Photon Paint 5o ONLY £99.95 

Mode Switch-box lor Genlocks 
Features Include 
-Compatible With The Pro-Gen And Rendale S0O2 
Supplied With Genlock Extender Cabte Worth £9 ,95 

-Switch-box Switches Between Foreground, Back 
ground, Video And Computer Modes 

*Ffnance terms am available * subject to Must for most products: pk\t*e av our onferinM paw! attl'c end of this ihftrrtfor full details 



AMIGA DRIVES & MEMORY 

-V features Include 
Jr Long connecting cable 
Jr 1 Mb, (88GK Formatted) 

Capacity 
Jr Enable/Disable Swrtch, 
> Throughporl 
i Access Light 
> Compatible wti Amiga 

500/1000/150Q/200G/3000 
and COTV 

A Capacities ol 52 or 105Mb available 
Jr Connects to sidecar bus on UH side ol A50Q/A500 Plus 
i Autoboots with Kickstart L3/2G, boot enabledisable switch 
> Sockets lor up to G Mb of RAM expansion 
i SCSI Port allows up to 7 other devices to be connected 
Jr Supplied with easy to use software 
Jr 2 Year Warranty Complete with dedicated PSU 
Jr Mini slot tor toe expansion capabilities 
Jr PC-AT Emulator planned to be available for 1992 

jfa EDUCATION SOFTWARE 
HQ DON T JUST PLAY GAMES WHEN YOU 

CAN LEARN WITH YOUR AMIGA TOO! 

WCTO MATHS ?4 (HS» C u» pnyarc tor GCSE ftr £31.95 
l««W] rwaon or sdl Uteri 

MEGA MATHS A 9 level step by step luton course For £21.95 
roature begmeis. W Level studs? J Mefo Maths ussrs 
liCRO FRENCH GCSE Ffercb tkfc ^ £21,95 
Covers both spoken & written French 

WORD ENGLISH .A ctwnptete programs ot sell lurffoft uu £21.95 

to GC$E standard 
PRIMARY MATHS COUF&E Ages 3 to 12, Complete £21.95 
24 Programme Coxa 

SPEieoW Ages 4 Developed with thebsipoia £17,95 
Prvwy School Head Teacher Id ad sptokng tkM 

PROf Honttta Words WtoiduestorPW andta*Qifig £24,95 
utenoE chWw can Ixrt tor words and coroptate a story 
profit* word* You to# PICK arartfwafwn £24.95 
swrchfig far letters to canJete the words iTIwefcolpqy 
PROF Mata Sentences OWm N* Pral m*e « £24,95 
&erHBnces try urfjutiting pi" w>tfc> gr&at a^rnattyi 
PflOFPtoyii Ntir Gan* Com® wifa a story 6sk*&> £24,95 
tape, and an iusfrated reeding book. 

HARWOODS AMIGA 
1Mb PRO-RAM PLUS 

ADD MORE POWER TO YOUR AMIGA 500 PLUS 
WITH A FULL 1Mb. MEMORY UPGRADE!!! 

1Mb. RAM expansion for the Amiga 500 Plus 
Gives a total of 2Mb. of RAM 
Easily fitted without any dismantling in 
the trapdoor expansion slot underneath 
Amiga. DOESN'T invalidate your warranty! 
Low power consumption 2 Yr Guarantee! 

A GREAT NEW OFFER FROM HARWOODS 

£44.95 
0.5 Mb PRO-RAM 

Compatible with Amiga A500 and 500 Plus 
Gives A500 a total ol 1Mb Memory + Clock W 
Gives 500 Plus a low ol 1.5Mb Memory Li 

AMIGA SOFTWARE 
ifciilc-*: The ultimate software tor professional MIDI sequencing ThesoftwamTnckxtesacorrhg* 
arable lixanan and a synthesiser patch editor. A1 you need to recreate a song can be recalled from 
one performance fife rnduding sequences, MIDI routing, sync setup, keytxtord maps & synthesiser 
or drum machine pate* Itoranes MEW LOW PRICES ■ £54.95 or just £7495 with mldWnteriacef 
MIDI INTERFACE [5 Port): In, Out, Through phis 2 swtchabte thruVout Indudes cable, £24.95 
AMOS: AMOS allows you to access the power of the Amiga with ease. 500 different commands 
make AMOS a sophisticated development language The AMOS animation language a tows you lo 
create complex animation sequences. 300 page manual and over 30 example programs £49,95 
Amos Add on Modules: (BOTH require Amos prog.) I: [ll'f lia.? I -1 d J\1U) • ■TJ.T,».T .m 

X v ll X Uivij 
VV< >RI> Pk< X KSM >R/l >A I AltASK 
With Pul yuu «m inis U,-*L 4tN(S 
aikiui gn^phioi & Until in ways mi crthc.-* 

can! “It's himillirty’ ol gnifitoits is 

urSiuftWf«cd Piai Pal is die iwily wud 
pfotewur I icdcd ihui will - 

SuparBase 4: Most powerful database available tor the Amiga.Combines ihe ease of use of Super 
Base 2 with a versatile programming language so that you can taior y*jr data to your own specific 
needs lor dubbusines&lfcrary records etc £229,95 
U**k»C: Art ideal tool for the C programmer whether experienced or a novice. The bes way to 
create appteations for the Amiga Fully supports Motorola chipset Nearly 300 functions optimised 
to he^p the user write the tightest possbte code Includes screen editor. Most Amiga C books are 
based around lathee. (Requires either 2 floppy drives OR a iWdfEsk drive) £199,95 
Deluxe Paint tV: Latest verson ol the Amtgas first, and still the best, paint and animation package, 
now including HAM mode (1 Mb. minimum memory or more recommended) £79.95 
Vldl, The Complete Colour Solution: vidi with RGB Splitter, Frame Grabber 3 Digitiser Grabs 
moving colour video into 16 grey scale frames {up to 16 frames in 1 Mb. Amiga) and digitises from 
still odour video source in up to 4096 eofeurs in less than 1 secondf Requires home VCR or video 
camera lor grabbing. Requires video camera or VCR with period pause fer digitising. Now comes 
with Photon Paint 2.0 ABSOLUTELY FREE OF CHARGE! fl £179.95 
WASTERSOUNO High quality "mono" sampler (best tor sampling instruments eic.) £34 9$ 

Tf€A8Q&& JUST A SMALL SAMPLE FROM OUR EXTENSIVE RANGE OF THOUSANDS OF SEBKXJS. EDUCAWN AND RECREATION 
TfTL£S. WE CANTUST THBiAU. r€fl£ SO PLEASE CAU. US * YOUGWTSEE THE PTOGA4M YOU REQUIRE fTS PROWBLViy STOCK* 

PEN PA1L complete 
WITH 512K Amiga 
RAM Expansion 
onit..SW.9S! 

All our packs contain the new 
Amiga A500 Plus. 

(1.3 Amigos may still be m ailable 
to special order, please enquire.) NOW SUPPLIED 

WITH A 

FREE 
3.5" DISK HEAD 

CLEANER 
for optimum reliability 

BLACK CDTV 

COMPATIBLE VERSION 

AVAILABLE NOW!!! 

GVP 52-105Mb HARD DISK DRIVE WITH MEMORY EXPANSIONS OF UP TO 8Mb 

BUY Ml THREE AMOS 
PROGRAMS FOB AIST 

ALFRETON DERBYSHIRE 

The Closer you look 
The Better ire look. 

'Finance terms are tu tillable * subject u* status* p <r most products pfettse s<\ intronlenttg pa ml at tl\‘ end of this adieu for full details 

CO RAM CAPACITY 
LU SIZE 52Mb. 105Mb. I 
O 
DC 0Mb. £359.95 £549.95 
CL 

2Mb. £429.95 £629.95 11 
:> 4Mb. £509.95 £749.95 
o 

8Mb. £699.95 £929.95 



^ - PRINTERS 
i WEivpftee 

ACCESSORIES 

Ail printer in our range include a standard Centranic s/Para I iei Port 
tor direct connection to Amiga, PC s, Atari ST's, Archime 

We supply a connection cable to YOUR computer FREE 
Pius a Quality Dust Coyer with ALL Dot.Matrix Fnniers - " * ** 

«s 
o Z Soil 
ffl £s5 

GORDON HARWOOD PRINTER STARTER PACK 
ALL out Dot Matni Prniws are suppM complete •#).. 

200 Sheets of Continuous Printer Paper 
100 Useful Self Adhesive Continuous Labels 

Amiga Primer Drivers Disk 

CITIZEN 120D+ 9 PIN MONO - Up to 120/25 cps- M -Q QJ- 
ij Very reliable km oral printer wiiit interchange interfaces 1w L1W.TO 

Cemronic$fR5232fc0riaJ type (C$4 etc,) J Ful 2 Year manufacturers waramy 

NEW FASTER STAR LC20 » PIN MONO - Up to 154^33 cps — 
Replacement for our rmtsi popular Mono Dot • Matrix ai a super low price 

J Multiple ionl options easily accessible -I Simultaneous. continuous and single 
town from panel sheet stationery 

Q ExceMent paper handling lacttbos 3 240 x 240 dpi GrapNcs 

STAR LC200 9 PIN COLOUR PRINTER -185/40 cps 
Ths s (he one in our parts' 

-J 80 CoMnr Dal Mams 

J 240 dpi-9-Pin COLOUR 
O 16K Buffer, 8 Resident Fonts 

LJ Reverse pape* feeds 

CITIZEN SWIFT 0 PIN COLOUR ■ 160/40cps 
New super hngh spec 9Pm colour prnier 

j SK Butter 4 Forte a 240 x 240 dpi Colour Graphics 
j Push and pul iTactor bull-to _} Best tent quality in our 9Pn range 

LJ Feed lw labetefrnuto pan stationery Q 2 Year Gtoien warranty 

STAR SJ48 INKJET PRINTER 

_J Micro paper feed, Man paper wtotfiil.71 
LJ Suppled «tth cotax & mono rtobons 
_J Paper park with auto sangte sheet loading 
j Programmable from horn panel 

LI 12 iworth warranty 

□ Large 20K Butler 
_j 360 3t 360 dpi near laser pnnl quality 

_j Clonal Ni-Cad battery to# mams fra 

New super high quality bubble ink jtf printer 

:j 54 Nozzle ink|0t 
J Emulates Epson LQ and IBM 

Proprinter lor full compatibility 
Li Complete with AC adaptor 

STAR LC24/200 24 PIN MONO - 220/55 m 
Mono version oi LC24/200 Colour, same spec except tor a sntaief 7K buffer 

STAR LC2V2O0 24 PIN COLOUR - 220/55 cps - 
Cotour version of the LC24-200 Mono. 

80 Column Dot Mate* 
360 4* 24 Pin MONO 
m Buffer (expandable) 
10 Resident Fonts 
Front Panel Picfi Selection 
Pusbpufl tractor & rear Mom Ms 
Reverse paper toed 

□ Paper park with auto single sheet badra 
□ Micro paper teed Max paper wttill.r 
J Supplied with mono rtobon 

-I Faster than the rtJ LC24 10 
_) Extra tont oanndges avaiabfe 
_i Program town tort panel No DtP switches 
.J 12 monvi warranty 

NEW 24 Pin CITIZEN 224 COLOUR -150/53 cps 
Brand New, lowest cost colour 24 Pin ponder anywhere1 

LJ 80 Column Dot Matrix with 4 Fonts _J Push 5 jxfl tractor teecfc 
LI 350 dp 24 Pm COLOUR -J Complete paper parking facfttes 
_J 8K Buffer expandable to 32K J Suppfced with mono 4 colour ribbons 

mmiptM U Frf 2 Year Citizwt Warranty 

£319*95 

_l Easy louse ttont panel oontoob 

NEW 24 Pin CITIZEN SWIFT 24E COLOUR * 180/60 cps - 
Brand New. superb specification colour 24 Pin printer 

U 60 Column Doi Matrix with ? Fonts _l Pushful) & bottom irador feeds 
j 360 dpi 24 Pin COLOUR J Complete paper parking facilities, 
_i 6K Buffer expwtoatfe to 32K J Supplied with mow 4 colour ribbons 

selCD pane _j Easy to use LCD panel controls 

NEW FASTER STAR XB 24 PIN COLOUR 
RANGE X824*200 A XB24-250 ■ 275/B0 cps 
These NEW top of itie range Stars replace the XB24.-10& 
XB24/15. & offer the best possible quality dot matrix printing 

_l Fuft 2 Year Ctot Warranty 

£399.95 
2^200 Colour 

£499*95 

_) Exceptional pnfit quality 

j 4146f^i super letter quaMy toms 
_1 14 *24Pin near letter quality torts 

□ Brtet 29KJX824/20O) & ?GK |XB 24/250) 
-J 360 x 36Q dpi Cotour Graphics 
J ISrRtfts ornate warranty lUK Manlandi 

HEWLETT PACKARD PAINTJET COLOUR A4 INKJET — | 
Our besf quality to* colour printer at a Teate&c pnce 

£599.95 

LJ Paralel/Centronics or Serial RS232 l/F (sporty with ofttar. MAC oftoon avartabte) 
U Fw presentahon graptocs/DTF, CAD and lechnical^ciemific applications 
LI A Ml page of colour grapfocs rn 4 rrnutes (typical) 

Non impact printing, j WiB prim transparencies 
.J 12 Months on-site warranty (UK Mainland) 

. Spnntirw. 
U virtually sitortt. 43dba 

STARSCRIPT - 4ppcn POSTSCRIPT COMPATIBLE LASER 
A4 Us« Primer, win conned lo PC, Amiga, Atari ST, Macintosh etc, — 

£1099,95 

-1300 DPI, 2Mb Upgradable to 5Mb. 
—I Emudatioris Inc: HP Series II. Epson 

EX300. IBM Proprinter A Diablo 630 

_t Complete with ‘Starscnpt" (Stars 
postscript language emulation) 

-I SenaJ and Parallel toterfaces 
-I l2mon|h on site warranty (UK Mainland) 
-J 49 quatrty toms buifl-in 
-J Appletalk tor mnnection Iq Maanto&h 
□ Every desktop publishers dream 

SEE OUR UST OF ACCESSORIES FOR BOTH STAR 
AND CITIZEN PRINTERS, ALL AT COMPETITIVE PRICES! 

Ait the ctmmdmrw Per Second speeds quoted Above are DraWLQ at lOcpi 

Xmitt terms are aimiahle * subject tu statmifor wtf product* hv MroakrtoR panel at the end ftftbts adteri fur fid! dettuk 



iONITORS & MONITOR TV's 
Harwoods stock a complete range of both Monitors & Monitor TV's 

to give you your perfect solution to the type of display to buy. 

PHILIPS CM8833/II 
Stereo Reioiuton 

Colour Monitor 

The ever popular 14-mch Philos CM 6833 kWi its veisaWHty means you no* only 
gel etonM QoOur graphics & text performance wflh a wide range of personal 
computers, but when cwroetad to a VCR, you get an amazing 600' pm# TV 

pciure.Wlth the 0833 Mkti. Harwoods give you the complete set up. tc get you 
going straight away Monitor. HG0 p»dure and Stereo Audio CaWas. 

Tailorad dust cover. and a lull i2 Months on site service warranty 
Jr RGB/AD, TTL Composite Video 1 stereo audio nputs Can t» used as a TV 
w#i VCR or Tuner Also as i Vxteo Camera display montof Retractable Stand 
■A Twin Ster« Speakers headphone Jack 
Socket FftEEieao to your computer 
12 Myth on Vte semes warranty 

THE MOST VERSATILE STEREO 
COLOUR MONITOR AVAILABLE 

£249.95 
CBM 1084$ STEREO COLOUR MONITOR. 
Commodore's Own Siereo High Resolution Cota Monitor with... 

> RGBfAlflTL Composite. Video1 Audio Inputs Can be used as TV 
wilt VCR or tuner Twin Speakers for 

stereo output Supplied with cables for COfSQ QR 
A500. CGA PC AC16 64 12& L* 09.93 

tt's important to remember that most TV Wonrfcvs, are shii fast .and frramosf televisions meaning that ttm average AGO pixel lube display 

50% tower mototon dm a moortot) canm be guaranteed to dspiay A3 column dearly without risking eye straw If choosing a Television 

Monitor ensure ft has the west 2000 character tube capability, meaning it can handle the Am>ga$ 8G character. by 25 tone outyut dearfy. 

NEW!!! PHtUPS 15" FASTEXT TELETEXT REVOTE CONTROL 60 CHANNEL MONITOR TV |BRAND NEW 

SUPERB DEFINITION PHILIPS MONITOR TV. IDEAL FOR AMIGA OR CDTV USERS. GIVING FOR THE FIRST TIME TRUE MONITOR 
QUALITY FROM A Fua FEATURE TELETEXT TV AT AN AFFORDABLE PRICE!" JUST LOOK AT THE FEATURES Direct Scan 

Connector lor Amiga. CDTV. VCR OR SATELLITE RECEIVER RGB;AD. Composite Video* audio inputs FULL TELETEXT FACILITIES 

(FOR THIS FACILITY EXTERNAL AERIAL SHOULD BE USEDl Headphone Jack Socket FULL TWO YEAR ' ' 
GUARANTEE 2000 CHARACTER HIGH DEFINITION FST TUBE SUPPLIED WITH LOOP AERIAL REMOTE TT"' 

CONTROL FREEleadlor YOU R c»mpuler(/f YOU WOULD UKE THE MONITOR TV WOUfl PACKS 2,3. AND £269 95 
POWERPRQ, AT NO EXTRA COST, TO REPLACE THE MBS*, SIMPLY ADVISE U$ AT THE TIME OF ORDERING) 

AMIGA ACCESSORIES 
MIDI INTERF ACE (5 Poit}: in, Out. Through plus 2 switcftabie thruVout includes cable ■ 
Vkti, lb* Complete Colour Solution: VkJi with RGB Splitter. Frame Grabber 4 D>grti$er Grabs 

- £24.95 
£149.95 

moving colour video into 16 grey scale frames (up to 16 frames in i Mb Amiga} and dagmsas from stril odour video source m 
up to 40% colours in less than 1 second1 Requires home VCR or vtoeo camera tor grabbing . Requires video camera or VCR 
with pedeci pause tor digitising Now comes wrth Photon Pa*m 20 FREE”' (see Pro-Gen teture tor toll software details) 

KCS POWERBOARD IBM PC EMULATOR > Allows you to run many popular IBM PC compatible sotrware — £219,95 
idles on your Amiga or Amga A5Q0 Plus Reroutes. CGA & Monochrome Vdeo Support Supports Both 3,5 Inch 4 5.2$ Inch Diskettes 

>Frts Into A501 RAM Slot, 6066 XT Processor, Ctoctotatendar Included. Acts As 5i2K RAM Exp. When In Amiga Mode. Includes 

MS-DOS4.01, Shell 4 GW BASIC. DOS-Help, 4 On-Board Memory Supports A590 Hard Drive, Mouse Driver Software Inducted 

KCS POWERBOARD AS ABOVE BUT without MS-DOS 4.01, GW-Basic. Shell. £189.95 
NAKSHA 400dpi SCANNER El 14.95 
Switdiable between 200dpi and 4Q0dpi 

Suppers up to 32 grey shades with adjustable contrast 
Supplied with EXPRESS-m software, imageuurty atows you m 

save m me format best surted to your favourite package 

SU PR ARAM RX 500 (512K to 5Mb, RAM Expansion) 
The RAM expansion giving massive memory WITHOUT drsmanflmg 
your Amiga, thus avoiding the possibility of invalidating your warranty 

Easily connects to sdecar with bus pass-ihrough for HD’s etc 

2Mb. RAM Version £199.95 4Mb. RAM Version £323.95 
0Mb. RAM Version CWt.W 

NAKSHA MICfiOSWITCHED MOUSE £24.95 
GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL MOUSE E32.95 

COMPETITION PRO JOYSTICK 5000 Black 17.95 
ZIPSTICK JOYSTICK £12-95 
COMPETITION PRO STAR JOYSTICK £14.95 
The ONLY joystick to obtam a 100% rating from a magazine review^ 

3,5" DISK HEAD CLEANER C2.99 

BLANK DISKS with labels 
10 Genuine SONY 3 5' branded 
50 Genuine SONY 3 5' branded 
10 Unbranded with library case 3.5' certified 
200 Unbranded 3,5* eerahed 

Only C9.95 
My 139.95 
Only £7*5 

Only £72.50 

Before you choose from whom io purchase, please phone us. We are always 
happy to discuss your requirements, and answer any queries you may have 

* i Cm VH n v" Phone our Order Hoflme **ti your to#ss Visa. Mastercard, 
M Swecft or Lombard C-redftdwge Card quoting number 4 enp*y date (Durons Currys. 

NASCR and other stone cards w LombanJ ^ 
K—p\ ' v il BY Make cheques bankers bu**ng society frate or postal vdm 
[Xj; wyabto io GORDON HARWOOD COMPUTERS iPwsonilbuwwss cheques t*e 

tdays to dear tom day of recefN whereupon you otoer ■# be despatched) Ptease 
send Hame Address, andmest anporMy I possMM a Daytime Tetepiwe Number 
along with your order ra^irtmente Please tfi«* you are orttamg tom one o< ft* 
Laiesi advertisements be*cve posbng i phone rt you reqoe eontwitiatiori! Plbase rem¬ 
ember lhat lor example many S$*pt4*r pubtotore appear (tang August, liter stare 
puces you so# may fcm changed (either up or downt 

FREE 14 working days. UK M&rtiand only. Oft 
■u COllitff-ltSvJlWi Add £5 95 per major item tat nevt working day delivery. liK 
f TT» - -a rJ1_n .nm- mnana mosi feyons. 

v iinro Most Items are available ai TAX FREE PRCesto non UK 
*r residents when visiting export shpmenl. Ptaase OOnUCI us tar ordering mtdnnatioo. 

HiCHWi'Ai You wl be gwn ox Exdisive Tedvncal Suppon Phene Numtwr to 
cal sha* fx reqLwe any help or aete* on any aspect d the system you phased 
11 MONTH Yr AltlI.WII crtivng ta^ Xot purctLise are r^?pi^ced -ifTfi 
NEW LWTS uHess «hen«se stated. For the nhete guarantae penod. warranty servee wi be 
completely FREE Of CHARGE 
l\ v i t’lii Hi: V'llji to computer, monftr or pm«v requmg warranty service can tie 
collected tom your home FREE OF CHARGE during me guarantee period (UK Mainland only i 
ato a FAST turnaround is GUARANTEED dy our OWN ENGINEERS^ 
Sin' i -ii; • An computes are tessad prior to despateti, and all items are 
supplied with mans ptag and teaite as required - just pm up and use straight away. 

murnmn mm hot just .mmm a#4jl omm company^ 

AH listed prices are what YOU PAY, and there are NO HIDDEN EXTRAS. 
VAT and postage are included, and prices are correct at time of going to 
press (Pack details may vary from time to time| Offers are subject to 
availability and to being the latest advertised packs and prices. Our offers 
are NOT supplied on a trial basis. E&QE- 

* AmNC 
tailored to Sud your needs. Written details on request 

Gordon Harwood Computers offer facilities to purchase using our budget account scheme 
APR 36 J% {Variable). Available to most adults of eighteen years or over, subject to status. 
Simply phone or write and we wilt send you wrinan details along with an application lorm. 
Applications, required in advance, available to toll lime UK mainland residents and 
overseas British forces personnel. Showroom visitors, please ask lor details of our In- 
Store Instant Account’ Written quotations on request 
If you are already the holder of a Lombard C redtt Charge Card you 
can use ttoa to purchase from us (subject to your personal card li mit) 

vtstr mm spacious showroom 
Please pay us a visit where our full range of advertised products, at 
the SAME COMPETITIVE PRICES. A MORE, is on salt. ALL UNDER 
ONE ROOF , in pleasant surroundings ait our purpose built showroom 
(See note below map). There’s plenty cl FREE parking close by. 

9.00 until 5.00 Monday to Saturday 

9.00 until 1.00 Wednesday. Closed on Sundays 

Apple 'in Alfreton... 
For tfw praiesstonal uxr. Gonkin Harwood provides the 

ouLsundin^ Appte™ Madriosh^1 ranp- uf uunputm 

Thew aipoti m jvjtibNc at ^irpr^mglv competitive pnees? 

TALL I S KW)\ T CO UMHElj PERIOD FREE PRISTO OR MONITOR OFTHS* 

__ As >iour qu^lih' assured Appto^ Authcmstd Dealer. «Ntems art ivsflable ihioufth 

■n our shtrfttcxjms util) Please visa us for your persoruJ inlmduilii in lo ihis 

■■ SF£ - euoepttonal range Of fnendly vel powerful graphical computers 
’•w'- - • - 

Vjjitdunt)# tfkxuil rnmiUvwi l^noii'uhiki *fucjLi k&d 

Gordon Harwood 
Computers 

Autliorised Duitlcr 

Cowpyter§ 
m ^ m m 
QOliDOM WMJWTJD ^OMPUVTin 
DEPAflTMcNT EBB/Grj.^EW STREET, 
ALFRETON, DERBYSHIRE. DE5 7BP 
TEL: 0773 336781 FAX: 0773 831040 

Appit\ tb? Apple logo. Macintosh and Classic atv mukmarks ofAppk Computer, im All of for tmkmodas MeGckwwi&toed. 



EMPIRE SOFTWARE, 4-6 THE STANNETTS, 
LAI NOON NORTH TRADE CENTRE, BASILDON, 

ESSEX $$15 6DJ TEL: 026S 541212 FAX: #268 541125 

AWARD WINNERS PRESENTS 4 OF THE GREATEST GAMES 
OF ALL TIME IN ONE FANTASTIC VALUE PACK. 

GO ON SEE WHAT YOUR'RE MISSING - 
AWARD WINNERS, 4 CLASSIC GAMES YOU 

CANNOT AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT. 

CO. J* 1 MG AJiCQSQFTtoUI S.TD 

WJL&US ■ VWUJUFI 

ALi. Hi^5 RISEWEC 

ju* aw* s la* ** wo 
TMJ»HAKf MfO It HiltH OOUf J,nj 

iiw i»9iuffHW0(#Lm 
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MOUNTAIN 
BIKES: 
MAINTENANCE 
AND REPAIR 

GRIME TIME: 
THE BOOK 

by John Stevenson 

150 pages with over 130 photographs and illustrations 

Yes, it's irue. Deputy Editor of Mountain Biking UK, the man Stevenson 
has finally written a book. He reckons Mountain Bikes: Maintenance and 
Repair is the most useful workshop aid since the alien key, bui then he 
would say that, wouldn't he? 

Actually, it's packed with 
info on maintaining, repairing 
and upgrading your bike, clear¬ 
ly illustrated by cycling lens- 
god Graham Watson and 
MBUK photo ace Steve Behr. 
Mountain Bikes: Maintenance 
and Repair lakes you through 
from fixing punctures to replac¬ 
ing forks and building wheels in 

John's usual, clear informative 

style, with step-by-step 
to guide you on your way. 

Exploding the myth that 
have to be genetically 

endowed w ith mechanical 
ability, John gives you all the 

tain, repair or replace every component on your bike, helping you to tack¬ 
le minor problems skilfully and even major ones with confidence. It's a 
must for all the mountain hikers who have ever wished they could have a 
know ledgeable mechanic at their side when they lift spanners and start 
work on their bikes. 

The perfect Christmas pressie! 

ORDERFORM 
Please send me_copies of MOUNTAIN BIKES: 

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR at £12.95 each plus £2.00 
postage and packing. Cheques should he made payable to 

Springfield Books Ltd. 

NAME:.. 

ADDRESS:... 

..POSTCODE;... 

Paying by Credit Card ACCESS AMEX VISA 

□ □ □ 
f I I I I I I I I I I.. CARD NUMBER 

EXPIRY DATE:. 

CARDHOLDERS NAME: . 

CARDHOLDERS ADDRESS:. 

Now send this to: 

SPRINGFIELD BOOKS, Norman Road. Denhy Dale, 
Huddersfield, Yorkshire HI)8 8TH. 

Telephone orders 0484 864955. Fax orders 0484 865443 



0 GAME REVIEWS 

Once again. Neil Jackson is your tiosi for this action* 

packed Screenplay, ’cos we couldn't get that bloke off 

the telly- Watsisname... Patrick Mower? Wasn't he in 

that rather naff detective series back in the Seventies? 

ANDY HUTCHINSON T 1 
Influences: John Inman, Bill & 

Ted, Massey-Ferguson and 

hairdressers everywhere. 
Fave Quote: "A bit to the left 

Sergeant, the top's come off * 
Most Hated Game: Out ffufi. 

Fave Game: Powefmonger. ' 

k i 
B ^ 

influences: Wills and Boon, 
Lloyd George, Oliver North, Boy 
George and anyone from REM, 

Five Quote: * I didn't know you 

could do that with a potato." 
Most Hated Garnet Cardiaxx, 

Fave Game: formula 7 GP 

JAMES LEACH 

Influences: The James-Master, 

Sid James, and James Hendrix. 

Fave Quote: *1 just don't care 
about fashion - as long as my 

clothes get me from A to B.* 
Most Hated Game: ftetf Baron. 

Five Game: Battle Met. 

TIM SMITH 

Influences: Sue Lawley, Brian 
Rix, Self-raising flour, Victor 

Korchnoi and The Turin Shroud 
Fave Quote: 'Get away from 

me. I've heard you have fteas! 

Most Hated Game: ISL $. 
Fave Game: Falcon. 

%i»r 

f\ 

V . 

1 

ED RICKETTS 

Influences: anything beginning 

with the letters F or Q, Walnuts. 
Fave Quote: ■ Keeping the 

valves open increases the flow, 

unless it's raining in the tropics.1 
Most Hated Game: Booty 

Fave Game: Knights of the Sky, 

PAUL TYRRELL 

Influence: the Formula t racing 

team of the same name, 

Fave Qoote: 'if you don't give 
me that flippin' Amiga back. I’ll 

tell my flippin’ Dad on you. ' 

Most Hated Game: Kras Chase. 
Fave Game: Lemming*. 

. 

Screenplay 
Welcome to another excitement-filled Screenplay, folks. If it's 

entertainment software you're after, you've come to the right 

place. Here, our resident team of, er, residents spend all the 

hours God gives toying endlessly with the latest releases. 

Ignore them only if you're heavily insured or own a Porsche. 

PACE 

LJ 
John Madden American 
Football touches down at 
last. What a conversion! 

PACE 

64 
A game guaranteed to put 
the wind up you. Is the 
Storm Master all hot air? 

PAGE 

72 
Let there be light! Fantasy 
role-play gets a boost from 
the dazzling Shadowlands. 

47 

Leisure Suit Larry is back 
for another shmooze. Is 
this guy a prat or what? 

PACE 

81 
Do bagatelle boards have 
Pinball Dreams? This one is 
too real to sleep through. 

JUST WHAT MAKES SCREENPLAY SO SPECIAL? 
Our Screenplay Ed. Neil Jackson, explains why you can trust only our reviews. 

Well, we take all the very latest games, as fresh as ihc 

moment Ihe programmer went ‘pop!’ and play ‘cm 

hard lo see what breaks. Amiga Format's 

Screenplay reviews are not half-baked or under¬ 

cooked; we don’t expect you to put up with a review 

on an unfinished game or a demo version. 

Unlike some of our less-scrupulous compeliiors, 

we won't be brow-beaten into reviewing incomplete 

games just so we can scream "‘exclusive” at you. 

After all. you want to know whai you can actually go 

out and buy at the shops, and so do we. So remember, 

if isn’t in Screenplay, then it isn't ready yet! 
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Don't even think of turning the page! 

How else are you going to know 

what's hot and what's not, if you 

don't take time out to check out the... 

mnnmz] PROGRESS 
Attar Ms long voy¬ 

age across th« sea, 

Chris Columbus and 

pals pop Into the 

nearest McD's for a 

bit* to eat. Trouble 

Is, Big Macs won't 

be Invented for 

another 5M years. 

Vicious ramour has it that during Noah's time al sea. there was 

nowhere on the Aik to put the mount am* of. am ordure that all 

the creatures were creating. So, in a fit of desperation, he chucked 

it all over the side, and if stayed there for thousands of years, until 

Columbus discovered it and called it America. 

Impressions'?* latest strategy-simulation. Discovery in the 

steps of Columbus, sets out to recreate the explorer s legendary 

voyage, disprove the rumours and claim the land. Bui because 

most of us already know where America is. and would find it hard 

to miss when travelling west from Blighty, Impressions have 

moved it. Whether or not they've moved the tobacco, potatoes and 

Red Indians too, remains to be seen. Perhaps they'd all be better 

off left alone in peace. 

This vast tract of 

African rainforest Is 

disappearing at the 

rat* of an icrl #v*ry 

30 seconds. By the 

time Activision's 

Buihbuck i» ready, 

there'll be non* left 

to ajtplor*. Plant a 

tree today! 

Those cosmopolitan chaps over at Activision in France are just in 

the process of putting the finishing touches to Bushbut k. their first 

program since their grand re-shuffle. Set in the year 2010, 

Bushhuck is a giant Treasure Hunt sort of affair, but without the 

annoying Anneka in low. You skip around from country to coun¬ 

try, searching For valuable artifacts and secret treasures, using the 

free airline tickets you’re given at the beginning. Activision reckon 

it's not just a game - your knowledge of geography will be 

improved by the fascinating travelogue which includes 206 major 

cities in 175 countries. Look oui for Bushhuck arriving over here 

sometime in April. 

Meanwhile, at another airport. Impressions are busy wanning up 

their forthcoming simulation. Air Bucks. This is a detailed simula¬ 

tion of airline management, putting you II mi I y into the shoes of 

Richard Bnmsoti. Can you turn a one-man operation with u knack¬ 

ered old Dakota into a multi-million dollar enterprise? If you're 

particularly adept ui carrying people and cargo to the right places 

at the right times, you could end up owning your own Concorde, or 

maybe a couple of new Boeing 767s, You'll also need to be astute 

on the stock market, so that you can make sure your stockholders 

are happy. Will Air Bucks be a high-flyer, or will it crash and 

bum? Next month we may find out. 

Centaur Software, the makers of Fantastic Voyage, announce this 

month that they are very busy working on a new game which is 

Likely to be something rather special They're hocking away at 

Mm i 

When a lonesome girl asks you to join Her tor a 

drink)* at the bar, it'd be rude not to. really. 

Coming 
Plan 9 From Outer Space 
Gremlin Expected: April 
They must like taking risks, those guys at 

Gremlin. Only someone incredibly foolish or 

brilliant could even consider a computer ver¬ 

sion of Plan 9 from Outer Space - the 1959 

B-movie which was universally hammered, 

slated and regarded as the worst movie of all 

time. But that's exactly what they’re doing. 

The film was a really, really low-budget 

affair (making even Dr Who look expensive 

by comparison), but it wasn't just this which 

made it so unforgettably awful. The actors, 

who included 1930s Gothic horror stars Bela 

Lugosi, Tor Johnson and Vampire, were 

more stiff and wooden than the Horse of 

Troy, but this was the least of their problems. 

Sadly. Be la Lugosi died during filming and 

had to be replaced by a 'double' - trouble 

was, the double looked nothing like Lugosi at 

all - but still the shooting carried on. 

The resulting movie had cinema-goers 

rolling in the aisles when it was released. The 

continuity was terrible, the special effects 

were ridiculous and the plot was the most 

twisted and unbelievable piece of nonsense 

ever. Plan 9 From Outer Space became an 

instant classic, the lowest of the low, and has 

had a cull following ever since. And lhat’s 

where Gremlin come in. 

Rather than tar themselves with the same 

brush and release a naff game-of-the-film to 

match the naff film. Gremlin have put a new 

spin on the whole idea. You play the pan of a 

private investigator who’s been hired to track 

down the missing last red of the movie. The 

game is basically a graphic adventure and 

you select the actions using a pre-prepared 

bank of verbs, phrases and sentences that are 

selected by mouse-control, En route, you 

visit various cinemas around the world and 

actually get to see snippets digitised from the 

original motion picture. 

Movie-buffs will love il for its absurdity 

and tackiness, but what games-players will 

make of it has yet to be discovered. 

Titus the Fox 
Titus Expected: April 

Although this game has already been released 

in France, it's only just about to break over 

here. Touted as the new standard in platform 

games, it promises to be something a little 

out of the ordinary. It’s certainly big - if 

that's anything to go by - rolling in at around 

900 absolutely stunning screens on 16 devi¬ 

ously designed levels. 

You take the role of Titus, a young fox 

on his way to rescue his love from 

Marrakech, As you journey there and back, you use skateboards and Hying carpets as transport, 

dodging many strange enemies and getting into plenty of fights. Sounds a bit like any other plat¬ 

form game? Sure, but just wait (ill you see it - for once the hype could turn oui 19 be true. 

I 
m 

urn ; 

$na. * Universally known as 

the worst movie, 

ever - Pf&n 9 from 

Outer Space is still 

something of a cult. 

Will Gremlin's ver¬ 

sion tie as awful? It 

couldn't possibly be 

worse Or could it? 

You pay four quid tor your seat and you still end 

up looking at the back of someone's head. Typical! 
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Dtus the Fom looks set to be the last word in plat- 

trom games. At tail your Amiga could give Sonic 

and Mario a run for their money, 'Bout time, too. 
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Attractions 
The Manager 
US Cold Expected: April 

This footie sim is a cut above average and isn't 

the usual text-only spreadsheet although there 

are statistics for all the league teams. As man 

ager, you're responsible for arranging the right 

training, tactics and sponsorship deals. Come 

Saturday* you sit hack and watch highlights of 

your team's game as animated sequences. It all 

sounds a bit predictable, but it's as absorbing 

and tense as the real thing. 

Jim Power 
Loriciel Expected: April 

When the President's daughter gets kidnapped, 

where's the last place you'd think of looking? 

Apparently she's been transported to a far-dis 

(ant planet. Really plausible, huh? As Jim 

Power, muscle-builder extraordinaire, you hunt 

down the space-subversives and retrieve the 

girl. And the mutants? They include lombies, 

hounds, skulls and spiders - all distinctly 

earthly. Hackneyed, or what? 

Samurai 
Impressions Expected: April 

first Samurai* now this. Rut this game's a lot 

different to the Format Gold-winning Vivid 

Image classic. As you'd expect from 

Impressions, this is another complex strategy 

war-game. As head of the Samurai army, your 

job is to guide hundreds of well-armed troops 

into battle* choose their formations and battle- 

plans. If it sounds or looks familiar, don't 

worry. It's just first impressions. 

Beavers 
Grandslam Expected: April 

Vou are Jethro Beaver, a water-loving wood 

muncher, and your lodge in lover has been 

kidnapped It's down to you to rescue her and 

stop the entire forest calling you a wimp. Four 

levels of woodland are home to a variety of 

wildlife, including raccoons with diainsaws and 

snowball-chucking ra bbits. What next? Mutant 

hamsters kidnap gorilla's girlie, perhaps. 

Championship 
Manager 
Domark Expected: April 

Everyone's going football crazy at the moment. 

Sadly, Domark must be crazier than most, 

because Champroniivp Manager is all text- 

based with no animation, giving It that quaint 

1980s Spectrum-feel. Why? It was the overdose 

of text that relegated the old-style Sims to the 

league of boffins and bored middle-managers. 

And this latest release looks set to have all the 

appeal of the physio's damp sponge. 

Touchdown! 
Strike Force Expected: April 

Rather like a scaled-down version of iobn 

Madden's Footbaif, Touchdown puts you in con¬ 

trol of any NFL team and lets you call the plays. 

Although Touchdown also suffers from the 

'text-heavy-simulation1 problem which affects 

many sports-management games, it does have 

digitised screenshots to show the outcome of 

your calls. These add a bit of flavour* even 

though they don't animate. Not a patch on the 

real thing, but it's still worth watching. 

King of Karate, routed as the world's first 24-bit colour game. 

It's being designed to work with Ibeir new OpalVision 24-btt 

graphics hardware, and features sonic of the most detailed anima¬ 

tions that you'll ever sec on your Amiga, Apparently, the game 

will be given away free with every OpalVision unit and these are 

due to be released during May, Prices are not yet available, but you 

can bet your life they’re nol going lo be cheap* 

Spot the Difference: 

one of the trees In 

this photo is differ¬ 

ent to the ones in 

the photo below. 

Five golf tees end « 

week in St Andrews 

hospital for the per¬ 

son who can tell u» 

where exactly the 

belt will lend. 

joining the ever growing club of golf-games is Nick Faldo'j Golf, 

the new simulation from Gnmdslam Video. The game uses the 

familiar viewpoint behind the golfer while you’re setting up the 

shot, but the camera swings round just as you hit the ball. This 

gives the ability to control both the up and down-swing, so you can 

realistically control the motion of Ihe ball. All high-tech stuff, but 

Grandsltm assure m ifs all intuitive stuff. There's a caddy on 

hand, if it all seems a bit too tough, and he'll make recommenda¬ 

tions about the club to use. He's also there to make snide 

comments about your shots, just so you know what to do belter 

next time. If you've a modem handy, you can play a few holes with 

up to eight males, or you could go for broke and attempt to heat the 

legendary Faldo himself. 

Not a cloud In th* 

iky. a beautiful w« 

view* and I have to 

go and get cramp In 

my back the 

moment a streaker 

runs out of the 

bushes. 

Mot to be outdone, the golfing fraternity ai US Golf (sic) are 

beavering away on Links, which is their new eighteen-hole beauty. 

They're not telling us much aboui it at the moment, but an inside 

source has .seen the game running, ft looks excellent, but appar¬ 

ently there are a few problems with the screen update speed. Given 

lime, US Gold will iron this out to make it more playable, but for 

now we’ll just have to wail and see. 

News is just coming from Do murk that they are currently working 

on the next sequel to Hard Dnvin - Race Driving The game fea¬ 

tures two new tracks in addition to the original four, a Super Slum 

Track and a crazy off-road Auto Cross circuit. To cope with the 

new road styles, there arc options for the kind of cars you drive. 

You can go for the high-revving Speedster, the robust roadster or 

the poscy Sportster. The most promising aspect of Race Drivin* is 

the planned modem link which links two Amigas together. Domark 

are already proud of the improved speed of their new baby - if the 

graphics arc up to it. Race Drivin' could be something of a hot 

cookie, We shall see w hen we take it on a lest drive.** O 
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ajvhga ASOO plus packs 

£299.99 

—r—• £324" 

OYNAMITE .°eatma(>.™ £339.99 
Contents^Cartoon s2s^a»» 

KJ^asema, _. 

^- 

COLOUR MONITORS 
DYNAMITE EXCLUSIVE 

H, h ^33215" FST TV/MONITOR 

MsgsssssSs 
Plus Fflff Fig STEALTH FIGHTER 

AJI this (or the DYNAMITE price of 

£239. 
HILL IPS 6833 MKII DEDICATED STEREO 

MONITOR 
Complete with cable 

£229. 
COMMODORE 1084S STEREO MONITOR 

Complete with cable 

£229. 

art • VIDEO • SOUND 
*“  £9.99 

DELUXE PAINT II a bargain!.. £19.99 

DELUXE PAINT III ■ upgradeable to .. £9 g9 

SPR1TZ PAINT - joyful to use!.  £14.99 
FANTAVISION - special effects generator 

COMIC SETTER - create your own colour comic^.j»» 

POWER SCANNER - ^ 

Z - A* A . VID1 CHROME -»«• ».«9" 

ROMBO RGB SPLITTER • Can also be used.£59.99 

COMPLETE COLOUR SOLUTION • werytNna SW £129.99 
need + PHOTON PAINT .. £19.95 

MUSIC X JUNIOR - brilliant for beginners.— gg 

.. ,cir y JUNIOR - excellent combo. 
4 PORT MIDI + MUSIC X JUNi £49.95 

MUSIC X - latest version for the professional. 

THESE SPECIAL 

CARTOON CLASSICS SOFTWARE PACK Cl Q qq 
Bart Simpson .v. Space Mutants • Lemmings * Captain Planet  .a.13.99 

‘SCREEN GEMS’ SOFTWARE PACK 
Back To The Future tl * Nightbreed * Shadow Ot The Beast II * Days Of Thunder .£19.99 
OFFICIAL COMMODORE AMI Vi Meg Upgrade.£29^9 

ASTRA TEN GAME SOFTWARE PACK RRP £279 

OataStorm * Dungeon Quest - E-Motion • Grand Monster Slam * Kid Gloves 
• Powerplay • RVF Honda • Shuttle Pack Cate • Soccer - Tower Ot Babel.a>13.99 

GFA BASIC 3.5 INTERPRETER RRP £49.95.£14»9 
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a>f imI-c'* comPfises 
3 Vj INTERNAL 

DIRECT A500 

3'* EXTERNAL 
pC880A POWER | 

CUMANA CAX 354 

PceeoB power di 

~££SE22 
GVP Series tl HD8 + 

Series IIHD3 + 
^ RAW lor above... 

• 3* ^ drive cleaner ki 

replacement drive 

SC^SE° FR0M Tnis 
^10 capacity lockable 

s ACTION f 
disk box 

modifications required 

£49.99 

£49.99 
£54.99 
£69.99 

£119.99 

£359.99 
£539.99 
£39.99 

Call us NOW on HIP 

tJ 0234 214212 hm 
Send cheque or poslal order to 

DYNAMITE COMPUTERS 
Dynamite House 
44 a Stanley 51 reel 
Bedford MK41 7RW 

NB Ptea&u wme cheque guarantee card numtw on ihe 

lev erf $e of cheque Id ensure same day clearance (cheques 

witfwul card number subject to 10 day clearance] 

Call into our showroom for a fast and 
friendly service 

Retail/Queries 0234 364428 

STRR/CmZEN PRINTDIS 

g1*9 

SfS*-1 g®* 

^wssiri- ?®T 

SS^^-SB* £18t" 
£214» 

STAB LC24-200 MONO 

Jj, %8Zi%S2£* £219*! 
| Tr 39K 

CITIZEN PN48 (New) RHP^?1 
A4 notebook POAG* 

accessories 
& extras 

I Pack Of 10 blank 3V*' DS/DD disks SA 
Box of 50 Wank 3V DS/DD disks ..£ 19 

512K RAM expansion 

(Plus compatible}. £jg 

512K RAM expansion with clock.£24. 
1Mb RAM expansion (upgrades 

Plus to 2Mb}. £4Q, 

Amiga dustcover + Resolution 101 
game. CA r 

DELIVERY CHARGES* 

F ilh 22.95 for orders less than 2100 
wW 24.95 for orders over 2100 

Next day express service 27.50 
Charges applicable to UK mainland only 

5SS?ii.'»SM>-v a^rwso 

STUB LC24-200 COLOUR 
22065 cps. 24 pin CvROv, 
colour. 30K bu«er 

CTT1ZEN SWIFT 24e(WPE42Wfr 
216/80 cps, colour C9fiQ oq 
option. 2 yr guarantee 3UAhJW 

ACCESSORIES 

Parallel Printer Cabte,. .£3-99 

Universal Printer Stand....£339 

500 sheets ot continuous cam 

paper.... 

Colour kit option for roA 9 
Swift 9/224/24e. 

PLATINUM SERVICE CARD 
Only El 9.99! 

Features; ‘Next day courier delivery 
*30 day exchange for new 
*1 year guarantee giving 

A free collection and delivery 
/ \ should a fault occur Quality replacertwm mouse. 

40 capacity lockable disk box. 

| 80 capacity lockable disk box 

, 150 capacity 'stronghold' box 
(lockable). 

L 6mm quality mousepad. 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT at 17.5% 

DYNAMITE HOUSE, 44a STANLEY STREET, BEDFORD 

TO PLACE YOUR ORDER PHONE THE DYNAMITE HOTLINE 
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on the wacky 

and finds 

This month, we've found 

not one, but three new 

games, all being devel¬ 

oped by the same team. 

Neil Jackson drops in 

lads at Sensible Software 

out if they're really just... 

Last year these three 

were making waves 

with their latest game. 

Mega la Mama. They 

are (from left to right}| 

Chris Yates, John Hare i 

and Chris Chapman 1 

What are they up to 

now? And just how 

sensible is it? Ti\ iVlANL;v; 

§ 
working overtime 
Beside a small. out-of-the-way 

Cambridge branch line, a group of 

lads toil away at their Latest gamc- 

ideas, oblivious to the sounds of the shunting 

wagons, clunking locomotives - and doorbells* 

After ihc fifth ring and Mil! no reply* it was 

obvious ihat ihings were getting silly, noi 

Sensible. A phone call from the local puh 

eventually makes contact* and we finally enter 

the lair of one of I he oldest and most accom¬ 

plished development teams in the UK. 

The wiz kids 
Our hosts are John Hare and Chris Yates* the 

founders of Sensible Software. They first 

achieved fame back in 198b* when they 

released Wizhaff. Six years later* with Mega- 

lo-Mania under their belts, they‘re revitalising 

iheir long-forgotten 'Wiz' in the form of 

Wizfdd. a strange and amusing game for 

Ocean. On the surface. it*s a cutesy-style 

arcade game, full of kid-appeal, in which you 

have to rescue your wizard's lost cats. Reading 

between the lines* you'll find oodles of semi- 

adult jokes which will sail harmlessly over the 

heads of most ten-year-olds. 

Wizkid doesn't follow many of the pre¬ 

conceived ideas which you normally expect 

from arcade games. Instead, it's an incredibly 

varied and ultimately bizarre romp through 

many different kinds of game. There are com¬ 

plex puzzles to solve, items to buy and use. 

and even a hidden sub-level from the old 

Weirdness abounds in 

Sensible's new 

cutesy-arcade game* 

WiiKid, Featuring 

their favourite cre¬ 

ation from the classic 

WitbJtll, this game is 

really something out 

of the ordinary. 

Where else can you 

beat a butterfly to 

death with a bag 

of peanuts? 

Sensible Soccer itJs 

called, and once 

you've played a few 

matches it's anything 

but. Superb fun, with 

a distinct Kick Off 
beating flavour to it* 

If this isn't a hit 

then the world’s 

gone Crary. 

A taster of the action 

due from Sensible's 

forthcoming Ginnon 

Fodder, Ifi an alt- 

action war-game, 

with just a hint 

of strategy and 

lots of military mis¬ 

management. 

Wtzball game. All these disparate ideas arc lied 

together by a special quest to collect musical 

notes which play a bonus tune when complete* 

All very odd stuff* but a sure-fire hit. if ever 

there was one* 

Kicking away 
Meanwhile, in another part of Sensible's huge 

open-plan office, iwo other guys are slaving 

over another new design. Sensible Soccer, 

which is due to he completed in lune* is (he 

work of Jules Jameson and Chris Chapman. 

They're setting out to create a game that will 

give Anco's Kick Off 2 a run for its money. 

John Hare explains that while Kick Off 2 was 

certainly great, it still had a few problems. 

"The scale of (he pilch was awkward - you'd 

run down the screen, and then find you were a 

lot further to one side of the goal mouth than 

you thought." So, Sensible Soccer uses a 

smaller scale, plus the Amiga's overscan mode 

to give you the largest picture possible. The 

result is far more playable* and shin* for goal 

stand a better chance of reaching the mark. 

You can compete in the HU FA Cup. the 

European Cup Winners Cup and the European 

Championships and depending on where 

you're playing, the supporters make different 

noises. English supporters chain the usual 

rowdy songs, while Italians let off firecrackers. 

And in case the action on the pitch gets rough* 

Sensible have included a subs bench, complete 

with a manager and physio* which enables you 

U> change tactics and attend to injured players 

mid-match. 'The physio's great," says John. 

"He may bring your bloke off the pitch a bit 

early, but he prevents any real harm from 

occurring. If you ignore him* then your man 

may be seriously injured and out for the rest of 

the season," The risk is yours to lake. 

Military Madness 
As if that wasn’t enough. John and Chris are 

also working on another top-secret design 

which has been given the working title of 

Cannon Fodder* It’s a cross between an 

Impress ions-style war-game and an isometric 

arcade game, in which you control a combat 

group. But instead of the usual slow* step-by- 

step command system* Cannott Fodder is solid 

real-time action. 

At your disposal, you have a platoon of 

initially uni rained soldiers and a wealth of mil¬ 

itary hardware. You assign (he various 

members of your platoon to specific tasks: one 

is the leader, another drives a jeep or a tank, 

and another fiics a chopper. Depending on 

their skill levels, each soldier either helps or 

hinders the overall mission. Unskilled pilots* 

for example, can cause untold damage, espe¬ 

cially if they crash a chopper full of squaddies. 

Currently* Cannon Fodder is a game look¬ 

ing for a publisher, but John doesn't think 

they’ll have any problems finding one. “We'll 

get all that sorted when we've got more of it 

running”, he says casually as another train rat¬ 

tles past the window . With a track record like 

Sensible'^ there's no doubt John's right. 
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More Speed. 
More Memory. 

> ■ w 
Greater capacity • Greater capabilities. 

The protar A 500 HO Series - 
The ultimate Hard Disk Orive. 
Your Amiga will have capabilities 
beyond your wildest dreams. 

protar A 500 HD. 
Capacity 20 MB • 160 MB. 
On-board-RAM Option up to 8 MB. 
SCSMnterface. 
1 year replacement warranty. 
2 years for Hard Disks with Cache. 

Flexible capacity for professionals. 
Made in Germany. 

i 
> 

Request for further information at 
protar Ltd. • Park House • Greenhill Crescent 
Watford Business Park • Watford Herts WD1 8QU 
Tel. 092 354 133/24 23 07 • Fax 092 321 20 46 

L. A 
protor 

Amiga is a registered trademark nf Commodore-Amiga, Inc, 



rr-. PREVIEWS 

Y ou'd think that one tank game at a 

time was enough for anyone, but 

Empire are having a field day with 

them a* the moment. Not only are they 

trundling along with their Pacific Islands (due 

any day now), they’re also hard at work on 

another tank-orientated strategy game. 

Campaign is the work of Jonathan Griffiths, 

previously known for Conqueror, the lank 

game which used elements of David Braben's 

Virus game code. Two years down the line. 

Jonathan has managed to mm Conqueror 

into a full-scale strategy game, with the 

Bra hen code still forming a small pan of this 

immense project. 

Campaign promises to be ft mftfOr hit for ftII you budding Generals.The large-scale map of Europe 

enables you to place any of your troops in their starting positions before the battle commences 

Campaign 
Empire Expected: May HI 

Empire are just about to 

launch a full-scale 

Campaign to prove that 

war-games are not just for 

military-heads. One look 

at their forthcoming release and you'll 

think there's still a war on out there. 

THE NEXT 

BIG THING 

Warl What is it good for? 
The resulting Campaign is a cross between a 

standard war-game (like VMS) and a 3D tank 

simulation (like Ml Tank Platoon), The game 

has hoth action and strategy aspects and it 

allows you to decide the mix of both. 

At General level, you arc responsible for 

organising the entire campaign I the default 

campaign is the Dunkirk D-Day landings). 

This includes the management of production 

resources, the movement of fleets of ships, the 

airforce and supply operations as well as sim¬ 

ple tank engagements. 

Using a large-scale map, you can position 

any type of military4 force anywhere you like* 

and as large as you like. You can even 

edit the map to pul in new roads, rivers, forests 

and towns, just to make your scenario 

more interesting. You even have the ability 

to create mountains and hills, or their 

opposite — lakes — using the mouse pointer. 

Down on the battle¬ 

field, the action hots 
up. You tan guide 

your tanks around 

one by one, or you 

can leave it all to the 
computer if strategy 
is your thing. Either 

way, you can recreate 

the Second World War 

from the safety of 
your own home. 

Landscapes can be saved and loaded from 

disk, so that you can butld up a collection of 

different campaigns. 

Assuming that you*vc begun a campaign 

and stationed your lank* (while you were at the 

General level), you can zoom into the map to 

see individual batiles resolve. At this level, 

you can direct tiny tank icons on a local-sized 

map mto the conflict and keep an eye on them 

all at once. You can make the computer handle 

all the aiming, firing and driving while you 

merely tell them where to go. 

Get into the thick of it 
If the action gets too hot to handle at the 

Battalion level, you can move right into the 

turret of any tank. Here you see a first-person 

view of the bailie from your position atop the 

tank. Everything is drawn using flight-sim 

style 3D filled-polygons, but despite this the 

screen update is fast and the tanks arc very 

easy to control. You can perform any of the 

tasks w nhin Ihe tank, or you can off-load them 

to the computer. In this way. you can make ihe 

computer handle the driving, while you work 

ihe main gun and lake potshots at Ihe enemy. 

Campaign easily has as much scope as Ihe 

ancient UMS - ihe only other war-game with 

similar detail and controllability - hut 

Campaign's action is far more realistic* It’s 

also much quicker and more accessible* which 

could make it the best military simulation 

around. As usual, only an in-depth review of 

the finished program will reveal the full story* 

Watch out for this next month. O 

Like many games on the Amiga, Campaign! features a 
three-minute introduction sequence to get you in the 
mood. But Campaign's is a cut above the average title- 

screen-and-pleasant-music intro. Instead, it's a 
cinema-style animated sequence that'll knock your 

socks off. 
Created by former Activision producer and free¬ 

lance artist Saul Marchese, the sequence took two solid 

months of work on PPainf I- But that's only half the 
story, the sequence called for a number of Russian and 

German WWII tanks engaging in battle, and these are 

hard to come by. To get round the problem, Saul built 
several models, including Tamiya IQ5th scale versions 

of the German Jagdpanther and Russian T-34. After 

painting, the models were digitised using a video cam¬ 
era and frame-grabbing equipment- For the realistic 

Austrian backgrounds, Saul digitised hundreds of dif¬ 

ferent scenes from holiday brochures, selecting ones 

with the most appropriate buildings and perspective. 

These could then be montaged together in DPsint, 

The majority of the work involved retouching each 

backdrop and tank and then combining them together 
to form a realistic scene Next, each scene had to have 

individual f rames of animation created, so that the 

tanks and soldiers would move naturally. The story¬ 
board called for speech which involved hours of 

lip-sync work. For this. Saul digitised himself, filming 

each individual mouth position, so that the sampled 

speech (provided by music developers, Skinny bone) 
would match the graphics in the final sequence- 

Using digitised 

backdrops of 

the injideof a 
Jagdpanther, 

Saul creates the 

perfect setting 
for a German 
gunner. In the 

final version, 

animated lips 

are overlaid* 

PAINTING PICTURES ON A BATTLEFIELD 
With a bit of 
perseverance, 

anything's pos¬ 

sible in DPtint- 
Thl* German 
tank comman¬ 

der was created 

from one of 

Saul's photos 
and a print of an 
old uniform. 

Campaign's cin¬ 

ema-style intro 

sequence is like 
a short extract 

from a war film. 

But it's all home 

grown on the 
Amiga, and it 

speaks volumes 

about what your 

machine can do* 
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AMIGA SOFTMACHINE AMIGA 

COMMODORE HARDWARE 

A500 ..........£299.99 
A500 Ptus COrtQOO 0065*05 £349.99 
ASOORrsf Steps.. . £459 99 
A15QG Of A2&0w4hWB2 .£569.99 
A2Q00 WS2 + AT Bndgeboard £829 99 
A200GWB2 + 105Mb HD.£059.99 
A3000 25Mhi + 50Mb HD..£2749 99 
A300025Mhz + 105Mb HD.£302499 
A1O04S Colour Monitor.£254.99 
A1960 Multisync Monitor.£439 99 
A590 20Mb HD .£294 99 
A1011 1 Mb 3.5" Drive.. ,.£79 99 
A50 ! Rom Expon$io*n/ClOClf £44 99 
A520 TV Modulator ..£29 99 

GVP SERIES II HD8+ A500 

• 52Mb or 105Mb Options 

• I t ms Access 

• internal RAM expansion 

up to 0Mb 

• Game 'Disable’ switch 

• Mini-slot fof Mure expansion 

• Supplied with PSU 

52Mb 105Mb 

Microbotics Ram Expansion 

• Microbotics M501s 512k fast rom expansion 

• Expand your Amiga 500 s memory to 1 

megabyte Internally 

• Battery backed clock 

with calendar 

• On/Off switch 

• Comparable to Commodore 

A5G1 

• Only 

SupraRAM 500RX 

• SupraRam 5QQGX for Amigo 500 Computed 
• Options of 05, 182Mb using 256k Zip Ram 
• Option* of2,4 & 6Mb using 1Mb 30 Rom 
• Zero watt states & hidden refresh 
• Auto conUguflng 
• Amigo bus pass-through 

• Option? from £109.99 
• 2Mb option usng 

2Mb ot 1 Mb zip RAM 
chips 

THAT’S A MOUSE 

• Operates n ◦ small 

desktop area ■ 70% less 

man Commodor e 
equivalent 

• Offers 290 dpi resolution 

* genuine mproswttched 

buttons 
* 12 month wanonry 

CUMANA 3.5' DISK DRIVE 

Cumpno CAX354 35* drive 

• High speed access 

• Low power consumption 

• Through port 

• Enabie/deoWe 
switch 

• Capacity B8GK 

formatted 

Microbotics RAM 

Expansions 

• M5Q2 1Mb RAM 
expansion for A5Q0 
Plus 

• Expand your A50G Plus 
chip memory to 2Mb 

• Functionally and elec¬ 
tronically identical to 
the equivalent 
Commodore part 

Microbotics VXL30 

68030Accelerator 

• Turbocharge you 
A500/1500/2000 with 
this 32-flit 68030 
based accelerator 

• 25Mhx version only 
£249 99 

• 40Mhz version only 
£394 99 

• Optional 68881/2 
FPU £130,00 

• 2 flt 0MP 35-Btt mem¬ 
ory TEA 

Philips 8633/11 

• 1 year on-site warranty 
• 14* cotoc* monitor 
• 640 x 200 pixels on RGB Input 

• Suppled 

SOFTWARE 

complete 
wtth codes 

* Optional 
rtt/swfvsi 
base 
available 

• FneMf 
health Fighter 

WORDPROCESSORS SPREADSHEETS 

Exceience 2.   £69 96 
Interword .     £31,96 
Kindwords 2..    £3696 
Pen Pol....... £5996 
Pretext v43 £49 95 
Pretext v5.5. .£10296 
Pro Write v32...£102 95 
Quicfcwftte ..  £4295 
Scribble Platinum...    £42 95 
Transwrite 2 . ....„ ... £34,95 
WordPerfect..£19295 
Wprdworthvl 1..£89.95 

DESKTOP PUBLISHING 

Gold Disk Type. eoch £3195 
Outfine Fonts.,,.. ..£99.95 
Pagesetterii .£4695 
PogestTeam v2.t. £16495 
Procips. .421 95 
Professional Page v2.1 .£199.95 

DATABASES 

Home Base.. £24.95 
k-Dato. .,,,,,-£37.95 
Prodato, .... £67 96 
SupeitxKePersoriciia.. .£34 95 
Superbase Professional 4, £16495 

UTILITIES 

Cross DOS.......   £24.95 
Can DO.....,..£89.95 
SB Route.,.....£27 95 
G8Route Pius. ... ..   £5995 
K-Comm 2...,... £37 96 
Quarterback...   £39.95 
Quarterback Tools.... £59,95 

E FFECTS/ PRESE NTATION /Till! NG 

Big Alt ScroHer.. £42,95 
Broadcast Titter 2 . . £189,95 
Home Titter..,, . ,,.£34.95 
HyperBook. .£54 95 
Pro Titter... £126.95 
ScalaSOO.... £94.95 
Scala 1Mb. £199 95 
Title Page .. ,.£134,95 
TV Show v2.. .£56 95 
TV Text Professional. £94 95 
Video Titter 3D. .£78,95 

AUDIO MUSIC 

Audlomcster IV,. £4695 
Audition 4.  £42 95 
Bars & Pipes Prof.£222 95 
Dr Ts Copyist App £94 95 
Dr Fs Copyist DTP. £219 95 
DfTsKCS Level II 3.5.£264 95 
Dr Fs Phantom..£219 95 
Dr T‘$ Tiger Cub.. £94 95 
DrTsX-OR ..  £209 95 
Jam. £89.96 
Music X.....£99.95 
Quartet £36.96 

Advantage 
DGCate .. 
K-S0reod 4 
MaxfpianPkfi 
Pro Cate.. 

£76 95 
. £27 95 

£7696 
£51.95 

£164 95 

ACCOUNTS 

HARDWARE/PERIPHERALS 
Citizen 1200+..    £124.99 
Cfttzen 224 colour £249 99 
Citizen Swift 9 odour . £194,99 
Cttizen Swift 24e colour .. £284 99 
HP DeskJet 500.    £379.99 
HP DeskJet 500 colour £614 99 
Star LC-20 .  £144 99 
StarLC'24-10...  £19499 
Star IC200 cotour .£199 99 
Star LC24-200. £234 99 
STcr LC24 200 colour .£299 99 
Supra 500XP52HDA500 £324.99 
AT once Plus.. £209 99 
Mediation...£144 99 
Roc gen... £89 99 
Rocgen Plus Genlock £139 99 
Rocwe 1Mb 3.5'drive . .£59.99 
Supra 2400 Pius Modem.£169 99 
Si4>ra 2^00 Modem £114 99 
Auc&o Engineer 2 Plus.£179 99 

Cashbook Combo.£54 96 
Cashbook Connote* £3495 
Home Accosts 2 ..,,,£37.95 
Home Accounts,  ..,.ei .95 
Personal Finance Manager.£22 95 
System 3 ,,,.......£34 95 

AMOS.,,,.....£34 95 
AMOS 3D,,,...,,.,,, £24.99 
AMOS Compter . £21.95 
Devpoc 3 , .. £49.95 
GFA Base Compter.,.£22 96 
GFA Basic interpreter— ,. £39 95 
Hisoft Baste..,.....£52 95 
Hteort Extend .  £14.96 
Highspeed Pascal ....£74 96 
K-Seka Assembler.  £37.95 
Lattice C vS 01,£174 95 

Amigo Vision... £96.95 
Art Department .£55 95 
Art Deportment Pro.£>34.96 
Deluxe Paint IV....£64 95 
Deluxe Print II .£39.95 
Deluxe Video III.£69.95 
Design Wbiks...    £54,95 
Director?...,,,,£97.95 
Disney Animation Studio .,,.£84.95 
Draw 40.......£149 95 
Imagine ...£194.95 
PlXmate.....,£38.95 
Professional Draw v2...  £99,95 
Real 3D Beginners....£127.95 
Real 3D Pro Turbo,,,.£359 95 
Speclracdouf......,.  £58.95 
Take 2.,.    ,,,£84.95 

Better Maths 12-16 yrs. £19 95 
Better Spelling Over 8.£19,95 
Fun School 2 tinder 6 £14 95 
Fun School 2 6-8.    ,£14,95 
Fun School 2 Over 8..£14 95 
Fun School 3 or 4 Under 5..,£17 95 
Fun School 3 Or 4 5-7.,, £17.95 
Fun School 3 or 4 Over 7..£17.95 
Kids Type.... £12.95 
Magic Maths 4-8 yrs.£19.95 
Mams Mania 8-12 yrs.£19 95 
M Beacon Teaches Typing.£22.95 
Mega Moths A-levei.£20.95 
Micro English GCSE.. £20.95 
Micro French GCSE ,  £20.95 
Micro Maths GCSE.£20.95 
Primary Maths 3-12 yrs.£20 95 
The Three Bears .£19,95 
The French Mistress.£14.95 
The German Master.. .£14.95 
The Italian Tutor. .,. £14 95 
The Spanish Tutor.£14 95 

JbTTTiS 

St ereomcBtef...   £29 99 
Perfect Sound..,£49.99 
Technosound Turbo.£29 99 
Soundmasfer.£10999 
Naksha Mouse . ............. 124 99 
Thatso Mouse ..£14 99 
Universal Monitor Stand. ..£11 99 
Umvenat Printer Stand .  £6 99 
Centronics Printer Cable.£4 99 
Mk* Connector + cables .., £24,99 
RS232 Catte....    £9 99 
ScortCoble. ..   £10 99 
3.5" 40 Copocify Box.. £4.99 
3 5'80Copoc<ty Sox . £6 99 
3 5* 150 Capacity Po»o Box .£19 99 
I0x Sony Bl* 3.5V.  £5 99 
10 x Sony MFD2DD 3 5' DS/DO.£7 99 
>0 x TDK MF2DD 3/5* DS/DO. £7,99 
50 x Sony Bulk 3S   .£24 99 
100 x Sony Bun 3 5":.. .... £44 99 
AMAS2. £69 99 

Please make cheques/postai orders payable to SOFTMACHINE Aa items subject to avaaobiity 
AH prices and manuf octuers specifications subject to change without notice. 
All prices include VAI and UK de&very E 8 OE- AH trademarks acknowledged- 

B SOFTMACHINE 
Dept AMF4,20Bridge House. Bridge Street, Sunderland.SRI HE 

Sates Tel (091)510 2666 Enquiries Tel: (091) 510 2777 Fax: (091) 564 1960 
Goods are not ottered on a trial basis. Goods are offered for sale subject to our conditions of sale. 

Please call us for a price 
on any hardware, 

software or peripherals 
you may require but 

can't see listed 

Callers welcome. 

Our hours of business are 

9,30am till 5.30pm 

Monday to Saturday 



Mail order specialists since 
1983, Dimension Computers 
offer a huge range of PC’s 
and peripherals from the 

World’s leading 
manufacturers at substantial 

savings. 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT 

DIMENSION 
COMPUTERS 

ltd. 

DIMENSION HOUSE, 
HIGH STREET, 

LEICESTER LEI 4FP. 

Open: Monday - Friday 
9.30am - 5.30pm 
Open: Saturday 
9.00am - 5.30pm 

THE MIDLANDS’ LARGEST COMPUTER DEALER 

AMIGA 
500 + Computer 
Commodore mouse 
TV modulator 
Power supply 
Workbench disk 
Workbench extras disk 
All leads and manuals 
Mouse mat 
Joystick or disk box 

21 Utilities including FINDEX (card style database). SPREAD (spreadsheet). 

TEXT ENGINE (wordprocessor). VIRUS X (checks tor/kills viri) complete with full 

operating instructions on disks 

SPECIAL PRICE £349.00 

3 blank disks 
Help sheet 
PD catalogue 
IMb memory 

The Simpsons, 
Lemmings, 
Captain Planet. 
DPaint III 

Plus 16 more games 

__ Commodore 

vCDTV 
J INTERACTIVE 
^ MULTIMEDIA 

Commodore CDTV 

lemmings, Hutchinsons 

Encyclopedia control pad.......! 

As above, plus 

external 3 V2‘ disk drive...J 
As pack 2 plus stereo 

speakers, internal amplifier..., 

KEYBOARD.. 

£459. 
£499. 
£529. 

£49. 

00 
00 
00 
95 

BUSINESS SOFTWARE 

Mavis Beacon Typing.£29.99 
Pen Pal.£74.99 

Kindwords 2.£44.99 
Intofile.£44.99 
Deluxe Paint 4. £84.99 
Mr Backup Pro....£27.99 

PHONE FOR COMPLETE RANGE 

AMIGA 1500 BUNDLE 
Includes: 

DELUXE PAINT III 
PLATINUM THE WORKS 
HOME ACCOUNTS - DIGITA 
LEISURE SOFTWARE 

£549.00 

MEMORY EXPANSION 

ZYDEC 512K + CLOCK.£29.95 

ZYDEC512K NO CLOCK.£24.95 

A500+ 1Mb Trapdoor Expansion...POA 

MEMORY CHIPS FOR H/DRIVES: 

256K x 4 drams...£9.99 

1 Mb x 9 simms.£49.99 

PRINTERS 

Panasonic 
1170_ EfM.K 
1124i.£233.82 
1123.£176.25 
1624.   £374.82 
P4450I LASER.£1227.87 
P4420 LASER .£771.97 
4455 LASER .... £1761.32 

Canon 
BJ1QEX....£233.82 
BJ300.£421.82 
BJ33Q...£468.82 
L0P4 Plus LASER.050.82 
LBP8 Plus LASER... £1256.07 
Mk III LASER.£1209.07 

SEIKOSHA 

SP24QQ...£139.82 
SP1900+.....£111.62 
SL92.£186.82 
SP2415..   £222.07 
LT20 (under laptop).£257.32 
0P104 LASER.,...£668.57 

star- 
COMPUTER PRINT! Rs 

LC200 COLOUR.El 86.82 
LC24/200. £215.02 
LC24/20C COLOUR £264.37 
LC20....£128.07 
LC15.£227.95 
LC24/10. £175.07 
LC24/15.£386.57 

FRIO. £229.12 
FR15. £325.47 
ZA20Q.£316.07 
ZA250.  £410.07 
XB24/200.£386.57 
XB24/250.£464.12 
Starlaser 4 LASER.... £692.07 
Starlaser 8 LASER £821.32 
Starscript 4 LASER £1009.32 
Starscript 8 LASER £1455.82 

MIRACLE 
Piano Teaching System incs. Professional 

Keyboard designed to work with your 
Nintendo. IBM PC & Compatible computer 

or Commodore/Amiga 

£289.99 

DRIVES 

SUPRA H/Drive 52 Mb + utilities.£339.00 
EXTERNAL 3 1/2". long length lead, 
orVoff switch, thru-port. £59.99 
INTERNAL 31/2" replacement drive . £691 

MONITORS 
MONITOR TV’s 

GOLDSTAR MONITOR/TV 
14' remote control TV 40 programme 
memory capability full 
function on screen display.£189.00 
PHILIPS 8833 MK II (inc lead) £219.00 

ESSENTIAL ITEMS ■ 
OTEC MOUSE. £19,99 
ZYFi STEREO SPEAKERS. £39.95 
DELUXE WORKSTATION (A500). £49.99 

ALL PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE 
WITHOUT NOTICE. 

ALL ITEMS SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY. 
ADD £7.00 PER BOX CARRIAGE AND PACKING 

ON ANV ORDER. 
GOODS ARE NORMALLY DESPATCHED WITHIN 
2 WORKING DAYS OF CLEAREO PAYMENT BY 

OVERNIGHT COURIER 
PLEASE ALLOW 7 WORKING DAYS FOR 

CHEQUE CLEARANCE 

SALES & 
ENQUIRY DESK 

0533 517479 / 621874 

FAX ENQUIRIES 
0533 511638 
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GAME REVIEW 

Why is it that most sport sims 

are dead boring? We've all 

seen them, masquerading as 

accounts packages, with no action. 

But they're not all like that, y'know. 
Electronic Arts have managed to 

capture all the action and 

excitement of the NFL in John 

Madden American football. At 

last someone's produced a ver¬ 

sion of the sport worth playing. John 
Madden 
American Football Touchdowns, quarterbacks, tight-ends. 

first downs - ills all gobbled igook, 

isn’t it? That's the usual response you 

get this side of the At Ian he, whenever you ask 

someone about American football For years 

now. it's been regarded as an inferior game, 

compared to our own soccer and rughy, But 

the times, they are a-changing, and Electronic 

Arts know this. We even have our own British 

team, the London Monarch*, and they're cur* 

reruiy the World Champions, So maybe now is 

just rhe right time to kick off with John 

Madden American Football, 

The trouble with American football (or so 

the story goes), is that it’s loo stop-start, with 

too many adverts and too much going on at 

once. It’s impossible to follow the action. 

Some of this is true, but like any sport, it has 

to be learnt so you can understand what's hap* 

pen mg. Not jusi a great game. John Madden 

American Football is the perfect study-aid. Ifs 

a far cry from the text-based strategy games 

which have traditionally been the way to play 

American Football on computer. Instead, a 

pseudo-3D view shows you the action and you 

guide selected members of your learn around 

the field, rather like you can in Kick Off 2. 

Everything's here - 

even the chain gang, 

who stand by the side 

of the pitch end show 

you if you've made 

ten yards. If you get 

brought down behind 

the chains, even more 

yards are added. 

In John Madden, there arc different offensive 

and defensive team sot-ups to choose, ranging 

from the tough-guys (BIG) to the grade-A 

catchers (HANDS), There are five different 

offensive formations which they can start from 

- including the Shotgun (a give-away passing 

formation) and the IVo-Form (a less obvious 

pass-or-run set-up). Each formation has six 

different running or passing patterns to choose 

from - so even if the defenders know you're 

likely to pass, they still don’t know who lo. or 

where hc’l! be at the crucial moment, 

For th* extra point, you need to kick the ball clean over the crossbar, 

before the defending hulks run round and squash you into the Astroturf. 

More formations 
than the Red Arrows 

The teams, formations and plays are chosen 

from menus which appear while the teams are 

in the huddle. You move the joystick left or 

right lo bring three possible arrangements into 

view, and then use a combination of joystick 

direction and fire button lo select one. This 

way, if you’re playing against a human oppo¬ 

nent, he can see the team you're bringing onto 

the field, and he can narrow your formation 

and play down to one of three. As soon as you 

line up, he can see the formation - and he can 

guess which is the most likely play you'll use. 

Meanwhile, you can see which defensive for¬ 

mation he's chosen, and make a fair guess at 

whether he’s going to come crashing In to sack 

your quarterback (a blitz) or just block your 

receivers downfield. 

If you're lucky enough to make it over the line, 

your player immediately turns into a dancing 

fool, in true over-zealous American style. 

Once both sides have chosen their formations 

and their intended plays, they trot over to the 

line of scrimmage where the ball is placed. 

The play menus disappear, allowing you to see 

a large portion of the pitch. If you’re the offen¬ 

sive team (ie, you have possession of the hall - 

you’re not just the ones who swear loudest), 

you grab the ball, chuck it backwards to the 

quarterback and the play begins in earnest. But 

before you pick up (or snap) the ball, you can 

try to foot the defenders with a fake snap, by 

pulling backwards on the stick. Your quarter¬ 

back shouts "hut, hut. hut” (which indicates a 

snap is imminent). If the defensive team is 

fooled and moves over the line, they get 

penalised five yards and you start again, closer 

io the goal line. 

Snap the ball, not your back 
As well as faking snaps, you can change plays 

at the line. If you’ve noticed ihat the defensive 

team has brought on its biggest players, and 

ihey’re all standing at the line, you can be 

pretty sure of a blitz, tf you’ve already called a 

passing play, there's a real risk that your quar¬ 

terback will be squashed before he can pass, 

losing you lots of yards. By moving the joy¬ 

stick forwards before the snap, you make the 

quarterback call an anti-blitz play. He shouts 

“Blue Forty-Two” or something similar, and 

your team-members rearrange themselves in a 

hurry, so that you can run with the ball instead 



rtj GAME REVIEW 

You spend « much 

time in the huddle as 

you do hurtling down 

tha pitch with the 

ball. But this Is where 

the main tactics come 

into play. You select 

your chosen tactic by 

moving the joystick 

and hitting fire - hut 

your opponent won't 

be able to see what 

you've picked. If all 

goes well, the rest of 

the team carry out 

your cryptic game- 

plan exactly as 

planned, if they mess 

it upr then people 

usually get flattened 

pretty quickly. 

The riskiest play of all 

- the pass. Using the 

stick, you pass to one 

of three receivers. The 

quarterback lobs the 

ball over everyone's 

head, and you take 

control of the receiver 

seconds before he 

grabs it and nets. 

No matter what the weather, your boys are 

expected to play. In the middle of winter the 

pitches are often covered in snow or ki. 

Do the NFL two-step! Here's your step-by-step 

guide to making a complete idiot of yourself in 

public, whenever the opportunity arises. 

classics! game intros ever seen on the Amiga, 

complete with sampled speech, raunchy music 

and stunning animated graphics. Quite a few 

TV productions could benefit From inlros this 

good, never mind other games. And once you 

sian playing the game itself, all the sound- 

effects that you would expect are there. 

There's even a roof-raising cheer from the 

“A far cry from the text-based 

games which have traditionally 

been the way to play football.* 

59 

of passing. Follow it up with it quick snap, and 

the defense is left with its pants down, looking 
for the non-existent pass. If s all in the ladies. 

If all this sounds like if s still loo compti- 

ealed, there's no need to worry. Whether 

you're playing another person or the computer, 

you have the option to simply call the plays 

and do nothing else. Your Amiga can move 

your players into the positions you've chosen, 

and even handle passing and running with the 

hall. If you want to do the running bit, hut you 

can't manage the more difficult passing, you 

can call a passing play, and wait until the hall 

is in the receiver's hands. If you move the joy¬ 

stick then, you lake control. You can do this 

any time after the ball is snapped, or just leave 

it to resolve itself. Once the hull hits the lurf, 

you're hack to play-calling again and the pro¬ 

cess starts over. This neat option allows you to 

be coach, quarterback, receiver or blocker as 

the fancy takes you. 

Over the shoulder 
There are oodles of hours of game play inside 

John Madderi American Football. With a 

mate, ifs even bcticr, whether you're just hav¬ 

ing a friendly one-off match, or a full-scale 

contest heading for the Super Bowl, And it 

doesn't matter if you're still not sure about all 

the rules. The manual tells you absolutely 

everything lhai you need fo know - and more 

- and it has a distinct advantage over watching 

the game cm TV. You can double-check every 

play by calling them yourself and letting the 

computer do the work. Soon you’ll be a master 

of the game and know that all the gohblcdt- 

gook makes sense. 

John Madden American Football isn't a 

Military kind of game. There's Loads of Iwo- 

frtend against, and the whole event is as 

watehahlc as the real thing. The nest of the 

family, who are sure to be watching over your 

shoulder, will be more entenained than they 

would if they were watching a TV game. John 

Madden American Football has one of the 

Mr John Madden, 

JOHN MADDEN? WHO'S HE? 

John Madden reached fame as the Head Coach 

for Oakland Raiders (who later became the 

world-famous Los Angeles Raiders). He was pro¬ 

moted to the top position in 1969 it the age of 

32, making him the youngest professional Head 

Coach in the history of the game. During hi* 

ten-year term at the Raiders, Madden drove the 

team on to win seven 

Western Division 

Championships and the 

1977 kptr Bowl 

against Minnesota 

Vikings. 

In 1979, Madden 

reti red doe to heart 

trouble and became a 

football commentator 

for an American TV 

network, where he can 

Yes, it's die Yanks' Greavsie equivalent. still he heard today- 

crowd when you make a touchdown. It really 

is fun for everyone. 

Next lime you lunc into Channel Four on 

a Sunday night, and you find that there's a 

Bulgarian opera on instead of the Redskins 

and Dolphins, there's no need to switch over 

in absolute disgust There's a whole heap of 

fun you could he having, and John Madden 

FtHiihall is where it's at. Don’t spend ihe rest 

of your life just cheering on the side-lines; gel 

yourself a copy and then you can have your 

football and eat it. 

Met! Jackson 

John Madden Football 
Electronic Arts ■ €29.99 

• Ira the NFL equivalent of Kick Off 2, only a 

lot mure polished. 

• S|unning action that b coupled with perfect 

controllability. 

• Makes all other American football games 

lank like spreadsheets. 

• All the sights and sounds of the Yanks' 

favourite game. 
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Wordworth 
a writer s dream vH 

The graphical nature of Wordworth® makes producing 

documents faster and easier. The WYSIWYG display shows 

exactly how your printed document will look, different fonts, 

styles and sizes, headers and footers, graphics and so on. 

Commands are grouped under a series of pull-down 

menus, accessible either by the mouse 

or keyboard. Frequently used 

commands have on-saeen icons, 

including Help, should you need it. 

Experience the look and feel of 

the new and exciting WB2 (even if 

you use WBl J). Each document is a 

separate multi-tasking window, 

which means you could for example, print one document 

while editing another. 

Digita's® innovative Human Interface Protocol® is 

incorporated setting a new standard in speed, style and 
elegance. 'It HIP® system is intuitive and a pleasure to use." 

— thank you Amiga Shopper, it's nice to be appreciated 

Graphics have always been the Amiga's strong point. Now 

it's better than ever. Pictures from 

Deluxe Paint can be placed in 

a document, and then sized, scaled 

and dragged (text automatically 

reformats around the image). 

Wordworth's enhanced fonts 

will give you the very best printed 

quality. You can also print special symbols, such as boxes, 

arrows and so on. Better still, you can mix graphics, 

Wordworth's enhanced fonts, Amiga fonts, Colorfonts and 

your printer’s own internal fonts, all on the same page. 
There's even a driver for Postscript printers. 

You needn’t worry about your existing information - 

Wordworth will let you open documents from most word 

processors, including Kindwords, Protext and Wordperfect 

(you can also mailmerge with Superbase). 

When Amiga Format said "a new word processor that will 

give the rest of the world a run for its money" they weren't 
joking. 

Wordworth is written in the UK by Digita. Which 

means you'll be using an English Collins spelling checker 

and thesaurus, and you'll know where to come for 

professional support. 

The only way to really 

appreciate Wordworth is to use 

it. Phone 0395 270273 for more 

information or, write to Digita, 

FREEPOST, Exmouth EX8 2YZ. 

Wordworth costs £129.99, 

which indudes VAT, postage and 

packing; and when purchased from Digita, comes with a 

7 day money-back guarantee. 

If you already own a word processor, for a limited 

period only, you can trade-up for just £89.99 by returning 

your original disks to Digita with your order. 

Summing up, Amiga Shopper said* "Pounds-per-feature 

no other Amiga word processor comes close. Wordworth is 

what every owner of Kindwords would wish they 

had." Dreams become reality with 

Wordworth. 

Wordworth 

Machine support 
Written specifically for the Amigd 
Fully supports WB Vl J and V2.00 
AD mesfiufn or high resolution modes 
(mono and colour) 
Reejuires 1MB of memory 

•DIGITA 
INTERNATIONAL 

software thats right ** 

Wontworffc ti ivifeblt from Mm Mmm V*gn W H Smth *nd all good computer rrtakr* or to the 
h*ir IHrough C olumbus. Gem HB Marketing, IBP, Luer. Leiwraqft. ftconon and SDL 

Digita International Ltd Black Horse House Exmouth EX8 1JL ENGLAND Tel 0395 270273 Fax 0395 26589$ 

— A member of the Dtgtii group “ 
Dfeitu, the logo Wwdwunh and the Wordworth logo it rtgjrffrtd [f-hirfnjrki md HIP Hummn taerfer Phdwrtf and tftaov ngkt art trtcJrtrurb d tloldfofti Ud, 

AS oehw trademark* and theti owner* are jhAnciwiniged Sold luhwtf to <Undard (Offdfadftt of uir E k OE 
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Oh dear. It doesn’t hode very well for 

a game when its protection system is 

so abysmal. It’s not fair to operate on 

a first impressions basis, but when a game tells 

you that you've failed the security check when 

you haven't even been given a chance to enter 

anything, you know that this is going to be a 

sloppily programmed effort, 

4D Sports Driving is an interesting game. 

It takes as its premise the idea that the fourth 

dimension is realism (and there was me think¬ 

ing it was time) and that this game is 

'amazingly' teal. What a joke. If this game's 

amazingly real then obviously we've all been 

living in some kind of virtual reality for the 

last couple nf decades. 

Extremely hard drivin' 
What wc'vc got here is a very obviously Hard 

DrivmfTest /Jrive-influenccd game, The idea 

This is a curious obstacle. It's * kind of tunnel in 

which you hav# to travel up one side. For a few 

laughs try doing a 360 over the roof. The ensu¬ 

ing crash is laughably badly animated, 

is that you can race one of 11 performance 

ears (including a Ferrari, a Lamborghini 

Coumach and the ubiquitous Porsche) around 

a series of tracks either against a computer- 

controlled car or the clock. The ’fun" aspects 

come from the stunt dements to the tracks, 

Having picked your set of prestige wheels 

and decided which track you're going to potter 

around on. the screen display changes to show 

a fuzzy representation of the particular dash¬ 

board of your chosen car. The garage doors 

then swing open and with a nudge of the joy¬ 

stick you can accelerate nui, Unless of course 

you haven't been given the opportunity to 

enter a control word (usually in German), in 

which case the car will crash and you have to 

go all the way hack to the main menu in the 

vain hope thai the game will ask you for thal 

precious word. 

In the fast lane 
If you do actually manage to make it out onto 

ihe track then ihe game doesn't get much more 

exciting. The programmers boasi about the 

"Fast, detailed and smooth polygon graphics" 

which grace the game. However, all there 

seem to be arc slow, grainy and hopelessly 

juddery graphics with aboui all the smoothness 

of a Channel crossing in a force 10, Even on 

the supposedly fasi graphic detail settings, it's 

impossible to get the car's handling right You 

either need wrists of steel or some form of 

orthopaedic support to help you maintain any 

reasonable cornering speed. 

Its easy to spot the influences in this 

game, especially when you rind out that it's 

from the same team who created Test Drive. 

Obviously the main influence is Domark's 

Hard Drivin, but look a bit closer and you can 

tfs all gone horribly 

wrong. You'll find 

that the grniy areas 

on either side of the 

track are where 

you're going to be 

spending the majority 

of time. 

4D Sports 
Driving 

Here's one screen you 

should get familiar 

with if you’re plan¬ 

ning to spend a tew 

hours with this game. 

The main menu enables you to pick an opponent to race against (there are 

slx)„ pick or design a track, change your options (sound on/off, graphic 

detail) or actually drive the car. 

see bits of Lombard RAC Ratty and 

Powerdrifl. However, those games were quite 

reasonable compared to this. Sadly, 4D Sports 

Driving is far mure difficult to control and has 

got ihe kind of screen update you'd expect 

from a 1932 Klnotrope. 

So you didn't 
like it much then? 

Ahem. Nope. When this kind of game gets 

released for a machine as advanced as ihe 

Amiga you've got lo wonder. Software bouses 

think tha* by giving you such wonderful 

options as replays, camera viewpoints and re- 

designable tracks you'll miss the fact that 

there's naff all in the way of gameplav. 

If ihe programmers had speni a little more 

time getting the graphics smooth and ihe cars 

controllable, they might have a half-decent 

game on their hands. As it is, this is wholly 

awful. 4D indeed. Try 4th rate! 

Andy Hutchinson '3? 

4D Sports Driving 
Mindscape ■ £25.99 

t It's dow. boring and thoroughly, ullniv 

i ret h-gnash inch derivative. 

• Take* all the worst bits of Hard Drivin and 

manages to make them nen worse, 

• It only runs cm t Mb Amiga*. What a shame. 

i Not the kind of game to practice your test 

on. Try Formula Out GP instead. 

id 33% 

61 
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UleServe of Hampshire Established 7 years 

New 24pin Colour * 
Citizen 224 

Enhanced 24pin printer, "optional colour 
with easy to use control panel 

2 year warranty- Price with cable & paper 

£225 
Optional Colour kit £26 OO with primer 
Amiga printer driver £5.00 

NEW 
Amiga Workstation 
/Expansion System 
Monitor stand with shetf for dnves etc. 
Strong metal construction made from 
14SWG steel epoxy coated Amiga 

Special price £27.50 

New HP 
Deskjet Colour 

300dpi colour inkjet printer 
Ctfour laser quality at 1 /10 of the cost. 

3 year warranty. Pnce with cable & paper 

£579 

1M Simm 
£32.00 

Suitable for GVP Hard Disks etc. 
£32,00 per 1M 

Midi Interface 
4 channel Mich Interface for Amiga 

£29 
Dr. T s Midi Music Software 
(not suitable for A50Q+) £9.95 

GVP Series 2 52M 
for A500 £369 

Supra 500XP52M 
for A500 £329 

Protar visto 14cm 
14* Colour Monitor with cable 

£209 

Vidi-Amiga 
VIDI-ST Real time mono frame grabber 
V1DICHR0ME ST Cototr Software & 
G BASE 16 Colour image database 
SPECTRUM 512 Art and design package 

£109 

The Complete 
Colour Solution 

As Vkh-Amiga but intrudes 
VIDf-RGB Electronic cokxif splitter 

£159 

A2286 Bridgeboard 
CMS 286 Bndgeboanf for A1500 

£319 

GVP Series 2 52M 
for A1500 £279 

All Citizen printers have 
2 year warranty 

Swift 24E 
Enhanced 24pin, Colour printer 

with cable & paper 

£275 

Printer Drivers 
Citizen Swift Colour .5.00 
Canon BJ-lOe 4,95 
Deskjet 500 Colour .9.95 

Printer Dust Covers 
most types in stock 

from £4.70 me vat 

Philips 
CM8833 MK1 
Refurbished Colour Monitor 
1 full years warranty with cable 

£169 

Amiga 1 500 
with full software pack 

£539 

CBM1084SD 
Colour monitor with cable 

£229 

Citizen Swift 9 
with cable & paper 

£175 

Citizen 120D + 
with cable & paper 

£119 

Deskjet 500 
HP 300dpi Inkjet printer. Laser 

quality at dot matrix price. 
3 vear warranty. With cable & paper 

£359 

Philips CM8833 MK2 
Colour monitor with cable 

£219 

1M Cartoon Classics + 
full software peck 

£329 

Panasonic 
KXP1123 

Probably the best 24prn mono 
primer available With cable & paper 

£179 
Panasonic/Epson 
KXP1170 Spin 134 
KXP1124i 24pin 227 
KXP4420 Laser.. 761 
Epson LX400 Spin. 135 
Epson LQ450 24pin. 239 
Epson LQ570 24pin ..... 281 
Epson 4100 Laser .. 839 
Prices include VAT cable & paper 

Canon BJ-1 Oex 
360dpi Inkjet printer 

with cable & paper 

£229 

112 Meg Ram + Clock 

£24.95 
Cumana CAX354 

External 1M Drive 

£54.95 

Star SJ-48 
360dpi Inkjet printer 

with cable & paper 

£229 

Roctec 1M Drive 

tor a500 £59.90 

Accessories 

Star 
LC10 Mono 9pin *.*.,.,*.*, 135 
LC200 Colour 9pin.. 189 
LC2410 Mono 24prn ..... 182 
LC24200 Mono 24pin .... 219 
LC24200 Colour 24pin „ 275 
Prices include VAT cable & paper 

Joystick Mouse twin extension 4r70 
3M Joystick/Mouse lead .... 3.7S 
A50O Printer cable.. 7,95 
Modulator/Disk Extension ..... 10.95 
23way Plug or socket .. 2.95 
A500 Dust Cover... 4,70 
A501 1/2M Memory + Clock 29.00 
Mouse Mat {thick soft type! .. 4.95 
Mouse House.. 2.95 
1M internal 3,5* drive ......... 57.50 
AS00 replacement PSU.. 39,00 
1/2Meg Ram NO Clock .. 23,90 
GVP Senes2 52M (A 1500! 279.00 

SONY 
DISKETTES 
SONY branded 
(lifetime warranty} 

(100% certified error free) 

I0x 3.5* DS/DD 135tpi 7.50 
50x 3.5" DS'DD 135tpi. 32 30 
100x3,5" DS/DD 135tpi. 59 93 
250x3.5" D$/DD 135tpi. 141 00 
Ikx 3,5" DS/DD .. 540.50 

DISKETTES 
SONY bulk 

(lifetime warranty) 

(100% certified error free) 
10* 3.5“ DS/DD 135tpi. 5.95 
50x 3.5' DS/DD I35tpf.. 21.86 
100x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi.39.60 
250x3.5* D$/DD I35tpi. 94 88 
Ikx 3.5' DS/OD 135tpi .. 353.60 
40 x 3.5" Disk box with lock .... 5.49 
100 x 3,5" Disk box with lock ., 7,50 

Carriage on 50+ disks £3.53 

Naksha Mouse 
for Atari ST & Amiga 

with house & mat 

£21.50 

Naksha Scanner 
200 to 400dpi. 105mm width 

with express-lT software 

£109 

Squik Mouse 
for Atari ST & Amiga 

£13.90 

True Mouse 
for Atari ST & Amiga 

£15.90 

Phone for our 60 page catalogue 
EDUCATIONAL AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME 

AIL products have a 30 day money back & 12 month warranty. 
Prices are subject to variation without prior notification. 
Established 7 years. 3 minutes from M27 Junction 1 1, 

Frae parking. Open 9 to 5.30 Monday to Friday & 9 to 5 Saturday 
Postage 94p or £3.53 Secuncor £6.46 I£5,50 + VAT) 

Amiga/Format Dept, 
40-42 West Street 
Portchester Hams 
P016 9UW 
Tel: 0705 325354 

UleServe 
Larger items delivered 

by Secuncor 

UleServe Best for service Ule5erve Best for service 
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Perfect Prices on a 
Profusion of Peripherals 
That's right - now you've bought your Amiga you can add lots of EXTRAS to make your set up 

complete - Printers, Monitors, Additional Storage Devices, Scanners, Memory Upgrades and 
lots more are all available at Merlin Express... RIGHT NOW and at the RIGHT PRICE TOO! 

pi 
H1LIPS CM 8833/1! COLOUR MONITOR 

14' Stereo Colour Monitor with ** / 
Green Screen Switch AND 

£2349 

NEW STAR IQ 20 MONO £139 99 
Replacement lor the ever popular IC1Q. this new printer is 
25% FASTER • 1 W38cps & has new posh button cootrote. 
Released tor Europe approx l 2mrit ago so it’s welt prawn 

LC 2(H) COLOUR £199.99 
9 Pm Dot Matrix. 240 x 240dpi, IBSMOtpS 

LC 24,200 MONO £229.99 
2t Pin Col Main*. 360* 360J|)i. 22ft;55cpS 

LC 24/200 COLOUR £269.99 
24 Pin Ool Mam*. 360 * 360dpi. MO/Zfcps 

NEW IB U!MCOLOUR t*l £379.99 
24 Pin Got Malm. 360 > 360dpi. 27S30 cos 29K Buffer, 
exceptional 4*43 pm dpi super letter quality tons. 14*24 put 
dpi near lefltr quality fools. DUALITY PRINT ALL THE WAY! 

NEW XB24/ZS0 Wide Carr. CQL. + £454.99 
Specification as the XB 24/200 abtwe bat with a massive 76K 
butter, Muring a wide carnage for applications mat need it. 

NEW STARJET SJ-43 hkjtff*] £239.99 
Near silent printer Similar ID the BJ10e Bubble but wtti Epson 
LQIBM Propnnler emulations. 360dpi. lOOcps. 26K Butter 

LASERPRINTERtl* £749.99 
Fully HP-IIP S Epson compatible. 300dpi. IMP memory .(exp 
to 5Mb.) serial/parallel, 14 fonts, RISC processor. wtlt a full 
12 Months on site maintainence warranty included. 

LASERPRINTER 4STARSCRIPT 1*1 £1069.99 
As above. Put with Stars Postscript. 2Mb Mem 14+35 fonts 
Appletalk Interlace, tyrs on site maintamem warranty 

STAR PRINTER ACCESSORIES 

Pftirter LCIKa™ LCZ4-200 10*10 K024^2OQx- 

bill Feeder £69.99 £69 99 £69 99 £99,1149 

H. A £32 99 £M 99 £32 99 

Fcnl Cards NA £2 7 99 £M99 mw 

1200+ MONO 9 Pin Dot Matrix £139.99 
SWIFT 9 MONO 9 Pin Dot Matrix £189.99 
SWIFT 9 COLOUR 9 Pin Dol Matrix £219.99 
NEW CITIZEN 224 MONO £219.99 
24 Pin Dot Matrix, 360 x 360 dpi. 16tV53cps 
NEW CITIZEN 224 COLOUR £249.99 
Colour Version ol the New 224 Mono above 
NEW CITIZEN SWIF T 24E COLOUR £279.99 
24 Pin Dot Matrix, 360 x 360 dpi. 1B0/60cps 
PN 48 ‘NOTEBOOK1 PORTABLE!*! £269.99 
CITIZEN PRINTER ACCESSORIES 
ratio, Cul Sheet Feeder [IIM 
Ideo. Swift */24 Semi 1IMSM Feeder £44 M 
1 yep. Swift s/at Xulo Sheel Feeder CM M 
1 add. Swift sat Printer SUM Si ll 
iatb. Swift at . »K RAM Eipaneion £13 W 
Font Caide Swift 24 |B DIHerent Sortel tSS SSee 

PLEASE PHONE FOR MODELS NOT LISTED!!! 

WARRANTY 

COMMODORE 10B4S W Medium Res tZff.f* 

NEW! PHILIPS TELEVISIOM/IVIONITOBS 
A qm\ alternative to a dedicated monitor 

that allows you to wat&li TV programmes too! 
8FWI& NEW PWIUPS mCi TV SETS WITH ALMOST WCWITOG 
OUAL ITT OF OUTPUT TOO' CHOOSE FROM TrtfiEE iiOD£LS 
« w«h supttt ftuiMy rtprodutapfi whw uwd as a njooftpr or TV 
2W0 ChirKHf high Ot^nfcin F£f spttftciiy ftttpeditoMBtAsi 
ball a tugh oualir,' TV and a monflor hi nwyw 'lfafflnty,l, 
PHUfSME’IF unitet®6»slwiOtli*ii«eT ta> n|n. HI 
PHILIPS 7331 ■ IS", tpii as m but wilt! tlteteit tt7l »PTT" 
PHILIPS ?M1 IP rtrtiutf M Ztfl vtft Teleiert nut kIHI 

MONITOR ACCESSORIES 
Monitor Dull Cover £5.H PHILIPS tilt/Swirel Standi . 
AV7300 TV Timor JTi.tt • CHW33 MM (14.99 
Unur Monitor StiPMTl2.fi • CMW33 Mkll £14,* 

MERLIN EXPRESS ARE STAR 
REGISTERED DEALERS 

iiii) IONS I 
MANUFACTURERS ORIGINAL GENUINE RIBBONS 

PTP^sg 5 Pack 5 Pack 
t A’ m Mono Mono Colour Colour 

Star LCl0/20 £4 75 £1995 £695 £27 95 

Star LC200 £6 49 £29.95 £1249 £59,95 

Star LC 24/200 £6 99 £32 99 £12 99 £5995 

Star XB Primers £6 99 £32,99 £12.99 £59 95 

fiTi t ¥A 1 5 Pack 5 Pack 
WFTTrry-m Mtm& Mono Colour Colour 

120D*/Swjfi9 £4 99 £22.95 
124&'$wift24 £4 99 £22 95 
$wfl9-24/224.?4{ - £1645 £7695 

PRINTER FREEBIES., 
WHEN YOU BUY YOUR PRINTER FROM MERLIN , YOU ALSO GET ITEMS WE 

THINK ARE ESSENTIAL... ABSOLUTELY FREE! CHECK 0UB COMPETITORS' 
OFFERS t MAKE SURE YOU GET THE SAME WHEN COMPARING PRICES! 

WITH EVERY PRINTER (EXCEPT THOSE MARKED WITH AN [♦]) YOU WILL GET THE 

FOLLOWING INCLUDED FREE OF CHARGE 

A FREE QUALITY DUST COVER 
A FREE TWO PART PRINTER STAND 

A FREE LEAD TO YOUR AMIGA 
(Worth over £25 if bought separately) 

(tny printers marked |*] get all the same FREE items EXCEPT a dust ccvar) 

O Commodore 

CITUfM STARTER PACK 
M ■ Sheets Ol Co&mhmb Piper. 
5 ■ tcuuuwious Emehoptis 1«Q Cqrt 
Adfats Libels. 1 ■ Arnip-Atih ST 
Printer Orlnr 3 5" Diddle 

.SS £9.99 
|£l7f5D^45idMtiirtWy) 

AMIGA STARTER PACK 
Hwiiiet bar Caw, TmSm Itab 
6i*tefat UArtry Cue. &»4 Qvtirty 

^KT£17.99 
AMIGA ID GAMES PACK A 
NalFOSoKinn!!! TLC** 

a^saagglt 

Hard Disk Drives, Memory 
T|>grades & Accessories 

3VP Impact Series II HD8 Hard Drives 
GVP 5 Amiga hard drives have a repuiaHon lor qualdy and 

reliability wild an exeeflenl specif icaiion Simply plugs info 

your Amiga A500 or 500 Plus snJ@ pori. GVP Hard Drives 

Cifi be supplied unpopulated or populated 10 2Mb, 4 Mp, or 

3Mb using a combination of plug-m SIMMS memory chips. 

’GVP52Mb. Standard Unpopulated £359,99 
•GVP 105Mb. Standard linpopuiatef549.99 

* Population to 2Mb (2x1 Mb SIMMS) £89.99 

* Population to 4Mb (4x1Mb SIMMS) £139.98 

* Population to 8Mb (2x4Mb SIMMS) £339.99 

GVP PC EMULATOR FOR AMIGA’S 
Fits internal mini-slot or GVP Senes 11 $2/105Mb Hfljrtues 
Includes 16MH1286 CPU M is compatible with MS DOS 
32 or later. Runs kits of DOS applications 
software including Windows £289.99 

\CDTV~ J W1*WW4Ttift 

SECOND DRIVES 
Simian? DftffiS5f?nable.‘T)4Sabte Switch Slrm l^r®* 
S8QK Formatted Capacity, Ha externa» power supply is needed 
mouQh-port THIS IS ONI Of OUR BEST SELLERS' 
ROCLITI 3 5* DISK DRIVE. ULTRA SLIM A LIGHT £59 99 
Available m Ivory orl»cfc. CDTV compatible lcwr 
COMMODORE 1011 5.5‘ 2nd DRIVE £79 99 
CUMANA3.5-CM 3M DRIVE £57 W 
Enable/DisaWe switch. Thmughport. Erfra Long Cable. 
COMMODORE A590 20Mb. HARD DISK DRIVES 
Unpopulated £279.99 Populated lo 2 W b£369 99 
Populaledto iMt£329 99 (C9M mernpry NOT cheaper ufg) 

A NEW MEDIA REVOLUTION... 
fwflff Tt« WW1^llAltnw«RlWWniiMimWfwrtPtf «lwM.w 

TV xrttt Mdn m h ^ftr&ductsftv WtlHmt fl«' Lcmnw^ 
frtottopwdift*!! ijh CwFtftd Sat!'1 

...BUT THEN MERLIN WILL INCLUDE 
ABSOLUTELY FREE OF CHARGE EITHER... 

in 86 Key QWERTY Keyboard Worth £49.95! 
A 3 5" Floppy Disk Drive Worth £59.95! 

0* £499" 
J ,r4W o(P>n * :t K *s m nw rsmog $"■ *v. fmur pmt W cflsn i«SM^ 
COTVAtraowiD U Key QWERTY, pings ano M COW E4S,» 
COTV M OUS1 Two w»y mfrared remole eoniivl. Oft. *6 

includes battery savet tealiire 
COTV TRACKBALL inltired rn+sort control 4ttn socheti icutts.pfi 

fwo Siftfart joysutt? dr stindard mouse 
EETV 3 sr PRtef A .(Ft i Gaamg ert compM)w Aim®* m. H 

scflHa^e Rk* mountable SSOKcapacAy 
RQCLin 3 r WtVI COIV c«np«3ipte ei inilclMna MKA »«.» 

NEW 'Mb MEMORY EXPAftSlOH TOR AMIGA SGI PIUS 
S4mply fits mtQ tnpdooi under your * - - Mhdh 
Amga 500 Ptun log>ve yuu i luuicl L~fl Jm Ill! 
?W0 al amiable mamur> UOt SN T fH . 3J| 
ailed Commodore Amiga WWrvtfyi ^ 1 

OH JUST E39 « IF PURCHASED WITH AN AMIGA COMPUTER* 
NEW AMIGA MO PLUS RDM SHAJHR 

HwPtwJMCtWVAUOATISiwAmflj— _ _ 
Warrinty BUT ytu #.* * atwe lo fuiP^O Ml 
OWA50D X 3 Goftwati!1" Reuunri a yeW Je W 93 
oil 3cntps uvutaMwpnWyi ^ 

SET OF 1 3 RDM CHIPS lip Hi ibevf} 
System cnips to be used with the atw g% aa 
lo court<i twit 500 Plus tack in the oJk UU 
1 3 operiung system* SV% wSP £29.99 
Phone for Amiga Software from 

15% to 25% Discount + Specials! 

\MIGA SUNDRIES 
MOUSE MAT High putfty sjw ytui hkmw irom pin’ 
DUST COVfit HIGH CHW UY vinyl cuven l« luudware 
AniHjx hpyftiuid. (Nwttrfv MMfiuiEfti+L rff rk 
DISK S10RAI)£ BOXES Iftijll Ijirjlttv MlHAnl|ms|ifxh|| I'tilPy 
hNAabte. conyplete with dtVNk:i^ m two capacrim 
4QCAPACilTJ5'ftBkl « CAPACITY 3 Disks 
DISK LfBRAftY CASES plbik cjm luMO iwti 3S' £0 • 
PHINTER STANDS 2 Pjrtptoslc paper m inlet £9 
MERLIN WIZARD SnCK &«NduWiyiTWfiKwid«d 
mnlck irotvsi & kv^rte secMiS control ODw foysicia isopfwW 
AMIGA 5D0 CONTROL CENTRTSiMat Mandt 

NMSHA SCANKER Ihc one you ve twen wauling lot* 
NAKiMA MOlJSl *fl« Operation Slraiift wtntp Mocks UM 
SGUM MliDS! Rud*jrf prcnl huEGRIAl qiumy 
AMIGA fOf 1 WAftf Gamej. EducabcMkil and Busmese softwaie s 
atom avaiiabte at jast oxxntrt pucm pteis# phone A ask Im prices 

AMIGA BOOKS Covertig piarytlwii) ArhuJj1 iPhone Igr deUlte 
nif PAL WJL 9 o? jo? si £59,9? .f with ti \») 
PIUS LDtSDf OTHER ACCESSORIES 100 UWt TO 

THE SIMPSONS 
CAPTAIN PLANET 

LEMMINGS 
DELUXE PAINT III 

Commodore 

MIGA 1Mb 500 PLUS CARTOON 
CLASSIC PACKAGE INCLUDING 

ALL THE FOLLOWING. 
500PLUSKiyboitll wiG) f«§ 

mwu rn 3Sm Drm Mouse, 
rvitoduwot, t&ds. Mawto, Wofrtem 

Piste eft. and fe tint tty 
4096 C&om. Digital Stem Smtf Multi 

TasAmp. Spe&h Synt^meanonml 

MORE AMIGAS 
AMIGA CARTOON ClMAlCS T 

» CMUU Ml II MONITOR 

AMIGA CARTOON CLASSICS 
ft Ottm Ma II MO NTT o* hr .,r +S . 

• STAR LC » COLOUR ntIHTFR 

QTWft AMIGA COMBINATION PACKS ALSO AvAllAlLf 

tS^MEjSE^SSEES^l 
BRAM>N£# TWO Pi • -Js* 
'pr bulb l-Mjretf anti Eh 
CefltsalPnxfHmn Mn'iCRU). 
in* RAM ?.JJTf!iK. ' ^ 
P-'.'n 3 F ifftWMrt fyrt% ! ■ “^ 
4? J’W P»^t4yN-1 

" V.-Nr-'*4> J>W *CudBT 
| ‘ tyt 2 5 “ofl 1^*9* Uojm 

NEW VERSION WITH ROM 2.04 
mi.ikvHmaj-!JiJLasami £549 » 
l.lfllrlJO'^am’TIHFlMLBlig £814 w 

£779-« 
PHONE FOR OTHER PACKS 

ALL AT INCREDIBLY LOW PRICES! 

ALL Merlin Prices Include VAT @ 17.5% 

ORDERING 
J«|1 ltl«M«at •«< 24 Nt>r drier Hatha* tikaf ya»r Mttll YiU 
if SwjUK Caret. <r tea* a cimr mhh tiler wiik ta*r 
riatirtwtNi etiAin. leiiftiy aiertvi I «*(!*■* icrapitea 
ft a near Rbrini ati* [IlifliCf nlili IhmI *t » 
■ ia«>itiil4fta Sarfete lar it«l 

DELIVERY 
3*nll hen* are ettpeUNti Dt pati la an UK Maiaiane adirtiiet 
ealau alBianait* aittwlted Hiriwifa Is eilpakllll by cearitr 
Mttlei lap It 29K<] ii lallewt NEXT working Day jjd 
t? $9 19 Qipfr. two WORKING GAYS idfl t6 lar SPECIAL 
SAT UR BAY OElIVlRT «id |..t m LPItaat >»lt »an#r laralsa 
ipphftt |« MOST UX MlfAiand HlrttHl) 

W A R « A N T Y 
Hlrtvara pietlaf leatit ftHlAia SI riifi ■Ml 9* iirhiftite |#r 
KEW (fttjitl It ctaemiaa ale] Attar 3ft lifi ani »iUi« 12 
Miilii >ran gprclfii* Ualll Mill It reeliliN Ay tbc r«Fe*ial 
nanaladprari’ rtpan >|eal ani rakraae Id yatt kr eaarjtr. 
Sail wire aad snail Mam tarry tariasi ■irrmilai plaata asl Tar 
mil it _---_ 

C OLLECTiON j 
■ erli* Eipreii Llpallti are tiei4l9i«*atlT a mail irlyt taiapanr 
bat we at It am) tail a ait ft 14 a* I Irai v.r<#ll#(hia t4«alcr *«a 
■ is! ta pKfe ap teaat Iran ai. Wbf «ar pay *y a yiiu «i art 

pltafli 19 K«l» |li artk yaar ■■turitt 

B F P 0 EXPORT 
Marll■ §r* ll»py t* lupyty 1FP0 lei cepdtI narMUs Itr WNiel 
VAT hf aermilly iaeatlilll Dalivari tknifi aary Irtn UK Fill! 
**4. Ai praiaeti carrr UK wirraBhas anty. ImIIt itami era id bn 
niuintb 19 Merlin by lha tuiinincr inti re daiiYary tnaryaf will 
APPlf 

PLEASE NOTE... 
Wkiltt ftiry cirart H naie f* tatait ia1irl»atl<a« in Illy a*yen is 
tsrreci. i*a itaaia ai*>ri teaiirei tay a Han prriaai. tiiiiibiiiiy 
alt ennr ia plarfai M«r arfer. Wt a«iaava«r n laaplf eeait 
at rim u| wi|!| ONLY Etiiyi dcruii n#aie ii k* naic 
mihhft ly a»> iiiplian lit At tar lanihiiBf ii bankyo is 
lar Id ainnt* Minn ihartien raiena lha uylrt la alter pratacl 
iptriiiatiiens. yyJiMnyr am pniacLtaltatnaniita er a pa tie 
iFlCtt land Hill CIH bf ip OR town I wilh□ hI orlar aellta 
Merlin luaraniae aever lb luipir ansthlqg Ihik bat h*ea mPjetl 
la ckaiigt wHftaal vaa. IN tailamer. baing inlarmai at ind 
ifrtttng la Ifral (Pmn Pieata ALWAYS Eanllrm Itlitii PRIOR 
i* piaciaf tear arrier. Alt air tarruity •evarinta bifan 
laparceie pnviDitJy aditrinae itl*r* aoe fates ara *or 
lapphte *■ i Irial tain — a — *irtr 

\r— u f-S] 

I hats/ 

Q-i|ggniiii?lu QwilsIlPi 8■ ilht s 
,i jm. .11 ,'i.i mj+j n i., tj 

MERL1N EXPRESS 11MI 

r MAf unfrc? the icwwMit 

| STATION IKML0, lUUlTOH, MtlTtWftl. Of7 SHX. 

I T+iepi^nn; 06UJ 441442 FAX: 06Q2 440141 

TELEPHONE 0607 KB lHWitelB 
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GAME REVIEW 0 

If you were to mix the ideas of the Wright 

brothers with those of Heath Robinson, 

you might well cod up with one of the 

aircraft from Silmarils' latest release Storm 

Master. This quite unique game mainly a 

test of strategic ability, but the occasional bit 

of arcade action is included anil there's even 

some supernatural administration that has to 

be done as well. 

You play the newly elected leader of a 

wartime government from the island of Eolia 

(a magical country on the planet Urgaa}. 

Neighbouring island Sharkaania has threat¬ 

ened to invade for centuries, but until the 

The view from the pilot's chair, as you fly over 

enemy territory dropping all manner of heavy 

objects onto the scum-filled villages below. 

This is the equivalent 

of your Mouses of 

Parliament. Here all 

the members of your 

council gather 

together and 

exchange information 

in return for a little 

ego-massaging. 

Ignore them and 

they'll leave in a huff. 

In fact, the only 

difference between 

this and the real thing 

is that your chaps 

seem to fall asleep an 

awful tot less. 

Storm Master 
recent discovery of flight they have been 

unable lo do so. This is because a huge sea- 

monster, called Gooraa, inhabits the channel 

of water which separates ihe iwo states. The 

only way across is lo fly.,. 

You can choose between five different 

scenarios that are each sci at different times 

during Ihe war. This allows you to give the 

advantage lo yourself, or be ibrown in at ihe 

deep end with Ihe challenge of turning ihe tide 

of a war that is not going your way. The lead 

up lo this options screen lakes the form of an 

atmospheric intro, showing Ihe Storm Master 

invoking a how ling wind, to propel one of the 

aforementioned craft into ihe sky. Very 

impressive stuff! 

The magnificent seven 
If s a very strange place is Urgaa, with some 

very strange people, seven of whom sit on 

your own ruling council. They are the main 

governors of Eolii, who each administrate a 

separaic area of the society, and are known as 

the Ecclesiast, the Master Miller, the High 

Constable, ihe Joker, the Leonaardo, the 

Inquisitor and the Commander. Clicking on 

them produces a sub-screen where further 

options arc possible, some of these lead to fur¬ 

ther option screens and so on, making the 

game parameters enormous. 

The Ecclesiast is the most important 

member of the council, since the title of 

* Storm Master’ belongs to him, Through 

prayer to ihe god Eolii, he is able to gain lim¬ 

ited control of the winds, which can be used to 

increase ihe yield of windmills or wreak havoc 

upon the enemy by ihe unleashing of a 

cyelonc. You actually play a part in this 

ceremony by using ihe mouse to conduct vari¬ 

ous rituals which have to be performed in a 

certain order. It's good fun but incredibly dif¬ 

ficult, and gets quite frustrating when you 

receive only a light breeze for your efforts 

instead of the raging hurricane that you had 

been expecting. Clicking the mouse around the 

ceremonial chamber causes some great little 

animations and the Lcmplc backdrop itself (Like 

Building your own fly¬ 

ing machine is easy. 

All you need to do is 

connect the full sized 

sub-atomic cam* 

thrusters to the 

rotary pan-dimett- 

sion-al flude-valves. 

Give it a wiggle, and 

hope for the best. 

Your long-range 

bombing campaigns 

usually start with this 

screen, the map of 

the enemy territory. 

You guide your craft 

here, and tell them 

when to start raining 

death from the sky. 

the other backdrops in the game) is also of 

very high quality. 

The not-so-5pruee Goose 
The Leonaardo is your head of science and 

research. He is also a very important member 

of your council since it's through him that you 

must design and build the aircraft to lake your 

army into combat. With his help you can also 

invest money into the education system of 

Eolia. His sub-screen provides access to some 

of the most attractive graphics in the game: the 

ship design screens. There you can experiment 

with different components to create, crew and 

test one of four types of weird, boat-like flying 

machines, that are shown on the drawing- 

board in some impressive da Vinci-style 

artwork. For your inventions maiden flight 

another screen appears where ii either flics 

through the air with the greatest of case or 

crashes to the ground in a ball of flame. 

Brilliant! If you manage to launch an air-raid 

and then gel anackcd hy enemy aircraft, you 

are treated to a relatively fast 3D section that 

gives you a view from the,, cr,„ prow of your 

plane so that you can dogfighl to ihe death, 

The whole of the high council are incredi¬ 

bly touchy, and sometimes leave if you neglect 

them, so it's best to rotate bciwccn them, 

Since the strategy clement of the game con¬ 

cerns the maintaining of food supplies and 

good living conditions, as well as the construe- 

lion of an airforce, if s important to keep them 

at your side. The sub-sect ions of the game 

which control this process, arc all attractive 

and easy to use, making the game a joy to play 

once you get the basic idea. 

The combination of strategic and arcade 

gameplay put Storm Master in a class by itself, 

with excellent graphics and sound simply 

being the icing on a huge cake that you must 

get a slice of. Today! 

Paul Tyrrell ^ 

Storm Master 
Silmarils ■ £29.99 

• Variety of actions possible is overwhelming. 

• Graphics, music and sound are all remark¬ 

ably impressive, 

0 Easy %a get in (u and hard to gel out; 

making mistakes simply makes you even 

more determined, 

0 Five scenario* at five levels of skill pve it 

much Iasi ah il in. 

0 Completely original style of game that never 

ceases to enthrall 



" 

• Motorola 68000(7.14 MHz) 16/3281* 
• 1Mb Ram Exp, to 9Mb Max 
• lx 3,5" 88011 Internal Floppy Drive 
• Sx Amiga Slots + 4 x IBM Slots (2 XT) 
• WIMP Controled Operating System 
• 94 Key Qwerty Keyboard 
• 2 Button Mouse 
• Amiga Chip Set 

W 

t 
SOLUTION 

TOTAL AMIGA COMPUTING 

From Commodore £ 
K f' 

~ _. _ 
I 

The World's Largest Supplier of Computers 
m '} ->s,- i - fops M 

AMIGA A2000 SERIES 

A2000 

52 MB 
105MB 
210MB 

CPU 

£ 999,00 
£1199.00 
£1399.00 

MONITOR 

£1248.00 
£1448.00 
£1648.00 

AMIGA A3000 SERIES 
• Motorola 68030/68882 FPU 25Mhz 
• 2Mb Ram Exp, to 18Mb Max o/b 
• lx 3,5" 880K Internal Floppy Drive 
ISx Amiga Slots 
• Amiga Cmp Set 
• 94 Key Qwerty Keyboard 
• 2 Button Mouse 
• WIMP Controled Operating System 

A3000 

52MB 
105MB 
210MB 

£2199,00 
£2395*00 
£2545*00 

MONITOR 

£2549,00 
£2745*00 
£2945*00 

-> S' •• ■ - -.-i- f 

• MULTIMEDIA 

j •UEjSXTOP PUBLISHING || 

i •AtSKTOP VIDEO ^ $ *; 

presentation 
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rJamwoKm** --mM • 2D/3D GRAPHICS 

24BiT ^Pl^HA^D^RE 

AMIGA A1S00 SERIES 

• 24BIT U 

mmIf 

CPU 
Motorola 6800011 6132-bit) 

7.14Mhz Cloelt speed 
Mb Ramflxpartdabl* to 9mb max 
with additional memory board 

2 x 3.5" 880k FD 
MONITOR 

1 0845 /P HI LI PS CM8833 II 
CURRENT SOFTWARE BUNDLE 

Deluxe Point III 
The Works Platinum 

Home Accounts 
Puzznic 

Tokl 
Elf 

KEYBOARD & MOUSE 

£899.00 
INC.VAT 

AMIGA A1500 IS A FAST EXPANDING 
MACHINE WHICH IS IDEAL FOR YOUR 

EVERYDAY COMPUTING NEEDS. 
SUPPLIED WITH UP TO DATE SOFTWARE 
AND HARDWARE TO KEEP YOU IN TIME 

WITH THE FAST MOVING COMPUTER 
INDUSTRY. ALL HARDWARE AND 
SOFTWARE FOR THE A2000 ARE 

FULLY COMPATIBLE. 

•nation 

• SCANNING : : l 
* IMAGE PROCESSING 

: mi 

ACCESSORIES 

HARD DISK CONTROLLER CARDS 
HARD DISKS 

RAM EXPANSIONS 
MEMORY CSUPS/SIMMS 

FLOPpYJii.SK DRIVES 
GRAPHICS BOARDS 
GENLOCKS/VIDEO 

SCA.N46LRS 
LASEtFPRnUfRS 

MONITORS 
processor Car d s 

IBM BRIDGEBOARDS 
AUDIO ACCESORIES 

MODEMS/FAX CARDS 
CABLES 

SOFTWARE(NON-GAMES) 

PLEASE CALL ON LATESTED 
PRICES 

CDTV 

TV 
MULTIMEDIA 

£499 inc. VAT 
Commodore Business Centre carries 
a large range of CDTV accessories 
including: Keyboard, Disk Drive, 
Trackball & most CDTV software. 

AMIGA 500PLUS 

1MB RAM 
Workbench 2.04 

Cartoon Classics Pack 
£359 inc. VAT 

Telephone: 071 833 5609 
Facsimile: 071 837 1264 

vtinq profession^ Pag* 2.1 B/CBC Stuff* 

All Prices Exclude 17.5% VAT Unless Otherwise Stated O Commodore 
Business Centre 

G&iK 

0 71 833 MOV 
07! H7 12*4 

* NETWORKING j •'/& 
Wfi Vi'l 

At London's 
Commodore Business. 

Centre 
you will find 

helpful solo* and technical 
staff able to offer you 

informed advice on 
choosing a 

computer solution, 
most systems advertised 

are on demonstration and 
can viewed in an 
everyday work 
environment. 

Alternatively, you can use 
our efficient mail order 

service with 
the assurance of quality 
products and support. 

/•%i f?r : " '■' W 
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RocLite The World's slimmest external drive for Amiga or CDTV, with anti-virus and no clicking functions 

RAM Cards Available in 512KB, 1MB and 2MB versions for A500 and A500 Plus 

Roctec Mouse Hi-resolution replacement mouse 

RocGen A full-featured, budget-priced hobbyist s genlock with adjustable fade and overlay effects 

RocGen Plus This high-specification, semi-professional genlock sports extra features for the discerning film-maker: 
• adjustable overlay, dissolve and keyhole effects 
• video and RGB pass-thru 
• dual-controls for pin-point accuracy and support for external keying 

RocHard A new concept in hard disks means you will never get left behind: 
• supports SCSI or IDE hard drives (40MB up) • safe and efficient switched-mode power supply 
• expandable to 8MB of RAM in 4 easy stages • can be used solely as an 8MB RAM expansion 
• compatible with A500 and A500 Plus • game switch ensures complete compatibility 
• autoboot and Autoconfig compatible 

Hong Kong Office "Hade Inquiries 
ROCTEC ELECTRONICS LTD. ZYE Tel: 0293 538 666 
9/F Win Win Ind. Bldg,, Fax; 0293 538 414 
18 Lee Chung Street, Chai Wan, 
Hong Kong. 
Tel: (852) 897 3869 Fax: (852) 558 8099 

ROCTEC 

All brand names are registered trademarks of their owners. 



0 GAME REVIEW 

Ddp vu’s a spooky feeling isn't it? 

Unfortunately* it's a feeling that's 

beginning in hauni ihe world of com¬ 

puter games more and more, Bui 1 suppose 

there's only so much that even the most inven¬ 

tive of programmers can do with a hunch of 

moving sprites, some bleep noises and some 

wacky graphics. So it’s inevitable that every 

now and ihen one video game will strangely 

remind you of another* 

vu's a spooky feeling isn't it? But 

sometimes it's based on pure fact. Sometimes 

you can genuinely say that you have actually, 

definitely, 100 per cent for sure, certainly 

played a particular game before. Take 

Videokid as an example. Now when you first 

load this little cutesy* you immediately think 

of Mega Twins - the platform romp from US 

Gold that graced these sacred pages way back 

in issue 29 of Amiga Format 

On paper there’s nothing of earth-shatter¬ 

ing consequence to be gleaned from a 

comparison of the two games’ descriptions. 

Both of them feature big. glossy and (there’s 

no getting around it) cute central characters. 

Both games are pretty fast V furious platform 

shoot-cm-ups (when your central character can 

fly gravity-free, it’s difficult to know when a 

standard platform game becomes pure shoot- 

cm-up} and both games boasi Ihe same high 

quality of graphics, addictive action* slick pre¬ 

sentation and groovy audtblcs. 

Haven't I seen you 
some place before? 

How many games sound the same if compared 

in such a fashion? Loads* But the point about 

these two games is that they both come from 

the hoys at Twilight. Cue coin-dorp* realisa¬ 

tion dawning and light-bulb appearing above 

head- It would seem that here we have a case 

of mutton dressed as lamb. 

So ihis time there’s only one kid (Mega 

Twins had two* hardly surprising), the swords 

have been replaced with a selection of five dif¬ 

ferent firearms (collect assorted power-ups 

along ihe way), the graphics have been 

tweaked and tailored (but the fed remains the 

same) and the levels redesigned to create more 
of a four-way scrolling environment than its 

predominantly linear code-sake* But under¬ 

neath the games play remarkably alike. 

Is this necessarily a bad thing? Well Mega 

Twins was a great game and there arc suffi¬ 

cient differences between the two games to 

allow' Videokid lo stand on its own merits. But 

the similarity is worth remembering, if for no 

other reason than it should give you an idea of 

what the game plays like. 

So what (at last) is Videokid all about 

then? Well* Billy was just an ordinary kid sal 

watching telly. His dad brings home a brand 

spanking new video that not only plays all 

your favourite flicks hut actually sucks you 

deep into a spaced-out video-world from 

which you must try to escape. What will they 

think of next? 

Video star? 
So the scene is set (contrived, even by 

computer-game standards) for the now green- 

haired Billy to emhark upon a fiventage 

adventure through Medieval, Western, Science 

Here's Bitty strutting 

his fly-shoot dodge 

stuff in the dungeon 

depths of Medieval 

World. A fully-tooled 

up Billy is a force to 

be reckoned with, but 

H'S early days yet so 

you’ll have to make 

do with just a for¬ 

ward-firing laser gun 

Videokid 

Who’s a pretty boy 

then? This budgie 

from hell flaps up and 

down and aims 

deadly Hoots at you. 

Scary stuff indeed. 

Time for our Billy to 

unleash one of his 

two remaining smart- 

bombs, methinks... 

Billy's a wizard, you see, and as everyone knows 

wizards can fly. So the whole of his adventure is 

gravity-free. Platforms? Who needs 'em? 

Fiction. Gangster and Horror world* Each 

stage (except the first* comprises four levels 

with a traditional end-of-stage boss breaking 

up the grab-shot*-dodge gameplay. 

The pace is quick throughout, and graphi¬ 

cally Videokid is fairly impressive. Each stage 

boasis its own character and variety of bad¬ 

dies* while the soundtrack at tempi s to keep in 

style with the radical fluctuation of film genre- 

inspired backgrounds. 

Try the cheap seats... 
If you enjoyed Mega Twins then Videokid 

offers more of a similar son of thing (hasn't 

that been said before? Deja vu again!*. It’s dif¬ 

ficult to pigeonhole Videokid exactly, 

‘platform shoot-em-up’ is as close as you can 

get* Again, there’s not much that could be 

called original* and at £25.99 this inevitably 

leads lo suggesting you have a glance through 

the Budget Pages (92-93) as an alternative way 

of grabbing yourself some extra VFM. But 

Videokid is fast* fun and worth investigating. 

A respectable* entertaining but ultimately 

unoriginal game* 

Neil West ® 

Videokid 
Gremlin ■ £25.99 

• A w>uped-up Iff go Tains without the twin, 

realty , The same code could has c been used 

to create a new game* 

A six-shooter toting 

Billy (the Kid?) tokos 

on the baddies of 

Western World. With 

no obstacles to ovoid, 

this level if pure 

shoot-em-up action 

«ll the way. so just 

keep blasting. 

• Hie cotourfiil graphics, slick animation and 

non-slop action. 

• Vothing original whatsoever. 

• fairly pricey far »hat ii offers. 

ic: 60% 
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AMIGA PACKS &■' 

£349.00 

ALL HWW INCH. 114 WAT AU. OKPtKS OVLK noo AKt SUBJLCT TO £5 OK PtLMLKY CHAHQE. OHULKS OVEX noo RirtlVLD BUONt 2PH ARE USUALLY 
OtSPMCHLD THt SAME DAY TOR DELIVERY ON THE NEXT WEEK DAY. ORDERS UNDER £100 ARE SENT 1ST CLASS RECORDED POST ALL PRODUCTS ARE UK 
STOCK AND CARRY A FULL 12 MONTH COMMODORE WARRANTY PLEASE RING US BEFORE ORDERING TO CHECK STOCKS AND CURRENT FAUCES 

^]J ii j^LUH. 

AMIGA A500+ 1MB CARTOON CLASSICS Amffi. A500 conputer sippied with lk#3 ram butt rn Kid* start 
V2. expanaon to 2MB mm posaitfe via trap door", mouse, tv modU&or. manual Workbench V2 etc cfd*a phis the foJtowng lop aeing 
software biles Lemmnga The Smpsona Captain Planet and Deluxe Pant 3 

AMIGA ASOO* 2MB CARTOON CLASSICS Amiga ASOO computer, suppled with MB ram butt to and an 
extra MB expansion board (g wng a total of 2 megabytes of rami. Kjckstart V2 mouse tv mocktetof. mameia Workbench V2 etc daks £389.00 
plus the fotowng top settng software titles Lemmngs The Simpsons. Captain Planet and Deluxe Paint 3 

AMIGA A1SOO* BASE A1500 corouter with MB ram and now with Kjckstart V2 and Workbench V2 software 
detachable keyboard 2 x 35" 880k ctek drives butt n mouse and ai memfiia The Aniga A1500 accepts A200G peripherals The 
A1500* base pack is stppfed with no software Please note that the A1500 does NOT nave a modulator 

AMIGA A1300+ PACK A corasts of At500* base pock and the folowng software Ratonun Wocka Deluxe Ratot 
Version 3, Popdous 3mm City. Battle Chess Their Finest Hcxr (Battle of Britain) and 2 books 

AMIGA A1S00* PACK B consists of A1500* base pack and the following software Ptatmun Wcxka Deluxe Paint 
Version 3, Home Accounts. Elf Puzznc, Toki and Getting the Most Out Of Ycxx Amiga book 

£509.00 

£559.00 

£559.00 

Hard Disk Drives 
A500 HARD DISKS 

GVP Series 152Mb Hard Disk 
GVP Senes 1105Mb Hard Disk 

C37900 
£54900 

Protar 20Mb Hard Disk £275.00 
Protar 50Mb Hard Disk £36900 
Protar 80Mb Hard Disk £59500 
PHONE FOR OTHER PROTAR SIZES 

A1500 HARD DISKS 

GVP 52Mb Hard Card £289 00 
GVP t20Mb Hard Card £469.00 
GVP 200Mb Hard Card £849.00 

PLEASE PHONE FOB PRICES ON RAM 
UPGRADES ETC FOR ANY OF THE 

ABOVE HARD DISKDRIVES. 

Colour Monitors 
PROTAR VISTO C14M 

* Mi'1 Colour mentor 
* Stereo speakers 
* 600 x 285 pixel resolution 
* RGB / Composite inputs 
* Goon screen switch 
* Free with Aniga lead 
* Improved version of 8833 I 
* 1 year REPLACEkCNT wHTamy 

only C 219.Q9 

Accessories 

PRINTERS 
ATTENTION ALL CITIZEN PRINTER BUYERS I 
We are offering to ail buyers of Gtizen printers some very special 
offers. 
i CITIZEN PRINTER STARTER PACK. The pack comprises of; 
3£m disk fuf of printer drivers for the ST Amiga £ PG 200 sheets of 
fanfold tractor feed paper 200 fanfold tractor feed address labels: 
5 tractor feed envelopes all for only £12.90. 
A Citizen COLOUR PRINTING KIT This kit enables you to 
upgrade either the Swift 9 Swift 24E or 224 to a fuf colour printer 
The kit comes with a coiotr rfobon, Normaly retaining at around 
£40,00 we are offerhg, while stocks last the chance to buy this 
cotoif kit for only £1999 

NEW LOW PRINTER PRICES 
Citizen 1200 * (9-pn 144 cps draft. 30 cps AtO) £129.00 
Citizen Swift 919-pn 192 cps draft 48 Cps AtG ) £199,00 
Citizen 124D (24-pin. 144 cps draft 48 cps LO) £189.00 
Citizen Swift 224124-pih 192 cps draft 64 cps LO) £22900 
Citizen Swift 24E (24-pin. 218 cps draft 72 cps LQJ £28900 
Citizen Swift 24X <24-pn *T carriage) £399 00 

Star LC20 Mono (9-pn 180 cps draft 44 cps NLO) £159.00 
Star LC200 Colour (9-pin. 180 cps draft 45 cps NLQ) £220,00 
Star LC24 200 Mono (24-pn 200 cps daft 87 cps LQ) £26000 
Star LC24-200 Cofcxr (24-pin 200 cps draft 67 cps LO) £295 00 

Canon BJ10EX Bubble Jet Me jet now EPSON compatible) £265.00 
Hewlett Packard DeskJet 500 (ink jet 3pages per rrmute) £389.00 

w (NEW ful i. Hewlett Packard Deskiet 500 Colow i 1 colour inkjet) £819.00 

512K ram expansion * ctock £2999 
External dak dive £59.00 
Squck replacement mouse 
Amiga A500 dust cover 

£14 99 
£899 

Mouse Mat £350 
Cruder Joystick £899 
Zipabck Joystick £999 

HAVE YOU GOT A 
VI.3 AMIGA ? 

DO YOU WANT VERNON 2 KICKS7AXJ & WORKBENCH ? 

If so, we nou have to stock the new VERSION 2 UPGRADE KIT 
The kit consists of the Kjckstart 2 Rom. Workbench 2 software 

(inckidmq the Extras disk And the Fonts disk) and the Workbench 2 
Full manuak Easy to fit and requires no soldering. 

£ 79.99 

1MB Ram Upgrade 
If you want to expand you Amiga 
ASOO Plus to a total of 2&® then why 
not fit the new Mb Ftam Boar d ? This 
extra ram wil infeash the txl graphics 
capabilities of the ASOO Plus and is 
ideal for may other appfccabons such 
as sexiKl sampling, data storage etc,., 
Its ample to fit without any 
modfcatwri and will not invalidate 
your conrputers warranty 

£49.99 
FOR USE WITH T>€ ASOO (HE OMY 

ROM Switcher 
Some older software wil not nil on the 
new Amiga ASOO Plus with Kjckstart 
V2.Q4 Rom but they do rut on the 
older Vt3 A500a 
We a now stocking the Phoenix Rom 
Switcher which meana once nstaled. 
you can switch between Kjckstart 13 
and 204 givtag you al the benefits of 
both Amgas and solving those 
hccxrpatibtty probiema ft can be 
easily instated to the ASOO Plus and 
comes suppled with Kjckstart V13 
Roma hduded in the kit is a 
miefoswiteh which can be momted I 
wtmly anywhere to enable togging I 
between the two Rom vergiona 

£49.99 
F OR USE WITH TVC ASOO ELLE OISLV 

SOFTWARE 
LEMMINGS £7.00 
THE SIMPSONS £7.00 
CAPT PLANET £7.00 
DPAINT S £19.99 
ALLA TITLES £94.99 

IF TOO W15H to OfiDER WITH US. THEN flEASE SFNO TOUR CHEQUES. BAFftBS DBAFTS POSIAL OBOfflS CASH FK! ID OUP MAIL ORPEB ADDBBS fPICASt MAKE CHEQUE 
WWBLt iO BS1 PRICES) OB RING QUO MAH PROS! HOTLINE ANY TIME BETWEEN SOCAM AND BOOPM. T DAYS A WE6L (OUR 1INIS A PERSONALLY MANNED THIS IS 

NOT AN ANSWEBPHONE) AND USE YOUR CSTOII CARD ALL ORDERS CYEfi £IOO SUBJECT to £5 DillVEKY CHARGE 

VISIT OUR SHOWROOM 
CHIPS COMPUTER CBtm. S3 WCW HOAD. 

womme. msr st/ssu smt sm. 
rsi i (ouitJ) /'j'j-iu-i. 

OFfNtftG MON K> B?l ICAM Id SPM SAT 930AM TO 530FM 
HNANCE / CB93IT FAOUTIB (SHOP ONOO 

PAW EXCHANGE CONSIDERED (SHOP ONOf) 
NFW AND USED ST. AMIGA & PC EQUIPMENT ON DISPLAY 

ALL TYPES OE SOFTWARE (BUSINESS / LSUIRE / EDUCATIONAL) 
REPAIRS UNDERTAKEN TRAINING INSTALLATION ON-SITE WARRANTIES 

MAIL ORDER ONLY 
BtST PRICES (DEPT m S3 RVGBy ROOD. 

WORTHING. WEST SUSSEX BN/! 5HB. 

TBL t lO-UV'Ji 799/f-i. 
OPENfMQ : 7 0475 4 WEEK BAN TO 0W 

AU PRICES NOJJOt VAT ALL ORDERS OVER £KX> ADD £5 FOR NEXT WEEKQN 
COURIf R DfUVEST ORD0B UNDER EKX> ARE SENT W F05 

NOTE - CREDIT CARDS ARE SUBJECT TO V^lFlCAlKM Br CARD SSUfftS 
GOODS USUALDT SENT OUT THE SAME GW WHEN 

CLEARED f*TMENT S RfCIfVED BE FORI 2PM 
v P6RSONAL CHEQUESREQUifE 1 OW CLEARANCE_ J 

At prices (Delude 175% MAT Free delivery ONLY on orders under £XDO All pncea / spec if ical ions f special otters subject to change without nolice 
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If something is wrong with your Amiga 
500 or C64. who better to turn to than 
The National Repair Centre. 

For all repairs to your computer, one low 
payment covers diagnosis, repair 
(including parts and labour) and delivery 
back to you. 

The experience and expertise of our 
technicians ensures that your computer 
is repaired to a high standard at a low 
cost. And most repairs will be carried out 
within 12 working days! 

To schedule a repair, simply call Michelle 
or Julie on 0733 391234. 

Please be ready to give your name, 
address, computer type, serial number 
and the type of fault. 

The cost is £57.45 for an Amiga 500 
and £47.45 for a C64. Payment can be 
made by cheque, postal order or credit 
card. 

THE 
NATIONAL 

REPAIR CENTRE 

0733 391234 £57.45 
COVERS 

ANY 
REPAIRS 

FMG House 
Newcombe Way, Orton Southgate 

Peterborough PE 2 0SF 
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GAME REVIEW 

Ok the classroom. To complete this game your 

first priority is to get out of the place. Note the 
lush artwork. 

This was created by two professional car¬ 
toon artists., one from Disney and one from 

Hanna Barbara. They painted the originals and 
they were then digitised professionally before 

being ported over to the Amiga. It's a pity that 

the animated sequences aren't as good as The 
Little Mermaid or even Tom and Jerry. 

Who are two of the best animators in 

the world? Disney and Hanna 

Barbera? Well that may be the case 

but it takes more than a couple of big 

names to make a successful graphic 

adventure, as our Willy finds out... 

Willy 
Beamish 
I i s curious how you cun tell which coun¬ 

try a game's from. French games are 

usually very weird and very colourful, 

while the Germans like technical and fast 

games. The Americans however* seem to have 

a never-ending desire to create film-like games 

on computers, hence games such as Monkey 

island and anything by Sierra. 

Willy Beamish is Sierra's latest outing and 

true to form it's a sort of movie game about a 

small boy and his frog called Homy. The sto¬ 

ryline goes something like this: Willy's about 

to get an awful grade on his report card which 

means he won't be able to go to the NirUari 

championships* which is a kind of computer 

console Olympics* 

It’s a different 
sort of game altogether... 

This is a curious type of game. It squats 

squarely between more standard graphic 

adventures and strategy/decisi on--making 

games. A typical scenario will involve you 

making a few decisions on Willy's behalf, 

such as sneaking out of class or not and then 

making the most of any situations that arise as 

a result in a more standard inventory, object, 

solution form. 

For example, at the beginning Willy’s 

stuck in class. The obvious way to get out is to 

fake a stomach cramp. Every' time there's a 

decision to he made a window pops up and 

you simply choose the appropriate choice. A 

bit more of the story will then play out* Should 

things quieten down you'll be presented with 

the option of exploring the room on-screen by 

moving the mouse pointer about and trying to 

pick things up or exit to other locations. 

Typically there are about five decisions to 

each static screen section. Thus it's easy to 

take the story off at complete tangents. Using 

the earlier example for instance* if you don't 

go to see the school nurse then you can do 

some writing and sneak out while the teacher's 

got her back turned to you. 

It's not terribly taxing on the brain cells. If 

Great questions of 

our time. Of course, 

knowing Willy's luck. 
Coach is going to $ay, 
"No way buddy.* 

you save the game regularly then you could 

probably finish the entire game without having 

to restart once. In fact it would seem tliai this 

game was aimed fairly and squarely at kids: 

American kids at that. 

Your mother wouldn't like it 
Actually that's a lie. she'd love it. This is one 

of those wholesome games which you could 

happily let the Pope loose on. The graphics are 

superb, they've achieved a kind ol oil-painting 

sheen to them which is evocative of Doctor 

Seuss in the Nineties* 

The animation sections of the game, w hile 

pleasantly diverting are slow. You certainly 

wish that Willy could move with a bit more 

speed sometimes, though with the number of 

colours on screen at once, it's probably not a 

reasonable request* 

Willy Beamish is fairly fun for a while, 

though it probably won't grab hold of any¬ 

one's attention for any great lengths of time. 

This is due. in pan. to the incredibly slow disk 

accessing* The game comes on a massive 12 

(!) disks (yep count 'em I and you rind that 

most of your time is spent swapping disk nine 

w ith three or disk two w ith eight. In fact this 

disk swapping is so soul destroying that it's 

not worth getting the game at all unless you've 

got a hard drive on which to install it. 

The verdict then takes into account the disk 

accessing: if it came on fewer disks and was a 

bit quicker it would have been a different 

story. As it is Willy Beamish is tortuous fun. 

Progress through Willy Beamish can be a 

frustrating process. You see, there are portions 

of the game where the computer characters 

interact with each other* during which your 

only job is to keep hitting the right mouse but¬ 

ton, For instance, in the hallway after you've 

The contents of 

Willy's desk is an 

interesting sight. 
Note the spray can 

and the rather obvi¬ 

ous pun on the lid to 

Nintendo and Atari. 
Such droll ness, such 
ribaldry* such junk. 



SI H'iE-iHT 

rill fi^ht, tfiQ$3<*ts, welcome to boot carnp. My none 
"s Serjeant or>3 I an goin^ to be your* 
^orst nighmai^e for tne rex? 15 weel;s* I MILL 
r^ake yw info ^ien—even rf it kill^ you. 

Should pur beloved hero screw thmgt up, his mum *nd dad will find out about Nil appalling grades 

and pack him off to Bill and Ted s worst nightmare; the military school. 

In this instance Willy mistimed his departure from the classroom and before he could blink he 
was having his head shaved and his locker searched. There are wodges of alternative endings which 

Willy can have, this is just one of them. 

sneaked out of class, the coach catches you 

and asks what you‘re doing. If you answer 

incorrectly hell ask you to do 20 push-ups, 

which kicks off a small exchange of informa¬ 

tion. Then finally, when you've done the 

push-ups hell ask exactly the same question 

again. Once you finally figure out what you're 

meant to do. you’ll still have to endure elabo¬ 

rate and time-consuming animated sequences. 

conics on 12 disks and costs £34.99. Sierra 

claim that the game's got "a spice of adult 

humour throw n in." What they mean by this is 

your bog-standard Benny Hill humour which is 

about as funny as Barrymore's new show For 

example, if you make a trip to the nurse s 

office, you'll discover an extremely buxom girl 

who's ample proportions quiver about. 

Seriously, it’s not titillating and it’s not funny. 

“Willy is fun for a while, though it won't grab 

your attention for very long because of the 

incredibly slow disk accessing." 

If you’ve got the impression that the 

game's about waiting, then you’re right. While 

the problems are simply a case of hit and miss, 

you can't avoid the complex and tedious ani¬ 

mated sections. If you forget to save regularly 

you'll end up having to watch the same yawn- 

inducing hits again and again. 

Struck it lucky? 
Witty Beamish is touted as a humorous game. 

The only funny thing about this game U that it 

Willy's come a bit of a cropper at the hands of 
the masochistic coach. Once he's complied and 

done his 20 push-ups the coach will stilt want to 

see his hell pass. 

Other reasons to be dubious about this 

program’s credentials include the fact that they 

give you a note book, stickers and assorted 

rainforest wasting humph and the fact lhai it’s 

sold 80,000 copies in the United Stales 

already. However the fact that the backdrops 

were drawn by two professional artists from 

Walt Disney just isn't enough to stop the 

program being consigned to the could- 

have-been-butlsn'i file, 

Andy Hutchinson O 

Willy Beamish 
Sierra ■ £14.99 

• Some gloriously colourful and extremely 

effective graphics. 

• T«« sound and sometimes obscure 

American references. 

• Mind boggling number of disks means 

length} disk accessing spoils any fun. 

• Fairly simplistic sidventure dressed up with 

glossy graphics. 

TM & © 1991 PARAMOUNT PtCTURES CORPORATION ALL RIGHTS RESERVED, 
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GAME REVIEW 0 • After years in darkness, the 

future for role-play games 

looks bright again. Have you 

seen the light? Maybe you'll find it in 

the twilight zone, where the darkness 

meets the day, and shady characters 

from Domark tread carefully. 

Shadowlands is lull of devious traps, like this 

pressure-pad and pit problem. On the early 

levels, like this one, clues are always at hand. 

Check the walls - but have your money ready. 

Shadowlands 
Originalhy is always scarce in this 

business - you only have to look at 

the hordes of plagiarise shoot-cm- 

ups to see that. As soon as someone hits upon 

a neat concept for a game, everybody rips it 

off. But Tequo Software* the guys who are 

behind Domark's new fantasy role-playing 

game. Shadowlands^ have decided to ignore 

what’s gone before, and try to re-invent the 

wheel. A difficult task indeed, but one that 

they’ve taken cm with gusto - and the results 

speak for themselves. 

Shadowlands is the first decent role-play¬ 

ing program to develop the ideas from 

Dungeon Master and Eye of the Beholder, and 

add a new twist that works, instead of the 

‘player's-eyc view" which w as used lit both of 

the old classics, Shadowlands uses a iso¬ 

metric view , truther like the one in Hem Quest 

except that it runs in real time) to help you 

guide your party of four adventurers around an 

u ndergrou nd d u ngeon, 

In the past, this type of view has usually 

been severely dogged by playability problems: 

monsters and party members simply disappear¬ 

ing behind foreground walls land usually 

dying before you gel chance to wiggle them 

hack), or they just animate badly around 

comers and get stuck on other objects which 

are hidden from view Not so in Shadowlands. 

Using some neat tricks and well-studied 

designing. Teque have made these long-stand¬ 

ing nags ancient history. 

Blinded by the light 
The first and most obvious trick concerns the 

foreground walls. As your party approaches a 

wall which might obscure them from view, the 

wall disappears, leaving jusi a simple red line 

on the Hoor in its place. Sounds a bit too easy 

to work, but it does. You know lor sure that 

Lhere will never be anything to examine on the 

back of a wall (because they always vanish 

before you can search them), but this is no 

problem. You may find objects on the floor 

Irresistible levers an# tantalising switches litter 

the dungeons and passages in Shadowlands. 

Many of them are used for opening doors and 

energising teleporters, but they're not always 

helpful. The trouble is, the only way to find out 

if to chance your arm - unless you can be both¬ 

ered to read the nearby signs, 

Yank the wrong lever by mistake (Or juft 

because your curiosity gets the better of you), 

and you may find yourself confronted by fire- 

ball-wielding skeletons, like the pleasant fellas 

above. You'd better be fit enough to run like 

craty, or you're toast before you can say "No 

marmalade for me. thanks/' and your game is 

over, don't say you weren't warned. 

I'M ALL FINGERS AND THUMBS, ME! 
The key to success is swift, precise character control, so here's a Handy guide to take the legwork out of arming yourself. 

LEFT ARM AND HEAD - top up your energy by 

munching the apples and bread you find on the 

guest. Put the food in the left hand, click on the 

arm and then the head to make your character 

gobble up the goodies. Use food sparingly, because 

it s in short supply, and you may even need to 

drain its magical force to use in spells later on. 

head - to look at something, like a plaque or an 

inscription, click on the head and then click on 

the object to be examined. Your character strolls 

over and the message is displayed in the middle 

of the screen. But remember, reading in the dark 

is nigh-on impossible, and very bad for your 

eyes. 

LEFT ARM - your attacking 

arm. With a weapon in the 

hand, click on the arm and 

the monster of your choice. 

Your man attacks repeat¬ 

edly* until you call him off. 

If you're not paying atten¬ 

tion and he’s not winning, 

he’ll tight to the death. HIM 
RIGHT ARM - click on this 

arm to tell your charac* 

ter to pick something up. 

Click again on the object 

you want to grab and 

your character walks 

over, stoops down and 

gathers it up. 

LEFT ARM AND RIGHT 

LEFT LEG - most of the 

time, your party moves as 

a group. Highlight a left 

leg to call the party into 

formation around that 

Character. Five different 

formations can be selected 

using the function keys. 

ARM - some objects are 

for throwing, or drop¬ 

ping. Put the object in 

the left hand, highlight 

the left and then the 

right arm. Finally, click 

on the floor and the 

object is hurled away. 

FACE - when the currently controlled character strays too far from the 

others, their body icons disappear, and you can no longer call them into 

formation around the wanderer. The body icons are replaced by each 

player's face - to regain control, just click on the face to re-centre the 

display on the chosen character and display his body icon again. 

RtGHT LEG - occasionally, you'll want mem¬ 

bers of your party to do different things at 

the same time. Use the right leg to select each 

character one at a time, and then click on the 

place you want them to move to. 



GAME REVIEW 

The inventory screen lets yog shuffle around alt the things you find* and check up on your health, 

1. These are the contents of your expansive backpack. You automatic*My put Items into your hand. 

2. Holding Items here enables you to examine them closely. Chests can only be opened here. 

3. The five travelling formations are created here using the chess pieces to represent your party. 
4. Experience levels and health indicators are displayed here, Top them up by fighting and eating. 
5. Sleep and food is essential to keep you alive. Close the eye to snooze, and put food in the mouth. 

§. Select characters with these panels. If they're dose, you can pass things from one to another. 

Same old Saturday night story: you're bringing a few mates beck from 
the pub late and youY* fumbling in the dark for the door key. Typical! 

Teleporting always 

gets you into trouble. 

You appear in a room 

full of dark shapes * 
one false move and 

they'll be over to 

punch your lights out. 

just behind a wall. However, and the disappear- 

mg trick makes looking for them easy. 

Shadowlands' most atmospheric feature 

(and the one which it gels its name from I is the 

use of light and darkness throughout your 

quest. Much like Dungeon Master, you can 

pick up flaming torches from holders in the 

walls and carry them around with you to light 

your way during the adventure. But the light- 

ing effect in Shadowlands goes one better - a 

circle of light follows the torch-bearer, gradu¬ 

ally diminishing as the torch bums down. The 

light behaves almost naturally, shining through 

open doorways in shafts as you approach the 

threshold, and then blossoming out on the 

other side as you pass through. You can even 

throw them down passages and watch them 

light the way ahead. 

A new perspective 
Another facet which makes Shadow lands a 

kind of 'Dungeon Master Plus' is the control¬ 

lability of the party, DM only ever allowed 

you to move your party as a single group - 

Shadowlands lets you split them up into differ¬ 

ent travelling formations, even as two distinct 

groups, as well as move individual members 

anywhere you want. This makes Shadowlands 

a far more plausible game than DM. and it 

gives you total control over the actions of your 

party. The downside, however, is that you 

have to work just that little bit harder to man¬ 

age everything effectively - but that's w'hat 

role-playing is really all about. 

Despite creating their own style of role- 

playing game. Toque know- when established 

ideas work well enough, and leave them be. So 

"Shadowlands is the first decent 

role-playing program to develop 

the ideas from Dungeon Master 

and Eye of the Beholder* and add 

a new twist that works.** 

you'll find loads of magical items and spells, 

monsters and weapons, keys and locked doors, 

pits, pressure pads and plenty of leap-of-faith 

puzzles. The monsters (which range from 

slashing skeletons to fireball-chuck mg barbar¬ 

ians) vary in strength as you go deeper into the 

tunnels, and Shadowlands alters their relative 

toughness depending on your success so far. 

fighting with the 

dungeon inhabitants 

Is a tense, nail-biting 

affair. Your alter-egos 

are hardy, loyal fight¬ 
ers, and they'll slug it 

out to th* death, once 

you've issued the 

order. But if they 

start taking serious 

hits, you've got to call 
them out fast. Not 
easy, when you're 

panicking. 

Perhaps the most annoying of all are the rats * 

these bite you repeatedly if they catch you 

standing still They can't be killed and they 

even follow you through teleports. Dodge and 

run is the motto here, 

This time it's personal 
Another enhancement to the gameplay is the 

character generator which enables you to cre¬ 

ate your own team with your choice of 

statistics for health, magic power, strength and 

combat abilities. You can create individual 

faces for your characters by using the identi¬ 

kit system which combines many different 

style heads, chins, eyes and hairstyles together. 

With the in-built load-and-save function 

(which also includes a disk-formatter), you can 

negotiate Shadowlands w ith a group of hand¬ 

crafted alter-egos and really get the best 

enjoyment possible out of it. 

So if you're Looking for something in the 

role-play vein which is a bit different, has 

oodles of late-night, early-morning appeal, and 

is good enough to let your mates watch over 

your shoulder, get Shadowlands or you truly 

will be in the dark, 

Meil Jackson O 

Shadowlands 
Domark I £29.99 

• Superbly atmospheric role-play inn game 

with mure flexibility than Dungeon Master, 

• Ksctikai graphic effects which include real¬ 

istic torchlight and darkness, 

• Huge network of underground passages and 

tunnels to get completely lost in - bigger 

than the £jr of the Beholder. 

* The next logical step in role-play - at last 

you can split up your party, but still retain 

control over them. 
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Commodore Amiga Cartoon 
Classics Pack 

3 Great Games 

Lemmings (Psygnosis' Smash HitJ 

The Simpsons versus the Space Mutants 

Captain Planet and the Planeteers 

Also Dekute Paint 81 (Electronic Arts Superb Art Package) 

and Commodore s A5QI 512K Ram Expansion 

£359.99 

Commodore Amiga 1500 

MONITORS 
Commodore 1084S .. *,,**,,..£259.99 

Philips CM8833 Mk2 (inc, cable, free copy 

of F19 and one year on site 

maintenance)_,__£244,99 

PRINTERS- (all printers include cable) 
Citizen 1200+.   £134.99 

Citizen 124D..,..£194.99 

Citizen Swift 9.........£194.99 

Citizen Swift 24**...£284.99 

Optional Colour Kit for Swift printers...£34.99 

ACCESSORIES 
Cumana CAX354 External Disk Drive .£59.99 

512K memory upgrade with clock.,_£31.99 

Squick Replacement Mouse *****.....£14.99 
Naksha Mouse with Operation Stealth.£26.99 
Golden Image Optical Mouse..,£36.99 

Commodore A590 20Mb Hard Drive.,.,.£289.99 

Dataflyer 500 fitted with 52Mb Hard Drive..£329.99 
Please phone for pricing of 105Mb, 210Mb and 
420Mb hard drives. 

1 Megabyte of memory, two 3.5* disk drives 

and the following software: 

Toki, ELF, Puzznic, Home Accounts 

and The Works (Integrated word processor, 

spreadsheet and database) 

£659.99 
With Philips CM8833 MK2 Colour Monitor 

£889.99 

Seikosha SP1900AJ (9 pin Dot Matrix).£124,99 

Canon BJ10E.,.£264.99 

Star LC20.£154.99 

Star LC200 cotour... £229.99 

Star LC24-200 mono.£259.99 

Star 1024-200 cotour.....£299,99 

VXL030 25MHz Accelerator Board for Amiga 
500, 1500 & 2000.£259.99 
VXL030 40MHz Accelerator Board for Amiga ....POA 
Maths-Processor (FPU) upgrades and up to 8Mb of 
32 bit memory also available for VXL030. 

KCS PC Emulator..£224.99 

Many other products available. Please phone for a 
price on your specific requirement. 

All prices include 

17.5% VAT and 
Next Day Delivery 

on hardware 

TECHNOMANIA, 
13 WELLBURN STREET 

DUNDEE, TAYSIDE DD2 2RR. 
PHONE: 0382 22323 FAX: 0382 400444 

Please allow five working days 

for cheque clearance. Prices are 

subject to change without 
prior notice* Orders received 
by 3pm despatched same day. 
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31" DISKS 
Benchmark * 
Brand DS/DDVA 

25 50 100 
£18.00 £31.00 £45.00 

200 500 1000 
£80.00 £173.00 £329.00 

3r DISKS 
Unbranded DS/DD 

25 50 100 
£12.80 £21.00 £39.00 

200 500 1000 
£73.50 £166.50 £313.50 

March 
8 

14 
15 
21 
22 

Apnl 
12 
26 

May 
16 
17 

ScoLland 
London 
West 
East Midlands 
North 

- City Hall. Candleriggs, Glasgow 
5VQTEL, Hammersmith 

- Brunei Cenlre, Temple Meads Bristol 
- Dcnlngton Park. J23A Ml 
* University Sports Centre. Catverley Street. Leeds 

North East - Northumbria Centre, Washington. A194 (M) 
West Midlands - National Motorcycle Museum. J6, M42 

London - SAN DOWN Exhibition Centre 
West ■ Brunei Centre. Temple Meads. Bristol 

June 
7 

14 
Scotland 
North West 

AH lairs 10am tilt 4pm 
Ample Car Parking at all venues 

ADVANCE 
TICKETS 

Normal Admission 24.00 
Sole agent for advance tickets 
{Use this voucher for £1 off) 

JRMH 
TELEPHONE 
{0225)868100 

Only one voucher per person. No cash value J 

DISK STORAGE BOXES 
31/2* 10 capacity Qty 5.£4.50 

3^2" 50 capacity lockable.£3.70 

S1^" 100 capacity lockable...£4.70 

31/2" 240 capacity stackable.£15.00 
THESE PRICES ONLY IF BOUGHT WITH DISKS 

c 
s 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & P&P UK ORDERS ONLY 

Cheques and 
Postal Orders to: 

24 HOUR ORDERLINE 0597 651764 

Manor Court Supplies Ltd 
Telephone: 0597 861792 Fax No: 0597 851416 

Dept AF04, Glen Celyn House. Penybont, Llandrindod Weds. Powys. LD1 5SY 

EDUCATION AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME 

ALL DISKS 100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE 



Oh noooooo! Issue three 
of TOTAL is m the shops 

and I forgot to reserve a 

copy. Now I won't be 

able to read about all 

that fab Nintendo stuff 

See? Even that gimp 

wants to buy TOTAL and 

he helped to write it. Can 

YOU afford to miss out 

on over 70 pages of 

TOTAL Nintendo action? 



(■'AST. KK1KNDLY, 

KFKK'IKNTSKRVKR 

FROM T1 IK AMIGA 
PKOFKSKIONA1.S 

LOW COST TV TUNER lower price 
U(te your Monitor as a cxcd lent duality tv for onfy £49.99,. Fully «OMMl wilh the Philips 
At Visit) 8833, Mkl&l Commodore IWVs/di moni tors & AnretradCPC mmilm. 
RGB Multisync moni tor version iviiliHf. P Least slate monitor when ordering 

PHI LiFSCOMMODORE/AMSTKAD VERSION 

\^Mul tisync monitor version wjth KGB output 

G 
TV TUNER with MCAM STEREO SOUND/' 

Very high quality picture & stereo sound. 
Built i n stereo ampti fier, £159.'99 

£69.99 >« 

DESK TOP VIDEO PERIPHERALS 
VI DU RGB Splitter At Vidithrunw 
VIDI & VI DICHROME sprdal price 
RGB SPUTTER Kombo Electronic type 
ROCGHM GENLOCK SAVIiU* 
ROCGEN PLUS GENLOCK 
SUFERPIC - Colour Di gf User At Genlock 
SI PERPIC ANIMATE 
COLOURPIC colourdlgl riser 
COLOUPIC ANIMATE 
CABARET SOFTWARE FOR COLOURPIC AND 
SUFERPIC £28.99 
CABARET PLUS £87.99 

AMIGA BOOKS 
£139.99 
iM.99 * = PRICE INCLUDES PROGRAM DISK 
£*4 ^ AMIGA FOR BEGINNERS £12.45 

AMIGA BASIC INSIDE At OUT £18,45 
AMIGA S YSTEM PROGUIDE 02.45 

£»;« AMIGA ADVANCED SYSTEM 
£W199 PROGRAMMERS GUIDE £32.45 

AMIGA DISK DRIVES UtO £27.95 
AMIGA DOS INSIDE OUT £19,9** 
AMIGA PRINTERS I it O £31.95 
AMIGA DESKTOP VI DEO £17.95 
AMIGA 3D GRAPHICS £17.95 

EDUCATIONAL ^ 
COMPENDIUM 6 

SPECIAL BOXED SET COMPRISING: 
KIDS TYPE, 
WEATHER WATCHER 
CALENDAR QUIZ, 
WORDS & NUMBERS, 
GAM E SET & MATCH 

,T IS IT WHERE IS IT?" 
GAME 
WHAT 

DJGIV1EW GOLD the best with a camera £99.9* AMIGA £27.99 * 
RENDALE SUPER 8*02 SVRS GENLOCK £599.99 AMIGA GRAhUCS I5t O £3195 

HITACHI MONO CAMERA,LOW PRICE «»•» *JSg* CTORBEGInK £££ 

COPY PROFESSIONAL V6 ^ 
Latest version - only £33*99 
Including Cyclone adaptor. 
(Adaptor available separately - £12.99) 

NB. Making backup* wjthuul the prntthriion 
ol the copyright holder is illegal. , \Jj7lhe < 

VIDEO RECORDING ENHANCER £37.99 

HI TECH UPGRADES & SPARES 
KJCKSTARTl j ROM £29-99 
KJCKSTART 2 ROM £ 77.99 
FATTER AGNUS 8372A £69,99 
fl$20A I/O chip £15.99 
15M/2000 8MEG CARD unpop uses si runs £79.99 
1500/2000 SCSI controller card £59.99 
A530 MODULATOR £29.99 
UPRATED AMC POWER PACK £44.99 
JC DADS PEED 14MI it ACCELERATOR 
AT ONCE l&MHi PC EMULATOR 
254*4 CMOS D RAMS each £4-25 or 
Imeg* 9 SIMMS 70 nr SO m 
23 WAY PLUG it COVER solder type 
23WAY SOCKET ftcCOVEK solder type 
AMIGA INTERNAL replacement drive 
AMIGA 500 ROM SWITCH rums extra 
MAI NS SUPPRESSOR BLOCK 4WAY 
3J- DISK DRIVE HEAD CLEANER 
BUDGET REPLACEMENT MOUSE 
4 JOYSTICK ADAPTOR 

ACCESSORIES 

SQU1CK MOUSE £15.99 
CDTVKEYBOARD -BLACK £49.99 
AMIGA HANDY SCA NNER £99.99 
NAKSHA SCANNER £10999 
CRP A4 GRAPHICS TABLET £329.99 
MOUSE STICK CONTROLLER £45.99 
DELTA SA ANALOGUE JOYSTICK £1449 
ZJ PSTICK AUTORRE £12.99 
PRO 5000 COMBAT £9.99 
PRO 5000 STAR £13.99 
QUICKJ OY SU FERSTAR £13.99 
MEGA STAR HEAVY DUTYJOYSTTCK £24,99 
NAVIGATOR ALTOFIRE JOYSTICK £13.99 
QU1CKJOY PYTHON £11.99 
AMIGA TRACKBALL £34.99 
CRYSTAL TRACKBALL £39.99 
MARCONI TRACKEKBALL £49.99 
PHAZER LIGHT GUN PACK £34.99 
GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL MOUSE £38.99 
MOUSE MAT £3.99 
MOUSE HOLDER £1.99 
150 SIZE POSSO TYPE BOX 
«/5C SIZE LOCKABLE DISK BOX 
80 SIZE DISK BOX 
100 SIZE DISK LOCKABLE BOX £8.99 
TDK BRANDED DISKS PA CK OF 10 £7.99 
INCLUDING LA BITS. 

AMIGA C FOR ADVANCED 
PRORAMMERS £3145 
AMIGA DOS MANUAL £19.9S 
KIDS it. THE AMIGA £15.95 
BEST AMIGA TRICKS £ TIPS £27.45 
MAPPING THE AMIGA £2495 
MACHINE LANGUAGE FOR 
BEGINNERS £19.95 
ELEMENTARY AMIGA BASIC£I495 
ADVANCEDAMIGA BASIC £14.95 
PROGRAM DESIGN TECHNIQUES 

£159,99 ON THE AMIGA £14,95 
im.19 FIRST BOOKOFTHE AMIGA £14-95 

£3 3/meg 
£37.99 
£199 
£199 
£49.99 
£2499 

£1199 
£499 
£18.99 
£8.99 

I VIEW MEDIASTATION 
DIG1VIEW + D1GIPAINT3 

+ El jVN PERFORMER 
SPECIAL OFFER-£134 99 J 

AMIGA ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE 
PKOGRAMMI NG £1445 
USING DELUXE PAINT £19 95 
AMIGA VJSQN HANDBOOK £23.45 
THE IMAGINE COMPANION £2495* 
VID1A PAGESTREAM GUIDE £495 
VIDI A PROF PAGE GUIDE £4.95 
HARDWARE REF MANUAL £21.95 
45000 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE 
PROGRAMMING £24.95 
AMIGA ROM KERNEL REFERENCE 
BOOKS. 3 AVAILABLE-each £28.95 
DELUXE PAINT VIDEO £19,99 

l&O « ABACUS INSIDE it OUT 
SERIES. 

'"SLA1 n IYTf KFYHt )A RD SKIN. "N 
Waterproof & moulded to rover each 
key, AMIGA 500 £1149 
ANTISTATIC DUST COVERS 
AMIGA 500 A Flu* £499 
AMIGA 1500/2800 2pc £12.99 

MOUSE/JOYSTICK PORT 
switcknow inm x 

Hot sockets for mouse ft a joystick 
Puth button operalion 
Uses no power unlike other typos. 
Compatible with many dongles 
Save* wear ft leor on mouse port. 

z'^cvci 

/KCSP( 

CYCLONE ADAPTOR 
£1199 

SUPER-FI ONE 
STEREO SYSTEM 

* POWERFUL 12 waltte/ CHANNEL 
* COMPACT BOOKSHELF CABINET 
* 3‘ WOOFER* V TWEETER 
* BASS REFLEX PORT 
* 30 Hz - 20kHz RESPONSE 
* BUILT-IN MAINS POWER UNIT 
•REMOTE VOLUME CONTROL. 

SPECIAL OFFER PRICE - 
ONLY £34.99* 

SOUND BUSTER 
ZYF1 

£44.99 
£39,99 

SUPER-Fi TWO 
STEREO SYSTEM 
• MASSIVE 20 watta/channel. 
• BASS it TREBLE CONTROLS 

_ " 4* WOOFER, 2" TWEETER 

CS PC CARD v3 £204.99\ *BASSKKHhX PORT 
PLEASE STATE IF AMIGA PLUS VERSION 

REQUIRED. 

DEDUCT£18.00 IF MS DOS NOT REQUIRED, 
t 1500/2000/3000 A OAFTOR £4499 

£1,99 /- 
£19.99 / NAKS 
£4.99 
£7.99 QTERJ 

NAKSHA AMIGA MOUSE* 

OPERATION STEALTH £24,99 

BUILT IN MAINS POWER UNIT 
THE ULTIMATE SOUND SYSTEM 

FOR COMPUTERS, NIC AM VCRs, 
SATELLITE SYSTEMS ETC 

ONLY £59,99 

SALES: 0274-691115 

AMIGA SUPHRI^AIODET 
TRILOGIC, 
UNIT 1, Dept AF4, 

253 NEW WORKS RD, 
BRADFORD, BD12 OQP 
TEL: 0274 691115 

We're easy to find, just lArriltt from 
the M61 

Leave M62 at junction 24, lake A438 
to Bra ford r uphill, after about 15 
miles, turn left just over a railway 
bridge. After 14rrile, look for ui 
oppeeitt a Royal Mail ktterbcu; - 

HOW TO ORDER, 

FAX 0274 - 400150 

ALL PRICES INCI.UDE VAT Commodore dM let aince tksa 

BY PHONE: Simply phone u» with your Acoew or Visa numher(irv Conrwct St bank debit 
cards) tor Mmeday despatch, (it goods 111 slock - mCeJ ant. St orders anr received bcloee 3pm}, 

! You are net charged util the good^ an? despatched. 
BY MAIL Send cheque, (made payable lo TRILOGIC). PCK, or yourc/catd number it 
«by date, order del aiK it name it ad drew to the addrvs& below 
POSTAGE: Please add: nominal post & packing charge ot juM £l to orders under £100, or 

1 O lo orders over £ 100 uNe« optional Espre»ddivefyFisniqUred. 
OPTIONAL EXPRESS DELIVERY - Recommended tor orders over £50.00 in vaiue. 
2-3 day delivery - add £330 
Neni Working Day Delivery -add (Please allow 2-3days lor rvinoiearvas, (Uk 
mainland only). Weekday ddivery only. Nd< guaranteed next day. 
CALLERS MOST WELCOME OpenJnmm-fti 8 tiII 4„ taiM^jm. I 

MIDI INTERFACE 2 > 
Oui unique 5 porl Midi in|»ifoce 2 has In, 

Out ftThiu sockets plus two additional 
swilehabte oui/thru sockets foi ingenious 
veisaility Complete w«h tree midi lead 
FuWy compatible with SequeneeT One, 
Music X, Deluxe Music. Tiger Cub. Bars ft 
Pipes etc etc . 

NOW ONLY £26.99 X 
MIDI 2+ MUSIC X £99,99” 
Ml DC 2+ TIGER CUB £7499” 
^ Entrt Midi lead* £1.99 wh J 

r SAMPLER 2 S 
Our Superb soundmg STEREO SAMPLER 2 

uses a state of Ihe ail A/D chip which 
samples so fast. H captures every del ail &t 
the sound. Easily adjusted level control, 
connecting lead ft Iree stereo sampling 
software Fu»y compatible' wilh □< popular 
sampling soli ware NOW ONLY £37.99 x 

y s-pi«lg5P*«g udition 4 £69.99 

SOFTWARE SUPERBUYSA 
ADVANTAGE £7499 
AMI ALIGNMENT £29.99 ** 
A MAS 2 £79.99 
AMIGA VISION £98.99 
AMOS £3499 
AMOS 3D £25.99 
AMOS COMPILER £2199 
ART DEPARTMENT £5499 
ART DEPARTMENT PRO £l 19.99 >* 
ASSSEMPRO £59.99 
AUDITION 4 £37.49 
AUDIOMASTER 4 £49,99** 
AUDIO ENGINEER £169,99 
BARS it PIPES I99.99JC 
BBC EMULATOR £29,99** 
BROADCAST TITLER 2 £ 147,99 
CAN D013 £7499 
CASH BCXJK CONTROLLER £5149 
CLASS OF 906 5/WAKE PACK £99.99 ** 
CROSS DOS £21.99 
DAY BY DAY £2149 
DELUXE PAINT 2 £1499 
DELUXE PAINT 4 £57,99 
DELUXE MUSIC £49,99 
DELUXE PRINT 2 £29.99 * 
DELUXE VIDEO 3 £7499 
DEVPAC 3 - new version £51.99 
DGCALC £29,99 
DIGIPAINT3 £39.99 - 
DIRECTORY OPUS WITH FREE r 
VIRUS CHECKER £29,99 7 
DISK MAS im £29,99 2 
DISK MASTER 2 £ 49.99 C 
DISNEY ANIMATION STUDI £49,99 C 
IXXrrORAMI £29.99 
DR Ts TIGER CUB £49.99 >* l 
DR TS KCS LEVEL | [ £ 199.99 x ^ 
ELAN PERFORMER 2 £ 44.99 p- 
E TYPE £29.99 C 
EXCELLENCE £59.99 ; 
FINAL COPY £5499 & 
FLOW v3.a £59.99 ; 
FOGirr SIMULATOR II £29,99 
FUG ITT SIM SCENERY DISKS £16,99 t 
FONT GRABBER £37.49 a 
GB ROUTE PLUS £59.99 
GFA BASIC Special offer £9,99 ** C 
GOLD DISK OFFICE £7499 x L 
HIGI\ SPEED PASCAL £74.99 
HOME ACCOUNTS 2 £39.99 ? 
HOMEHASE £2499 ) 
IMAGINE £14499 f 
1NPOHLE £29,99** F 
JNTROCAD £3499 x ^ 
KINDWORDS 07.49 f 
MACRC680MASSEMBI.fr £39.99 C 
MAILSHOT PLUS £37.49 
MICKONAV FLIGHT SIM £99.99 
MUSIC Xv 1,1 £7499** . 
PAGESTFAM11 £139,99" J 
PAGE SETTER 2 £4499 C 
PEN PAL 15499 * ^ 
PERSONAL TAX PLANNER £29.99 * 
PIXMATE £3499 t 
PROFESSIONAL CALC £13499 E 
PRODATA £7499 t 
PROFESSIONAL DRAW 2 £9449 J 
PROFESSIONAL PAGE £149,99" C 
PROF PAGE FONTS £29,99 » 
PROTEXT vS5 £109,99 ^ 
PRO VIDEO PLUS £17499 J 
PROWRITE 15 £29.99" f 
PROWRITE V 3,2 £89,99 >t 2 
QUARTERBACK £38,99x t 
QUARTERBACKTOOLS £48,99>c a 
QUARTET £3499 t 
SCA LA 500 £7499 
SCRIBBLE PLATINUM £37,49 ? 
SCULPT 3DXL £89,99 f 
SCULP ANIMATE ID JNR £89,99 ^ 
SEQUENCER 1* £phorw & 
SONIX £3149 5 
STEREO MASTER £29.99 ( 
SUPERPLAN £69.99 ' 
SUPERBASE PERSONAL £29,99 - 
SU PERBASE PERSONA L. 2 £39.99" 
SUPERBASE PROF 4 £199.99 
SUPER PIAN £7499 
SYSTEM 3 £37,49 
TAKE 2 £69,99 
TEN STAR GAMES PACK £29,99 " 
IKANSWKIH £28.99 
TURBOPRINT £17.49 
VIDEO EFFECTS 3D £99,99 >c 
VIDEO TITLER 30 £67.49 
WORD PERFECT £ 139.99 x 
WORDWORTH £7ft.99 
3D CONSTRUCTION KJT £37,49 

1 .PRICECUT " . UMITEDOFFER 

^BACKUP UT1LJT1ES Making backups is illegal 

AMi IE v3 (Similarlo Mac U) £33.99 

Thr original rxtrmal drive adaptor * software backup utiljhr. 
Software update I or t tilting ixwpi i*£9,99 Fm mer^nxip, Vi 

wirhoul cop>Tighl hddmfwrmbsion. 

I a test vtrsion 3toftware. 
rrsions for all Ami gas. 

J. 
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MANY PRICES 

HAVE BEEN Sx 

BIGGEST 
RANGE IN UK ? 

LOW PRICES 
FAST SERVICE 

CARTOON CLASSICS 
BUILT-IN DISK DRIVE 
1 MEG RAM 
MOUSE 
TV MODULATOR 
WORKBENCH 2, 
BUILT-IN CLOCK 

LEMMINGS 
THE SIMPSONS 
CAPTAIN PLANET 
DELUXE PAINT 3 

LOW COST l IS YEAR EXTENDED 
WARRANTIES AVAILABLE, 

PLEASE SFE BELOW,_ 

AMIGA 500PLUS 
* Please phone tocheck 

our latest low price. 

r 

ONLY £339,99* 
.with 2aieg £379.99*- 

f SUPERB 10 STAR PACK 
MICftOSWITCK JOYSTICK 
10 DISKS, U»EU*ftOX 
MOUSE MAT 
TAILORED DUST COVER 

' COLOUR MONITORS > 
A MONITOR BARGAIN - THE V1STQ BR33 

- name spec as 8833m k2, stereo sound, w ith free on 

site warranty, & leads. HURRY £199,9? 

PHILIPS CMRB33 mk 2 £219.9**; 
COMMODORE 10fl4Sdi - new model £239,99X 
Add just £40 for TV Tuner when purchased with 

any of the above monitors, 
MULTISYNC MONITORS * please phone 
N'B VGA monitor* are NOT Amiga compatible unless they are 
true multisync type ( 15.6K Hz appro? horiz frtq capability)* 

MONITOR ACCESSORIES 
MONITOR PLINTH WITHOUT SHELF £23,9fx 
MONITOR PLINTH WITH SHELF lJ3.ff>r 
14* MONITOR TILT/SWIVEL RASE £13.99 
MONITOR DUST COVER stale monitor £7.99 
SCART SWITCH * effectively give* your iv or monitor two 
scart rocket* Enable* ANY two scan leads eg Amiga £ vtr, to 

be connected to one scart rockcU Fully twitched £19.99 

AMIGA TV/ MONITOR LEADS. 
ALT for moat Scart tv* except rome Goldstar 4t vere £12,99 
AD for Ferguson MC01/3A with 7 or ft pin din skt £13,99 
Al t for HfiLachi/Granada with 7 pin KGB ski £13,99 
A LA for Amatrad CPC monitor - with no round £1L99 
ALAB ftimew CPC monitor with stereo round £12.99 
A 1.7 for 10ft4 monitor Inc audfolead (Apln Din plug) £14,99 
A1,7F for new 8SJ.V10A4* -9 pin Dplug £14.99 
All 1 for mullksync with 9 pin *kl on monllor £11.99 
ALllB for mu I tlsyncwlthf pin plug on monitor £11.99 
AL12 for multisync (our lead ha* 15ptn HD skt) £13,99 
ALU for multisync (our lead ha* 15 pin HD plug) £15.99 
MODULATOR EXTENSION LEAD - Move* modulator ro il 
dots not protrude & el Iminates loose connection. £10.99 
MODULATOR SPLITTER - Enable* modul ilor & RGB lead to 
be connected at Ihr umr time - for taping Amiga £14.99. 
G ENLOCK SPLITTER £ 19.99 
TV/COMPUTER AERIAL SWITCH £1,99 
COMPUTER /AERIAL EXTENSION LEAD 3m £2.49 
Alt lead* indude audio lead where applicable & are approx 

J im long. Add £130 per mel re for longer lead*. J 

r HARD DRIVES 
DATAFLYER 500 45 £289.99 save £60 
DATA I I YF R 5|io 105 £449.99 save £50 
DATAFLYER 2000 45 £229.99 save £70 
DATAFLYER 2000 1 05 £359.99 save £90 
AVAILABLE NOW(In stock at time of going to press) 
DATA FLYER 500 1 IOU5JNG & INTERFACE £l 29,99 
DATAFLYER 2000 SCSI INTERFACE £89,99 

The Dataflyers are probably the lowest cost, 
best value Amiga Hard drives you can buy 

PROTAR AMIGA 500 HARD DRIVES 
PROTAR A500 HD20 £279.00 
PROTAR A500 HD40 £349,00 

PROTAR A500 HD50 £369.00 
PROTA R ASm H D80 £599.00 
MEMORY UPGRADES* OPTIONAL PSU AVAILABLE 

PRINTERS Prion are 
b/w versions 

CITIZEN 120D+ now down in price £l29*99x 
CITIZEN 124D ■ best budget 24 pin Ww £194.99 
CITIZEN 224D (24ptn - colour option > £224.99 
CITIZEN SWIFT9 (colour option) £177.99 
CITIZEN SWIFT 9X B/W wide carriage £257.99 
CITIZEN SWIFT 24E (colour option) £269.99 

CITIZEN SWIFT24X wide carriage £379.99 

CITIZEN PRODOT 9 - PROF QUALITY £199.99 
FOR COLOUR KIT lo convert 3340, SWIFT f r PRODOT 9 & 
S W1 FT 34. to colour, add just £30.00. Add £30 for colour kil for 
fX it It*. (Colour kit contain* ribbon 4 ribbon imlor unit) 

CITIZEN PROJET INKJET PRINTER £399.99x 
J00 dpi laser printer resolifLion Equality; fait 360cp* draft, 
12Qcp# LCi y font*; very quite HP DeskJet Flu* emulation. 
Automatic sheet feeder included. Option* trad or feeder, font 
raid* St memory card*. A*k for demo, or Mmple prinfoub- 

SEIKOSHA PRINTERS -ON SPECIAL OFFER 
SEIKOSKA SP1900 9pin b/w low cost £114.99 
SEIKOSHA 5P2415 9pin wide carriage £234.99 

STAR PRINTERS 
STAR LC20 b/w now down in price £144,99 
STAR LC2O0 colour £209*99 
STAR LC24-200 b/w £239*99 
STAR LC24-200 colour £299.99 

FREE PRINTER CABLE & DRIVER DISK WITH ALL PRINTERS 

PRINTER ACCESSORIES 
UNIVERSAL PRINTER STAND -open frame type wtlh 
pa per holder for all 80 column printer*, 112,59 
TWO FI ICE PRINTER STANDfor any printer £7,** 
BOCDLUMNi PRINTER DUST COVER *tatr printer £7.fft 
COPY HOLD - FREE STANDING OR CLAMP £14,99 
60grm Fan fold IMS' paper in box of 2000 sheet* £21.99 
A4a0grm while paper in pack* of 5O0*heet* £5.99 
AMIGA PRINTER PORT SWITCH -2WAY £24.99 
AMIGA PRINTER PORT SWITCH - 5WAY £27.99 

AMIGA PRINTER PORT SWITCH - 4WAY OJ.ff 
Above Printer port twitch price* include cable worth £10.99 to 
conned twitch to Amiga. These switches are filled with 
rocketa identical to the Amiga * printer port - *o your printer 

cable! & other peripheral* ju*i plug Straight in. 

PRINTER SHARER - 2WA Y inc free lead £27,99 
PRINTER SHA Kl H - SWA Y inc free lead £29,99 
PRINTER SHARER - 4WAV inc free lead £14.99 

AMIGA PRINTER LEADS 
AMP! i,«m long for all parallel printer* £9,99 
AMP 3 3m tongforall parallel printer* £12.99 

V M y i -nl 11' ri yr I nr *\\ parallel pnnlm £ 1*,S9 
PRINTER PORT EXTENSION LEAD(M-F) £10,99 

PRINTER PORT TO SWITCH LEAD(M-M) £10 99 

PRINTER RIBBONS (Compatible type*) 
9 PIN B/W W column ribbon -fliteprinter*available for 
popular Armtrad, Citizen, Panasonic, & Star £4.99 
24 PIN B/W IJ3eri ribbon foe LC15, Swift9*/24* £4.99 
Swift 9 it 21 Colour ribbon (Citizen brand) £15.99 
Star LC200A LC24-2oq Cofour ribbon (Star brand! £13.?? 
RIBBON RE4NK1NG SPRAY * BLACK ONLY £13.99 

ALL FOR JUST £39,99 
WITH ANY AMIGA PACK, 

(Of £55-99 separately. 10 Star 
Game* only - no joystick or 
accessories - £24-99) 

Total value over £275 
foT\ 

ntts t0 GfttAT GAMES: 
DUNGEON QUf$T 
SOCCER 
KID GLOVES 
KYF HONDA 
POWER PLAY 
SHUFFLE PUCK CAFE 
TOWER Of BAJEL 
DATASfORM 
{ MOTION 
GRAND MONSTER SUM 

AMIGA 5001.3 V»m Model ^ 
Amiga 500,512k ram, workbench 1.3, psuH 
mouse, tv modulator in instruction manuals. 
No extra software. Add £20 for extra 1/2 meg 

(without dock) ONLY £289.99 

SPECIAL BONUS PACK. 
AMIGA SCO 1.3 above 

♦ PHOTON PAINT 2 + CFA BASIC* TEN STAR 
^ GAMES PACK • BESTBUY AT£299.99 ^ 

Amiga 1500 Wkbench 2 £569.993^ 

AS ABOVE PLUS 10S4S £819.99 
WHh lmeg no, twin disk drives. * Sob ware pack com prising: 

Dpaint 3, Home Accounts, The Works. EU, TokJ, Puzinic it 
Get ihe Most from Your Amiga'. Deduct A wo if roftware pack 

not required. 

UPGRADE YOUR 1500 OR 2000 
i MEG MEMORY CARDfunpop) 179.99 
IMEG SIMMS FOR MEMORY CARD 07,99 
DATAFLYER SCSI CONTROLLER U9.99 
45 rn eg 11A R D C A RD 1239.99 
HBmeg HARD CARD 059.99 
POAT BRIDGE BOARD4k51/4" DRIVE 1499,99 
2fc20 ACCELERATOR, 65030+60142 * 2MEG RAM £429.99 
KCS PC CARD + ADAPTOR_£264.99^ 

r EXTERNAL DRIVES. > 
ROCLITE RF382C £58.99s< 
ROCTEC 5'// DR1VK £79.99 
CUMANA CAX 354 £58.99>c 

All are Amiga PLUS A CDTV compatible. 
^ All drives feature thru port & disable switch^ 

r A500 UPGRADE TO lmeg. > 
No clock £24,99^^ low power, 4 chip 

DESIGN, WiTlt ON/DFF 
SWITCH, Ju« plug* in. 

Doe* nol affect warranty. 

AMIGA 
PIUS 

CfYMPATTBljE 
(H.5meg| 

With clock £28.99s-c 
Give* you 1 meg in total 

IMPORTANT None of these 

upgrades are any more static 

sensitive than any other makeik 

One day, this magatne will get its 

facts right ! 

PRICES INCLUDE VAT Price cut>* 

GVP HARI) DRIVES 

GVP SERIES II HDR52 £369.?? 

GVP SERIES II HD0 1D5 £549.9? 
GVP SERIES II HCB £159.99 
(Scsi conlrollcr for 1500/2000, 
^8 megs ram on board). 

no drive, upio 

COMMODORE A590+ 
A590 + (no ram) 20meg Hard drive £27?.99 X 
A590 inc l meg ram £314.9? 
A590+ inc 2meg ram £344.99 
A590 45mt*g upgrade * easy to fit £199,99 

A590 IDSmeg upgrade * easy to fit £299.99 

SALES HOT LINES: 0274 - 691115. 
FAX: U274 MM 150 

Lines upen from Bam 

AMIGA PLUS UPGRADETo 2 megs-£44.99 

Ju*t okjgs into 1/2 meg sfot No toldenng Worronly 
^ unoffnetnd Gw« you 2 meg* in Total _ 

/^Ouf Eklended Warranty & Insurance plan 

could save you ££son accident & repair bills. 
When you buv Ony computer, prinlet ot montlor from ui. 

we con offor you o bw cod Extended Woffonty wUh 
Accrdenlol Domoge msurones Underwritten by o 
boding Uk bsuronce company For ejtompb your Amiga 
500 can be covered lor three years from dale of 
purchase tor only £44 99, or £A4 99 tor five yean trom 
date ot purchase. Covers a I repo its A accidental 
damage, with very tew exclusions- Muil be taken out 
within 30 days of purchase. Atypical Amigo r+palr cotb 

at leoif £45 - A foob ot today'* price* - to you can't qo 
wrong I 

Please see opposite for how to order. 

Please ask for Free pricelists 
ft TK1 LOGIC Iff Z EIlDE Prirei charged *re those current on the day you nrder ^ occaalonally some nuy have change richer way since trite advertisement was completed (ILO^l) All information 
herein 4c opposite, Is given in good faith, but no responsibility or liability Is accepted for any erron. omissions or inaccuracies. Fleas* phem* if in doubt or be fore calling to check availability. 
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GAME REVIEW (Tp 

What happens when preppy 

American boys leave ihcir Tau 

Bela Kappa fralemily houses? 

Does their puerile humour gel packed away 

along with the frai rings? Do their desperate 

attempts io srrew any female in sight become 

subsumed by desperate attempts to jr/w any 

developing country in sight? In short, do they 

grow up? Yes and no* Yes, they stop walking 

around with their underpants over their Levi's 

- they wear suits instead - but no, ihcir humour 

remains the same, it just gets more expensive. 

Take the LSL series of games starring the 

almost certainly impotent Larry Laffer* 

Larry is what people back in the Forties 

and Fifties used to call a Lounge Lizard. Now 

that there arc no lounges, we would be more 

inclined to call him 'Essex Man' or even 

'Plonker*, He dresses like John Travolta’s 

rather less talented brother, has a head that is 

so out of proportion to his cartoon-like body 

that it looks like he must pump it up with 

helium every morning, and he gets involved in 

lots of gorgeously drawn, bui essentially tire¬ 

some, adventures, 

Larry is a legend in ihc same mould as 

Carry On films and the Cannonball Runs. The 

first few were wonderful - all double entendre, 

risque humour, and crass allusion - bui the 

next 65 versions go nowhere. 

Driller killer 
LSX 5 sees Larry and his paramour (dream on 

La/) Passionate Patty battling il out against the 

mob, The fact that you get io play Patti as well 

as Larry, appears to be a concession to the 

rather strange idea that women might be sen¬ 

tient beings too. Bui this image is soon 

shattered by a scene featuring the undercover 

FBI spyette being fitted for some hush-hush 

equipment by a gynaecologist wielding a drill 

and wearing a miner’s hat. Call me prudish but 

this image moves away from the amusing 

Babs Windsor losing her bra while doing exer¬ 

cises, and into the 1 Spit On Your Grave 

terror-lory. It's also so completely non-interac¬ 

tive that it does nothing for ihc limited 

gameplay and plot. 

Ah yes, the plot. Briefly. Patti is working 

for the FBI in a bid to stop the Mob from mak¬ 

ing vast sums of money out of cheap, tacky, 

exploitative pom (sounds familiar!, Larry is* 

unwittingly, working for the Mob as he hunts 

down the most beautiful women in the world 

in order to make a cheap, tacky exploitative 

television showr. Little does he know that the 

Mob want lo get the program banned so that 

they can sell under-the-counter video copies of 

it at highly-in Bated prices. Oh what larks as 

Patti and Larry work at cross purposes hut 

realty together... but is it really together? Ah 

the complexity of this adventure is enough to 

hjow-off your mind. 

Amusirrgneis abounds 

as Patti meets th* Fit 
for the first tlm*. 
Look at th* funny 

man, tilled with 

funny farty gas flying 
funnily about fh* 

place. This if where 

Patti has to undergo 

some of th* most 

gratuitously nasty 
surgery ever seen on 

a computer screen. 

Leisure Suit Larry 

is packed with 

laughsf?) like this. 

1 <s£x ’ K 
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Leisure 
Larry 5 

The Hard Disk cafe, watering hole of the old, 
the tired and the distasteful. Larry visits in 

order to pick up the gorgeous pouting Michelle, 

oh and to have a drink or two into the bargain. 

Luckily for ihc game and the aspirant 

adventurer, the backgrounds and characters are 

drawn with an almost Hanna Barhera stylish¬ 

ness - there are even a few digitised images 

hanging around the place. It looks great. Even 

the interface is quite neat It is icon driven and 

gives you options such as talk, take and walk* 

Simple to use. it is tried-and-tested and unless 

your mouse is having convulsions, it should 

cause you link nr no grief. 

Do you have a hard one? 
Unluckily, unless you have a hard disk and 

even then plenty of patience, any suspension 

of disbelief that you might have been able to 

work up disappears tike an afterglow in an 

abbatoir as you make your way through 

numerous disk changes. 

As an adventure game, it’s not really up to 

much. You click on things and ask a few pre¬ 

defined questions, The backgrounds are 

wonderful to look at, but there is very little to 

do - if it was a text-only adventure the mes¬ 

sage: "You can’t use that”, would crop up 

Ah filing cabineti. 

Where would the 
seedy world of pom 
be without filing ubr 

nets? And where 
would tH* puzzle* 
fitted gameplay be 

without hundred! of 

placet to took for 

dues. Go to It Larry, 
have a good fiddle. 

Vo! Larry! what's all 
this sitting around In 

restaurants next to 

fat women and thin 

men when you should 
be out chasing down 

some sex goddesses? 

Oh, well at laait glut¬ 

tony is a sin too. 

Suit 

more than once. Essentially you arc lead to the 

correct conclusions. The tricks and puz/.les are 

classic Sierra: to buy air tickets you have to 

have plastic, but you need to use the right plas¬ 

tic in the right place. So you spend ages 

working out the programmer's IAI Lowe - "a 

jazz musician who regularly practices safe 

sax"! idiosyncratic logic. 

This logic probably means a great deal to 

those members of the Tau Beta Kappa frater¬ 

nity house who think that Porky's is a 

documentary drama and that women are only 

gtKxl at two things (and some of them can’t 

even cook). But to the rest of the world this is 

the kind of game that might be played after a 

few pints on a rainy night in prison. 

Tim Smith C3> 

Leisure Suit Larry 5 

Sierra ■ £26.99 

• Slime grani haekgrounds complemented 

with guod characters. 

• There art plenre of puzzles and twists to get 

your head round, 

• (iikm! control system. 

• Pathetic, puerile sexist humour. Not very 

cred at all. 

• Drab storyline* 

• There is little real interact Ion. 

kv: 

Me) 50% 
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Loud colour. Quiet printer. 

W hen you buy one of our new Quiet Printers, 

your life (or, at least, your printed matter) w ill 

immediately seem brighter. That's because 

you have seven vibrant colours at your disposal 

to give documents more life by helping to lift 

text, graphics and pictures off the page. 

Furthermore, you'll be pleasantly surprised 

by the qu iet efficiency w ith which it goes about 

its business. 

Of course, with both printers, you get 

more than lots of colour with very little 

noise: you also get simply outstanding value 

for money. 

For exam pie, our Quiet(Ag 

The KX-P3I23 Colour Qui«?|Prmt<*r. 

• 7relonrt inrltdtajiihrlL* N"*iir k,e] In* thin Ml AWK 
* lint Hipfl |.Q. *ii |.Q i mj iKrrr dfifl lent* • OnlliDr 
ind . hide* ftm latilny * ;|0 rp, drift. HO rpi ijrp. 
SLQ • J piper pith,, puth^pulf lrK!«it. bitLidt. 
trtii li-ip-dfl and Dptional ifirrl frrdri • ip ton I O-a-fcO 
I HU pHiirntfr* \!if rnttliliiiii • "Undard Hklvllfr 
tipiidiV. t« ttk 

The KX-P2180 Colour QuietPrinter, 

ITrtlfliirtinflvdtniblirkt Wi*rIrs*Ik„ ihia 184Kl 
* Sit M V lhrrrdriill|Btt * ?*U rp. 4 r*f [, .10 , p. N | Ij 
• 3 piper pilhr. pu*h/|mU tractor*. pjpt r Airline. icre 
lr tr iiH i fi fl iij.il i(ifi Jl thrrl tfrdff * I'pioCl U-I^ind ItTd 
Proprintcr IIIs » 01i«jird IK. bulk*., expendible 1a JO*. 

new 24*pin KX-P2I23 Quiet Printer offers, in 

addition to colour, superb printquality through 

one Super LQ and six LQ fonts, plus a truly 

impressive range of other paper handling and 

printing features. And, in terms of value for 

money, its 9-pin stablemate, the KX-P2I80. is 

equally attractive. To see w hat we mean, just take 

a glance at the specification summary (opposite). 

So if you'd like to know more about how* 

to get some colour into your life, while 

keeping the noise out (and without 

breaking the bank), contact us now on 

(0800) 444220, fax 

(0344) 853707. 
Panasonic 

Printers 

All trademarks acknowledged. Note that colours seen in this photograph a re simulated due to reproduction processes. 

Public sector customers may purchase at preferential terms from H.M.S.O. Contact 0603 605557. 
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Vroom offers you supreme arcade- 
action and assures you of a racing 
game of exceptional smoothness and 
speed! 
Unique graphic environments and 
realistic sound effects are combined 
with incomparable control... 

UBI SOFT U K. 

Saddlers House, 100 Reading rood 

Ycteley, Camberiey, SURREY GU17 7RX 

Tel. (0252) 860.299 



KTh GAME REVIEW 

Pinball 
Dreams 

Your Amiga may well be deaf, dumb 

and blind - bui U can still play a 

mean pinball, as 21 si Century 

Entertainment prove with Pinball Dreams, 

With eight-piaver action and four different 

tables for you to master (each with real charac¬ 

ter and secrets to discover), this game comes 

as close to matching the thrill of playing the 

real thing as you're ever likely to get without 

venturing down to the murky dinginess of your 

local arcade or your local. 

If a pinhull game's going to be a success 

on the home computer, then the graphics have 

got to be smooth, but most importantly the 

‘feel* of the ball has got to be spot-on. Pinball 

Dreams achieves this and more, 50 screens per 

second scrolling ensures smooth-as-silk move¬ 

ment and the ball bounces and rolls as 

realistically as anyone could have hoped. 

Soho down to Brighton 
Once these technical obstacles have been suc¬ 

cessfully negotiated, the world is vour lobster. 

Without the limitations of gravity, size, 

expense and all number of other spoil-sport 

Iawrs of physics dictating the design of your 

table, in theory computer pinball should be 

better than the real thing. Imagine teleports, 

gravity-switching buttons to aim for, balls 

splitting and then regrouping, moving targets 

on the table,.. 

But for some reason, 21si Century have 

decided to seltle for realism as opposed to 

Sltverball meets Star Heirs fantasy. Hence the 

four tables steadfastly remain within the 

realms of the physically possible. All four 

tables feature only two flippers, all four tables 

shunt the hall around with meticulous attention 

to Newton's laws and all four tables offer 

nothing that can't be found in existing, real, 

actual pinball tables. 

So if Pinball Dreams offers nothing that 

can’t he found in any pub or arcade, why is it 

so ridiculously addictive? Because what 21st 

Century Software have done is recognise a 

brilliant game concept when they saw one. 

Pinball is such a classic game, it doesn't need 

tailing up in order for it lo appeal The four 

tables w'c have on offer here are enough to 

satisfy the appetite of any would-be Tommy. 

Four starters 
Table One is 'Ignition'. This is the easiest of 

the lot, following a Forbidden Planet, space¬ 

ship, lift-off sort of theme. As with all the 

other tables there arc special bonuses and 

rewards to be played for. Luckily the instruc¬ 

tion manual explains what exactly is asked of 

the player* detailing the correct sequence of 

targets that must be hit in order to access par¬ 

ticular bonuses. This makes things a lot easier 

than in the pub, when a detailed (if casual) 

inspection of the locals' talents is the only way 

to working out what targets do what. 

Tahle number two is ’Sled Wheel*, based 

on an American rail-road. Table three is ’Beat 

Box*, in which you must play for the benefit of 

a struggling pop band - earning record deals, 

lours, and foreign signings as well as the usual 

point bonuses and extra balls. Lastly comes the 

awesome 'Nightmare' table. The soundtrack 

sends shivers down the spine as your little sil¬ 

ver-ball is catapulted, flicked and slapped 

about the table. 

Pinball Dreams is great fun to play, looks 

great, sounds awesome and faithfully 

'Nightmare' in 
all its ball-busting 

glory. You only ever 

see half of any one 
table at any one time, 

but the silky-scroll mg 
ensures a smooth ride 

up and down - even 

when the pace hots 

up a bit (which it 

does. Often.) 

reproduces all the thrills and spills of the real 

game - you can even till the table with a quick 

tap of the space-bar. 

Of course £25.99 is a lot of money, but if 

a favourite pinball table still clings on to a 

niche within your gamesplaying heart (I'm 

still a sucker for a quick 'Go For The Hill* 

courtesy of Banzai Run). then Pinball Dreams 

will do nothing but bring a smile to your face. 

Neil West <5 

81 

Table number one It 'Ignition'. It's fairly 

straightforward really- more for the pinball 

Paul Daniels than the real wizards, fiut there are 

still plenty of thrills to be had, as you 
attempt to get your spaceship off the launch- 

pad. Once you've mastered this, your silver-ball 

bashing skills can be tested on tougher tables. 

Table two - ‘Steel Wheels'. Still, there are only two flippers which is a 

shame. Even the most bog-standard table down my local arcade has at 
least three, so why haven't 21st Century Entertainment bothered? 

Pinball Dream 
Software I £25.99 

4 Super-smooth graphics and realistic ‘feel' 

provide a sound base for... 

4 Four different tables each with their own 

character and peculiarities. 

4 lour stonking sound trucks (turn that col* 

unit up) enhance the atmosphere. 

4 More migtoi have been done with the tables: 

more flippers, mulll-loill sequences or head¬ 

boards could hove been included without 

forsaking realism. 

(ferdicl 84% 
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The prize is worth a co 

£4000! 

The Most Explosive 
Arcade Machine 
you've ever seen!! 

0891 101990 NOW! 

WIN A SEGA 

MEGADRIVE! 

WHEN YOU HAVE TO SHELL OUT AROUND £30 A GAME FOR YOUR 
MEGADRIVE WHAT BETTER PRIZE TO WIN THAN 25 OF THE BEST 

GAMES AROUNDI PLUS WE'LL THROW IN A CONSOLE TOO!! 

0891 101994 NOW! 
Calls cost 36p (cheap rate) and 48p (at all other times) per minute incl VAT. The lines are unofficial and have no connection with the 

featured artists or their business organisation. Competitions close on April 30th 1992. Maximum length of call is approximately 5 
minutes which will cost £1.80 at cheap rate. Matrix Solutions Ltd. Bristol, BS1 3RH 



KTb GAME REVIEW 

It has been many years since the brave and 

courageous Prince Cirion conquered the 

_foul and evil Medusa I chronicled in 

Starbyte's earlier game. Rings of Medusa). His 

blighted realm, the once green and pleasant 

land of More nor, has recovered* once again 

returning to its former glory . Yet this peace 

was soon to be shattered, indeed, the very 

night before the Prince's coronation, strange 

noises were to He heard in the castle grounds. 

Fearing the worst, Cirion set forth to dis¬ 

cover the cause of these sounds, only to he 

knocked unconscious - and awaken in the 

dungeons of his own palace, far below the 

ground. To add to this problem* the bewildered 

young man was confronted by the dreaded 

Medusa, w ho dee fared her intent to travel to 

the future* where Cirion would be long dead, 

and there would be no-one to slop her from 

gaining absolute control over Morenor once 

A 

Ouch! A blue natty unleashes its fireball in your 

direction. If you haven't got m gun and tome 

ammo, there's no way of fighting back.. 

Ttiis i* just one part of 

a much larger map 

around which you can 
move your campaign 

army in search of 

the other rings. 

Return of 
Medusa 

and for all. The following moments were a 

blur - in a desperate attempt to save his king¬ 

dom* Cirion broke free of his guards* and 

fallowed Medusa through the rapidly-closing 

portal - to the future... 

13 - definitely unlucky! 
Medusa draws her power from the Dohor 

crystal, a gem of immeasurable evil. She 

guards this herself, deep within her secret shel¬ 

ter, behind 13 locked doors. Viewed in 

first-person perspective (doesn't that sound 

incredibly familiar?I, you take the role of 

Cirion - alone, confused but w ith the knowl¬ 

edge that you will have to locate all 13 keys 

(in order to penetrate Medusa's lain, defeat 

her, and destroy (he crystal. 

The thing is these keys are hidden within 

13 bunkers. And inside them lurk a large num¬ 

ber of hostile nasties, all of whom are intern on 

your demise. This, in turn, presents yet another 

problem - you will need an army to aid you 

One way of railing some doth is by visiting the city's casino, where a 

quick spin of the roulette wheel can make you very rich*., or very poor 

unit CHOSEh 
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At each city you can 

create or extend your 
campaign army by 

visiting the park (?). 

But there are not just 
human mercenaries 

for hire! 
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with your quest, which, in turn, will need pay¬ 

ing lor their services! 

There's a slight problem with this, though 

- Cirion may have been a wealthy man in his 

own time, but that's just it - lie's no longer in 

his own lime, and he's definitely out of cash 

land withoui his Gold American Express card, 

too). To cam some of the old readies, you can 

trade goods* attack enemy gangs, play roulcue 

at the casino, play the slock market or even 

exploit natural resources. If things are really 

desperate, robbing a hank can be good for a 

last-ditch move* or if you're exceptionally 

lucky, you may even come across hidden trea¬ 

sure with which to bolster your failing funds! 

A similar Fate? 
Hmm. a tricky one* it's very, very much like 

reLi tie's Fare - Curt's of Dawn (insofar as the 

whole atmosphere picks up a large wooden 

elub* and smashes the words Dungeon Muster 

clone' into the back of your skull h unlike 

Fate. Return of Medusa has a great deal more 

to offer. Unoriginal it is* hut it's also rather 

entertaining, and a great deal less confusing - 

none of this horrible party switching business 

(a nice idea, shame about the implementa¬ 

tion!), and combat is a whole deal more 

entertaining - pitting armies against whole 

towns can get pretty messy, believe me! 

Again, like Fate and so many that have 

gone before, this is another brave* yet ulti¬ 

mately fool-hardy game attempting to steal the 

crown from Dungeon Master. However, 

Return of Medusa is a very entertaining game 

in its own right, with effective graphics and 

sound, and a reasonably friendly user-inter¬ 

face, Its storyline slowly and inexorably draws 

you in until you have no choice but to keep 

playing just to get that Ihtle bit further every 

time you load up. 

OK. originality definitely takes a back 

seat, but the whole thing is nicely done. An 

enjoyable and entertaining adventure, and well 

worth having a good* long look at. 

Rob Swan O 

Return Of Medusa 
Starbyte ■ £25.99 

• Very atmospheric■, wiili some impressive 

audio-visuals. 

• Easy tuKet into, hut metis perseverance. 

• Nat very original. 

• This game w ill certainly haw you burning 

the midnight oil. 
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OYER 100 PD 
GAMES FOR: 

14.99!!!! 
INCLUDES P&P 

BELIEVE IT OR NOT! 
THIS IS A GENUINE 
OFFER!!!! WE BELIEVE 
THE IDEA OF PD & 
SHAREWARE IS TO 
DISTRIBUTE AS MUCH 
AS POSSIBLE FOR THE 
LEAST AMOUNT. THIS 
PACKAGE OF DISKS 
CONTAINS EXACTLY 
WHAT IS SAYS! 

WITH THE DISKS YOU 
WILL RECEIVE FULL 
EASY TO FOLLOW' 
INSTRUCTIONS ON 
HOW TO GET 
STARTED AND 
UTILITIES TO HELP 
YOU SAVE AS MUCH 
DISK SPACE AS 
POSSIBLE!!! TRY US, 
WE PROMISE YOU 

WILL BE VERY 
SATISFIED WITH 
THIS PACKAGE, IT 
WILL GIVE YOU 
MONTHS OF FUN, IF 
NOT YEARS!!! OUR 
CUSTOMERS WILL BE 
KEPT UP TO DATE 
ON OTHER AMAZING 
OFFERS WE ARE 
PLANNING. THIS 

WILL INCLUDE OTHER 
I HO PROGRAM 
OFFERS, SUCH AS 
OVER 100 UTILITIES, 
( >VHR 100 DEMOS. 
REMEMBER. DURING 
TIMES WHEN MONEY 
IS SCARCE YOU 
MUST SPEND IT 
WISELY! ORDER 
NOW!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

HY FAX 

24 HOURS 
051-931 3857 
(CREDIT CARDS) 

By Freepost 

Cheques & P.O.'s to: 

UNBEATABLE PRICES 
FREEPOST 
LIVERPOOL 
L23 0XH 

Please note: Goods are 
despatched within 7 days of 
ordering, credit cards are 

not debited until despatch. 
Allow 4 more working days 
for cheque and P.O. orders. 
Thank you. 
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C LEEDS AMIGA CENTRE ft 
ESSENTIAL ITEMS 

Naksha Hand Scanners.£115.00 
? Meg Without Clock.£25.95 
i Meg With Clock..£29.95 
1.5 Meg With Clock.£85.00 
1 Meg 500 Plus.£39.95 
Supra RX Rams.Call 
1500 8 Meg Boards (Pop 2) ..£169.00 
Genlocks (Rocgen).£99.95 
Microbiotics Accelerators.£229.00 
256 x 4 Chips (Each).£4.49 
1 Meg Simms (Each).£39.00 
4 Meg Simms.Call 
1500 SCSI Controllers.£79.00 
Quantum 52 Meg H/D....£199.95 
Enhanced Chip Set. Call 
CD-Rom.Call 
PSU's. £49.95 
Modulator.£29.95 
Mice, Meece, Mouses.£19.95 
Zy-Ff Stereo Speakers.£39.95 
Internal Drives.£54.95 
External Drives.  £59.95 
Midi Interface.£19.95 

INTERESTING ITEMS 
Goldstar TV 14" with Scart 

And Remote Control - Great Picture! 
Inc Cable 

ONLY £219.95 
GVP products in stock 

Call us for great deals on 
A500 & A1500 Hard Drives & 

Accelerator Boards 
These really are the businessI 

Vortex AT Once Plus 
This best selling PC Emulator has now 

been improved! New features include 
16MHz Clock Speed, VGA Mono 

emulation and B2000/1500 
compatibility. 
£219.00 

EST 1988 

AMIIITMH 

Open: 
Morv-Fri 

9.30-4.00 
Sat 

9.00-3.30 

54 The Merrion Centre (Balcony) 
Leeds LS2 8NG 

Tel: (0532) 446520 

BOOKS 
We now stock a comprehensive 

range, covering all aspects of 
Amiga computing. 

Call in for a browse! 

WANT MORE? 
How about.Philips, Citizen, Star, 

Canon, Protar, Lynx, Miracle Teaching 
System, Serious Software, Games, 

PC Systems, Printer Supplies. .. 
PLUS 

Our local price match means you 
won't have to sacrifice service to 

save a few pounds! 

MAIL ORDER 
By Phone: Quoting your Actess/Vrsa number 
on: 0532 446520 Mon-Sat 

By Cheque - Make cheques, PfOs or 
Building Society Drafts payable to: Miditech 
(please allow for 7 days for cheque clearance) 

Delivery: Please add £6.00 courier delivery. 
For orders under £100 please add £2 p£p. 



GAME REVIEWS 

If you’re a fan of Toon Town's most iri- 

umphani resident, the inimitable Roger 

Rabbi I, you now have a new chance to 

take control of your hero - but beware - this 

Hare Raising Havoc 
six-disk cartoon adventure has serious strings 

attached. Firstly, you must have a hard disk 

(with six megabytes free) attached to your 

Amiga - the game will not run from floppies, 

due to the quantity of samples and animations 

which need to be accessed at runtime. 

Secondly, you need at least a megabyte of 

internal memory just to get past the loading 

sequence - and even then the spectacular 

special effects are loaded during the corre¬ 

sponding animations, causing the screen to 

Roger Rabbit, the 

renowned cartoon 

% hortituff And 

Hopkins-irritant* is not 

the ideal choice for 

the job of looking 

after Baby Kerman.He 

can't even be trusted 

not to try putting hit 

hand up Mommy's 

skirt* it seems 

At worst, most people 

take a book (or per¬ 

haps even Amiga 

Format) into the 

bathroom. Not Roger. 

No. he's not happy 

unless he's got a fan, 

an electric heater, and 

a sink plunger to play 

with. Klnda makes 

you wonder what he's 

up to In there - and 

why he takes so long. 

freeze momentarily each time something hap¬ 

pens. You can run the game in silent mode 

(though why you'd want to is anybody's 

guess), but a 2Mb Amiga is the ‘approved’ 

way of making the animations run smoothly. 

So, assuming you’ve fulfilled all these cri¬ 

teria, whal do you get for your money? A six 

scene adventure, each with roughly 10 ‘Space 

Ace* style interactive bits, some excellent 

cartoon-noises and the jerkiest screen scroll 

ever. All this and a countdown timer too! Play 

the game once, and you'll never want to play it 

again. Disney might make classic cartoons - 

but they sure as hell make duff computer 

games. Next! 

Hare Raising Havoc 
Infogrames ■ £25.99 

• KtirgH It, unlirMi y«‘vt got a hard disk, sk 

megs of space and an internal mrj* id H AM. 

• jerky uni mat ions fight with poorly synced 

satriples fur the processor's all nil ion. 

• Pppplease! It may be fun. hut It’s agony too. 

Wc! 25% 

Why not visit the Arboretum Mortal is, 

horn* of Draxx's most vicious wildlife? 

It'll make your hair stand on end. 

Core Design ■ £25.99 
On first playing, Wot/Chitd bears a striking resemblance to the classic Switchblade - 

and that’s not surprising when you consider that they were both designed by Core 

Design's Simon Phipps, Although WotfiChiM uses many similar tricks and design 

ideas, it’s by no means old ground re-covered. 

Your quest is to wreak some revenge upon Draxx, who kidnapped your father 

and murdered I he rest of your family. You do have one rather handy ability at your 

disposal - you can turn yourself into a wolf and hurl claws at Draxx's henchmen, 

To do this, you must first find the power-ups that arc strewn around the live beauti¬ 

fully drawn levels. 

While WotfCfuld doesn't win any prizes for originality or spectacular game- 

play, it’s still worth a shot* The intro sequence alone is worth a couple of close 

Welches* and the in-game music, reminiscent of a lean-Michel Jarre track, is pleas¬ 

antly up-beat. Because WotjChild*s difficulty changes 

depending on your level of success, youII complete 

the game quickly, but it's still good fun on the sec¬ 

ond and third attempts. 

The graphical splendour that Is Sfarbyte 

Super Soccer. Sirreheads only need apply. 

Super Soccer 
Starbyte ■ £25.99 
When it comes to simulating football there are I wo routes to take: the fast action 

kick-in-tbe-groin way of games like Kick Off 2, or the slow, management-head way, 

SSS belongs to this latter class. 

As a fool hall team manager, it’s your lot to wade through the screens of deci¬ 

sions Co make your team the best. Because it’s German most of the teams you can 

manage have unpronounceable names, but there are a few familiar names in there. 

The game’s strictly for those who like to see screens of figures and text, because 

that's all you get* There are a few dismal graphics in the match replay screens 

(which can be skipped) but that’s all Screen updates are slow, and with a rash of 

other si ms about to be released (like US Gold's The 

Manager and Domark’s Championship Manager, 

both of which look much more friendly than this), 

this looks like n il have a hard time making a mark. 
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Big Run 
Storm ■ £25.99 

Yqu just started levitating to clear that rock in 

Big Run but didn't quite make enough height 

in time. Life's a bitch. 

More whizzing about, but this time across country in the Paris-Dakar rally. Big Run 

gives you six increasingly difficult races (well, they're not going to get easier, are 

they?) from Paris to Dakar, taking in the Itivly vistas of the Saharan desert en route. 

As racing games go (and (hey do), this Jalcco coin-up conversion isn’t anything 

special. You've only got two gears to worry about (low and high) - that, and about 

20 other homicidal* and belter than you. drivers. The graphics unfortunately become 

extremely pixelly when you gel too close to them and your car suffers from the 

three-frame syndrome (facing forward* left and right). The sound effects are mangy 

to say the least, bui there’s a nice bit of hefty music before each stage. 

With only six stages to work your way through 

you’d expect a bit of a challenge. Actually each stage 

is relatively easy and you’ll probably complete the 

entire game within a day, leaving you with a pretty 

box and very little else. 

Napoleon's armies dost tn on the terrified British in this 

exciting snapshot from the epic encounter at Waterloo. 

Napoleonic Battles 
Impressions ■ £29.99 
This release boasts a new hex-based war-game system* instead of the infuriating 

mouse control system. Hex-based war-gaming is essentially like chess, The battle¬ 

ground is the board, and instead of chess pieces* there are about 30 infantry, cavalry 

and artillery uniis under your control* 

The control system is simple, but cumbersome: an inordinate number of key 

presses are needed to get a piece from one place to another. Each unit is controlled 

individually and w ith an entire anny to move, the game quickly becomes tedious. 

The sound effects are abysmal and the graphics are appalling and only three 

quarters of the screen is used. 

The only saving grace is the range of options to 

customise the military units and to prepare custom- 

built battlegrounds. Buy one of Mirror Image's 

budget titles like Waterloo and Austcrlitz instead. 

Th* PGA Tour Golf Tournament Course 
Disk - the title uys it ell reelly. doesn't it? PGA Tour 

Golf Tournament 
Course Disk Electronic Arts ■ £14.99 

Always a good idea* this; to release extra courses for a successful game like PGA 

Tour* For £15 you gel three extra, larger*!hart-usual lawns: Eagle Trace, Scottsdale 

and South wind* designed from original TFC (Tournament Players Clubs) blueprints. 

The courses are designed to give experienced PGA players more of a challenge, 

but in reality they’re a tad simple. The first hole of Scottsdale is supposed to be a 

real toughie* but you can sink it on par first time around. Likewise, a lot of the holes 

offer no more of a problem than the easiest ones cm. say, 

MicroProse Golfl And six courses rather than a 

measly three would seem more of a bargain. 

But to be going on with, this will do nicely, at 

least until we see the release of PGA 2. 

Fighting Urictly not allowed, honestly, Thi» it a 
good dean game - oh, and there goes another arm! Wayne 

Gretzky Hockey 2 
Bethesda Softworks ■ £25.99 
Ah yes, the inevitable sequel. But what can you add to a game like ice-hockey if 

you've done it once? Very little* actually. 

In Gretzky 2* you get the choice of which team to manage (USA or Canada)* 

difficulty level* tactics and so on, before getting onto the match proper. You don't 

have to control a player yourself if you don’t want to, but if you do you’ll have to 

get used to the odd but ultimately useful control system. Instead of moving a charac¬ 

ter directly you move a cursor and the player attempts to move to it on the rink, his 

speed being determined by the distance of the cursor from him. It’s difficult to see 

your player because it’s only indicated by the colour of his helmet, but after a few 

games you get used to the system. 

The graphics aren’t spectacular and neither is 

the sound but it is a solid little game with quite a lot 

of hidden gameplay. 
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DEVELOPMENTS 
A500 + Expansion Stand 

Only £34.99 
including VAT & delivery 

* Trade enquiries Mrs Leigh L Sharif 
* Delivery 5 days 
* Colour coded to your Amiga 
* Fitted in seconds 
* Shelf for disk drives 

LEADS £7.99 PER PAIR 

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE 
0908 262137 

ORDER FORM 

Name 

Cheques payable to: 
AVA Developments Ltd 
56 Burners Lane South 
Kiln Farm 

Address 

Postcode .... . Milton Keynes 
MK11 3HD 

-.-.*.».I (0906) 262137 Tel No 
AR/92J 

25 

3.5 DS/DD 

10.99 

Capacity Size 
40 3.5 3.99 

50 20.50 
80 3.5 
120 3.5 

4.99 
6.49 

100 

250 

36.99 
84.99 

500 164.99 vG-'j 
1000 317.99 

* OUR DISKS ARE FULLY GUARANTEED AND 
ARE COMPLETE WITH LABELS. 

">>> SPECIAL <<0 
120 Capacity Box &100 

I 3.5 DS/DD Disks £42.49 I 

PAPER * TOP QUALITY 
F ao toW with Mjcio Peris 1000 2000 
11x9.5 60gsm 7.99 13.99 

11 66x9.25<A4> 70gsm 10.49 18,49 

11.66x9^5(A4) BOgsm 11.99 20,49 

11.66x9.25(A4) SQgsm 13.99 23.99 

SNAP 
COMPUTER 
SUPPLIES LTD 

aaa 
HOTLINE 
0703 457111 
Fax: 0703 457222 

1 RIBBONS-POST FREE ij 
Top Quality compatible brands 

2 oil 4 ofl 

Citizen 1200/ LSP1 0/ 124D Swift 24 2.50 2.30 

Citizen Swift 24 Colour 15.00 ea 

Epson FX/MX/flXMiFX80Q/LX800 320 3.00 

Epson LX8<¥66 2,00 l.BQ 

Mannesman Tally 3,50 3.20 

Panasonic kxp 108(281/82/ ti 23 2.90 2.70 

Panasonic KXP1124/1140 2.60 2.60 2.40 

Star LC10 Mono 2,30 2.60 

Star LC KM Colour 5,90 5.70 

Star LC24-10 2.80 2.60 

Star LC24-10 Colour 12.50 ea 

Star LC200 3.20 3.00 

Star LC200 Colour 11.50 ea 

Star LC24-2O0 2.80 2.60 

Stai LC24-2O0 Colour 12,50 ea 

■ ACCESSORIES-POST FREE 
Amiga External Drive 54.99 

Amiga 512k Upgrade, Clock 23.99 

Amiga 512k Upgrade, No Clock 21.99 

Mouse Mat 2.99 

Mouse Holder 2.99 

2 Piece Universal Printer Stand 6.99 

3.5 Disk Clean Kit 2.99 

Roll 1000 3.5 Disk Labels 8.99 

SNAP COMPUTER SUPPLIES Ltd. All products are subject to availability - All prices include VAT. 
Unit 16, The Sidings, Hound Rd. Netley Abbey, Southampton. S03 5QA Please add £2.99 P & P for disks & boxes. £3.99 for paper. E.&O.E. 



0 GAME REVIEWS 

Mad Dog 
Williams 

Two very natty men are advancing on our 

hero. Maybe that chandelier can Help. 

Gamecrafters ■ £30.99 

Leap into the jaws of death, beat up the bad guys, grab the girl and leg it. That's the 

basic idea here. It's on five disks and has clearly been aimed at admirers of the 

recent role-playing hit Monkey /stand. No throwing of insults to resolve combat in 

this game though. Oh no, this is real swashbuckling stuff where you get to slice your 

enemies into little pieces with your sword in true. Jim Hawkins' style. 

Control is a combination of text input and joystick which, while being fine for 

combat situations, becomes a chore during conversation with other characters. The 

graphics are good but they lack Monkey Island's character. On the plus side there is 

a huge area to explore within the game, and there arc 

some brilliant animations when something happens 

to Mad Dog. The storyline is well written, contain 

ing all the quirky humour Chai you have come to 

expect from games of this format. 

n mm n |* „ _ _ Ostrich man blows away more of the 

11 Iff D D MW fl II bad guys with his update lowing gun 
w mm mm mm mm m M we-ve iwn (| -M hmfon 

Thalamus ■ £25.99 

When Thalamus first arrived on the scene, producing games for the C64« they 

stretched the capabilities of the machine further than most had done before. But this 

is not a good example of their attention to detail. Its playability lacks the smooth¬ 

ness that made platform games such as Turn can so successful. The main sprite has 

the appearance of an ostrich w hen he runs, and the huge gun is very unresponsive to 

presses from the fire-button and couldn't defend your character from a rabbit, let 

alone the hordes of carnivores that he is frequently pitted against. 

The levels progress from lifeless areas of terrain to seething masses of creatures 

that not only slow down the already questionable update speed, but also rip your 

character lo pieces and take you right back to the begin¬ 

ning of the level: (AAAAARGH!). All this occurs 

while a terrible piece of music plays in the back¬ 

ground to either keep you awake or provoke you 

into kicking in your TV. 
35% 

do you m«an, no7 % gu«it it's true, 
Reviewers end women don't mil. 

Ever wondered what it must be like to don your Trilby and trenchcoat as a private 

dick? No? Well IF give you the chance in their latest offering; a role-play/detective 

style adventure where you must clear your father’s name of murder. 

It's a task that requires you to interrogate suspects and gather information from 

sources such as the scene of the crime and the local coppers' nark, who somehow 

manages to gather juicy secrets without ever leaving the pub. 

Like the other characters you meet, he's pretty two dimensional, but your 

encounters with the city minions arc only one part of a very involving game. From 

your office you are able to gamble on the stock market, read your mail, pul labs on 

people, hack into suspects1 computers or even dial a pizza. This makes a variety of 

actions possible, but progression within the story is limited due to the nature of your 

options which resemble the layout of an adventure book, where only one route 

enables you to complete it. 

Until you've solved the crime. Crime City is 

fascinating, but much like any whodunnit the thrill 

is gone once you know whodunnit, 

wtu 
huh Crime City 

£29.99 A500 Plus incompatible IF 

Auargh! Two Mr Punch-heads swoop in 

2ft fc* I jjUlfl II 1 tt for the kht. Time to start lobbing hearts. 

Gremlin ■ £25.99 
These days, finding an organ donor is harder than ever, so much so it seems, that 

people are willing to do anything lo get one. And in Harlequin you have to battle 

through 23 levels of surrealist platform mayhem in the search of a vital organ. This 

is the latest release from a new division of Gremlin called. The Warp Factory. 

You take control of a smoothly animated chappy, who is dressed in the most 

outrageous suit ever to grace the Amiga, and struts across the landscape spewing 

small heart-shaped bullets ai anyone who gets in his way. Strange you may think? 

Well perhaps not as strange as some of the things he meets on his quest: such as Mr 

Punch-headed large-footed creatures, and intelligent storrodouds that track your 

passage across the higher stages of the game. 

The graphics are attractive, with some nice touches, like a trail of stars that are 

left in the main sprite's wake. The sound effects and music are good, and there is a 

wide variety of puzzles to be solved before each level 

is completed, so you'll keep coming back for more. 

Not quite up to the standard of Robocod, but 

great fun nonetheless, 
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TERMINATOR 2 
JUDGEMENT DAY I ITS WORTH 

A COOL 
£4,000! 
ITS THE 

HOTTEST 
GUN GAME 

EVER! 
AND IT 

COULD BE YOURS! 

(HECK THIS OUT! 
WIN THE ULTIMATE 
WRESTLING GAME! 
WRESTLEFEST 
FEATURING HULK HOGAN • BIG BOSS 

MAN * JAKE THE SNAKE • ULTIMATE 

WARRIOR • MILLION DOLLAR MAN * 

AAR PERFECT • AND LOTS LOTS MORE! 

CALL:0839-993327 

SPEAK TO 

HE'S A RIGHT 
HARD NUT 

0839- 
654302 

LISTEN TO OUR JOKES OR 
WHY NOT TELL US YOURS! 

0839- Ikg 
tFW W 

SPEAK 

0839-654327. 

CALL:0839-993329 

Calls cost 36p (cheap rate) and 48p (at all other times) per minute inc. VAT. MEGAFONE, Sandylands House. Morecambe, LA3 10G 
IF YOU DON'T PAY THE BILL PLEASE ASK PERMISSION BEFORE YOU CALL 



MSHCOM 
WDE SIGN & DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED 

PRESENTS 

0 M*c * 
FOR ONLY 

£39.95 
INC. VAT & P/P 

THE MOST POWERFUL SOFTWARE BACKUP SYSTEM EVER PRODUCED FOR THE A500/A500 PLUS 
THERE IS NO SOFTWARE YET PRODUCED THAT CANNOT BE BACKED UP USING THE MAC II SYSTEM 

FEATURES: * The most comprehensive back-up utility ever! • Menu driven options which make it easy to use * backs up 

other formats: IBM. Atari etc. * Quick and easy to install (second drive required) • Also available for A1500/A2000 

ORDER MAC)I BACK-UP NOW AND YOU WIU. NEVER HAVE TO PURCHASE ANOTHER BACK-UP UTILITY AGAIN 

1988 COPYRIGHT ACT. ASH COM neither condones or authorises the use of this package 
tor the reprodudion of copyrighted material The facilities offered by MAG II are designed to 
reproduce users own software. PD software & other such programs where permission has 
been clearly given It is illegal to make copies of copyrighted material without the permission 
of the copyright holder or the licencee (hereof. 

THE ULTIMATE AMIGA RAM EXPANSION 
AX502 2MEG £169. 

AX504 4MEG £235. 

AX508 8MEG £369. 

NEW 

OUTSTANDING FEATURES; * External Fitting (just plugs in!!) • Auto-con figuration for 2MB, 

4MB or 8MB • Bus through port, fully compatible with external hard drives. SCSI etc. • Ultra low power 

no external PSU required * Fully buffered data & address bus • Latest technology high density dram • 

zero wait slates - Guru free!! • Slimline attractive case • Allows creation of very large & fast RAM Disc s 

* Ram Test software * Will not invalidate warranty 

A501 PLUS RAM EXPANSION 

Developed specifically for the A500 plus take your Amiga up to 2MB of 

chip RAM using latest DRAM technology. Simply fits in trapdoor 

WILL NOT INVALIDATE YOUR WARRANTY. £44.95 

^ AMIGA A500 Plus 

Cartoon Classics Pack £374.95 

TAKE YOUR A500 PLUS UP TO 2MB £39.95 

ASHCOM KICKSTART ROM 1.3/2.04 SHARER 

SWITCH ABLE BETWEEN 1.3 & 2.4 ROM 

GET ALL THE BENEFITS OF THE A5QO PLUS 

WITHOUT SOFTWARE INCQMPATA8lLtTY!< 

WILL WORK WITH OLDER 1.3 COMPUTERS 

INCLUDING A15OO/A2OO0 - ONLY £19.95 

KICKSTART ROM 1 3 £34.95 

KICKSTART ROM 2.04 CALL 

BEELINE 

U | fi HIGH DUALITY STEREO SOUND SAMPLER 1 

M r WORKS WITH ALL SOFTWARE 1 
* SOFTWARE INCLUDED 

ONLY £29,95 
w 

ASHCOM MEGA UTILS DISC ttM 
1 MIG* 9 SIMMS £33.00 

256K* 1 DRAM £1.00 

256IE* 4 DRAM E 4.50 

SOUIK MOUSE £14.15 

AUTOMATIC MOUSE/ 
JOYSTICK SWITCHER 

ONLY £14.95 
+ SOUIK MOUSE £24.95 

ROCTEC 

SLIMLINE DISC DRIVE 

ONLY £59.95 

NEW LOW PRICE 512K RAM EXPANSION 

WITH CLOCK ONLY £21.95 WITHOUT CLOCK ONLY £19.95 

a YEAR WARRANTY ON ALL PRODUCTS ALL PRICK INCLUDE VAT & P/P ORDERS NORMALLY DESPATCHED IN 24 HRS REGISTERED COMMODORE DEVELOPER 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ON ANV PRODUCT PLEASE TELEPHONE OR SEND A S A E TO THE FOLLOWING ADDRESS TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

Only from ASHCOM, DEPT AF5,10 The Green, Ashby-De-La-Zouch, Leicestershire LE6 5JU 
mon-fri9.00-5.30 Telephone: (0530) 411485 (24 hrs) Fax:(0530)414433 sat9.3cm.uo 
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BUDGET GAMES f*Tb 

Cheap rn' Cheerful 
If you've run out of £25 notes, and the next batch are drying in the airing cup¬ 

board, panic and fret not. James Leach rides into town with a selection of cheap software 

slung over the back of his saddle, just next to the family-sized tube of pile ointment... 

Underwater, no one can hear you scream. But they can see the bubbles, so keep a stiff 

British upper-lip as you float through the nastiest levels this side of the Sargasso Sea. 

James Pond 
Millennium ■ £7.99 

Right. There are to he no fish-related puns in ihis review, James Pond is an aquatic, 

underwater spoof of the classic secret ageni created hv Ian Herring {Fleming 

-damn) and deserves better. 

12 missions await our Piscean friend, all viewed from that trusty sideways- 

scrolling position. Each level sees James facing a different task, and they all have a 

unique flavour {not Tartarsi. 

As he swims around* James can pick up ail manner of goodies which may help 

or hinder him (imbibing the numerous bottles of Jack Daniels which litter the sea 

bed is particularly* er. interesting), and there are dozens of locations to explore* 

many of which aren’t essential to the plot. Luckily he has q generous time limit for 

each, so this exploration isn't ai the expense of fin-ishing the sub-game (oh no! Two 

in one sentence!) 

The graphics arc very neat, with cartoon-like characters and backgrounds. 

Definitely one of the game's strongest points. Everything runs (or rather swims) 

smoothly and moving James around is fun once you've got the hang of it. Very' 

stylish indeed, and there's even a decent tunc. 

Playability is high on the scale {whoops) and the further you get, the more 

rewarding it all becomes. In true arcade tradition, the in-depth (sigh! gamer will be 

both amused and entranced by the secret rooms, tunnels and plaices you can visit 

whilst carry ing out your tasks. 

Overall. James Pond is cute, playable and maddeningly addictive. It's tough, 

though, and if s big enough to have you glued to your screen in a most unpleasant 

manner. If it wasn't set underwater, it'd also have bags of atmosphere. The different 

missions (alt containing weak fish-related puns on ihe lilies of erstwhile respectable 

Fleming stones), are each distinctive enough to make the game sceni large and chal¬ 

lenging (which, indeed, it is), 

Moving the gill-equipped secret agent is definitely an acquired skill. He bobs* 

wiggles and jumps out of the water in the most engaging manner. But if s possible 

to get seriously good at the game, and you can spend ages exploring areas which 

aren't strictly related to the mission. These hidden screens add a lot to the game play, 

and keep you trying all possible routes out of the current (oops) screen. 

It doesn't seem like long ago that James Pond was being reviewed as full-price 

software. It hasn't dated much, although several 

other cartoon y arcade-style products have 

appeared in its er, wake. If you don't already 

own it, visit your local shop and buy it at this 

price (making 'shore' to steer clear of fish- 

abated humour,) 

If you're on* of thou 

people who continu¬ 

ally g*U turned Into a 
milked zombie mutant 

every time you* crott 

the path of « witch¬ 

doctor, It'* tlm* for 

new curie-gone 

cream, Guaranteed to 

remove all known 

hex** (except the on* 

you're standing on). 

Voodoo Nightmare 
Palace ■ £7.99 

Boots Barker is out of luck. He's fallen foul of a witch-doctor who has cursed him: 

he now has an immovable, stupid mask attached to his head. Worse still, he's been 

stranded in the middle of an unpleasant jungle in the Congo. Things, as they say, 

have been better. 

You control Boots through an isometric view which* although not brilliant, 

works OK. The idea is explore, find jewels and voodoo dolls and ultimately escape. 

There are eight mini-adventures, all with eerie tunes* neat graphics and taxing 

puzzles. What lets it down is the super-sensitive controls. This alone makes the 

game less addictive and rather annoying. 

If you're prepared to put up with this though* you 

have a big, nice-looking and atmospheric game to 

contend with. And your mind will be exercised 

almost as much as your joystick fingers, 

Th# open road beckon* 

$*diKtlv*lyr as does * 

spell in Intensive Gar*, 

If you decide to climb 

onto your Combo. Bui 

r#*t assured - tH* pain 

of crashing will be 

nothing compared to 

the agony of losing 

first plae* {and killing 

your eo-rfd*r). 

Combo Racer 
GBH ■ £7.99 

This was reatlv the predecessor to Urns Esprit Turhit Challenge. Fair enough, but 

Turbo Challenge does everything Combo does so much better. 

You race around a series of 3D-viewed circuits, looking at the back of your lit* 

lie motorbike and side-car affair (the eponymous combo)* Revs, gears and speed are 

given at the bottom of the screen* and the circuit is displayed at the top. 

It s pretty fast* the graphics are certainly watchable and the sounds mimic those 

of a motorbike to some extent. The trouble is. Combo Raver lacks the excitement of 

a classic racing game. U s just not playable enough. 

Units Turbo Challenge is now available at a 

cheaper price* If you want a 3D racing game writh 

simultaneous two-player option* ignore this and go 

for that. You won't regret it. 
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Lif# In th* insect world 
was complicated 
enough before Man 

appeared and started 

using unnatural chemi¬ 

cals and weird drug 

cocktails on his crops. 
So the blame for this 
new breed of cyber- 

insect can be laid 

squarely at his feet. 

It Is to be fervently 
hoped that the occu¬ 

pants of the track-side 

houses have either 

moved or have retired 
to their cellars. You're 

bound to crash into at 

least one per race, and 
usually at quite 

respectable speeds. 

Venus The Flytrap 
GBH ■ £7.99 

Its the attack of the giant cyber-insects! You lake on the role of a special metallic 

Ry in a world of mutated bugs, nasties and ladybirds in this quick, exciting and 

competent xhoot-em-up. 

You view your world from a sideways angle, and the idea is to travel around, 

blasting ai everything you see, Extra weapons, score bonuses and other goodies are 

littered around the horizontally-scrolling levels, and there are Mime wicked time 

limits imposed as well. 

The scrolling and animation is seriously smooth, and there is an abundance of 

bright colours and perky sound effects throughout, Being a fly, you must also mas¬ 

ter the technique of lighting upside down. It's a nice touch and forces you to look at 

your screen from a different viewpoint las it were). 

Cunning pitfalls are planted in many of the screens, and if you collect these 

willy-nillv you'll end up w ith all sorts of weird effects to combat, as well as swarms 

of mutants. Hectic is the word, 

The various elements of the game have been mixed in just the right proportions 

here. It's fast, it’s fun, it’s addidtive and playable. It 

also hasn't dated too badly, so if you’re into a green 

(in the environmentally-friendly sensei game with 

some excellent blasting and sacks of playability, 

then snap up Wm/,r 77re Fly Trap. 

I f#*l Dizzy, my egg is 

spinning... Yes, if 

you're hard-boiled 

enough not to get the 
yolk, tt might be 

because Kwik 5nax is 

aimed at younger play¬ 

ers. Better to poach an 

old copy of Scramble 
(Or someth! ngj. 

Toyota Celica 
GT Rally 
GBH ■ £7.99 

On their way to becoming kings of the racing game, Gremlin produced this. It gives 

you a four-wheel drive rally car and a whole load of stages to race through. 

You have a 3D behind-the-wheel view, including hands, gauges and every¬ 

thing), The simple idea is to stay on the track while going as quickly as possible. 

You race the clock, not other drivers directly, and crashes earn you point penal¬ 

ties so care is needed. Nonetheless Celica is very exciting! and the implementation 

of a sliding, bucking ral ly car is very well done. 

Churchex, houses and other inconsequential objects rush by the windows, all 

done with smoothness and speed, and the sound is excellent. This is one computer 

game that actually sounds like a car. 

The only problem is that you can’t race olhercars directly, and that rallying is a 

difficult skill to master (seeing as you don’t have any feeling for which direction the 

car is actually travelling in. Persevere, learn ihe ancient 

an of driving rapidly on muddy surfaces and in 

appalling conditions and you’ll be rewarded, but if 

you're after a quick speeU-hiu you’ll end up in a 

ditch in record lime. 
Italic) 73% 

Rtck Dangerous 
doesn't wear i bat- 

tered hat, h* doesn't 
carry a whip and ha 

doesn't even have a 
dad (or indeed any 

parents). But be can 
stilt run, crawl and 
jump with the bast 
of them. 

93 

Kwik Snax 
CodeMasters ■ £7.99 

Rick Dangerous 
Kixx ■ £7,99 

That Curate’s Egg. Dizzy has had alt of his relatives kidnapped. Before their heads 

are viciously cracked open with spoons, you’ve got to save them all by moving front 

relative to relative, guiding them around an updated Pac-Mmt*like series of screens, 

What a plot eh? 

It certainly feels like it’s aimed at the younger player, this game. Bright primary 

colours and ear-Filling, zappy noises abound, and you move the large, cartoony 

sprite around each location avoiding ghosts and scoffing point bonuses, Kwik Snax 

is pretty big. so you have a lot to do, but it’s ultimately rather repetitive and your 

attention will wander. It’s smooth enough, though, and gets harder as you progress, 

making it fairly playable for a w hile. 

The different scenarios you can play do add a feeling of getting quite a lot for 

your money. But each level docs seem to be a similar proposition to all the others. 

The backgrounds and spriies are changed, but the basic gameplay remains the same, 

It’s still a sort of up-dated Fac-Man. 

If you're looking for an arcade game, and you’re not under the age of 12 (and 

completely fixated by talking eggs and bright Hashing 

colours), it’s better to go for an altogether more 

interesting and stylish re-release. One like Venus 

The Flytrap, for example. 

Indiana Jones by any other name, Rick's back. And this time he’s brought his spe¬ 

cial lower-pricepoim sticker. 

Tills is an unashamed platformer, You play a fearless little character whet rushes 

armmd the place avoiding traps, shooting baddies and climbing up and down things. 

Simple concept, exciting game. 

Graphics and sound are certainly looking a bit old now, but they still perform 

their function, and don’t detract from Ihe game any. What Rick D still relies on is a 

mixture of playability and frustration. And even after all these decades, it’s still a lot 

of fun, You rush around. Hying past the traps you've sussed out and puzzling over 

those you don't yet understand. It’s maddening and addictive. 

It's also pretty large. You make vour way through a massive temple, defusing 

every' cunning snare as you go. Joystick speed, sleight of hand and sheer reactions 

all have their place, and if you do die, there are numerous restart points, so you 

don't have to start right from the beginning. 

It’s an old game, but that doesn’t mean that it’s not still fun. indeed it is. The 

genre was started off by Manic Miner (or somesueh 

ancient crumbly), but Rick Dangerous is still a 

decent platform game and no mistake. It’s huge, it’s 

packed with puz/Jcs and it's cheap. 
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SPECIAL OFFERS ’ 
TITLE PRICE 
A.P.B...*.£4 99 
Archipelagos *,.**,„*.***.£4.99 
Atomic Rotookid.*.£5.99 
Back lo the Future 2_£6.99 
Back to the Future 3-„„ £699 
Corporation ,*.***.*.£5.99 
Carve Up.....£6.99 
Cricket 1Mb...£9 99 
Conflict Europe .. £5.99 
Captain Fizz ***,*,***,*,.£5 99 
D Double Horse Racing . .£5.99 
Days ot Thunder ,*.*.*..** £5.99 

i Death Trap...,...*.-...£3,99 
Dragon Breed ....*.*.*.£6 99 
Dragon Spirit  £4.99 
Escape Planet 

Robot Monsters <„>„..„.C4.99 
Emlyn Hughes Quiz..£6.99 
Edd the Duck..*.,.£4 99 
Fast Break ...1.  £5.99 
Rip H ft Magnose . ...*.* ,„-E5 99 
Gravity...£5.99 
Globetrotter.£3,99 

L_ 

TITLE 
HardDrivin'.*.. 

PRICE 
.,.£4.99 

Heaft of the Dragon „****., 
International toe Hockey 
Inrterohrtse... 

,*,£7.99 
,,,£7,99 
.*£5.99 

Jockey Wilsons Darts. 
Kick Oft & Extra Time. 

,.£2,99 
.,£5.99 

Kick Off II.... 
Killing Cloud. 
Krista!.. 
Lin#-of Fire... 

,*,£9 99 
,£7.99 

,*,£7.99 
...£4.99 

Master Bt&zer . ...£7.99 
Mind Fighter... ,.*£5.99 
Pacland.*.. ...£4.99 
Pacmanta____ 
Predator II .... 

..£4,99 
-*£7-99 

Shjnobl,,.*.... *.£5.99 
Stryx...... 
Stack Up >,H*i*i<*-*-.-*-.-*—* 

..£5.99 

.,£2,99 
Stun Runner.. 
Steve Davis..***,****.*,. 

*,*£2.99 
*,£5.99 

Thunderstroke... 
Time Machine. 
T ootHn --. 

...E5.99 

..£7,99 
,.£4.99 

MBS? 
8a ACORN BUSINESS CENTRE 

CUBLINGTON ROAD 
LEIGHTON BUZZARD 

BEDFORDSHIRE LU7 0LB 

ORDER HOTLINE: (0296) 688222 
GENERAL ENQUIRIES: (0296) 682248 

FAX: (0296) 682290 

SPECIAL OFFERS 
TITLE PRICE 
Tank Anack-*_* .£599 
Waterloo,,   £5.99 
World Soccer...£2 99 
Winning 5.     £9.99 
Frenetic____„..£9*99 
Warzone...  ,...,*,£9*99 
Chuck Rock.,.£9.99 
Pegasus *„**™*™«**.*.,.,E9J» 
Airbal....  £399 
Electronic Pool..£3,99 
Gotdrunner 
Soccer.. £3.99 
Jupiter Probe.,****.*.**- *£3-99 
Tangtewood   „.*„.*, £3*99 
Keef the Thief,.,...£5.99 
Ullima V ...*.£9.99 
SW or Die ..  £5.99 
Betrayal . ,.>*.  £5.99 
Running Man..,,,£5.99 
Chambers of Shaotrn. £5.99 
Heller Skelter .*-,.,.£5 99 
Chrono Owes) II___£7,99 

TITLE PRICE 
Carrier Command ,*...*.......£9.99 
Terry's Big Adventures.£5.99 
Crossbow.*.*,...£5.99 
The Monsters „.*.*.*_..£5.99 
Faten Angel ...*,*„„**,„**,„X5.99 
Chariots of Wrath_**„,£5.99 
Wrangler--.,£5.99 
Insects in Space..*.*,.*.,..£5.93 
Web of Terror-*.£5.99 
Zaraihrusea. .„*„*.*,*,*_£5.93 
Galaxy Force *... ...£5,93 
Warp.*„„**.,„.£5 93 
Veteran ......£5.93 
Renaissance.....£5.99 
Steiger-....£5,93 
Speedball II ..  ,..,£9,93 
Dungeon Master..£9.93 
Wings 1Mb....£9,99 
Woil Pack...£9,99 
TV Sports Basketball .,*.*,.,£9.99 
TV Sports Football ..£9 99 

AMIGA TOP 100 
TITLE MEMBERS PRICE RRP 
40 Boxing.....,.£16 99. *..£25.39 
40 Driving..  ***£16.99.*...£25,99 
4 Wheel Drive  .*.£18.99,..£29.99 
A320 Airbus......£22.99 ,,,***** *...*£35,99 
Another World ,***,*..,,,.****,,,£16.99 ,.,.***.*.*...£25.99 
Agony ..   ....£16 99...£25,99 
Alien Breed,......£16.99,.***£25.99 
Alien Storm...£16,99.  ..£25.99 
Barbarian II....**.***.......£17,99**.*_£30.99 
Bart Simpson ..*****.£16 99.£25.99 
Battle Isle,-******....,*,***.£19.99 .£30.99 
Birds ot Prey.,£19,99   £30 99 
Blues Brothers..*..£16 99 *******„„*..£25.99 
Board Genius,..**********.£18 99**.*..£29.99 
Bonanza Bros .****.*„,.£16.99 *.,,£25,99 
Castles..   £19.99.,*,,.£29.99 
Chart Attack...******....„„„*£16.99**—..£29.99 
Cruise for a Corpse ..  *,,,£19,99..,,£30.99 
Covert Action..,***,.,£22.99   ..£34,99 
Death Knights of Krynn...**.,..,.£19,99 *_.*.,.£30.99 
Deluxe Strip Poker III.,..*.£16.99   £25,99 
Deuteros....     £16,99.£29,99 
Double Dragon III.******.,,£16*99...£25.99 
Elvira II..    £22.99 ***.*.„ .£34*99 
Epic.,..***........£19.99..,..,.,£30.99 
Ey© of the Beholder II ..*£19.99.,...£30.99 
Face Oil Ice Hockey.*.*.  £16.99..*,***,*£25.99 
Final Fight......£16.99_ £25.99 
First Samurai/Megalomania,,,, *******£16*99 ,^.*...*,...£25.99 
Flames of Freedom  .******.£22.99...£34,99 
Flight of Intruder .*.£21.99 „„**.£34.99 
Ft5 Strike Eagle II.*********.£22.99 .£34.99 
Football Crazy ..*...£16.99   ******.£25-99 
Formula One Grand Prix „,,****,*** ,£22.99 *...,...**....£34.99 
Gauntlet III...  £16,99.*********£25.99 

TITLE MEMBERS PRICE RRP TITLE 
G Loc...  £16,99.....£25.99 Police 
Godfather  ...*******.„**,£! 9*99 **.*******,,,£30.99 Popglt 
Heart of China**.......,£22.99.,,***£34*99 Power 
Heimdall...*.,...£20.99....£34.99 Quest 
Harlequin.*****..£16*99 **..******,.,£25.99 Railra* 
Hero Quest .********.*.,.£16.99.£25.99 Realm 
Hudson Hawk ....    £16.99...£25,99 Red Bi 
j immy Wh ite’s Snooke r.**£ 19.99--£29.99 Rai n to 
King's Quest V...,.***.,..,*£25.99 ,„.„.***.*£39,99 
Knightrnare.    *£19.99....£29.99 
Knights ol the Sky*.....*.£22.99. .£34 99 
Last Ninja III....**.,*****.£16.99..£25*99 
Leander......£16.99.£25-99 
Leisure Suit Larry V....£25,99,,*.***„..,,£39.99 
Lotus Turbo Challenge II ************.**.£16.99.,...£25,99 
Life and Death..  £16,99.£25.99 
Magic Pockets..  *..£16.99...£25,99 
Mighl & Magic HI,****...£29 99 ..*..,,£40,99 
Manchester United Europe*****.£16.99.£25,99 
Mega Twins ..    £16,99   £25.99 
Microprose Gotf___  ,,£22,99. £34.99 
Mig 29M Super Fulcrum ..£25.99.....£39*99 
Moonstone, „„„„„ __£ 19,99  .£29,99 
Monster Pack II***.  £16.99.£25*99 
Myth...  £16.99.  £25*99 
Ninja Collection.  —,.£16.99.£25.99 
Ob No Not More Lemmings (Addon).£1399 ..**,**£19*99 
Oil No Not More Lemmings (Stand alone)..£16 99 *..,****,,*,,£25.99 
Ork...  £16.99 £25,99 
Outrun Europa.*.*.*****..£16.99 ******.£25,99 
Paperboy II ,..  £16*99 **„„****. *£25*99 
Pitf ightar__ £16.99. £25.99 
PGA Courses.**********„*..*..**£10 99.*****.*£14.99 
PGA Tour Golf.*....,£16.99..£25.99 
PGA Plus ..*****.*.******£19.99..***.*£29.99 

MEMBERS PRICE RRP 

Space Ace II ...... 
Space Quest IV.. 

£25*99... £39 99 
£19.99.*. .£30 gg 
£11 99.. .£19*99 
£19.99... 
£22*99.... 

-. ....£30.99 
.£34*99 

*£19.99.,,. .£29.99 
**£25.99.,- .£39.99 
.£13.99... 
..£25.99... 
*£16.99,... 

........£19.99 

.£39.99 

.£25.99 
..£16,99,... 
£16,99... 

.£25,99 

.£25,99 
..£19,99... 
£19.99 ... 

.*£30.99 

.£30.99 
.£22.99 .£34,99 
£1699 .£25,99 
.£25 99 — .£39.99 
.£25 99 ,,**, ** **£39,99 
.£22.99,***, .£34 99 
..£16.99. 
,£16.99. 

.£25.99 

.£25 99 
..£16 99. 
..£19*99. 

.£25,99 

.£29,99 
..£19,99****, .£30.99 
,.£16.99. *,***,*.£25.99 
£16.99. 
,.£19.99. 
..£19.99... 
..£19.99. 
..£16.99. 
£22.99. 

.. . £25.99 

.£30.99 

.£30-99 

.£30.99 

.£25*99 

..£34*99 
,£16.99. .£25*99 

.£16*99 .,.£25.99 
£19.99. .£30.99 

HO OBLIGATION 
TO BUY 

MEMBERSHIP DETAILS NO OBLIGATION 
TO BUY 

Just enclose £7.50 annual membership fee with your initial order and receive the following benefits: 
• FREE DISK BOX WORTH £8.99 
• SAVE HUNDREDS OF POUNDS ON RECOMMENOED RETAIL PRICES 
• UNBEATABLE SPECIAL OFFERS 
• FREE COLLECTORS CARD FOR EVEN MORE SAVINGS 
• 10% DISCOUNT ON GAMES AT OUR STAND AT COMPUTER SHOWS 
• MEMBERSHIP CARD AND PIN NUMBER 
• JOINING A CLUB WITH MORE THAN 10,000 MEMBERS WORLDWIDE 

FREEI 

HOW TO ORDER 
Please charge my Access/Visa No. Expiry Date 

ORDER FORM " £ ^ 

Please supply me with the following: 

TITLE PRICE 

MEMBERSHIP ONLY £7.50 

TOTAL ENCLOSED 

Name. 

Address 

Telephone 

Date 

Postcode 

Please make cheques and 
postal orders payable to FX 
Direct and send to the 
address above 

Credit card orders taken. 
Payment cashed only on 
despatch. Please add 
£1.00 per order p&p. 1st 
class add £1.25 p&p per 
order. EEC countries add 
£3.00 p&p per order. Non 
EEC countries add £5.00 
p&p per order. 



(J) CHART ATTACK 

So you're standing there in the shop, 

and you can't remember what the 

best scores were. Your problem is 

solved with this comprehensive guide. 

The Magical 
History Scores 

THIS MONTH'S SCORES 
Here they all are. the best, the bad and the bogus - all the games around this 
issue, neatly packed into a tidy bundle so you can see what's worth buying 

munp 

0 

John Madden's Football.. 

Shadowlands ... 

Storm Master .***.*.. 

Return of Medusa ... 

Pinball Dreams... 
Harlequin.... 

This month's hot item is 
John Madden's Football 

from Electronic Arts. It'S a 

classic simulation of the 

USA's favourite game - 
the only one of Its kind to 
avoid the reams and 

reams of boring statistics 
and provide action 

instead. Take on the 
toughest teams in the 

NFL and win the 

Superbowl In style. 

PGA Tournament Courses. 

Crime City.... 

Starbyte Super Soccer . 

Videokid... 

Big Run. 

Leisure Suit Larry 5......... 

Willy Beamish ................. 

Great Napoleonic Battles . 
Boro bod ur.. 

Hart Raising Havoc ......... 

Electronic Arts. , ,94% 
Domark... .93% 

.Silmarils..... .90% 

.Starbyte. .85% 
,21st Century. .84% 
.Gremlin . .78% 
BethesdaAJS Gold. .78% 
.Core Design. .76% 
.Electronic Arts. .72% 
Game Crafters. .72% 
IF.. .70% 
.Starbyte. .63% 
.Gremlin. .60% 
.Storm. .58% 
,Mindscape. .33% 

.Sierra... .50% 

.Sierra. .44% 

Impressions. .40% 

Thalamus..... .35% 
Jnfogrames/Disney. .25% 

LAST MONTH'S SCORES 
Lurking on shelves around the country, you'll find these games waiting for 

you. But which ones are the flyers and which are the flops? Now you know. 

Robocop 3. 

Heart Of China . 

Mercenary 3. 

Kid Cloves 2. 

Leander.. 

Fate: Cates of Dawn 

WWF Wrestlemania. 

Realms. 

Golden Eagle. 

.Ocean . 

.Sierra. 

.Novagen . 

.Millennium 
Psygnosis. 
.reLine 
.Ocean . 
.Virgin. 
.Loriciel. 

.91% 
...90% 

.87% 
...79% 
. .78% 
....77% 
....72% 
.69% 
...59% 

Moonstone,.., .*„*»*,t,*«*i*****,..Mindscape 59% 
The Godfather... 

Red Baron. 

Falling Jewels .. 

Steve McQueen 

Thunder Burner 

US Gold.46% 
Dynamix/Sierra.39% 
.Soft and Easy.38% 
.Loriciel.. 26% 
.Loriciel...   22% 

ISSUE 31'S SCORES 
These dusty old games are looking for homes or facing 

the chop. Scoop ’em up and save 'em while you can. 

Where else could you 
punch the living day¬ 

light* out of 

big-eared dwarves 
without getting 

arrested? in a 
Knight mare, that's 

where. Tony 

Crowther’s role-play 
adventure is hard 
work> but you'll come 
out the other side a 

changed person. 

Warped, probably. 

Starglider 2. ...Mirror Image .88% 
Knightmare... —Mindscape .85% 
Another World. -US Gold. .82% 
Oh No! More Lemmings • .Psygnosis. .82% 
Abandoned Places ... ...Electronic Zoo. .80% 
Populous World Editor .< —Electronic Arts. ..80% 
Soccer Stars .. .•.Empire . . .79% 
A320 Airbus. . ...Thahon... .78% 
Barbarian 2... ...Psygnosis. .73% 
Bonanza Bros. -US Gold.. ..70% 
Champions * * ■ <««■«• *• * * • • *. • » * • —Krisalis. . 70% 
World Cup Rugby. ...Audiogenic. . .68% 
Wild West World. -US Gold.. .64% 
Smash TV.. ...Ocean. ..61% 
Alien Storm ... -.US Gold. .,59% 
Space 1889... —Empire 59% 
Tip Off . ...Anco. ..50% 
Fantastic Voyage. ...Centaur .49% 
Cardiaxx... —Electronic Zoo ...,-25% 

LAST YEAR'S SCORES 
Things look even better than they did last year. Now there 

are more Format Golds, and loads more titles about. 

Deuferos..... FG95% 
5.W.I.V... ,FG92% 
Chaos Strikes Back. .89% 
'Want ..... ... .88% 
Genghis Khan. .84% 
The Power. ......84% 
Super Monaco GP. .83% 
Back to the Future,. 82% 
Super Skweek .. ...Loriciel. ...81% 
Moonshine Racers.. 79% 
Revelation... 78% 
Tower FRA. ,*.Thalion.. .74% 
Hard Drivin'. 68% 
Ski or Die. 62% 
Warlock * The Avenger ...Millennium. ...,.,60% 

A Prehistoric Tail_ .49% 
Eifllyn Hughes Quiz ...... .38% 
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CHART ATTACK 

TOP TEN AMIGA 

BUDGET PRICE CHART 

H-) First Division Manager 

CodeMasters £7 99 

2(4) Scooby-doo 

Hi tec Software £7 99 

3<-) Ghouls *nl Ghosts 

Kixx £7 99 

4(-) Operation Thunderbolt 

Hit Squad £7 99 

S(-) Int, Ninja Rabbits 

Micro Value £7.99 

6(9) Wacky Races 

Hiteo Software £7 99 

7(-> Ultimate Coif 

GBH Gold £999 

8(.) Robocop 

Hit Squad £7 99 

9{-) World Cricket 

ZeDoelin £7 99 

10(1) New Zealand Story 

Hit Squad £7 99 

LAST YEAR'S TOP 
TEH FULL PRICE CHART 

1 Final Whistle 

Anco 

2 Powermonger 

Electronic Arts 

3 F-19 Stealth Fighter 

VicroProso 

4 Robocop 2 

Ocean 

S Teenage M H Turtles 

Mirrorsoft 

6 Speed ball 2 

Mirrorsoft 

7 Lotus Turbo Challenge 

Gremlin Graphics 

8 Kick Off 2 

Anco 

9 StCJ* 

Ocean 

10 Chaos Strikes Back 

Mirrorsoft 

Chart Chatter 

Micro Prose have definitely hit upon the right 

formula with FI CP Streets ahead of the rest. 

Just m time to Ntan the 1992 racing season, 

MicroPros*?'s spectacular Formula One Grand 

Pri\ grabs pole position. Hardly surprising, 

because it's really one helluva game, and it 

ifcserves a good long run out in front. ti\ 

left tyre-marks all over Ocean's WWF 

Wrtstltnumia, the not-so-amazing fold-em, 

beat-em and bend-em-up. If WWF can pick 

itself up off the canvas, it'll probably start 

stinking back to the changing rcn>m for a quiet 

lie-down and a change of shorts, 

Meanwhile, just to prove that snooker 

isn't as boring as Steve Davis makes it look. 

Jimmy White's Snooker surges up another four 

places, in true whirlwind fashion. We had 

thought it wras all over for the potty player, but 

maybe he was jusi cueing up after all, 7WW5 

cannons off EA's Birds of Prey, which had 

just settled down on the baize, preening itself, 

and truly gives it the bird. 

Gremlin's Lotus Turbo Challenge 2, now losing 

ground to the fast-movers. Out of gas, maybe? 

Flying high again this month * EA's Binds of 
Prey. But it's not Top Gun and it's about to dive. 

Strangely enough, JWWSHs last-minute spun 

has left Populous 2 and Roboiod standing, 

looking rather amazed. They haven't moved 

from their previous position, and arc just 

clinging on for dear life. Don't look down 

guys, it's a long drop, 

R&hocop 3, Ocean's electric lawn mower, 

som lawman, has obviously had another 

short-circuit. He’s ignoring his prime directive 

(to reach ihe top of the chans), and is busy 

heading back to base, chasing Gremlin's Lotus 

Titrho 2 which is still stuck in reverse gear and 

going backwards at high speed. 

The backmarkers include Core's 

Norseman, HeimdatL who’s obviously decided 

he likes it where he is and is putting down 

roots. Typical Viking invasion plan. Last over 

the finish line is Foot had Crazy Challenge, 

easily a lap behind. But will it trip over its own 

laces, running so fast as it appears to be? 

Car*! Here'* H*imdallr hanging on for the coup 

do gr*c*. Will htbein the top 10 next month? 

THE TOP 30 AMIGA 
FULL PRICE CHART 

i<-> New Formula One Grand Prix 

MicroPros# £34.99 FG92% 

2(1) ▼ WWF Wrestlemania 

Ocean £25.99 72% 

3(7) 4 Jimmy White's Whirlwind Snooker 

Virgin 29 99 FG91 % 

4(3) 7 Birds of Prey 

Electronic Arts £34.99 88% 

5(5) ■ Populous 2 

Electronic Arts £2999 FG95% 

6(6) ■ James Pond 2 - Robocod 

Millennium £25.99 FG91% 

7(4) ▼ Robocop 3 

Ocean £25.99 PG91% 

8(5) ▼ Lotus Turbo Challenge 2 

Gremlin Graphics £25.99 89% 

9(9) 7 Heimdall 

Core Design £34.99 88% 

10(23) 4 Football Crazy Challenge 

Anco £25.99 Comp 

IK) New Another World 

Delphine/US Gold £25.99 82% 

12(8) 7 Leander 

Psygnosis £25.99 78% 

«(-) Maw Wolfchild 

Core Design £25.99 76% 

14(12) 7 Dizzy Collection 

Code Masters £24.99 Comp 

15(-) New Abandoned Places 

Electronic Zoo £29.99 80% 

16(-> New PGA Tour + 

Electronic Arts £2999 Comp 

17(11) 7 oh No! More Lemmings 

Psygnosis £19.99 82% 

18(11) 7 Alien Breed 

Team 17 £24,99 74% 

19(18) 7 First Samurai 

Mirrorsoft £3099 FG91 % 

20(15) ▼ MicroProse Golf 

Micro Prose £34.99 FG90% 

21(16) ▼ Manchester United Europe 
Krisalis £25.99 80% 

22(-) New PGA Tournament Courses 

Electronic Arts £14.99 72% 

23(25) 4 Knightmare 

Mmdscape £30.99 85% 

24(-) Re Monkey Island 

U5 Gold £29 99 £692% 

25{.) Re Cruise for a Corpse 

US Gold £27.99 FG9G% 

26(21) ▼ Board Genius 

Beau Jolly £29.99 Comp 

27(-> Re F-15 Strike Eagle 2 

MicroPros© £29.99 FG9G% 

28(22) ▼ Soccer Stars Compilation 

Empire £25.99 Comp 

29(14) ▼ Terminator 2 

Ocean £25 99 60% 

30{) New Moonstone 

r-r- 
Mmdscape £3099 59% 



Shadowlands - a completely new and 
unique role playing experience. 
The story is based upon ancient 
legend. A warrior prince, slaughtered 

on the battlefield of the Shadowlands, awakes 
to find that his spirit lives on and that he can 
control the minds and actions of his subjects. 
Seeking retribution, he chooses four loyal 
adventurers and guides them back into the 
Shadowlands on a journey of discovery and 
vengeance. 
* The revolutionary new Photoscape TM 
lighting system casts atmospheric light and 
shadow over the gameworld. 
• Fight to the death using an array of 
weapons and spells against hordes of 
grotesque and intelligent adversaries. 
* A multitude of devious traps and 
perplexing puzzles tax your skill, intelligence 
and dexterity. 
• User definable characters are controlled 
independently or in groups. 
* In-game hints are always available (for 
a price) if you need them. 
The friendly and intuitive mouse-driven 
control system gives access to the largest, 
strangest and most fascinating game world. 
It's an enormous challenge - but one you 
can win! 
Whether you're an expert or new to the genre. 
Shadowlands is the RPG experience you've 
been waiting for. 

Available on: 
Amiga. Atari ST A IBM PC. 

Software, Artwork, Instruction* and Packaging 
© l mri Do mark Group U4- 
Pubitahad bj Do mark Software Ltd, Perry House, 
A1-S7 Lacy Road. London SWia 1PR 
Amiga Sotmuji tiotm 

rtoegtrf no 
/jey/Iafjoji in 

svmrding 
Sh&davrlaji ds 
our highest 



KCS POWER PC BOARD FOR YOUR AMIGA 
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Now Available 

with or without 

MS-Dos 

The best of both worlds 
in the space of one 

HARD DISK 

Most hard disks are supported with 
version 3.0. To be sure give us a ring. 

A500P version 
now ready 

and gives you 
total 2Mb Chip 

Ram. When 
ordering state 
which one you 

require. 

The KCS Power PC Board adds 1Mb memory to your Amiga and a 
real time clock 
Think how much 1Mb memory plus a clock costs £_,_ 
Think how much MS-Dos/GW-Basic/Shell/Dos-Help costs £_ ._ 

Which leaves the cost of an AMIGA/PC Just 
For so little outlay the Power PC Board turns your Amiga into an up and 
running powerful PC, with no hidden costs. The cheapest PC in the world?! 

Run heavyweight professional PC software on your Amiga/PC 

EGA 

Will work from the full EGA colour 
palette. Both EGA and VGA will work 
on a standard TV or monitor and in 
most cases without using interlace. 

VGA 

Version 3.0 of our software comes with 
VGA colour and mono option. EGA/VGA 
will work on all standard Amigas irre¬ 
spective of which chip set you have. 

PRICE Microsoft windows 
Including MS-DOS Excluding MS-DOS 

Microsoft flight simulator 4.0 

Some extra Goodies; 
• FLICKER free FIXER ifi PC interlace mode. Will work 

with all Amigas, Software emulated 
• PROCESSOR SPEED can be slowed down from 100% to 

as low as 16%. so il you have never reached ihe highest 
level m a game, now is your chance 

• KCS PC-MOUSE driver will work with your Amiga mouse, 
• PAUSE can be activated at any time during a game or 

program, allowing you 10 COnling® at yOUf leisure 
Technicaf Specifications; 
• Excellent compatibility 
• 704Kb memory in MGACGA mode 
• 640Kb memory m EGA/VGA mode 
• 200Kb extra memory to: MS-DOS RAMOISK (reset proof) 
• 1/2Mb extra FAST Ram plus 12Mb Ram Disk for normal 

Amiga use plus real time dock in aH modes 
• m future upgrades are software driven 
• Processor speed - 11MHz 
to Video-T 

runs faster than most AT/286 computers 
to Dtskdnve-1 
• Fitted in seconds and does not invalidate your guarantee 
• Once fitted forget it - Switch on computer you have Amiga 

Reset and toad PC disk and in seconds you have a PC 
Reset and you have Amiga again 

to Hlelp'Une and exoillent Back up service 

and on-board 
memory 
£219.95 
Inc VAT/Carr. 

but incl on-board 
memory 
Cl 89.95 

Inc VAT/Carr. 

Bitcon Devices Ltd. 
88 BEWICK ROAD, GATESHEAD, TYNE & WEAR, 
NE8 IRS ENGLAND 
TEL: (091) 490 1919, HELPLINE: (091) 490 0202 
FAX: (091)490 1918 

is excellent out no-one can guarantee every single program available, therefore if your purchase depends on a 

p*T£uf« program, unease ask u$ first w send m a copy of the program (With suitable 5AE, if to be returned). Pvt* subject to 

change without note* 
Wholly Developed And Produced In The Netherlands 

Available from your local computer shop (If they haven't got it - Ask them why not!}. Or direct from Bitcon Devices Ltd. 

Adaptor for 1500/2000/3000 
£74.95 Inc. 

Ai/Sfraka HPD (Tel) 08 349 9436 Kaetic (Tel) 03 079 7098 Spain Discover Inf. (Tell 957 47 89 38 Sweden DeWtalPSS Data Rel) 31 300580 CatlSH Customs Chip* (Tel) 928 271064 Denmark Beaton (Tel) 31 31 02 73 

Portugal Soltolub (Tel) 01 352 8452 Upland Computer Crty/DuWin 745250 N. Zealand Pazac (Tel) 054-82949 AH trade enquiries wetooma UK and Overseas (PAL only) 
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when the April issue hits the streets? 

QU/CKJ go to 
A magazine 

OVER 
•F YOU’VE 
ever loved 
OR HATED 

IM ga£Pean W «Ts»; it’s 

GAMES th,s man; 
Shadow! erioL ow'ands, 

Hit i aces’ v'deokid 
u,t Larry 5 and more! 

LOOK! 
1 POWER disk 11 

OCEAN 

WDrS 

Your 

guarantee 
of value 

PLUS! 

I«9F,C 
exclusive 

SJs°Smhsion{mm 
tnulU'tank 

In the attitude-packed March issue, we look deep into Ocean, 
peek at the diary of Mega /o Mania 2 and give all the new 

releases the praise or just desserts they deserve. Can 
you contain yourself for another twoweeks 



ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & DELIVERY TO YOUR DOOR 
sopgg® 

SOFTWARE 
Some of We following 

games titles ate limited 
offers at the time of going 

to press. Order early to 
avoid disappointment. 

We stock all the latest and 
currently available titles 

which we offer at 
30% OFF 

Recommended Retail Prices 

GAMES 

■Manic Mi mu 
Menace 
Migtifv flomtijttrfc 
MflWWlftM 
Np* Zealand Sloty 
fcfcghlbieed (Action Camp-) 
Mn)a Ratal 
H>ri|i Wl*MOri 
Niro 
North | SOMtti 
Operation t hrin rta tiolt 
Pxlarxl 
Par mama 
Planaffji 
Populous 
Populnut Promised l anrls 
Powei Drill 
Pl«4*W 

FOG 
i» 
799 
600 
609 
49? 
5» 
1 99 
199 
l» 

ID? 
799 
TOO 
809 
490 

690 

Aflei bumei 
Atoreri «►«! 
Anarchy 
Armjljle 
Barhnun (PMaci) 
ggrman rh# Movie 
Bahic SnuniMwi 
Betrayal 
Sflirerkry ttll* Cop 
ftlilTknag |1 Mb) 
RIOOd Moni*y 
Bubble Bobble 
Buflnkjn 
Cabal 
Carilor Command 
Genii Hold Sgiur** 
Chase HQ 
ChuckM f gg 
CTuekelgglt 
Golrmus Cbm X 
Combe Racer 
Conquer ei 
Daily Double Mdiid Racing 
DHum Snip Poker 
Double Of agon 
Double Hi agon II 
Dragon Ninja 
Dragont of Flam* 
i ii. hanffr 
r rural 
tuiopoan Snpfileegue Sorai 
f ifl Comhar Pilot 
FA-Ifl Imeirrplor 
Faniatr N«M DIitt 
fan l»ed Duff 
fetnanrW Mutl DM 
fet t Brunt on* 
ftabaflei oi the Vt* |i 
fub Goniaci 

nrtef li 
(RHJflffl II 

GbouN Cbeifa 
Cremum 7 
Head Over Heel* 
Her mm (compilriion) 
linchblkei f GuMM ro the GaJavy 
Hong KohgPtiooejr 
linmnrlal 
Imnnisamnle 
Indjr Jowii+ltH fiutida Action 
imtrntttanjl Karate« 
BattiM 
Jam Fond 
Jockey Wilton D*ii 
M 
M Sel Wriyll 
JelaofH 
Keef The IhMf 
Kick nil II 
Kick 01 r || Europe 
Kick OH II Gianrieifiaop* 
Kin 
1 at! Ninlall 
I either Godettn ol Ptinboi 
line of [Ire 
Umbaid RAC-FUiiy 
MW nr 

699 
6 99 
8 00 
I 99 
699 
6 9(J 
7 99 
999 
fl 99 

T?M 
IPO 
6 99 
fl 99 
699 
tPP 
699 
5 99 
I 99 
199 
599 
599 
599 
5 90 
699 
7,09 
799 
599 
T.99 
T 99 
199 
999 
7 99 
0 99 
6 99 

$99 
* 99 
709 
699 
799 
6 99 
699 
699 
799 
699 
0 99 
799 
6 EH) 
899 
699 
099 
099 
7W 
fl 99 
499 
099 
790 
0 99 
799 
999 
699 
699 
699 
6 99 
I 99 
7.99 
099 
R1» 

mmLL mi 
Buggy Boy, Bombjack, 
Space Harrier, Live & 
Let Die. Thundereats, 
Beyond the ice Palace. 

Battleships and 
Ikari Warriors. 

All for only £9.99 
FllTTNC TPBl 
R type 699 
Rambo IM 699 
Rick Danger nut flW 
Road Mill rrt 099 
Robot op 699 
RUi n Ftaidy 
Stoeby Ddd i Snappy Dpi 

609 
699 

Shadmir «l Ihe Reatl 79P 
Sbrneh 6 94 
$h«u*m Up CDflflruclinfl Kl 999 
5-lkwnrm 8 99 
Ski di Ore 89P 
Sky High Slum man 609 
Skull | Ombnnei 799 
SAtedbUH ? 999 
Slarglnlei 11 709 
Sieve Rnli Snoolwr eon 
Si dei II 799 
Slum Gar Rarer 6 09 
Super GranflPri* 5 00 
Super League Sdopk 0 99 
Super Scumble Stmuiloi fl 09 
Skm 790 
lmorpodi 
IkM-rfl lime (campllJllMl 

*00 
9 99 

IhLiftd+iWjdp B 09: 
Tim fkknkf fl w 
Idd Car fl 09 
Iflf da Celirj GT Rally 6 09 
Tieaiiie liland Dv/f *00 
lurbo Duirun 609 
Tit Mean 9 09; 
lurrleanll T00 
Uirimaie Hue T09 
Universal Milling On*** 1 009 
UnfDuchaihlei 609 
Venm Hie flrlup 609 
Voodoo HrghlmM# 604 

Turbo Outrun 
Chase HQ 

Hard DrivifT 
Powerdrift 

EDUCATIONAL 
Answerback Jufinv n 49 
Answerback Senior 1394 
AiKhmnit lAnmnbati tacit) I 40 
Att football {Amwrhxk IKtt) 7«9 
Spelling (Anrwibadi facft) I 40 
Reiter Malbt (1? 10) te 49 
Belter Spelling |qv«i fl) tft 49 
Counl and Add 10 09 
Data World 13 09 
Dittafd Sum (Adron-omy) 3? 99 
Deep ik E Object t H 09 
£kymap [ ipintmn 14 99 
Firtt k-iien {Under 5) 6 99 
tun Sc bool 7(7 5 flfl m 0<) 13 99 
[un Sc bod 3 <?-&. 5-f. w T*J ifl 99 
r^SrbwH |7 6 $ T. M 70 Ifl 99 
Gama Sel anfl Match 13 99 
Itoriefla t Book et Spent 10 99 
HooiaylM H«fiiietla(5,17} Ifl 99 
Kadi IFF* 1699 
Leif Spell ri Horn* 13 99 
lent Spelt * ih* Shopi 13 h 
loll Spell Otd and Aboi* 13 99 
Magic Maim (4 fl) Ifl 49 
Magic Siaryhook j 1 Mb) 19 99 
Malhi Artwnlme Ifl 90 
M*1h$ |> agon in 99 
Malhi Mania [over 0)IB 49 

SERIOUS 1 

TlOte 1 MULTIMEDIA 
PtKHoft Video (Grt AnimMet) 7 00 
Wvw Video 111 5000 
Aegis AnimagK 50 90 
Broadcafi TiHer 7 174 00 . 
Broadcail tiller lonf Park 09 09 1 , 
Broadcari litter lor* Maher 00 00 
AitdgaViimo 8909 ; 
Shwmakei 739 99 j 
Gando 119 09 . 
Condo PiOPak 77 09 
Hvpvibook 40 00 
Stitt 1 74 09 ! 
Oirerioi IT 70 00 . 
ty Teii PiDlemonri 80 0? ; 
IV Show 7 49 00 
YideoMlei 1 5 3D 60 00 . 
VDflDPnOCrilING 1 
Scribble PlMmvm 3000 
Kmdffbidt 7 3899 
imerwoid 34 94 
Final Copy M09 . 
Penpal 5999 
Ficelence 7 50 09 
Pfpieri 4 7 69 00 
Pr uteri 5 5 0099 : 

BE AMONG THE FIRST W ILAU11 
IMMMLD. SOFTWARE 

We accept advanced orders tor all forthcoming 
software titles and your order will be despatched 
on the day of release Your credit card will be debited 

also on the same day as despatch IM 

mi TITLES SPECIALS 

Lotus Turbo Esprit 2, Terminator 2, Lemmings, 
Roboeod. Simpsons, Leander, Another World, 
WWF Wrestling,Monkey Island, PGA Tour Golf, 
Gauntlet 3, Rodland, Hero Quest ..f fdJ9 EACH 

Jimmy Whitt's Snooker, Realms, Thunderhiwk. 
Mega Lo Mania, Kmghlmare. Populous II. Battle Isle, 
Moonstone. Utopn, Monkey Island fl.£19.99 EACH 

Knights ol the Sky, Flight of the Intruder. F 15 Strike 
Eagle IS, Silent Service II. Heart of China, Red Baron. 
Microprose Grand Pnx, Flight Sim II, Space Ace II 
Willy Beamish, Heimdall..T22.fP EACH 

All oar action for only 

£9.99 

Mnn Hexcsn Uxiwt Itping 
Mrgi Mkthi 
Mteift Ingkth 
Micio rrmch 
McfO Mu hi 
Mtt t Much 
P*nf Me i Stsnir 
ftpk i Guflwi 
Firfwt Book 
S^ribaok 
Tjrg^l Mjlht 
The Tamout Hvt 
Ihatigi la do with Numberi 
lMngilDdo wFlh Woifli 
tbfmi Rax I 

10 09 
1799 
1799 
IT. 
1799 
16 09 
16 49 

16 90 
13 
799 

13 99 
16 
13 
13 99 
10 49 

wnmaicmM so mg 
Iron Lord, 

Night Hunter, 
Sir Fred, 

Twin o World 
Puffy's Saga 

Value at only £9,99 the Lot! 

Wai/nne 790 
Watnilou 709 
Wheels ol Hu (compilation) 009 
While Death | l Mb) 1700 
Wings (imftl 0« 
Winning Mrt (Colnpdriion) 000 
Wmnimg Tadec 000 
Wr)nr -.n> - T 09 
WoRpack 009 
Worm Clm iDJderboMd 609 
World Ci CM 694 
Xenon 609 
Yogi * GreM t leapt 609 
Yoiarma 709 
7-flm 700 
Toth, 7uik II ui /oik III 709 

Compendium SIX 
Kids Type 

Weather Watcher 
What is it Where is it? 

Calendar Quiz 
Words & Numbers 
Game, Set & Match 

Only £29.99 

W'rkThw Wjtrbfi 
Woild Min 

17 99 
44 00 

Ft flWrflff 3 1 
Wwfl IVilttl 4 I 
Wqrtl Ptiled l*fXf 
Word* of lh 
jmwjHtn 
Aflijotjy 
OG Cjk 
pATAMtCI 

SupkibUk PpnwiJl 7 
Supeibata ritftttMfljl 4 
■NT [GRATED {WntlfOi] 
the Wprkl F'ljtinum 
Gold Rifl OBiff 
DIP 
PigeSTrekfTi 
Pigeiclln 7 O 
Pi® P*j# 13 
Pid Pjgp f.1 
Pit Dim t 
OlAkhO iMli 
Gold Ddk i«mi i 4 
STnrTuiKf Ckp jrt 
Eckpi 
Ptsckp* 
Ptd Vrelw 
DnlgnwiMkE 
IVliitt fVim || 

W00 
150 99 
79 00 
89 09 

70 09 
78 00 

34 09 

6900 
19909 

WHM 
109 00 

140 09 
57 99 
99 99 

190 99 
00 90 

09 99 
3l PC 
3909 
79 99 
1799 

160 00 
TO 99 
34 99 

790 99 
90 90 

39 90 
44 90 

ft 99 
7190 
5990 
70 09 

50 99 
7999 
34 99 
5700 
74 09 
70*9 
70 40 
70 49 
70 49 
70 40 
74 99 
3790 
7790 
40 99 

134 90 
70 09 
49 99 
44 09 

ID MODELLING I RENDERING 
3D Cwwtructkm Kb 3? 09 
4D-Prol«itofiN 199 99 
Sculp* 30XL 04 09 
Scupf Animus 4D 199 00 
YfHk 47 09 

Ihk AH Chipjnrwnl 
The An CNpjrimjf* Pid 7 00 

HARDWARE 
Amigt 500 Rjw (1 3) 790 

A5O0 Plui CkrlooF) Dmk( 350 

4tOC Oil( ol 90 1 Pick 460 

A1500 Incltang MdaNm 7115 

A1500 NDMDflBw 549 
A 7000 40Mb H/frrik 090 

*3000 pf>A 

CDtT 4 ftp 
io% nrr m nnrv tKitiri 

AWO 70M5 HJ«dtWfr< 770 

*590 TOMt) HTDllra. 7Mb HAM 350 

GYP A500 57Mb.BMW*M|Ok) J70 

GYP A WQ 105*A ■ AMbftAU(Ok) 569 

GYP SCSI CwdinlPi .flMbfOl) 1» 
GYP SCSI 57Mb, ItMbfUMfnk) 799 

GVP SCSI 105Mb-A MbR*M(Ok) 479 

GYP SCSI 700Mb.aMbRAM(Ok) B49 
45Mb ID 570Mh B*f* bird <Mki PDA 

44W Srquen Remnjbli H/Ditk 380 
CumjfiJ 3.5* f tlpmjl |)l!«v M 

7|fl« 3 5*f klemil DrFn 55 

RF 5 75*1 rim nil Drive 90 
A600 3.5* Inter nH Dubf 40 

C®M 3.5" Irdpinil Flnppf Dilvt itQ 

1500 517k H*m IIpgiHfefnDttaik} 75 

A5O0 517I: R*m (vpjnt^Mi-clock 70 
1 5 Mh R jm f rjijntvwi pg- 

Sup-i SOQfU RMbRAM (7Mb Pop) 149 

iS^J5OOftK8Mb«Aiy4»PD£j7l0 

AMIGA 500 PLUS CARTOON CLASSICS PACK 
Unit tpwifiMtbn IHb SAM, tftikfctncb 2 with 

MikiftMl ehipttl (Of to 2 Mfc Chip RAM) 
Pint uttiil Cirtwn Clitiiet Softniri Pt«k}(( 

Only £359 
One Meg Upgrade for A500 Plus 
Enables 2Mb CHIP RAM.£49.99 

Yota PietKtiwul 
SCDtlfJ| GtfHHlJlDf 
SdWp AmmNDr 

3Q Pr DlettiDhal 
PT* JN 3l> R fcgl nner i 1 4 

teal 30 PinleiHDfijVliirho 1 4 

PPOGRAHIHIHG 
AMOS 
AMOS Comprifi 

AMOS 3D 

Dwpjc 3 
Hrteb R«k: 
Hrff4i BnK lidtfri 
MUtlt 
SleftD Matlkf 
tWsrn Mtn« Cwtri 5H 
Mure X Jw 
Outlet 
MavttitMind (Dubd tunplei 
Au6(d rngmwi Srnmd Sampki 
Rail A Pipe*ProleiilDnal 
Ban A Ptpednl Sound Kit 
ftai i A Piptl Mudc 8nn A 
Ran A rip** Mutlc Boi R 
MltCKLUEOUl 
AftFKK 
8*0 D««k Opdmiutf 

Cl Oft Dbi 4 
Dm 7 0*1 
Oilk Maitw 
Dttk Mavtvr III 
liccfl 
Gfl Rquid PIui (N«m V^ftwfl) 
lefHi Fjrm 
Oirarleibxk lYDlfk Backup 
Ouartviback loo 11 

60 00 
37O0 
M90 

140 09 
340 99 
110 99 
790 00 

37 99 
70 40 
73 40 
4900 
57 90 
1* 40 

79 99 
49 00 
70 90 
35 90 
70 99 

170 00 
174 00 

49 09 
49 09 
49 99 

37 99 
34 09 
79 09 
30 09 
39 90 
4409 
74 09 
54 90 
090 

49 09 
59 99 

Supra 500RX flMb HAM (MMh PDp)330 

A700(V 1500 tMb Hjme*rd |0S 

75€ki4 HAM chip! pel Mb 35 
IRAKI DRAM chip! pot Mb 35 

AT-Once TG Tftn ImufifDi |T0 

CoEonf So*itiOn{Vl 6- > RG Fti plrt) 150 

Sharp JXlOd Aft Col Scmn*i aw 

Gofdm Image Hand Scanner 149 
Genikm GiapNrt r*Wd t?9 

2|dPt MrioiwffcbhhJ Mfluw 17 

Njkfhj Movie.np«tj|ton SleVTti73 00 

M<we Mad « 
SO Bunt Dnkt » 
■ONITQRl 

Phiipf AA33 IE YiiTa (m; L va4) 710 

Philpi wm-ll (Inc Itld) 730 
Commortofe 1084 % ?54 

Gwnrnbflwt 10W Mulllif ix 490 
PWNIIM 
One. ki6t< Amiga PiMei Dilwit) 
SUr l C700 CoIdui 719 

smm-ioceiev 770 
Star LC74-700 Mono 750 
Slar LC74-TOO Otevi 7W 

Slartciipl Poilierkpi Inti 1094 
CViKn Swn 9 Golotn 194 

Odum 5wft 7*1 Celeui 700 
Canon Bubblfpet FoOabli 749 

1^ Paifi|rt CdTdui InkKd B75 
Pinaranir 4 470 I «*t 849 

Panaiomc 4470 1 Mb Upgrade 100 

You name it... We do it... Just phone end we II quote... We ore foster and cheaperf 
PRICES QUOTED ARE SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY.. SOME OFFERS ARE LIMITED SO ORDER EARLY TO AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT 

Cheques/PO Orders to SP^SIT irJtfJSVS, 11a Burgate Lane, Canterbury, Kent. CT1 2HH 

(Answerphone outside normal hours) 
V/SA VISA, MASTERCARD and EUROCARD orders welcome 

Visa, Mastercard, Eurocard and PO Orders are despatched same day! 
Please allow up to 4 working days for cheques to clear. Overseas orders add E2.00 postage. 

MAIL & TELEPHONE ORDERS ONLY.... NO PERSONAL CALLERS PLEASE! 



GAME TIPS 

THE LUCKY BEGGARS 

Quite a lew prizes go out this month to make up for the recent lack 

of hefty reader’s tips. The firsi Game busters voucher goes out lo 

D Bruce for Ins A/ihncW tips, wiih another winging it's wny to Paul 

Maxwell fur the lovely KUtittft Game Stum' maps. Big w inner of the 

Gaitichusier of the Month is David Glauert for his extremely nice 

Papulous ft lips and codes. 

Seeing as there are three big winners this month and the office 

kitty is looking a bit thin (plus the fact that there weren’t many help¬ 

ful hints), only one Helping Hand voucher is being awarded, and the 

winner is Ramon Gemtsm 

M you've got some hints, cheats, codes or maps rpreferably on 

disk) and fancy yourdianccs at winning a prize. send them in to; 

GAM Kill 'STKKS* 
Amiga Formal, 

30 Monmouth Street, 
Hath BA! 2BW. 

One thing lo remember we can't promise to return disks or answer 

any tellers personally. We're just loo busy putting the mag together! 

Game 
Busters 

The month of April is upon us, but we're no fools 

around here (just wait while f fetch a left-handed 

hammer for the editor. What's he laughing at?). 

Ah, that's better, time to get on with some useful 

Gamebusting with Maff Evans. 

BLUES BROTHERS 
This licence of the infamous Saturday N/ght Dve characters only 

managed to capture a certain amount of the feel of Jake and 

Elwood's nefarious antics Stilt, what can you do with a licensed 

platform game these days? Anyway, a lot of people have found 

this one tough going, so a cheat may well be in order 

More it is - the main character selection screen. Bung the cheat code in 
here to make the game much easier to crack. 

When the player select screen appears, type m IIOULQ. You will 

now be able to select any level, by pressing keys 1 to 6. Just press 

Space to play the chosen level with ini mile lives. 

Bryan Quinn, 

StruihuM ii, Lanarkshire 

WWF WRESTLEMANIA 
What is all this fuss about American professional wrestling? Even 

though Ocean's conversion of this sport didn't wow many 

reviewers, it still managed to sell loads of copies Here is a tip 

from the many readers that have managed to win through 

If you are finding sour1 of ihe 

opponents .i little too tough to 

heat, go outside the ring and 

pick up the Med chair. By 

holding the fire-button and 

moving around with your 

opponent, you should he able 

to clobber him with the scat 

and drain his energy. Now alt 

you have to do is pin him in 

the ring to win the fight. 

ROBOCOD 
This Format Gold winning platform game has certainly 

captured the attention of all you Gamebusting fans. So 

much m fact that there have been a few different cheats 

sent in. Here is the possibly the most complete cheat system so far 

Never mind those sticky 

cakes, there are a lot more 

goodies available to 
ftobocod fans with this 

wonderful set of cheats. 

On the title screen, type in THE LITTLE MERMAID unduding spaces). Now use these 
keys during the game lor special effects; 

Return_Infinite Shield 

W>..„...,.......J?0Hz 

F7...60H/: 
K ....Suicide 
IT.....Gives you an Aeroplane 

I .....(iives you Wings 

X..........Warps to nearest Exit Post 

M....Map select 

Going into Map Select mode allows you to leap to various points in the game. These are 
accessed using ihe following numbers: 

01 ..Level LI 

03 ..  Level 1-2 

03.    Level 1-3 

04.Bonus Level I 

05 ...Level 6-1 

06.  Bonus Level 2 

07.Bonus Level 3 

OK..Level 6*2 

09..    ,Uve 16*3 

10..Level I and 2 Boss 

II.Level 5 and 6 Boss 

I 2..Level 7 and X How 

13..  Level 3-1 

14 .Bonus Level 4 

15 ..  Level 3*2 

16 ..Bonus Level 5 

17 ......Level 3-3 

IK.Level 3-4 

19.. ...... 

20. 

21 
22 

23.. 

24.. . 

25.. 

.Bonus Level 6 

. Level 4-1 

........Level 4-2 

..Bonus Level 7 

.Bonus Level X 

.Level 4-3 

........Level 7-1 
26... ...Level 7-2 

27.. .,.. Level 7-3 

28,.. ...Level 7-4 
29. ...Level 7-5 
30. ...Level 5-1 

31 ......... .Level 5-2 

32.. .,....Level 5-3 

33.. ..-Level 5-4 
34.. .Level 5-5 
35........ ..Level 5-6 
36........ . Bonus Level 9 

37.. ..........Level 5-1 

38..Bonus Level 10 

39.. .........Level K 

4li...Bonus Level 11 

41 .  Level 9 I 

42 .Bonus Level 12 

43 ..Bonus Level 13 

44 . ..Bonus Level 14 

45..  .Bonus Level 15 

46 .....Bonus Level 16 

47 .....Bonus Level 17 

48 ......Hard Level! 

49 ..     Level 9*2 

50 ..End Aniinaiion 

I) Bruce, 

Angus, Scotland 

PM 
O 
O 
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Populous II® 
Having Godly powers in a strategy game may win a lot of critical acclaim {including the 

esteemed Format Gold in Issue 30), but it makes life complicated for those of you trying to 

control a world. Never mind! Here are a healthy selection of tips to help you keep the 

peace... or smash anyone who gets in your way! 

102 

Effects 
Move Fa pa I Magnet 

This is perhaps the most important effect, 

since when used in conjunction with the Fight 

and Settle options it can clear large areas of 

opposition land, 

Perseus 

Perseus h the best knight to use. He will avoid 

any enemy effects and so can be left to lend 

for himself, 

of a game, since this will restrict the opposi¬ 

tion*® growth, However, you have to 

remember to dear swamp-land (using Renew 

Land or raising and lowering the land I before 

your men come near it. 

Plant Fungus 
A spread of Fungus is a very efficent way 

of clearing large expanses of flat enemy land 

for you to use. To do this see the Fungus 

Spread Box, 

that you have a lot of BathoJith energyK One 

use is to raise land when you don't have access 

10 the Raise/Lower function. However, the 

effect is best used around the enemy's Papal 

Magnet, because it can cause the Magnet to be 

blocked off. and thus preventing the enemy 

from using it. To make sure that this happens, 

only carry out the effect when the leader 

is actually at the Papal Magnet, otherwise 

he can just move it and send the leader to the 

new position. 

Plague 

This is best used at the start of a game, as it 

will deprive the enemy of lots of energy 

required later in the stmggle. 

Armageddon 

This is best used in conjunction with the 

Plague option, since anyone infected with the 

plague when the icon is selected will die. One 

thing to note is that when using Armageddon it 

is also possible to use other effects. 

This can be extremely useful. For exam¬ 

ple. bunging out a good Earthquake can 

deprive the enemy of quite a few knights. 

Likewise, Baptismal Fonts is a good way to 

get extra men. but watch out your own men 

don't fall ini Unfortunately. Armageddon ha^ 

tlie tendency to halve your score. 

Trees 

This option has two goixl uses: 

A - It gives you more energy from any of 

your buildings that are on the same screen 

as the trees. 

B - It is very good for destroying large 

amounts of enemy land. To do this, plant three 

sets of trees on one screen, then move the 

screen you are viewing in one direction and 

repeat the process. When you fed that you 

have planted enough trees, set fire to them. 

This will also ignite anything next to a tree, 

thereby destroying large portions of the oppo¬ 

sition. Don't leave the trees for too long 

though, since the enemy will he gaining 

energy from them while they are alive. 

Renew I,and 

This is the only way of making land destroyed 

by a volcano useable. This option also 

destroys effects on the ground, such as 

Swamp. Fungi, Basalt and Baptismal Fonts, 

Swamp 

It is best to use this function ai the beginning 

Adonis 

This chap is a useful Knight due to the fact 

that he is not affected bv Plant effects. He 

should only be used if you have a leader whose 

energy level is into the fifth pole. Keep a 

watch over him until he separates twice, other¬ 

wise he could be bumped off prematurely, thus 

wasting a good knight. 

Roads 

These are good for a couple of applications. 

They can stop Fungus spreads and are useful 

for guiding the enemy towards effects such as 

Swamps. Fungi and Baptismal Fonts. 

Walls 

If used correctly. Walls can be an extremely 

powerful tool. They can be used to confine 

enemies, but still allow access to your own 

men. Look out though - since you cannot trap 

Hercules or any other knight of a particularly 

strong type. When using walls, you have to 

note that although you can use Walls on the 

same screen as your own settlements, you 

can't use it on settled enemy land. Also, a sec¬ 

tion of wall has to touch others either directly 

or indirectly, 

Earthquakes 

Always make sure to use Earthquakes well 

away from your own land, since they tend to 

go whenever they want, However, if you put 

more experience into Earth effects, they can he 

seni in the direction you want a little easier. If 

an Earthquake does encroach on your Sand, 

lower the land that it affects, otherwise any¬ 

thing you raise will be destroyed. 

BatholLth 
This effect is very similar to Lhe Volcano from 

the original game, since it raises the land as 

well as bringing up a few rocks. For the 

Earthquake to do an\ useful damage, the 

pointer must he well into the icon (meaning 

Heracles 

One useful function of this character is 

that when knighted your leader's energy dou¬ 
bles, Heracles is immune to the effects of 

Walls and Earthquakes, 

Lightning 

Using lightning is a very good way of killing 

off enemy leaders and reducing large buildings 

to rubble, making them easier for your Knights 

to destroy. 

Whirlwind 

When used dose to a coastline. Whirlwinds 

can destroy large amounts of coastal land, 

since they can start a number of Whirlpools, 

This picture demon¬ 
strates the usefulness 

of Whirlpools (partic¬ 
ularly when stirred up 

by a Whirlwind), 

Watch that coastline 

crumble under the 

pressure of nature’s 
devastating forces! 

Storms 

The effects of a heavy storm can destroy large 

amounts of land, particularly when you take 

into account the fact that lightning strikes from 

storms can set fire to trees and start lores! fires, 

Odysseus 

If speed is required, then this is the knight to 

use. He is immune to al l air effects. 

Fire Column 

These lend to concentrate on high ground. 
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Storms are useful for 
throwing a bit of heav¬ 

enly destruction at 

your enemy. Watch 

them run as the clouds 
gather and the light¬ 
ning starts to crack 

above their heads, 

They can easily he put out by submerging 

them in water, 

Fire Ruin 

This is one of the best effects available. They 

can destroy vast amounts of land and start 

huge forest fires. 

Achilles 
This Knight is immune to all fire effects, 

including magma from a Volcano. 

Volcano 
Probably the best effect available, since U per¬ 

manently destroys land. The best use is on 

collections of large buildings or centred on the 

enemy leader, since it makes it difficult for his 

men to reach the Papal Magnet. The only way 

to make destroyed land usable is to use the 

Renew Land option. 

General Hints 
If you are unable to raise land, then use 

Baiholiths (when available 1 to make some new 

land, Don*I use Computer Assistance, since 

this is next to useless! If this restriction also 

applies to the enemy, then use Whirlpools to 

remove his land. Any effect is useful, but look 

out for when you later want to move in for the 

kill, since any effects left hanging around will 

affect your men. 

If you can't lower land* use of a well- 

placed whirlwind or whirlpool can reduce the 

ground. Once again, use any effects to destroy 

enemy land if he's suffering from this restric¬ 

tion - but w atch out for w hen you vs am to 

move in later on. 

If you can neither raise nor lower land, then 

simply use vour Papal Magnet h> centre on the 

enemy targets. 

Basalt 

Once formed. Basalt can only he seen on the 

close-up map view . This means that the enemy 

doesn't know that you've built a pathway to 

his land. It also makes n difficult to raise 

buildings, since Basati can't he grown upon. 

At the start of the game, both sides will have a 

large and hefty population and consequently 

will have quite a bit of energy available to 

them. Use this to carry out a mass destruction 

(using for example Storm or Fire Rain) on the 

enemy's population. 

Whirlpools 

Although these can be useful for preventing 

the opposition reaching their Papal Magnet, it 

is better to use Whirlwinds whenever possible, 

Baptismal Font 

When used around the Papal Magnet, these 

can provide a good way of converting men to 

your side. Ii's best to use them at the start of 

the game when there is a dense population, 

Helen of Troy 

This lady is very useful, since she doesn't 

cause any damage when charming a person 

and evicting them from their home. She cannot 

be destroyed by drowning, so other methods 

have to be used to get rid of her. However, she 

can be affected by Baptismal fonts, so get rid 

of any that appear in her path. 

Tidal wave 

This devastating effect reduces land to sea 

level and can only be stopped by land three or 

four steps higher than sea level. After a Tidal 

Wave, the opposition will tend to raise the 

land to provide settlements, so use Whirlwinds 

or Whirlpools to stop him. 

If your population is spread out to start w ith, 

then try and gel them together. This w ill make 

it easier to elect a strong leader and protect 

your clan. However, if your population is 

mixed up with that of the enemy, use the Fight 

and Settle option. 

When playing on hostile land environments, 

make sure that you choose a strong house for 

breeding. If U s a little on the weak side then 

the person will die, stopping you from reach¬ 

ing any free space. 

When the restrictions are in your favour, 

switch game control to Computer Vs 

Computer, as this will deal with the boring 

raising and lowering of land to begin with. 

Reducing the screen will help to speed things 

tip a little. When you have a decent sized pop¬ 

ulation, take over control. 

Here is an extremely useful lip for those of you 

with weaker characters. Jusi try using the fol¬ 

lowing for some extra help: 

fjecvtsuntgjvazv 

David Glaueri. 

Mark. Somerset 

LEVEL CODES 
If you want to have a look at some of the later levels, use these codes. 

Level., Level,. .Code Level,, 

2ft,. .NGAF 387. .ACER 696 .... .PIUNAD 
2b.. .UXCCAF 393,...* ...AMAAAG 699,,.. .....LYLOAC 
32. .LDOMAD 399. .LEQUAD 700. .INCCAK 

36. ....ADUHAK 402,..** „*TUWOAC 701. .LLAGAT 
42., .ALJIAC 4ft 8 . .VEM 702.,... , ......J1ISAB 
48. ..FEME 414. . GHAKAG 705. .AAF.R 

54. ........HDD AF 417.,., ...MOLLAK 711. . AGAAAD 
60. .INUNAD 423. , WOUBAK 713. ...AMOOAC 
66...... .LOIS A B 433.**. ,***SUOWAB 724. .NGSUAD 
70**...** .OOOMAC 434.... .ERVEAD 730.... ...UXDOAB 

75.,,,.. .EMAAG 435,,..* .TTALAG 736...., .LDLEAT 
9ft. .UXI1 441. 742... .AFTHAK 

96. .LDAKAG 446..... .JII1 AT 748 .*** ...MEUGAC 

108. 452... ... OMAKAF 750.,.* .FENEAT 

114. .ERNEAT 458. ...UMNGAC 755*,,. .TTUHAC 
120 ,„, ......PIABAF 463. .LEETAG 765.***, .LLOPAB 

131. 464. .QLHO 771 *„., .A CPI AT 

136,,.. .OPUMAB 468. .NGL’PAB 775 .AGLO 
141. .HEAGAF 474..., .UXINAT 780 .... .UBGHAD 
147. XEMMAC 479. .SONEAC 786. .TUUPAB 
149..,, .1TIMAT 485. .OWOP 790.... ..MMMNAC 

155..,, .IMALAF 491 ***. ...... UN SI AG 796. .DDOO 

161 .... ,, MONEAC 497. .SUAFAK 800..,*, .LDQUAB 
167, .WOOP 502. .II HO AT 806 ...* .AFDOAT 

173.,.. .L PS1AG 503.**. , **,MNCCAB 810. ...ALUM 

179,.., TTAFAK 504.*** .PIATAK 815. .UHAFAK 
184..., .....PIMOAT 505. .NEISAG 821 .... .CCCCAB 
190. .JIHRAF 511.... THAMAK 828.... .INMNAB 

195.... .ACEH 517. .AKNEAB 831 .... ...THUG 
201 ... .AMJIAG 518..,, ...OOEMAK 833 ..** .AAEGAF 

202.... ..UMQU 524. .UBUXAB 835.... .ACNEAB 
208.... .QUSOAG 530.... .TUUXAT 840. .OP1TAK 

21 L... .NESIAF 536. .VEPIAF 845. .HETU 
214... ....MMFEAK 540.... .DDLOAG 850. .TUFEAK 

220... .DDLLAB 542.,.. ...GHAGAD 855...., .SIUNA1 
224.,.. .LDAGAD 548.... .ADMN 86(1.,.. ...DDAGAD 

228,,,. .ADERAK 554.***. .ALOOAG 864...,, ...LDETAK 
234.... .ALAAAC 560 *.** .PE1TAG 870. .AFAAAC 

235,,., .L’NNEAK 566. .1IADAC 875. .UNWtAF 
241 .... .SLABAX 572..., .INTTAT 880.... .„PEUX 
244... .EGUX 573.... .LL.AK.U' 885. .CCI1AK 
240..,. .NE11AK 574.... .JIPIAK 890. .ISTTAT 

251.... .LYLY 575,... ....THUMAG 894. .JILL 

260.... .OMLOAF 576.,,. .DOLL 896.... .DOLOAF 
263... .AGISAK 580.... omagac 9(8). ...OMUBAG 
268... .UBMMAT 586. 1 MMMAT 90S.... ...AMAMAC 
274... .TUOWAF 592... ...QUOWAF 911.... .LEVEAT 

280... ..VEEGAD 598... ...MMEGAD 915,*„ .NEABAB 

285. .WISH AG 604.... IH)\( Ml 920. .VEJJAK 
29] „„ 610.... \Hl 1 \G 925. .WILY AT 

295... .WOUMAF 616.... .ATLOAK 931,,.* ,**.HOUMAF 

301 .... .UPTIAD 617.... .UXNGAC 937 ..,* .UXTIAD 

302 .FEL'BAF 620.... .MELBAF 943. .UHATAB 

305..., .SL'HOAK 625 .SUATAB 945.... ..SUUPAF 
309.... .CCUPAF 629 ... ......CCER AC 950.,*,. .I1ALAB 

315... ..LYINAD 635 ... ..LY 955,,.,, .LYOOAK 

320.,.. .....DONEAG 636... .IN EG AC 960 . .DOAC 

324,,., ...OMAC 642*... ..LQAC 965.... ..-AKDOAD 
326,... .000PAR 644„., .OMOPAK 970. ...UMDOAD 

332... .UBS 1 AC 650™ .UMSIAC 975.... CETI \C 

338.,. ..TUAF 653.*.. ..*.„HELEAB 980,,.. .NGCCAF 
344.... ̂  ...VECCAF 656..., .QUAF 985 **.. .TIER A B 
350., „ .GHOMAD 662**., ...MMCCAF 990...* .CHLGAK 
354... .ABUHAK 668,... ..DDOMAD 992... .LDNEAB 

?«).... . vrji \( 674... .ABEGAB 994. .A8NEAF 

363... .UNITAB 676... .ADNEAF 995. .HOEM 

360... .SUADAT 678... ..AFJ1AC The final level' 
375... .MNTTAK 684... .MEHE quite a battle! 
381. .LLLOAC 690.. .erddaf 999. .WO IT A B 
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GAME TIPS /Tb 

Killing Game Show 
This one is quite an old platform shoot-em-up, but a well designed and highly 

playable one none the less (it did get a Format Gold back in Issue 17, after all). If 

you're still having trouble finding your way around the maze-like levels, then just 

have a look at these lovely, colourful maps. They should help you choose the right path 

The first level is s*mpiy a matter of finding your way around and battling the robots that attack you, Locate the exit and keep moving away from the DOLL, 

Find a way on the third level to drop down some chains. These will allow you to reach the higher platforms and make your way to the exit. 

Maps by 

Piiiii \luxiu>IL 

Kessinttlstnd' Suffolk 



MAIL ORDER 
61 Gainsborough Rd, Finchley, London, N12 8AA 

VISIT OUR SHOPS! 
Power Station Computers, 14 Station Road, Finchley, London M3 2RY 
IPs fight by Finchley Central Tube Station so now ycnt can tiy our products before 
buying? - our trained and friendly staff will Ite pleased to demonstrate any product 

11 Eagle Star Complex, 290-301 High Straat, Sutton, SURREY 
TEL 081 643 7078 

IMPORTANT ALL nwctwies are tatted prior to shipping 

POWER PACK 11ts your CHOICE! 
I(T)CARTOON CLASSICS 

A WO Plus 
(1Mb built-in) 

| [minding 
I Mb disk drive. 

I TV modulator. 

40% colours, 
multitasking, speech 
synthesis., 4 channel 
stereo, mouse, 
2. operation manuals, 
Workbench 204, 
all cables, 
huiU-in hartery. trail lime 
dock. 
PICS 

I The Xtmpwim 
I Captain Planet 
1 Ummifigs 

Deluxe Pxiut til 

AM'pQm* PRICE 

only £329 

PACK la With 2Mb 
Phis FREE FA basic 3*5 

£379 

MIGA PACKS 
{f) CARTOON CLASSICS IMh. Includes: 

Pack A PLUS die fallowing: 

Good quality joystick 
Dust cover 
Mouse mai 
The following game? fall tested to work on the 
ASOO Plus) Rick Dangerous II. Test Drive H, Gazza 
II. Gunship, Days of Thunder AND Interword, a 
great wocdpfoceaaor worth over 449. 

Total Package worth over 4600.00 

You 
CHOOSE 
your own 
chart hit 

© 
Park B with 

chart game of 

your choke 
(up to 426) 

e g. PGA Tour Golf, 

F19, R-Type 2, F15 
etc 

hPOWFR PRICE only £379 

POWER PRICE 

only £399 

PRICED 
^ TO SEU « 7^1 A A /m 

V V N 

With Pack 

^jfrPOWCR PACK 2 
PHILIPS 8833 MKII COLOUR MONITOR 

With Pack 

SMASHED 
PRICES 

With Pack (B) 

PRICE PRICE 

only £564*99 only £614*99 
• potri* price 
only £633*99 

POWER PACK 3 ITS 60TTHEP0WM 

From £549.99 with software 
2 year warranty on our 

Quantum Drives 

AMIGA 1500 COMPUTER PACK WORKBENCH 2.04 
BRAND NEW 1500Pack that's ideal for 
both home and business!!1 
Central Pmcowtn^ Unit (CPU).... 
Imh. RAM. 2, 5.S" Floppy Disk Doves 
Sight expansion slobs to take all Amiga 
2fXK) peripherals 
Keyboard and Mtmw 

Plug-in keyboard with Numeric key 
pad. 4 cursor keys. 2 button Amiga 

without monitor 
1 THE ULTIMATE PACK i&t* 

with Uxrtinodorc 
I POWER PRICE INC. vat KCS IBM adapts 

PLATINUM WORKS 
HOME ACCOUNTS 
DELUXE PAINT III 
ELK MAGIC Ci A ME 
TOKI - ANIMATED FUN 
AMIGA GUIDE BOOK 

4449.99 Si!#> Vuirtum GVP 
Mk II 47W9.99 Grtirelfcr Cml (10 

tOH4S, 179999 I’M* Quamixn CAT 
.   4279.00 Qmlmicr Card 1440 00 

EXPANSION POWER 
..„.4«.99 

.*34,99 
IHh ASCII) i'lu* cxponnkui 
3.3* fsifmal clnvo 
Very f|um, lUimlinc iir^utn wk" any Airuj^i OrVufl Mutch. 

I XHOK lcinn?flcd rapaciay vttfci krtft V4* “ UufJ**- 

312K 
(KM 

mcronry einar»Mi 
AW*ifficill 4UK 

imum whJi <4nck «nly 13999 
*4499 

CDTV POWER 
I Indudes t ,l> player with full tNTR V Ml I * rnniml PI I's 

kadE to TVr and audio system PUN iniroductory diric 
l'1 l s (UK voucher hit Urnnungs and IJulcIurtMifks 
bnc>’dcjfM4,daj 

,,r POWER PRICE £469.00 
"*l CD ROM ivailahR. loan 

SWOP! MONITOR POWER 

TV TUNER Scoop!PRICE 
S4*.** 

the best of both worlds! 
Use your monitor as a IV 

at the <#f* Scoop! 

POWER PRICE of only 
£239.99 inc. VAT 

PHILIPS 8833 MK11 
UK VERSION 

Including FREE lead plus FREE dust cover 
plus FRi 1 Ft9 Stealth Fighter plus FUFF. I 
year on-site maintenance 

44W&orS POWER PRICE 
only £239.99 ini. VAT 

A500 HARD DRIVE PROMOTION POWER 
GVP Series II 120Mb hard drive (takes up to 8Mb> 

4M» POWIS PRICE only £489 ini. V»T 

GVP SER n 52MB (TAKES 8MB RAM) £379 

PRINTER POWER 
All printers tome with a I Kl b printer pack containing 200 'du-ets. nf I 

coni. A t paper 5 coni, envelopes - 100 coni, address labels Amiga! 
cable - dust cover - 1 primer driver 

All Citizen printers carry a full 2 YEAH WARRANTY 

Citizen 120D 9 pin, 120 cpst NLQ, 80 col__XI49.99 
Citizen 124D - 24 Pin Mono.....,.,£209.99 
Citizen SW9 Colour ...£220.00 
Citizen SW24E Colour (NEW).....,£289.99 
6LQ Fonts, 180 cps DR 
Star LC24/200 Colour......,£289.99 
Hewteii Packard Desk jet 500..,......£359*99 
Hewlett Packard PaintJet.________,£699 99 

PERIPHERAL POWER 
Commodore AS90 20Mb hard drive i.Of MUCI ... £279 99 I 

Plus extra 2Mb fitted - does Nt >y affect warranty .....4369,99 I 

tMh upgrade A50D*... . 459.99 I 

I nhnanck-d disks 40 plus 40 cap loriuhk: storage box ...*..,.£24.99 I 

KCS Brunt..............421999 I 

Sony branded 20 % ,V5‘ with Sony box * very compart .....419-99 I 

Control ccrtire - aluminium - space for drive ■ monitor platform NEW .. 439.99 I 

Ki 11■.1.11.■ l -iti|i ^ k KKn>2 wuh FULL switch box. ..,,,,,41H4.99 I 

Rcpb cement power supply......... ...439.991 

Quiekjoy TOPSTAR (for profession ah) - mkroswiithcs, AUtoHre  ..421-99 I 

Quiekjoy JETFLGHTT-R - 6 miooswiidws - autoTire * speed control - smooth.,,.4,13.991 

K. mis spvedking - brilluni luiofire ■ The Best......„.„„.+lt..ltB„t,.,Jtl2.99 I 

Nintendo Super Faindcofll Sturt Version .....,..,.4199.991 

Sega megadrive * Fnghsh m Japanese' - plus great gamr^. fftxm ..4129 99 I 

Dud ctTver for 1S00, Covers monitor. CPU & keyboard. ___LI4.99 I 

Tilt ‘n' Swivel monitor stand wkh poKiiion locking.,...417.99 | 

Authorised dealers for Cormviodore, Atari, Amstrad, Citizen^ Star, Panasonic, Supra, Sega, Hewlett Packard 

VISA 

ORDERING POWER It's so easy! 
24 HOUR SALES POWER HOTLINES 

Hi 081 343 0419 (6iin.*) r3 
HOW TO ORDER 

By phone 

B81 343 0419 

By fax It's fasl 
081 645S414 

By post; make 
cheques, bunkers 
drafts, poMal 

orders <»r building sot k-ly 
cheques payable lo 

Aff* Direct Lid 

Alkm S wnrking days for 
personal cheque clear¬ 
ance. 

DELIVERY: ux mainland onit. 
THE 4JTF1 POWER SERVICE 

Next day delivery only JtlO.OO inc. VAT 
3-5 day only 4(>,00 
P&F under 4100.00 only 42 50 
P&P over 4100,00 only 44,00 

SFEC1AL WLI kLND 

DFITVTRY 

WITHIN M25 ONLY 

414.00 

Weaw have yfutr ctedii cartl ready when 
nnJenng for exsy reference. Thank you 

OPENING HOI IKS: 
Mon-Frl: H.30am - 7.30pm 
Saturday; 9.00am - 6.00pm 
SuntLiy : (»hop) open 10.00am ! .00pm 

4Hfe 
PRICE...P0WfR...PERF0RMANCE 

OF., Prices an* turnsi m 

lime of in press, and 
indudc VAT IxiI AUb^Kt IO 
change, as we are Mitmtimes 
let down by suppliers Call 

RIB r*fsr 

Name (Mr, Mr*, Ms!_ 

Address *»*#* *.** >»—* »■»>• *** 

.... ... ...—... ...__..... ....... ._ ^oAco^e 
Credit Catrd rts: Please eirde Card No-__y___ 

Signature Expiry date 

PLEASE SEND ME PRODUCT PRICE QUANITIY POWER PRICE 

All products are sourced from the UK - no grey Carriage 
imports * SO rest easy wiih your official UK _ , „ 
wanamie*. Total Power Pno- 



LOWEST PRICES GUARANTEED! 

CORTEX % Mb RAM 
expansion 

for the Amiga A500 
fgenual A500 upgrade Amiga is 

A501 * Lower power 1Mbit DHAM La 
technology high-qualrty compownw 
•Fatter Agnus’ compatible tot 1Mb CHIP 
mem • Low profile enable'disable switch 

Available with or without battery-bached 

ctock- calendar module 

CLOCK £24.95 

£19.95 

8Mb RAM EXPANSION 
for the 

Amiga A1500/A2000 
Fully implemented auto wntigure 
• Zero wait states • Uses 1M * 
SIMMs 2 4 or 8Mb configurations. 

4 Mb 

£245. 

8 Mb 

*1* *1* 

ROM SHARERS 

ontraifed switching * Has 3 ROM . ___ 

0 allow lor future 
jxpansron 

A$ above but with 
3. position slide switch 

1/I.3 ROM 

V2.04 

mmmmuuuu 

1 OEHSZM3 smif- 
I > :'L ..JaT 

CORTEX 8Mb RAM EXPANSION 
for the Amiga A500/A1000/A500 plus 

The ONLY RAM upgrade approved by Commodore UK * 
Fully compatible with A50Q plus for 10Mb maximum RAM * 
External fitting (Warranty remains intact) * Through port 
{covered by blanking plate) * Fully implemented auto- 
configure * Zero wait states * Compatible with A590 and all 
major hard disks * UsesIM x 8bit or 1M x 9bit SIMMs * 
Complete with its own power supply unit (UK, US. or 
EURO) • FullyAIOOG compatible * RAM test software. 

2Mb 4Mb 8Mb 

£189.00 igMwi £369.00 

GVP IMPACT SERIES 2 
HARD DISK WITH RAM 
(A500HD8+) 
52Mb Hard disk system with up to 
8Mb of RAM * Factory-fitted 
Quantum Pro-drive* 11ms access * 
Uses 1M x 8bit SIMMs (see RAM 
CHIPS section tor prices) * Game 
switch (hard drive disable) and power 
supply 

52Mb 105Mb 
£379.00 £569.00 

Other GVP products availble: call for prices 

EXTERNAL FLOPPY-DRIVE 
Hkjh-quality silent mechanism * 
Through-port * Enable/disable 

switch. 

CORTEX 1 Mb 
MODULE 

FOR A500 plus 
Gives 2Mb CHIP MEM * 

®quiva,en> to AS01 
plus Ultra low power destqn * 
Low component count for 
maximum reliability • Available 
populated 10 '/2MBommb ° 

ENHANCED chip set 
(E.C.S.) UPGRADES 

8372A 
Fatter Agnus 

8373 
Super Denise 

£45. 23 

[£45. 23 

£49. •11 

ijjKTBiSS’as as 
JUeU .0 A500£1500^0„bC? 
See KICKSTART 
ROMS' for ROM 
upgrade. £198 

XETEC HARD DISKS 
Systems available for all Amigas 

INCLUDING AIOOO call for prices 

£29. 23 
£39. 23 

PRICE PROMISE 
Cortex will match any genuine price offered by one of our U K. competitors on 
goods lhai are in stock on a like lor-like basis. This offer applies at ihe time of 
purchase only and doss not apply to prices offered in safes of bankrupt stock, 

clearance or closing down sales. 

2 YEAR GUARANTEE 
Ail product bearing the Code* brand name carries a 2-year guaraniee Other 

products in this advertisment carry a 1 year guarantee. 

All prces include VAT and postage 4 packaging All products shipped same day 

where possible Allow 14 days for delivery if ordering by cheque Make cheques1 

P.O.'S payable to CORTEX. 

RAM 
1M x 8bit SIMMs 

; (lor Conex. GVP 
etc 2Mb. 

2S6K x 4bil DIPs 
(for A590. 2091 
ICD etc) each 

'VI x Ibit DIPs 
(lor older A2000 
cards) each 

IM x 4bi! Static- 
Column Mode ZIPs 
(for A3000) 4Mb 

CHIPS 

£65 ̂ 2 
£4.1 □ 
£4.1 •a 

DEPT AS. CORTEX DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY LTD, BRITANNIA BUILDINGS, 

46 FENWICK STREET, LIVERPOOL L2 7NB. • 24 HOUR SALES 

TELEPHONE: 051-236 0480 24 HOUR FAX: 051-227 2482 



GAME TIPS 

by Maff Evans and a host of helpful readers. Could your tantrums be spared in this 

month's Helping Hand? Read on... 

In a Different Place 
! was wondering — well, more praying - if you could 

help me, Eve ground to a hah on Another World. I 

have reached level CCAL. tun have been unable to gel 

any further for two weeks. I beg of you, save another 

human being's sanity! 

Carl Ben net I , 

Sc holes. Wigan 

Don't panic! Don't panic! 1 can help you get to the 

next mage, at least! 

Drop down the first shaft onto the T-shaped roct 

Walk off to the right and jump off the ledge on the next 

screen (avoiding the spikesl. Run halfway onto the next 

screen, then quickly run a short way to the left. Turn 

around and watch the timing to get under the two rock- 

falls. Run onto the next screen until you are hidden 

behind the large rock. When the next two rocks hit the 

floor at the some time, rim jtast and watch the timing 

before running past the next rock-fall 

Before you reach the tentacle monster, run up the 

slope to the left. Turn around, store up a big beam then 

blast the tentacles owav {once they drop hack downh 
Run onto the next screen and continue going right 

(dodging the tentacles and jumping the mouths in the 

floorl Blast alt the tentacles and jump the mouths as 

you go to the right. When you get to a shaft, do two 

smalt jumps to avoid the hole and the mouth, then con¬ 

tinue right. When you reach a dead end. blast the wall 

away before going back to the left. This should give 

you a new code. 

Slash, Thud, Death 
I recently purchased the games Wurzone and Leunder. 

but 1 can't beat the ship at the end of level four on 

Warzone and J can’t get past world 2-1 of founder. 

Please can you give me a cheat for these games? 

Andrew Black. 
Coleraine, County Londonderry 

Tm afraid that we don't have anything 

to help you out on Warzone (cue for 

flood of reader's letters supplying 

cheats - hint, hint), hut thanks to a fetter from Ramon 

Gerritsen in Holland, we can help with Leander. 

If you want to have a look at the later levels with¬ 

out having to slog it oat with the enemy all the way 

through, then try these codes: ZXSP for level two and 

LVFTfor level three. Hope that saves you some higher. 

Thanks Ramon. A voucher is tm its wav. 

Dead Bodies Everywhere 
1 have been playing Cadaver for two months sand I am 

stuck on level live. 1 need two turquoise gems to pul in 

a skull lock. but every time 1 cast Dispel Evil at one of 

the evil gems, the other one disappears, Can you tell 

me how to get two gems? 

Paul Whittney, 

Bingham, Nottinghamshire 

l^lL; * 

BtW-j L 

ill 1 h[«L 

Find yourself looking in the wrong plate in Cadaver? Me 

too. Anyone with a solution had better send rt Inf 

A few people have got in touch about Cadaver, mainly 

due to the fact that there was only a solution to the first 

level in the first Screenplay hook. Unfortunately; that's 

about as far as l ’ve got, so there isn't much t can do 

for you. Since this has been quite a popular query. / 

n rtuld Ire rrurst grateful if anyone who krunvs a full 

solution (with maps if you caul to send if in to 

Gamebusiers, That way l could help out alt these lost 

and desperate adventurers. 

Smarter than 
the Average Tips Section 

1 have a game called Yogi's Great Escape which I like, 

bui 1 can’t gel past level three. Do you know a cheat or 

a way ol jumping to the higher levels? 

Something Old, Something New 
Can you help me by answering these questions on 

Rain bird's Elite! My game is version 2,0, with a 

release date of IH/7A)! printed on the disk. The game 

seems to work OK, hut I have a few problems; 

11 can't get out of Witch Space On the BBC version 

it was possible. Any suggestions? 21 have played the game right up to dangerous level. 

but 1 have had no messages about missions. Can 

you tell me whether there areany? 

'J In a previous Gamebusiers, you mentioned a cloak- 

mg device. How do 1 get this? 4 It is possible to buy retro rockets. Unfortunately, 

the manual appears to be the same as the BBC 

manual (with a few picture changes) and so makes no 

mention of these. 

f E have noticed ill at Rain bird have an advanced 

iJ version of Elite on the PC. Is this going to appear 

on the Amiga? 

John VVestermuii, 

deck heat on. West Yorkshire 

Quite a few questions, that's true! Let’s take them one 

at a rime: 

Witch Sluice is a hit tougher on the Amiga version. 

X. since this is aimed to make missions a lot more dif¬ 

ficult, For this reason, ytnt may find yourself trapped. 

^ The missions are totally independent of your 

Ad rating. You are given missions when you arrive at 

certain locations after a specific time. Keep plugging 

away - they are theref 3 The cloaking device is an expensive item that can 

only be found on planets with a high tech-level. 

They are useful, so keep trying to visit advanced plan¬ 

ets with pockets ftdf of dash. 4 The manual I've seen for the Amiga version is 

quite different to the original BBC draft. You ’d bet¬ 

ter check with the publishers for that* 5 A new version of Elite is under production (nomi¬ 

nally titled Elite Plus), but it won't he available 

until at least the latter jhirt of the year. 

Kathryn Roberts, 

H i g h a nt. (r toy ccs t e rah i re 

This must be one of the youngest people ever to write 

to Gamebusierst since Kathryn is only seven years old. 

Unfortunately, nohmly here has actually played the 

game, SO HT don V iblOiv of a cheat. If anyone thinks 

they can help Kathry n out. then you know what to dot 

Send a tip into Helping Hand, 

What? The end of the page already? Well it looks like 

we'll have to wrap it up for (his month. One last note: 

if you've goi a problem thai is a bit too complicated for 

Helping Hand, then have a look at page 109 to see if 

the new Screenplay book can help you. If it looks 

interesting and you want to find out more, then give us 

a ring on a Tuesday. Maff Evans w ill no doubt try and 

get you to buy a copy! 

See you next month for sonic more hot lips. 

107 

If you're stuck on a particular game or have a solution to a letter printed in the 

magazine, then write it down and send it in to us at HELPING HAND 

Amiga Format, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW 
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,o *ASS,V* 
<T £100,000 

of items must go! 
We have the following computer products for 

DISPOSAL Before Easter 
BULK DISKS 

SONY/ MITSUBISHI DSDD BULK DSDD 
50's.. .45p each. ..£22.50 50's.. .37peach ,...,...£18.50 
100's-... .43p each. .£43,00 1QQps. 36p each .£36,00 
400 s. ..41 p each .£164 00 400‘s. .33p each .... .£132.00 
BOG'S. .39p each.. .£312 00 800's. .£240 00 
1000V- .£370.00 1200V . .29p each. .£348.00 

Large or small users - we 
have the prices for youl 

3?’ DSHD Konica made In 
Japan from 60p, 

AM disks are PIN numbered and carry a 100% quality control/no quibble guarantee Disk labels supplied 

BRANDED 3;“ DISKS 

Sony DSDD 135 TPA...£7 00 per box 
Sony DSHD 135 TPA,,.,..£16.00 per bo* 

Phone for price on larger quantities 

STORAGE BOXES 
3,5’ (10 capacity box] *Slimpak' 
(New see-through “Slimpak">....£0 05 each 
3.5* (10 capacity box) see-through “Vision 10* .£1,00 each 
3.5“ {4Q capacity box) lockable disk 
storage ...,.£3.50 each 
3,5“ (50 capacity box) lockable disk 
storage box........... £3 95 each 
3 5‘ (80 capacity box) lockable disk 
storage box.*............,,£4.30 each 
3.5“ (100 capacity box) lockable disk 
storage box........£4.95 each 

stackable boxes 
3.5“ 'POSSO' stackable box {holds 150).£15.99 
3,5“ “BANX“ lockable stackable (holds 80).£8.95 
3 5“ (250 capacity) kxrkabte/stackable box....£24 95 

All d*$k boxes are anti static, Amiga beige, contain keys, 
dividers and rubber feet (with the exception of 10's) 

DISKETTE BOX OFFERS 
3,5“ 40 cap box comes with 95 3 5p diskettes.£12 50 
3 5* 100 cap box comes with 50 3.5“ diskettes.£22 95 

3.5" DISK LABELS 
Roll of 1000 3.5“ labels..........£6.95 per roll 
Roll of 1000 3.5“ Tractor Feed labels ..8.95 
Roll Of 1000 3.5“ multicolour (4) labels ......£7.95 

MICE/SCANNERS 
Amiga mouse,, two button Mty compatible 
as replacement.........,£13.95 
Naksha mouse me 2 year warranty, mouse mat 
and mouse bracket Operation Stealth 
(worth £24.99) Free.......£24,95 
Naksha scanner . ..».....£99 00 

DISK DRIVES 
3.5“ ext. disk drive, throughport connector, on/off switch, 
1 year guarantee, slimmest drive In the world....£50.00 

While stocks last 
CUMANA DISK DRIVE 3.5“ ext. disk drive, throughpon con¬ 
nector, on/off switch. 1 year warranty .....,. ..£54.95 

Telephone for hard drive paces 

AMJGAS 
Cartoon Classics 1Mb (500+).........£349.95 
A)500 ..,........ ONLY £575,00 

Ask about starter packs 

MONITORS 
Philips 8833 II.. ..£894.95 
Commodore 10845 monitor..... ,.£939,95 
Philips 15“ TV/Monitor.....£249 95 

NEW PRODUCTS 
Roboshlfts (auto joystick'mouse switcher)..........,..£14,95 
Quickjoy footpedat (use your feet to control 
the action as well as hands') ..£19.95 

OudjoyMegastar jo^tKig (the i«eM see ihrough eortroner) ..,.£19.95 
Amiga connection cables {Scart etc,).. £9 95 

THIS -ERS 

K FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE ^,1 

WITH AMY ORDERS OVER £15.00 FREE 10 
CAPACITY LIBRARY BOX 

WITH AMY ORDERS OVER £95.00 FREE 
UNIVERSAL DUST COVER 

- t-., 
FREE "I 

PRINTER RIBBONS 
Gb 1 Gty 5 QtylO 

Star LC24-10 Mono ..£3.90 .£3.70.. £320 i 
Amsfrod DmP 2000 3000 .£2.90. £2.50 £2 20 
Amsfrad Dmp 4000 .. ..,£3 90 , £3 60 .£3 20 
Amsfrod PCW 8256/8512 £3.50. £3.20 £300 
Amsfrad PCW9512 .. ...£2.90. ..,£2 60., .£2 90 
Brother HR15/9Q/25/35. £2.50. £2.30 £215 
Brother Ml 002/1109. ,,,£3,90. ...£360 , .£3,20 
Citizen 120D1SP10.. .,.£2.90....... ...£2.70,. .£2.40 
Citizen Swift 8/24 mono. ..,£3.90. £3.50... £320 [ 
Commodore MP38Q3 .. ...£2,90.. ...£2.70... ....,.£2.20 
Commodore MPS1500/1200 ...£5.50.. ...£5.20., £4 90 
Commodore MPS1230. £4 90. £4 50 £4 10 
Epson LQ40O/5O0/8OO. .0 90. ...£3.50.. .£3.20 
Epson mm xao/ss/soo. £2.90. £2 70 .£240 
Epson FX100/105/1000. ...£3.60. £340 .£3.10 
Epson LX80/88. £2 90. ...£2.70.. £2 30 
Panasonic KXPl m £390 , £3 50 ... £3.20 
Panasonic KXP 108081 82 .,,£3.90. .. £3 70 £3 20 
StorLCIO. £2,90 ....... £2.70... £2 40 
Star LC10 4 colour. £590. .. £5,30- £5 00 
Star LC24 200 mono. £3 90 .£3 70 .£320 

Please note that this is just a small selection 
of our large range 

Telephone (0827) 50000 for pacing on other ribbons not 
listed 

PRINTERS 
Star LC20...... £139,95 

j Star LC200 colour. .. £189 95 
Star LC 24/200 colour £279 95 

1 Citizen 12QD £119 95 
1 Citizen Swift 9 colour £17500 
1 Otirrn Swift 94 cnlonr £969 95 

LISTING PAPER 
11 % 9.5 single part plain micro perL 

500 sheets. .. .£4.95 
1000 sheets £8,95 
2000 sheets... ...£16.95 
4000 sheets ..£30.00 

Please call for multi part, pre printed and fax rolls 

RAM UPGRADES 
t/2Mb upgrade without clock .... .. £26.95 
1/2Mb upgrade with clock £28 95 
1Mb megaboard . £69 95 

All upgrades are fully compatible with A50G Plus 

STARTER PACKS 
Pack comprises of mouse mat, dust cover, mouse bracket, 

3.5* cleaning kit, 10 capacity library box 

ONLY £9.95 

BAGS 
Sega Megadrive bag... 
Atari Lynx bag.... 
Game Soy bag. 
Game Gear & PC Engine bag. 

,,£19.99 
-£11.99 
.£9 99 
-£10 99 

JOYSTICKS 
Guickshot Apache ........„,.£5 99 
Quicksbot II Turbo new microswitch....£8.95 
Guickshot 128F Maverick new microswitch.. ..£12,99 
Guickjoy Supercharger microswitch  .., ..£9.95 
Quickjoy Megastar.    .,...£18.95 
Guickshot II Turbo.......£7.95 
Guickshot III Turbo....£8 95 
Competition Pro Colour.    £9.95 
Quic kjoy Topstar.....£23.95 
Quic kjoy Jetfighte r  ...13 99 
Cheetah 125+.     ....£8.85 
Guickshot 127 infra red remote ... £29.95 
Quickshot Flightgnp...,...........£7 99 
Zipstjck autofrre.......£10 99 

BOOKS 
TOP TIN AMIGA TITLES 

Amiga Format 8k. Dk. Package ..£13 95 + V.AJ - £14.52 
Amiga Format Get Most From....... .. .£9.95 
Screen Play Amiga Format......£9.95 
Amiga For Beginners.....£15.45 
Amiga BASIC Inside & Out.....£22 95 
Amiga Machine Language .....£18.45 
Amiga DOS.... .£14.95 
Best Amiga Tips & Tricks Bk & Dk, £27 45 + VAT = £27.93 
Master Amiga DOS 2 vol. 1......£21,95 
Mastering Amiga C    .....£ 19.95 

ANY OTHER TITLES NOT LISTED CAN BE ORDERED, 

k i r* X K 
i 

ACCESSORIES 

Philips CM833/1084 dust cover.. .£4.95 
Printer stands (80 col). .£5 50 
Printer stand with tray (80 col. 132 col.). .£695 
4 Player adaptor .£4.95 

I Data switches (2-way serial or parallel). .£12.95 
1 Mousc/joystick exte nsion . ..£3 95 

A4 desk top holder... .£7.90 
Mousemats red, blue, grey deluxe.... ..£200 
2 metre joystick extension. .£3.95 
Mouse brackets...... .£1.95 
Amiga printer leads.. .£4.95 
3.5* cleaning kits. .£1.95 
Amiga dust covers... .£2.95 
Star LC10/2410/24 200 dust cover. , .£4.95 
Grip Clip copy holder... .£3.95 
Copy holder metal arm .. .£995 
14“ monitor stand (Wt 'n' turn).. ..... ... £9 95 
Ribbon Re-Ink .XI 1.95 
Monitor Cables {any type)..... .£9.50 

Dept. AF; 12 Amber Business Village, Amber Close, Tamworth, Staffs, B77 4RP. 
Hi flEEi 

Fax for instant response on: (0827) 60976 
or ring (0831) 471312 (mobile after 6pm) 

To order make cheques/P.O.'s payable to E.M.D. Ltd and send to above address. (Cheques will be held for clearance 
and prices may chanse without notice). Corporate, education and trade accounts welcome. 

fJMI All prices Include 17.5% VAT 

¥13 POSTAGE £3.95 - NEXT DAY CARRIER £8.95 
VISA 



The ultimate games guide 
is back by popular 

demand! 

OVER lOO 
GAMES REVIEWED 
Want to know the top games on the 
Amiga, both new and old? Find out here! 

180 PAGES OF TIPS 
The biggest collection of maps, solutions, 
cheats and tips ever assembled in one place, 

MORE MAPS AND SOLUTIONS! 
Screen Play 2 features more full game guides than 
any book ever has before, with 12 games mapped. 

ALL THESE GAMES 
REVIEWED AND TIPPED: 

Archipelago*, Atomic Robokid, Awesome, 

Back to the Future if and III Oar-Vup, Chip s Challenge, 
Chuck Rock, Crackdown, Drivin Force, Dynamite Dux, 
E Motion, Empire Strikes Back. ESWAT, Ghostbusters 2, 
Ghosts n Goblins, Gremlins 2. Hammerfist, 

screePp^ 

Costing only £9.95 The ultimate guide 

Horror Zombies, The Immortal, fvanhoe. Kid Gloves, 

Killing Game Show. LED Storm, June of Fire. Llamatron, 

Lotus Esprit Turbo Challenge. Manic Miner, 

Midnight Resistance, Monty Python s Flying Circus, 

Narc, Ninja Spirit, Nrtro, Operation Thunderbolt, 

Predator 2, Robot op 2, Saint Dragon, SCI, 

Shadow Warriors, Skidz, SphericaL Spy Who Loved Me, 

SWfV, Teenage Mutant Hero Turtfes, loki, Turrican, 

Turncan 2 Virus, Viz, Z-Out. 

PLUS FULL SOLUTIONS FOR: 

Cruise for a Corpse, Dragons Lair fJ, Fantasy World 

Dizzy, Indiana Jones III. Leisure Suit Larry, Maniac 
Mansion, Rick Dangerous 2, Rise of the Dragon, 
Search for the King, Secret of Monkey Island, 
Time Machine, Treasure Island Dizzy. Wonderland 

to Amiga games has been succeeded by an heir. 

Wlaff Evans has spent months putting together a brand new 

collection of top tips, helpful hints and informative reviews. 

ORDER FORM 

J would like to order ___ copy/copies of 

SCREENPLAY 2 

at the price of £9.95 f+1 .45 per copy P6P) 

I woufd like to order__ copy/copies of 

or SPECIAL LIMITED PERIOD OFFER 

both SCREENPLAY* I and SCREENPLAY 2 

at the price of £ 17,40 (+1.45 per copy P&P} 

Name 

Address 

Telephone 

Post Code 

AND ALSO EXTENSIVE 
PLAYERS’ GUIDES FOR: 

Please send payment with this order form in a 

sealed envelope to; 1 enclose cheque/FO for £ 

Armour-Geddon. Battle Command, Captive, 
Carrier Command, Deuteros, Dragons Breath, 

Eye of the Beholder, Full Contact, Gods, Hero Quest, 

Indianapolis 500 James Pond, Lemmings Mean Streets, 

Pang, Prince of Persia, Speedbail 2 Spindizzy Worlds, 

Supercars 2. Warhead 

AMIGA FORMAT SCREENPLAY 2 Book 

FREEPOST 

Future Publishing Ltd 

Somerton, Somerset TA11 7BR 

No virimp required ri pwied in she U K 

Please allow ?,& dayy for dHivrfy 

Please debit my Access/Visa card:*Mtit> 

My card no, is 

Expiry date _________ 

Signature__*_ 

OR Phone our credit card hotline 0458 7401 J 



THE WORLDS 
CARTRIDGE IS 

NOW WITH 
A 

ACT! 

JUST LOOK AT THE UNMATCHED RANGE OF FEATURES 

• SAVE THE ENTIRE PROGRAM tN MEMORY TO DISK 

Special compacting techniques enable up to 3 programs to fit on 
one dish. Now saves directly to disk as Amiga Dos - reloads 

independently of the cartridge * even transfer to hard drive? Works 
with up to 2 Megs of Ram - even 1 Meg Chip Mem (Fatter Agnus). 

SUPER POWERFUL TRAINER MODE - 

now with DEEP trainer. Even better than before - allows you 

to generate more or even infinite lives, fuel, ammo. Perfect as 
a Trainer Mode to get you past that impossible" level. Easy to use. 

• IMPROVED SPRITE EDITOR 

The full Sprite Editor allows you to view/modify the whole sprite set 
including any "attached" sprites. PLUS A RANGE OF IMPROVED 

FEATURES. 

• VIRUS DETECTION 

Comprehensive virus detection and removal features to protect your 
software investment. Works with all presently known viruses. 

BURST NIBBLER. 
Now this super disk copier program is built into Action 

Replay Mk III, Just imagine a superfast, efficient disk copter 

program at the press of a key - no more waiting. 

• SAVE PICTURES AND MUSIC TO DISK 

Pictures and sound samples can be saved to disk. Files are saved 
directly in IFF format suitable for use with all the major graphic and 
music packages- Samples are displayed as screen waveform. 

<ss» 
PAL or NTSC MODES SELECTABLE * 

Useful for removing ugly borders when using NTSC software. 

(Works only with newer Agnus chips). 

MANY MORE INSTANT CLI COMMANDS < 

like Rename, Relabel, Copy, etc. 

• SLOW MOTION MODE 

Now you can slow down the action to your own pace. Easily 
adjustable from full speed to 20% speed. Ideal to help you through 
the tricky parts! 

• RESTART THE PROGRAM'S. 

Simply press a key and the program will continue where you left off. 

• FULL STATUS REPORTING 

At the press of a key now you can view the Machine Status, 
including Fast Ram, Chip Ram, RamDisk, Drive Status, etc. 

• POWERFUL PICTURE EDITOR 

Now you can manipulate and search for screens throughout 

memory. Over 50 commands to edit the picture plus unique on 
screen status "overlay" shows all the information you could ever 
need to work on screens. No other product comes close to offering 
such dynamic screen handling of frozen programs!? 

V€ 

JOYSTICK HANDLER - 

allows the user to select Joystick instead of Keypresses * 
very useful for many keyboard programs. 

• MUSIC SOUND TRACKER 

With Sound Tracker you can find the complete music in programs 

demos,etc, and save them to disk. Saves in format suitable for 
most track player programs. Works with loads of programs!! 

• AUTOFIRE MANAGER 

From the Action Replay III preference screen you can now set up 
autofire from 0 to 100%, Just imagine continuous fire power? 

Joystick 1 and 2 are set separately for that extra advantage? 

Act 

IMPROVED RAM EXPANSION SUPPORT, 

Now many more external Ram Expansions will work with all 
Action Replay III commands. 

mi 

TELEPHONE [24Hrs] 0782 744707 CREDIT CARD ORDERS 
ORDERS NORMALLY DISPATCHED WITHIN 48 Hr*. ALL CHEQUES.'POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO.... 

tm tTL/remmre&Lm* s 
GOVAN ROAD, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, ST4 2RS, ENGLAND. 

FAX 0782 744292 TECHNIC ALj'CUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324 



MOST POWERFUL FREEZER-UTILITY 
NOW EVEN BETTER!! •-T" 1 ONLv 

mrr n .09. 

MASSIVE 256K OPERATING SYSTEM IN ROM OFFERING 
A WHOLE NEW RANGE OF MK III FEATURES 

AMIGA ACTION REPLAY SIMPLY PLUGS INTO THE EXPANSION PORT OF 
YOUR AMIGA AND GIVES YOU THE POWER TO FREEZE MOST ANY PROGRAM 

• DOS COMMANDS 

Now you have a selection of DOS commands available at all 

times - DIR, FORMAT, COPY, DEVICE, etc. 

r e 

FILE REQUESTOR - 

if you enter a command without a filename, then a file 

requestor is displayed. 

• DISK COPY 

Disk Copy at the press of a button - faster than Dos Copy. 

No need to load Workbench * available at all times. 

• BOOT SELECTOR 

Either DFO or DF1 can be selected as the boot drive when 

working with Amiga Dos disks. Very useful to be able to 

boot from your external drive. 

PLUS IMPROVED DEBUGGER COMMANDS - 

including Mem Watch Points and Trace. 

• DI5KCODER 

With the new 4,Diskcoder>K option you can now 'tag* your 

disks with a unique code that will prevent the disk from 

being loaded by anyone else. Tagged" disks will only 

reload when you enter the code. Very useful for security. 

SET MAP * 

allows you to Load/Save/Edit a Keymap. 

• PREFERENCES 

Action Replay III now has screen colour preferences with 

menu setup. Customise your screens to suit your taste. 

Very simple to use. 

• DISK MONITOR 

Invaluable disk monitor - displays disk information in easy to 

understand format. Full modify/save options. 

IMPROVED PRINTER SUPPORT - 

including compressed/small character command. 

PLUS A MACHINE CODE FREEZER MONITOR WITH EVEN MORE POWER!! 

MORE FEATURES INCLUDING 80 COLUMN DISPLAY AND 2 WAY SCROLLING... 

• Full M68000 Assembler Disassembler • Full screen editor • Load/Save block • Write String to memory 
• Jump to specific address • Show Ram as text • Show frozen picture • Play resident sample 
• Show and edit all CPU registers and flag • Calculator • Help command • Full search feature 
• Unique Custom Chip Editor allows you to see and modify all chip registers - even write only registers! • Notepad 
• Disk handling • show actual track, Disk Sync, pattern etc. • Dynamic Breakpoint handling 
• Show memory as HEX, ASCII, Assembler, Decimal • Copper Assemble Disassemble - now with suffix names 

REMEMBER AT ALL TIMES YOU ARE INTERROGATING THE PROGRAM IN IT S 
"FROZEN" STATE WITH ALL MEMORY AND REGISTERS INTACT 

* INVALUABLE FOR DE-BUGGING OR JUST THE INQUISITIVE! 

AUSTRALIAN DISTRIBUTOR 

Macro-Soft 
29 Lasscock Avenue, 
Lockleys, S A. $032 

Telephone (08) 234 5050 

Fax (08} 352 6305 

UPGRADE INFORMATION 
OWNERS OF AMIGA ACTION REPLAY MK II CARTRIDGE 

CAN UPGRADE TO THE NEW MK III VERSION OY 
RETURNING THEIR OLD CARTRIDGE PLUS C39.04 

INCLUDING POSTAGE , PACKAGING AND HANDLING, 
PLEASE CLEARLY MARK THE OUTSIDE OF TOUR PACKAGE 

"ACTION REPLAY UPGRADE 

WARNING 1980 COPYRIGHT ACT WARNING 
Datei Electronics Lid . neither condones ek authorises me use of *rs products tar the reproduction 

of copyright materia* 
the backup facilities of tins product are designed us reproduce Only software luch as Public 

Domain malaria*, 

tr*a users mm programs or software where pemussion to make backups has been cHarly given 
It is •ll«g»l to moke copies even lor your own use. of copyright mater*). without the fJear 

permission of 0W copyright owner or the Ircencee thereof 



3VOW ¥011 CAM MCITIZE NCTOBCS 
FROM A»f FIREO 
• Completely newly designed interface that plugs into the 
expansion connector of the Amiga 5QQ or internal connector of the 
Amiga 2000, 
• Standard phono video input 0,5 to 2.0 volts to take signals from 
TV* video or camera, 
• Control brightness* contrast and throughport on A500 version, 
• Frame grab in 1/50 second, record update up to 3 frames per 
second. 
• Single or continuous update in 4, 8 or 16 grey levels* 
• Play frames backwards or forwards up to 15 frames per second. 
• Save Raw, IFF or sequence files. 
• Automatically adjust for maximum number of frames according 
to memory available. 

CAMERA OR ¥€R 
• Display 256 x 256 pixels* but optional 320 x 256 IFF Save. 
Screen editing features Cut, Copy, Brush, Paste and Undo, Effects 
menu to reverse pos/neg, compress, etc. 
• Second display editor controls sequence production; Record, 
Play* Insert, Clear* Delete Frames. 
• Set start and end position number of frames saved, number 
frames, step backwards and forwards, loop, etc. Time lapse feature 
adjustable in 1 second increments to 1 hour between each frame. 
Ideal for capturing flowers opening, sky movements, special effects, 
etc. 
• Separate player programs included to insert into your own 
program disks. Hard disk transfer program* 
• Please state A500 or 2000 version when ordering. 

fta<o)\y^7 tFoocLQ, 

©LPTT’CIOK] 

ONLY £79.00 

ONLY £149 .00 

SUJ'/Jl 

WITH THE ADDITION OF THE RGB SPUTTER, 
TO THE VIDEO DIGITISER II YOU CAN OBTAIN 

COLOUR IMAGES IN ONLY 1 SECONDl! 

• The Splitter unit plugs alongside the Digitiser and a lead is supplied to couple the two units together. 
• Full adjustment of Red, Green and Blue signals together with a saturation control enabling you to 
take full control over any image. 
• The Splitter is switched in software and comes complete with Digitiser Colour Software. 
• You can select single continuous colour or B W input. Files can be saved in Raw 4096 colour 
format, 0 or 32 colour IFF files or 16 shade B/W IFF, 
• Features include full pailette control editing of frame and colour retouch calculator. 
• Input from camera, cameoder or video recorder (paused). No more messing with colour filters. 

yi&Hicd 

HOW TO a ITT YOUti OHDHH l-ASTI 
TELEPHONE [24Hrs] l ifYA CREDIT CARD ORDERS 

ORDERS NORMALLY DISPATCHED WITHIN 4B Hrs. ALL CHEQUES POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO.... 

Limited 

LV471SL £L£cmmc&L m 
GOVAN ROAD, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, ST4 2RS, ENGLAND. 

FAX 0782 744292 TECHNICAL CUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324 
AJF ViOIGI 



AMIGA PRO SAMPLER STUDIO II 
+ DATEL JAMMER 

■ | 

• New design hardware now plugs Into expansion socket of A500 completely freeing the 
parallel port, • Save files in Haw or single, multi-octave IFF format* 
• Surface mount technology, twin A/D converters for realtime stereo sampling 
• Extensive Alters for extremely clean and noise-free sampling. 
• Through bus allows existing add ons, e.g„ hard drive. 
• The NEW Sampler ft software has been completely re-wrtiten In 100% Machine Code 
and incorporates faster routines. bigger displays and many new editing features such as 
Cul+ Copy* Insert. Replace, Mix, Erase* etc. 0 Stereo lock control. 
• Separate zoom windows and controls for left and right channels. 
• Multi-bank facilities for 1 Meg users. 
• Adjustable trig record level and sound monitor. 
• Separate buffer for editing waveforms and improved wave editor with instant update. 
• Envelope control pane! for ramping up and down re-scale amplitude* noise Alter and 

waveform. 0 On screen display of filenames sample rale* length* etc* 
Inputs for microphone or line 1 f 4” jack and DIN connections at rear of unit. 

NOW ONLY £49.99co«Pi'T' ,.5», 
INTERNAL 3000/1500 VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE 

• A top quality 8 bit mono sampler 
complete with 
Pro Sampler and 
Jammer software. 

• Also compatible with most other 
PD Sampler software. 

• inputs for microphone or line 
3,5mm Jack and din connections* 

• Utilises latest surface mount 
technology and Incorporates ah the 
features found on bigger, more 
expensive samplers. 

• Easy to use - Just plug in and 
start sampling! 

• Legendary Cumana quality now at an 
extremely low price! 
• Through port allows daisy chaining with other 
disk drives* 
• A full 1 meg of unformatted capacity (6S0K 
fully forma tied), 
• A good length of cable Is provided for 
convenient positioning on your desk etc. 
• High precision head positioning. 
• On/Off swllch. 
• Extremely quiet and click free operation. 

NOW YOU CAN PRINT 

OUT YOUR PICTURES 

IN FULL COLOUR! 

• The Star LC200 
Colour Printer not only 
prints m Near Letter 
Quality for your regular 
jobs but also prints out 
your pictures In genuine 
colour! 

• No more to buy - Just 
plug In and print!! 

S Comes complete with 
printer lead. 

• Fully compatible • Midi In 
3 x Midi Out f 

& Midi Thru, 
• I-mil Midi I 
Interface for 
A50G/1000/ 
2000 (please 
state which model req*}. 
• Compatible with all leading 

Midi packages An D/MusicJ. 
• Fully Opio isolated. 

I Midi Interface for 
J I A5G0/2OGO* 

J* I 0 MIDI In MIDI Out 
I - MIDI Thru. 

• Fully Opto isolated. 

NOW ONLY £14.99 

0 High quality direct replacement for 

mouse on all Amigas. 
0 Teflon glides for smoother 
movement* 

0 Rubber coaled ball for minimum 
slip. 
0 Optical system counting - BOO/mm, 

If you can obtain you r own Ram chips, 
can supply the card. 
Accepts 16x41256 D Heims, 

Available with /without clock option. 
Switch disable feature. 

0 Now an Internal interface for the Amiga 
2000 and 1500* 
0 Easily fitted In minutes. 
0 Leaves serial port free for other uses. 

0 Midi In* 3 x Midi Out and Midi Thru. 
0 Fully compatible - Opto isolated. 

Special oN#r - FREE Mou»© Mat * Mouse Houit [worth C7.991 

NOW ONLY £19.99 COMPLETE 
CLOCK VERSION JLT4.SI& 

N.fl. THESE PRICES DO NOT INCLUDE RAH CHIPS. 

NEW MINI SAMPLER CUMANA CAX 
354 3.5” DISK 

DRIVE 

LC 200 OLOUR PRINTER 

INTERNAL MIDI 
INTERFACE 

FOB 2000.1 S00 

GENIUS MOUSE 

YOU Ft ORDER FAST! 
CREDIT CARD ORDERS 0782 744707 

MO IV TO 
TELEPHONE [24Hrs] 
ORDERS NORMALLY DISPATCHED WITHIN *6 Hrs. ALL CHECHJESPOSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO.... 

IB OAT ML MLKCTRONIC* 2 
GOVAN ROAD, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, 

ST4 2RS, ENGLAND. FAX 0782 744292 TECHNICAL CUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324 

DATEL LONDON SHOP 

222, TOTTENHAM COURT RD, 
LONDON. W1. Tel 071 580 6460 

A/F AMG 12 



• Full easy to follow instructions. 

• This is the input method used on professional systems - now 

you can add a new dimension to graphics/CAD. 
• Fast input of drawing by ”tracingH is made easy - plus 

"absolute reference" means you can move around the screen 

many times faster than by a mouse. 
• The Genitizer fits in the serial port of your Amiga 

500/1000/2000 and "co-exists’’ with mouse. 
• Unlike a mouse, the Tablet gives absolute co-ordinates so 

that tracking and menu selections are possible from the tablet 

face. 
• A pressure sensitive switch built into the stylus tip activates 

the Tablet overriding the normal mouse input. When you are 

not using the Tablet, you have normal mouse control. 
• Complete system - Graphics Digitizer Tablet, Stylus, Deluxe 

Paint Template, Power Adaptor, Test Software, Interface Unit, 

plus Driver Program • no more to buy! 

• With the Amiga Genitizer Graphics 

Tablet you can streamline the operation 

of most graphic or CAD programs. 
• The Genitizer Graphics Tablet utilises 

latest technology to offer up to 100 dpi 
resolution at the tip of a stylus. 

• Complete 9" x 6" digitizing area plus 

super accurate stylus combine to enable 

fast, accurate and easy control. 
• Works by "mouse emulation" so the 

Genitizer will work with most packages 

where mouse input is the usual method - 
Deluxe Paint, Photon Paint, CAD 

Packages, etc. etc. 

• Supplied with a template for Deluxe 

Paint. 

Wi4- 

-O LHLS1 
TELEPHONE [24Hrs] 0782 744707 CREDIT CARD ORDERS 
ORDERS NORMALLY DISPATCHED WITHIN 48 Mrs ALL CHEOUES-POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO.... 

GOVAN ROAD, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, 
ST4 2RS, ENGLAND. FAX 0782 744292 TECHNICAUCUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324 

LONDON 

r 
II —Frf-~~ 1 
1_=_ 

222. TOTTENHAM COURT RD. 
LONDON, W1P9AF. 



GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL REPLACEMENT MOUSE 

222. TOTTENHAM COURT HO, 
LONDON, W1. Tel 071 580 6460 

DA TEL LONDON SHOP 

N . 

STILL ONLY 

• YES A FULL FEATURE OPTICAL MOUSE FOR 

YOUR AMIGA * THAT MEANS NO MOVING PARTS! 

• Incorporating full optical tracking and counting - no ball so 
no problems with clogging, slipping, etc. 

• High count output for very fine movement. 
• TVo button microswltch action. 

• Direct replacement for all Am I gas. 

Conies complete with special 'Optical Pad ". 
styled - super-smooth shape moulded to fit the hand, 

moulded 9 pin connector. 

No more to buy!! 

COMPLETE 

ONLY £39.99 

ORDER FAST! 
CREDIT CARD ORDERS 

CHEQUES POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO.... 

ESTATE, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, 

744292 TECHNICAL CUSTOMER SERVICE 0702 
A/F SCAN 3 

... NOW A TRUE OPTICAL 
MOUSE! FOR THE AMIGA 

VERSION IV 
^AIFF Buffer Save 1600 x 1024 pixels, dual 

buffer, scan matching and view Buffer. 
lupfP1 • Unmatched range ol edit/capture 

facilities and keyboard control simply not 
offered by other scanners at this unbeatable price. 

Full keyboard control of most functions. 
• An easy to handle Handy Scanner 
featuring 105 mm acanfling width and 

^^^^400 dpi resolution enables you to scan graphic* 
and text Into your Amiga. 

jfc Includes hard disk transfer to run under 
Workbench. 
* Adjustable switches for 

brightness/contrast levels. 
Screen grid overlay and configure menu 
to save parameters. 

off< 

PAI 

Full sizing menu of scan area. 
• Genlscan gives you the ability to easily 
scan images, text and graphics and evert 

offers 200Dpf Dual Stan Mode. 
X, Y position readout and metric sizes* 
• Save images In suitable format for most 
leading packages including PHOTON 

PAI NT* DELUXE PAINT, etc. 
View window and position control panel. 
• Package Includes Handy Scanner. 
Interface, PowTcr Pack and Scan Edit IV 

software. 
Icon menu to select functions. 

I Powerful partner Tor DTI1 that allows for 
cut and paste editing of images etc. 

SOFTWARE 

COMES WITH 
FREE 

PHOTON PAINT 

• Cornea complete with Photon 
Paint Illustrator Software. 
• Huge range of features. 
• Top selling graphics package. 

NEW 
£ 129.99 

COMPLETE HARDWARE/SOFTWARE 

SCANNING COULDN'T BE SIMPLER... 
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IL 1992 

SEIVIOUS' PREVIEWS 

PAGESTREAM 2.2 
£199.95 SOFT-LOGIK VIA SILICA 081 -309 1111 

The serious end of (he 

DTP market is about to 

gel even more serious. 

Gold Disk's Professhmai 

Page, which we have 

always found comes out 

tops til practical use. is 

about to be released in its 

third version. Hut it w ill 

face extraordinarily stiff 

competition from this 

latest version of 

Pagestnamu always 
Professional Page's clos¬ 

est competitor. 

America Tor a while and 

has received rave reviews, many of which reckoned it has stolen the 

number-one spot. Certainly it\ packed with genuinely professional fea¬ 

tures, including very advanced text handling, full Postscript printer 

support and full process colour separation. As for how it compares with 

Professional Page J, well have to wail until next issue to find out. when 

we ll be testing both to (he death, 

PRESENTATION MASTER 
£234.99 OXXI VIA SlUOA 081 -309 1111 

This opens up a field of 

Amiga use which has as 

yet not been properly 

explored or eatcrcd for. 

It's designed to be used 

to produce slides for 

business presentations, 

although the range of 

uses, as ever w ith art 

essentially creative 

package, could be very 

wide, from school use to 

helping create effective 

talks for dubs, societies 

and the like. 

It’s basically a 24-bu graphical presentation system, combining a 

(tiling and paint package with the ability to produce charts, graphs and 

diagrams. It includes an object-orientated paint system and outline fonts, 

so both pictures and text can be scaled with no loss of clarity, and it can 

output lull Postscript. It also Jets you sequence slides into a full Amiga- 

based presentation. As ever with a new way of using old techniques, it 

w ill need next month's full review to explain properly how the whole lot 

integrates, and how well it succeeds. 

PageStream t3| 

P 
The new PageStream has been available 

SUPERJAM 
£99 BLUE RIBBON BAKERY 

VTA ZONE 081-766 6564 

Another radical new- 

departure in simplifying 

computer music from the 

company who created 

Bars antl Pipes, the 

unique graphic 

sequencer. The exciting 

idea behind Super Jam is 

that it is aimed at people 

who have the technology, 

but don't have the musi¬ 

cal skill. It allows you to 

create music in a number 

of popular styles, to a 

professional standard 

even if you can't play a note on a real instrument It's an exciting idea: hi 
see how well it succeeds, read the full review in next month’s issue. 

Coming co 
A whole host of new ideas to add to the slightly serious 

side of your Amiga. Damien Noonan shows you the 

new products that have arrived in the Amiga Format 

offices, which will be perused over in coming issues. 

£204.30 RAMSCAN VIA MB 

MARKETING 0753 585000 

The best Amiga sampler that money can buy 

is back, and this time if n better than ever. 

The Australian manufacturers have managed 

to put together a package that combines sim¬ 

ply the besi piece of sampling hardware ever 

to hit the Amiga. And with software that is a 

down-under budging of the latest version of 

the Amiga's (op sampling software. 

AitdioMaster IV. The results certainly ought 

to be spectacular: again, weTl find out how 

good next issue! 

Cl9,95 BRUCE SMITH BOOKS 

0923 894355 

Following on from Bruce Smith Books' successful first 
publication, Mark Smiddys excellent pair of books 
describing AmigaDOS in all its varieties and complica¬ 
tions, the UK firm are now bringing another Amiga 

Format contributor into print Phil South's book covers 
an enormous range of Amiga topics for the total novice: 
Workbench 2; RAM: hardware; utility devices etc, and 
they are all divided into easy-to-read sections, tt makes an 
excellent introduction to the machine. 

THE SCRATCHER 
HB MARKETING 0753 

686000 

A strange idea, this original little music 
package comes in a record Sleeve complete 
with an LP! The disc contains a number of 
demo tunes that show what you could 
achieve, while the program itself is a sam¬ 
ple player. This lets you assign samples to 
the various keys of the Amiga's keyboard 
and play it like an instrument, Could be fun! 

PO WE RPACKER 
PROFESSIONAL 
UGA SOFTWARE VIA 

DATABASE DIRECT 

Once a top name in PD software, UGA 
decided a year or so back to retain copy¬ 
right to their latest releases and put them 
on the market properly at what are still bar¬ 
gain prices. This is the leader of their pack: 
undoubtedly the best Amiga file compres¬ 
sion utility, now in its latest update and 
featuring a number of freety-distributable 
utilities to aid the crunchlng/decrunching 
process. Looks good. 



ntraptions 
C199 CALCULUS STORES 

The nil her unique feature of thi^ 

television/monitor combination is 

really ihc price: for £ 199 it's easily 

simply the cheapest that is avail¬ 

able. hi a nutshell, this is a 

remote-control colour TV. so you 

can slick it in your bedroom* 
kitchen or wherever and watch 

N<’t\>hhour\ - it you so desire - or 

the latest episode of (itsmrsMuM^r 

hul it doesn'l slop there because it 

as also equipped with a SC ART 

connector that allows you to plug 

in your Amiga's RGB video sig¬ 

nal. to gel full monitor quality and 

stereo sound. 

Our only criticism, and it s a small one* of it would be that the built-in speakers arc a little hit 

on the weedy side* so the sound is not quite up to the standard of the J*hilip\ or Commodore 

Amiga monitors: hul at the bargain price, along with the telly tuner throw n in. then it has to be 

well worth your consideration. 

ARTISTIC CURS VOL 1 
ARTISTIC SOFTWARE OIOI 613 591 6039 

A range of dip art (small drawings which can be used wherever 
you like, to decorate or Illustrate) In Professional Draw format, 
these are distinguished by the nice use ol graduated shadings, 
rather than Just simply being line drawings. 

They are also in full colour. An Interesting alternative for 
anyone who appreciates the fine lines of the top drawing program* 
but lacks the artistic talent. 

BIBLE SCHOLAR 
EASYSCRIRT! SOFTWARE OIOI 205 881 6297 
Most likely the best Bible study software ever' is the confidem 

claim on the packaging, and who are we to argue? Well it’s proba¬ 
bly true because it's most likely the only Bible study software ever: 
it's basically a combination of a concordance, explaining the con¬ 
texts of the verses* with a fairly powerful search facility that 
enables you to track down words you want, I'm sure it's very 
good... is anyone interested? 

EASYSCRIRT! SOFTWARE OIOI 205 SSI 6297 

Here's another bright and simple idea, this simple little program is 
here to make life easy when you're printing out labels. It also 
works as an address book* so it's a complete address database, 
and it will even tone-dial the phone for you. It features presets for 
printing to all sorts of stationery, and it sounds as though it could 
be very useful indeed. 

MARK'S MATH LAB 
EASYSCRIRT! SOFTWARE OIOI 205 881 6297 
This one is designed for use in a situation where mathematics 
needs to be illustrated or explained, so it's probably essentially of 
interest to schools. Basically it allows you to construct and use 
complex mathematical expressions and centres around a mathe¬ 
matical parser, but it also includes illustrative features such as 
tables and graphs of functions. And it's a little out of my league... 

'Serious' 
reviews 

Not necessarily as serious as alf that - there's fun to 
be had here too! - this is the section of the maga¬ 
zine dedicated to bringing you honest and 
intelligent reviews of the latest releases in hardware 
and software that have nothing to do with games. 

From expansions such as extra memory and hard drives 
through useful, practical utilities to the latest in productivity' 
(word processing, DTP, databases) and creativity' (paint, ani¬ 
mation* 30 and music) software, it s all in here. 

Two years running, Amiga Format has been voted by com¬ 
puter retailers as the magazine that they most trust when 
they're deciding what to stock, so you can see that we re the 
people best placed to advise you on what to buy. With our 
expert knowledge, we know what's the best program to date 
for any particular kind ol job, and we ll see how anything new 
stacks up against the best in the business. 

We also carry round-ups' which compare all the programs 
that are available of a particular kind and pick out the best for 
your needs. We've covered hard drives, disk drives, sound 
samplers* video digitisers, word processors, word publishers 
and more in recent issues, but it you're trying to decide what 
to buy do write in and ask us to do a comparison. 

Contents 
Here's precisely where you can find the reviews of the latest 
techie software. And to lie in with our animation feature 
{Page 31) check out this first review... 

TAKE 2.™......1 20 
From Rombo. an animation package for professional and ama¬ 

teur Amiga animators But is it any good? 

OEVPAC 3___1 2S 
Here s the update to HiSoft's assembler This remarkable pro¬ 

gram wilt make coding in assembly a cinch 

SCAIA 500______1 26 
Desktop video is the place where the Amiga seems to be 

expanding at the mo The best video inter around? 

PIXEL 3D 2______137 

Another update 10 a previous release This is the essential utility 

if you work in 3D. 

How the Ratings System works 

SPEED (marked out of S) • • • i • 

tremendously important toe both hardware and software: there $ 

nothing more annoying than waiting. A purely intuitive judgement. 

documentation (out of 5) mm mm* 
Although there are some packages that are so simple no manual is 

needed, complex items benefit hugely from a good explanation, 

ACCESSIBILITY (out of 5) #•••* 
The lurgel for all good software Should be powerful but simple: this 
rating assesses how easy it is to get lo grips with ihe item, 

FEATURES (out of 5) §•*§• 

i Does it do what you want it to do? How well does it do it? And does 

il also do lots ol other things that you'd never have thought ol? 

value (out o< 5) mm mm m 
A pretty important rating, this one: if a package does everything you 

could wish tor. it s no use to you unless you can afford to buy it. 

The Verdict* our et-e-giane# overall rating, 
Js a percentage: it # baaed on sheer quality 
but with the price taken into account, so 
that you know what kind of a deal you get. 
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QUALITY , 
SERVICE 

QUALITY 
PRODUCTS 

HOW TO ORDER 

BY PHONE 

0446 421316 
ROCLITE 3.5 SLIMLINE DRIVE I ROCHARD EXTERNAL HARD DRIVE 

Amigo Format says 
'beautifully made 
slimline drive, quick and 
quiet with all the extras 
-85%- 
+ 3 5‘ 880KB External 

Drive 
+ Access time: Sms 

track to track 
+ 0.9' high 
+ Enable/disable switch 
+ 23 pin pass through 

socket 
+ Allows connection to 

a 3rd dnve 

£54 95 

External hard drive for 
Amiga 500 
Built in Autoboating 
On board Ram option 
up to 8Mb 
DE/SCSI hard disk 
drive of capacity 
52Mb 
External SCSI Port 
Beginner friendly on¬ 
line help 
A super fast, high 
capacity hard dnve 
that leaves others in 
its wake 

£349.00 

ROCGEN PLUS GENLOCK 

* User friendly design 
easy installation 

+■ Video Thru & RGB ■ 
Thru Ports 

+ Variable fading 
effect; inversion of 
overlay function 

+ Key-in port for expan¬ 
sion with external 
keying device 

+ Compatible with an 
Amiga models & 
Commodore CDTV 

£149.00 

EXTERNAL AMIGA DRIVES 

I For AMIGA 500 .,...£54.95 
For AMIGA 2000...£54.95 
For AMIGA A5Q0 7. .£54.95 

MONITORS 

PHILIPS CM8833/11 STEREO 14h COLOUR MONITOR. Covered 
by a 12 month warranty Includes connecting cable green 

screen switch UK specification 
£244.95 

MITSUBISHI 
DISKETTES 

MF-2DD 3.$' DSDD 1MB 
10 50 100 

£5.50 £29.00 £47.00 

MF-2HD 3.$' DSHD 2M& 
10 50 IX 

£13.30 £54.00 £10125 

* Our diskettes ore 100% error Tree 
and carry a lifetime guarantee 

W© only sell top quality products 1 

ADD UP STARTER PACK 
Includes +DUSTCOVEI?. + MOUSE MAT 

+ 3.5' CLEANING KIT + 5 x 3 S' DISKETTES £9.95 

NO APOLOGIES JUST QUALITY! 
QUALITY DISKS! QUALITY VALUE! FREE STORAGE BOX! 

3i" DISKS MITSUBISHI I 3?* DI5KS | m UNBRANDED 

DSDD 1Mb. 
m 

.£27,20.. 
(ED 

..,£46 4Q .£56,40 DSDD 1Mb. 

[40] 

.£19.05. 
m 

.£32.69. 
Q20] 

.....£45.60 
DSHD 2Mb. .£48 65 .£0650 .£121 50 DSHD 2Mb. .*.£31.25. .£63 35. .£76.30 

SPECIAL DISK OFFER 
+ + + + FREE LOCKABLE STORAGE BOX WITH EACH PURCHASE OF 40+ DISKETTES + + + + 

brother 

1816 80 Column 18 pin.£329.95 
1918 136 Column 18 pin.£485.00 
M2518 colour/mono.£725.00 
M1924L 24 pin 136 column.£59500 
Ml 309 9 pin 80 column.£195.95 

* LASER PRINTERS 

HL-4V 4 pages/minute.... £950 00 
HL-8E 6 pages/minute ...£1350.00 
HL-8QS 6 pages/minute.. £2450.00 
HL-BV 8 pages/minute.. £1450 00 

* SPECIAL EX-$HOWftOOM STOCK 

* INK-JET PRINTERS 

Brother HJ 100 

Mains or Battery PORTABLE £285 00 
12 months on-site maintenance 

+ FREE CONNECTING CABLE! 

* JOYSTICKS 

Maverick 1 QS138F......£12.95 
Flightgrip 1 QS129F...£8.95 
Python 1 GS137F.**„.£9.95 
Quickshot Turbo II.....  ...£8.95 
Starfighter 1 remote control ....£22.95 

* MICE & SCANNER 

ROCTEC MOUSE 
Superbly styled, ergonomic design 
Smooth precise operation!.£12.95 

NAKSHA SCANNER 

for Amiga 500...£89.95 

* LOCKABLE 
STORAGE BOXES 

3.5" 120 Capacity.£5.95 
60 Capacity.....£5.45 
40 Capacity..£4,45 

* ACCESSORIES 

Mouse Mat... .£2.45 
Mouse Pocket. *....£1,50 
Amiga Dust Covers..*...*.**.£3.95 
2 piece Universal Printer Stand ..£5,95 
Monitor Stand, tilt/$wivel.£12 95 
3,5" Cleaning Krt.,„„***.***....,£5,95 
14" Colour Screen Filter ,****,....£9,95 
Monitor Plynth , ...£19.95 

Monitor Cables ...£9.95 
Data/Printer Cables.£7,95 
Data Switches 
2 way parallel.:+++.  £12,95 
2 way serial.  £12.95 
4 way parallel....£22.95 

BY FAX 

0446 420404 
BY POST 

316 SUPPLIES LTD 

7/8 TY VERLON 
INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, BARRY, 

SOUTH GLAMORGAN 

CF6 3BE 

Make cheques and postal orders 
payable to 316 Supplies Ltd. Please 
send this together with your name 
and address and daytime tele¬ 
phone number if possible and your 
order requirements to our address 
above. 

CARRIAGE CHARGES 
Piease odd £3 35 per order for 
postage A packing 
£5.00 for orders over £150. Diskettes 
£1.25 per pack 
Guaranteed 2 day delivery £6.95 
Guaranteed NEXT day delivery 
£9.00 

Subject to availability despatch is nor¬ 
mally effected within 2 days from 
receipt of cleared payment Please 
allow 7 working days for cheque 
clearance. All orders will be fulfilled 
within 28 days unless otherwise 
notified. 

Prices and manufacturers specified’ 
frons subject to change. E&OE. 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT 

BEST BUYS 
SAVE £ £ £ '$ 

ROCTEC MOUSE 
QUICKSHOT 
TURBO JOYSTICK 
ADD UP STARTER PACK 

DEAL 
1 

£3+^ PRICE £25.95 
QUALITY MOUSE 
MAT. AMIGA DUST 
COVER. QUICKSHOT 

TURBO II JOYSTICK. 10 
3.5" DSDD DISKS IN PLASTIC BOX 

DEAL 
2 

S29&T (See £17.50 

DEAL ROCTEC MOUSE 
MOUSE MAT 

3 MOUSE POCKET 

SMrtt £14.50 

DEAL ROCTFC d.6’ 
SLIMLINE DRIVE 

4 10 3,5‘ DISKS IN 
PLASTIC BOX 

3.5' CLEANING KIT. 40 CAPACITY 
LOCKABLE STORAGE BOX 

price £67.95 
PRINTER STARTER 
PACK, UNIVERSAL 
PRINTER STAND. 
QUALITY DUST COVER. 

200 SHEETS OF A4 PAPER. 

DEAL 
5 

£13^5" «£ £9.95 



'^■nter oj \. 

^rn Farm-business Centre, Cublington Road. Wing 

0296 682277 GENERAL OFFICE?^ 
Buzzard, Beds. JLU7 01.P 

682248 

KirKfwpraB 
Pen Pal J 
pisieni vi 
Prowrrtt V. 

£46 99 
£169 99 

£49 99 

Advantage 
Digita Dngicaic 
Inter^pread 
Soperpian 

HOW TO ORDKtt 
ORDER BY PHONE Phono our 24 hour order tiMft (0296 682277) with 
Acgbss'Visbcord quoting card numbs*. name ot hjwt-i md vxt: -„ i ih> 

OFlDfift BY POST cheques or po-slal ordf?rs payab [to''CONNECT 
INTERNATIONAL" Please send name, address anrffI-'V Mi - 
along with your order req. 

>RHnjK POSTAL DELIVERY tw all orders over £25 (olhelH Pfas# w 
per rtehm42«ir lo door courier servce avanabte from 

OVERSEAS OROE?n (II1LLUUML-- 

VIDEO 

VISA 

Dept AMFSC8, Unit 8A, 

ORDER HOTLINI 

~k ‘WO‘Jt±rt.\ OT SOTTWAft‘E fJOK rOZl'R 

EDUCATIONAL 
Couni 4 Arid I under 7) 
Dinosaur Dtsooveiy Kit CJ Bi -inol Plus Mwrj 
Daiewd**d (7y»-My«l [WortJpnOMSMr + d 
Fun School 2 funder 6. 6-8. over 6). 
Fun School 3 (under 5, 5-7. over 7), 
Fun School* (under 5. 5-7.7-11) 
First Shapes (3-5). 
Frrsl Letters and Words (3-5>.I 
Hooray tor Henrietta fmaihs 5-12) 
Hennotta Booh of Spells (7-14)..... 
Kosmos Answerback Junto* (6-11} 
Koamos Factftie 500 Arithmetic (6-1 I 
Kosmos FacHile 500 Spelling <6-11™ 
Knsmos Afiswarbacik Senior. 
Kosmos Facttile 500 Geography 
Kosmos Facttile 500 General Stiet 
Kosmos Maths Advantura ... 

Kosmds Languages from Beginner] 
French Mistress German Master. 
Italian Tutor. Spanish Tutor 
LCL M«ro EnghSh (to G C S E -) 
LCL Micrp French (to G C S E | .... 
LCL Micro Maths (to G C-S E ). 
LCL Mega Maths ( A Leva! course j 
LCL - Reading 5 W-itingoourse (3-8) 
Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing 

(not Plus compatible).. 
Picture Book (2-5) . 
Puizks Booh 2 (5-Adult). 
Spellbound (7-16+) 
Things to do With Words tS-12). 
The Shoe People (44» .. 

ACCOUNTS 
Accounts...... . £98 99 

£hbooh Combo.£4 5 99 
ibook Controile r. £35 99 

A oc, 1„,„.  £1999 
Add. 2 .      £39.99 

3 (3 simple steps to 
your business)..£31 99 

System 3E....... £4599 

ersonai Fjnanaco Manager £24.99 

DATABASES 
Digrta Mailshot Plus ......E35.99 
Superbase Personal 2.........£34 99 
Interbasa.............£29.99 
Superbase Professional 4 ..£199.99 

WORDPROCESSORS MUSIC/SOUND 
£71 96 
£4fl 99 
£42 95 
£49 99 

£198 99 
. £94.95 

£20999 
C254 95 
£209 95 

£48 99 

DTP PACKAGES 

Education Bundle; 
Compendium Si* contains ■ 

todi Type, Weal her Watcher, Calendar Quiz, 
Words 1 Numbers, Whal Is It?, Where it HT, 

Game, Set 5 Match. 
£32,99 

We stock lots of other educational software, 
please ring tor details. 

* Product not yet releucd. All prion Inc Slide VAT. 
All cood> aubfect to *Y*tUbUlty Prtcr* lubjcct to 

ehiqfc without notice, EtOE 

Dona 

£89 99 
GRAPHICS/ANIMATION if,. 

’ ■ ■ 
Ar»& 
Amos 3D 
Amos Compiler 
Arl Department 
Art Deportment 
Deiuie Pam 4 

£32,99 
.£24 95 

£21.95 
£119 99 
£169 99 
£6295 

..£34 96 
Sup#* jam iVi'r'' ' 

£27 99 
Quartet £34 99 

UTILITIES £134 95 
•: 114 99 
£34 99 

.£14.99 
£54 99 
f£A.M 

iaseadd 75p 

BUNDLES 
Superbase Personal 2 + 512K 

memory upgrade ...,.*.. 
Penpal + 512K memory upgrade.. 
Penpal + Supert&se Personal 2... 
The Platinum Works. 
Superbase Personal 2 + interword w/p. 

£49,99 
£79 99 
£84 99 
£79 99 
£59 99 

The Complete Cotoor Sohibon...£149 99 

f 
§ 

WINNER OF COMPUTER 

SHOPPER MAGAZINE BEST 

CREATIVITY SOFTWARE 

NON PC 1991 

Dr Vs produce more AMIGA music software than any one 
else. They support their products with regular updates giving fou new exciting features. Buy any Dr T's product in the 
nowledge that it will offer good value, features and support. 

Notation packages, sequencers, editors and more for novices 
and professionals alike. As therr authorised UK distributor only 
ZONE are able to fully support all Dr T's products and supply 
updates, upgrades etc to all REGISTERED USERS, Ring or write 
for free information and advice. 

Dr.T*s 
MUSIC SOFTWARE 

Dr T's Phantom is o (T)ft rtfi fnffl ™ Synchronization 
very reliable and ft til It Ur ft for video and 

accurate deivee that audio is easy ! 
ads as standard 

Amiga MIDI interface 

and a SMPTE 

timeeode 

reader/writer. It 

couldn't be easier to 

synchronize your 

music fo video or 

audio tope 

SAVE £6 000 with X-oR 
Believe it or not X*oR is o complete editor/librarian for over 120 

vynths and MIDI devices from all the big (and small) 

manufactures. Even at just £50/editor this represents over 

£6,000 worth of editars in one package for just £219. Not to 

mention X-oR's extensive librarian facilities. MPE compatibility 

(real time voice edits thru KCS), randomisation and a constantly 

updated profile list is it hardly any wonder X^oR is so popular. 

High quality MO interface 
Bit accurate SMPTE with offset 
24, 25, 30 and 30 drop 
MPE compatible 
Stare conhgs to disk 

Supports KCS, Presenter, 
Shawmaker and Bars A Pipes 
Protection from crosstalk A 
Dropouts 
Works with any Amiga 

Attention all “1rodeyT.“us'^x 
illicit w to the new KCS 3.5 for 

MUSIC X jyjf 

owners 
‘ S**^Cl30slKCS3 Stp^QTP Xb««? 

rf.r*L fjJ L. >i J t tiLvd 2rh R*w1 a «s3rrrMTfiad 

KCS is the nr>osf powerful MIDI sequeooer avoibUe for the Amiga. Its 
□ny 
vith 

KCS 3,5 is the only choice lor the serious Amiga musician. 

AMtGA FORMAT 
a tor lin fatikv | j"l trtrr'i 11 If I m P H LTl«. 

rnj. PH t 
rim WiKflit , t ., 

•Graphic Tape Recorder interface 

•TIGER realtime Graphic editing 

• Full quanti se and bop record 

• Multi program environment 

• Notation dispbyf printing 

• Ocjw/edit dc*3 in redtime 

• Supports SMPTE thru phantom 

or MSPP 

/ goid X 

GOLD 
92 % O*c 1991 

Reod the rove reviews in 
Sound on Sound, Amigo 

Computing Amigo 
Shopper Amigo Format 

• Enable resolution up to 3Sdppq 

• Automix, or board MO Mixer 

* 48 hodb/126seq/16songs 

* Supports ful SMPTE and MSP 

Jr 

Jr 

% 

& 

TM BEST SUPPORT f OK 

THE BEST MUSIC 

SOFTWARE IN THE 

WORLD 

AJI *TQd*mort !t 

X 

5, Abbeville Rd, London SW4 081 766 6564 (3 lines)£' ASIAN 



Is your line tested? Are your 

frames in sequence? Maybe 

you need Rom bo's Take 2. 

Brian Larkman is getting 

animated about it. 

Take 
Animation package ■ £95 ■ Rorjnbo 

IF YOU HAVE even just dipped into this 

month’s massive main feature about anima¬ 

tion, you should have an idea of how 

traditional animation techniques work. If you 

haven’t, well start with a quick recap: you 

will need to understand a little about this fasci¬ 

nating artistic process before you can 

understand exactly where Take 2 is coming 

from, and the use to which it’s meant to be 

put. In the explanation ihat follows, important 

terms that we will use in the review are high¬ 

lighted by bold text. 

Basically and briefly, it works like this. 

What the animators working in a studio like 

Walt Disney’s are trying to create is a different 

picture for every single frame of a movie Him 

lhai could be a couple of hours king, and when 

you consider that 24 frames are played every 

second, you realise that’s an awful lot of dif¬ 

ferent pictures. 

Each picture is made up of a number of 

layers. At the bottom is a background painted 

by a highly skilled specialist artist, which will 

probably stay the same for a number of 

frames. On top of that, all the characters are 

painted onto clear plastic film called a cel, 

quite often one for each main character so that 

if one character slays still for a number of 

(fames, his cel doesn't have to be changed. 

There may also be separate cels for moving 

’special effects’ such as rain. Each layer of cel 

is called a level, with level one being the one 

ai the bottom. 

The way this anima¬ 
tion package works is 
based around drawing 
your pictures with 
pemil and paper and 
digit i sing them onto 
the Amiga. This is the 
screen which controls 
the digitiser- the 
program has three 
other screens from 
which you can work. 

TAKE 2 

is available from 

Rombo Productions 

0506 466601 

But there's a lot of work to be done before 

these final pictures are ever even painted. The 

final production of beautiful, colourful back¬ 

grounds and cels (the ’ink and paint' stage, as 

it's known) is very labour-intensive: and the 

most important priority for the final movie is 

not just that they should look good, but also 

that all the characters must move well too. 

So all the sorting out of movement, the 

timing of fitting the soundtrack to the pictures 

and all the other many little delails is done in 

advance using rough sketches lo produce a 

rough version that moves exactly like the final 

one will, even if the drawings are pretty ropey. 

This stage is known as line-testing, 

because it uses only line drawings, and it's 

very important. If a character’s noi moving 

properly, if something isn’t lining, if an action 

scene isn't exciting enough, it all has to be 

sorted out before die final versions are drawn. 

It's here that the Amiga comes 

in. Already a number of profess ISS 

ional studios use an Amiga for line-testing: an 

example is Cosgrove Hall in Manchester, who 

produce Count Duckula for TV. 

The animator's rough sketches are digi¬ 

tised and then animated on the Amiga screen: 

it’s cheaper and quicker than shooting a Hne- 

test on film, and it means that sections can be 

cut and pasted, so corrections arc easily done. 

This is the starting-point for Take 2. It’s 

not an animation package in the same sense as 

Deluxe Paint flf or fV, because it’s not used to 

actually draw or colour images. Instead, it's 

intended to be used w ith a video camera and a 

digitiser. You draw your artwork on paper 

frame by frame, you digitise it in frame by 

frame and then you use the Take 2 software to 

animate it. 

It includes lwo vital ideas from the world 

of real animation, Firstly, the only hardware 

you gel with ihe package is a 'pin bar’, which 

is simply u tint piece of metal wiih pegs slick- 
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mg up out of it. This means you can punch 

holes into ordinary paper using an ordinary 

hole-punch and then hook the paper on the 

pegs. That way, both when you are drawing 

the frames and when you are digitising them, 

you can make sure that everything is properly 

lined up and characters don't suddenly jump 

several feet sideways on your animation. 

The second idea is the idea of 'levels' or 

layers of drawing. This is represented in ihe 

software: your animation can he composed of 

up lo four levels, starting with the background 

at level one. Obviously this only matters when 

you build up the animation on the Amiga: you 

could put something under the video camera 

which had any number of layers, if you wanted 

to draw your layers on dear film, but to the 

Amiga ifs still just otic digitised picture. 

The raw material for Take 2 animations is, of 

course, the standard Amiga IFF picture, When 

you make an animation, all you are really 

doing is organising a series of pictures into a 

sequence. Your first step, therefore, is to digi¬ 

tise the pictures you want: which, of course, 

means drawing them first. 

The great benefit of using digitised draw¬ 

ings is that everyone is much more used to 

drawing with a pen or pencil on a piece of 

paper than they arc to drawing with a mouse: 

and generally the lines, especially curves and 

also the bits where you've pressed harder or 

softer with your pen are much smoother and 

more expressive. 

Once they're on the Amiga they're IFF 

picture files and so you can do anything com* 

putcry you want to them. This means you can 

load them into Deluxe Paint and colour them 

in for the final version, or you can draw' your 

backgrounds in Deluxe Paint, or you could 

even draw as much of your animation as you 

want with Deluxe Paint. 

Anyway, once you have a certain amount 

of raw material you can get on with building 

animation, and for this 

you'll need the main 

screen of the program. 

This main screen is 

'Exposure Sheet', Essentially ifs just five 

columns which scroll down the screen, with 

one column for each of the four levels of ani¬ 

mation and an extra column for sound effects. 

Each row or line across the screen, cross¬ 

ing all five columns, represents just one frame 

of the animation. All you have to do to create 

an animation is choose one picture for each 

level that you wani to use of each frame, and 

possibly also a sound effect for the frame. Ifs 

vastly simple. 

The creation of a typical animation mighi 

work this way. You'd draw all the frames for 

your main character on paper, using the pin 

bar to make sure they're all in the right place, 

then digitise them in. You'd toad them up into 

Take 2 and build Ihcm into an animation just 

using level one, the first column, and see how 

it looks. At this stage you can cut a bit out, put 

in extra frames lo slow it down, reverse little 

bits and generally play around until ifs all 

moving properly. 

Then you mighi add (he soundtrack, which 

you'll have previously saved as a series of 

sound samples using a sound sampler, and sec 

if if all works. If ifs all looking good, you then 

have a choice, depending on whether or not 

you want to carry on working in full 

colour or not. 

Take 2 works with IFF pictures that have 

any number of colours, including HAM, It can 

also load and save standard ANIM animation 

files from Deluxe Paint. What it won't do, 

however, is work in colour on more than one 

level of animation: if you add a second Level, it 

automatically switches to two-colour mode. 

This is what prompts your choice. 

If you're happy to carry on working in 

black-and-white, you can draw up back¬ 

grounds. other characters and so on on paper, 

digitise them in and carry on creating a multi¬ 

level animation. When it's finished, you could 

save it as an ANIM file and colour it all up in 

Deluxe Paint. hul if you're just line-testing the 

finished line animation would do you nicely. 

Alternatively, you could quit Take 2. 

straight away, and use Deluxe Paint to colour 

up your main character and draw your back¬ 

grounds and so on until you have a finished 

Deluxe Paint animation. 

Yw con start off with 
digitised drawings, and 

you can colour them in a 

paint package.,. 

...or you can work bam 

real life, using the 

digitiser la grab pictures 

of your friends. 

Ifs also perfectly possible that you could have 

been working with full-colour digitised images 

in the first place, in which case your one-level 

animation would already be finished. 

From the main screen of the program, the 

Exposure sheet, you can click on buttons at the 

bottom of the screen to reach the other parts of 

the program: the Framcboard, Digitiser and 

Ripper screens. 

The Framcboard is intended for use while 

you are pulling your animation together on the 

Exposure Sheet. It gives you a reduced view of 

the current frame and the three subsequent 

ones to help you sec where you are. 

The Digitiser panel gives you full control 

over Rombo's V IDF Amiga digitiser, if you 

arc using one. Take 2 is far more versatile and 

useful if you use the Rombo digitiser, simply 

because it means you can make full use of the 

features on the Digitiser screen. 

The Flipper is the main viewing screen for 

animations, so once you've built it up in the 

columns of the Exposure sheet you run it here 

and see what it looks like. While it is playing 

you can also record your animation to video, 

provided you have a genlock to turn your 
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ANIMATION REVIEW (Tp 

HOW IT WORKS: A BRIEF RUN-THROUGH 
EXPOSURE SHEET 
Loading and placing picture* 

This if the main screen, where you build up your 
animation as a series of rows (running across the 
screen], one row for each frame, loth frame can be 
made up of one picture on each af the four levels,, 
plus one sound effect, represented by the five 
columns running down the screen. 

You load pictures into the Picture Panel, which 
pops up over the main screen. One or more pic¬ 
tures con he selected from the Picture Panel and 
placed into order an your animation. 

Once placed the pictures become referred to os 
Cells and can be edited with the Cell Panel. This 
means you can copy, delete, reverse, or repeat 
whale sections. 

EXPOSURE SHEET 
Loading and placing sound effects 

Any sound samples (SSVX or RAW) that might be 
required con be loaded to the Sample Panel, 
played, deleted and inserted into (or removed 
from) the current track on the Exposure sheet. 
Once inserted they become Sounds which can be 
manipulated with the Sounds Panel gadgets. Any 
selected sound can be repeated, made shorter or 
longer without altering pitch, and hove its pitch or 
volume raised or lowered. 

FRAMEBGARD, DIGITISER AND FLIPPER BUTTONS 
Clicking an these buttons brings up the other three 
screens of the program... 

FRAME BOARD 
Helps you keep track of where you are 

As an aid to editing the Frameboord pro¬ 
vides □ reduced view of the current frame 
and the three subsequent ones to help you 
see where you are. Clicking on the first or 
Iasi frame scrolls through the sequence 
backwards or forwards, respectively. 
Clicking on either of the other two slides it 
back out of sight. 

FLIPPER SCREEN 
Where you wolth your animat ion in motion! 

The Flipper is the main viewing screen for animations. Here you can 
analyse the timing and sequence of frames and sounds, ploy bock ani¬ 

mations to other people and record to video. The controls ore similar la 
the standard VCR icons plus a speed control (24 or 25 frames per sec¬ 

ond, or Turbo - as fast os possible). There is also a rather curious 
cut-and-paste system fat moving sounds that seem a Kittle awkward at 

first. At this point a complete animation can he saved os an anim and 
colourised in a point program such os Deluxe Faint. 

DIGITISER SCREEN 
Controls grabbing with a VIDI-Amigo digitiser 

frames con be landed as IFF pictures, os a stan¬ 
dard Amiga ANIM. or grabbed using VIDI-Grab. 
Here frames are being grabbed using the 
Digitiser Screen. These could be 'live' from a 
model (eg 'day-motion1) or from a paused 
VCR, or from hand-drawn cells as shown. The 
digitising panel allows you la control: grabbing 
made - Negative, Dub (showing ghost versions 
of previous frames), and Colour (new palette 
for each frame). Image - Brightness, Vertical 
position. Level af grey (2,4,8, or lb shades), 
and 32 colours or HAM^ Autonome docs what it 
soys for each frame grabbed (you type a name, 
it adds numbers and speaks them, with a choice 
of voices), tf you ore just grabbing the prelimi¬ 
nary Key drawings, selecting the Key gadget 
will ensure you are prompted for the key-frame 
number, lube tweens con be added later. 

The prtjgrum dites have its limitations. With 

black-and-white line drawings a reasonable 

number of frames can be held in memory on a 

standard machine* hut for the best quality lines 

- interlaced and ami-aliased - or for colour 

pictures, at least 4Mbs is required for a reason¬ 

able sequence. If you then wanted to animate 

that sequence at 25 frames per second an 

accelerator would be needed Since you also 

need a Rombo VI 1)1-Amiga digitiser to use the 

program to its full, this £9fi package is begin¬ 

ning to Look a shade expensive! 

Another limitation is that multi-layer ani¬ 

mations are limiled to two colours, regardless 

of the original number. This is not really a 

problem for line testing bm if you expect to 

mix layers in colour* forget it This limitation 

is not very clearly described in the manual 

The manual is the Largest and most com¬ 

prehensive that ROM BO have yet produced* 

with details of every aspect of the program. 

The layout can be a bit confusing, so it is 

worth reading the whole thing at least once. 

Installation and startup Ls relatively simple. 

If you use the Rombo digitiser 'Complete 

Solution1 however, working through three or 

four different manuals can be confusing. 

Worse still, if you have an aceelerator lilted, 

the grabber needs a different, "fast' library, so 

real concentration is required. Onee everything 

is working, however. Take 2 is fairly intuitive. 

Take 2 is very similar to ChromaColour's 

Softools system - not a copy but designed lt> 

do a very similar job. ChromaColour have 

three animation software products - Softoons, 

Softools Personal, and Home Movie - ranging 

from £3,000 to £90. Take 2 ha*% more features 

than either of these last two and costs a good 

deal less than the first 

For black-and-white animation Take 2 

works well and has great potential for home 

animators, sc hinds and colleges, though it's 

not quite up to standard for professional line- 

testing, and for colour work it is limiled. 

The best thing about it is the idea of using 

real drawings: hut does it have arty advantage 

over the combination of a digitiser and Deluxe 

Paint /V? The answer is yes, a few: but it has 

disadvantages, tint. Use them both, and all 

sorts of possibilities are opened up, O 

Take 2 

SPEED 
This »ll depends on the available memory and 

the number of frames that are used. 

DOCUMENTATION 
Good and getting better with updates. Wdl 

printed with good reference and tutorial help. 

ACCESSIBILITY 
Once Installed, quite intuitive and easy to team. 
Link with grabber excellent 

FEATURES §•• 
Very good when you are doing black-and-white 

tine testing, less so lor colour. 

VALUE •«•# 
As usual for ROMBO, excellent, but you'll need 

a tof of other kit to use it to the full 

WaM\Q>\k 
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Telephone: 
(0543)473131 

MEMORY UPGRADES 

AMO 

512K no clock 16 chip..,£19.99 
4 chip.,..£23.95 

512K with clock 16 chip..£24.99 
4 Chip .£27.95 

1 Mb thru board. £59.95 
(To use with 512K upgrade 

to give 1,5Mb upgrade) 
1,5Mb with clock..£69.95 

MEMORY UPGRADES 
A500 PLUS 

1 Mb (Populated to 1/2Mb)....£39.99 
1 Mb (Fully populated),...,.£59.95 

ROM Sharer.,.,...,..£29.99 
Enables A500 Plus owners 

to run A500 compatible software. 
Will need 1.3 Kickstart.£39,00 

DISKS 

3.5" DS/DD 100+.,.,„...only 33p 
50+ ..*..,only 36p 

1 + .only 39p 

Mouse ST/Amiga replacement. ....£18.00 
20 cap disk box 3.5"...,,.£2.99 
40 cap. lockable disk box 3.5",....,,,£4.50 
80 cap lockable disk box 3.5*.. .£5.99 
100 cap lockable disk box 3.5".£6.99 
Dust covers Am/ST..  £3.99 
Dust covers printer/monitor....from £5.99 
Mouse mat 6mm..,,....,,.£2,99 
Mouse mat 8mm..   £3.99 

Leads and ribbons - most requirements can be 
supplied ■ please telephone for quote. 

SERVICES 

Fitting and repair.,*.„.EP.O.A. 

HANDY SCANNER 

400dpi excellent specification for 
only £99.99 

SIMMS 

Amazing pricing on the following. 

256K x 8/9 (I/4Mb).Only £10,00 
1 Mb x 8/9 (1Mb)...Only £30.00 
4Mb x 9 (4Mb) ____Only £120.00 

256K x 1 DRAM. .90p 
256K x 4 DRAM. ..£3.95 
IMbxl DRAM .. .£3,95 
1 Mb x 4 DRAM. ..£25.00 
4Mb x 1 DRAM. .£25.00 

8372A Fatter Agnus.., ...P.O.A. 
1-3 Kickstad... .£39.00 

SUPRA 5DO RX EXTERNAL 
MEMORY EXPANSION 

500 RX 1Mb. .Only £145.00 
2Mb. .Only £165.00 
4Mb.. .Only £269,00 
8Mb. .Only £419.00 

Only 1* wide. Plugs directly onto the side 
of your Amiga - it only takes a few 

moments to fit. 
Phone now for your best deal around. 

FLOPPY 
DRIVES 

3,5" DS/DD external drive..£49.99 
3,5" DS/DD internal replacement .£44.00 

Quiet, slim, high quality mechanisms. 

Telephone: 
(0543)473131 

HARD DRIVES 

As we supply nearly all makes please 
state the make and model on your 
enquiry/order and we will supply at "The 
market price". Please call tor 
confirmation of price and delivery. 

SUPRA 
MODEMS 

Get to those software bill boards; or 
anything you want down the phone - 
ready to go on line. 
Supra 2400   „„,....£119.00 
Supra 2400+...£174.00 
2400+ has error correction and data 
compression. Both include: 
* RS232 interlace 
* Internal diagnostics 
* Programmable number storage 
* Tone pulse autodial/answer 
* 100% Hayes compatible 

QUALITY 
GUARANTEE 

All products are made using leading 

edge technology to the highest 

standards and are tally guaranteed. 

Prices include VAT P&P EXTRA please enquire when ordering. Prices and specifications are subject to change without notice. E, & O.E. 

GLOBAL COMPUTING 
Yoxall, Burton-upon-Trent, Staffs, DEI 3 SNR 

Telephone: (0543) 473131 
VISA 

Repairs from £23.00 inclusive. 

Free registered carrier pickup and 
return despatch for ultimate peace of 
mind, anywhere on the UK mainland! 
Free diagnostic inspection. 

All repairs carried out are covered by 
free 90 day warranty. 

Fast efficient service, average 
turnaround 24 hours! 

Experienced, qualified engineers. 

Any upgrade fitting, fixed price £15.00 
inclusive. 

ACs/\ A_ 
ELECTRONICS 

V 
Business Enterprise Centre, Eldon Street, 
South Shields, Tyne & Wear, NE33 5JE. 

Telephone: 091-455 4300 

ii 
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BANX STACKABLE BOXES 

SPECIAL OFFERS SPECIAL OFFERS 

90 Capacity 3.5 
Very high quality manufacture 
Anti-static 
Protective lock OC 
Colour coded dividers only 1bT#T^ 

150 Capacity 5.25 or 130 3.5 
Beautiful strong design 
Anti-static 
Protective lock 
Colour coded dividers qf 
Smooth draw operation onty 

Features Include: Both stack horizontally and vertically 

Specialists for over 3 years supplying Education, Government, home user, 
quality, reliability, value tor money. 

YOU SIMPLY CANNOT BUY BETTER 

DOUBLE SIDED 
DOUBLE 
DENSITY 

50 DSDD 3.5 Plus deluxe storage box only.£29.95 
100 DSDD 3.5 Plus deluxe storage box only.£44.95 

THIS MONTHS SPECIAL 
200 DSDD 3.5 Plus 2 deluxe storage boxes only ..,£74.95 

MD Office Supplies 
18 Crescent Way, Farnboroufih, 

Kent BR6 9LS Tel: 0689 861400 

Educational & Government orders welcome 

LM10 «»% OFF VOW: CIRRFBT RIBBON PRICES 
In 1989 Western Europeans tfwew away over 12$ 
minion printer ribbons They weighed over 9h000 tonne* 
in total and wouW reach rtght around the world rf laid 
end to end. 
A used nbtx>n carlndQe ts being thrown away 
somewhere in the UK every aecond ol every day 
You can help put an end to this emnronmental waste and 
save some money at the same time thanks ip RE-tNK,« 
revolutionary new spray which bong® new tie to 
exhausted fabric printer ribbons. 
RE-INK is cost elective and simple to use. Simply open 
up your plastic ribbon cartridge; spray a lew squid® of RE-tNKs s 
and your ribbon is as good as new - sometimes even better! 

1 wk and lubricant formula 

BEST OF ALL, 
RE-INK IS 

AVAILABLE IN 
THIS SPECIAL 

READER OFFER 
FOR ONLY 

* mil saw up to«% on what mm currenUy spend on new ribbons 

* REM - treated ribbons give clearer, blacker print than new ribbons 

* REM i$ a wry high entity ink - no blotchy or patchy ink 

* flf /M is universal - it works with all fabric ribbons 

* REM can extend the tile of your printer with its special lubricant ots £12.95 

AVAILABLE FROM MB OFFICE BUBBLIES 

THIS MONTHS MAD, MAD OFFERS 

3.5 External DS DD Drive 
features include: 
• Very high quality deayi 
• GtOdYSotiy (*ive medi 
• OrVOfl switch 
• Fjl 880k formutsced capability 
• Very quid smooth operation 

EXCEPTIONAL PRICE 648-95 INCLUSIVE 

Philips CM8833 Monitor 
Inducing Cable, Stereo Cckxr Monitor, m Stealth 

Fm** FREE 
SJMKY Tf€ BEST AVAILABLE 

HURRY HURRY, HURRY £239*95 

JOYSTICKS 
Zlp&cfc AUcfrc 5penctong Ajtohnr £10-95 
Mawrtii C1M5 Python 1 Tuboi £*« 

Manta toy Autofire £13 05 

From 1 st January all orders below £20.00 are subject to £2.95 P/P Charge 



PROGRAMMING 

HiSoft have updated their popular Devpac 

assembler system. Jason Hoi born 

highlights why it's an all-formats beater. 

AMOS and C arc fine for most applications, 

but il you want the performance that high¬ 

speed programs like arcade games demand. 

I hen the only real choice is assembly language. 

Assembler programs directly address ihe 

Amiga's hardware - the 68000 central proces¬ 

sor, Agnus, the Cl As etc - providing the kind 

of speed and level or control over Ihe Amiga 

that even AMOS cannot match. 

Any tool that makes coding in assembler as 

painless as possible can't he bad. Hi Soft's 

Devpac assembler system has been doing the 

rounds lor a few years, it has gone through 

two revisions and has, quite rightly, estab¬ 

lished itself as the Amiga standard. 

In a way, this release comes as no surprise. 

With the increasingly popular processor accel¬ 

erators boasting the new generation of 32-Hit 

Motorola processors and high-speed 32-hit 

RAM, plus the new Workbench 2.0 and the 

Enhanced Chip Set, Devpat 3 was inevitable. 

The new Devpac 3 
editor is a very swish 

affair, YOU Con load 
and edit several source 

fifes simultaneously, 
cut and paste between 
them plus a whole lot 

more besides. 

IMCLUOC LIBftflfiIIs/DOS.I 

Devpac 3,01 Copyright f 1991 HiSoft 

* FILE EXAMPLES/FFEEnEMZ.S - NORKSENCH VERSION 

* n SAMPUF INTUITION PROGRAM to DISPLAY ft HXHOOll CONSTRHTLV SHOWING 
" THE FREE MEMORY FIGURE, UNTIL IT*£ CLOSED 

■ THIS SOURCE CODE Id HISOFT ISW ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 

- BOTH SOURCE AND BINARY ARE FREEWARE AND nftV BE DISTRIBUTED FREE OF CHARGE 
- SO LONG AS COPVPrONT MESSAGES ARE NOT REMOVED 

p REVISION HISTORY: 
« 7TH JUNE 3£ HRITTEH 
* 22HO SEPT 8£ CHftNGEO INCLUDES 
- i BTH DEC BS USES EASVSTART FOR H&AK 

* ENSURE CASE DEPENDENT AND DEBUG 

Isp 
CHLLGflflF HOVE 

- AHO PRINT THE STRING 
MOVE.L NINDOMPTRtPCI lAI 
MOVE . L H0 RftOfttN AH . Ai 
LEA I WEST RIHOC PCf,AO 
MOVED MTHESTRINOLEN.DO 
CALLGRAF TEXT 

* HDti SEE IF A MESSAGE IS HftI TI NO F 
MCSSAGETEST 

HOVE . L MINOOMPTRtPCI, ftO 
HOVE L lilD UStPRORTl fW . AD 
CALLEXEC &ETMSG 
f ST. L M 
RED.S HOMESSAGE 

» THERE HAS ft MESSAGE, MHICH IN OUR 
* SO HE SHOULD REPLY tHEH GO ftllftV 

MOVE. L DO, _DOSBA5C 

HOH FI HO OUR OUTPUT HANDLE 
CRLLDOS OUTPUT 
MOVE,U DO,DR 

AMD PAINT A MESSAGE 
MOVE.L 04,01 
MOVE.L RSfAIMG, 02 
MOVED aStAlHGLCN.DO 
CALLOOS WRITE 

Devpac 3 
Assembler ■ HiSoft ■ £69.95 

HiSoft have taken every aspect of ihe Devpac 

system and enhanced il beyond belief. For 

starters, it now' comes on Tour disks - two for 

1.3 machines and two for Workbench 2. 

The format of Devpac hasn't changed. You 

can still edit, assemble and debug your assem¬ 

bly language programs from within the 

Devpac text editor, hut virtually all these pro¬ 

grams have been tuned up 10 bring them in 

line w ith the look and feel of Workbench 2.0. 

Kven if you're running Devpac 3 on a U- 

hased machine, you still benefit from the gixxl 

looks that Workbench 2,0-support delivers. 

The old Devpac text editor has undergone 

radical changes. Devpac*% new editor is a 

swish affair, allowing you to open and edit 

multiple documents within an almost infinite 

number of windows, cut-and-paste blocks 

using the mouse, assign ‘book-marks' any¬ 

where within your source code (bandy for 

flicking between sections of code), search and 

replace and plenty more besides. You can also 

rid your system of the horrid Topaz font with a 

standard non-proportional bitmapped font. 

You can still assemble your code directly 

from the Devpac editor or - for the purists 

among you - from the CLI HiSoft have 

speeded up the assembler hut the speed 

increase isn't noticeable until you sum work¬ 

ing on larger projects. Instead. HiSoft have 

concentrated more on making the assembler 

more complete. It nowf supports the full range 

of Motorola processors and coprocessors 

including the 68040, 68332 and the 6KKNI/2 

maths co-processors. 

The assembler can now generate not only 

fully executable and linkable code, but also 

code in S-Record formal. S-Records are a 

standard way of transferring binary code 

between machines using 7-bit ASCII code 

only. This is useful because S-Records are also 

the standard format for blowing 16 and 32-bii 

If your programs don't 
quite do whet you 
intended, then zap 
those hugs with the 
Devpac debugger. 

DEVPAC 3 
IS available from 

HiSoft 

0525 718181 

code onto S4ril H proms. making Devpac the 

ideal development system for anyone wanting 

to make their own software cartridges. 

Writing and assembling code is one thing, 

hut it's a faei of life that assembler programs 

never work first time. Problem is though, 

debugging an assembly language program is 

nothing like debugging a BASIC program. The 

most extreme thing that a BASIC programmer 

will be presented wiih is a Syntax Error, but 

virtually ail bugs in assembly code usually 

result in a guru. This then is where MonAm, 

the Devpac debugger, comes in. 

On first inspection, il looks much the same 

as MonAm version 2, hui there are significant 

enhancements. For Manors, you can now 

organise the MonAm windows as you wish by 

stacking them, splitting them hori/omally and 

vertically etc. One nice feature is the ability to 

load any number of source files into MonAm, 

allowing you to debug an object file which 

may be split across several source files. 

For those of you w ith processor accelera¬ 

tors, MonAm now supports the same range of 

processors and co-processors as the assembler. 

with the register list being automatically 

updated whenever MonAm detects the pres¬ 

ence of a more powerful processor, 

It’s rare to encounter a piece of software that 

not only blows away the competition on the 

Amiga, but can give also the PC and 

Macintosh a run for their money. With its intu¬ 

itive design and flash-looking new Workbench 

2.0 user interface, HiSoft have come up with 

what must be the ultimate assembler language 

system ever to be developed for any machine, 

not just the Amiga! 

Programming in assembler has always 

seemed an intimidating prospect, but with 

Devpac 3 it's almost fun. It won't write your 

programs for you flbis is about the only ihing 

it can't do!). but you'll find its friendliness and 

ease of use a breath of fresh air. HiSoft have 

prtxluced a development system that's going 

to be hard pushed to match, let alone surpass. 

Devpac 3 is the Amiga assembler. 'Z? 

Devpac3 

SPEED •••• 
Nol 33 fast as Ar$A$m. but turns ifl performance 
figures that ihe designers at Ferrari would envy! 

DOCUMENTATION 

HiSoft manuals have always been vary well writ¬ 

ten and Devpac s manual Is no exception. 

ACCESSIBILITY •• * • 

Programs can be written, assembled, debugged 
and run without ever leaving the Devpac editor. 

FEATURES ••••• 

It gives Amiga programmers the most complete 
programming environment to be released! 

VALUE §••• 
Compared lo other programming languages, 

Devpac is still phenomenal value. 

VHOV m 95% 
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Tile Al I MCUf 

IA500P GALACTIC PLUS PACK 
I* A500 PLUS COMPUTER WITH 

1 MEG RAM 
Latest enhanced Amiga from 
Commodore featuring Super Agnes, 
Kickstart V.2, Workbench V.2.04 

CARTOON CLASSICS SOFTWARE 
Bart Simpson, Lemmings, Captain 
Planet, Deluxe Paint Ilf 

• ADDICTIVE HITS SOFTWARE 
Rainbow Island, Bubble Bobble 
New Zealand Story. 

WICKED 30 GAME PACK 
30 great games to get you going! 

• 2 QUICKSHOT JOYSTICKS 
Not one, but two Quickshot joysticks!! | 

• .40 CAPACITY LOCKABLE DISK BOX 

• 10 DOUBLE SIDED/DOUBLE 

DENSITY DISKS 

• QUALITY COMPUTER DUSTCOVER 

• HIGH QUALITY MOUSEPAD 

All this for an unbelievable 

£3 
COMMODORE CDTV 

• CDTV Player With Remote Control Handset • Lemmings 
’Welcome” - A Guide To CDTV Disk with Caddy 
Hutchinsons Encyclopedia 

COMPLETE PERIPHERAL PACKS 
PACK 1 PACK 2 

PROTAR 512K RAM Upgrade wilh dock»40 p{ 880B intelligent disk drive*Protor 512K RAM upgrade 
tapotify lockable disk ban*20 3.5" DS/DD with dock *40 capacity lockable disk bo* * 20 35" DS/OD 
disks with labels * 33" disk drive deoner kit disks with labels* 3,5" disk drive (leaner kit 

all lor just £32;95 all for just £95:75 
UP TO 

50% OFF 
SOFTWARE 

CONSOLE CORNER 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE COURIER DEIMRY & 2 YEAR GUARANTEE 

CONSOLE SYSTEMS COLOUR PORTABLES 
Sega Master Syslem..S59.95 Atari Lym   Jp5 
Sega Master System Plus. .13 ?5 Sega Game gear  
Sega Megodrive..EJ29.95 

^ We slock a vide range of software and peripherals far all of the above ring lor details 



PLUS A COMPREHENSIVE 2 YEAR GUARANTEE! - 

All printers tome with connecting cables free of charge 

STAR 
GOLD STAR DEALER 

LC-20 MONO f pin Dot Matrix, 1 BO/45 tps. 

£ 1 ™JL95 
LC-200 COLOUR 9 pin Dot Matrix, 185/45 qn 

£2»?.95 
LC-Ii/200 MONO 2ipin Dm Matrix, 220/55 cps 

£2J*Tl.9J 
LC 24/200 COLOUR 24 Pin Do) Moira, 220/55 cps 

£3m95 

CITIZEN 
PREMIER SUPER DEALER 

1200 + MONO 9 pin Dei Matrix, 120/25 cps. 

£ir«r.95 
SWIFT COLOUR 9 pin Dot Matrix, 160/40 tps 

£2.I#..95 
1240 MONO 24pin Dot Mom*, 1 44/46 cps 

£2X€.95 
SWIFT 24 COLOUR 24 Pin Oat Matrix, 160/50 cps. 

£3.’*J.95 

PRINTER STARTER PACK 
•UNIVERSAL PRINTER STAND • QUALITY DUST COVER • 200 SHEETS OF PAPER 

All for only £Cri^S #Hirwonijrs...j y CALL NOW 

AND PICK 
A BARGAIN 

POWER DISK DRIVE STARTER PACKS 

BEGINNERS PACK 
PC880A Disk Drive 

Features Anti-Click, thru port 

Ten 3+5" DS/DD disks 

40 Capacity lockable disk 

box 

3„5tt disk drive cleaner kit 

£64*95 

ADVANCED PACK 
New PC88QB Intelligent Drive 

features Virus hardware, Blitz 

hardware 

Ten 3,5" DS/DD disks 

40 Capacity lockable disk box 

3.5” disk drive cleaner kit 

^ CALL NOW 
FOR SUPER 

LOW PRICES. 

STEREO COLOUR MONITORS 
PHILIPS 8833/Mk2 CBM 1084S 

£2 jv'.PJ’ £2 £^.9 S’ 
*Free FI 9 Stealth Fighter *Free Silent Service II 

* 

vru 
BY PHONE 
Simply (all our Head Office quoting your Access/Visa number on 

0234 218060 (5 lines) 

BY CALLING PERSONALLY 
Simply call into your nearesl FuItreWorld stare where our fully 
trained personnel will be more them happy to deal with your 
requirements 

BY POST 
Make cheques, Building Society droits or Postal Orders payable H FUTUREWORLD COMPUTERS LTD 

UNITS 2S 27 SERGEANTS WAT 
ELMS INDUSTRIAL ESTATE 
BEDFORD MK410EH 

Please write cheque guarantee card number on reverse of cheque to ensure 
some day clearance 

REMEMBER UH ALL mas INCLUSIVE or VAT a COURIER DELIVERY" 
1 UK MAINLAND ONLY 

FINANCE 
Finance available to suit your specific needs. Written details on request 
Instant credit is available in all FulureWorld stores 
PREMIER GOLD CARD 
* 7 day money back guarantee if not completely satisfied 
* 30 day exchange for new policy should a fault occur 
* 2 year guarantee giving free collection and delivery service should a foul! 
occur 
* Exclusive Premier Gold Cord with Personal Membership Number entitling 
you to special offers 
* All this for only £19,95 per item purchased 
2 YEAR GUARANTEE 
For the whole guarantee period, warranty service will be completely free of 
charge 
TECHNICAL SUPPORT/ON SITE ENGINEERS 
Being authorised service centres for AMSTRAD, COMMODORE & STAR, we 
are equipped to deal with the majority of queries 
FULLY COMPUTERISED ORDERING SYSTEM 
This enables our telesales staff to provide up-hHhe-minute stock 
information coupled with efficient dispatch 
FULL TESTING PROCEDURE 
All computer hardware is tested prior to dispatch maintaining our mono 

YOUR NEAREST /- )?/<L STORE 

BEDFORD 
70 High Street Bedford Telephone 0234 217070 

NORTHAMPTON 
1-7 College Street Northampton Tel: 0604 33996 

WELWYN GARDEN CITY 
16 Church Road Welwyn Gdn City Tel: 0707390029 

!> 
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DATABASE fT-> 

l 

128 

HomcBoso use* d fixed 
formal for dll 
databases consisting 
of jus-1 three fields 
per record. 

HomeBase 
Databases H ■ £29 95 

the whole file, creak* a new database file, load 

and save a database Oh is is necessary because 

all records are held in KAM at once), 

HomeBose\ edit panel is well endowed. 

Records can be eul. copied and pasted and new 

records created, I-or database querying, 

HomeBase's ‘Find’ gadget allows you to 

search through your database by entering a 

line of lexi that HomeBase can search for. If 

you need immediate retrieval of more impor¬ 

tant records, you can mark any record using a 

system similar to a book-mark. Once a record 

is marked, you can flick si might to it without 

having to search for ihc record manually. 

The index panel isn't quite what it seems. 

Seasoned database users will associate an 

index with the organisation of records, but 

HomeBase's index facility is actually a clever 

method of Hitking between different database 

files wiihout having to mess with a file 

requester, Simply by assigning your new 

database to one of 12 index hut tons, that 

database can be loaded instantly simply by 

clicking on its index gadget. 

Here's a database that's so simple to use 

you don’t need a crash course in astro¬ 

physics to use it. Jason Holborn 

catalogues his suspect CD collection.,. 

IF YOLPRE THE kind of person llull 

wouldn't know a cross-referenced index entry 

from a hag of lightly sailed fish-and-chips, 

then HomeBase could well be for you. 

Designed with young children and the non 

techie types in mind* this is a simple program 

that will allow you to create and maintain 

databases on virtually any subject; ranging 

from names and addresses, to your CM) or 

video collection. 

Based around the tried-and-tested card 

index method of handling information, 

HomeBase sacrifices the power of fully rela¬ 

tional database systems like HupetBase and 

concent rales instead on making the process ot 

maintaining a database as simple as possible. 

Like a card-index box. each record that's cre¬ 

ated is stored iwi iis own card' which can he 

edited, copied. soiled and deleted. As new 

records arc added, HomeBase adds a new eard 

to your computerised card-index box. 

HomeBase is no a single disk complete w ith a 

tacky photixopicd M page manual It is well 

written and assumes virtually no eomputer- 

re kited knowledge. s*i it’s ideal for those new 

to both the Amiga anti computers in general, 

Once you've got past the annoying copy 

protection, ihe first thing you'll notice is the 

pretty user tiller lace, li’s nut quite in fine with 

Commodore's slyle guidelines, bill as a Ironl 

end for the non-computer literate, it serves its 

purpose perfectly, All Ihe gadgets are large 

and beautifully coloured, plus HomeBase uses 

a large point size for all its text, making Ihe 

program very useable on a TV. 

The first thing you need lo do* before you 

can start managing your information is to 

create a new database (in card-index terms* 

this could be likened lo a trip to Wool worths 

to huy a new pack of index cards!). Unlike 

real' databases however, HomeBase uses its 

own fixed format for all its database files, con¬ 

sisting of jusl four fields. Unlnrtuiuilcly, ihe 

first til these hmr fields is simply a description 

of the database (a header, if you like) and can¬ 

not therefore he changed within each record. 

Even the three fields that remain are both 

fixed m length and in formal. 1 must admit 1 

wasn't overly impressed by this approach. It 

would have been nice to have a little control 

over Ihc formal of records, even if this extends 

no further than changing the length and type 

Hexl. numbers* dates etc I of individual fields. 

As it is, every database you create will look 

and perform exactly the same. 

The heart of HomeBase is a control panel that 

runs horizontally along the bottom of ihe 

screen, It doesn't have any pull-down menus, 

so all of its operations are put into mol ion by 

clicking on the appropriate gadget, finding the 

gadgel you need can inilially be confusing, 

lust because there are so many of them on 

offer, bul after a few hours use you'll he nick¬ 
ing through them at lightning speed. 

The control panel is divided into four sets 

of gadgets grouped into what HomeBase cults 

'Panels' a global panel, an edit panel, a 

browse panel and an index panel. The global 

panel allows you to son your database into 

alphabetical order, prim individual records or 

Reioidi can be 

extracted limply by 
entering a search 
String, HomeBase then 

searches through your 

database until a match 

is found* 

HOMEBASE 

Is available 

from Helios 

Software Design 

0623 SI61 22 

11 el ins Soil w are designed HomeBase for (he 

beginner, but they’ve made it loo simple to be 

genuinely useful. Inilially you’ll find it capa¬ 

ble. but as your knowledge of databases and 

the Amiga grows, you ’I I soon feel hdd hack. 

There's no doubling whal it does il does well, 

but HomeBase just doesn't go far enough. 

HomeBase would have been a great pro¬ 

gram if ii allowed you more control over ihe 

formal of records* To restrict (he user to a 

measly three fields of a fixed format is too 

restricting. IT Helios were to extend HomeBase 

to allow* more control over the formal of its 

databases* then I d recommend it (something 

for HomeBase 2 perhaps?). As it is* I'd advise 

you to analyse your daLahasing requirements 

before handing over your cash, O 

HomeBase 

SPEED * • i * 
Sorting and searching is fairly quick, although 

Ihe program sometimes leaves you waiting. 

DOCUMENTATION 8 8 8 
The manual covers Ihe program well enough, 
but don t expect a SuperBase-hke manual. 

ACCESSIBILITY 8 8 8 8 
Designed with young children and the non-com¬ 

puter lilerate in mind. 

FEATURES 8 8 
HomeBase is simply loo limited to be truly use- 

ful. It’s great as an introduction to databases 

VALUE 8 8 8 
There are PD equivalents available I hat could 

more than give HomeBase a run for its money. 

m> 65% 
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I Reference 

At last/„ 
O/ 

Up: 

*... the chance to buy Quality, 
High Capacity Hard Disk Systems for the 

Amiga 500 at REALISTICALLY LOW PRICES! 
Specially designed for the 

A500, our new Reference SCSI 
Hard Drive Systems offer 

exceptional value for money, 
incorporating top brand, high 
performance NEC hard disks ! 

O NEC SCSI Hard Disk Mechanisms for optimum performance 
25ms Average Access time, with Autoparking 

O Includes its own Dedicated PSlf. Commodore recommends 
against use of penpherais without independent power supply. 

O COOL! due lo popular demand, we have now fitted a cooling fan 

O Option for up to 4MB of additional RAM Expansion, made 
simple through the use of SIMMS - the modern way to upgrade 

O Includes SCSI Throughport at rear for further expansion 

O High quality metal casing, colour matched to the Amiga 500 

O Includes Configuration/Format Software, plus MRBackup Pro' 

4F\ 
MRBackup Professional 

FREE with every hard drive! 
Included with every hard drive is MRBackup Prp. 

offering! hard drive owners full data security and 

peace of mind MRBackup can backup files to floppy 

disk or SCSI tape streamer, with or without iis own 

"fastM formal feature. Fealures include intuitive user 

interface, plus Data Compression options which 

help reduce the quantity of backup media required 

MRBACKUP PROFESSIONAL 
Available Separately for Only C29.95 

REFERENCE-40 : £299 
REFERENCE-100: £449 
2MB RAM VERSION: ADD £80 • 4MB RAM VERSION: ADD £160 

Prices include VAT and delivery 

PLEASE TURN OVER FOR FURTHER OFFERS AND ORDERING INFORMATION 

AHJAnaa v iva aamoNi STDidd nv [SQJ3IU uiBumal AuiAma v iva aamoNi ssoidd nv 
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NEW TELESALES OPCIVIlVly TIMES Z YAM - /P/VI [MKJNUAY-tKiUAT } • YAM - (SAIUHUAT} 

GBH2 ! 512K 
JOINT WINNER OF 

COMPUTER SHOPPER'S 

‘Best Customer 
Service* 

- AWARD FOR 1991 - 

PRICES INC.DELIVERY 4 VAT® 17.5% 
Express Courier Delivery: 

(UK Mainland Only) £6.50 Extra 

AMIGA A500 SOLDERLESS RAM UPGRADES 

HERE TODAY ~ HERE TO STAY 
Cvmttma Mvto-a Ftftl Fir it far choice pficn and ti^viw Eslnbluhed 

fat ovw eight years, witfi ■ strong litijncmi stalu* and secure lulure 

□or Coirpulerised Teleaalvs Otdtf PttKr<“fc*ing imrealmenl means Iasi. 

eltKienl service Well appornled Relail Showrooms with lafltprbdud 

range an display Dw huge Cuvlomer dd^rr high percentage ol 

repeal custom and personal referral* Linder lines our popularity 

REMFMfttP when you need us we wfH still be here Pm tilensive 

Hpinmn program means we could eventually be there it well 

HOW/ TO ORDER. 
Call us now on 

0386 765500 
TELESALES OPENING TIMES : 
9am-7pm Monday-Friday 

9am - 5.30pm Saturday 

,i&) 
Send Cheque, Postal Order or 
ACC ESS/VISA card detoils to: 

Evesham Micros Ltd. 
Unit 9, St Richards Road 

Evesham, Worcs. WR11 6XJ 
ACCESS/VISA 
Cards Welcome 5*; 

Government, Education & PLC orders welcome 

Same day despatch whenever possible 
Express Courier delivery (UK Mainland only) £6-50 extra 

Please note that 5 banking days must be allowed for 
cheque clearance immediate clearance on Building 

Society cheques or Bank Drafts. 

Moil Order Fox: 0386-765354 

Unit 9 St Richards Road. Evesham 
Woreestefshire WRT1 6XJ 

IT 0386 765180 
fax 0386 766354 

Open Man-Sat, 0.00 - 5 30 

5 Gibson Rd, Cambridge CB1 2HA 
Tel: 0223 323898 
Fox 0223 322863 

Open Mon-Sat, 9.00-6 00 8. Sat. 9 30-530 
Cflpoote Safes Dept * t&M Dealer 

251*255 Moseley Road, 
High gate, Birmingham 812 0EA 
T0IO2I 436 5050* Fax:021 446 5030 

Open Mon-Sat, 9 00-5 30 
Corporate Dept * Fray Paricmo 

320 WSTAN GATE 
FMILTON KEYNES MK9 2HP 

TT 0908 230 898 
fox 0008 230865 

Open Mon-Sal . 9.00-530 

*n- 0386-40303 
Monday to Friday, 10.00 - 5.00 

12 MONTHS WARRANTY 
ON ALL PRODUCTS 

AH correct jt time ot gang to press * Alt poods suq«r to availably 

RAM/CLOCK 
UPGRADE 

ONLY £24.99 
including VAT and delivery 

512K RAM/CLOCK 
EXPANSION FEATURES 

512K RAM EXPANSION Q hi IV 
ALSO AVAILABLE rt,‘ __ 

£ 19.99 WITHOUT CLOCK : 

* DIRECT REPLACEMENT FOR 
THE A501 EXPANSION 

* CONVENIENT ON / OFF 
MEMORY SWITCH 

☆ AUTO-RECHARGING 
BATTERY BACKED 
REAL-TIME CLOCK 

☆ COMPACT UNIT SIZE : 
ULTRA-NEAT DESIGN 

* LOW POWER CONSUMPTION 
RAM ICS 

NEW - NEW ■ NEW - NEW * NEW 

A500 PLUS' 
1MB RAM 
UPGRADE 

THE FASTESTm 
MOST SIMPLE WAY TO 

UPGRADE YOUR 
NEW* NEW* NEW* NEW* NEW A500+ TO 2MB RAM! 

Simply Plugs into trapdoor expansion area & Increases 
total RAM capacity in ‘Amiga 500 Plus' to 2Mb ChipRAM’ 
* Convenient RAM On/Off Switch ☆ Compact unit size 

* Only 8 low power RAM IQ s ☆ High reliability ONLY £44.99 

UPGRADE 
TO 2MB FOR 
ONLY £79 ! 

A500 1.5MB 
RAM BOARD 

* Fully populated board Increase* total RAW in A500 to 2MB ! 

* Plug* Into Ih* trapdoor expansion, and connect* to GARY chip 

6 Include* Aulo-recharging Battery-backed Real-Time Clock 

-Cr SocketDd RAM 1C* an S12Kt 1Mb far fitting up to 1 .SMB RAW 

H B The eU»ns»on 
reoui'es KickiJaii 1 3 to 

Qpertf* Kscksun I 3 
upgrade available Horn 

uSlDff?9 9S 

Unpopulated RAM board with clock ..„..£ 34.95 

With 512K installed.£ 54.95 With 1Mb Installed.£ 69,95 

RAM Board full populated with 1.5Mb FASTRAM installed.. £ 79.00 

A500 'MEGABOARD' | ONLY 

£54.99 Connects to your 512K RAM 
upgrade to give 15MB 

^With our MEGABOARD, you can further expand 
your ASOO's memory to a total Of 2Mb without 

disposing of your existing S12K upgrade (musi be 
4 x RAM-chip type, ornol exceeding 9cm in length). 

MEG ABOARD needs Kickstarl 1.3 
to operate {Kickslari 1.3 upgrade 

available Iron) us lor £29.95}. 
instBlIation requires cornwcilon lo 

me GARy chip. Easy io follow 
inslruclions provided. 

3Y2" EXTERNAL FLOPPY DRIVES 

£49.99 
including VAT & delivery 

• Very quiet 
• Slimline design 

• Suits any Amiga 

• Cooling Vents 
• Sleek, high quality metal casing"1 

• Quality Citizen/Sony drive mechanisri 

• On / Off switch on rear of drive 

• Full 88QK Formatted Capacity 
• Long reach connection cable 

P 
* AMAZING 
low price i 

NEW TELESALES OPENING TIMES : 9AM - 7PM (MONDAY-FRIDAY) • 9AM - 5.30PM (SATURDAY) 



NEW TELESALES OPENING TIMES : 9AM - 7PM (MONDAY-rRIDAY) • 9AM - 5.30PM (SATURDAY) 

7V ri amplified stereo 
A. I Tl speakers 

REALISE THE TRUE 
SOUND POTENTIAL 

OF YOUR AMIGA 
WITH THIS PAIR OF 

FULL RANGE 
SPEAKERS! 

Youf Arrpga produces IN Qua Ity htafi stereo Sound 
£n|cy quaMy starve MVKj teproductari ft? ihe full 
w*h 1h* Special^ deiced 9»**1 n** turn *p*j%*r 
lysSam' Features r**Wj pOrt«d *pMfc*< *«h 3 
separata dr*er* n each unfl and ncq<pora!es « 
bud r. ampler atm adfjfl jKU* votiao* control Rums 
tram P5U (supplied) or 1'om badeneS ifmt included;- 

Spejtkar Drrnanmions ?48x&3x175flhfa (HnWxD} 

ONLY 
£39.95 

TOP VALUE 400dpi 
HANDY SCANNER 

QUALITY SCANNING - AT 
THE RIGHT PRICE ! 
Representing out standi rug value 
lor monty. ttii* package 
combine* fop quality scanning 
Hardware Wlltl 1h# lalaet version ot 
the distinctively powerful QAATASCAN 
PROFESSIONAL VERSION 2 software 
At a genuine 4D0dp* acamng 'eeoiulton Ihis new scanner 
produces truly Superb quality tcwa Ha* ■ Fiji 105mm wnrvng ’ 
vndth vanable bngNrmm- eemUol and 100 POO i 300 <OOdp> nwokjlKvi 
Dsatascan frolniwel Vftiwn 2 rcarong wj *oto«*r* altowy real 
Un r eriftW bn* */t &t >n l*j 1u fi4 iimuliled Tillili PYCYktos 
pc^er+j adding ‘oamm* *hd 
«iuliiM cweoaMtMv wW* 
mod Dtp and Part Rpr..*^ 
eg 0*lui*P*tfi4 Toodi-Up 

ONLY £99.99 

TRUEMOUSE 
WE GUAR ANTE E that this Is the 
smoothest, mosl rwpon.ilvt and 

accurate replace men I mouse you 
can boy tof ih* Amiga, ExceJiem 
performance, now wffli a 300dpi 
resolution. Amazing new price1 

DO SATISFACTION 
£. 1 D.yy CLT4flA^ff0 

GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL MOUSE Amiga ST cpmpmtibl# ■ 
e*c&llent trav#I+accuracy assured NEW LOW PRICE! £ 29 00 

ROCGEN GENLOCK MK. 

ONLY £99.99 

NEW! 'ROCGEN PLUS' 

ONLY £129.95 

PHILIPS 15" TV/MONITOR 

COAQ flffc '"eluding VAT, 
LilQy.UU delivery ft cable 

Philips CM8833 Mk.H Monitor including cable Z 239 00 

A590 ADD-ON HARD DRIVES 
ASM) OWNERS' Eipand vcm hard to storage ttrthe* *»i one d our adder 

eriemaPy cased SCSI Hard Dove* #«i 2Smi autopaixmg NEC machaiwnt and 
separate power supfXy Ptggs >r«o ft* aoe^ei prov^ed on ft* rear Of the ASM) iM 

E eternal 40Mb SCSI Drive cased wrth PSU 
to directly add on iq ihe CommodOfe A590 1249 00 

Eeternal 100Mb SCSI Drive cased with PSU C 399.00 

Cf AMIGA 500+ SPECIAL OFFERS 

’eSS 
A500+ CARTOON CLASSICS PACK 

!—~^T0P VALUE PACKAGE INCLUDES : 
& NEW 'AMIGA 500 PLUS' with 1 Mb RAM, 

- —rSSiVHG 1Mb Drive, Kickstart 2, Workbench 2, 
r TV Modulator. Mouse, etc, 

° 'DELUXE PAINT M'. PLUS: 

LEMMINGS' ffop setter!) 
CAPTAIN PLANET 

£349.99 
2MB CHIPRAM 

version £379.99 
BART SIMPSON vs. THE SPACE MUTANTS' 

GAZZA CARTOON CLASSICS EXTRA' PACK 
limps to ErtStawn«*™s 

Sssss 
TOTAL Of 22 
MEGA GAMES * 

Tf*tkauri Manager 90' 

20.000 League* Under The ! 

Bauer Dead Then Alien’ 

■Tenk DittJe' 

OA2ZA7 

Berne Squadron 

Germ Crazy’ 

Dial Riot' 

Treasure Trap’ 

Features Amiga 500+ 'Cartoon Classics'Pack as detailed above, 
plus Virus Protector. Mouse Mat Top Quality Joystick plus 19 
FABULOUS GAMES including ; - 

CARDIAXX SUBBUTEO 
NIGEL MANSELL' A5TERIX 

High Steel The Sen Game' 
Nighl Walk Bl&efc AlanctV 

Loml NMaze DiskMan' 

Text Plus' rpmChecking wordpraewabr and Scale ip read sheet 

£369.99 
2MB CHIPRAM 

version £399.99 
Com^iSCJer* A590 Hard Drive 

512K RAW upgrida 

C 299 » A^*0 lUd HAM Ufig'ade 

tatfi WHO ?MC RAM Upgrade 

Ari^a ISOOStantr Pack r IMb RAM Jb.3 51 CWm 
Mcir-'ior DP*>^ 3 pfif.ntjnt Wets 
keev'h 3 iGi-w afej f 1H0® 

REPLACEMENT AMIGA 500 
INTERNAL 3.5" DRIVE KIT PRINTERS 

*w, FuMyoonpatfcie.wfthtWvrttomianed capacity 
maai^wnpnxedua Kii 

includes full tutmg instructions 

Prices Include VAT, Delivery 
and Connection Cable 

ONLY £39.99 

TRACKBALL 

'/oh! Registered 

r§G@lir Dealer 
prVr^nc* i,icie«.{ dr*cty 
amr Amga &f Man ST PL#gi mo mM* v 

i^alicii bcvi &up*i iPTwrt,Kindaecv!ial*-,!fOu 
p-gpatiy wpn.1 awn tp ^ * ^,44 again 
altar us.ng i+.[S Traekbaii1 FgQ hafa+d 

CQnlie! Tap dual*f oplfr-mecr’antai 
design gvng high jpeed ahd adCU-wy 

EVESHAM MICROS STAR PRINTERS INCLUDE 

12 MONTHS ON-SITE WARRANTY 

ONLY £29.95 
Of FIRING EXCEPTIONAL VALUE 

FOR MONEY, tm* Miy 
compel) w* GENLOCK 

adepior offer* )*v*i* q1 
Quality, lunctibn end 

eophitiicetion not normally 
Fa variable in tfu* price category 
Spooai tealuies include ihe ability 
5 record graphes 4 animaliori* dn 

video tecorders and overlay graphic 
id le*t onto video Capable of smooth 
d slabK* lading and overlaying ett«ls 

WITH special tuning knob 

REPLACEMENT A500 PSU 
Genuine Commodore Amiga A500 

type replacement Power Supply 

Unit, Good quality swdeh mode 

type Super low priceF 

ONLY £39.95 

STEREO SOUND SAMPLER 

Compatible to any Amiga or Commodore CDTV, this NEW 
Genlock Adapter provides Advanced Special Effects and 

Performance Features without sacrificing user-friendliness! 
blow Special Feature* include Dual Disaorve control knobs providing irrviy 

adjustable degrees al ovartiy or inven 
(htyftoi*) eflecis. Auio v*dw pan-thru, 

k artfi Video Cfwdugnpoe ter afoaraie 
I hnt monitoring RGB paaa-thru lor 

feaHi me edklmg of Amiga 

^,V 2’- Kir gracr cs piu* Kay m port tot u» 
^ wilfi an edertiai keying dewce 

*.i comaasewy */**■ smotT any A.^ga i ,ic oiyi w (wcuga ew sou-u 
S*-^c+r 'tat.ifl. tnvh T+^g umi T** rr^*i A,p 
cenv*^*r <f>*t > 0^4 '■g now ef tp to »HHz ** a ’at T«* :--^c 
toc**ls I'D prnM * of )it-K i ,?4 piya ■" c^-on Inf A^ci>o^aA4 A^wxfaO* 
5*1^ 'S *£|'<b**u TrtA Dvt-tfi 
certrol kn® Cc^ir* *<h 
0Dhv,n Qitk ttWAAing sound 
lAnpling aOD'CAl«n» util>r« ONLY £29.95 

STAR LC20 9-Pin Printer 

ONLY £139.99 

NEW SUCCESSOR TO 
THE STAR iC-tO, WfW 
MANY FEATURES AND 
A FASTER PRINT SPEED 

Providing superlative 

paper handling, four 

excellent NLQ fonts 

and a new super-fast 

| print speed of 1 SOcps 

In draft and 44 cpS in 

NLQ, Ihe LC20 

appropriately 

supercedes Ihe 

phenomenally 

successful LC10 1 

Star LC 200 n Co4ouf. 4 fonts. ISC 4£«* .-1198.99 

Star LC 24-10 24 P.n 4 fonts lSO SOcpl 1 199 99 

Star LC 24-200 24-Pin, 5 fonts 200 STcpa £ 239 99 

Star LC 24-200C 7 coiQuf vei5*on of *pcvt> t 269 99 

Automatic Shed Feeder ibr LC 10' onniarj ipij state modeil t $4 95 

NEW Star XS24-200 COLOUR 24-pm. 90 CO) power printer £ 399 99 

NEW" St*F x824-250 132 column varitOh Qf X&24 200 £ 479.99 

MIDI INTERFACE 
Our My compalbi* quality MID) r^are comccti 4rtctfy «ith me Amiga 
senat pod ini pn*«bt!i itj OUT A THRU pons 'or good neifrlty Featur** 
LED vxlKj’.cf j on each pon lor 

Citizen PRODOT-24 COLOUR 
Professional 24-Pin COLOUR Printer 

d*9no*l« purpo*** 
Suf+it oomqad deign' ONLY £19.95 

PflOfESSJONAL 24-PIN COLOUR PRINTER ■ 
AT A BUDGET PRICE'! 

VIRUS PROTECTOR 

WHi 111 MkuHed monitor rprf.lM* model 

cornerm w edwitaget of i Ngn qua lity medium 
moUton colour mon*qr etlh Ihe wmwnWftc* Qt 

r*mot* control THrieti TV • m an tie*item fcw pret1 

Feetvne dart jitu screen lor wnqrQved contras!, 

pAn tut Ting# J^ay iptufcer ■duhd output 

Out comped Virue Pr-oteclqr rn> easily \q (he PQ4 of Ihe Iasi disk drive (ft 
your Armga system protecting all internal and eiEemal drives from boot 

block viruaee Incorporates a 
switch to enable or 

the protection facility ONLY £6.95 HURRY 
WHILE STOCKS LAST. 

□ H g".y versa t« quAl'Ty I 
prill tar □ ?W tua oubHfl r Out T 

64 cq* m LO mode (S me +n*r f 
Quality ^orU) □ Full conlnai hom Iront I 

panel □ Graphics r«s 360 X IBQCpi 1J 2’1 

Tear Uanufacturerm Warranty I 

Normal RRP £ 746 3S Inc VAT 1 

ONLY £249.00 
iftd VAT, Delivery and Gable 

AMIGA 1500/2000 UPGRADES 
HARD DRIVE/RAM UPGRADE BOARD KIT 
Our hard drive kits include full size hard duk controller cards with 
unpopulated SIMMS RAM upgrade sockeH lor lilting up to &M& 

RAM p'ui High speed, new technology NEC Hard disks 

40Mb HARD DRIVE ft INTERFACE f RAM CARD.Z 349.00 
100Mb HARD DRIVE ft INTERFACE ( RAM CARD .... £ 499.00 
PLEASE NOTE The** vt t*c*y RAW swke^ Ad? £ 90 M t# 2Ut RAW -egu w 

Citizen Swift-J4E including COLOUR hit 
Olivetti JP-i SO ink>el 5000 quakty - exceotonaJ veto* 
Otlveltl JP-1&0 Ink^el enceHeni high «peeq JOPttx prmlar 
Hewlett-Pethard tto*a|iel SOQ 
Hewlett-Packard Deskfel SDK (Colour) 
Ep*ah LX40P budget 10' carnage D-pin 160 ?bcps 
Epson 1.QS70 aJ-pih iBCkdOcps. flh bu«*r 
NEC P3C 
Faneaonlc KXP1 1741 jprated*Ja-p.n modal .ttO-tpOcps 
Penaaonic KXPi 1 S3 (jood value pa-pm model 

r 
L 249 n 
C349 9W 
E 3SB.0D 
ESWOO 
£ 139.00 
E 269.00 
C 229 13 
C 279 00 
E 2tS » 

VlDlrAmiga . -too dg.tiwr package me ViOf-Cfvome 

ViDi Complele Cotout ScJulton Kit 

VIDi-FHjB colour Name gene*Jlftn k4 bom &A a 

Kickstart t 3 Upgrade 

Amiga SOC Dual Cover 

C 11000 

f 14995 
C 64 95 
C 29 95 

E 4 95 

SOFTWARE 

5p*a«rt>g<U *erflworilh £ 99 00 
Kind W0*1H 2 £ 37 95 

Protein VS C 119 95 
Digna Nome accounts V2 £49 00 
Oekae Paert 4 E 79 99 

Dekji# Vrdao 3 £ 84 95 
MR Backup C29 95 
AWOS £37 50 

Mficft lattica C t 199 00 
A BASIC V3 £39 95 

GF A BASIC Compeer f 34 » 

Devpae ?15 E 44 95 

Oaney Ammaticin StuCXO C 69 96 

NEW TELESALES OPENING TIMES : 9AM - 7PM (MONDAY-FRIDAY) • 9AM - 5.30PM (SATURDAYf 
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DESKTOP VIDEO ^ 

Jason Holborn improves his graphics 

presentation, at home and work, with 

Digital Vision's latest video-titling package... 

Scala 
Video-titling Package 

£.99.95 ■ Digital Vision 

TO MOST OF us, desktop video means one 

thing - video titling, Armed with a genlock 

and a copy of Deluxe Pair?r, even your grand¬ 

mother could add tides to her home videos, 

however there’s a lot more to video tilling than 

first meets the eye. Anyone can plonk a screen 

full of text on to video, bui - as many would- 

be Speilbcrgs soon discover - creating 

effective titles is almost an art form in itself. 

There’s a very thin line between a good set 

of video titles and a naff set of titles. What’s 

more* you'd be surprised just how subtle ihe 

differences can be - the layout of text and the 

appropriate use of colour are only two of a 

whole range of factors that can effect the qual¬ 

ity of your titles. Get these right and you'll 

have titles to be proud of, but get them wrong 

and your video production will look a mess. 

One very important aspect of any tilling sys¬ 

tem is the quality of your software. Programs 

like DPaint are great foT producing artwork, 

but they 're hardly ideal for generating profes¬ 

sional-looking titles. For true lit ling flexibility, 

what you really need is a dedicated video 

titling package and - surprise, surprise - that's 

exactly wrhal Scab 500 is. 

Bused around Digital Visions’ already 

well-established high-end presentation system 

Scala. Scala 500 sacrifices some of the less 

useful interactive tools and concentrates 

instead on the job of video titling. Et may share 

the same name, but don’t expect Scala 500 to 

do the same job as its big brother - applica¬ 

tions such as interactive presentation are 

definitely out of the window, Bui for good old 

video titling, there's little to touch it. 

Anyone who used the original Scate will 

notice immediately that something has been 

given the chop. For starters. Scala 500 comes 

on only three disks as opposed to the original’s 

eight. Five disks sounds like some rather 

severe cutting down, but don’t won)' - all the 

extra disks contained was little more than sup¬ 

port files: extra fonts, clip art and background 

images - so their omission is no great loss. 

The three Scala 500 disks contain the main 

Scala program, a disk full of fonts in various 

type styles and sizes and a selection of brushes 

(dip an) and background images. The back¬ 

grounds bundled with the original Scala were 

pretty impressive, but their Stala 500 equiva¬ 

lents are rather dull and - worse still - 

virtually all of them are low resolution only, 

SCALA 500 

Is available from 

Silica Systems 

081-309 Till 

Sraia 500 has arrived. 

And It's truly dedi¬ 

cated to video-titling, 
whatever your needs; 

corporate or.». 

m last year's summer 

holiday, or any other 

piece of home video 
that you want to odd 
snazzy graphics to. 

You can load IFF pic¬ 

tures supplied with the 

package as background 
images, or create your 

own in OPamt 

A decent selection of 

fonts ore provided, but 

you can use any stan¬ 

dard bitmapped font. 

You really do need the highesi possible screen 

resolution when working with video, so trash 

them straightaway! 

Scala 500 boots up into (he now familiar 

Scab page screen. Apart from a couple of 

minor differences, Scala 500*s page screen is 

identical to thai found within the professional 

version of Scala, The screen is split up into a 

horizontal grid which holds the pages that 

make up your presentation. Pages can be 

added, deleted and rearranged to your heart’s 

content, giving you considerable control over 

the flow of your presentation. 

When you first create a new page. Scab 

gives you the option to load a background 

image. These are just standard IFF pictures, so 

if you don’t want to use those supplied with 

the package, you can draw your own using 

something like DPaint, if you do load a back¬ 

ground. Scab 500 automatically sets the 

resolution of the page to that of the back¬ 

ground image. Although it can handle HAM 

images, try loading one and Scab 500 

promptly warns you against their use (put sim¬ 

ply, text looks awful on HAM images!). 

If you don't want to load a background 

image. Scab 500 lets you choose the format of 

a new page yourself. All the usual screen 

modes are supported including low, medium 

and high resolution with a variety of colour 

and overscanning combinations. Surprisingly, 

though, colour support for high resolution 

extends no further than eight colours which is 

rather limiting. 



Once you've chosen your background, all that 

remains is to start adding some text. First 

choose the foni you want - Scab 500 comes 

with a fairly respectable select ion of fonts 

which arc adequate for most uses, but none of 

them are particularly big, especially when 

you’re working in high resolution. Thankfully, 

you can use any standard bitmapped font with 

Scab, so the range of fonts available is limited 

only by your ability to source decent fonts. 

Entering text onto your page is simplicity 

itself. Just like DPainh Scab 500 presents you 

with a cursor which can be positioned any¬ 

where on the semen. Once you’re happy with 

its position, just type away and the text will 

appear rendered in the font that you chose ear¬ 

lier. Unlike DPaint, once text is entered, you 

can still edit it like you would in a word pro¬ 

cessor. What's more, if you're not happy with 

its position, you can simply pick it up and drop 

it down wherever you want on the page. 

Mono text can look boring, so you can 

spruce it up using Scab's, text effects. These 

include outline, shadow- and 3D extrusion, all 

of which arc fully configurable, allowing you 

to control the colour, thickness and position of 

these three effects. 

Titling isn’t restricted to text - you can 

place graphics onto your pages in standard IFF 

bnishes. This could be anything: a picture of 

you (the director) to a company logo etc. If the 

palette of the brush you warn to use doesn't 

match the palette of your background image. 

Scab 500 will automatically attempt to remap 

the brush's palette lo make it more usable. 

0 DESKTOP VIDEO 

Creating pages within Scafa 500 is a straightforward 
procoss. As long as you'vo got a decent selection of 
fonts, accost to a paint package and some good 
ideas, some impressive results cart be achieved. 

to create a new 
page# alt you have 
to do Is simply dick 
on the 'New* gadget 
and leafs 500 will 
automatically take 
you to the back¬ 
ground requester 
shown here. 

The background 
requester allows you 
to load any IFF 
Image and use It as 
a backdrop for your 
page. If you load a 
backdrop, your new 
page will automati¬ 
cally take an the 
resolution of the 

background image, but dick on the 'OK' gadget with¬ 
out selecting a file and 5cafa 500 will then give you 
the chance to control the resolution yourself. 

Once your backdrop 
has loaded, you can 
then start overlay¬ 
ing text on top of it. 
Scafa 500 conies 
with a fairly 
respectable selec¬ 
tion of fonts, but 
any standard Amiga 
bitmapped font can 

be used If you're not happy with those on offer. 
Scale 500 gives you extensive control over 

text including the ability to change the face colour of 
text and its position at any time. You can also make 
text stand out that bit better by applying one of three 
effects to your text. 

A variety of wipes 
and fades can be 
assigned to individ¬ 
ual lines of text, 
giving you the abil¬ 
ity to make text 
really stand out. 
You could, for 
examplo, create the 
title page for a film 

that you have created and have the film's title 
smoothly scroll across the screen until It comes to rest 
in its final position. 

Scale's wipes and 
fades aren't just 
restricted to individ¬ 
ual lines of text or 
brushes. You can 
also apply wipes 
and fades that make 
Hie transition 
between two pages 
that bit more Inter¬ 

esting. Just dick on the wipe or lode that you require 
and it is automatically fixed to that frame. 

• -Ifl 
1 f-l 

!H J 1 
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One fenlure that really makes Scala 500 

shine is its powerful wipes and fades which 

allow you 10 produce the kind of video effects 

lhal w*c see everyday on the TV using your 

Amiga. These effects come in two flavours — 

page cffeels and object effects. Object effects 

apply to individual elements on the page (a 

line of text or a brush, for example), while the 

page effects are used as transitions between 

two separate pages. 

The range of effects on offer is pretty 

impressive and they all look very smooth and 

professional when used. You can wipe and 

fade between frames using a variety of effects 

that do all manner of wondrous things to an 

image as it changes into another image. 

Surprisingly, Scab 500 doesn’i support hori¬ 

zontal text scrolling (the pros call ii 'text 

crawl ling"), although vertical scrolling icxt can 

be achieved by scrolling several complete 

pages vertically. 

Once a page is complete, you’re returned 

to the page screen and the page is appended lo 

the end of the list of pages currently loaded. 

From here you can now alter such aspects of 

the presentation including the amount of time 

that the frame is displayed, the wipe lo be used 

and its order within your presentation. Once 

you're happy with your presentation, a single 

click on the ‘Run!1 gadget sets it all in motion. 

On the whole, E must admit I Like Scab SOLJ. 

There are a few features that it still needs - 

horizontal scrolling of text and perhaps even 

an option to save individual pages out to disk 

as IFF files - but there's no doubt what's here 

is totally top notch. What's more, the user 

interface not only looks good, but it really is a 

joy to use. Even when viewed on a genloeked 

display. Scab 500 remains totally usable. 

The range of video tillers available for the 

Amiga is not yet comprehensive, so the arrival 

of Scab 500 is great news for both amateur 

and even professional video enthusiasts. In 

faci, in the home market it now represents just 

aboui the best video-titling package available, 

and even in the professional market it still 

manages to give programs like Broadcast 

Titler a run for their money. If you only intend 

to buy one piece of video software, then you 

won't go wrong if that piece is Scab 500. O 

Sea la 500 

SPIED ••§• 
Speed of operation is impressive. You are never 
left watting lor tt to catch up with you. 

DOCUMENTATION • * 
Plenty of luforiaFs. Often left on your own to dis¬ 

cover what many features actually do. 

ACCIfSIBILITY ♦ » ♦ » 
Scsis 500 is one of those programs that you can 

dive Into and use a I mo si Immediately. 

FEATURES SPSS 
See is 500 puls at your tinge rtlps a healthy selec¬ 

tion of vldeO-1 ktlkng tool a, 

value • a a a a 
Zippy even on an unacceferated Amiga, wortca 
with all models. 

W AAtiGk _ 
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fed mum? 
JUST ADD £2.00 TO YOUR TOTAL *Sst£ 
ORDER FOR A GUARANTEED 
NEXT DAY DELIVERY TO YOUR DOOR 

{•ORDERS MUST BE PLACED BEFORE 3.30pm excludinq Weekends) 

COMPUTER MATES (UK) LTD. 
Fastest ^ 

- Mail Order Company 
_ on Earth ^ 

^ CHEQUE/POSTAL ORDERS TO: 

COMPUTER MATES (UK) LTD. 

PINEWOOD STUDIOS, IVER HEATH 

BUCKS, SLO ONH 
TEL: 0753 553535 (3 Lines) FAX: 0753 553530 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T & DELIVERY 

+ MITSUBISHI BRANDED DISKS NEW JUST APPOINTED DEALER 
5.25 5.25 1.6 Meg 1 MEG 2 MEG 

BOX/10 M-2D M-2HD MF-2DD MF-2HD 

1-5 5.00 7.00 7.00 14 00 
6-10 4.50 6.50 6.50 13,00 

FREE GIFTS 
when you buy MITSUBISHI BRANDED 

1 BOX — MOUSE MAT — 5 BOXES — 
50 CAPACITY STORAGE BOX 

| aAIaGOLD master branded 
FOR 1 L,FE T,ME WARRANTY 

1 MEG 
MF2DD 

1 MEG 2 MEG 2 MEG 
MF2DD MF2HD MF2HD 

RAINBOW RAINBOW 
7.50 13.00 14.00 
700 12.50 13.50 
6.75 12.00 13.00 

1 SOX 6.50 
2-5 BOXES 6.00 
6-10 BOXES 5.50 

Rainbow Colours — White, Red, Green, Orange, Yellow 

3.5” MITSUBISHI BULK MEDIA 
LIFE TIME WARRANTY 

3.5" DSDD DSHD 
50 Disks £18.50 £32.50 
100 Disks £35.50 £63.50 
200 Disks £68.50 £125.50 
500 Disks £152.50 £295.50 
1000 Disks £295.50 £580.50 

INCLUDING LABELS 

5.25” BULK DISKS 
Packed in 25’s with Envelopes, 

Labels, Lifetime Warranty 

48tpi 
25 Disks £8.50 
50 Disks £16.00 
100 Disks £28.00 
1000+ PLEASE CALL 

96tpi 

£8.75 
£16.25 
£27.25 

HD 

£12.00 
£23.00 
£36.00 

COLOURED DISKS 
LIFE TIME WARRANTY 

5.25” 
48/&6lpi 1.6 Meg a rtt 1 Meg 

J.3 DSDD 
2 Meg 

DSDD DSHD DSHD 
25 Disks £9 00 £1600 £1200 £20 00 

50 Disks £17 50 £30 00 £2000 £35 00 

100 Disks £3100 £51 00 £39 00 £68 00 

(ndudes labels, for available colours please call 

Normally fled, Green. Yellow, White & Orange 

NEW NEW NEW NEW MICE/TRACKERBALLS STORAGE BOXES 
COMPUTER MATES 

BRANDED DISKS 
2 FOR 1 LIFE TIME WARRANTY 

3.5" DISKS 
DSDD 

50 Disks 
100 Disks 
200 Disks 
500 Disks 

£21.00 
£41.00 
£00 00 

£182.00 

DSHD 
£35.00 
£69.00 

£137.00 
£325.00 

COLOURED 
DSDD DSHD 
E24.0O £38 00 
£43.00 £75.00 
£83.00 £143.00 
£815 00 £331.00 

PC/XT/AT MOUSE..£20.00 
PS2 MOUSE.£21.00 
AMIGA/COMMODORE.£19.00 
ATARI MOUSE. ^.£19.00 
ATARI/AMIGA TRACKBALL... ..£22.00 
PC/XT/AT TRACKBALL. ^ ...£22.00 
MOUSE MAT... Jrf  £2.50 
MOUSE POCKET. £2.50 
MOUSE STAGE. £10.00 
MOUSE MAT HARD..£3.50 
PAPER TRIMMER...£5.00 

120 Cap £9.50 
5.25" 
140 Cap £8.75 

100 Cap £7.90 120 Cap £8.25 
80 Cap £7.50 100 Cap £7.50 
50 Cap £6.50 50 Cap £6.50 
40 Cap £6.00 20 Cap 3.5' £4.00 

ALL ABOVE BOXES LOCKABLE + 2 KEYS. 
£2 OFF BOXES WHEN ORDERING 100 DISKS OR MORE 

10 Cap £1.50 10 Cap £1.50 
5 Cap £1.15 5 Cap £1.00 
1 Cap £0.50 

SPECIAL OFFERS THIS MONTH COMPUTER DESK £90.00 

LOOK SAVE YOUR EYES 
12' or 14- COLOUR OR MONO FILTER SCREEN 
SAVE YOUR EYES.Only £13.99 
12' or 14- TILT & TURN WITH HANDY KNOB 
MONITOR STAND....£15.95 
A4 DESK TOP COPY HOLDER.£8.00 
PRINTER STANDS 5 DIFFERENT TYPES 

PRINTER STAND (Feet) 
80 OR 132 COLUMN.£8.00 
IBM PRINTER LEADS.£5.00 
.JOYSTICKS ALL MACHINES P/C 
LABELS 5.25‘ OR 3.5' (5.25 WITH W/P) 
100 £1.00.1000 £8.00 
SINGLE OR MULTICOLOUR AVAILABLE 

DUST COVERS 
1 PC XT. AT+MONITOR. .£000 

12'Or 14* MONITOR. .£6.00 
, 80 or 132 PRINTER... .£6.00 

LAZER PRINTER... .£6.00 
1 84 OR 102 KEYBOARD.... . .£6.00 

TOWER CPU. .£6.00 

CLEANING ACCESSORIES 
MINI VACUUM CLEANER.£7.00 
HEAD CLEANER 3.5' OR 5.25’.£2.50 
MONITOR CLEANING SOLUTION.£3.00 
ALL THE ABOVE & MORE.£11.00 
3'CLEANING KIT.£3.00 

DATA SWITCH BOXES 
CENTRONICS OR SERIAL 
2 WAY ...15.00 
4 WAY..20.00 
DATA SWITCH LEADS.8.00 each 

SORRY! SORRY! SORRY! 
WE DO NOT PRICE MATCH BUT WE DO 
GIVE QUANTITY DISCOUNT, WITH SER¬ 
VICE. QUALITY AND BACKING FROM 
THE LARGEST DISK MANUFACTURERS 
IN THE WORLD. IN ADDITION OVER 200 
LINES OF PERIPHERALS IN STOCK ASK 
FOR OUR COLOUR CATALOGUE & PRICE 
LIST WITH YOUR ORDER OR SEND 24p 
S.A.E, 

CALL SAM OR PAT NOW! 
ON 0753 553535 

BLUE BOX PRODUCTS 
ALL BLUE BOX PRODUCTS ARE COMPLETELY PACKAGED IN 

PRINTED CARDBOARD BOXES WITH LABELS. 100% GUARANTEED 
BAMBI-2DD 1 MEG 

25 DSDD Vi IN 25 

CAP STORAGE BOX 

1 BOX £14 00 

2* £1300 

5+ £1100 

MF-2DO 3G‘s 1 MEG 

30 DSDD3,i 
1 BOX £14 00 

£13 00 

5* £11 00 

MF-2DD IDs 1 MEG 

10 Vi OSOD 
1 BOX £600 

2* £500 

5' £4 50 

M-2D 4BTP110 s 

TO DSDD SV 
1 BOX £4 as 
2' E3 75 

£3 25 

M^DD 96TPI 10 s 
10 DSDD 5 V 
I SOX £4 75 

2* £4 25 

5* □ 75 

BAMBI 2HD2MEG 

25 DSHD 3V IN 25 

CAP STORAGE BOX 
1 BOX £21 00 

2* £2000 
5* £16 50 

MF-2HO 30 5 2 MEG 

30 DSHD V/i 
1 BOX £21 00 

2* £20 00 
5* £1800 

MF*2HD 1012 MEG 

10 V/i DSHD 

1 BOX £8 SO 

3* £0 00 
51 £7 00 

M*2HD 10 } 1.6 MEG 

10 DSHD 5" 4m 
1 BOX £6 50 
2‘ £600 

5* £5 00 

DATA CARTRIDGES 
DC 2000 
DC300XLP 
DC 600A 

DC 6150" 
DC 6250 

£1600 
£1600 

£1950 
£2000 
£2100 

FED UP WAITING? ALL ORDERS ARE NORMALLY DELIVERED 
TO VOII WITHIN 4A HOI IRQ 



LAZER 
SOFTWARE 

FIRST FLOOR OFFICE, 16 LINDEN GARDENS, 
CHISWICK, LONDON, W4 2EQ 
Telephone: 081-747 9344 
Fax: 081-995 1325 
Hours of opening: Mon-Sot 10.00am - 6.00pm 

3D Conaiructiao Krf.£26 99 
3D Golf....*, £23 99 
4D Sports Boxing .£16 99 
668 Sub Attack....,.£16 99 
AlO Tank Killer.£22 99 
Add Idas Golden Shoe * £ 15 99 

Afriko Corpse*.£16 99 

Agony . *„,*****■ .****,.... . £ 1B ,99 
Air Support......,,£18 99 
Alcatraz*....£16 99 
Alpha Wjves*.*..£16 99 

Atomic Roba Kid. £15 99 
Baby Jo,***,,*****,..£15,99 
Borbanan It (Psygnosis) £16 99 

Bard Tale HL,.,£1699 
Bottle Command.£1499 
Battle Isle....., £1999 
Battle Chess..***,.£14 99 
Bottle Chess ...£11.99 
Battle Master..£18 99 
Beast Busters...,£15 99 
Bid Eltwta Nascar Racing' £ 16 99 
Billy The Kid* ....._£15.99 

Blode Warrior . **.£15 99 
Blues Brothers.£18,99 
Bkie Max...£16.99 

Bomber Bob .*.,£15.99 
Bonanza Bros, .**_£16 99 
Boston Bomb Ckib.£16,99 
Brain Blaster .**,,,***.£16,99 
Codover...£16 99 
Ccxkrrm Pay Off lewis £10 99 
Captain Planet* ..£16,99 
Carve Up. £1499 
Centurion .***,.,„..£ 16 99 
Chose H.Q. II.,£15.99 
Chuck Rock....£12 99 
Chuck Yeagers A.IF..£ 16 99 
Cisco Heat*-£16.99 
Colditz...  *,,£18.99 
Corporation.£9.99 
Cruise far the Corpse.E16 99 
Cybercon 16.99 
Cyber fight ..,,,£15 99 
Death Bringer .**.£16 99 
Deuterous.... *...,***.£16,99 
Dick Tracey .....£15 99 
Disc*,...*.£15.99 
Double Dragon III 
The Rosetta*... £16.99 
Dragons lair. £26 99 

Dragons lair II (Timewarpf .£26,99 
EV.  1W,99 
EKnra Mistress of Dortneis £21 99 
Epic*,*...£1599 
Eye of the Beholder.£18 99 
F15 Strike Eagle £23 99 
F19 Steohh Fighter.£19 99 
F29 Retoliatar., .£14 99 
F117A,,..,.  ,,£21,99 
Face Off Ice Hockey ,,£15.99 

Feudal lords.... £ 16,99 
Final Blow ,,.  £16 99 
Final Conflict.*.£16,99 
Final Whistle.£6 99 

Final Fight. 
Flight of the Intruder 
Formula One 
Grand Pri* {Micro)* 

Formula One 30. 
Fort Apache — 
Gauntlet Ilf*.. , 

Gods.. 

,£1699 
£19 99 

,£23 99 
£1699 

,£15 99 
£16,99 

,£15.99 

Gunship 2000* £21 99 
Hard Drivin II.. £14 99 

Harpoon {1 Mbj . £21 99 
Hill Street Blues. £15.99 

Home Alone* . £16 99 
Hudson Hawk*. ,£14.99 
Hunter ... £19.99 

Ion Botham's Cricket . ,£ 1 B.99 
Impermm. £16.99 

indy 500... ,£16.99 

Jahangir Khun ,£1699 

James Pond. £14.99 

James Pond 2 _. ,£15 99 
Jimmy While Snooker ,£18 99 

Kick Off II {half Mb) ,£12 99 

Kick Off II (1Mb) ,£1599 

Killing Cloud. ,£1599 
K nightmare. ,£18 99 

LoslNinjo III*.. , ,,£15 99 

Ini sure Suit Larry III ... ,.£26 99 

lemmings £15 99 

Logical. £1699 

Loom. ,£1899 

lost Patrol - £1499 

Lord Of The Rings **., £1599 

Lotus Esprit II* £1599 
M1 Tank Platoon ,£19 99 
Maddog Williams. ,£21 99 
Magic Pockets. ,£16.99 

Magic Story Book ,£19 99 
Manchester Ufa Europe. £15 99 

Maupili Island*. £16 9? 

Mega Lo Manio*. ,£19 99 
Mega Twins. £1699 

Mercs,,,, £16 99 

Mig 29..... £21 99 
Midwinter II. . £23 99 

Might & Magjfc Ill* ..£21 99 
Monkey blond. ,£1699 

Monkey blond II*,,,. £1799 

Moonstone' ,, ,£19 99 

Narc. ,£15 99 

Navy Seek,. ..E1J.99 

Nightbreed. £15 99 

Nightshilt. ,£1699 

Nrtro.. . ,£15.99 

Outrun Europe* . £1699 
Pang £1599 
Panzo Kick Boxing £1699 

PGA Tour Gdf. £16 99 

Pit Fighter.. £1599 

Plotting , ,£15 99 

Popubus/Sim City ,£21 99 

Power monger,, £1899 

Predator II... £15.99 

Prehistoric. ,£1699 

Prince of Persia £1599 

COMBAT ACES 
Fighter Bomber, Gunship, 

Falcon 

£19*99 

POWER UP 
Altered Beast, Rainbow island, X 

Out, Chose HQ, Turrican 

£17.99 

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTIONS 
Sobocop, Ghoitbusiefi II, 

Indiana Jones, Bolman 

El 7.99 

SOCCER MANIA 
Football Manager II, Goko, Micro 

Soccer. Football Manager World Cup 

(9.99 

RAINBOW COLLECTION 
Rainbow Island, Bubble Bobble, 

New Zealand Story 

£12*99 

WHEELS OF FIRE 

Hard Drivin, Chose HQ, Power 
Drift, Turbo Outrun £10.99 

2 MOT 2 HANDLE 
Shadow Warriors, Golden Axe, 

Super Off Rood Racer. 
Total Recoil £17.99 

CHALLENGERS 
Kick Off. Super Ski, Fighter Bomber, 

Great Court, Stunt Cor Racer 

£17.99 

MAGNUM 4 
Afterburner, Double Dragon, 

Operation Wolf, 
Bofonoo Coped Crusader 

£16*99 

DOUBLE DOUBLE BILL 

TV Sports Football, Lords Of The 

Rising Sun, TV Sports Basketball, 

Wings £20.99 

POWER PACK 
Xenon II, TV Sports Football, 
Bfaodwych, Lombard Rally 

£14.99 

MIND GAMES 
Ausler itz, Waterloo, 

Conflict In Europe 

£14.99 

CAPCOM COLLECTION 
' Strider, UN Squadron, Lost Duel, 

Forgotten Worlds, Ghouls & 
Ghosts* Dynasty Wars, Led 
Storm, Strider 2 £18*99 

FLIGHT COMMAND 
Eliminator, Strike Force Harrier, 
Lancaster, Sky Fox, Sky Chose 

£12*99 

VIRTUAL REALITY VOL 2 
Virus, Sentinel, Vfoird Games, 
Resolution 101 & Thunderstroke 

£17.99 

COMPUTER HITS VOLUME 11 
Tetris, Joe Blade, Golden Path, 

Block Shadow 

£6.99 

CHART ATTACK 
lotus Esprit, Venus, James Pond, 

Ghouls & Ghosts 

£18*99 

TOP LEAGUE 
Speed boll 11, Rick Dangerous II, 
TV Sports Football, Midwinter, 

Folcon 119.99 

NINJA COLLECTION 
Shadow Warriors, 

Dragon Ninja, Double Dragon 

£14.99 

BOARD GENIUS 
Monopoly, Scrabble, Ouedo 

Master Detective. Risk - The World 

Conquest Game £16*99 

4 WHEEL DRIVE 

Lotus Esprit, Celico Gf Roily, 
Combo Racer, Team Suzuki 

£18,99 

BIG BOX 
Captain Biood, Safari Guns, Teenage 

Queen, Bubble Plus, Tin Tin, Purple 
Saturn Day, Krypton Egg, Jumping 

Jackson, Bo Bo, Hostages £ 16.99 

FULL RUST 

Chicago 90. Rick Dangerous, Highway 
Potto!. P47, Carrier Command. 
Ferrari Formula One £1 7.99 

FOOTBALL CRAZY 
Kick OH 2, Final Whistle, 

Pfoyer Manager. Also includes 

Italy 1990'FREE1 £14.99 

Puiznsc . £15 99 Bolmon Coped 
Railroad Tycoon.. £23 99 Crusader,. £699 
R B I Baseball II. £ 1 7 90 Blood Money . . £8.99 
Reach For The Skies*. ..£23.99 Centrefold Squares.,, .. £6 99 
Robin Hood ..... . ..£16.99 Chase HQ. .£6.99 
Robocop II. .£15 99 Chuckie Egg. £099 
Robocop III* £14.99 Chuckle Egg 11. £8 99 
Rolling Ronnie. £1599 Colossus Chess. ..,£6.99 
Rugby Vfartd Cup. £1699 Continental Grew...*. ...£6.99 
Savage Empire £1999 Crazy Can. ...£6.99 
Search For The King , £19 99 D Dbl Horse Racing... ..£6.99 
Shadow ol the Beast 11 £ 15,9? 
Shodow Dancer .£16.99 
Shadow Warrior.,,£15.99 
Sim Earth* ,,„,***„*„£ 16-99 
SimplOfli...£15-99 
Smash IV.£15.99 
Space Ac*.,. £26.99 
Speed ball II.£15,99 
Star Flight II. £15 99 

Slrfaer II.£15.99 
Super Cars H .., ,£15.99 
Super Monoco GP.£16.99 
Super Space Invaders ,,£15 99 

Supremacy .£19.99 
Swiv..,,...,.,£1599 

Team Yankee.£19.99 
Terminator II1 £14,99 

Their Finest Hour.£19 99 
Their Finest Hour 

Minion Disk* £12,99 
T.ppOff £16.99 

D.Thenpson Otym.Chai....£6-99 
Def. of the Crown...£8,99 
Deluxe Strip Poker.£6.99 
Double Dragon .£6 99 
Dragon Ninja,,  £6.99 
Fantasy World Dizzy.£6.99 
Forgotten Worlds...£6,99 
Gauntlet II...£6 99 
Hard Drivin' .£6 99 
Hero Of The Lance.£7 99 
H H/iGindfr id the Galaxy £8.99 
hanhoe,, ,,.£6 99 
Kick, Off - Extra Time.£6.99 

King Of Chicago .**-£6.99 
IK+..*.***....£6.99 
Indiana Jones 
Loil Crusade.**,. ,£7.99 
Iron Lord.£7.99 
Last Nm^a 8..    £6.99 
leather Goddess.,...£8.99 
Licence to K.II .£6.99 

faki..*........ 
fatal RecaN £1599 

Mponwalker. 
North 6 South. 

£6 99 
£6.99 

Turrican. .£9 99 Operation Thunderbolt, ..£6.99 
TurricOn fi... ..£15.99 Operation Waff. £6 99 
Turtles Arcade* ..£18.99 Predator. £6 99 
Ultimate Ride £16 99 RAC Lombard Roily .... ..£6.99 
Ultima V £18 99 Renegade £6 99 
Ultimo VI*. ..£19,99 Return Of The 
UM5JI... £19 99 Witch Lords , £9,99 
Utopia £18 99 Rick Dangerous. ..£7.99 
UN Squadron V £15 99 Rood Blaster £6 99 
Viz. £1599 Robocop £6 99 
Woom*.. .£1699 ■Hype . £699 
Wings (half Mb). £18.99 Run The Gauntlet. £6.99 
Wild Wheels .,£1599 Shadow of the Beast. £8.99 
White Death |1 Mb) . ..£19 99 Silk Worm. £6.99 
Wolf Pack .£19.99 Speed boll. ..£7.99 
Woti Child*. ..£17.99 Storglider 2* £7 99 
Wonderland ,.£18.99 Sunt Car Racer. ..£7 99 
World at War ..£16.99 Super Hong On £6.99 
World Ckm Cr-chet £19.99 Switchblade . £6 99 
World Class Rugby £16 99 Tin Tin On The Moon. ..£6.99 
Wrath of the Demon £18 99 Treasure Isbnd Dizzy £4 99 
W.W.F. £14 99 Turbo Outrun £7.99 
Zeus*___ £16 99 Turrican.... £7 99 

TV Sports Football £7 99 
BUDGET TITLES Untouchables. £6 99 

34> Pool.*. ,..£7.99 Vigilante. £6.99 
ATF 8. £7 99 Voyager. £6.99 
After Burner. £6 99 W C loader boor d ..£6.99 
Arkanoid II. .. £6 99 Wizball.. £6.99 
Axel's Magic Hommer *.**£6.99 Zenan 2.. £7.99 
Borborion II (Palace) £6 99 X Out. £7 99 

Order Form 
Please charge my Access/Vi so card no: 

h At t+ve lime of printing them games were not available, but s 
bed—pJch ‘ - ched to you on neleose dote. 

Expiry Dole:**, 

Amiga Formal April 92 

Computer Titles frice 

Total 

Nome ....... Dale , 

Address ..... 

Post Code .*... Tel: 

Please make cheques and/or postal orders payable to: 
Credit card orders taken. 75p postage and packing, EEC countries odd £2.00 per i! 

All items subject to availability. E. & O 

Lazer Software 
item. Non EEC countries add £3,00 per item. 
E, 
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Switchable 
voice fax: line 

• Q r k 
0983 551496 

Open I0anv7pm 

Monday to Saturday I 

accounts 
ton* Intoonitod Ac 99.61 
Cashbook CcrTtmsben 54 99 
Cashtoook CortroSw 37 60 
Easyi«*fl«*v..153.46 
Hem* Accounts 2 39.95 
Personal PmanoaMgc. .25.15 
System 3 IrtegratoiJ .... .39 95 
BOOKS 46 Linn Slocked 
68000 Asm Lan Prgrmg.21 96 
Amiga Sasic IrtOul . 18 95 
Amiga C Banners _, IMS 
Amiga For BMinwfs ..15.95 
Assembty Ijng Prijg. .14.95 
CBM ROM Ki incs £ 
to.29 95 

CBM Hardware RFMnl 21.95 
CBM BOM Kr Libra net ..29.95 
CBM flOM Kr Devices 29 9& 
CBM Service Ml A500. 14.95 
CBMSehem A2000.-& . 14.95 
CBM AmiMDOS manual.21 95 
K td$ And The Amiga . .14 95 
Using Aw* On Amiga...32 46 
CABLES 100 Um Stocked 
D23S-D9P T0M CGA .12.22 
D23S-D1SS NEC WS3Dt4.lt) 
DZ3S D23P Ejtlaesiofi ..13.63 
D23S2 Phono-S«n .H .75 
D25P C36P 2W Pnnter 6 50 
D25P-D25P 9W 2M Mod 11 28 
D25P D25P 25W 2W l3.i« 
OIN5P-CHN5P M4. “ ' 
Gander Changers 
JkjysiB^-mouse switch 
Null Medan- Cabto ?M 
Socket D23S 4 Hood. 517 
Switch Bo* D2SS12 . 19-74 
CQMWU NIC ATkOWS 
Comnw PO f2 tfafcs-i 4 flg 
COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN 
ProfeHOT* Draw 2.- .89.77 
XCA0 2000- _,9»64 
DATABASE MANAGERS 
HemeBase... 2961 MFwder_82 

b „ .  .46.06 
MaAsnocPkis . , 39.01 
PrMlala'2« mJX 
Sujwtjase Personal 26 79 
sUwbaw Penonai ? .34 76 
Sowtoas* P>b4 169 8ft 
DESKTOP PUBLISHING 
AngaTe* (1).S2.M 
Am^TeX Typesetting, m 39 
Goto Dts* Type (each*.,.32.90 
Outline Forts.99.64 
Page Setter 2.45.59 
Pegestmam 2.2.169.67 
Pro Cfcps Sir Ait .23.97 
Pra Page 22 2M0 189.67 
Saxon PutU^hm 2Mb '199.75 
DUST COVERS 
Monitors 14-1QB4B833 9J87 
Amiga 

EDUCATION 
tkstart Sum 4 
Mam Adventure 
Mega Mattii A Level 
Micro tngksh iGC$Lf 
M*PO French <GCSEi 
Micro Maim tOCSEl 
Money Matter* UK*6 
My Pairt 2....... 
Picture Book <6 

59 69 
.24 91 
24 44 
.23 §7 
£397 
23 9? 
19 74 
24 91 
1974 

Primary Maim ..24 4 
EDtTOHS 

,5,17 
-7.99 

.-17 86 
12.22 

Jygnu__- 
TurtwTeiri SlJV 
GRAPHICS 
AmmaHon Sludio 79 90 
Ofitort PtioloJab % 40 
Dfttoia Pairt 3 49 8? 
DfikJM Pairil 4 64 B6 
Dtfuxfl VKJWO 3.69 56 
Digi Pant 3. 54 05 
imagine 30 MotteMing 169-87 
(Nirtnate .„,,   ,39.95 
flea! 30 1.3 . 11965 
Real SO Turbo 2Mb 329 94 
Scene General* . 35 72 
Scenery Animator 09 56 
Sculpt Animate 40 2Mb 337 23 
Sharp Colour Scanner 599 72 
Take 2 Artmafecn . 89 77 
HARDWARE 
t Mb A500 HAM E Jp 
3.5'E Eternal Dm* 
3 5' Irt A2000 Cum 
512K A50G RAW Clock 29 61 
Ann l£00 A &W 5?9 96 
Am^aTHWildnve* 5*9 B2 
An^atSOOi 1 ttove 4*9 74 
kmQi 3000 tS40 *999 65 
C*to ClA 6520A ,..M 
CN> ECS D«rv** 
CNto ECS ROW 2 0* 
Oto Fane* Ara uu 
ChoROM 15 
GVP 66030 22MHI 
1-13Mb 

GVP6SOX5QMhj 
4 32k* - 

GVP A2O00 SCSI 

5640 
69 56 
69 56 

9580 
49 82 

,,...24.91 
.34 76 

33.84 
9 47 

54 99 
58 75 
50 75 

1457 
39 95 

*34 71 
fe 61 t0 

30 55 

53956 

1549 59 

INTEGRATED PACKAGES 
3055 

Graph*** Slartr Kn 
Ohio* By Gold Dak 
The Work* PWmurt 
MULTIMEDIA 
AmigaViwv 4CBM1 

Hyperbooh 
PROGRAMMING 
amos Compter 
AMOS Otilbi 
Aflen „,„**«««* 
G PD (5 disk*) 
Davpac 2 Aiisentrier '43 7i 
Devpac 3 ARwmbtor .54 99 
GFA Basic Compiler 23.97 
GFA Bas* Inteqj 29.61 
Highspeed Pascal 84 60 
Httoh &a* Compiler 57 fli 
UHt>»G51 159-60 
logo. .. •• 49.82 
Pascal PD .   2.82 
RIBBONS 
6 CBM MPS1230 . 25 30 
feCBMMPStMO 31.02 
3 CBM MPST5M CbtolA X 66 
0CWMnl2QD 1974 
SOUND 
Automute* 4 ale ....... 49 62 
Awid»orrtA*ite* 3 we 49 62 
Bara iPpes Pro 21996 
DetoitMt^c 54 99 
GVP0* SoundSturto 5969 
MIDI Pkjg totorlace 25 38 
Hiw X Juw W 27 
SeauenowCn*. 74 71 
Sbnii 2 Compoar 49 82 
Sound Trap3Sampiv 3055 
Sound Mastar Sampler 1f»JI 
Stw*o Master SampA* 34 76 
Sup** JAM1 Campowr 69 77 

30 5S 

SuperpMA 
unums 
Ann-Back SCSI BacMi 49 62 

DGGafc 512*52 

18967 

279 « 

469 53 

GVP A2000 52*ito 
0 ®Nb ^ 

GVP A2000 105Mb 
Q-QMt) 

GVP A200C 2 SAto RAM 169 67 
GVP A500 52Mb 0 Wb 309 89 
GVP A600 105Mb 
0 6Mb . 559 77 
Nahtft* tytouu & Game 29 61 
Quirt um 52Mb SCSI R0199 75 
FLAM Ch® 2S6KCMOS 6»i 
RAM S'MM T Mb 34 78 
ROM Sharer ,,..,, . 24 91 
SCSI HO Caw iPSU . 119 85 
SupraRAM A5O0 1 0Mb 139 59 

BAD Op'ii'rtsef 
BBC Ertutetof . 
Byte H Back 

..34.7a 
35 72 
19 74 

OotlDOS Transit 
DffUCtory Manager 
Disk Master 2 . 
Doctor Ann 

.2*91 
35.72 
49 a? 
4€ m 

GB FtoutoPkj*—.— 
M**& Beacon Typing 
Personal Fonts Maks* 
Quarterback loote 

MS9 
.„27.73 

*9 ft? 
59 S9 

TurboPnrt Pro 44 S3 
VIDEO 
BraadcAEi Tntar 
Dtgi Vifliw Goto A. .. 
GO Forts-: Dkw t. 
Hitachi Csmera'isfis. 

Tiller 

1M.01 
.109.98 

64.96 
. .204.45 

34.70. 
Ftendsto WO^Gortoctiisaa 
Rocgen Genlock . 99 fra 
Sotia Pwwrtabons i7^.5* 
Sta-la SOO 79 90 
irw*Mak«r £29-83 
VKJwfaw TrflOr ... 
UrflAO fKlw 

.37.60 
64 6n 

Vtoi Compieie Sown.155 90 
WORDPROCESSOflS 
Eic*u«nct 2 69 56 
Final Copy WPtJTP .79 30 
K:nrt*-ivnq 2 . 3668 
PwiPui. . 69 69 
Panortil Wnw 
Pruitia S S... 

2961 
..101.99 

Ptoton 43 *982 
ProWnto .. 99 6* 
(Xwiiwnto 
ScrttoNPlstnjm . 

39 95 
42 77 

Trans Writ__ 32 90 
189 68 

67 89 

■FtomchKfc 
Pi items 

Hi* 
mirfcpd 

POST * PACKING ion <!*** , 
UK CO. Special bdnvy C3£9 

BFPO 8 CHANNEL ISLANDS £0, Special D*HW> £3-29 
EUROPE C5 let dem * P tor each adctocmi) item 
WORLD CT5 i al ham * C9 tor each adtMtoral hem 

CHEQUES London Startng x> ARK Cheques may dw 
NORMAL DESPATCH Stock 24 hr* Supoiier 40 fa* 

EXPORT 6 BFPO Haim* UK VAT (£ri ,1^ (Not Books;, 
VuA^T. Pncaa inctuda V A T Bwkt are zero raiod 

PRICES At* nacMurty subjecl to change- 
MEMORY A*SLima 1 Wh RAM to load, unless stated 

Vtutor* era a+waya **iew» by appmrtnwnt 

* AMERICAS LARGEST 
SUPPLIER OF AMIGA 

CUSTOM CHIPS + UPGRADES 
8372A (PAL) I Meg Agnus...J3L30 571U Gary......£JG 44 

8372B (PALI 2 Meg Agnus..£46.40 m2 Denise hnghl.....£ 13,90 
1.3 Kicksiait ROM... £19,7(1 1 s 4/80 Sialic Column Zip ... .......£15.60 

A5(X) Keyboard-faclory new............£40.60 8520A CIA (2MH/I Greal price..J&>35 

A500 PC Motherboard-PAL. populated & lested - complcic       Jt 115.40 

A2000 PC Mofherboard-PAL, poptdaled & tested ■ Includes the 1.3 Romh 8372 A 1 Meg 

Agnus & Super Denise S373 installed (factory newi...„„.....Q0L60 

UPGRADE YOUR A500 TO THE A500 PLUS 
8373 SUPER DENISE - £22J<0 

Add productivity mode, supcrhi res nvalc. wan mode. gcnltxL Lapahilils & supcrhi-res capabilities 

2.0 Upgrade Kit; luM ftlca-sed. Conlain^ ROM. I. fWO page manual and diskettes —.£50,75 

STU (Syrian Ted Utility |: Very popular ctunplele diagnostic iroubtc-sho*ning pfogram 

for all Amiga computers ..... ..£19.20 
Amiga Diagiuistidan: Diagnose up lo 28 common problems. Comes with diagnostic software 

and booklet. Save time & money by ItK-aiing laulis chips yourself -- 

The Final Test: Diagnostic diskette tests keyboard, display, graphics. Wort.bench, 

sound, timing, realtime clock. RAM, etc. (12 diagnostic programs in sd))„..*.»„i^„,,,£6,95 

Agnus (PLCCI Bumdi Profesrtoruil Clip Puller (Commodore anRtmd)HH,...,„»„.-£7.60 

McgaChip 2000 by DKH: Upgrade your A500/A1500/A2000 to 2Mb 

of chip RAM, Includes 2 meg Agnus, chip puller & ' Final TesT 

diagnostic diskette (no soldering I, Same 8372B chip used in A3000 ..£ 173.40 

Buy the McgaChip from us and we'll give you the new Super Denise for....£ 17.CX1 

Switch It! by Global Upgrades Inc. Electronic ROM selector switch for 1,3 or 2.0. Makes all 

your software compatible. Keyboard or mouse controlled. f^K-s no! overlap the 68000 - allows 

for accelerator (2,0 compatible).....—..j 

A50a PLUS RAM EXPANSION 
AdRAM 510 by ICD: Take your A 500 Plus up to 2Mb of Fasl RAM (me battery I 

New ly designed just for the NEW 500 PLUS......—£47-50 

AdRAM 540 for A5(MI by ICD: Add up to 4 megs of RAM w ith buitery backup 
internally in your A500 I Mcg/2 Megs....£74.20/£95.l5 

AdSpeed by ICD: Best accelerator in its price range ...........,,.£118.90 
Flicker Fr^ Video bv ICD: Eliminaics interlace flicker........-..,.-...*.-—..,..£163.50 
Flicker Fixer hv Microwav (PAL)....-.*...-£130.50 

» DO NOT FEAR! « 
Buying drrocily from the U.S with your credit card offers you the same protection as it does in die U K 
with the added benefil of saving lots of money. Deal directly with Ntxlh America s large si distributor of 
custom Commodore & Amiga ports and chips. The Grapevine Group has been successfully servicing 
the U.K. and the Contincm for 12 years. All our parts and chips are new and guaranteed for 90 days. 

SEND FOR Of RFRFF M> I'UiK 1 'ATAl.CKil Y 

THE GRAPEVINE GROUP INC. 
3 Chestnut Street* SulTern* New A«rk HHMJl tr-S.A. 

Efilcmaliofial Fax: 0101-914-357-6243 

Customer Oder Line: 0101414-357 2424 

Telephone Hours: I pm to 11 pm Mon-Fri British lime 
Prices subjccl to change Internet imial Orders: li your order is over £4(1 send or lax front of 

credit card, ^ji EaBlLOliC6iSi All chaps . £5,36 Keylxxud & J*CBoard £8.4(1 2.11 Kil ■ £22-62 

anieeu tor vuoays. 

VjSA 

MICRO 
WEST 

DEPT AF, 8 ST JOHN ST. 
WELLS, SOMERSET. 

BAS 1SW (MAIL ORDER) 

24 ORDER 
HR HOTLINE 

TELEPHONE/FAX H 
0749 670663 s 

AMIGA 500 I 512K + 10 Game Pack 

_1+ Phoion Paint 2 0 + 
GFA Basic V3.5....C289.99 

A500+ CARTOON CLASSICS 

[IMb + Simpsons, Capt Planel, Lemmings, 

pPainl III etc + Free Joyslick.£359.99 

AMIGA 1500 HOME ACCOUNTS PACK 

Amiga 1500 Computer IMb RAM and 2x3 ’ 

floppy disk drives) + Software inc Home Acc 

DPaint lllt Time Works. Toki, Elf.£559 99 

With 14" Colour Monitor.£609 99 

PERIPHERALS & ACCESSORIES 
CITIZEN 1200+ 9-pmMono Prinler. £119 

CITIZEN 224 24 pin Mono Printer..£212 

CITIZEN ProDot 9-pin Colour Printer ...£205 

CITIZEN Swift 24e 24 pin Colour Pnnter. .£285 

COMMODORE MPS1270 Ink M Printer,..£145 

SEKOSHA SP1900 Plus S ^n Printer.£115 

SHARP JX-9500H Laser Printer,,.,..£865 

SHARP JX-9500PS (6ppm 300 dpi) Postscript 

Laser Prmier..    £1560 

PRINTER STARTER PACKS WITH ABOVE 

AMIGA 2000fPERSONAL VIDEO PRODUCEW | PRINTERS FOR JUST £9.99!!! 

(inc Parallel Cable. Paper. Labels. Drivers etc) Amiga 2000 Computer IMb RAM 40Mb 

SCSI HD + 3'“ Floppy) + A230C Infernal 

Genlock + Video Cable + Scala and DPaini 

III Software...£1199.99 

*16 NIGHTS FREE* 
HOLIDAY ACCOMMODATION 
WITH EVERY AMIGA SOLD 

SHARP JX-10Q Scanner + Scanlab sware 

(Works with any 1M0 Amiga).. .£540 

GVP Digiiai Sound Studio Sampler..£54 95 

GVP Senes II 52Mb Hard Disk Drive 

with 2 year warranty.—......£365 

ICD AdSpeedtull feature 14 3MHj ptug-rn 

acceteraior for 68000 based Amtgas...£175 

PRICES CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS, 
BUT MAY CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. E & OE 

PRICES INCLUDE VAT - 
Postage add £3.50/ Courier £9.00 

KINGSTON, SURREY 

Alo/or stockist for alt Commodore 

products including Amiga and CVTV. 

Over 1000 sg. feet of computer 

software and hardware for 

Commodore, Atari and 'PC. 

Our enthusiastic staff also insist that 

we stock a complete range of Sega. 

Nintendo and Lynx consoles. 

NEW STORE OPENING SOON! 

BARKMAN COMPUTER SERVICES 
First Floor, Cardinals Market Place, 

Kingston, Surrey. 

081-546 5941 



/Th 3D UTILITY 

Here's a utility that will allow you to view and 

work on all of your 3D creations without load¬ 

ing the software you used to create them. 

Brian Larkinan finds a new friend... 

SOME PROGRAMS, ARE a joy to use 

They make you smile and constantly surprise 

you. Pixel 3D version 2 is that sort of soft- 

ware. The original was one of the crowd, 

convening bitmaps into 3D objects with very 

little fuss, probably the best of a mundane 

bunch of utilities. Hut now it has matured into 

a more characterful individual. As welJ as 

transforming bitmaps into a wonderful range 

of sophisticated objects* it can also act as an 

object interchange. It will allow virtually any 

formal of 3D object to be loaded, rotated 

freely and viewed as a solid, then saved. If you 

work in 3D il is the one essential utility. 

PIXEL 3D 2 is 

available from Silica 

QS1 309 1111 

It can sometimes lake 

several hours to put a 

bevel onto text or 
logos in a 'normal' 3D 

package. In Pixel 3D it 

takes moment*. 

Pixel 3D 2 
Pixel 3D 2 can be launched from the back-up 

or dragged straight to a hard disk drawer and 

used from there. If you want to work in colour 

w ith large bitmaps you will need lots of mem¬ 

ory and acceleration, A version of the program 

for use with an FPU is included. The manual 

describes all the features fully, and four useful 

tutorials are included. The program is very 

imuitive and is easy to use except for the 

Bitmap Configuration requester. Even that is 

easy once you have done the tutorials. 

The main working screen is illustrated. All 

controls are icons contained in a band across 

the bottom of the screen. No menus are used. 

Loaded or converted objects are displayed in 

the lop section. A combination of the four dis¬ 

play modes can be selected: w ire - wire frame; 

solid - wire frame with hidden line removal; 
shade - shaded, with or without wire: colour - 

cither wire or shaded. 

Objects can be moved, zoomed and rotated a> 

‘bounding boxes" using the mouse ft la 

Caligari* which makes for quick fluid viewing 

from any angle. Directions of rotation, move 

and room arc controlled by buttons in the cen¬ 

tre of the control panel. 

3D objects can be loaded and saved in 

almost any format currently in use on the 

Amiga. LightWave t Imagine, 3D Professional* 

Sculpt, Turbo Silver, Videoscape and DXF * 

AutoCAD (save only) arc supported. The only 

omission seems to be Real 3D, A converter for 

Sculpt objects is supplied with Real, but 

colour information is not converted so proper 

support would be welcome. Support for the 

Renderman ‘RIB' format would also be 

invaluable if il encouraged more Amiga 3D 

software developers to start using it 

The power of Pixel 3D to load, view and save 

so many formats is remarkable. Object 

libraries will now be simple to manage. Every 

object you ever made is available for any pro¬ 

gram and all can be viewed with ease in one 

utility. Almost as a bonus, the program also 

does excellent bitmap-to-3D conversions. 

Pixel 3D version 2 will import any IFF 

3D Utility ■ £95 ■ AXIOM 

image up to 32 colours (no HAM or 24-bit), 

including interlaced, overmanned and super 

bitmaps. It is better to remove isolated pixels 

and smooth edges on ihe bitmap before con¬ 

version to save memory. Nevertheless, it can 

handle very ragged pictures. Adjustable line 

smoothing algorithms arc used to eliminate the 

jaggies at the edges of bitmaps and along 

colour boundaries automatically. The original 

algorithm from the first version is used again, 

but supplemented with a second method and a 

number of data reduction functions to remove 

duplicate points and optimise side numbers for 

LightWave and Videoscape. 

AH converted objects can be extruded by 

to make in other package*. 

During extrusion, 

objects can be trans¬ 
formed, bused on this 
configuration 

requester. Bevelling, 

variable extrusion 

based on colour and 
intensity, spinning and 
twisting can all be con¬ 

trolled and applied 

from here* 

any amount. During this process a number of 

new tricks can be performed. Any object can 

have a bevel applied to its from face for 

sophisticated lettering and logos. Different 

colours can be extruded by varying amounts, 

either manually (where you select each value) 

or automatically (according to colour inten¬ 

sity). Even more spectacular results are 

obtained by spinning or twisting the extrusion 

around any axis. 

Pixel 3D 2 has its faults. It is not happy multi¬ 

tasking: reluming from another resolution you 

find a real mess and rebooting seems the only 

solution. The file requester also has a glitch, 

and why can t the .info files not be excluded? 

Also, it is about lime someone came up with a 

piciurc Hie requester that provided a preview 

of the image. When setting up manual, vari¬ 

able colour extrusions it would be nice to see 

ihe pal cite and colour numbers for the bitmap. 

These are quibbles. Pixel 3D 2 is by far the 

best, easiest to use 3D utility for the Amiga. 

Whatever you use, bin it and buy this! 

Pixel 3D 2 

SPIED §•«• 
As with all 3D programs. If you went to get the 
most out of Pixel an accelerator la necessary. 

DOCUMENTATION_• • • • 
A fairly abort manual Is included, but It's pretty 
extensive and Includes tutorials, 

ACCESSIBILITY it 
The program la very intuittv* to um and all its 
features are more or less obvious. 

FEATURES titti 
Quite remarkable. This Is possibly the only 3D 

utility that you will need. 

value__mm 
Cheap fife Interchange with bitmap conversion 
as a bonus. 
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WANT MORE 
GAMES 

OR OTHER 
EXTRAS? 
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10 MARKET PLACE ST. ALBANS 
HERTS AL3 5DG TEL (0727) 56005/41396 

THE GALLERY ARNDALE CENTRE LUTON 
BEDS LU1 2PG TEL (0582) 457195/411281 

AMIGA 500 1.3 ■ AMIGA 500 PLUS 
imif___l .11—i. • ... “■ —■ w ™ m Full UK spec., int. mouse. 

512K 
1MB 

i supply oil leads 4 manuals, elt 
ALONE WITH MONITOR 
279.00 478.00 
299.00 498.00 

AMIGA 3000 
2SMHZ. 100MB HO. 4MB Fart RAM. 7MB (hip SAM 
• SULK • Deluxe Mat IV 

ALONE 3289.00 
WITH PHILIPS 7CM 3279 3539.00 

STARTER PACK I 
VALUE/RRP 

* 10 Skmk Dives 6,99 
* Disc So* 2*99 
* Mouse Hoi 4*99 
* Photon Poinl IIw Dpornl II 19.99 
* Momepock including Word processor, spreadsheet, Dotabose 
* Virus Killer Disk ' 4.99 
* Holiday Accommodation'4 LOTS! 

TOTAL VALUE 119.94 
+■ HOLIDAY! 

WITH AMIGA/CDTV 12*W 
SEPARATELY 19*99 

STARTER PACK II 
VAWE/RBP 

* Astra 10 games pack 229,78 
* G.FJL. Basic 50.00 
* Photon Paint I! 89*95 
* Holrday Accommodation' 

TOTAL VALUE 369.72 
+ HOLIDAY 

WITH AMfGA/CDTV 17.99 
SEPARATELY 24.99 

#While stocks lost, eaNHes 2 ptopL* to stay op to 16 
night* «m over 750 berels in Gftot Britain, V Ireland and 
From* AM yw have to pay for h breakfast and Amt. 

NO OTHER DEALER 
CAN BEAT OUR 
CREDENTIALS 

* 8+ years experience in Commodore product and here to stay 
* Commodore trained Staff are friendly and helpful ond ore 

parents, multimedia educational games, programming or 
technical specialists (usually more than one!] 

* Open 94 pm Monday to Saturday and 10.00 am to 4 3Q 
pm Sundays for convenient shopping, 

* Callers welcome for advice and demonstration ol our 1600+ sq 
ft High St, Town Centre branches 

* Hex) day delivery for most orders received by S pm; express 7 
om 9 am and Soiurday services available 

* Hardware carefully handled and delivered safely and reliably 
by caged, insured, top name courier service 

* Free 30 day next day courier collection and delivery of HEW 
replacement 

* Hotline support and in house engineers 
* Extended warranty available aa many products 
* Upgrade and trade in offers to keep you up to date 

Exceptional after sales service 

COMMODORE PREMIER DEALER 
Hobby!? proudly announce this highest CBM oftotade. 
□worded to only the lop few dozen CBM dealers offering the 
best in expertise and support. All Amigos full UK versions. 

e, power s 
updated Agnus £ Denise chips for better screen resolution to 
1280x512, Kickstart & Workbench ? 04 expandable to 2MB CHIP 
memory £ botlery clock 

ALONE WITH MONITOR 
1MB 209*00 509.00 
2MB 349*00 549.00 

lydec external drive with on/off £ daisy chain port ADD 48*00 
PCBBOB external drive with built in anlwlick & 
back-up device ADD 68*00 

CARTOON CLASSICS 
GAMES PACK EXTRA 

(1MB REQUIRED) 
VALUE/RRP 

Cartoon Owsics Games: Lemmings 2 5.99 
The Simpsons 24.99 
Captain Planet 25*99 

Deluxe Paint til with animation 79.9 9 
Home Pock including Word Processor, 
Spreadsheet, Database 9*99 
Virus Killer Disk 4*99 

TOTAL VALUE 166.95 

WITH AMIGA/CDTV 19,99 
SEPARATELY 34.99 

1 500 PACK 
(CAN BE USED WITH A500, 

1MB AND A500+I 
VALUE/RRP 

* The Works Platinum, word processor, spreadsheet, 
database 169*95 

* Deluxe Point III wrth animation 79.99 
* Get the mast out af your Amigo book 9,95 
* Hobbyle 50 Programme PD Greats Pock II 39.95 

EITHER OR 
* Sim City * Purznk 24.99 
* Populous * Mi 24.99 
* Their Finest Hour 79.99 
* Botrlech ess * Digital Home Accounts 29.99 

* Elf 24.99 
TOTAL VALUE 424.79 

WITH AMIGA/CDTV 49*99 
SEPARATELY 89*99 

SPECIAL: Also with Cartoon Classics Games ADD 12.99 

WHAT THE CUSTOMERS SAY 

...'extremely courteous and rapid respise to my probfemV„l wfi not 
hesitate to recommend you to my colleogwes*" 

Dr Darrel Noddy - Slough 
Thank you for dealing so promptly with my requests .VI was rebciont 
about ordering my computer moil order. However \ have been very pleased 
with my dealings with Hobbyle -you ore to be commended foe your 
customer service * 

Trevor Ponerson Bangor 
"We hove dealt with many of the leading computer suppliers, in the past, 
hut the service you provided was second to none.' Pllill* , 

l W Bailey Preston 

...Thank you for everyone's good service'.*,1 it arrived ot 7.20am the next 
morning* 

David J Thomas Wolverhampton | 
1 was very impressed with the service I received in the first instance. I 
realty appreciated haw quickly you managed la get the printer despatched 
from your Luton branch for me' irr * , . 

J 5 Coiainos Arrwsham 

I XB we a»L fa 9 
softwarep«t |f«l I I 

AMIGA 1500/3000 
Full UK spat, with I MB RAM. mouse, expansion us 2000, leads, monuok- 
Newincluding Kkksiart 8 Workbench 2.04 
Hard disc configuration int. the high performance GYP II (ontrolfcr cord. 
EXPANDABLE TO GMB hj$l reliable 5ZMB 4 105MB Quantum Drives are 
used. 

ALONE WITH 8833 WITH 7CM * f FIXER 
Dual Drive 495.00 695.00 859.00 
DD^GVP+JOMBHD 699.00 899.00 1065.00 
DD+GYP+S2MB HD 785.00 985.00 1149,00 
DD+GVP+1Q5MS HD 925*00 1175.00 1289.00 

Per extra 7MB fitted to GYP ADD 60.00 

CDTV 
The ultimate CD interactive multi media machine with an Amiga inside! 
* CDTV with CO ROM drive * Hulchinsons Encyclopaedia CD 
* Lemmings CD * Welcome CD + tutorial 
* Disc Caddy * Remote control unit 

ALONE 439*99 
ALSO: With keyboard and black matching disc drive to allow access la 
whole range of Amiga disc based software 549.00 
SPECIAL: Alsc with up la £90 worth of CD titles of your choice! 

ADD 60.00 

THE HOT LOT PACK 
(1MB REQUIRED) 

VALUE/RRP 
• Cartoon {lassies Games: Lemmings 25.99 

The Simpsons 24*99 
Captain Planet 25*99 

• Deluxe Paint til with animation 79.99 
• 10 G REAT Individ ually packaged games, previous 269.82 

ERPs up to 39.99 each, phone to choose from current list, or 
lea ve it to us! C hildren' s gam es available, {vat les) 

• 50 Programme Hobbyle PO Great Packs II, including 39.99 
• Dust Cover* mouse mol 9.98 
• 10 Blank Discs + 80 {opacity Disc Box 26.98 
• Microswikh turbo joystick 9.99 

TOTAL VALUE 513.72 

WITH AMIGA 59*99 
SEPARATELY 79*99 

SPECIAL: ALSO 10 extra great games ADD 25*00 

PROFESSIONAL FAMILY 
PACK 

(1MB ItEQUtBRD) 
VmUE/ltUP 

* Cartoon Classics Games: Lemmings 25*99 
The Simpsons 24.99 
Captain Planet 25*99 

* Deluxe Paint III with animation 79*99 
* The Works Platinum Word Processor, Spreadsheet 

and Database 169.99 
* Their finest Hour, Flight Simulator 29.99 

Oft Back to the Future and Postman Pat (1.3 only) 
OR Digital Home Accounts 

* Virus Killer Disk 4.99 
* SO Programme Hobbyle PO Greats Pack II 39.99 
* Hobhyte infant, Junior (specify) or Secondary 

Educational Pock featuring 19.99 
* 10 Bbnk Discs + 80 Capacity lockable disc box 26,98 
* Mouse Mai * Dust Cover 9.98 
* Turbo Microswifch Joystick 9,99 

TOTAL VALUE 468.86 

WITH AMIGA/CDTV 89.W 
SEPARATELY 129*W 

SPECIAL Also with Star LC 200 9 PIN 
Colour Printer and Starter Pack ADD 185*00 
Also with Ciliien 224+24 Pin 
Colour Printer and Starter Pad ADD 245.00 

COMMODORE PREMIER DEALER • CBM MULTIMEDIA CENTRE • CDTV CENTRE • 



TRAMPY'S PACK 
2-6 YEARS 

AT LEAST S7 EDUCATIOiUiyfUli FILLED GAMES* 
VALUE/RftP 

The Shoe People 6 coburful ond entertaining games 
featuring Trampy orrd friend lo encwraps eorlv number 
reading arid pre-reading skills. With Shoe People musk. 
Scopes end Colours Bobby the Clown entertains and 
lays down Hie foundation for maths and writing in £ 
colourful animated gomes 
fun School 2,3 or 4 - the "fun School" suite have won 
just about every award going 5 or £ wonderful 
animated gomes 24.99 
OR 
Picture Bode: 4 colourful and amusing games from o company 
masterminded by the design and project manager of Hie 
award winning Fun School 7. With lower case keyboard 
overlay and ’raspberry", crowd cheers and animal noises 
that will delight young children 
Deluxe Point II or Photon Point II 49.99 
Hobbyle Infgrrt Educational PO Pock, containing 10 19.99 
fun while you leorn gomes 
Hobbyte 39 Easy Children s Gomes fork, featuring 19.99 
10 Stalk Discs, Disc Sox. Joystick, Mouse Mat 74.96 

TOTAL VALUE 721.90 

WITH AMIGA /COTV 49.99 
SEPARATELY 69.99 

ABSOLUTE BEGINNERS 
PACK 

3-9 YEARS 
VAIUE/HHP 

* Fun School 2, under 6 years, £ 8 years or 8+ years 19.99 
• fur School 3 or 4, specify, under S years, 5 to 7 years or 

7 + years. 
12 stunning UK educational games with beautiful 
pictures, exciting animation and music that helps to develop 
number, word and other skills. Up to £ skill levels. 
Conform to National Curriculum requirements 24.99 

* Postman Pal (1.3 only), OR Edd the Duck (7 + years) OR 
Matched Pairs OR Blinky s Scary School 14.99 

• Hobbyte Infant or Junior (specify) Educational Pack, 
featuring up to \ 7 "team while you pby' gomes 19.99 

* Hobbyte 30 Easy Children s Games, 10 pack disc 
enciuoinc Train Set and other top entertaining PD titles 19.99 

• ID Blank Discs 6-99 
• joystick 9.99 
* Deluxe Point II or Photon Paint II 89.99 

TOTAL VALUE 206.92 

WITH AMIGA/CDTV 39.99 
SEPARATELY 54.99 

SPECIAL: Also with Cartoon Classics Games 
Dpatnt ttl instead «f Dpainl It/ Photon Paint II {1MB 
required) VALUE 80.00 

ADD 17.99 

THOMAS'S PACK 
3-0 Yf ARS 

VAUII/RRP 
* Thomas the Tank Engine's Fun with Words 

6 separate easy to use learning programmes with animation 
end sound, selectable lower or upper cose letters and 4 levels. 
Reward sequences feature your child's name, Includes free 
ward and picture sight cards 23.99 

* Fun School ?, 3 or 4 - the "Fun School suite have won 
just about every award going S or £ wonderful 
animated gomes, 24.99 
OS 
Picture Bock A colourful and amusing games from a company 
masterminded by the design and project manager of the 
oword winning Fun School 2 With lower cose keyboard 
Overlay and 'raspberry', trowd cheers and animal noises 
that will delight young children 74.99 

* Postman Pal, Snap, Shakes and Ladders and 
Lodo {1 3 only) OR Edd the Duck OR Matched Pain OR 
Blinky * Scary School. 19.99 

* Deluxe Point If or Photon Point jl 89.99 
* Hobbyte Junta Educational PD Ptok, containing 10 

fun while you learn games 19,99 
* Hobbyle 30 Easy Children j Games Pock 19.99 
* ID Blank Dots, Disc Bax, Joystick, Mouse Mat 26.96 

TOTAL VALUE 725.90 

WITH AMIGA/CDTV 49.99 
SEPARATELY 69.99 

GOLDILOCKS PACK 
3-11 YEARS 

VALUE/ftRF 
The Three Bears A colourful educational and entertaining 
adventure laosefy based an the Ifadittaial story .{Improves 
reading skills and develops imaginative and logical 
thought) 22.95 
Money Matters Four graphically brilliant and educationally 
sound games with coins keyboard overlay, tap reviews 24.99 
Postman Pol (l .3 only), OR Edd the Duck {7+ years) OR 
Mairhed Pairs OR Blinky s Scary School 14.99 
Hobbyle Infant or Junior {specify) Educational Pock, 
featuring up to ) 2 "Leorn while you play" gomes 19.99 

Hobbyle 30 Easy Children's Games, 10 pack disc 
including Train it and other top entertaining PD titles 19.99 
10 Blank Discs 6.99 
Joystick 9.99 
Deluxe Point El or Photon Paint II 89.99 
Mouse mat 

TOTAL VALUE 224.86 

WITH AMIGA/CDTV 49.99 
SEPARATELY 69.99 

FAMOUS FIVE PACK 
7-1 5 YEARS 

VALUi/RftPl 
* Jam Enid 8lyton 's Famous Five to solve the mystery of Treasure I 

Iskmd in this educational interactive adventure 24.99 f 
* Spellbound 5 exciting arcade type games to develop logic, 

memory and spafeng skis 25.99 | 
* Target maths, suite of 4 fun programmes aimed oi specific 

National Curriculum targets or Maihs Adventure: 
This adventure through time allows pupils to revise and 
(heck (heir progress in National Curriculum maths 25,99 | 

* Sim City Educational gome, award winners and Populous 
OR 49.981 

* Ell ■ travel as Cornelius ihe Elf and, Punle - addictive punle 
game 

* Hobbyte Junior or Secondary Educational PD Pock, featuring | 
up to 12 loam while you play" games 19.99 

* Hobbyte 5D programme PD Greats II Pock 39.99 
TOTAL VALUE 186,93 

WITH AMIGA/COTV 69.99 
SEPARATELY 389.99 

SPECIAL: Also with 10 great individually pack oped games 
RRPs up ta □9,99. phone la choose from current list, or 
leave it to us! Children's games available 

VALUE £269.82 
ADD £25.00 

CLASS OF THE DO'S 
FIRST STIRS (1MB REQUIRED) 

VALUE m? 
* Pro Write 2.5 99.99 
* Deluxe Point LI or Photon Paint li 89.99 
* Deluxe Print II Create labels, cards, posters etc 49.99 
* Infofili Database 49.99 
* Music Mouse music creator using mouse 29.95 
* logo + Talking Turtle Educational prog languages 49.95 
* let's spell at home fun learning 19.95 
* BBC emulator 39.95 
* Resource File 
* intro Video 4.99 
* Hobbyte 30 Easy Children's Games, 10 disc pack inc. Train 

Set and other lap enteric ining PD titles 19.99 
* Hobbyte Junior or Secondary Educational pack featuring 

up la 12 "Learn while you play" games 19.99 
* Joystick, mouse mat,ID blank discs 21.97 

TOTAL VALUE 496.70 

WITH AMIGA/CDTV 139 99 
SEPARATELY 

SPECIAL: Aim with Star LC 200 9 PIN 
Colour Printer and Starlet Pack 
Also with Citizen 224+24 Pin 
Colour Printer and Starter Pock 

1/9.99 

ADD 185.00 

ADD 245.00 

ACCESSORIES 
Blitz virus protector + backup device f« any external drive 
AS20 Modulator 
A500 Deluxe control centre 
Competition Pro Joystick 
Competition Pro Star Joystick 
CDTV Keyboard 

FLOPPY DRIVES 
Zydec 3.5 external drive, with daisychain 
part + an/off switch 
Cumana CAX 354 3,5 external drive, beige 
CDTV external 3.5 drive, black. 
PC B80B with anti click * Blitz bock up and virus protector 
Dual drive os PC B80B 

23.99 
26.99 
44.99 
11.95 
13.95 
44.95 

48.95 
52.99 
59.99 
69.95 

115.95 

Hi 
A590 20MB HD 
A590 20MB HD + 2MB 
AS90 52MB HO 
A500 GVPN52MB HD, exp ta BM8 
A5QQ GVPH 1DMIHD, exp ta SMB 
Per extra 2MB fitted to above 

CBM 1084501 monitor + leads 225.99 
Philips 8833 MX II monitor nnd lends 219,99 
Goldstar TY/Monilor, with remote control + leods block 188.99 
CBM 1950 High res monitor + flicker fixer far 1500/2000 549.99 
Philips 14" SVGA CM7 monitor and flicker fixer far 1500/2000 2 3.99 
Tiil + swivel stand far Philips 8833 12,99 
TV Tuner hints 8833/1084 into a TV 75.99 
Philips 7CM3279 Hi res SVGA 2Sdp for 3000 ix. rift & swivel 259.99 
As above, plus Flicker fixer For A1500/7000 369.99 
As above, plus flicker hx«f for A$00 495,99 

ASOO TRADE-IN 
Up to [175 00 trade-in allowance, extra for peripherals and 
accessories. Trade in your ASOO for a brand new A1500/2000/ 
3000, CDTV or even o PC 

SCANNERS 
Naksha 400 dpi 3? greyscale + Datascan software 87.99 
Power Hand Sccmner. 400 dpi, 64 greyscale, Pcmerscan software 97.99 
Sharp JXI0Q A£ Scanner + scanlab software, supports 
4096 cok, up ta 18 bit 595.95 
Sharp JX-30Q A4 Scanner + s/% up ia 24 bit POA 

EXPANSION 
ASOO 512K RAM expansion CBM A501 ft* official 
t dock  ._..„21.99 SI IK RAM expansion.39.99 

I S MB exp (or AS00 _74.99 ASOO plus 1MB upgrade 43.99 
AT Bridgefaooid.319.99 386SX BndgetwjrJ„_ 429.99 
CHIPS - please phone 

EMULATION 
KCS Power booed__188.99 AT Bridgebomd Tot 
EVP PC Emulator_265.99 1500/7000. 329.99 
AT Once.178.99 3B6 SX iridgeboatd fin 

1500/7000....429.99 

PRINTERS 

269.99 
325.99 
399.99 
358.99 
525.99 

62.99 

10 Blank D5/D0 discs in box 
SO Bknk D5/00 discs 

DISCS 

ALONE 

Glijen 120*0 112.95 
Star LC20_124 9S 
Sloe 1(200 col.172.9S 
Wien Swift 9_1789S 
Star 1C 24-10.178.95 
StafLC 24 200 . 216 95 
StaclC 24 200 col.256 95 
Qtiier 1240_126,95 
Gtiten 234 .21195 

WITH 
STMItR 

PACK 
ALOW 

Ciittfl 224+col 236.95 
Gtiien Swift 24e.246.95 
Citiitn Swift 24e col .26695 
Stoc KB 24/200.376.95 
Star XB 24/250.456.95 
HPDeskjet__34695 
HPDeskjetcol.576.95 
HP Pointjei_526.95 
BJlOe BubUejei pact .226 95 

6.99 
17.99 

A) 500/2000 GVPII controller, exp u 8MB + Omnium 52MB HO 285.99 
A1500/2000 GVPII tom, explpBMB + Ouantum 105MB HD 475.99 
Per exlro 2MB tilted ta ohove 62.99 

NO DEPOSIT CREDIT FACILITIES 
Ciedit taunt at 34.1% Aft (variable) can be arranged for purchases ova 
£1S0 subject ta slams tanpetarve basing schemes ere aha avodobb §K 

buMnesses including sale trader* end partnerships just telephone lor 
W itten detarts and appfcotun Term 

STARTER PACK: SOO SK««ls A4 continuous paper. Antiga la printer 
lead & Universal Printer Stand 

ORDERING: 
TELESALES NO: (07271 56005 

Next day delivery for credit card orders plated before 4.30pm subject 
ta ovoilobilily. Alternatively send cheque, postal order, bankers draft 
or officio! order (Pits, Education and Government bodies only) ta; 
Dept AF, Hobbyte (omptiter Centre, 10 Market Place, Si Albans, Herts 
AL3 5DG Plecse ollow J working days for cheque clearance. Subject ta 
availability, despatch is normally 
within 24 hours of receipt of cleared payment. Prices are correct 
Of lime of going to press, however, we ore sometimes forced ta change 
them, either up or down. Please check before ordering. 
DELIVERY CHARGES: UK MAINLAND {NOT HIGHLANDS) 
Small (onamobtes i Despatched by post, please check 
software items charges when ordering 
Other items, except lasers Next day counei service, £10 per box 
Offshore and H ighlands N urinal rale plus £20 + VAT per box 
IN ADDITION WE OFFER THE FOLLOWING EXPRESS StRVICES: 
Saturday deliveries Normal role plus £10 + VAT per box 
1m to 9am next day Normal rote plus £] 0 + VAT per box 
Am next day Normal rote plus £5 4 VAT per box 

Amiga prices, exrept where staled are inc. VAT I SO E- 

PHILIPS APPOINTED DEALER - HP AUTHORISED DEALER • CITIZEN DEALER PLUS 
A 
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ANIMATION TUTORIAL fTr 

Animation 
with Graphics 

Workshop 

Graphics Workshop 
FULL paint package - Worth £79.95! 

_J 

140 

GRAPHICS WORKSHOP IS a vcn complicated pro¬ 

gram, so we couldn’t hope to tell you abuui all the 

drawing and animating functions in the space allowed 

in the Sound and Vision supplement (back issues Page 

132), Likewise we can hardly hope to turn you into a 

fully-fledged Disney animator with a two page tutorial 

If you want the low down on all the program's func¬ 

tions. then flip to the mail order pages to find oul how 

you can get hold of the full manual (Page 1891. 

There are two ways that Graphics Workshop can 

create animations: using Cell animation and Page ani¬ 

mat ion. What we are going to deal wiih on these pages 

is a simple tutorial to explain the basics of page anima¬ 

tion, However, as anyone who has used the program 

will know, it is extremely memory hungry. For this 

reason, we don’t recommend that you attempi to create 

this animation if you are using a machine with a small 

a mourn of expanded memory. 

6 Go to the AN1M menu and select EFFECTS from 
the Page section (right at the bottom) to bring 

up the Page Animation panel. The first brush you 
want to use Is brush 0, which is automatically active. 
Click on Set Start End' to assign the start position. 

ITo begin with, you need to draw a series of 
boxes. Click on the Coordinates tool to turn 

them on. Now click on the Filled Rectangle tool and 
draw these boxes: A brown box 110 units wide and 
SO units high, a red rectangle 00 units wide and 30 
high and a grey box 70 units wide and 10 high. 

the middle of the screen and press Ihe left mouse 
button again to mark the end position of the anima¬ 
tion. The Page Animation window will now reappear. 

2 Pick up the brown rectangle as a brush and 
select USE->1 from the Brush menu to store 11 

In position 0. Pick up the red box as a brush and 
select U5E->2 to store H In position 1, then pick up 
the grey box as a brush and select USE-»3. The three 
boxes are now stored in successive brush positions. 

JftlH Qf xHork.hop:3/3:B:32B/2B>:6E36B 
Graphic* Work shay 

Fiji Anlwalor 

I iBBSaT 
. Anintt' to,i9n' 

Fade-In I 
Fade-Qut| 

Ease-In I 
Ease-Out| 
Start Fr| 
Franes I 

mill 

|Rout«x;| 
■move X:| 

tTT! irn 

PFaiJ ffnne 

8 If you look at the values In the window, you will 
see Ihat they have changed. This is where the 

brush's start position is held. The normal Z value is 
350, which means that the brush is its default size. To 
move it further away, change the Z Pos to 750. 

Of >dlork shop I 3/3: § r 334/3it: 57054 
phics Mark5hop 

Jlit 

Select brush 2 and using the same process 
as for brush 1, set It lo move from the top of 

the screen to the middle. However, we want if to 
rotate along Its X axis, so enter 360 in the Rotate X:’ 
box. Set the Start Fr to 10 to store Ihe animation in 
frames 10 to 19, then click on Active’. 

Select brush 3 and click on Set Slart/End. 
Set its start point on the right of the screen 

and its end point In the centre. To make it appear to 
move into the screen, set the Z Pos' value to 1500 
and the 2 Move' value to -1150. Set Ihe Start FrT to 
15 and the Frames' to 15, Click on Active’. 

Select Brush 2 once more. This time well 
set It to fade through a range of colours. 

Click on Fade', then enter 10 in the 'Fade In* box and 
0 in the Fade Out' box. Select Fade Range 2' to call 
up a range which will fade the brush from pale blue 
to purple, then click on Draw' to draw the frames. 



ANIMATION TUTORIAL 

If this month's animation feature 

has whetted your appetite, then 

you'll no doubt want to try it out 

for yourself with the Graphics 

Workshop disk bundled with the 

Christmas issue of Amiga Format. 

Maff Evans helps you get to 

grips with Page Animation. This Is a seen# from the finished animation, II mar look simple, bat it involves several techniques from the Iff eels panel. 

TAfcYHEMU 

xi!*‘i&-:hhqbb 
KQlHIiHBMiSffi 

: 8 : 326/266 i £85472 

3 Click on the Text tool with the right button to 
bring up the font requester and select Topaz as 

your font and select eight point as the size. Move the 
pointer (the white dot in the bottom-right hand corner 
of the A-shaped cursor) to just inside the top-left ol 
the grey rectangle and type Graphics, 
Of Workshop: 3/3:6:326/266:6636ft Ibblt) 

9 Set the Move value of Z to -400. This will make 
the brush seem to move towards you and stop 

at Its normal size. Set the Start Fr‘ to 1 and the 
Frames' lo 10. Click on View One' to bring up a wire¬ 

frame representation of the movement. 

4 Pick up the rectangle with the text inside as a 
brush and press i to bring up the Filler box. 

Click on 'Back' then on the grey you used for the 
rectangle to filter out the grey background and hit OK 
when you’ve finished, Click on CLR and click on the 
black background to clear the screen. 

M Click on 'Active* to store the animation. 
■ then set the Current Brush' as 1. Click on 
Set Start End . Move to the bottom-left of the screen 
and click the mouse button. Position the frame over 
the last one in the centre and press the left button. 

5 Hold down Shift and press 3 on the keyboard to 
bring up the Set Pages requester. Click on the 

box containing the number, delete what Is already 
there and enter the number of frames as 25. How we 
need lo go to the first framet so hold Shift and hit 1 
on the keyboard lo return to the start. 

□ 
10 Now we'll demonstrate brush rotation. Click 

I I on the Rotate Y:’ box and enter 360, Set 
‘Start Fr‘ to 5 and leave the Frames' setting at 10. 
Click on View One1 to check the animation, then 
click on Active1 to confirm it. 

141 

That’s just about all the animations finished, 
so click on Done to exit the window. Go to 

the ANIM menu and set the 'Set Up’ options to Page 
and Page Loop', This will play the animation in a 

continuous ping-pong'. Set the Rate’ lo 30 and hold 
Shift and press 1 to go to the first frame. 

Go to 'Animate' in the ANIM menu and select 
'Page' to see the final animated effect (or 

press 4 on the keyboard. Although the clip is quite 
simple, the methods involved can be used with more 
complex brushes and Graphics Workshop Celts' to 
build up intricate page animations. 

Hopefully this will have given you an insight into the 

workings of the Graphics Workshop Page Animal ion 

section. The memory requirements and rather compli¬ 

cated control panels can he off-putting, but with time 

they will become clearer. 
By combining the methods used in this tutorial with 

ihe effects in Graphics Workshop's extensive Cell 

Animation panel, you can create highly complex clips. 

Unfortunately, we can't go into the intricacies of Cell 

Animation in the limited space available in the maga¬ 

zine, but if you’re interested in this, you can get the 

full info from the manual available on Page 189. 

Keep persevering in eperimenlation with your own 

Page animation effects and you could one day he men¬ 

tioned alongside great Amiga animators such as Brie 

Schwartz, One last piece of advice for you lo ponder 

on when getting stuck* as any animator will tell you: 

“Practice makes perfect! *\ 
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! New CD ROM Drive for your 

A500/A500 Plus with 2 Free 
CD’s ONLY £299.00 

DIAMOND TV Monitor 
The best available £249 INC VAT! 
OR ONLY £229 when purchased 
with a computer! 

D I A M O N 
COMPUTER SYSTEMS LTD 

1Mb PACK 1Mb 
RAM RAM 

THE CARTOON CLASSIC PACK 

AMIGA 500 PLUS 

COMPRISING 

Lemmings. 
Captain Planet, 
Ban Simpson 

♦Deluxe Paint III 
+ All AMIGA standard 
features, Mouse etc 

ONLY £325*00 INC VAT 

Or with 8833 Mk II Monitor 
♦ FlS Promotion 

only £545.00 INC 

WE CANNOT BE BEATEN 
ON PRICE 

Pack 
RAM RAM 

9 

HOME OFFICE PACK 

AMIGA 500 PLUS 

COMPRISING 

9 

Lemmings, Captain Planei. Bart Simpson 
+Deluxe Paint HI, + All AMIGA standard features. 

Mouse etc 
+ 

The Home Office Kit 
+ 

S&fco&ha 9 Pin printer 

ONLY £499.00 INC VAT 

Or with 6833 M* It Monitor 
+ F19 Promotion 

ONLY £699.00 INC VAT 

WE CANNOT BE BEATEN 
ON PRICE 

Add £75,00 for a colour primer! 

2Mb Pa'cK 2Mb 
RAM DIAMOND RAM 

CLASSIC PACK 

AMIGA 500 PLUS 

COMPRISING 

Lemmings. Bart Simpson. 
Captain Planet. DPaintlll. 

all AMIGA standard 1 matures 

ONLY £369*00 INC VAT 

Or with 8533 Mk If Monitor 
+ FI 9 Promotion 

ONLY £589*00 INC VAT 

WE CANNOT BE BEATEN 
ON PRICE 

PacK «» 
RAM 

1Mb 

RAM BUSINESS PACK 

AMIGA 500 PLUS 

p\^ 
COMPRISING P/y 

Lemmjngs, Captain Planet. Baft Simpson 
Deluxe Painl III. * Al AMIGA standard features, 

Mouse ale. 
+ 

The Home Office Kit 
4 

High Quality OKI 24 Pin printer 

ONLY £599.00 INC VAT 

Or with 8833 Mk II Monitor 
+ Fi9 Promotion 

ONLY £799.00 INC VAT 

WE CANNOT BE BEATEN 
ON PRICE 

Add £75.00 for a colour printer! 

2“b. Pack 
RAM EVERYTHING BUT THE 

KITCHEN SINK PACK 

AMIGA 500 PLUS 

COMPRISING 

Lemmings, Captain Planet Sad Simpson 
* Deluxe Paint III, 

+ Ail AMIGA standard features. Mouse etc 
+ 

Mousemat. Dusi Cover. Joystick. 
tOx3,5' Disks, 1 Disk storage box, 

Spe&dball II. Shadow Of The Beast IL Car Vup 
Corporation, Xenon It, Back To The Fulure II. 
Cadaver, Line Of Fir*. Teenage Mutant Ninja 

Turtles, St Dragon 

ONLY £369.00 INC VAT 

Or with 6633 Mk II Monitor 
4 FI 9 Promotion 

ONLY £589.00 INC VAT 

WE CANNOT BE BEATEN 
ON PRICE 

1Mb 
RAM 

PacK 
CAPTAIN DIAMOND’S 

D.I.V. PACK 

1Mb 
RAM 

Comprises the Cartoon Classic Pack and 
a choree of 10 games from the following list. 

Oatasiorm. Grand Monster Slam. Kid Gloves. 
Poworplay, RVF Honda, Shuflfepuck Dale, 
Soccer. Tower Of BabeL Dungeon Quest, 

Emotion. Speedball II, Shadow Of The Beast II; 
Carv Up. Corporal ion, Xenon II. Back To The 

Future II, Cadaver, Line Of Fire, Teenage Mutant 
Ninja Turlies, ST. Dragon. Gazza II* Gunship, 

Judge Dredd. Man United. Netherwodd. Predator II. 
Double Dragon II. Toyota Celica GT Rally. 

Riek Dangerous II, Ultimate Goff 

ONLY £375.00 INC VAT 

Or with 8833 Mk II Monitor 

ONLY £599 INC VAT 

Personal Callers ONLY 
Not Available for Mail Order 

r8ie alventar?e£ of 
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P/X Your old 500 
for a new Amiga 1500 

for only £379.95 

I jiAivmiM u 
ROCTEC Slimline 

External Drive 
For The AMIGA 

ONLY £49.95 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT 

ROCTEC PRODUCTS 

Hard Drive For A500. 
simply the best in our opinion 
External hard drive with streamline plastic casing tor perfect fit to 
A500. Autoboot + Autoconfig with Kickstart 1.3 and above. 
Supports up to 2 IDE Hard Drives + 7 SCSI Drives or devices with 
the SCSI External Port. Expandable to 8Mb SIMMs memory with 
2Mb. 4Mb increments. External power adaptor unit included. 
Games Switch to disable HDD and memory or disable HDD only 
for full games compatibiliy. Quiet + reliable operation with cooling 
fan. User friendly installation + easy upgrade. 

ROCHARD HARD DRIVES FOR YOUR AMIGA 

0Mb Rochard IDE Card 0k £199 
0Mb Rochard IDE Card 2Mb £249 
0Mb Rochard IDE Card 4Mb £299 
0Mb Rochard IDE Card 6Mb £349 
0Mb Rochard IDE Card 8Mb £399 

52Mb Quantum Hard Disk 0k £349 
52Mb Quantum Hard Disk 2Mb £399 
52Mb Quantum Hard Disk 4Mb £449 
52Mb Quantum Hard Disk 6Mb £499 
52Mb Quantum Hard Disk 8Mb £549 

105Mb Quantum Hard Disk 0k £449 
105Mb Quantum Hard Disk 2Mb £499 
105Mb Quantum Hard Disk 4Mb £549 
105Mb Quantum Hard Disk 6Mb £599 
105Mb Quantum Hard Disk 8Mb £649 

All Rochard drives and controller cards 
come with a 2 year warranty 

GENLOCKS EXTERNAL FLOPPY 
ROCTEC DISK DRIVES 

Rocgen £89.95 UltraSlim Roclite £54.95 
Rocgen + £124.95 Slimline Roctec £49,95 
Rendale 8802 £119.95 CDTV DRIVE £64.95 
G2 £575.00 AMIGA internal floppy 
G2+ £999.00 £39.95 

GVP SERIES 2 HARD DISKS 

52Mb ONLY £369-00 
105Mb ONLY £529.00 
Perfectly matched in colour + style to the AMIGA 
500p, 1 tms access drive. 1" high drive by 
Quantum. Room tor up to 8Mb of RAM 
expansion. Cut Off switch for games 
Expansion Mini Slot'. External SCSI port 
Dedicated PSU and fan, 2 years free 
warranty. Add £65.00 per extra 2Mb RAM 

52Mb Qk £369.00 
2 Mb £434.00 
4Mb £499.00 
6Mb £564.00 
8 Mb £629.00 

105Mb Ok £529.00 
2Mb £594.00 
4Mb £659.00 
6Mb £724.00 
8Mb £789.00 

MONITORS 

High Res 14“ colour £349 High Res 21" colour £1599 
Microway Flicker Fixer £149 CBM Flicker Fixer £199 
PHILIPS 8833 Mkll colour monitor 
+F19 promo and free lead & Dust cover only £229 

DISKS 

We self overt 1,000,000 of our own high quality branded diskettes Because our name 
goes on the disks we ensure that the quality meets our exacting standards. We normally 
source Sony Bulk because of their high dip rate.Ctip Rate is the amount of oxide that a 
disk can toose before it becomes unuseabfe. 

DIAMOND OS D 0 135 T,P.1.3.5" 
149 50 99 100 199 200 500 500 + 
£0,40 £0.39 £0 38 £0,37 £0.36 

50 disks m 100 capacity kretebie box £22.95 

DIAMOND HD 3,5" 
1-49 50-99 100-19 200-500 500 + 
CO-59 £0-58 £0,57 E0.5S £0.55 

Storage Boxes 3.5' 5 25' 
100 capacity £4.95 £4,95 
150 capacity Passe stacking box £15.99 
Cleaning Kits (Limited Otter) 3.5* 5.25‘ 
Disk drive dealing kits £0,99 £ i .99 
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WANT A 1500 
With Workbench 2.04? 

GOT A 500? 

SWAP IT FOR 
ONLY £379.95 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT 

AMIGA 1500 0Mb P X 2Mb P X 4Mb PX 6Mb PX SMb PX 

Specials 
A1500 GVP 52Mb £839 £669 £699 £729 £959 £789 £1019 £849 £1079 £909 

+ 8833 Mk 11 Monitor £1039 £869 £1099 £929 £1159 £909 £1219 £1049 £1279 £1109 

A1500 GVP 105Mb £970 £808 £1038 £368 £1098 £928 £1158 £983 £1218 £1048 

+ 8833 Mk II Monitor £1178 £1008 £1238 £1068 £1298 £1128 £1358 £1188 £1418 £1248 

all MK H Monitors come with F19 promotion PX- Part Exchange From Amiga 500 to Amiga 1500 

AMIGA 3000 
The NEW 

Commodore AMIGA 3000 

25Mhz processor, 100Mb hard disk, 
4Mb Fast RAM, 2Mb Chip RAM, 

+ SCALA + Deluxe Paint IV 

£3295.00 INC VAT 

AMIGA 1500 SPECIAL PROMOTION 
Comprising RHE NEW AMIGA 1500 PACK 
Amiga 1500 52Mb 9ms access hard disk driven by the NEXUS SCSI hard disk controller with 
2Mb of RAM which can be expanded in 2mb steps up to a maximum of 8Mb. The NEXUS also 
comes with a suite of storage software utilities: Flashback. Fowerbeneh, SmartCacheT Spoolit, 
DiskSurgeon. InslantFormat MemoryDoctor, Utilities to enhance the control of your SCSI hard 

disks, ALL DIAMOND 1500 S COME WITH NEW WORKBENCH 2.04 

Software with the machine comprises DeluxePaint III, The Works, Home Accounts, 3 Games 
(Puzznic, Toki and Elf), and a book entitled "Get The Most Out Of Your AMIGA". 

ONLY £899 
Or with 8833 MKII Monitor + F19 Promotion ONLY £1099 

Or with Multisync Monitor and CBM Video Card {Flicker Fixer) ONLY £1349 

PROGRESSIVE PERIPHERALS 
68040 Board for your A1500/2000 

50 MHz Clock speed 
0Mb RAM El 499 
4Mb RAM El 599 
8Mb RAM £1699 

FUSION 40 68040 
The Leader In Accelerator Cards 
with 4Mb on board RAM El 299 

IHIIliHUIIIIIHI! GVP PRODUCTS FOR THE AMIGA 1500 &2000 HUUWUUUUUH 

IMPACT 
IEHC8 

150Mb 

STREAMER 
IMPACT 

VISION 24 
22MHz 

ACCELERATOR 

22MHz 68030 CPU 
68882 22MHz maths co-pro 
1Mb 32-brt RAM installed 
Expands to 13Mb 32-Wt 
RAM, 32 bit SCSI HD on* 
board camroiter 

This low-cost, quality 68030 
accelerator; memory 
upgrade, SCSI device and 
68882 maths co-processor 
board offers the parieci 
introduction to low cost 
upgrades lor (he Amigo, H Is 
supplied with IMP 32-bit 
RAM, upgradeable to 13Mb 
32-Wt RAM, This card runs 
approximately 7 times faster 
than a standard Amiga 
1&CXV20QQ 

33MHz 
ACCELERATOR 

33MHz 68030 CPU 
68882 33MHz maths Co-pro 
4Mb 32-bil RAM installed 

Expands to 16Mb 32-bil 
RAM. 32 bit on-board SCSI 
controller 

This fas! 68030 accelerator, 
memory upgrade. SCSI 
device interface board 
delivers uncompromising 
speed and performance 
without a high price, il can 
take 16Mb 32-bil RAM and is 
supplied with 4mb d 32-blt 
RAM installed along with a 
68882 maths co processor, 
Runs approximately 1, i .5 
times faster than a standard 
Amiga 1500/2000. 

only£989 

50MHz 
ACCELERATOR 

60MHz 68030 CPU 
68802 90MHz maths co-pro 
4Mb32-toltRAM installed 
Expands to 32Mb 32-bH 
RAM 
32 bit AT HD controller 

The fastest accelerator card 
and memory upgrade 
available horn GVP. 
Featuring a 68030 CPU 
running at 50MHz. on-card 
expansion to 32Mb of 32-bit 
RAM and an IDE hard dirt 
interface all on one card 
Makes your Amiga run 
approximately 13 times taster 
than a standard Amiga 
1500/2000 

only£ 1789 

Wide range of drive sites 
52Mb and 105Mb options 
Sockets for 8Mb RAM 
Uses easy to Install SIMMs 
Supports virtually any 
SCSI device. 

This is the equivalent of the 
HP8+ hard drive, but for the 
Amiga 1500 and 2000 
models. II features the same 
unmatched facilities and 
performance giving 
unrivalled power With 
GVP's innovative cusiom 
chip design, easy and user 
friendly installation and 
software, the HC8 is both 
powerful and simple to use. 

52Mb version £295 
10$Mbv*fs>on .425 

□vet 6Mb per min, backup 
Comes with GVP 
TspsStof* software 
Mount a In the 525" drive 
bay Optional external 
casing Includes 1 DC ISO 
cartridge 

This high-performance 
media back-up tape 
streamer device for (he 
Amiga uses industry 
standard 150Mb DCtSO 
cartridges, With backup 
speeds in excess of 6Mb per 
minute, the GVPWTtSOlsa 
last and elftoent back-up 
method to offer peace ol 
mind for serious users The 
WT15Q tape streamer 
requires SCSI interface such 

aslmpaa'W£739 

768x580 PAL resolution 
Supports composite 
video. S-VHS and RGB 
signals 
Broadcast quality genlock 
Software Included 

This is the very latest 24-W 
Profesionat Video Adaptor It 
features 16 million colours. 
buRt-m genlock, flicker fixer, 
frame buffer, frame grabber 
and digital keyer Supplied 
with Caligari 3D modelling 
and rendering software. 
Scala IV24 video flfllng 
software, plus Macro Paint 
24 bn paint package 

only£1 785 

SUPRA 8Mb BOARD 
FOR 1500/2000 

Bareboard £89 
Add £69 for 2Mb 
Add £138 for 4Mb 
Add £207 for 6Mb 
Add £275 for 8Mb 

CAPTAIN DIAMOND 3000 
"BASHER"PACK 

The New Commodore Amiga A1500 with twin 
3.5" floppy drives. Multisync Colour Monitor, 

CBM Flicker Fixer (video card}, 
68030 33MHz Processor, 105Mb hard drive 

with 4Mb RAM and s/w. Deluxe Paint 111, 
The Works, Home Accounts 

+ 3 Games Puzznic, Toki and Elf. 

ONLY £2595 INC VAT 

NEXUS BOARD 
Bareboard 0Mb HD 0k RAM 

ONLY £149 

Prices for Nexus Board options 

RAM 0Mb 2Mb 4Mb 6Mb 8Mb 
No HO £149 £199 £249 £299 £349 
52Mb HD £299 £349 £399 £449 £499 
105MbHDC399 £449 £499 £549 £599 



AMIGA HARO DISK 
20Mb NEW MODEL 

P.O.A. 

NEW EXTERNAL 690 
CD ROM + 2 GAMES 
ONLY £299 INC VAT 

CAPTAIN DIAMOND’S EXTRAS PAGE 

IVS TRUMPCARDS 

only £79.95 
The IVS Trumpcard is the top selling SCSI hard drive controller. 
Representing the latest in technology directly from the USA, it is 
the only controller to support IBM. Amiga and Apple MAC partitions 
on one hard disk This allows you to run software for the three 
main hardware platforms on one machine. Only one computer can 
do this. 

HARD DISK DRIVES 

Faster Drives forLIower Prices 
QUANTUM IDE SCSI 
52Mb £169.95 £179.95 
105Mb £269.95 £279,95 
2 Year Warranty 

SYQUEST 
removeable cartridge drive 

44Mb 28ms £299,00 

TRUMPCARD FOR ABOVE add £69.95 

CAPTAIN S CHIP SHOP 

4 x 256k DRAMS for A590’s etc £3.99 
1 x1Mb DRAMS for 8up/Supra etc £3,99 
1 x 9Mb SIMMS Nexus/G.V.P./Rochard etc £34,99 
4 x 9Mb SIMMS G.V.P./Nexus £159.95 
CIA CHIPS £14.95 
1.3 ROM £29,99 
2,0 ROM P,0,A. 
ROM Sharer £24,99 

These prices do not include fitting; however if you don't want to fit 
them yourself then this can be performed by one of our Qualified 
Engineers at any of our branches 

SPARES AND REPAIR 

Infernal A5Q0 Disk Drive £41,95 
Fatter Agnus £74.95 fitted by one of our qualified engineers 
C.LA, chips £14.95. A500 fixed repair cost £44,95 

DOT MATRIX PRINTERS 

STAR LC 20 £124.95 ZA 200 COLOUR £299,95 
CITIZEN 124D £179.95 ZA 250 COL £379.95 
STAR LC 24/10 £179.95 NEW SP2400 SEIKOSHA £129,95 
STAR LC 200 £173,90 PANASONIC KXP 1123 £159.95 
STAR LC 24/200 COL £269.95 OKI 330 £199,95 
SWIFT 9 COLOUR £179,95 SWIFT 9X £259,95 
SWIFT 9 £169,95 SWIFT 24X £379,95 
NEW SWIFT 24E COL £269,95 NEW SWIFT 224 £229,00 
XB 24 200 COL £379,95 NEW SWIFT 224 colour £239,95 
XB 24 - 250 COL £469,95 NEW SEIKOSHA 24 PIN £209,95 

INK JET PRINTERS 

HP PAINTJET £529.95 CANON 8J1QEX £229.95 
HP DESKJET £349.95 CITIZEN PN48 £269.95 
HP DESKJET COLOUR £579.95 STAR SJ48 £229.95 

LASER PRINTERS 

OKI 400 
HP III P 
Toner if purchased with above 1 only 
OKI LASER 800 0.5MB 
OKI LASER 800 Dual Bin 0.5MB 
OKI LASER 830 Postscript 2MB 
OKI LASER 840 Postscript 2MB 

£569,95 
£784,95 
£59.95 
£999,95 
£1199,95 
£1099,95 
£1399.95 

DATA/PRINTER ETC CABLES 

Parallel Printer Leads Monitor Cables 
1.8M Printer Cable £9,95 AMIGA > CBM 1064,'S £9.95 
2.0M Printer Cable £1 L95 AMIGA > Philips 3833 MK 1 Cl 4.95 
3.0M Printer Cable £14.95 AMIGA > Philips 3833 MK II E9.95 
5.0M Printer Cable £19.95 AMIGA > MULTISYNC C9.95 
10M Printer Cable £29.95 AMIGA > TV El 4.95 
Centronics to Centronics Pleas*? stale TV make & model 

cable for data boxes etc £9,95 

PRINTER PAPER 

High Quality Micro Perforated 
60 gsm 1000 sheets of tractor feed £9,95 
90 gsm 1000 sheets of tractor feed £14.95 

Diamond Computers 

232 Tottenham Cl Rd 

LONDON W1 

TEL 071 5804355 
FAX 071 5804399 

Diamond Computers 

121 Regents Street 

Leamington Spa 

Warks 

TEL 0926 312155 

FAX 0926 883234 

Diamond Computers 

144 Ferry Road 

EDI N BURGH-Scotland POOLE - Dorset 

Diamond Computers 

1045 High Road 

Chad well Heath - 
ROMFORD 

TEL 081 597 8851 

< RETAIL ONLY this branch) FAX 081 590 8959 

Diamond Computers 

406 Ash lev Road 

TEL 031 554 3557 

FAX 031 554 2115 

Diamond Computers 

1022 Stockport Road 
MANCHESTER 

TEL 061 257 3999 
FAX 061 257 3997 

TEL 0202 716226 

FAX 0202 716160 

Diamond Computers 

443 Gloucester Rd 

BRISTOL (EXPORT) 

TEL 0272 522044 

FAX 0272 521738 

Diamond Computers 

(HEAD OFFICE) 
84 Lodge Road 

SOUTHAMPTON 

TEL 0703 232777 

FAX 0703 232679 

Corporate Sales Line 0703 333184 
FAX 0703 232679 

Contacts: Sharon Dawn Barbara 
Education Government Orders 

Accepted 

TERMS STRICTLY H DAYS 
30 DAYS ADD 2% 
60 DAYS ADD S% 

HOW TO ORDER 
Simply lelcphone through umr imler. gninp your Acocn or Vi^ card Number or *cnd .* cheque or 

po*ci5 twdei iu you! IjjcjJ Dealer All prxo include VAT unlc« mherw iw staled Courier Service 

Delivery £1 L.75 Allow ? working Jav v fur cheque clearance Hankers drafts dear on the same day 

ALL POSTAL ORDERS TOOL K ROMFORD BRANCH ONLY PLEASE, 
All price* are correct ji nine td going m press hul may change wilfraul notice. 

THE 
Diamond 

PRICE PLEDGE 
* if whilst haying goods from us, you can ifiiw us a Bit Ur price. on the same goods 
from tme of ourV, % competiors then diamond totff match that price. 'Even ifour 

prizes have increased, wt Wifi honour the prices in this advtrtisment on items in staff 

'This *P&E3XfE applies only to customers producing or relying on this admnisment 

Before the end of the month of publication* ft does not apply to competitors prices 

offered in dosing down or stocf clearance salts* 
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THE NEW GROUER ENCYCLOPAEDIA 
PRICE M/A ELECTRONIC PUB USUI NO 

The front-end of this one doesn't in fact greet, instead 

it stick its head around the comer of the door and 

sneers "What do you want?” which is a neat shame* 

because it seems to conceal quite a lot of good mate* 

rial for a CD encyclopaedia. 

Essentially, the main way to access information is 

by typing in a word using the on-screen alphabet. You 

can then choose to search for titles of articles that 

contain that word, or for any occurrence of the word 

within articles. The only problem wilh ihis approach 

is that it does feel somewhat 'blind': as we have said 

before about CD reference works, some way of pre¬ 

senting a top menu of general subject areas or topics 

would be nice* 

To give it something of that ‘flicking through a 

book* feel, the authors have included a picture browse 

option* which does reveal a list of topic headings, k 

soon becomes evidem thai there is an enormous num¬ 

ber of images on this disc - there are 133 images of 

trees alone, for example - wfhich is encouraging. 

We’ ve criticised other discs for being disappointing jn 

this department. Many of the pictures are high-quality 

illustrations, too. 

Brave that daunting first screen and you’ll soon 

discover that this encyclopaedia is rich in icxi entries 

too. The word search pretty rapidly comes up with 

vast lists of topics, and a sensible information naviga¬ 

tion system helps you pick out the one you warn. As 

you would expect, once you are reading an article you 

can select key words to move to another topic, 

Tliis is probably the best reference work we have 

seen yet, with some very nice audio visual presenta¬ 

tion. 1 don't know the hook oil wlitcli it is based, but it 

appears to be very much a Twentieth Century ency¬ 

clopaedia: a search on Viking' reveals plenty of 

info about space missions but none about hairy guys 

with axes. Though there is an awful lot about 

ancient history too. 

Sampled sound, such as Martin Luther King’s 

famous speech* pops up occasionally, if perhaps not 

often enough. But apart from that the scope of this 

seems impressive and. despite an inevitable American 

Leaning* this is the 

most enjoyable CD 

reference work to 

come around so far. 
m 84% 
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This is the mein screen for ocrcssmg the rewm of inf or- 

motion. Simply type in the key word for your search... 

...ond The Mew Groiler will search for lilies of articles 
that contain that word... 

THE HEROIC AGE OF SPACEFLIGHT 
PRICE ISI/A TROIKA MULTIMEDIA 

This is basically just a 50-minute movie, ft makes use of the infamous CDXL* a compression 

technique which Commodore have cleverly managed to bring full-motion video to the Amiga 

CDTV, Unfortunately* it's only partial-screen full-motion. Seems like less ihan a quarter of the 

screen, in fact. And. of course, the number of colours is reduced. 

The resull of all lhist unfortunately, is that it's jusi like watching a space-flight documentary 

on a miniature portable TV off a poor-quality bootleg video. While the documentary itself is 

fascinating and the audio narration and soundtrack is excellent enough * it's just not a very good 

way of watching something. The only real advantage for running it as a CD multimedia experi¬ 

ence gives you is that you can instantly pick out an watch any particular section of the 

programme. Whoopy doo. 

As a kind of megademo. which is basically whfU it is, 

ihis exerts a peculiar fascination. It’s also a very good docu¬ 

mentary, But you can't help but realise that if ii was on a 

videotape you’d be able to watch it a lot more easily and it 

would cost a heck of a lot less. 

: 55% 

What* 
new on 
CD? 

Apollo to the Moon 
Choose a topic or watch this movie segment. 

Topics have detailed information and more images 
Back" or "B" button returns to previous menu 

Although this is basically a video on CD, it does allow you very exact control over what you watch* 

From specific sections of the programme, you can read (ext information and browse stills. 

While I he full-mot ion video is o fascinating technical exercise, because it 
only takes up a quarter of the screen and colours are limited, the value of II 
as anything more than an interesting thing To show off Is dovblfui. 

However, what would be of immense educational value is the way that you 

can work through lo a very specific topic area and learn more about il from 

on-screen text and still photographs like this one. The background info is 
detailed, well-researched and very interesting. Many o space freak will 
want lo pick through it and read It all* 
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Th* common apple, M. pumlia, one of about 25 apple species, Is a 
small Itee with tlowet a that resemble wild roses. Most commercial 
varieties derive from Ihe common apple The United Slates 
produces almost one-quarter of lie world crop of dessert and 
coolring apples. 

Electronic Publishing have released one of the best-presented encyclopaedias yet to arrive on CD, As 

soon as yog start to browse through the package you encounter the hundreds of pictures that have 
been Included, many of which are illustrated in this attractive watercolour style. 

Continuing from last 

month's massive look at 

the first 45 arrivals on the 

CD scene, preparing for 

the 'imminent release of 

the Amiga CD-ROM drive, 

Damien Noonan takes 

an intrigued but critical 

look at the new releases. 

for the most part, this is haw you will he 
watching the action: the display area far live 

action is reduced to a quarter of the screen. 

There''5 on awful lot of very goad footage of 

NASA space missions, from tire launch of the 
first Apollo rocket to the Space Shuttle. 

POUR MOTRE LECTEURS FRAIMCAJS.. 

Ici TOrdicodc, unc logic id qui donne/ vous 

beaucoup (Tinstruction de driving. Si vous 

accepter le principle de priori te a droiic. vous 

will find qu'il cst Ire/ difficile on Angkucrre, 

ou on drives sur le rive gauche, pas sur le droil 

dc seigncurc... 

No, wait, but seriously though, folks. This 

one we mention merely out of satiable curios* 

ity. because *l*s an interesting idea: it contains 

the French equivalent of the Highway Code as 

well as a basic driving course and it is 

intended, of course, to provide sufficient 

instruction to help you answer all the hard 

questions in a driving test. 

It’s appeal over here will be limited, but it 

might possibly be useful as a language-teach¬ 

ing cxrecise in a pretty practical environment, 

though it does raise the question of whether a 

similar version in English would be helpful to 

all those learner drivers out there. 

As well as a guide to French road-signs, in 

which not only the signs hut also their 

legal and practical context are explained by 

text and a narrator* the program also includes a 

course of lessons and two tests. The lessons are 

followed as a series of photographs of 

situations, about which you have to answer var¬ 

ious questions. 

As far as my basic French allows, the 

course seems to be an excellem run-through of 

driving theory and mad laws and I would imag¬ 

ine that an English version of this disc would 

make ideal theoretical ‘revision' for a driving 

test, Whal it isn't - and I have heard this sug¬ 

gested as an idea for an Amiga CD - is a 

moving driving simulator. 

1a *' vUdlqUe quo ji ctwuJ# 
Ml W#.r| ! 

m , * 
p#9H . f * 

r; '8 3 
During the lessons, you as driver of this cat are fated with a number 

of tricky situations and have to choose the right action. 

FM0R1TE 

twTtewi mimes i 

milHITE-IClUftftCE 

PSCitl C€ CIROJLATlONj 

oirsn»ts Erkins 

The main screen presents the options on offer: practical tests Kke the 

one above, road sign revision, and the dreaded exams! 
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£49.99 MIRROR SOFT 

Whether either of the two Mirrorsofi titles will actually find their way onto the 

shelves after the demise of Robert Mas well's myriad of companies - Mirrorsoft offi¬ 

cially liquidated last December - remains to be seen, but no doubt someone will 

acquire the UK rights to this. 

Spectrum Holobvte of the US are probably belter known for this F-16 flight sim¬ 

ulator more than anything: else, and inevitably with the popularity of the 3D flight 

rim as a game it makes a lot of sense to transfer it to the CD medium. If you were a 

naive CDTV owner who*d never played a flight sim before, you'd probably love it. 

fUSSlOH GEfEFIKG < 

The presentation screens (left) are many and varied, with a whole heap of missions on offer from this compilation of mis¬ 

sions package. Once you're on the runway, the sim ploys more like a game, but the added audio effects really give it bite. 

It doesn't, however, really add a lot for the Amiga owner. Apart from combining the 

first program w ith the mission disks, the CD version tends to restrict the ideas of the 

original rather than expand them. Control has to be made possible from the remote 

control joypad, so only a minimum number of controls are left in: power up/down, 

missile load/tire. the joystick moves, radar and target lock, chaff, air brakes, auto¬ 

pilot and view switching are all catered for. This is enough to make ti very' decently 

playable, but would disappoint some purists. 

Control with a joy pad is odd. too, lending to be excessively digital and on/off. 

For the novice, this makes the whole thing easier to handle, but ii does tend to make 

the whole appearance of the game jerkier and less realistic. 

There’s a good stack of missions here, all nicely 

judged to appeal at various difficulty levels: and the 

in-between presentation screens are nicely touched up. 

In-flight audio is greatly enhanced by the addition of 

some realistic recorded speech: it's not just random, 

either, but closely tied to what you do. 

This was probably always more of a combat flight 

game than a sim. and the difference is even more 

exaggerated in this version. All the same, it's highly 

enjoyable and a good example of how the computer 

game exerts its 

own unique fasti* 

nation. But it's not 

about to change 

the world. 

rr^Sl 

Mki 75% 

XENON 2 
09,99 MIRRORSOFT 

Apart from it being an aged shoot-em-up, the distinguishing characteristic of this one 

is its pioneering of a new form of experimental 3D ' bolophomc' sound called ‘Space 

Sound’, designed by musical instrument manufacturers Roland, 

As the original game was also noted for a pioneering idea in sound - the use of a 

soundtrack by a pseudo-house group called Bomb the Bass, who were quite popular 

once - it seems an appropriate gimmick. While it makes for some pretty effectively 

boomy speech and echocy noises, [ can't say it sounded all ihat 3D, but there you go. 

Special studio remixes of Bomb the Bass tracks provide the full hi-fi audio 

accompaniment, and jolly pleasant they are too. The only thing you might have for¬ 

gotten in all this audio excitement is the gameplay, While it was a jolly 

attractive-lcx}king, well-presented and nicely-balanced shoot-em-up three years ago, 

time has tended to take its toll and it docs now look a bit dated. More than just 

unfashionable: it has the sort of stateness that 

1970s shoes do in Oxfam, 

When you can get i( as an Amiga budget 

game, the powerful soundtrack is not enough rea¬ 

son for being interested in the CD version. 

fade! 45% 

CD+G Karaoke 
The OK Karaoke discs are not really Amiga CD titles at all, in that their main 
purpose is as audio CDs and the graphics information contained on them is 
not in Amiga format but of Ihe CD+G standard, CD+G, in case you are not 
aware, Is a special kind of audio compact disc which will play on any CD player 
but also, on a special player, will produce a TV signal containing graphics too. 

Naturally, the audio on these discs is soundtracks of popular hit songs 
with the main vocals removed, while the graphics information Is a step-by-step 
run-through ot the words. Not, as I had feared, with a tittle ball bouncing along 

the top of Ihe lines, but instead with the words that you are supposed to be 
singing highlighted In yellow. 

You can’t argue that these do the job perfectly welt, In so far as the words 
are legible and the musical arrangements are, for the most part, actually pretty 
decent. Whether or not you wilt be interested In buying any of these discs 
depends solely on two things: firstly, whether you actually want to use your 
Amiga CD as a home karaoke system: and secondly, whether you actually like 
any of the songs. We ve looked at a couple of discs from the series and they 
leaned a bit loo much towards Seventies disco for my liking, but I believe there 
are an enormous number of discs available (about 50), so basically you pays 
your money and you takes your choice. ' Working at the car wash, yeah..,** 

Words &l Music 
L.T?routman 

by| R. Troutman 

ass (Ml gem szfigb 

sSh' baby 

There are about 15 fangs on oath Karaoke disc, and 

each song if introduced with a title page tike this. 

After the title screen, a graphic intro picture like this 
appears fa set the mood. 

The mast important screen is, of course, the least attrac¬ 
tive. But the highlighted wards are clear enough. 



THE NEW WINDOW 

IN THE WORLD OF COMPUTER SHOPPING! 
With over 90 stores nationwide and still growing, Calculus is the largest 

Independent Computer Multiple in the UK. Each store is independently owned 
guaranteeing you a high level of service and support. 

Calculus offers you the advantage of discussing your purchase decision with a 
real specialist who can advise you before you buy and, more importantly, will be 

there to assist you later if you need support or guidance. 

CALCULUS STORES THROUGHOUT THE UK. 

• ABERDEEN • ACCRINGTON •AYLESBURY • BARNOLDSWICK 
• BECKENHAM •BELFAST •BEXHILLON SEA • BIRMINGHAM •BLACKPOOL 
• BOLTON •BRIDPORT *BRIERLY HILL • BRIGHTLING-SEA •BRIGHTON 
• BRISTOL •CARDIFF •CHESTERFIELD •CLEVELY'S • COLCHESTER •DERBY 
• DUNDEE •DUNFERMLINE •EASTBOURNE • EDINBURGH • ENNISKILLEN 
• EXMOUTH • FAREHAM • FELIXSTOWE • FORRES •GATESHEAD 
• GLASGOW •GLOUCESTER •GOSPORT • GRANTHAM •GUILDFORD 
• HUCKNALL •HULL •IPSWICH • KINGS LYNN • LANCASTER • LEEDS 
• LEICESTER *LYTHAM ST ANNES •MACCLESFIELD • MANCHESTER 
• MANSFIELD • MORDEN •NORTHALLERTON •NORTHAMPTON 
• NORTHWICH •PLYMOUTH •RAMSGATE • READING • RHYL 
• ROSSENDALE •ROTHERHAM • SLOUGH •SOUTHPORT •STAMFORD 
• STOCKTON •STROUD • SWANSEA •SWINDON • TAMWORTH 
• WARLEY • WHITBY •WOLVERHAMPTON •WORCESTER • YORK... 

AND STILL GROWING 

FOR YOUR LOCAL CALCULUS STORE 

CALL0543 251275 
Phone lines open 9.00am to 5.30pm (Mon. to Fri.) 

and 9.30am to 5.00pm (Saturdays) 

COMPUTER STORES 



AMIGA 

AMIGA CDTV GAMES PACK 
The best value CDTV games pack around featuring two top quality games in origins 
packaging and also the 530titles megadisc, FRED FISH all completely free. 

THE ULTIMATE GAMES 
SYSTEM FEATURING 

• Amiga CDTV player 

• Software:- 

► Welcome disc 

► Lemmings 

► Hutchinson's 
Encyclopaedia 

• Infra Red Remote 
Controller 

XENON2 
RRP £29.99 
Th© ultimate arcade action 
gam© featuring top chart 
stereo sounds and artist 
history. 

PSYCHO 
KILLER 
RRP £29.99 
Driving down unfamiliar 
country roads after dark, your 
worst nightmare comes true!! 

FRED FISH 
MEGADISC 
RRP £79.00 
530 titles on this one CDTV 
disk free with this package!! 

mi 

Amiga CDTV is a revolutionary new concept in home entertainment and education, 
representing leading edge technology. The CDTV player combines a high quality perfor¬ 
mance CD audio system, advanced Amiga technology and infrared remote control to 
offer a huge range of interactive applications, from Mega games to music and 
educational applications, e g. languages (French, German and Spanish). 
The integration of CD audio, graphics, animation, video and text gives you true multi 
media for corporate and business presentations. Each CD-ROM disk can store an incredible 540MB of data, equivalent 
to a quarter of a million pages of text. 
The Amiga CDTV connects to a standard television in the same way as a video recorder and can be connected 
to a hi-fi system for high quality audio sound. 

^Commodore 

(CIITV 
X. J INTERACTIVE 
X ✓ MULTIMEDIA 

• ■■■■■ 

The CDTV Amiga Upgrade Pack allows existing CDTV owners to tap into 
the massive base of Amiga 3^ games software 

Upgrade Pack contains:- • CDTV 
0 Jll Am^ga keyboard * 3.5 CDTV Amiga 

I external black drive 

U FRED FISH pVV)S^ 
MEGADISC 

Jv$3Q TITLES ON THIS 
ONE CDTV DISK WITH T w 
THIS PACKAGE?!! 

CALCULUS 
PRICE 

The starter pack gives you a full 1MB 
Amiga compatible system featuring: 

• Amiga CDTV player 

• CDTV Amiga keyboard 

FRED FISH 
MEGADISC 
530 TITLES ON -- 
THIS ONE CDTV RRP - £699 

• Cumana 3.5' CDTV external black drive 

• Software:- ► Welcome disk 
’ ► Lemmings 

► Hutchinsons Bncydopodla 

CALCULUS 
PRICE 

AMIGA CDTV UPGRADE PACK 

AMIGA CDTV 

STARTER PACK 

i • 

GOLDSTAR COLOUR MONITOR/TV inc 

REMOTE CONTROL 

14" colour TV. 

40 Channel Program Memory I 

21 Pin Amiga Scart Lead 
Sleep Timer 

Full Remote Control 

Full function on screen display. 

Check the amazing value of the Amiga Compatible 
Gold Star colour monitor/TV for just £179.99 and you can have the 
best of both worlds, a top quality remote control TV and.., 

Amiga Monitor. 

RRP - £234.99 

CALCULUS 
PRICE > £179-22 

PERIPHERALS & SOFTWARE 

CDTV keyboard £49.99 

CDTV Tracker Ball 
infrared) £79.99 

CDTV Genlock £149.99 

CDTV 3.5" Amiga External 
Floppy Drive £79.99 

Top Ton Software Titles 
Word Vista Atlas - Moving Stomach Ache 
Tales of Pater Rabbit ■ Long Hard Day At The 
Ranch ■ Wrath of the Demon ■ Sim City 
Defender of the Crownj Snoopy Xenon 
- Bun for Barney 

SOFTWARE Top Tan Software Titles 

With 10% off RRP lOffwopen ufitt 30WS2) 

PHONE 0843 881278... FOR YOUR LOCAL STORE... PHONE 0843 281278... F 



AMIGA 
AMIGA 500 PLUS 

CARTOON CLASSICS 
Complete with the following:- 

• Amiga 500 + computer 
with 1Mb RAM 

• A520 TV Modulator 

• 1352 2 Button Mouse 

• Workbench 2 Disks 
and Manuals 

LEMMINGS 
Are you as smart as 
Lemmings are stupid? 
Match your intelligence 
against their lack of it as 
you play the most 
original game of 1991. 

of*** 
EtiOS 

THE SIMPSONS - 
BART vs THE 
SPACE MUTANTS 
Hello fellow humans! 
Bartholomew J Simpson 
here, with a very 
important secret: 

SPACE MUTANTS ARE 
INVADING 

SPRINGFIELD. 

CAPTAIN PLANET 
ANDTHE 
PLANETEERS 
Captain Planet and the 
Planeteers has turned 
saving the Earth's 
environment into the 
ultimate adventure 

□PAINT III 

The program that sets 
the standard for 
computer painting now 
with animation. 

RRP - £399 99 

CALCULUS 
PRICE 7 £349-22 

wmmm 

AMIGA 500 and 500 PLUS PERIPHERALS 

BODEGA BAY A500/A500+ EXPANSION CONSOLE 
Have you owned your Amiga 500 long enough to want more - of everything? The Bodega 
Bay fits into the expansion slot of your A 500 and provides four A2Q00 style expansion slots 
three of which are combination A2000 Bridge slots that will accommodate a Bridge board 
and two PC cards. The Bodega Bey also has enough space for two half height 5.25 inch 
drives and one 3.5 inch drive all cooled by the fitted internal fan. 
"It's very good looking, sturdy and, for what ft is, pretty damn cheep too." 

(Amiga Shopper review) 

!***£299.991 CALCULUS PRICE £249.99 
COMMODORE 1011 
3.5' 8B0K EXTERNAL 
FLOPPY DRIVE 

COMMODORE MPS 1270 
INK JET PRINTER 

COMMODORE MPS 1230 
DOT MATRIX PRINTER 

R.A.P Cafrcukui Pric* 
£99.99 £59.99 

AjRjR CafcuhnFMc* 
£149.99 £129.99 

R.R.P. 
£169.99 

CbIcuKji Prvc« 

£139.99 

GENIUS GKT320B 
HIGH PERFORMANCE 3 BUTTON c*teuk«Pri™ 
AMIGA TRACKERBALL 

SUPRA 
500 XP 
105Mb 
EXTERNAL 
HARD 
DRIVE 
(OPTIONAL 
RAMI 

Citadui Pric* 

£399.99 

£49 99 

R.R.R 
£499.99 

R.A.P 
£199.99 

MIC ROBOTICS 
M501 
512K BATTERY 
BACKED RAM 
FOR 500/500 
PLUS 

MICROBOTICS M 502 
1Mb RAM BOARD FOR THE 
AMIGA 500 PLUS 

fl-ft-P 
£29.99 

RAP 
£49.99 

Ceteulut Price 
£25.99 

C«icuiu» Prt« 
£45.99 

MICROBOTICS 
VXL30-25 
MHZ 
68030 

"ffi ACCELERATOR nn.p Cateului Pric* 
jjUHkLlB BOARD £351.32 £249 99 

SUPRA HX 
8Mb MICROBOTICS VXL 30 - 40 MHZ RRP CataAi* Pric* 

EXTERNAL 68030 ACCELERATOR BOARD £457.07 £399.99 

RAM WITH RJLR Catei4u* Price 
2Mb RAM CAX 345 CU M AN A 3.5* DRIVE €79.99 £59.99 
AVAILABLE 
WITH EXTRA ZIPSTICK JOYSTICK 

RAP 

£14.99 
CpIcuiusPrica 

£12 99 
RAM BOARD 

C*Jculut PtIc* MAVERICK QS128F JOYSTICK 
ARP 

£15.99 
Cdcutut Price 

£12 99 
f 143 33 

ARP CrtcuknPric* 

OS102 AMIGA JOYSTICK £6.99 £5.99 

C O » P U T t a STORES 

DR YOUR LOCAL STORE... PHONE 0543 2S1278... FOR YOUR LOCAL STORE... I 



THE NEW 
The Amiga 1500 system offers total compatibility with the Amiga 500, with an 
unbelievable level of internal expansion options. 
All our Amiga 1500's featured, are the latest version, featuring Kickstart 2 
ROM and Workbench 2, offering significant enhancements over the 
previous model. 

AMIGA 1500 STARTER PACK 

# AMIGA 1500 CALCULUS' STARTER PACK Amiga 1500 Duel Drive. 
1Mb RAM Mouse, Manuals and Amiga DOS 

• THE WORKS - PLATINUM EDITION A full integrated software package 
with Word Processor fine. English Dictionary] Spreadsheet and Database Package. 

* DELUXE PAINT III Probably the best paint package available; allowing you to 
display your hidden talents. This award winning software allows you to paint, design 
or animate 

* HOME ACCOUNTS Home accounts with budgeting, forecasting and 
graphics. 

* ELF - >bu will encounter Cornelius the Elf on your travels in the mystical lands of 
Cooks and Goblins, Weird viUainous creatures and devious putties test your 
gameplay techniques and gnostic power*. 

• TDKl — The arcade sensation that swept the world. Toki has been transformed 
into a monkey by the evil wizard. He must now try to regain h*s manhood and rescue 
his beloved princess Miho Join Toki on his mythical adventure, full of demons and 
deadly witchcraft. 

• PUZZNIG - A puttie game to top them all, tt*$ fast, furious and devilishly 
addictive. With 144 levels, the action never stops. 

{493.60 
Ek VAT 

Pack contents as with 
the Amiga 1500 
Calculus' Starter Pack 

plus the following:- 
A520TV Modulator. A 
TV Adaptor that allows 
you to use the Amiga 
1500 on a colour 
television. 

RRP - £729.99 

CALCULUS 
PRICE 

AMIGA 1500 and 

A520 MODULATOR 

BEGINNERS PACK 

^ £599-22 Ml 

ON-SITE SERVICE 
For total peace of mind - why not take out a 12 months on-site 

warranty on your new Amiga 1500/2000 system. 

Pack contents include the Amiga 1500 'Calculus' Starter Rack plus 
the following 1084 14" Colour Amiga Monitor 
with Amiga Cable 

RRP - £959.99 

CALCULUS 
PRICE > £72922 {621.26 

Ex VAT 

PHONE 0843 281878... FOR YOUR LOCAL STORE... PHONE 0843 881278... f 



PROFESSIONALRANGE 
The Amiga 2000 has been designed as a basic system expandible to satisfy 
the needs of the home, business or professional user. 
Our Amiga 2000 XT/AT Emulations offer the very best of both worlds. 
A combination of the Amiga's amazing sound, graphics, speech and video 
with the ability to use industry standard MS-DOS business applications. 
An Amiga 2000 and IBM compatible PC in one box. 

FEATURES 
Amiga 2000 Dual Drive with 
the A2068 XT Bridge Board 
and 360K 5.25" MS-DOS 
Floppy Drive 
Complete with MS-DOS 
Operating System 
Features NEW Kickstart 2 and 
Workbench operating system. 
Optional Hard Drive available RRP - £1229.00 

CALCULUS 
PRICE > £699-22 E595.741 

Ek VAT 

FEATURES: 
Amiga 2000 Dual Drive with 
• 52Mb Quantum Fast Access 

SCSI Hard Drive ■ SCSI High 
Speed Controller • A2300 
Internal Genlock » Deluxe 
Paint III * Scata Presentation 
Software * Video Cables and 
Presentation Video 

£1049221 EB93.60 
Ex VAT. 

AMIGA 2000 AT MS-DOS EMULATION 

FEATURES 
• Amiga 2000 Dual Drive with the A2286 AT286 Bridge Board and 
12Mb 5,25" MS DOS Floppy Drive • Complete with MS-DOS 
Operating System • Features NEW Kickstart 2 and Workbench 2 
operating system • Optional Hard Drive availabla 

AMIGA 2000 SYSTEM FEATURES 
• Dual 3.5" 880K Floppy Drive 

• 1Mb Chip RAM • 1352 Amiga Mouse 

• NEW WORKBENCH 2 discs and Manuals 
• Ftower Cable • Amiga Keyboard 

If you require an Amiga 

2000 configuration not 

listed, please contact your 

Calculus dealer for an 

unbeatable price quotation. 

AMIGA 2000 

PERIPHERALS 

105Mb Quantum Fast Access SCSI 
Hard Drive with SCSI High Speed 
Controller 

£279 93 <£238 20 ex VAT) 

8Mb MfcfObOtiCi 8UPDIP RAM Board 
with 2Mb RAM 

£169 99 (£144 69 ex VAT) 

2Mb Additional RAM for Microbotics 
HU' DIP 

f69.99 (£59.56 ex VAT) 

NEW12Mb Microbotics VXL-32 RAM 
Board for VXL 30 0oerd 

£199 99 (£170.20 ex VAT) 

2SMh* Microbotics VXb30 030 
Accelerator Board 

£269 99 (£229,76 ex VAT) 

40Mhi Microbotics VXL3003G 
Accelerator Board 

£399,99 (£340,00 *x VAT) 

68891 FPU Co-Processor for 
Microbotics VXL.-30 Board 

£69,99 (£59.57 ex VAT! 

68882 FPU Co Processor for 
Mhc robotics VXL-30 Board 

£129 99 l£110 63exVATi 

A2083 XT Bridge Board with 360K 
5.25* Floppy Drive 

£119 99 (£102.12 ex VATI 

A2286 AT Bridge Board with V2M 
5.25' Floppy Drive 

£299.99 (£255.31 ex VAT) 

FREE AMIGA 
VISION SOFTWARE 
WITH ALL AM IGA 
2000 SYSTEMS 
Amiga Vipon Authoring System __ 

Amiga Vit*00 let* you Create mufti media 
presentation* and course-ware wWch 
combine a graphics, charts, motion video 
and sound. Normal Retail Price £116 33 

YOUR LOCAL 
CALCULUS 

STORE FUR 
A FREE 

OVER SEVENTY 

STORES THROUGHOUT 

THE UK. 

FOR MORE 

INFORMATION AND 

THE LOCATION 

OF YOUR LOCAL 

CALCULUS STORE 

PHONE 

0543 
251275 

COMPUTER DATABASE 

OF CALCULUS STORES 

ITEMS held in stock may 
VARY FROM STORE TO STORE 

I I 

CALCULUS 

COMPU TES stores 

>R YOUR LOCAL STORE... PHONE 0543 251275... FOR YOUR LOCAL STORE... 
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MEMORY EXPANSION ^ 

There is a place where anything is possible; you 

can view mountains, pilot planes, drive cars, 

shoot aliens, draw pictures and listen to sound, 

Where? The memory inside your Amiga, of 

course, amply explained by Pat (McDonald. 

The RAM 
dimension 

THE BEST WAY to think of computer mem¬ 

ory is tike blank paper. You can endlessly 

write on it, reshape it. run programs in it. You 

wipe it by turning the machine off. When you 

tum on again, everything is scrubbed, 

If you’re not at all interested in how the 

memory' works, then fine. The whole idea of 

adding more memory' to a computer is that it 

should he transparent to the person using the 

machine: the only differences arc; 

• longer programs will run because more 

memory is available - programs of greater 

complexity can be used. 

• A few badly written programs will not 

work anymore. 

• You have more options as some pro¬ 

grants and hardware make use of extra 

memory to work better. 

So you get two benefits for one minor loss 

and the cost in money of course. 

Continued overleaf 

A500 
TRAPDOOR SI 2K - TOTAL 1MB 

The Ashcom board is the smallest, best built and 
easiest to tit 51 2K RAM expansion that you can 
get. Slightly more expensive than other designs, 
but miles less than the official CBM A501. 

Alternatives: the WTS Mammoth or the Virgo 
512K. Both of these designs use 256K X 1 chips, 
and so they use 16 chips rather than four. 
However, they work perfectly well and the price 
cannot be matched. 

BEST BUY - ASHCOM 

TRAPDOOR 1 .3MB - TOTAL 2MB 

Much uprated from the original prototype pic¬ 
tured here, the Virgo board offers good value for 
a limited design of RAM expansion. Supports 
1Mb of chip RAM and 1Mb fast RAM if you 
upgrade your A5QQ to have 1Mb of chip RAM. 

Alternatives; the Ashcom or Power Computing 
designs. Actually, lots of people do this design - 
but both of the above can again be fitted with 
1 Mb of chip RAM 1 Mb of Fast for slightly more 
cost than the Virgo. 

TRAPDOOR >1 .5MB * 6.5MB 

The American ICD design offers 1Mb chip RAM 
potential, plus it can be expanded up to 6.5Mb. 
Very reliable, and the necessary command is 
fairly easy to include in your startup-sequences. 

Alternatives; None recommended. 

BEST BUY - ICD ADRAM 

BEST BUY - VIRGO V2000 

Examples off programs which work better 
frames a series of black-and-white frames. The more ANIMATING 

Programs which can join together lots of still pic¬ 
tures to form animations (like the excellent Deluxe 
Paint tit and tV programs from electronic Arts) 
benefit enormously bom having tots of memory 
available. The more memory, the bigger the anima¬ 
tion can be. 

It's that simple. Just one thing to bear In mind 
though - if you make your animations too tong, they 
wool tit on a single floppy disk! You can always 
split them down into manageable chunks though. 

The quite excellent AudioMaster 2 or 3 can sample 
sounds Into any part of available memory. Think of 
that! Being able to store 9Mb samples recorded at a 
high sample rate to give minutes of quality sound. 

Of course, you can't save such a big sample to 
a floppy, although you could split it up Into smaller 
pieces first The real advantage of having tots of 
memory and the AudioMaster sampling software is 
that It s less 'hit and miss. One of the bug bears of 
sampling is that you often just miss the bit you want 
from a song. Or perhaps you want a short sample 
from the beginning, and one from the end. If you can 
fit the whole ot the original sound in memory, you 
spend more time editing and less time fiddling 
about with the CO player controls. 

WORD PROCESSING 
A few word processors can make the most of extra 
memory. Typically, you'll want to include pictures 
with your documents. But what if you want to write a 
book? Practically ALL word processors let you use 
extra memory to write bigger documents. 

If you want to include lots of graphics, then that 
wilt lake up more memory. Pen Pah Excel fence! and 
Wordworth all benefit greatly from having more 
available memory - documents can be much bigger, 
with more pictures on more pages. 

Another task that word processors use extra 
memory for is for multiple document editing. The 
above three, plus ProWrite and Pretext can all open 
multiple documents, letting you flick between sev¬ 
eral documents at once. If you have more memory, 
you can have more documents open at once. 

DIGITISING 
(Olgivlew Gold, VIdi Amiga, DCTV, HAM-E) 

Practically all video digitisers in use today make use 
of extra memory, but the way in which they use H 
differs from system to system, To make the best use 
of DlglView Gold from Newtek, around 2Mb is desir¬ 
able, to let you change the graphics mode you are 
digitising in without quitting the program. 

Rombo s Vidi Amiga doesn't use extra memory 
to get better quality images, but does let you grab 

memory you have, the bigger the animation can be . 
HAM-E really needs extra memory in order to 

operate. Even on a machine with !Mb chip RAM and 
5Mb of fast RAM, very large images using lota of 
colours (HAM-E can give 256,000) colours on screen 
can crash the computer, 

HAM-E's rival, DCTV, uses 5Mb of memory (only 
O.SMB needs to be chip memory). However, this Is 
assuming that alf ot the DCTV programs (including 
the paint and Image processor} are loaded at the 
same time, This Is a very convenient way to digitise 
(you can something similar by multitasking DlglView 
and D Paint). But you don't need 5Mb to use the sys¬ 
tem-just 1Mb. 

PROGRAMMING 
Two programming systems can use extra memory 
realty well, The first is Devpac 2 or 3 (reviewed on 
PI25). This machine code assembler, text editor and 
debugger is excellent when used with more than 
1Mb, because you can have your source code, 
object code, text editor, assembler and debugger all 
in memory at the same time. 

The main advantage Is that you can work with 
much larger machine code programs, dealing with a 
whole project rather than lots of tittle bits of it And 
you can test the code just after you've compiled II, 
with the debugger. A very fast system indeed for 
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EXTERNAL - 
TOTAL 1 MB TO 
9MB 
BEST BUY: SUPRARAM 500RX 

Excellent slimline design which can take 
2S6K X4 chips for 0.5-2MB expansion. or 

1 Mb X 4 chips for 2-8MB of memory- 
Through port connector for other peripher¬ 
als, plus optional power supply to keep 
running. 

Alternatives: Ashcom AX508 or Cortex. The 
Ashcom is similar to SupraRAM, but has no 
switch or power supply facility. Only avail¬ 
able in 1 Mb X 4 version to give 2-SMB of 
RAM, The Cortex has a power supply as 
standard, excellent manufacture, but no 
on off switch. Most reliable but not slimline 
at all, due to it using SIMMs. 

CHIP AND FAST 
What Is the difference between chip and fast memory? 
In case you didn't know, chip memory is accessible by 
the custom chips (Agnus animation, Paula sound and 
Denise video) and also by the decision making proces¬ 
sor - the 68000. Fast memory can only be used by the 
processor for programs; displayed graphics and 
sound being played cannot go there, although the pro¬ 
cessor can store and retrieve such data between fast 
memory and chip memory. 

Upgrading chip memory Is usually more expensive 
compared to getting more fast memory. The best all-in- 

one solution to take any old Amiga up to the full 2Mb 
potential is available from Aquarian PO (0914 357 
2424). The Mega Chip 2000 costs about £175, but you 

must appreciate that the price includes both the 2Mb of 
memory and the 8372B version of the Agnus chip, nor* 
malty found only In A300&S (the 8375 used in the 
A500 Plus is not available as a spare yet). You just 
whip out your old Agnus chip and plug the board Into 
the socket. 

An old A5QQ can have its chip memory upgraded 
to 1Mb as per the instructions In the ’Down to 
Business' article (Page 212 of Amiga Format Issue 
31), For either the ancient A1QQ0 or the original revi¬ 
sion A of the A2000 (both out of production for years) 
the only solution is a complete circuit board replace¬ 
ment, as the Agnus chip fitted in these machines Is a 
different shape to the current standard- 

PAT YOUR HEAD, RUB YOUR STOMACH 
Multitasking is a buzz-word associated with Amigas, It 
means that the computer can run more than one pro¬ 
gram at once (something that's very difficult to do with 
other computers). Now, It may not seem very useful 
but there are times when it's an absolute litesaver,* 

Imagine that you're writing a book using a word 
processor. You've just finished the last line, added a 
few comments and try to save it to disk. Shock horror, 
the disk is full! You have no blank disks ready to hand. 
What do you do? 

If the word processor can delete files on a disk, 
then It's easy - however, not all of them do this. What 
you could do Is flip back to the Workbench by pressing 

Alt-V, banging a disk In any available disk drive, click* 
ing on it, selecting Initialise,*. VoilA. one blank disk 
ready to be saved on. 

This is jusl one example. A much better one Is 
when you have a program that takes ages to run (like 
Vista on this month s issue), ff you had enough mem¬ 
ory, you could start Vista rendering a picture, then 
click back to the Workbench to load other programs 
and continue using your machine for things like word 
processing or Deluxe Painting. Sadly, very few games 
multitask as they grab all the computer's attention to 
get the best speed. Who said the Amiga was just a 
games machine? 

INCOMPATIBILITY SOLUTION 
No matter which RAM expansion you get, somewhere 
along the line you may find a program (usually a utility 
or game) that doesn't like the memory configuration 
you've got. Such problems are always solvable - you 
can literally get anything to work. But the cost, time 
and expertise means that most people don't bother. 

Fair enough, If you find such a problem, working a 
way around it will nearly always require some special¬ 
ist PD utilities. I don’t think anyone has ever done a 
disk which just has utilities to solve RAM incompatibil¬ 
ity problems - but the solutions are there, scattered In 
an ever widening ocean of Public Domain programs. 

155 

with more memory 
program development. The other programming lan¬ 
guage which works better with more memory is 
AMOS, This version of BASIC lets you store more 
than one BASIC program at a time - so called acces¬ 
sory programs. So you can put the current version 
away, make a change, test It* and see if you made 
the right change. 

Then when you're happy, you can save the 
resulting program. Alternatively, if you've intro¬ 
duced more bugs than there were to start with, you 
can revert to the older version. There are loads more 
uses for accessory programs: keeping libraries of 
subroutines available: having different programs 
handy for different purposes, and so on. 

3D MODELLING 
Practically all the 3D ray-tracing packages {imagine 
Sculpt, Real 3D and so on) make use of extra mem¬ 
ory, These programs let you draw shapes and 
objects In three dimensions, by indicating the points 
between edges (not quite right for Real 3D but that's 
another story). 

The more memory you have, the more points 
you can have for your objects. The more points an 
object has, the more organic and curved It looks, 
rather than straight edged and artificial. Of course, 
having more memory means that you can have 
more objects too. 

3D ray-tracing takes hours on a standard 

Amiga. Even with an accelerated machine it takes 
many minutes, so moat people opt for an accelera¬ 
tor card rather than just a memory expansion. 

DTP 
Everything said for word processors applies to 
desktop publishing as well. Except that true DTP 
can cope with things like proportional clip art from 
ProDraw or Draw4D, Agfa-Compugraphic fonts, 
even 24-bit true colour images- 

Using all these features makes DTP one of the 
classic areas for RAM expansion, just behind anima¬ 
tion. Although you can design a couple of very 
simple pages with ProPage or PageStream on a 
1Mb, for really complex and sophisticated DTP 2* 
3Mb is a minimum (more if you want to multitask), 

DATABASES 
This is an odd category, because there are two sorts 
ol database. A database is a collection of records 
grouped on a subject - let s say K*s a book collec¬ 
tion. Each record would have the author, name of 
the book, price, number of pages, and any other 
manner of information common to all. 

Some databases store all information on a disk, 
just recalling Individual records as and when they 
are called for. This sort ot database doesn’t benefit 
much from extra memory. 

The other (far more common on the Amiga) type 

of database Is one which keeps the database In 
memory, ProData, the Superbase series and tnfoFHe 
all fit Into this category. Naturally, the more memory 
you have, the more records you can store and each 
record can be more detailed. 

SPREADSHEETS 
A spreadsheet is best thought ol as a giant mathe¬ 
matical... Don’t run away! Solutions, that's what 
spreadsheets give. Spreadsheets look like giant 
multi plication tables, with columns running across 
the screen, and rows going down. A spreadsheet 
can be much bigger than the screen - you usually 
scroll around them using the cursor keys. 

What are they for then? Suppose you had a 
really complex problem to solve, like working out 
what ingredients a restaurant required for a normal 
week’s business. You could just estimate, but a 
spreadsheet offers a better way. 

ff certain cells on the spreadsheet determine all 
the courses served by a restaurant, and how much 
of each ingredient they use, then you can get the 
spreadsheet to calculate the total ingredients 
needed for a given range of courses. Change one 
course, and the whole equation changes; you get a 
different answer. 

Spreadsheets are usually totally memory based. 
The upshot of this is that the more memory you 
have, the bigger the spreadsheet you can have. 
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MEMORY EXPANSION fJp 

A500 Plus 
TRAPDOOR 51 2K - 
1 .5MB TOTAL {CHIP 
RAM). 
Best Buy; Ashcom board as for the A500 However, if 
you get that or a similar board and It has a real time 
clock, you had better disable the clock as having two 
clocks can occasionally crash the machine. 

Alternatives: the WT$ and Virgo boards, 

TRAPDOOR 1 IV1B 
- 2MB TOTAL (CHIP 
RAM). TYPICALLY 
THE ASOU. 
BEST BUY: T1-*E PHOENIX BOARD 
This board, distributed by FCC, Is functionally exactly 
the same as the A501+* but Is smaller and costs a lot 
less. Why doesn't this or any similar design have a 
switch like the old 0,5MB boards? 

Alternatives: I would expect most memory board man¬ 
ufacturers to start making these boards If they haven't 
already done so. Check this issue of Amiga Formal 
for the latest prices 

EXTERNAL - TOTAL 
1 MB TO 9MB 

Any of the A500 externals 

ASOO Plus infernal RAM expansions. ore becoming quite 

widespread - ike Phoenix here is the first to arrive. 

SWITCH ON AND GO 
Autoconfig' Is the trademark Commodore gave to a good sys¬ 

tem. The idea is this: every time you plug something directly info 
an Amiga ‘Zorro’ connector, the Amiga recognises it automati¬ 
cally. A Zorro connector, by the way Is the left-hand connector 
on an ASOO, or the Internal sockets on an A1S00/A20Q0 or A3000. 

The upshot of this techie fact Is that most memory expan¬ 
sions just plug in and go. Sometimes there's an on/off switch on 
ASOO versions, so that you can stop a given expansion from 
being recognised. Bui on the whole Autoconfig was well thought 
out, with the minimum fuss needed 1o connect peripherals. 

The exception to this general rule Is the oversize trapdoor 
expansions for the ASOO (soon the ASOO Plus loo). These give 
substantial (from 1-6,5Mb) Increases In memory, but memory 
over about 1.5Mb Is not automatically recognised by the Amiga. 
You have to insert a line Info the startup-sequence of your 
Workbench disks, to patch the board Into the Amiga system. 

RAD: VERSUS HARD DRIVES 
RAD: is one of the best uses of a large (1Mb or larger) RAM 
expansion. RAD:‘s proper name Is the Recoverable RAM Disk. 
Essentially, It lets you turn part of your memory into a floppy 
disk. If you load Workbench into RAD:, every time you reset the 
machine, It will reboot Workbench from memory unless a floppy 

disk is placed In the Internal drive. 
RAD; is without doubt the fastest way of using Workbench - 

it's even faster than a hard drive (not surprising, because there 
are moving parts in a hard drive). However, before you think 
RAD; is the best thing since sliced silicon, there are snags. 

The first is that you still have to load all programs and data 
from floppy. Although rebooting RAD gives you a quicker 
Workbench, it's still slow at loading programs In. The other 
problem is that RAD: occasionally gets Read Write errors, just 
tike a floppy disk. Exactly why this happens is unknown, 
although the likelihood Is that some programs can accidentally 
corrupt the memory used by RAD:. 

All the same, If you can't afford a hard disk and need a 
faster Workbench, RAD: is a viable alternative. The actual sys¬ 
tem is built Into the Amiga already. Ready made RAD; disks are 
available throughout the Public Domain - Quick bench being but 
one of many. Just boot up with it when you start your work, and 
Workbench will load In seconds afterwards, fust by reseting 
your Amiga. 

The price of computer memory is not fixed: it 

goes up and down over lime. Such fluctuations 

affect the computer scene enormously - if a 

computer has lots of RAM. and lots of RAM 

costs more money, then that computer scries 

will suffer a setback. Over the past several 

years, the price of RAM (and semiconductors 

— chips in general) has dropped, Although the 

price of a chip is high when ii is introduced, 

mass manufacture helps bring the price down* 

From the present perspective* it seems that 

this spiral is not going to slow down, trade 

wars and similar factors apart. So say you 

bought a 2Mb RAM expansion which you 

could stick another 6Mb into. Over the years 

you could expand it for progress!bly less 

money. An ASOO S12K expansion five years 

ago cost £150 - today the same board is only 

£50. That's the official Commodore A501; 

there are some boards which do exactly the 

same job for as little as £19.95. 

Another important fact to mention is that 

more memory is being squeezed into the same 

space all the time, 8Mb RAM chips for 

portable computers are tiny, even for RAM 

chips, and eight of them would take an Amiga 

up to its full capacity - the RAM expansion 

would be about the same size as a matchbox! 

(It would be prohibitively expensive loo.) 

No common computer can match the Amiga 

in terms of RAM expansion. An ASOO or 

A150G/A2OQ0 can be expanded to 9Mb; an 

A5QG Plus can go up 10 Mb; and any Amiga 

with an accelerator can go even higher (13 Mb 

and up). The A30GQ is even better; 16 Mb is a 

conservative estimate of its RAM potential. 

This is an important statistic; as computer 

programs become ever more complex, ihcy 

grow longer. A common microcomputer of 10 

years ago was considered adequate at 16K; 

today I MB is seen as a nice canvas to work on 

(remember the hlank paper?). 

A3000 up. 
INTERNAL CHIP 
EXPANSION 

Just buy the chips and get them lilted 
(don't try doing It yourself - It’s very dif¬ 
ficulty No expansion card required. 

So. if you think that Amiga programs are 

good today* remember that tomorrow’s will be 

better but bigger. It's going to become cheaper 

to expand your machine, and programmers can 

add lots of graphics and sound to the same old 

boring shoot-cm-up games. 

ITic ASOO Plus marked an important slep in 

establishing the Amiga's domination in the 

arena of computer memory stakes. The origi¬ 

nal A10(H) was 256K. expandable to 512K 

internally; the ASOO was 512K* officially 

expandable to I Mh internally (unofficially a 

lot more via large (1MB-6.5MB trapdoor 

expansions); and the A500 Plus has 1Mb, 

expandable to 2Mb internally. 

Internal memory is very important; a pro¬ 

grammer can write a program confident that 

the user has a set amount of memory. 

Nowadays* I Mb users arc the biggest cate¬ 

gory; do be aware of this as programs which 

run in 512K of memory are going to decline. 

In years to come* it is probable that pro¬ 

grams will commonly need more memory as 

more and more people upgrade their machines. 

However* it will be quite some time before the 

majority of people have more than 1MB. 

tnderstand that different types of memory 

expansion use different kinds of chip technol¬ 

ogy, and in most eases these are not 

interchangeable. The mainstay of the Amiga 

scene up to about two years ago was the 256K 

X 1. Although cheap* this type of chip is small 

in capacity - you needed 16 of them to get just 

5I2K (0.5Mb). 

These days the 256K X 4 chips are becom¬ 

ing more standard. These chips are much 

bigger in capacity, and so you only need four 

such chips to give 512K. Such chips are used 

on: the A590 hard drive; the SupraRAM 2000 

for the AI5O0/A20(M); and the myriad 512K 

expansions for the A51X) and the A500 Plus. 

Now coming into full production are the 
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A1500/A2000 and 
Plus versions 
2-8MB CARD (INTERNAL) 
BEST BUY: GVP SERIES II HARD DRIVE 

ft you need a memory expansion, if makes a lot of sense to get a 
hard drive with a memory expansion instead. You can just buy a 
GVP memory board (it's called the HCfl) but this is the best all¬ 
round deal you can get. Uses SIMMs, cannot be disconnected. 

Alternatives: the Nexus series are very similar to GVP products. 
It you just want a RAM board, there is the 1002091 or the 
SupraRAM 2000 - both of these units use 256K % 4 chips, so you 
need lots and lots of chips to get the lull 6Mb. 

How much 
should I get? 

This section is designed to give a rough idea of just what you can do w ith any given amount 

of memory. The amounts given arc the total memory, so don't ihink that you need a 2Mb 

RAM expansion to use RAD: when a I Mb plus the internal memory w ilt suffice. The reason 

why very' large expansions are lumped under ‘Vast’ is that most expansions go straight from 

4Mb to 8Mb capacity - there is rarely an in between stage. 

Also note that the percentage figures are approximate. The percentage for games varies 

because quite a sizeable amount of software is limited to 512K (that's why there's a switch 

on mosi 512K RAM boards); b) because some software needs l MB and c) there is a further 

category which are limited to I Mb, and will not work on larger memory systems. 

A lot of PD needs 1Mb or more of memory. The amount of PD software which needs 

just 512K is very small indeed: practically all PD works with large memory systems. The 

only PD which needs very large amounts of memory (2MB-6Mb) is of the graphics demo 

variety - generally stuff by Eric Schwartz or Tobias Richter, Serious software is dearly the 

most compatible sort with large memory Amigas. 

S 1 2K. 
70 per cent of games work, 60 per cent of PD works. Adding extra drives is prohibitive. 

Only perhaps 25 per cent of serious software works. Perhaps 256K can he used for multi- 

tasking. AH these figures are going to go down. 

1 MB. 
I Mb x 4 types (often just called the 4Mb). 

These can store 512K of memory on a single 

chip. Although they are uncommon (they are a 

different shape lo other chips, called a ZIP) 

and still expensive, they are popular for larger 

memory expansions (Ashcom AX508 and the 

SupraRAM 5!H)RX again). The important fac¬ 

tor is the less chips you have, the more reliable 

the board, because there is less to go wrong. 

The final kind of RAM is SIMM (Single 

Inline Memory Modules), These arc small cir* 

cuil cards with chips on. a little bigger than a 

stick of chewing gum yet able lo store lMb. 

Rather than having pins like normal chips, 

they just snap into place, SIMM's are the most 

reliable and easiest to fit, though a bit more 

expensive unless you buy lots at once, O 

98 per cent of games and 94 per cent of PD work. 90 per cem of serious software works. 

Around TOOK is available for multitasking. Disk drives need to occasionally be disconnected 

to free memory. However, few programs will multitask correctly unless they are very short. 

Many programs use all of 1 Mb. 

2MB. 
95 per cent of games and % per cem PD work properly. 95 per cent of serious software 

works fine. Around 1.7Mb is available for multitasking. Disk drives need never be discon¬ 

nected unless a program is incompatible (rare). Hard drives become quite viable. Two or 

three good sized programs will multitask. RAD becomes a cheap alternative to a hard drive. 

3MB 
93 per cem of games and 96 per cent of PD work fine, 98 per cem serious OK. Around 

2.7Mb is used for multitasking (few' programs actually need 3Mb for just themselves). Disk 

drives as above. Hard drives do not overload the system at ail. Usually fitted in conjunction 

with a hard drive, although RAD is still acceptable. Workbench becomes a dream. 

EXPENSIVE EXPANSIONS 
There is yet another way to Increase the memory on your Amiga, 
and that’s to fit an accelerator card. An accelerator Is essentially 
a card with a faster decision making chip, qr Central Processing 
Unit'. The standard CPU In all Amigas except the A3000 is the 

Motorola 68000. 
Such standard Amigas can be expanded to around 9Mb (SMB 

fast, plus 1Mb chip memory - 2Mb chip memory In the case of 
the A500 Plus). However, by putting a later version of the 
Motorola 63XXX series into your Amiga (such as the 6B020r 66030 
or 68040) vastly more can be connected. 

The amount of memory that can be added onto an accel* 
era tor card, for use with such CPU chips varies from one manu¬ 
facturer to another. At least 1MB Is included with such cards, 
with a maximum of between 4MB (In the case of Solid State 
Leisure's A500D) and 32MB (certain GVP accelerator cards for the 
A1500A2000). 

This memory can be used with the standard memory of an 
Amiga quite happily, so even a standard A500 could have about a 
dozen MBs available tor you to use. This accelerator memory 
("32 bit memory") Is much faster than the standard stuff though. 

The bad news Is that accelerator prices are still costly. £199 
for a 1MB A5000 Is the absolute bottom line But when you con¬ 
sider that such a board four years ago would cost more than 
double that, you can see that accelerators are coming down in 

price, just as RAM chips do, 

93 per cent of games and 97 per cent of PD. 99 per cent of serious software. Around 4.7Mb 

is available for multitasking. This is working at near workstation levels, with many different 

programs running simultaneously. All disks as above (although with buffering the Amiga 

side hard disks can be slightly optimised again). RAD starts consuming huge amounts of 

memory compared to a hard drive, 

VAST (LARGER THAN 4MB). 
93 per cent of games and 99 per cent of PD work. Up to 8.5Mb (9.5Mb for an A500 Plus) 

can be used for multitasking - as a lot of serious software interacts through ARexx, the com¬ 

puter can be setup to process information continually without human observation. 3D 

rendering systems start producing acceptable, organic pictures as the amount of point data 

reaches something close to real world mechanics, A hard drive is highly desirable, because it 

will take about five minutes to load all 8Mb of programs from floppy alone, 

ACCELERATOR WITH RAM 
We re talking about an accelerator with a 68020,68030 or 68040 here. Perhaps only 70 per 

cent of games and PD work. Many of the shortcut programming tricks used with the stan¬ 

dard 68000 donT w ork w ith accelerators, A small amount of serious software doesn't work 

either - hut 97 per cent does. The programs that do work with accelerators run like the wind* 

The true advantage of (he accelerator is the speed gain. All flight simulations and similar 

games works with these products, and the difference in smoothness, pbv.shility and realism 

is excellent. Workbench moves like lightning - the Zzz' icon becomes a rare occurrence. 

The amount of RAM you get w ith the accelerator determines what softw are you can use. Get 

the fastest with the most memory, and you'll be using an Amiga that scorches your desktop. 

Pricey, but the best way to get more memory. 
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V 
PHOENIX 

RAM expansions made for the 

older A50O will not work with the 

new A500 Plus if they are populated 

to more than 512k. Phoenix have 

developed a range of RAM 

expansion units specifically for the 

# 
EXPAND 
your C-AMIGA A500 Plus 

with the 

A500 Plus 1Mb RAM modules 

The Phoenix Imb RAM expansion is available either unpopulated, 

populated to 512K or fully populated to 1Mb. All boards use industry 

standard 256 by 4 DRAMs. The Phoenix Ram will fit simply into 

the trap door expansion port without any modification and 

Will Not invalidate your warranty. 

new A500Plus. 

WHY DO YOU NEED 
PHOENIX RAM 

EXPANSIONS? 

Phoenix RAM Modules can 

expand your chip RAM up to 2Mb 

using the trap door expansion port. 

The A500 Plus can only be 

expanded to 2 Mb of chip RAM 

using the trap door expansion port. 

Chip Ram is required to 

unleash the full graphics 

capabilities of the 

Amiga 500 Plus 

Phoenix Ram expansion modules 

are built to the highest possible 

standards in the U.K. 

Each unit is individually 

inspected and tested 

before release. 

Phoenix 1 Mb RAM modules 

come in either 512K, 1Mb or 

unpopulated configurations. 

All Phoenix product is backed 

by a full 2 year replacement 

guarantee. 

Unpopulated 

only £19.99 

512K populated 

only £34.99 

1Mb fully populated 

only £49.99 

Kickstart ROM 1.3/2.04 sharer 

Some older Games and Business software will not run on the 

new kickstart 2.04 Rom. Phoenix have designed a sharer for 

both ROM chipsets. You get all the benefits of the latest A500 

PLUS WITHOUT the problem of incompatibility. 

UPDATING YOUR 1.3 AMIGA TO 2.04! is made easy with the 

NEW PHOENIX ROM SHARER. Designed to take the 2.04 chip 

without the hassle of modifying the mother board. Suitable for 

all revision machines INCLUDING 3 and 5. 

Kickstart ROM 1.3/2.04 sharer 
Only £24.99 {ROM chip not included) 

Kickstart ROM 1.3 chip 

only £29.99 

Kickstart ROM 2.04 chip 

Order Hotline 

TEL. 0532 311932 
FCC Distribution, Unit 8, Armley, Park Court, Stanningley Road, 

Leeds LS12 2AE Tel(05321311932 Fax 637689 

Phoenix products are solely distributed in the UK by FCC Distribution Ltd. 

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME 
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Media Direct 0782 208228 
AMIGA 500 PACKS 

AN ouf Amiga's are 
UK specification and come 
complete with ihe 
following — 

Amiga Pack 1 (Clam Pack) 
512K random access 
memory 
Built-in disk drive 
4096 colour graphics 
4 channel stereo sound 
Kickstart 1 3 
Workbench 1,3 
Extras T.3 and tutorial disk, 
Amiga mouse 
TV modulator 
Power supply unit 
A500 keyboard 

Ban Simpson 
Captain Planel 
Deluxe Pamt III 
and game of the year 
Lemmings 

IVe also give you:- 
Mouse mat and pockei 
dust cover, to blank disks 
and box, Ouickshot 
Python f 1 joystick. 

Plus 
ft} more Great Games 
Football Manager 
Hotshot 
Las Vegas 
Flight Path 737 
FireblaSter 

Karting Grand Pnx 
Thai Boxing 
Seconds Out 
Mouse Trap 
Plutos 

PRINTERS 

All our printers are UK 
specification and are 
covered by a 12 months 
warranty ■ All Ihe prices 
include a printer lead and 
a tailored dust cover 

Star 1020 A popular km cost 
Mow Printer 
Mulltple font options from 
front panel 
Excellent paper handling 
facies 
Simultaneous, conimuous 
and single sheet stationery 
240x240 DPI graphics 

Star 1C 24*10 
24 Pin Verson oUCtQ 
Excellent letter quality print 
360x360 DPI graphics 
0 resident fonts 
Additional font cartridges 
available 

Star LC200 Colour Printer 
An excellent value for money 
CoburPmter 
240 DPI 9 pin colour 
Front panel pitch selection 
Push/pdl tractor feeds 
Reverse paper feeds 
16K buffer 
8 resident fonts 
Supplied with colour and 
mono ribbons 
Front panel programmable 
Paper park with auto 
single sheel loading 

Sta# LC24-20O Mow Printer 
80 column dot matrix 
printer 
7K buffer expandable to 
39K 
10 resident fonts 
Paper park with auto 
single sheet loading 
Supplied with mono rrbbon 
Faster than LC24 10 
Extra font cartridges 
available 
Front pa net pttch selection 
Programmable from front 
panel 

Star LC24-2DO Colour Printer 
360 DPI 24 pin colour 
pnnier 
30K buffer expandable lo 
62K 
10 resident fonts 
Front panel pitch selection 
Reverse paper feed 
Paper park with airto 
single sheet loading 

£149.95 

£214.95 

£204.95 

Supplied with colour and 
mono ribbons 
Front panel programmable 
Extra font cartridges 
available 

Ciiieft 120D + 
A very popular low cost 
mono printer Centronics/ 
R5232CBM 64 serial 
Please specify interface 
when ordering (two year 
warranty) 

Citizen 1240 24 pro Mono 
Printw 
8K buffer expandable 
Push and p\Ji tractor feeds 
3 fonts with excel lent 
letter quality 
(two year warranty) 

Citizen Swift 9 pin Colour 
Printer 
6 K buffer 
240x240 DPI colour 
graphics 
Push and puM tractor feeds 
Excellent print, quality 
(two year warranty) 

Citizen Swift 24 pin Colour 
Printer 
European Printer of the 
Year 1990 
24 pin version of the 9 pin 
colour printer 
360x360 DPI Colour 
graphics 
Push and pull tractor feed 

£294.95 

£144.95 

£204,95 

£224.95 

£314.95 

PERIPHERALS 

We stock a large 
range of peripherals, all of 
the highest quality If you 
can’t see the one you 
require please give us a 
call to see if we stock it. 

pctfoha 

MOUSE 

Mice and Trackballs 

Naksha Upgrade Mouse 
Amiga/Atari swiienable 
Simply the best 
280 DPI resolution 
Ergonomic design 
Srn E^-ose ocera’;o-’ 
2 years guarantee 
Free mouse mat 
F*ee mouse pocket 
Now includes 
0: ••rat.O'- Stealth f-m JS 
Gold Only 

GOVERNMENT, TRADE AND EDUCATIONAL ORDERS WELCOME 
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Mega Deals, Multi-Choice 
Squik Mouse 
Low cost Amiga/Atari 
Replacement mouse 
260 DPI resolution 
Smooth slick operation. 
Only 

Amiga Trackball by Alla 
Dai a 
Switchable between Atari 
and Amiga with the third 
button 
This must be the best 
value ! rack ball available 
Al only £29.95 

Scanners 

The Naksha Scanner 
For the Amiga A50C 
400 DPI 32 grey shade 
handheld scanner 
Package includes 
Naksha hand scanner 
A 500 Interface 
Power supply unit 
Data Scan professional 
software "The Ultimate 
Scanner Software 
Only £89.95 

RAM Expansion Boards 

Amiga A5O0 0.5 Mb RAM 
expansion beard 

Increases memory to 1 Mb j 
16 Bit technology 
Replacement tor A501 
expansion 
Fit in minutes 
On/off switch, £26.95 

Clock Version £29.95 

Amiga 1.5 Mb RAM 
expansion 
if you need more memory 
then [hrs board as for you 

Adds an extra 1 5 Mb of 
RAM Id your machine 
giving a total Of 2 MEGS 
Complete with clock/ 
calendar Uses the latest 
technology DRAMS for low- I 
Dower consumption 12 

months guarantee 
Requires Kicksmn 1 3 or 
laier Easily filled into the 
slot under your A500 
Requires no soldering flhe 
cover of your A500 mu31 

be removed for fitting the 
Plug in" Connector) 

Only £79*95 

Fits 1 ng service available 
Phone lor details 

Supra RAM 500 RX 
memory expansion 
0 5. 1. 2 4. or 8 Mb fast 
RAM lor Amiga 500 
computers 

Easily plugs into A50Q 
expansion port 
Amiga bus through pod 
Easily expandable zero 
wail slates and 
hidden refresh lets you run 
larger and more 
sophisticated programs 
Allows creation of large 
and very fast RAM disks 
Teel mode and software 
Simplify troubleshooting 
OrVGfl swilch 

Supraram 50QRX 2Mb 
Supra ram 500RX 4Mb 
Supraram 500RX 8Mb 

£195,00 
£270.00 
£420.00 

Eitemal Disk Drives 

Cumana CAX354 

Very quiet Slimline 
design Through pod 
connector On/oft switch 
On rear Long connecting 
cable 880K formatted 
capacity Fiis all Amigas 

ONLY £54.95 

_ 1 

Supradrive tor Amiga 
A500 
Using stare of the art 
technology, Ihese drives 
use the same amount ol 
power as a floppy disk 
drive These drives are 
shipped formatted and 
ready to use so you can 
simply plug m your drive 
lurn on your computer and 
the system is ready to use 
The drive can be 
configured as autoboot or 
non autoboot, it can have 
upto 8Mb of Ram and as 
many a$ six SCSI drives 
can be connected 
together The drives also 
come with express 
copy'1, hard disk backup 
software, super bool and 
"su periods". file 
management and 
formatting programs 

52Mb Hard drive 
with 0.5Mb Ram £449.00 
52Mb Hard drive 
with 2Mb Ram £509*00 
80Mb Haro drive 
with 0 5Mb Ram £549*00 
80Mb Hard drive 
with 2Mb Ram £599*00 
105Mb Hard drive 
with 0 5Mb Ram £599*00 
105Mb Hard drive 
with 2Mb Ram £650*00 

We also stock the range of 
Supra modems, phone for 
details 

Zydec External Drive 
Very quiet 
SftmTtr® design 
Qualm y alizen drive 
mechanism 
On/off switch on rear 
Long connecting cable 
680K formatted capacity 
Fits all Amigas Only 

Master Sound — 
Mono Sound Sampler 
A low cost high features 
sound sampler package 
includes hardware and 
software with a host of 
features to sample and 
edit music live onto your 
Amiga Only 

Miscellaneous 
Midi Master — Midi 
Interface for the Amiga 
Midi in — 3X Midi out ang 
Midi through 
Compatible with aJt leading 
midi software 
Fufly OPTO isolated 
indudes two free mioi 
cables 
Please state A500/100CV 
2000 when ordering, Only 

Action Replay MKII by 
Date l 
A whole host of features 
rnduding Freezeirame. 
Boot Selector, Virus 
Detection and much much 
more Only 

Replacement Amiga A5G0 
power supply 
Replacement internal disk 
drive for Amiga A5O0 
(original Commodore one 

no modification 
required) 

Soundblasler 

£49.95 

£34,95 

£26.95 

£57,95 

£39*95 

£69.95 

The amazing Soundblasier 
adds a new dimension to 
your games Blasting out 
stereo sound al 5 watts 
per channel into two high 
quality 50 watt 3 way 
speakers The pack comes 
complete with an AC 
power supply and as an 
added bonus there is a 
pair cl free stereo 
headphones 

ONLY £44 

DISKETTES 

Amsim Offers on 
3.5" DSDD KAO BULK 
DISKETTES 
25 DSDD 135 tp. £11:95 
50 DSDD 135 tpi £21.95 
75 DSDD 135 tp. £31,95 
100 DSDD 135 Ip £37.95 
2O0 DSDD 135 ip £71.95 
500 DSDD 135 ip £169.95 
1O0O DSDD 135 tpi £309.95 

All 3 5W disks are 
supplied with labels and 
are 100% error free 
2 for 1 guarantee 

Rainbow Diskettes 
Red, green yellow 

orange, black white 
Colours and quantity of 
your choice 

3.5' DSDD Disks 
25 DSDD 135 Tp £13*75 
50 DSDD 135 ip £26.45 
100 DSDD 135 Ip £44,95 
200 DSDD 135 tp £84,95 

35" DSDD SONY BULK 
DISKETTES 
25 DSDD 135 tp £13.45 
50 DSDD 135 ip £23,95 
100 DSDO 135 Tp £42.95 
200 DSDD 135 ip £81.95 
500 DSDD 135 tp £189.95 
1000 DSDD 135 Ipi £349.95 

*■' ! Da mn m IhtA I OmnAmknrff ■iCiiichsobt .1 nwnemofr. nCfiWiiHfii 

We only supply top quality 
diskettes Our 3 5" diskettes are 
manufactured by KAO and our 
5 25" diskettes are manufaclursd 
by ATHANA 

We do not sell substandard 
diskettes from the Far East 

MONITORS 

Philips CM8833/II 
Stereo Colour Monitor 
All our monitors are of UK 
specification, are covered 
by a 12 month warranty 
and come complete with a 
connecting lead £244.95 

Media Direct Computer Supplies Ltd 
Unit 3 Railway Enterprise Centre 

Shell on New Road. Stoke on Trent 
Staffordshire ST4 7SH 
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Media Direct 0782 208228 - 
DISKETTE 

STORAGE BOXES 

All our storage boxes 
come with anti state lid, 
two keys and dividers 
where applicable 

Ban* Box 
Stacks horizontally and 
vertically and can hold 
upto 90 3 5" diskettes 

3 5" 100 capacity box 
3 5" 80 capacity bo* 
3 5" 50 capacity box 
3 5" 40 capacity box 
5 25" 100 capacity box 
5,25" 50 capacity box 

Otter 
Deduct El 00 from above 
box price it purchasing a 
quantity ol diskettes 
(Min 25 disks) 

Atari dust cover 
Amiga dust cover 
Star IC10 dust cover 
Star LC24-10 dust cover 
Star LC200 dust cover 
Star LC24-2Q0 dust cover 
2 piece printer stand 
Tilt n turn monitor stand 
Monitor plynth 

Switches and Cables 

Monitor Cables 
Amiga to CSM 1084S 
monitor cable 
Amiga to Philips CM8833 
cable 
Amiga to scan cable 
Amiga to Hitachi Granada 
7 prv dm 
Amiga to mdftisync 15 pn 
3 row pug 
Amiga to mutusync 15 pn 
3 way socket 

£3.95 
£3.95 
£5.95 
£5 95 
£5,95 
£5.95 
£5,95 

£12,95 
£19.95 

£9.95 

£9,95 
£9,95 

5 25" or 3 5" 
10 capacity boxes 
1 
5 
10 

Stackable Storage Boxes 
These boxes are ideal 

lor the person who 
requires an alternative 10 
the standard style box or 
who has a large number 
ot dtsks to store 

Posso Box 
The Posso box holds 

• 150 3 5" diskettes or 
70 5 25" diskettes and 
can be stacked 
horizontally or vertically 

Please state 3 5" or 5 25" 
version when ordering 

Bulk Storage Box 
Ideal for bulk storage ol 
diskettes, each box can 
hold upto 250 3 6" 
diskettes 

1 
3 + 
5 + 

£16.45 

£22.95 
£21.95 
£20,95 

JOYSTICKS 

Speedkmg Standard 
Speed king Autofire 
Speed king Sega 
Megadrive 
Navigator 
Sting Ray Standard 
Sting Ray Autofire 
Sting Ray Sega Megadnve 
Manta Ray Standard 
Manta Ray Autofire 
Manta Ray Sega 
Megadnve 
Zipstick Siandard 
Zipstick Auloftre 

£9.95 
£10.95 

£10.95 
£13.95 
£14.95 
£15.95 
£ , 

£12.95 
£14,95 

£14.95 
£11.95 
£13.95 

Data/Printer Cables 
Parallel printer cable 
36 way to 36 way 
centronics cable 
25 way D-lype maJe/maie 
cable 
25 way D-lype 
male/temale cable 
25 way D-lype femflem 
cable 

Data Switches 
2 way parallel data switch 
2 way serial data switch 
3 way parallel data switch 
4 way parallel data switch 

Miscellaneous 
Amiga 4 payer adapter 

£12.95 
£12.95 
£17.95 
£22.95 

£6.95 
Competition Pro 5000 Atari 4 player adapter £6.95 
Black £11.95 Moused foystic1 switcher £12.95 
Competition Pro 5000 Mouse/pystick extender 
Clear £11.95 cable 1 £5.95 
Competition Pro GIq Extra £13,95 
Competition Pro Extra 
Competition Pro Star 

£13.95 
£13.95 11 PRINTER RIBBONS 

Python 1 Turbo III 
(OS137F) £9.95 We stock a large 
Python 3 Sega Megaonve £9.95 range Of ribbons W you 
Apache 1 (OS131) £6.95 can't see your particular 
Flightgrip 1 (05129F) £8.95 type listed then piease 
Maverick 1 (QS138F) £13,95 phone us for a quote 
Chimera 3 Sega 
Megadnve (QS140) T8A Star 1 5 
intruder 1 (GS149) TBA LC10 mono £2,95 £13,25 
Intruder 3 Sega Megadnve LC10 colour £595 £26.75 

(OS ISO) TBA LC24 10 mono £4.95 £22.25 
Aviator 1 (OS 155) TBA LC200 mono £5.50 £24,75 
Awator 3 Sega Megadnve LC200 colour £10.95 £49.25 
(OS 156) TBA LC24-200 mono £4,95 £22.25 

LC24-20G colour £11.95 £53,75 

ACCESSORIES Citizen 120D 
Mono £3.29 £14.80 

All our accessories are Citizen Swilt 24 

of the highest quality mono £3.29 £14.80 
Citizen Swilt 9 

General mono £3.29 £14.80 
Mouse mat £2.50 Citizen Swift 24 
Mouse pocket £1.50 colour £11.95 £53/75 
3.5" disk drive cleaner £1.95 Citizen Swift 9 
5 25" disk drive cleaner £1.95 cdour £11.95 £53,7$ 

EDUCATIONAL 
SOFTWARE 

Spell Book (ages 4 9) 
Things to do with words 
(ages 5 12} 
Things to do with numbers 
(ages 5-10} 
Let s spell at the shops 
(ages 410) 
Lei's spell at home (ages 
4 10) 
Lei s spell out and about 
(ages 4 10) 
Puzzle Book 1 (ages 
$ adult) 
Puzzle Book 2 (ages 
5-adult) 

£17.95 

£17,95 

£17.95 

£17,95 

£17.95 

£17.95 

£17.95 

£17.95 

BOOKS 

We stock a large 
range ol Abacus books 
suitable for advanced 
programmers as well as 
beginners 

Advanced system 
programmers guide £32,45 
Amiga 3D graphics basic 
programming £1845 
Amiga basic inside 
and out £18.95 
Amiga C advanced 
programmers gmde £32,45 
Amiga C for beginners £18.45 
Amiga DOS inside and out £18.45 
Amiga DOS quick 
reference £8,95 
Amiga desktop video 
guide £18.45 
Amiga disk drives inside 
and out £27,95 
Amiga for beginners £12,95 
Amiga machine language £14,95 
Amiga printers inside 
and out £32,95 
Amiga system 
programmers guide £32*95 
Best Amiga tricks and tips £27,45 
Making music on 
the Amiga £32,95 



Quality and Value Direct to You 
CONSOLES 

Sega Game Gear 

Official UK Version 
including Altered Beast 
and Joypad 

ONLY £119 .95 

llegadrive Software 
Aftertxirnef II £27.95 
Altered Beast £27,95 
Alex Kidd £24,45 
Arnold Palmer Golf £27,95 
Arrow Flash £27,95 
Battle Squadron £31,45 
Budocan £31,45 
Columns £24,45 
Crackdown £27.95 
Cyber ball £27,95 
Dick Tracey £31,45 
Dynamite Duke £27.95 
Eswal £27,95 
Forgotten Worlds £27,95 
Gam Ground £27,95 
Ghostbusters £27.95 
Ghouls n‘ Ghosts £35.45 
Golden Axe £27.95 
Herzog Zwe £27.95 
James Pond £31.45 
JB Douglas Boxing £27.95 
John Madden U S. Football £31.45 
Last Battle £27,95 
Mickey Mouse £31,45 
Monster Lair 
(Wonderboy III) £27.95 
Moonwaiker £27*95 
Mystic Defender £27,95 
PGA Got! Tour £31-45 
Phantasy Star 1 £48.95 
Populus £31,45 
Ram bo III £24,45 
Revenge ol Shinobi £27.95 
Shadow Dancer £27.95 
Some the Hedgehog TBA 
Space Harrier II £27.95 
Stnder £34.95 
Super Hang On £27.95 
Super League Baseball £27.95 
Super Monaco G.P. £27.95 
Super Real Basketball £27.95 
Super Thunderblade £27,95 
Sword ol Sedan £31,45 
Sword Ol Vermillion £39.45 
Thunderforee It £27.95 
Twm Hawk £27.95 
World Cup Italia 90 £24,45 
Zany Gotf £31.45 
Zoom , ' £24,45 
Fantasia TBA 
Spiderman £31,45 

Megairive Accessories 
Arcade power stick £32.95 
Audio^video cable £5.95 
Control pad £12.95 
Power base converter £27.95 

Gam* Gear Software 
Columns 
Pengo 
Psychic World 
Putier Golf 
Super Monaco G.P 
Wonder Boy 
Woody Pop 
Dragon Crystal 
Donald Duck 
G Loc 
Golden Axe 
Mickey Mouse 
Nmja Gaiden 
Outrun 
Space Harrier 
Shmobi . 
Baseball 
Frogger 
Joe Montanna Footpal 
Kinetic Connection 
Tatol 

Game Gear Accessories 
AC mams adaptor 
av cable 
Car lighter adaptor 
Game Gear to Game Gear 
cable 
Game Gear TV tuner 
RechargaWe battery pack 

Atari Lynx Software 
APB £23.95 
Stockout £23.95 
Blue Lightening £23.95 
California Games £23.95 
Chess Challenge £23.95 
Chips Challenge £23,95 
Electrocop £23.95 
Gates of Zendocon £23.95 
Gauntlet lit £27,95 
Kla* £23.95 
MS Pacman £23.95 
Ninja Gaiden £23.95 
Padand £23,95 
Paperboy £23.95 
Rampage £27.95 
Road Blasters £23,95 
Robo Squash £23.95 
Rygar £23.95 
Shanghai £23.95 
Slime World £23,95 
Turbo Sub £23,95 
Warbirds £23.95 
Xenophobe £23,95 
Zayior Mercenary £23.95 

Atari Lynx Accessories 
Car Lighter Adaptor £9.95 
Sun Screen £5,95 
Carry Pouch £9.95 
Kit Bag £14.95 
Mains Adaptor £12.95 

ITs not possible to fist 
all Console Software as 
we hold targe stocks. 
Please Hog for latest 
releases and prices. 

THIS MONTHS 

SPECIALS 

HOW TO ORDER 

M 0782 208228 

BY POST 
Make cheques and postal orders Payable 
to MEDIA DIRECT. Please send this 
together wilh your name and address, 
daylime telephone number if possible 
and your order requirements, to — 

MEDIA DIRECT COMPUTER SUPPLIES LIMITED 
DEPARTMENT S50297 
UNIT 3, RAILWAY ENTERPRISE CENTRE 
SHELTON NEW ROAD. STOKE ON TRENT 
STAFFORDSHIRE ST4 7SH _ 

PAX: 078? 281506 ™ 
Carnage charges ™ 
Please add £3 35 per order tor postage 
and packing. 
£5 00 for orders over £ ISO 00 
Software and cartridges El 25 per item 
Guaranteed TWO Day delivery £6 95 
Guaranteed NEXT Day delivery £9 00 

Remember!!! Remember?!! Remember!!! 

Media Direct are a well established 
company with a reputation for its 
quality and service A point to 
consider before purchasing your 
computer goods So why not buy 
from us and put our reputation to 
the test 

Alt stock* offer* are subject to avatebdrly and to 
being ihe laiest adverted, packs and prices 

{Pack details may vary from lime to Isme) E&OE 

HOW TO FIND US 

Atari Lynx 
Alan Lynx Console with 
mams adaptor and 
California Games 

Alan Lynx Console with 
mains adaptor 

Atari Lynx Console 

Media Direct Computer Supplies Ltd 
Unit 3 Railway Enterprise Centre 

Shelton New Road. Stoke on Trent 
Staffordshire ST4 7SH 

GOVERNMENT, TRADE AND EDUCATIONAL ORDERS WELCOME 
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BACK ISSUES 

ware explored 

ISSUE 16 
The rir»t exciting 

look at the CDTV 

ISSUE 17 
True colour: set to 

change the world? 

ISSUE 19 
Beginners: how lo 

get your rights! 

ISSUE SO 
Mow lo gel started 

in se ven major 

Amiga areas. 

ISSUE 21 
I earn which paint 

packages to hoy. 

w hich lo a vend! 

ISSUE 22 
Sampling* scanning 

and digitising made 

easy. 

Amiga Format back issues 
ISSUE 14 
The world of Tree" 

Public Domain soft- 

AMIGA 

ISSUE 2a 
How the graphics for 

games like I'intt 
Samarm are made. 

ISSUE 
How you can make a 

start in games pro- 

grammlng! 

ISSUE 2 5 
D I P: what it U and 

how you can do it 

too! 

ISSUE 27 
True Colour graphics 

arrive: expensive* 

yes, but look* great! 

Amiga Format back issues with complete... 

164 

...full-price games 
ISSUE 22 

BALANCE OF POWER 1991 
An all-time clas¬ 

sic strategy 

game in which 

you control one 

of the super¬ 

powers aiming 

to avoid all-out 

nuclear war! 

ISSUE 24 

TWO COMPLETE GAMES! 

VAXINE 
Amazing 3D 

exploration and 

shooting game: 

weirder than weird! 

ARCHIPELAGOS 
Another 3D classic, 

with 10.000 levels 

and a fascinating 

challenge! 

...creativity packages 

GRAPHICS 
WORKSHOP 
A world-beating art and 

animation package, 

packed with features. 

1Mb only. 

ISSUE 30 
WORTH £170 
COMPLETE GRAPHICS AND 
MUSIC SOFTWARE! 

SEQUENCER 
ONE 

Superb entry-level music 

sequencer: make your 

own tunes! 

ISSUE 29 
WORTH HO! 

OCTAMED VI 

One of the best 

low -cost sample 

sequencing systems 

there is, with the ability 

to use eight tracks in 

one song! 

Amiga Power back issues with complete games 

p L* OCH76PO ooosrv * 

ISSUE 2: KID GLOVES 

This classic platform game has just seen 
its sequel released, which just goes lo 

2 show its timelessnessl 

“"SAMES 
I RDM N OWN IIC MORE 
----- STYLE. 

ISSUE 1: BOMBUZAL 

A marvellously silly puzzle game packed 
with fun, frolics and large explosions! 

f It s an all-time classic of its kind. 



SUBSCRIPTIONS 

Let us come and knock on your 
front door every month... 

...or well come 
round your house 
and have a quiet >. 
word with you! f 

All right, so it won't be us in person! But having the magazine pop through your fetter box 
every month is like having an old friend come to visit. You're saved the hassle of the weary 
trek to the newsagent, you get the magazine before it officially goes on sale and now, for the 
first time, you'll also get a unique newsletter sent only to subscribers, revealing the action 
that went on behind the scenes as the month's issue took shape. 

And be warned: the price of subscriptions is about to go up! So take the plunge now... 
165 

Oh No! More Lemmings 
Follow up to the most success¬ 

ful Amigo gonte of oil time odds 
TOD mw levels. 

Battle Isles 
"A woi game that breaks the 

mould end sets a new standard" 
90% Amiga Formal Issue 29 

James Pond Robocod 
"One of the best cutesy plot- 
f or m gomes ever to appear" 

91% Amiga Format Issue 29 

Home Accounts 
Digila's DIY domestic budgeting 

system is still one of the most 
popular programs there ill 

Subscribe and 
get one of 
these fine 
examples of 
sofware, free 
and for no 
money at all! 

Amiga Format Subscription Order Form 
Yes! Please enter/renew my subscription to Amiga Format and send me the software of my choice 

(tide as appropriate) UK £38.40 Europe £67.20 Rest of the World £97.45 

More Lemmings! Battle Isles James Pond 2: Robocod Home Accounts 

Amiga Format back issues, £4 each. Issues 23, 24, 29 and 30, £5 each 

(please indicate (he issues you require )___ 

Amiga Power back Issues (tick as appropriate) I 2 £5 each 

SEND THIS FORM TO: 

Amiga Format Subscriptions, 

Future Publishing Ltd, 

Freepost, Somerton, 

Somerset, TA11 7BR 

Name 

Address 

Post code 

Telephone No. 

No stamp required 

if posted in the United 

Kingdom, Channel Islands or 

the Isle of Man 

Method of payment (please circle} Access * Visa * Cheque * PO 

Credit Card No. 

Total Order 

Expiry date 

Please make all cheques payable to 

Future Publishing Limited. 

This coupon valid unlil end March 1992 AF/MAG 0392 
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AMEAGRE PRICES FOR 
AMIGA USERS 

GAME PRICE GAME PRICE 
2 Hot 2 Handle <Compl 20 95 Full Blast (Comp). . 20 35 
10 Great Games 20 95 FVll Contact (NOT+). 7 95 

33 95 Fun School 4 (S-7). 1745 
2D 91 Fiin School 4 (Over Ts) .... 1745 
1745 Fun School 4 (Under Sis) 17 45 
20% FuzzbaU . . 13 95 

50 Great Games (Only 30 an +) ... 1745 G-Loc... 17,46 
AMOS 3D 23 95 Gateway To Savage Frontier. 20 96 

20 95 Gauntlet II.. 6 96 
AMOS The Creator . .33.95 Gauntlet HI ..... .. .17 45 

20 95 Geisha..... . .17.45 
1995 German Mastet . . .13.95 

S 95 God Father - Action Game.. .20.95 
Agony...... 1745 Gods. 17 45 

20 96 Golden Axe.,........ .17.45 
Air-Land-^ea fCofnp) (fiHR NOT*') .. 73 95 Graeme Sounesss Soccer. . 17.45 
Allen Breed (1Mb). 1745 Grandstand (Comp) 20 95 

17 46 Hager The Horrible 1745 
20 95 Halls Qf Montezuma.. 17 45 
17 45 Hard Non.. 1745 
17 45 Head Over Heels. 6 96 
23 95 Heimdall (1Mb) 23.95 
6 96 Henrietta s Book Of Spells 1745 

17 45 Heroes Of The Lance 6 96 
17 45 Heroquest..... 17 45 
17 45 Hill Street Blues . 17.45 

RRr'hR.nan n (PsygnosM). 1745 Hiichikers Guide to The Galaxy 7 95 
,. 6 96 Hollywood Collection (Comp) .20 95 

. 6.96 Home Alone (NOT*).. 17 45 
17 45 Hudson Hawk . ,, . 17.45 
1745 Hunt For Rad October.. ,17.45 

.20.95 Hunter... 20.95 
17 45 tK*.. 696 
19.95 bnpossamole . 6 96 
19 95 Indiana J. ft L. Crusade (Act) . 6 96 
17 45 Indianapolis 500_____ 1745 
17 45 Iron Lord. 795 

Pircts Of Ptpv flMb'i 23 96 Ivanhoe. 6 96 
17 45 Jack Nicklaus Uni Golf (I Mb) 20 95 
17 45 James Bond Collection 17 45 

Board Ganms (Comp). 20 95 Jimmy Whites Snooker 20 95 
1745 Jup tier's Masterdrive . 6 96 

Boston Bomb- Club 1745 Kick Off H 13.95 
Brides ol Dracuia 1745 Kick Off E(lMb) 17 45 
Bubbip Bobble (NQT*) 6 96 Kick Off n (Ret To Euope) 6 96 
Cadaver 17 45 tnightmuw*... 20 95 
Cadaver - The Payoff. 11 95 Knights Of The Sky (1 Mb). . 23 95 
Capcom Collection 20 95 Kwik Snax.. . 6 96 
Cardiaxx 17 45 Last Ninja □. . . 6 96 
Cardinal Of The Kieirdin 17.45 Last Ninja IS.. 17 45 
Carrier Commund . .7.95 Le&nder.... .1745 
Casino 17 46 Leather Goddess Qf Phoboa. 7 95 
Castles . .20 95 Lemmings...... . ..17 45 
Celtic Legends , 20 96 Lemmings Levels (Data Disk). 1395 
Challengers (Comp)__ 20 95 Lemmings Levels (Stand Alone) .17 45 
Chart Attack - Vol 1 (Comp) 20 95 Life And Death. 17 45 
Chase HO 6 96 Little Puff . ! 96 
Chase HQ n . 17 45 Lombard RAC Rally. 6 96 
Chips Challenge 17 45 Lord Qf The Rings .. 1745 
Chuck 17 45 Lotus Turbo Challenge II 17 45 
Cisco Heal 17 45 Ml Tank Platoon 20 95 
fVinw Fm A CrVmt1 19 95 MAX (Comp) 20 95 
Cybejoon HI... 17 45 Maddog Williams 20 95 
D T Olympic Challenge 6 96 Magic Garden . 17 45 
Darkman ... 17 45 Magic Maths tt-O) . 19 95 
PAS Boot 20 95 Magic Pockets . 17 45 
Death Knights Of Krynn (1Mb) 20 95 Magic Storybook (1 Mb) 2095 
Defender Of The Crown 795 Magnetic Scrolls Collection. 20.95 
Defenders Of The Earth ... 6,96 Manchester United Europe. 17 45 
Deluxe Paint IV. .59 95 Maths Mania (0-12) . . 19.95 
DeuleroB .. ,. 20 96 Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing 20 95 
Devious Designs .. ..17.46 Mega Maths .... , . 19,95 
Dizzy Collection . 17.45 Mega Twins . , 17 45 
Double Dragon .7.96 Moga-Lo-Mania . .. .20 95 
Double Dragon II, . .7 95 Megatravelier 1(1 M b).. .. 20 95 
Double Dragon HI 17 45 Mercenary 3. 20.95 
Dragon Nin|a 6 96 Mercs................ 1745 
Dungeon Master (1Mb) .17 45 i Micro English. IB.95 

17 45 Microprose God (1 Mb) __ 23 95 
Elvira I(lMb) (NOT+). 20 95 Midwinter H {IMhi 23 95 
Executioner .. 17 45 Mtg 29M Super Fulcrum (NOT*! 26 95 
Exile rr........ 1745 Moonbase (IMbl 23 95 
EXOdUS 301 0 20 95 Moonstone .„.... 20 95 
Eve Of The Beholder (1Mb) 2095 Moonwalker (NQT+) 6 96 
F 15 Strike Eagle H (1Mb) .. .23.96 Movie Premiei Collection 20 95 
F-16 Combat Pilot 1745 Mystical . 795 
F 19 Stealth Fighter 20 95 Myth ... 17 45 
F 29 Ratahatoi {NOT+) . .1745 Nebulus 2... 

Face Off - Ice Hockey (N0T+). .. .17.45 New Zealand Story ..... 6 95 
Fantasv World Ditsv INOT+) 6 96 Ninja Collection . 33 95 
Fast Food (NOT+) .6,95 Ninja Remix. .. .. 17 45 
Final Blow. .17,45 Ninja Warriors. .7.95 
Final Fight (NOT+)... .17.4& Niuo... . .6 96 
First Samurai ...2095 North & South. 
Fists Of Fury (NOT +},.... 1745 Operation Wolf (NOT+). .6 96 
Flight Qf The Intruder 23 95 Qrk. 
flood ... .8.95 Outrun EuropaiNOT*). .17 45 
PVOQI t 3.. .... 23 95 PGA Tour Golf. 1745 
Football Cra2y (Comp) ... 17 45 Pape: boy 2 17 45 
Football Director 2... .....17 45 Pegasus 17 45 
Formula One Grand Pnx. 23 95 Pirates .17.46 

1745 Pi; FlOllLrE 17 45 

GAME 
Platinum {Comp). 
Populous 2 (1Mb).— 
Power Pack (Cocap) 
Power Up (Comp) . 
Pawemmngei 
Powenmonger Dale Disk (WW1) 
Pnnce Of Persia (NOT*) 
Pro Tennis....... 
Pro Tennis Tour ... 
FioOighl..... 
Quest A Glory {Comp). 
Quest For Adventure {Comp). 
Quest For Glory, ►... 
R-Type D (NOT+) . ... 
RBI- Baseball 1 (NOT*) . 

PRICE 
_17.45 
.2095 
.17 45 
.20.95 
.20,95 
.11 95 

„„..*,..17,4& 
......4.49 
.,.17.45 
.23.45 
.20.95 
.23.95 
..2695 
.17.45 
.20 95 

Race Dnvm „«.«.... ... 
Railroad Tycoon (l Mb) ... 

-__17 45 
____23,96 

Rainbow Collection (NOT *). .....13 95 
JO 95 

Kick Dangerous n... ..17.45 
Rise Qf The Dragon 2695 
Rikk...... ...13.95 
Robin Hood.. .. 17 45 
Robocod ..... ...17,45 
Robggop m 
Rocket Ranger___„_„ ..,.7.96 
Rod-Land. . .. 
Rolling Ronny 

.-.17.45 
...17,45 

Rotox........ 
Rugby - The World Cup. 

...7.95 

..1745 
5WIV (NQT+f.. 
Sarakon , .. . . 

..17.45 

..13.95 
Scwby*DoQ ft Sctabby-Doo. 
Scrabble Deluxe 

..6.96 

..13.95 
Secret Ol Monkey 
Island (1Mb NOT*).... 
Secret Of The Silver Blades 
Shadow Ol The Beast 
Shadow Of The Beast D 
Shadow Sorcerer (NOT*).,,. 

17.45 
20 95 

.,.,-.795 
.17.45 

~_19-95 

__795 
Shuffiepuck Cafe .6.96 
Silent Sendee 0 |lMb> .23.96 
Silkworm..... ._7.&5 
Sim City/Populous.. .. ,..20,95- 
Sim Earth .20.95 
Simpsons.. .17.45 
SfrFTod........ 
Smash TV ... 

6.96 
..17 45 

Soccer Managei - Multi Flayer. .17.45 
Soccer Stars (Comp) . ....... .17.45 
Space 1509 
Space Ace U . 

.2095 

.23,95 
Speedbaltn.. 
Spirit Qf Excaiibui 

.17.45 
.20 95 

Spot. 
Star Collection .*„**„„.M 

1395 
17.45 

Stargltder IL... 
Steve Davts Snooker 
Sira lego 
Super Sega (Comp). 
Super Sim Pack (Comp).. 
Super Space Invaders (NOT+). 
Supercars II 

.,7,95 
6 96 

.17 4S 

.29.95 
19 95 

....._17 45 
_1746 

Superheroes (Comp) ... 
Supremacy. 

...,.,20,95 

...2095 
Suspicious Cargo - ...17.45 
Switchblade B. ......17.45 
Terminator n ... .17.45 
Test Drive n Collection. .20.95 
Thundeihawk...... .20.95 
Thundei)aws.... 
Tm Tin On The Moon ... 
Tip Off. 
Told (NOT*)., ...... 
Top Banana.. 
Top League (Comp). 
Treasure Island Dizzy.... 

17.46 
. .5,96 
.17,45 
...17.46 
.17 45 
.20.95 
..4.49 

Turrican D...... .17.45 
UJL5.n... .-20.95 
thtuufl V. ..20.95 
Uliana VI... 20.95 
Under Pressure.. .17,45 
UtOpla |„ | ,f, ri1, | r 
Video Kid...... 
Virtual Reality 1 (Comp) 
Virtual World* (Comp).. 
Viz.. . ... ... 
Waizone. 

.17,45 
........23.95 

.13.95 
Waterloo.  ..— 
Wheels Of Fire (Comp)...... 
Wings (1Mb)... 
Wolfchitd.. 
Wonderland (1Mb) 
Word worth VI 1 . . 
World Class Leader board 
World Class Rugby 
Wresitemama WWF 

..7.95 

.20 95 

.2095 

...17.45 

.20 96 

.03.95 

.. ,6.96 

.17.45 
,—.....17,45 

Xybots ....6,96 
ZrOUt. .......I3.9S 

Double Sided 
Double Density 

UANTITY PRICE 
10.. .£4.75 
20... ..£9,25 
25.......... ....£11.30 
30.. ..£13.25 
35. .£15.10 
40. .£16.90 
45.. .£18.80 
50... .£20,50 
80. .£32.45 
100.... .£36.90 
120... ..£43.70 
150. .£53.85 
200. .£68.95 
300... .£103.45 
400.... ........£13595 
500. ..,..£167.50 

WITH LABELS & WARRANTY 

BOXES 
(with keys & dividers) 

10 Slim pack. .0.94 
40 capacity..... .£4.95 
50 capacity. .,.£5,60 

100 capacity....,.,,.. ,,...,. ..£6.80 
120 capacity. £8.75 
150 Deluxe stackable. .£21.95 

JOYSTICKS 
Python 1 (QS130F). ...,m25 
Mavenck 1 (GS128F).. ...£13.75 
125+...... .£9.00 
The Bug. ..,£13.50 
Star Probe.... . ,.,£13,50 
Competition Pro 5000 - black ,.£13.75 
Speedking A/F. ...£11.00 
Navigator A/F. ...£13.75 
Topstar (SV127)..,.. ...£21.50 
Supercharger (SV123). ,£9.00 
Sting-Ray A/F.. .,£12,50 
Megastar A/F (SV133) ...£22.00 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Cartoon Classics Pack. £359.96 
Philips CM8833II monitor.£246.75 
Deluxe Work Centre. .£46,95 
Cumana Disk Drive.. ..£57.95 
,5Mb Upgrade + clock. ..£29.95 
,5Mb Upgrade ......... ..£26.95 
1Mb Upgrade (500+). .,£56.95 
Mouse.... .£14.75 
Mouse Mat.....„ ....£2,95 

SPECIAL OFFER 
Cartoon Classics + monitor 

£589.25 

■MM 
New titles will be. 

Credit Card orders: 
(10.00am - 10.00pm, 7 days not an answer phone) 

Cheques/P 

E&OE 

DataC 
howroom or 

608 - 0624 
AF, 23 ] 

onday - Friday 1 
■. 

Ail orders taken i 
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i PHILIPS 8833 MK II | 
i STEREO MONITOR i 

COMMODORE 
1084S STEREO 

MONITOR 
Including FREE lead 

ONLY £219.00 

Including Free Lead 

ONLY £219.00 

i 

KCS POWERBOARD 
PC Emulator 

For Amiga A500 

Open Monday to 
Saturday 9am '6pm 

Callers and Mail 
Order welcome 

L, 

ra 

ONLY £179.00 
i 
1 

. j 

“l 

AT ONCE AMIGA ! 
PC 286 AT EMULATOR 

FOR THE A500 

1__ J 
HARD DRIVES 

I__I 

i GVP SERIES 0 
1500/2000 

1 52Mb Quantum 
1 Space for 8Mb RAM 

£265.00 

GVP SERIES II 
1500/2000 

105Mb Quantum 
Space for 8Mb RAM 

£399.00 

GVP SERIES II 
A500 

52Mb Quantum 
Space foi 8Mb RAM 

£359.00 

GVP SERIES II 
A500 

105Mb Quantum 
Space for 8Mb RAM 

£485.00 

SUPRA 500XP 
52Mb Quantum 

Space for 8 Mb RAM 
with 1Mb free 

£319.00 

SUPRA 500XP i 
105Mb Quantum | 

Space for 8 Mb RAM j 
with 1Mb free 

£459.00 

AMIGA ASOO FUN PACK —t 

, Amiga A50Q Plus, Mouse, Modulatoi. Manuals, Workbench. Joystick, Disk Box. 10 , 
I Disks. Dust Cover. Dpaint ni, 1Mb RAM, PLUS 13 GAMES Lemmings, Simpsons, * 1 
| Captain Planet, Safari Guns, Bubble Ghost. Tin Tin. Purple Saturn Day, Jumping | 

Jackson, Hostages, Bobo. Krypton Egg. Shuffle Puck Cafe. 
- J^Y_£39a OOrnc VAT_J 

A50CCARTOON CLASSICS.I...Only £319.00 

AMIGA A50O MAX PACK 

SOFTWARE 

Amiga A500, Mouse, Modulator. Manuals. Workbench. Joystick Disk Box 
10 Disks, Dust Caver, Dpaint IB. 1Mb RAM PLUS 20 GAMES 

Safari Guns, Bubble Ghost. Tin Tin, Purple Saturn Day. Jumping Jackson. Hostages. Bobo. 
Krypton Egg. Kenan 2, Super Ski, Shuffle Puck Cale. Not all games are listed 

,_ONLY_£369_00 inc VAT __ 

Please phone for other Amiga Packs 

DELUXE PAINT ffl... .£17.00 PIXEL 3D V2.    £79.00 
AMOS + EXTRAS DISK.£32,00 QUARTERBACK..£33 00 
BROADCAST TtTLER II.£149,00 PRO-WRITE V3.2. £69.00 
TV SHOW. £35.00 X CAD 3D .. £269.00 
DIGIVIEW GOLD.£87.00 PHOTON PAINT 2.£25.00 
LATTICE C V5.10.£149 00 FINAL COPY fNEW)...£39 00 
PAGESETTER V2.£42 00 VIDEO EFFECTS 3D .£109 00 
PAGESTREAMV2 1. £117.00 DRAW 4D PRO.£109.00 
PAOESTREAM FONTS...£49.00 O/BACK TOOLS..£49.00 
TV TEXT PRO...£79.00 WORDWORTH...£75 00 
CROSS-DOS V4, Multi-format file transfer...£19.00 
HITACHI VIDEO CAMERA Ideal for use with DigiView.£199.00 
PEN PAL. Excellent easy to use Word Processor  .£53.00 
IMAGINE 3D Animations & ray tracing.....£139.00 
ART DEPARTMENT PROFESSIONAL V2.05...........„.,. £119.00 
ALL IN ONE. Word Pro. Midi Music. Paint, 3 games c/w video.....£115.00 
VIDEO EASE, Video titling package.£35.00 

| BARS * PIPES PROFESSIONAL..£189.00 
AMOS COMPILER, Compile your Amos programs..£23.00 
THE WORKS PLATINUM, Integrated package...£45 00 
SUPERJAM Jamming Software.  .£85.00 
DOS 2 DOS Multi format file transfer software.....£28.00 
WALT DISNEY ANIMATION STUDIO..£65.00 
REAL 3D BEGINNERS.£99.00 
REAL 3D TURBO/PROFESSIONAL.-..£269.00 
PROFESSIONAL PAGE 21 (new) with tutorial video.£125.00 

HARDWARE 
ROM V2.04 AND ECS DENISE NOW IN STOCK.....POA. 

! FRAMEGRABBER PAL real time colour frame grabber......£450 00 
AUDIO ENGINEER 2 PLUS sampling hardware 8t software. . ..£174.00 

1 SOPHUS S5 Stereo sound sampling hard waie/soft ware_______£49.00 
I AMIGA COMPATIBLE DISK DRIVE on/off & through port...........,.£57,50 
| NAKSHA CLONE MOUSE high quality replacement mouse ...... *...£19.50 
| SOUND MASTER Stereo sound sampling hardware/software.....£105,00 
■ NAKSHA SCANNER Excellent scanning quality......£105 00 
j^TV TUNER for Philips and Commodore monitors    ....£79.00j 

PRINTERS 
i 
j STAR LC-24/2QQ COLOUR inc. free lead........£269,00 
I STAR LC200 9 pin colour inc, free lead..........185 00 
, STAR LASER 4 high quality laser printer me, free lead.....£679 00 
] CITIZEN SWIFT 24E 24 pin colour printer me free lead.   £269,00 
■ CITIZEN 224 COLOUR 24 pin colour primer inc free lead...... .£239 GO 
! CITIZEN SWIFT 9 COLOUR 9 pin colour printer inc free lead.£189.00 
f CANON BJ1G E/EX bubble jet printer inc free lead.,.....  .£229,00 
I STARJET bubble jet printer me free lead....... .....£225.00 
, HP DESKJET 500 inkjet inefree lead...   £349,00 
jjHITIZEN 224 MONO 24 pm mono printer inc free lead.......£209 00 

MEMORY 

AMIGA A1500 I- 
I 
I The A1500 inc. Philips or CBM 1084s monitor. Twin drives. DpaintS, I 
I The Works Platinum, Home Accounts, 3 Games + Joystick ONLY £759.00 I 

AMIGA A500 part exchange available - please phone 
l— — ™ — — — — — — — — — — — — ———— — — — — — — — —— —j 

SUPRA RX500, 8Mb board for ASOO inc 1Mb.......„..£95.00 
J SUPRA RX500. 8Mb board for A500 inc 2Mb.......£119,00 
1 SUPRA RX5O0. 8Mb board for A500 inc 4Mb... £209.00 
I SUPRA RX500. 8Mb board for A500 inc 8Mb. £309 00 
I MICROBGTICS 8Mb Ram Board for A1500/82000 with 2 Mb .. £155.00 
| EXTRA 2 Mb OF RAM FOR MICROBOTICS.....£75.00 
| ASOO 512K RAM WITH CLOCK AND SWITCH..... £29 00 

A500 PLUS 1MB RAM UPGRADE...........£39.00 
ROM 1.3/2.0 Sharer,.,...........£17.00 

ACCELERATORS 
i 
| Microbotics Accelerator VXL‘30, 25MHz ...£222.00 ( 
j Microbotics Accelerator VXL-30, 40MHz. .£351.00 j 

MODEMS & FAX 

, 68882 Floating Point Co processor for VXL JO....£132.' 
jjGVP 68030 22MHZ WlM l^MEG RAM.._..X519.00J 

E-- 

[ Baud Bandit 2400 Modem, V21, V22Bis & MNP 5  ...........£139.00 j 
Supra 2400 Plus, MNP5 & V42 Bis (speeds up to 9600).£165.00 . 
Supra 9600 Modem. Speeds up to 38000  ......£399.00 

jjjupra 2400 Plus Internal Modem for A150Q/B2000 ...£189.00 J 

HOW TO ORDER; 
Either call our number 
below with your credit 
card details, or send a 
cheque/PO or credit 
card details to our 

address. 
Cheques made 

payable to: 
[THE 16 BIT CENTRE 
Price* ft object to chtn|( without 

All prices include VAT + Courier Service 

16 BIT CENTRE 
Units 15-17* 

Lancashire Fittings Science Village 

Claro Road, Harrogate HGl 4AF 

Tel (04X3) S3I82Z/SZ63U 

EXTENDED WARRANTY 
AND MAINTENANCE 

CONTRACTS AVAILABLE 
ON ALL ITEMS. PLEASE 

CALL FOR FURTHER 
DETAILS 

rfl H Access 

V/SA 
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SOFTWARE 

] 

QUALITY 
AMIGA 

PUBLIC DOMAIN 
TtfE ‘STSTJUpTGOT'&ETTE^.. 

ease note ur do nor 
slock pornographic 
material of any kind 

no matter how fame ii 
might he me do not 
stock It. so please 

ignore any old listings 
and cai disks. 

if you do try to order 
such disks, you leilf 

not receive (hem. 

*1 
Umsk/ 

aKjrmjyowij ortDts'KS •xpw 

I aHftraMTotLir-tn junta so&>7is>iC»rei$7sn 

17-BIT NOW STOCK FISH DISKS TO 590 

TBAGT0 59 

DEJA-VU TO 69 
ALWAYS FIRST WITH THE BEST H? 

AND PROBABLY THE CHEAPEST ESTABLISHED LIBRARY 
IN THE LAND. TRY THE COWBOYS THEN COME TO US 

mm 

'*■ Wm 

17-BIT SOFTWARE H AVE 
MOVED OFFICES, YET AGAIN. 

WE ARE NOW AT 
I St FLOOR OFFICES 

2/8 MARKET ST 
WAKEFIELD 

WF1 11)11 
EXPANSION WAS INEVITABLE 

DUE TO THE SIZE OF OUR 
-OPERATION. 

WILL YOU PLEASE USE 
THE ABOVE ADDRESS IN 
ALL CORRESPONDENCE 

FROM NOW ON, THANK YOU! 

L ATEST PD.... FISH DISKS I DEJA VU(3.50) 
1641 DEKSJD, V CHECKER 5.40 

1640 HYPERTEXT 

1639 GAMES GALORE 10 

1 638 MUTANT CAMELS (GAME) 

1637A BUZZED BY E SCHWARTZ 

I 637B SPREAD OVER 3 DISKS 

I 637C AND 2 MEG ONLY. .. 

1636A LANDING ANTM ON 

1636B 4 DISKS. AND 

1636C 4 MEG ONLY. VERY 

1636D IMPRESSIVE, 

1635 CRYSTAL+SILENTS DEMO 

3 634 COLORS MEGA DEMO 

1633 GATOR GRAP1IICS TUTOR 

1632 PROTRACKER MB 

]63J ACTION MUSIC DISK 

1630 CRUSADERS MUSIC 

1629 VEGA MUSJC DISK 2 

1628 A ZENITH JUST FOR 

1628 B YOUR EARS MUSIC 

1627 CULT PUBLIC ATTACK 
1626 ADDICTS SILICON 

DREAMS 
1625 OUTLAW MUSJC 

1624 JAMES BROWN IS DEAD 

1623 CYBERSOUNDS 

1622 TRACKERS 

f*OWE R+AGONY 

1621 A HYPNOSIS SOUND BOX 

1623 BON 2 DISKS 

1620 PRQD1DGY REMIX (+ ONLY] 

1619 A SCENERY ANIMS 

1619 B FRACIALY GENERATED 

1618 VIRUS KILLERS 

1617 TWILIGHT ZONE REMIX 

1616 ROOBARB+CUSTARD 

REMIX 

1615 JAMES BROWN IS DEAD 2 

1614 SAMPLE MAKER VI.0 

1613 PROCALC VI.0 

F44« ID PLOT 

F344T1CTAC TOE 

'F35V A BRIDGE 

F517 AMIBANK 

F12« INVADERS 

KWANALYTICALC 

F301 AQUARIUM 

h im ASTEROID HELD 

F44 AUDIO TOOLS 

FUt BACKGAMMON 

K537 BOOT GAMES 

F341 BRUSH 4D 

FITS CARD MAKER 

P245 CHESS (GAME) 

F249 CHESS TUTOR 

F524 DATA EASY 

F511 DIR WORK 

FJ14 DKBTRACE 
mi FRACTAL LAB 
1-371 FRACTALS 
F117 HACKLITE 
FI41 HANDY ICONS 

F422 IMPIjODER 
F3SJ M AND EL MOUNTAINS 

F442 PCOPY 

c;alacl\92 

(DISK mm 
AN EXCELLENT 
SHOOT KM l I’ 
THAT REALLY 

DOES SHOW Oi l 

HE POWER OK 
Pfl 

ONLY El 

LPD69-MAGICAL 
LPD68-VIRUS B 2.1 
LPD67-CYAD 2 
LPD66-HOTEL MAN 
LPD65-P PLANNER 
LPD64-RESCUE 2 
LPD63-W W W 
LPD62-GAME 
LPD61-F CHAPTER2 
LPD60-TECHNO SN 
LPD59-FUN PACK 
LPD58-LOCKS KEY 
LPD57-KIDS C ART 
LPD56-LTEXT V3.2 
LPD55-SPRITEX 1.3 
LPD44-FORMULA 1 
LPD43-LAZERZONE 

Akstru Odyssey 

* five disk demo that 

puts Alcatraz at the top of the 
tree...(not ♦ compatible) 

Only £4.00 for this 

Astonishing 1 Meg only 

Journey of a life time.... 

Not to be mimed. 

WHY 17-Brr DISK MAGAZINE ?????? 
1-Always trammed full of the latest PD news and up lolhc minute programs 

2~FujJy jf compatible, with an emphasis on pleasing new and seasoned users 

It’s only £1.50 an issue, wc urge you lo try it and feel sure you will be amazed 
al the value and enjoyment factor. 

Hie current Issue is 24, wiih 2 years back issues still available at £1.00 each. 

17-Bit bring you the very best in PD at right price with a service to match. 

Can there really be any doubt (hat we are 

THAT BIT BETTER THAN THE REST! 
WATCH THIS SPACE SOMETHING 

VERY SPECIAL IS ABOUT TO HAPPEN???? 
MORE NEWS NEXT ADVERTISEMENT. 

W"|*> rtpek T-1AG TO 5i 
And FISH TO 590.- 

VIRI S 111 STICK 2.1 
(MCJA-Yl 6K) 

IS THE VERY REST 
VIRUS KILLER AROLND 

ONLY €3.50 
THE PRtMiK AM CHECKS 

FILES, IMKH' IIMM KS, 
HARD DRIVES, AND 
COMES WITH FI LL 
IMMT MENTATION 

ON DISK. 
IKJ\TU-.TCALGirrOl I HY MR) %riV. 

2 * 

^ o 

Is *> > 

u * 
O 

J/ yen *~eml a f‘D disk not shown, wt nrobabh kavt if anyway, if&ut Wt ttttf flfcam ft for rouinafrw Ann.... I 

piMW.mii%7QimiwuMiuiSEmmEywnmmEkxi\VMUjwwv}),wz&XTA... \ 

ve roc have just bought a sew 
AMIGA + MACHINE PLEASE 

TELEPHONE BLFORt YOCQR&ER 
TO CHECK COMPATtaiLITY. 

THANK you_ 
AGQNV ANGIE AT YOCB SERVICE 

MED 3.20 (DISK IS72) 

THE VERY BEST MUSIC 

SEQUENCER AROUND 

THIS IS THE VERY LATEST 

VERSION NOW EVEN MORE 

REFINED.(ALSO CHECK 

OUTAMFM). 

RADBENCH lA (DISK 1565) 

IS A RECOVERABLE WB 

THAT STAYS IN RAM 

ONCE INSTALLED UNTIL 

YOU POWER YOUR MACHINE 

OFF ONLY £1 

(SORRY BUT THIS PROGRAM 

IS NOT PLUS COMPATIBLE) 

ORDERING DiSkS 

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ARE 

TAKEN. OPENING IIMH ARK 

MON * MILKS Hpiu 

l;RI ■ SAT 9mn * 5,30pm 

PLEASE MAKE CIIIQLESAND 

POSTAL ORDERS RAYAH ILTO 

17 BIT son WARE 
OUR ADDRESS IS 

I Si I IjOOR OFFICES 2/k MARKET S I 
WAKEKKI D wi I I OH (DEFr Al) 

I KLEFIIONE - (0924) 366WC 

Wo welcome foreign orders 
(Add im.) 

Eric Schwartz is back 
At the movies 2 

is a 4 diskAnim that runs 

on / meg, 2 meg, and 3 meg 

Amiga’sVM 
Dont miss this superb 

piece of Schwartz magic. 
Only £3.00 for 4 disks 

"Breath taking" says Ken 

17 BIT ED* £1.00 

SCHEME 17 - £1 SO 

DEJA VU - LUO 

DENOTES NOT + COMPATIB. 
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It's much easier to see hew you are doing from a chart, 
rather than a list ol numbers. Golf Scores fust gat better! 

The Public Domain is the biggest source of programs, games and 

serious stuff, that you can easily get your hands on. Find out what's 

worth obtaining in Pat McDonald's company. 

Anyone out there actually using this program to keep 

track of your golfing statistics? There must be. because 

the programmer has now added a couple of features 

demanded by the users of his program. 

Avid golf fans need to record the scores of a round 

of a golf to analyse the performance on a given 

course, and to see which type of holes need ihc most 

practice. Using this son of program can help to reveal 

your weaknesses, which with hard work can be built 

imo strengths instead. 

The couple of enhancements arc that you can prim 

out statistics (best round, average score and handicap) 

and you can also get some rather nice graphs and 

charts to show this information graphically too. The 

program is made more attractive as a result. The had 

news is that you can't load your old files into this new 

version - it simply won't work. 

TOTAL WAR 
NBS G253 

Total Warlocks exactly the same as Risk- the goad 

news is lhat it plays Ihe same loo!. 

This is one of those great games. The hoard-game ver¬ 

sion {Risk) will be familiar to many readers, but the 

basic idea is this. The playing area is the world, about 

the time of the Napoleonic Wars. Up to six people can 

play at once. The game starts wiih the planet being ran¬ 

domly partitioned, with armies of the occupying player 

being put on them. 

The object of the game is to cither conquer a certain 

number of countries (playing for missions) or the 

whole world. You get a certain number of reinforce¬ 

ments each turn (more if you own a whole continent or 

two). You can gain extra armies by playing cards - 

when you conquer one country, you get a card. Trade 

in three cards for more armies - the number you get 

depends on the combination. 

This version is a straight port over of the board- 

game, and the computer will play if less than six 

people are around. It’s quite easy to work out how to 

play (the mouse is used almost exclusively). Winning 

is more elusive - you can be on top of the world one 

minute, only to be vanquished the next. 

The game was written with AMOS, by Paulo 

Laureano. Graphics by Waddingtons (competently 

copied by Francisco Cordcirol, If you liked ihe board- 

game, you will love this - I do? By far the best PD 

version of Risk to date. 

TBAG 63 
AMIGA N UTS 

The Tampa Bay Amiga Group manages to keep rolling 

out the compilation disks, but this one has an espe¬ 

cially useful set of programs. The most significant of 

these is the latest update of New Zap. a Tile editor 

beloved of experienced Amiga users the world over. 

This version has been considerably tailed up. but 

remains much the same in use. Dallas I Hodgson has 

been hard at wrork. 

New Zap can edit any files, whether they contain 

binary, text, anything at all. You can view the files by 

Ascii I text l, hexadecimal or decimal numbers, and edit 

them. This is a fiddly and indepth procedure, but with 

experience you can alter files to work better with your 

system, NewZap 33 cannot, however* make files any 

bigger than they really are, 

ADAM could well be of use lo CDTV users and 

animators. The Automated DC7V Animation Maker 

can import sets of 24 bit ‘True Colour' pictures from 

Imagine, Animation Journeyman. Lightwave (the ren¬ 

dering program on Newtek's Video Toaster card) or 

Vista Pro, then convert them and join them jnto one 

DCTV animation file, 1 am not altogether sure whether 

it works on PAL sized images, but l believe it does. 

Needless to say* but you'll need quite a bit of memory 

to run this program, 

BoofX V3.72 t Peter Steuo has been mentioned on 

these pages before, but if s such a useful program for 

all Amiga owners that I had hotter repeat myself. 

BoolX can record custom hoot blocks (usually found 

on games and Public Domain disks, but occasionally 

on serious software tool and store sets of them onto 

Continued on Page V72 

OBLITERATION / MAD BOMBER II 
NBS L509 
Take Turrtc&n, throw in a bit of Oops Op, and what have you got? Obliteration, that's what. You control a 
mad test pilot who can run, jump and blast things In eight different directions, The plot Is that you're test¬ 
ing out an asteroid simulator. 

What It comes down to Is; you shoot the asteroids on each level, which spawn smaller asteroids, 
which you shoot, which spawns smaller asteroids, which you shoot, and the level is completed. Yep, sure 
is a lot ol shooting to be done. 

Obliteration is the best blast-em-up I've seen - it s not strictly speaking PD, but Licenseware. which 
means you can only buy it from NB$t Blltterchips, Vally PD or Start. Although It's only got 29 levels. I 
think that with more, and more things to shoot, it could have been a decent commercial release. 

Bundled on the disk is another game, called Mad Bomber //, You don't shoot anything In this - a Mad 
Bomber moves along the top of the screen, dropping bombs everywhere. You have to collect the bombs 
in a small barret, which you move with the joystick. Miss one bomb and you're history. Not as tun as 
Obliteration, but much tougher. 

Dancing around in a bait af bullets is just fantastic! 
Obliteration is furiously fast and vary satisfying, but 

not as friendly os dear old Pang. 

Bomb disposal expert has never bean high in my 

employment list, and after playing this game you'll 
probably think the same. 
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PENTIRE PD 
10a Mag Hill Lane, Taplow, Maidenhead, Berks, SL6 OJH 

(0628) 666641 
99p per disk. 5 or more 85p each. PSP 90p per order 
European odd 2Sp per disk. Worldwide add 50p per disk. 

THE TOP 50 PD CHART AS COMPILED BY PENTIRE 
PD: Our best selling titles 
1. Madonna Nude (x) 
2. Madonna Slides III (3) 
3. Iraq Demo 
4. Drip 
5. Madonna Puz2le 

| 26 RSI Demo Maker 
27. TetraCopy 
28. Maria Whittaker (x) (2) 
29 Uedit 
30. Total Recall Demo 

6, Flashbier 
7. Megaball 
8 StarTrek (Richter) (2) 
9. Jazzbench 
10. CLI Tutorial 

31. Learn And Play (2) 
32. Quick Copy 
33. Games Music Creator 
34 Visicolc 
35. Spectropaint 

11, RIM 
12, Text Plus 
13, Crionlcs Total Destruction 
14, Stealth Bomber Anlm 
16, Frantic Freddie 

36. Dome Intro Maker 
37. Messysld 
38. Ghostwriter 
39 RSI Vector Editor 
40. Slide Show Const. Kit 

16. Pipeline 
17. Pom Pom Gunner 
18. Icon Mania 
19. Quick Bench 
20 C64 Emulator (2> 

41. 100 Utilities Disk 
42. Clip Art (4) 
43. Text Engine 
44 Playboy Slideshow (x) 
45. Talking Colouring Book 

21. Menu Makef 
22. Zeuz 
23. Sound Tracker utilities 
24 Madonna Rescue Me 
25 Flexibase 

46. 7 Tiles 
47. Darkstar Utilities Vol 2 
48 RSI Font Editor 
49 ESA Utilities 
50 Spectrum Emulator 

ADULT PACK 1,2 + 3 
Available at £4.25 each 

(5 disks packs) state over 18 
We also stock Fred Fish 
and T-Bag collections. 

Catalogue Disk 75p 
Constantly updated 

Blank Disks 
£4.99 for 10 inc. labels 

AMIGANUTS UNITED 
169 DALE VALLEY ROAD, HQLLYBROOK, SOUTHAMPTON, SOI 6GX. 

WORLDWIDE DISTRIBUTORS OF THE DEDICATED AMIGA CODERS 
CLUB DISKS, EUROPEAN DISTRIBUTOR FOR THE T.BAG DISKS, 

Numbers 1 to 63 NOW AVAILABLE 

r " ALL ARE~V2 COMPAtTbLe" ■ V2 COMPAtiBLE PROGS ALSO DENOTED IN OUR 

I CATALOGUE. MAIL ORDER ONLY * IF MAXING AN ENQUIRY, PLEASE ENCLOSE 5.A.E. I 
L--------1 

INTO MUSIC? Then the eight channel Midi compatible Oct a Med \ 2 is for 
xott! Contains full notation with notation editor {staves), print facility phis 16 
track display for Midi users. It also has its otrii built in sampler 
Alt this for £2*100 (note that voir do not need a Midi keyboard to use this 
excellent music program). 

THE OCTAMED MANUAL IS HERE!!! 

] Not just a copy of the instructions already on your disk but a complete J 
i authorised re-write which will show you what an excellent utility it is. i 
| Parts also cover the earlier Public Domain med program as well. 

Send for your copy now! ONLY £9.95 

| ALL ORDERS FOR THE MANUAL WILL INCLUDE A FREE AMIGANUTS CATALOGUE DISK 

L_„—,-——.—■---———i 
ARE YOU INTO CODING? * NEW TO COMPUTING? The Amiga Coders 
Club is for you! If you want to learn how to assemble that strange looking 
code, von need ns, Amiga Coders Club are now being sold worldwide, so why 
not find out why they are so popular for yourself? Each issue contains loads of 
source ready to assemble and is also packed with help, tips, contacts, letters 
plus advice, 4CC is published monthly and is available for the low price of 
£4.00 per issue. Our special introductory compressed ACC Disk 1 to 4 IS 
ONLY' £2.00, so order your copy now! 

Postage for all EC countries, (including UK), Add 50p - mm EEC £1.50. 
Orders from overseas customers must be by hank draft, postal or Eurocheque, 
(sorry but we do not accept credit card orders as these would push up prices). 
The new 1992 catalogue is aval la hie now! 11.50 (don't forget to add postage!. 

SUBSCRJDE SUBSCRIBE SUBSCRIBE SUBSCRIBE!!! 
i Subscribe to ACC for the year, (12 issues), and get your 12th issue 
! free!!! If you live in a European country then send £44 .00 plus £5.50 ( 

for postage. If you live outside Europe, then you must send £44.00 
plus £10,89 for Postage. 

! We will send you each issue as soon as it's ready, (applies to issue 14 onwards)! 

Please note that issues released prior to ACC 14 must he 
purchased separately. 

i-•—..—----—i 

FOOTBALL 
TACTICIAN 

FREE UPDATES OFFER! Because 
Talking Birds are committed to providing the most up-to-date 
football manager ever, purchasers of FOOTBALL TACTICIAN 
will receive free update disks for a whole year! As players are 
transferred, injured or revalued, as managers are sacked and 
teams promoted or relegated, it Is essential that up-to-date 
data disks should be made available to the serious user 
Beyond the first year period, this service will be available as 
an optional extra. 

Until now. football simulations came in two categories; arcade and 
management. Few, if any. ever bothered with the all-important STRATEGY 
which a successful manager is to master, both before a match when 
deciding on squad selection, and during the match when high-drama, real¬ 
time decisions must be made on tactics, substitutions, set pieces and 
player deployment But now. for the first time on any major computer, there 
is a superlative management game that encompasses all forms of soccer 
strategy; it is called FOOTBALL TACTICIAN. Team selection, needless to 
say. remains a critical element in any successful campaign: and here you 
will be aided with a wealth of player data, never seen in any soccer 
program before Gone are the days when a player was given a single skill 
level. Each player is now analysed in up to 20 different aspects, enabling 
you to select the side best suited for the match in hand And then you 
come to the BIG innovation of FOOTBALL TACTICIAN; full on-line, real-time 
involvement during the match! For the first time ever, you will, as a manager, 
be able to alter your strategy ; choose a defensive or offensive system, 
mark certain opponents, drop back some of your players if the pressure is 
tough, decide exactly when substitutions should be made, play the off-side 
trap, go for quick counters, etc... With full on-screen commentary and 
minute-by-minute feed-back, you're as involved in the match as any of 
your players! When you further consider that this game is written in 100% 
machine code (unlike scores of other slow-motion offerings which are 
written in basic), that up to twenty two users can play this game at the 
same time, that accurate records are kept on all 440 players in the first 
division, right down to their exact market valuation, that a built-in editor 
allows you to change any player s or manager's name, you will realise that 
this is no ordinary soccer manager THIS is the REAL THING You're in 
charge You manage your side before and during the match. Nothing is left 
to chance. Can you rise to the challenge? Try FOOTBALL TACTICIAN 
and prepare yourself for the ultimate football experience. 

Amongsf the many features: intelligent computer behaviour, lively 
transfer market. ability to replay ANY match of the week with full 
commentary ability to retrieve any fixture from the fast 21 seasons, top 
scorers chart, friendlies, speed control, twenty ptayer squads, 
selectable positions, and 

AMIGA and ATARI ST/STE Double-sided disk. 

Please rush 1 copy of FOOTBALL TACTIC!AH 
I own on AMIGA □ on ATARI ST/STE □ 

Name 

Address 

I enclose cheque for C 19.95 □ 
My Visa numbier is 
Vi so or Access orders some-day delivery Overseas please add £1 p&p 

TALKING BIRDS 0702 523607 
5 Minster Close Rayleigh Essex SS6 8SF 
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jX V016 FISH TAW SIMULATOR a pe ngrqm ttwl 
simulates on oauomim Vftuatty |teasing 
J* V013 PUT A BUD m A W.ilnta ol WJutOflO 
programs far fa under 7 year old's 
jX Vim SPtUCHKKtB r^fl9rtgki44«ytWM4dMS 
9,OOOwonJs V-Su ten add *hgi<! wa'-sv Hi wjj gookinp 
JX VU29 HOUSE HOLD INVENTORY Means of 
maintain inopi your House hoW possessions 
_ VM1 D'PAjNT ART Conflilns '-rtod* Ol prtures k>t 
yijy la mss around wH?i Loads into your Dpalnl 
jx V04« tv « video graphic s [ft] Ported with 
fiacfcgraund screens ten your vtew pradurtions. 
Qitfecgrii types of gn^jhiir styles P»d lotos on iff 
Pidure and peels 4 down fa icre#n. & more 
J vOftS - BCD SECTOR DEMO CREATOR i The Mom 
program used to create demos Beqmfed rf you wah 
ta run ofsy of the proofams under Ejneftent program 
JX VO64 VIDEO PW^OOCnOH |?( fildto dnfcsw 
Parsed w*h *d#o 4 gerirart ufri'tes 
jX VKJ9 PRINT STUDIO T 'f*r V printing pans 

■or Mt An eiceien' program tor pi pnr*#r wwi 
jX VWt MASTER V*>US KMJLl* v rift Che ■ -+ & * Aw 
WRitmtiiT oftens Nrkjcfes search efrta 
J VTV3 THE EMULATORS imnVgr* E^| 
Fo'-mOft which refudesCPM, *M-PC A ST ISMS 
£t frograma reputes two dak dfrrves 
jX VW4 M R BACKUP HO An w<*>Ki Nerd psfc Dart 

program Sorts gpflBpHSfwpartpliWtdfiW 
_ f VWS &RAPH< CHANGE (.•:hang# gtopN ■ 
Between Aton 97PC CxaphCS toih# Amgo 
jX V21S DSKMASTER V3.I ..ft from one 

, dale to ontfhi?r DtSKSAiV torn* is & repairs 
□ V241 TBrtPEUS VERSION 3,0 Ihi*«fa » nod m$1 
an tedate tKficomolRity Mew W«*d process** 
JXV242 DUPUCATIOM & BACKUP Supftr 
Ckiper.lmbo copy, Sorrily ropy 4 Ptepy four new copiers 
to backup your wfatots For sow luring 
jX V377 FORTRAN -77 VI 3c Compter linker B run 
lime support f*ra*y F470 
JX V279 CROSSWORD C RUTOR A program fal 
creoles -crosswords j^DATED VtftSCN 
JX V2M MCAD PROGRAM he 0tyed Drawing 
Program ter the Amigo I* CA0 
jX ¥215 EDUCATIONAL TYPwO TUTOR A Simple 
Tutor which measures speed 
j* V?9T POCT5CRPT MffRTOSTf R VI5 An 
exceOerri Pt®r sfnpi trdwpfeto*' tof the JVn*ga 
JX V79B NORTH C V1.3 [Ij mposked Vi^vpn at 

■me Des c arogranimeTpprDcp'cim 
jjf VMt ETE Of TK UHOLDCR t-*NT BOOK < 
VrtrtKlucbor fiorteground Mops. 4 SoAABft 
JX VM4 CHAOS STRUCES MCK H«T BOOK * 
tnKodurtian BactgFOund Maps. SfrcBepy 4 SokAon 
J V30* A-GENE Vt.tSS Us*«l w»n Pi The 
Famity T?ee program reviewed m CU Amiga 
jx VMT VIDEO TAPE DATABASE PRGRAM 
COKAogue afl your vdeo tows w a datoboMr 
jX V311 JACK WCKJUS COURSE DISKS |S] 
Vanpus New tonnes lot Jhe Oolf Oar™;, 
JX V323 ANAlTKAIC SPREAD SHEET 12) Al Iasi a 
new venMon R113I wofis ItfHktni ekse 
J V327 SOUND TRACKER CONVIHTtfi Convert', 
music module into eHetutoble filos 
J V330 RE D SECTOR EXTRAS DISK 1 OrilhiS daE are 

32 point Tonis. )& Point toms, wclor soft, &Kk fields B 
m«SK Space tourney lomo Dy! deodion* Irpepen 
j V331 RED SECTOR EXTRAS DESK J On this dak ore 
Bg logos. We Lagta. Vector Stors, Stofflddi, BtobArvm, 
vector Obecft. Vector Bel Otoc^ n 4 Fonft 
jX V33! AMIGA MJNI PROORAM tod# racing 

ichon pfogram tor »h# amiga 
_ V33-3 KING JAMES VERSION Of T»€ BIBLE 
Pocked on tour omoo drsks H4 
j V134 TRANSFOftMEfi vs % fti* sNLdlHt 
veryor oflfw eMEmutotor (Mi 
JX V33 9 SPECTRUM EMULATOR DATA CKSK 1 
AdvenMe Oos^cs rweds ¥216 or v**3 
□ VUO TSB VECTOR OESJGNIR Befw 
prescRfiTtieMvector desgw vn eapoercr^ w* 
creato lied wetor M* vertcri6t»6C«t*iotiiH 
JX V341 CUP ART COLLECTION l; E .g*,r mw p -j s 

lub packed with cwteflent e*p wf M 
JX V349 SID IV1 06) Bflc*X« mi,* Ol commend I. 
4 mates life ewry easy feecofnmunfilid^rdi 
_pc V3S0 BUSINESS CABO MAKER h-sgh yput 
own Business cords pn th* Amon 
JX V354 ros urunis NO n ftm Copy rutikwh 
protocled pomes copy fkoh-ctwjn so Ihcri the osar 
tort install ihem on his/hgr hard disk DCS#. Con 
crease your own dak ctjiatogup Surwy, (. 1 oatas 
^ome excdlenl Iractal tjaced land -wapo*. Nuko 
jX V354 GENESffi LANDSCAPE *ulpl Of mmjld 
ony landMape fractal various types fWOT) 
JK V36I POS rniL S l* “ howd roltoclior: 
itfw, The torer mod conwr pr oat am, IT# New Mm# 
Ptay»r program The lair,'Muil Player .ra/am which 
wln Ntomu? ■■ ".t •• ■ • .- - ■ 
Medultt tor mast mobc program} B N#W ndnenenfi 
j VJ45 BED SECTOR MODULES {MUStQ 
Vartous exceieni ituk rnocMn for us# Rw 
dwnofngkwtolbyiRdsKion modutoimckKN 
ldS#r intro Laadng. loury Ham# 7 B Mar* 
JX VS6* 400 BUSMISS LETTERS over 600 
SKKktordtxarwuiMnarNsrtyA Cv>Dc Lratacn 
■hay ere cr nstfi some pons mo ysu oem toflerVkrrf 
jVS74 BED SECTOR BOBS EOfTOHSmUkr to to# 
vemedrtt &cndsa imAemyK rwAeBaR’PiMwvbtot 
^ed Sictot Dene Mqt« heudrs Sce» to help yew wn 
J)f V37S ARNIE SAMPLES E *lT0HdS Kam The NmS 

lermnoiw. PrettoKx 4 Th# Rum™ Man (U 
JX V390 DESK TOP PUBUSHING PROGRAM he 
US umiga PD Dm* Top PuWtSwrtg program, 
includes vortouSi extra walurwcmw irw aid Word 
processor, Test Edrttaw. Graphic t editor 4 loads more 
jX V392 AMI CASH iih> b«i barAm program rhaf 1 
hove OvOf used on Iheomigq egsyc^nlmls 
jX V393 PDS UTL No IS: Boot Gomel >« idea is to 
install cn* of Mo game? onto you» distv bqalbkrts 
*Jrpekex,# ond ifoakt11 very simafe la uw^ BoohCwn Anofher 
bcoyi btort pragrarr. MPic Thrs program will rnstal ofty 

iffpetoreontowurdatabufttack, TraKwMoAar 
JX V394 CHEMESTFTIC s a program itojt draws 
moteculws usmg itra ediatte mocW E*#ter*i eflecft 
j V39S UfPFT WORD PROCESSOR V2 Ah . O 

wtrd pmteiwt vOtot '+or\ a 

idmmardtong^ge menjcutogniw-lloh hypeilis onlw 
he® awer maie ipWwndaws copy&txnto aido.tooiues. 
jX V3R4 POS UTUM H Dert»a*y * (**** 
oducofflepfogfom sac# menu driven system 

Land&up# based around a tonctscap# drawrtg 
JX VJ97 MANDaBHOT a£MnTu« KfT g rn^ 
dvetranMrotwtordv wtr M lourtecode 
JX Y199 POS UTt-S NO r? smchw □ pollen 
program &|Mwh □ video ptodutlion ^roller 
JX VA00 RAT TRACE* CONSTRUCTKlN KIT Roy 
iTMdr lor Ih# (jmtgo cCVAOUNK lOOd IMCVkbinth (w-Sf 
_Pf V40IWINDOWSENCH Vl,0 thtr. is an 

ewcesem Worttwnth refricK* and iv iiyted «n Amiga 
Workbench 11 term, Recomended 

JX V4Q3 AMOS UPDATE VI 32 ‘M4t* HH 
ufKiSte ID! lh# Amos Programmer 

V4W FD5 UTIS No > WWTnC- UTKIRS 
arrHestor onv pmiier use. lhtres scmewtrftfVpriiaromj 
hwe Me PPTyp* ASFD vie* TWy An# ta*J# 
A ptogrom tor 50G use's ytru warn IO uW 
Ih# fesolulKJn enhanced graphic set GWPrint M . 
_ V411NCOMM V1.93f The totosl vision o' «hai 
#jt£#fl«il Modem piogrom Best Modem program 
JX V413 WORKBENCH 2 A WORK STATION Tilts 
ft nol |usl onolher worttoench ctorw nft a tdltocHpn 
of uiilHies wish the Workbench (heme |2l 
JX VAIS VIDEO SCREENS-1 Anylhpr disk packed 
with excdlent tsack ground p»cfur« lor wdeo 
producton, work or toad them into Dpcmf 
jjf V417 SUPERBENCH 5 EXTRAS JnenHwiI nppf. 

□dhfwfB iflah wrth mm ** pr«RiK)l W( (B 
j V420 CURSOR BASK COMPILER vmpile (3ny 
Amtgo Bosk progrom wflh this uftkty disk 
jX V423 C COMMANDS Tha d=sk ft w* 
uM>a rthtoh ccr be used1 n ory Startup sequence 
jX V424 pos ununes No la Amotoer tonecfcon 
OuARes by US here. uMiies mckidc ArttKBdier 
program said to stag toe fcrter vn Hgh S*-, Aton 
[rryjaku Anglher pnpgnXn k)kiffl vwjf OTTiga rfc 
on S* Smrxtteon ■*■-.!}. (Kogrom** chongeycM 

branch 4 smvl op to# wrtaQw System 
j V*29 CKhTal MARKET**} DEMO MAKER 
nwt dwrxj treator and nt^ by Bed Sector 1? OtotlJ 
JX V431 IMPLODE* V4 0 ’his ft the kltoSl Hkscr 
of the besl crunchef Reduces lil# we tor scroge 
on hard dnves. aur toot pwn caflertiiyi daks 
jjf V433 ANIMATION STUOTO V ftucrvikyrVI 
Animal>an crestor for you to me** your own. 
jjf V438 Oim UTTUTlES ¥2.0 ‘Vdftl port nil 
wito some excellent hard disk ufiKtras 
jjf V439 AMIGA Cl MANUAL M Hw m.5n^> J. n# 

cumgiete C maiwd to ihe Amryo 4 itesc*toas open 4 
two'll with all parts ol toe C system (laftocoiiiBnivafKxft 
eKompfes. some srrpeiswnfrmaeccimpleiallt^ 
torft^P^dskaahAjrtorslherrtohetoyouevi |4] 
jjf V443 SPECTRUM EMULATOR VI.2 By KGB 
Vanous now teatores but toe main updated 
lee tore ft lhat d nqw has sound abHity 
JX V444 PflSNTER DRIVIR UPDATE DISK ■ Mow 
contoirft inslrurttonan how to instai them All 
previous drivers uxltoded on tors CtoJ Over 90 
JK V445 JRCOMM V1.D2 Thft ft **» h>h-j w-. ■¥■ 
ol toe tBcettern modem based compuMr program 
JX V45I LAND BUILDER A fractal generating 
program io generate landscapes 

JK V454 PRHTHG UTRJI1ES NO 2 LAiBILBASE 
V3.0 Ap E*c#ieW doto base prewar ton n «*#y #*#y 
to use Recompyjed VtovkKft orw good iJlBes 
jx V4SJ pds L^Rniesw nwhwpt - «<«#» 
lor lh*c#nigo STSfrnki. deptovs ytiuf moebmes 
oeta-rs (wtx v*.02. One ol toe peu vwvs haws 
j V4SB NIB COPIER Ahflfwr (Opwg program 
Ptoose check The cr*pyr«gl-t1 d toe program tool you 
intend to copy Very good new version 
j V4A3 SUPER C COMMANDS 1 v rt-Sk ft nN OS 
luB as some oihers bd comes wflh lufl imlfuftHdi 
jjf V46B DKKTA1 ADRESS BOOK C qfleel 4 save 
you 1 address iisis on compulm. By Mark Johns 
jjf V475 P.SUfll vl.4 A coiiertkwi d programs 
catadP.WM* ■■ s.mpie wordprocess* .' P-Dttrw. 
“ “ mdw and much much mare Ektelloni disk 
jjf V479 CHESS B CHfSS UTTUTIES A c dleclwn 
ot chess rekfled Fto£^|& hanmi 4 UMMfft 
JK V4B0 WHOM H THE MEKT GENERATION Dr 
Wto toft wi kwe ffr,: rinpeki JatahT-r .V ntcvnaVr. 
j V4B3 THE RIPPER GUIDE A edtocimn d h«4p-hjii 
uMrttes tor people you up toctom S sounds 
j V4B4 ADVETORE SOLUTION |?i AJtaflW good 
coiecten of adwetore saMions tar ranous garnet 
JX V4U DWB BENDER >Otoer ray Irocng prog 
j V4W A-RENDER flQ 
jX VAI4 AMJBA.SE I TM ft toe k*Hi 
version, of toe o«dtor« aatabcise progorn now 

mdudes vonoasejccelere new l*gM*4 
jX V490 MESSY S«3 « TNs ft tor ta«l WW ■ 

■MJdi MSDos ds*5 rjid irerier any W K*s to B 
from toe PC disk / Ytn*1 Amt^j So you can do *0*t an 
an IBM or an Amgo aid swap J*a b#NwNri topm 
jjf V49T TEXT 9+GMl V2 1 AndlvH «H( Hk-nU 
word pr-ocessos proarom Srmgto bd wdl do to#job 
JX V492 JAM RIPPER W7 4 JAM CRACKER VI 0 
A music editor B monitor which obo contorts an 
exjtefienl A%d*C ripper ptOfflam 
JX V49j deskjjench v 01 Thd ft an dkc 1 * nwi 
Workbanch fepiocment wffh special uhIihb 13) 
JX V497 BEATWX POTTER CUP ART Ah ewdlwit 
coieclton d clip dl for any DTPafcgram or Dpaid 
j V498 THIEF SOUND RtPPER V3.& r IPtaS Sdmon 
I 2 (Midi), JHom cracker, Mure Composer. Sound 
monisor. i^atse/Protrocker. StOflrdtkpr. Mia, 
soundsyfttem david Whiaker B Not»p«k*t 
JX V499 STAR CHART VI.S Thft ft an nedenf sta 
pushing program *eh some vifress™ IvUUn 
JX VSOC FAULTY TOWERS SAMPLES .. to to#s# 
tames you can crad* som# wwd rrvK 
jX VMF1 NEWSFLASH 11 Systo*'. nlo upda** 
m#ga man V3 0. tf Coft. Mew. NoDvertOfy. lost 
hooe. (mpiodef vAO.Deetodc [2] 
j VSOJ SOUK> 4 MUSK BAGS W Th^aonta. 
ert pocked wnto iomp*«, moddetB mates |23 
JX VSOI SWAG NO* HUOAIS Mondd tMi 
MondAnm ^Pta & more Eawwd to CU Afftta 
JX VSD9MED V3 2 Thft v OftOtoev updol# to to# 
LWimate sound mus< prodom 
JX V>W UTTLEBftlCH It* woritoenm-t«4x enw^ 
II ** first one to the new Amiga HWp tarwAX 
jx vjdi the super khjjrs vi.i boot k v4 » 

Thn ft toe bttf wus bter dsk to dwe bto aw 3W wbw 
Bnaybemora. kKiudeivCffN^#rte*ert'kiflGrt An 
enceHeni program tar hard dsk users R#com#nded 
JX V51$ THE AAA PACKAGE Vi 0 A my 
eomjjieie C iA Emulator Aduoto runs kfttaf thal 
64 Ruhs 64 basic 1 rarrstats disks from your 
original fr4 drsk dwe wnh a sbarowar* lead <21 
jX VS17 VIDEO 4 IMAGES PACK 1 TodtOnTap, 
Does lodes, crtoortcri B groy bar gawotmn 
TittoGen Will do enwing ircta.". Slifton. 1 ualfft OvW 
toe shouidw graphics inserts like to# 9 aertrt new*. |J] 
JX VSIO GRAPHICS AGroph Ood« colourful 
pt#. bar ond frn# graphs Pkbat# shows reduced 
uerwons of oi yogf iff pictures on disk / hard drive 
JX V421 PLOTTING B GRAPHICS PtaflCT ; 
powerful Ml featured ptotong portage Rom a 
we* dan# computer o*ted dr oling progrom 
jx VSH ARP V1.1: Canman V1 A vcies many 
*Ti-pr»«fTi#ni5 to AmgoOat and mates ypgr syllwTi 

Mwiause toclidtoMuMradeitiqMfsgtfd# 
jX VS13 DKE C Cornglir UCfto*wOad4Mta0 
irod pcwwrtA C c ompAtr and travomert mtom (2j 
jX V525 U6£L MAKER VIJ Ah eaewii flak, 
pndwg program w4hvonoiftri€wl«Xix» 
J ¥55 6 DRAW MAP *3-1 WiP now gen#rt)«« any 
16 (dour pdeHewito user control. New Maiu*#s 
include larger mrx» with nqtopnci bouftoevifts, 
improved and pmlmg CD ®oqun« ! 2Mb 

JX VS1B POS LTTLS TOSufwkip*. A > ^ 
WdUrt dft*. fopr pfoyqrr. foleSt upda»e wrtto new 
btfura Chstipoed B Tytoft#* 
JX V524 FRACTAL 4 SCULPT *J tr« Arf. CreatoS 
snuRn Ad vbk wdh teoi® COMnur Ad. f5&r APtasmo 
JX VS30 BUDGET A program to help managing 
personal Imances Thft ft a update to dftk VJ60 
JX VS32 HORROR SAMPLE- Amtoer scrieclwr d 
samples K be used with any music program [7| 
JX V5A6 CATALOGUE UTTUHES A cofiedion Of Vhhiet 
used feCatologue cfrst1 VntecV TupecpHertqns® 
JX VS+3 OtSK STATON [2) An euccRent workbench 
replacement wito built in utilities like 5id and others 
JX ¥544 KIDS PA*fT A pomlirw program desij-tod 
for children Includes various ebburs and speech 
j ¥547 BAOBENCH yf.4 Another workbench 
replan men 1 / Enhancement dsk 
JX VS49 ELECTBOCAD Vl 4 Another jyxfdw! on 
toe-cod drawiwig preview written in Amw 

STAR TREK SECTION 

passvng MCC14AA r»AorK Very good 
jX AfW ENTERPRICES . eow£ toe Star sfc*on dock 
NCC 1701-A ThertosMCFwaton 
JX ATTk GRABBER WORKBEE ondion to#fn* pa# 
5hp AnrT.6ano*xrHfXlS6AiWDrv 
jX ATT* TH STAB TBEK AlvnOkun d to# bndgv B 
wXKKft PKV& from toe ffcrft 5ta frek 
jX*TT7 TK TWOk NCC-TB40 Refrant 4 to# NCC 
170) A Enterpme mewch robotir 
JX ATT| TWQK-0 Anrm NCC t®6C Avenger 4 NCC 
irol-A-Enierpftse NCC 10S9Grissom 
JX AT2 2 APPRO ACfrRMG VESSELS AnmOton, 
StoOfy f-irahi wvelrame tanctacape by T fbehter 
JX AT23 STAB TRfK FLEET MANEUVER 1940 
F If over 4 by animation extebert dass*£ 
JX ATJ3 THE PROBE N Ammarfln 4 BRlD OF PRfY 
Animation from Star Trek KUNGONfrft 
JX AT34 LEAVING SPACE OFFICE Animation 
DOCKING An ,mahon from star trek ATTACK MODE 
Bxd ol Prey Scout hip n attack mode 
JX 1060 STAB TREK THE hOET GENERATION , 

Igome 1$ by TffTy A Me Mesh vl 47" 
JX IM I THE UTLTlMATt STAR TREK Gam# by 

iTetatfchMr vi cyiiM 
JX 1-244 Star Trsfc The Shoor m Up aam# 
j 2043 ST All TREK MEGA DEMO tf) T 
pr*s*nh a Meoo demo o# Star Tr#k petaw 

iTAR TREK THE WXT GENERATION Fftft 
1 gome based on *1# Nevf g#n#rohon -Qt 

r SMAuGllb The Star Trek, toe game by £r« 
Staton UStopod req#es iMb ondOl dftks 

j 5MAUG154 -*# 5ta Tn* toegtXne by 

Afnencori v#rw> iwbcnd^dsks 
jx AMUSETR TREK73 A sfrek fr# Bartta SrW aUx 
wto#r# you con aftort kkngons & BomnMora 
JX V147 STAR TREK WFORMAHON 4 Data base a 
ol the ongffial series Very Qetaied_ 

GAMES SELECTION 

ganr# wen new enproved graphics 
--—E“”lrYhi5ri* 

f 2222 STAI 

MEGA DEMOS 
j TvSb RAT Of HOW H This ft e<r» of toe t«fti 
graphical megb demKw haw# swn he dt PD-SaH 
j tm KEFRfNS GUAROION DRAGON the tat 1 
production (rdm Ihis qredl group 
j 20 ?6 HB - MANGAD Thft ptoducfran has b«rn 
vftlr-1 DfMO OF THE MONTH NOV/9T bv fjll hern gi 
P0- Soft Excel lent Sound. mus*t & Grpahlcs 
j J130 DMO* ITS A LAME D-MQ TLta 1 jflw 
many at mantos tow# back wrtn a e«#4eni VTOOB 
■ > • ‘ V . DEMO OF THE MONTH MC VI 
j 2147 WADfKi * - -.-^wed n most of to# popukx 
mogajineft &r*antvwtoplenNa( vvywalt™ pads 
j 2174 HYPNALhlC HAMMER A fof*QpK krU 
rnowu Arwnakna Mega Demo w#h gretf #«#m 
JX 2203 RAM JAM THE GROVE ■*.- odor packed 
M#ga Demo cr«dted by Rom-jam very Good 
jX 22H TRACKRO . VtCTR* New CV<> Wpa 
d#mo wvto some Oedt Oophra B fK Votad DEMO 
Of im MONTH JAK^i E - a 
jx 3314 UNKNOWN TERRITORY AJQS A ^gnd 
new demo tods, ouf -erf to# world, B#rom#nd#d 
_ 2217 TRACKMO REDMlX An meraclw AVtaa 
demo wito lar taSK Graphed ejects B sound 
j 21*7 PLASTIC PASSION - UP FRONT ft) an# d 
I ho wstioiA euelienrt mega demos from fas month 
j 2250 ODYSSEY - ALCATRAZ |Sf thft ftdnatoei df 
Ihe bfriliafii mega demos from frvs ontos ideas#* 
j 2258 SEEING ES BELIEVING - ANARCHY I NX bOCk 
wih anotoer mega dema fr> rotkei ta to# top of to# 
charts Recommended By PO-Safl 
j 2256 HARDWIRED - CBiONiCS © The b#st am 
track^heCKtstoerttarfswttoprieaf rheb»i. maybe 
ihe poci mega demo to ddi DCMO OF TH( MONTH 
fW9t RiKomrntnd & voted number an# by PD-scfl 

UCENCEWARE (£3 00) 
jX lu bounty untjb - WjH NOON' ‘ ji- ; - 
wcu/ia OratokodwAn.kKrf4NaTodvsitaoiQU4«hn 
vdL-cental fa Tju* fan rfa volt hxs# 6 take Alfa bad am 

LW CLASSROOM MATHS Esmond fragrXmh 
to# age group 4-12 The Gass roam Utat, Rescue £ Cad 
jX L15 SPACE BLOB I THE CRYSTAL CAVERNS * 
I* An blow t* la Space pob ravel facu© ieveis 
JX LL4 TAiWt BATTLE "r«s ^occ^rtc^ d fa 
lauK gam# from fa Nan VCScai#drcn*tf 7Ptay#r 
J LIT CMANFUX RED SECTOR EXTRA DISK 1 Th# XF 
ConviKtar kss you cameii frf fartures rtkj ranouv 
tarmgls faMJwgsp'ite 4 Sp^e 16. Copper tfiM 
Haw Naum. Raw Bin B Qutone 
j LH DlANFTW RED SECTOR EXTRA DISK 2 e Thft 
dru contarn fa ftw Sectar vedcroeugrier prcgiam ynfa 
SwJ Swim leryon A50 tomoinstul -nsfrLftlcrWsu at I 
jLlVDiANfTW BED SKTOft EXTRA CRSK 3 FONT 
editor Now you con create 5 Edit any font Also 
comas wito lull documents 4 frtetp tiles 
jx 120 AVTNA BLUE A wleways short em up m toe 
sera Lie style implt but yeryociwip ploy 
JX 121 CHALLENGE OF THE MATRIX The Idea #1 to* 
game is simple 5imular in style to bouncer 

jKtiziEteitUMCTBs&eNw 

14 V3 Otfttxtnt ra • peyng 

J 1073 TTTRlS OAGHAL « a fa ctawsl gam# ta 
in# arovta wra camputar game A-Oossk. 
jX I4jd DTHS Thft ft fa best ? Ptayer Tcfrftgarr# 
JX I4S4 MEGA BALL TmE BEST AftKANOlQ 
GAME.UcITer tocjf ony FuB Ffae GomesS 
jX H44 SOUTAJRE & SOUTAIRE ROYAL Two very 
excrtkmr Sadcfrctive card games. 
jX 1541 Tflnwti :hrs is toe best verson olTelm an 

3 wito a 3 ptay option 
JX 123J ASTE MOOS THE OBlQNAt' Arotoer old 
CRftSK Remember todfCkHSK 
j T7A7 OAMATRON GAME 2001 By Jeff Minfar 
Brtictot stuff 4 Exceiient praduefron 
JX 1744 SCRAMBLE Th*OngmoFtetmember toot 

;ota cta«ic well ft now on fa Amiga Th# Shed #m up 
jx 1470 PATIENCE'S & DOAUHQ5 'Ye famous HXd 
gam#. Yus is fa best verson lo date 
jX 1444 AMIGA COLUMNS - Wdus ictwer'^xin qf fa 
angind nfrn# «AJTns Teftft vangrJ 
JX »77 POM POM GumER Short down to# 
reaming world war 1 qk ptaneft 
jX W|l TRUCKWG ON A Kurt Raveling exhertorr# 
fradnggarn# An Aceienf smulotar m 
jX WB4 AIR WARRMbR e frrsl red f»gh! smuf-dtar 
on to# amga w#h ygrous Air pkm#s taffy 
j 2011 JEtMAN A'xXher spectrum CtassK converted 
to to# omtfja Kslett1^ 
jx 2022 StA LANCE hefiftl SdCfit service Np# sub 
war □amew^hmoui am*ga PO cottertian BEST 

Gam! Of 1*91 BT AMIGA ■TOftMAt ISSUE 50 
JX 20S4 ATIC ATAC A ienditranol fa game from 
the cvigvnal Spirthjm computer 

JX 2141 ETHOS game An rattkml new rote 
pttrying/ yrutery gurnti Load fawgb wofkUtoch 
jX 2167 BATTU OF BHTian WAR GAME , Slffttagy 
wc* gomes which boto need loading through Wb 
_ 21*4 DUNGEON ON NADROJ 5 ft to# best 
Dungeons & Dragons Putok domorn iyp# gam# vre 
tnjwr ptayed m a knvj hme Recommenctad tortf 
j 2170 NU GAME A verKcaRy scrofeng shoal era up 
where you rrgfttbcMte toraugh vertatfs moihcrstobs 
j 2171 Westland'S An fcuceAeni game, viewed b 

■ Magabne *eh «ty good rewews 
73 CABO GAMES vanaus card games «*ed 

Blue moon 1 
MISSION X 

DEMOS 
j 1742 TERMINATOR « SUDE SHOW Th#f #'s $am# 

eji.cHlenf pKtures from fa Eim dt 
j 1B47 THE KLF EXTBiNAL STHEO REMIX fad 
fa brttar house rrsuve desks Starea 
jx 2004 TECHNOTROMC MIX flMtw Th# Bad 
Fat fat Presents, fa etedtam Megamo. 

I JX 2037 ENIGMA SADNESS 1 Art*# cover verson 

do spectacular -v« dexxe frock 
JX 2014 BUZZARD ANMATkM (S| -One d to# best 
ananoiomdlttRl ACtaSsKondtABam pradut- .l 5V1B 
JX 2124 TRACT ALE MOUNT AtofS A toUwrl 

vorew Frortde calculated fertfSbOpeft C7 DftM 
JX 2213 PLAT SO V2 0 'he Best Commodore M 
music on fa Amiga todtate 0ft Tbtee dt5*ft 13} 
JX 22it JUSTlPto -- 
ion 

J2F73C 
Cr trpOQP ( 
JX 2177 A 

k icna Paheixe 4 H#am 
JX Ml WSSJON x RAJO IT hft 4 a shad em up 

game n toe sh*egt SAW & 1943 very good: gam# 
JX 217ft SutvrvOR AT encwMd space based 
odveturegarrv m fa Aten* fame !wc# crtocXM 
grapnes 4 recomended by al here of PO-Soft 
jx 2179 ADVomJHS H HBi. A cdtedfai atm 
games Jedt. Star ire*. Aflante, Ihng 4 tndofwn 
jx 21M SKODA Challenge An exceftwi 4 prayer 
hdfcod gam# written m Amos Smpi# bui good fun 
jX 2lftS BATTLECARS thft ft Ohe at fa best PD 
Gamw on to# Amiga to date, SOW 3d graphics 
irawl around, track down fa atoer cars and destroy 
JX 21M PARACHUTE JOUST Anotoer euelleni 
gam# whore you art tailing down to eorth y&u musl 
Caks! to# Parachute from fa other ptayer by hiimg him 
itwr# an ejscrrfent grophsaS ending (or tn# (ocfting ptayer 

J2lft THE BEMt -limulor 30m# day to fa ckissK 
eis Take your side and rrap toe B#mt very goad 

JX 1219 NAPOLfMC WAR SIMULATOR vS.O 
fxcetleni program senl cfrrect by fa autoor 
JX 2220 STftATEGK GAMES rterngl *cm#. Lords d 
Hosts In Moonshine LnceBenl c oWecyfron 
jx 2 221 MIND GAMES Zl d fa best Mfrnd games 
to chdtonge wur mmd noi yom shoofrng gomes 
j 2224 SWORD OF THE WARLOCK A £yd> late-, 
[veal fa Bftoataer aduereyre game pocked an ttv« 
data The tHfti Shorawar# rat# ptaymg gome on to# 
orrufla rtttWerl Adwtare CT 1Mb a&W 

j 2 233 ROTAl BOUtDEROASH Another of fa 
rtossK gam«s based round boutderdosh 
jX 21*5 HOLLYWOOD QUIZ A nicety produced quiz 
gam# witr a eh;*. # al subpBrt. DOWWI1 SWING 
JX 2270 SNAKE PIT. CHR4ACHEU1NGC A llUeiK 
jx 2271 CLWi lOctedO Game 
JX 2773 BACKGAMMON. fVSHQVEH t PUZZLE PRO 
JX 2171 CAB SHARP A «<y proteSi»rc4|r present« 
sMartan dl irtaor# frita# card gomes 

jx 227# sub attack *l 6cartfrrt fa torpedoes & 
- ■ faenerTT, >,* Cft Cft f w post LANDMINE. 

JX2313 fSVlNGI OF THE MUTANT CAMELS By 

j#R Mte**r Tfa rfa cX o li# »ffa w#h mutart tarrris 
fa! (Mcfarm deexiEra*rt shoexemup 

NEW AMOS PD DISKS 
JX ARDI51 UhOERSTAWOwG AMOS ’ *# Amos 
Tutor 01 FYagrom Dni A rrxrtJ 
j AP03 29 AMOS FRUIT MACrtNE ■ ^ jry Krt fa 
pnwfijrti is at mx to potuft*? to fa type^hiimgchne mc. 
cvilfrid *siy intake hat wRibf Jfrcod# irauKtoelbcjeHdlil 
h-.mben HWd. Wnjpfti wpewift. JnjruT-/ 5**^ grfti Po<s. 
Sfcfl SftoH.. ■yop a w«nr Coshprt, Oorrota i cdiecr 
JX AP0333 AMERICAN FOOTBALL RADIO 
VERSION fau are a tooth of London and you have S 
seasons to win fa Amosbowl 
j APO 140 KARATE WORM &y Mark Ponec. var»«s 
levels w#i rumpmg, tOrtung & throwing WeopDrft. 
Anotoer cute 4 unusual germ# 
JX AP0141 SAVE THE TREES tW Mark Potter, Move 
arawtd fa str«#n to your tank rafting over any body 
fane to chop fa worlds K##s down 
JX APD347 Trt JOTTER vnot crtledton d uhSftes 
NOTEBOOK. A sJaghtfawclrd 4 (toSV to use note 
book# progro SHOPPER Enter pnc«s. Quotes to 
buftd up a kst A&c ms to a running total 
j APO ISO STORY BOOK2 rs cd# OCfrvty odvwtor# 
Wh#f# you hate to fcR fa £n* with 
j APD354 POWERBA5E V2.R thft ftar easy 
fr^tofry and Powwtafty databoMr wfah can handto 
ipto >0.000 records 

JX ITCH THE DATING GAME requires R| 2Mb 
JX 1794 VTOL CONTUT Ecdutes a hekot#m i fa 
steafty emplane HMkytoijMpup ft Mb) 
JX 1B47 SHUTfU COCK Ammafron flMbt 
JX IftSD LATE NIGHT & TERMINAL An m lMb| 
JX 2011 AGlLilW Anrrulion d - (Mbl 
JX 2021 VIETNAM CONFLICT jUwnalton (IMd 
JX 2133 GUU WAR CONHJCT An E« 1 Am 
By Iw f-s. txsi Vrt>rk les dal# Petommec :f L2Mbj 
JX 2307 AMT AT THE MOVIES » ha ft cfa d fa 
totest onimorrtjn from Enc Srtvwart; (3) 1Mb ONLY. 

JX 23W AMY v» THE WAUW ■ > S s ^ of ~ ^ 
totesi ammafton from Enc Schwartz (2) 3Mb 

LATEST DISKS 
ji«i creep Show b t powers of pah thft 
drsk cunKMft very derated hM#s pcMes An 

Mem produdon & wamtndby atdPO-Sdl 
j 22*5 T|RM»lATOR *00 AMMATtGN Anofar 
^unfftnf mrrrRon IpBawKiQ fin Hm 
J tftftl HA POT AMA4AH0H l tea prts webbto 
□round & swop kds during fa paces* 0Mb| 
j 2269 MY TIN TOY Th# V1 p«jts a efrum (IMb) 
J 2299 DARK DEMON ■ DATA EKFERtENCE MEGA 
DEMO A -ipfar fc«.c#*#nJ mega dema ideas# 
j 2100 COMBAT OF CATJClOGUE Voi 1 A 2 &v Ct 
An eKceflenl trttochan d Amiga mmsitf?) 
j 2107 THE PuNtSHER CmGIT Al Ngf tusi onolber 
mega demo an excelM ptaduf-iion 
J 2106 C64 TUNES AGAIN A coHecton of dd 
c omnnodore 64 etossres voaous frocks ffam fa pasi 
J 2314 COTV ATTACK <7j fa rswws In ratro^s 
iilOBft0< fa ate .1 .-.•.■■■■ : 

j* unrer 1SEBIBiTTF1 
CIS 00 PEH PACK | DISKS 

So. ddks parted wto a «i ed aswrtm#m cd c-otaufed taws 
r rnonpfidburi. Vsdp« 6 ufn b> US#wrfiCpd^pragTXns 
rt any video prodoctan uffas fa part has same latofy 
ouStortang tones and tor arty BIS fay gw wu (wftTgfrines 
totfwwih SwJprodMCedtltfafrstarving 
on** FlfTCHC* FONTS PACKS 4^ FfPl FFP2, 
FFPJ FFP4 A FFPS Al i cvour tori packs. 6 cis*5 each 
FFPA A FFPB Botoar# monp tort packs bdftkseocT' 

EASY ORDERING INFORMATION & ORDER FROM 

A ANCIENT »Th#KL/& 
QfT«mry presell stand by fa tgrrft rerrvt 

ORDERMG BY POST. CAUfRS ■ COtUCTWG YOUR DAKS 
Wten ardertog *sfc$ pteose Kt to# boxes to fa ta* al Tow con nowerttort exty rtsis ai our N#w office oddress 
fa *sk numbers yAny cotoured pen. rt bghter ev ^ *.* DURHAM ROAD, SOUTHENO ON-SEA, SSI 7YD 
puSKMkne fadateH After seteClng fa dftiv'software EUROPEAN ORDERS - NO POSTAGE CHARGE 
fax you require, Pteos# fW in your Name & Arttfass on When a*d#nng from w#nn Iurep# lemembef tool Ihwe 
fa order term provided Out oyl or Photacapy fa ftoimn order dl^daku but Withal orders fare 15 no e^fra 
advert Hand written ord«sar#acepied & Post to fa postage charge Madshaft wil also now be sent 
aodevi Above Cheques fL Postal orders should be vestellin vanlmt mederijAnd. 
mtodepciyabfeto P&50FT If you have ordered befcxe Schrlil naar ditadres Euro PD Holland khuylenburg 
(tease hek fa accouni Number box 14.7W1NJ Monster. £md-Hollond, Holland TbH01749I 

OROf RING BY TELEPHONE: 445b« Dmk Ptiis FL 4 -Crod.1 Card Accepted in U R 
Th# Tetephane hoifire ft qper slk days a week from internatiqn orders only 
Aaim-7pmfWoek doysl&lrarTi 10am 5pm iSatardaysl AHerden are wniby air moll Picas* add 20%6WUnlmun 
J|iftfguat#vour Crtedll card nurnbec. Nome. Adress, If £2 00) to fa total ol Ih# order towards pcsioge 
wu trawj ordeied before, Oaylim&letephone Number, Irtemalori Cheques must be drawn onauK. twnk 
Date Dtsk nurnbenA where you are ordering fronted Fleas# rrag rf you rtrauild like to fratefe Maney/Htos 
fa Maggzjftef direct into your ace ouni fa ton despatch of any goods 

NAME 
ADDRESS 

POSTCODE 

A/c No TELEPHONE 

CREDIT CARD NUMBER (MASTERCARD or VISA ) EXPIRY DAT! 

rmn r TmTl irimr 
Tonal PD Price £ 

Total PO Disks # 

AMOUNT HBCt 

TH| MOUSE PAD £2 « £ 
THE AMIGA DUST COVER £3 « 
3 5 DISK CLEAMNG KITS E2« £ 
DISK LABELS State Single EOOlp 

C10.99 
£ 

ROLL Of 1000 DISK LABELS 15 £ 
2MPMN1ER LEADS £6 49 
DBK BOX 1401 3 5 INCH E4 99 £ 
DISK BOX [10013 5 INCH £7.99 l€ 
513K UPGRADES fa a dock £3499 

pfitasAfttPesDiSK 

1 -5....Disks £2.50 
6-10...Disks £2.25 
11-20.Disks £2.00 

_- , _ * yfan ordering any dbla from Pd-SofrFteaieoNy select Eftsl&wttr 
_OiStCS _ jQ fa crass rtta fa steetofi box beudtfathdlskWk pl'fa iMtf 

cat Algols ilraftoibQiiTOCcfaoguedttks^Get-faunrau#, ecHytou»Daiabas#&sks They coruams details 
04SK3 (ftoiwftJOBd^&araaAcNOEdblt^ecttTfrP^Pixk Amunitodeafo(tex«retortTO 

& Print Canfcvft Oefas or Fred Ffth, TBAGr Amos, FAUG, SMAuG, Scape Agaxan, M eA •* 
APQC ftrogmo, Amrtft.%icfcst fa Larson TCUG. NZAUG. IQPK & utencewar# £1.3fl £ 

COMRUETl in# Complete Fred f ish has been prolessionai printed, bound 6 inc iud#s a sorted mde?: 
FHDRfrH of a* fa dftks ™ now stands ai over 134 Pag« i atsci comes with h#« update pages 

os fa new dtsks are reteased Please net# ihai fa updates, on only avaitabte from otairg#- 
RO salt FRED FGhis acokerttoagf Amiga Games, utftfas 6 Much Mar# Each dts* st4.9V £ 
KAoiy ported w*h programs All Fred Fish disks cornew#* ki msfruefrons 
RCfHKMAIR PD-SOfT STOCKS AU TM| FRID FISH DISKS, ALL Of THI TIMi. 

Any otfrrtif daks Required, [k>c Budget Software, Lkuncewort & TOTAL 

FMcttar Font P&dc$L PRICE £ 
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PD UTILITIES & GAMES fTp 

Whs) of (he TBAG disks have the Activator (tortI end. This 

system allows you to read the documents of programs and 
run them from the same screen — it's very easy to use. 

blank disks. When a custom bool block gets destroyed 

by a virus, just use BoolX to put it back again, tf 

you're convinced that you can never get a virus and 

don’t need this program you are wrong! 

There's a picture and sample ripper too (for getting 

picture and sound files out of programs for your own 

use). Also included is a general ledger program, for 

keeping a simple set of accounts for a very small busi¬ 

ness. A bit limited (no VAT support fur example) but 

much better than trying to keep all the facts on differ¬ 

ent pieces of paper; 

Macro Maker, from the Long Island Media Group, 

is not a complete program - but the demo alone will 

prove of use to some. It helps you write scripts and 

macros for Art Department, so that you can process a 

whole batch of pictures, rather than doing them indi¬ 

vidually by hand. To get the full version of the 

program (for use with Art Department Professional) 

you must register with the authors in the USA. 

At the tail end of the disk comes MusicCag, a sim¬ 

ple program that will play a sound when you press a 

key. The tone of the sound varies with each key you 

press. Handy for those people who are used to clack- 

eiy-clackcly old style typewriters. 

BATTLE CARS 
DEJAVU LPD71 

This shot doesn't do justice to the gome - everything 

moves and flows smoothly and fast, unless you dip o 

grass verge, when they gyrate for a split second 

Not to be confused with the 3D uttcmpi reviewed last 

issue (or the Deja Vu program Formula One 

Challenge), this version of BattJecars lets you compete 

with either the computer or another player. The view is 

from overhead, and the object is simple. Hither out race 

the other ear over three laps, or make sure that he 

doesn’t finish! 

Baltic Cars can be played over one, two. four or 

even eight races. Winners gel cash prizes which can be 

spent in various ways. At the start of each race, you 

can buy extra hardware for your can a turbo boost for 

the engine, a weapons pod (III talk aboui that in a 

minute), racing lyres, power steenng or extra armour. 

You can never afford everything, so your purchases 

depend on your style. 

When you buy a weapons pod, three weapons 

systems are added to the ear. These are a laser (hits 

automatically if your opponent is right in front of you), 

a smart missile (hits if your opponent is on the screen) 

and a strange sort of wave weapon that doesn't seem to 

do much at all - maybe it slows the other car down or 

something. 

You see, when you’re playing the game you don’t 

have time m make conscious decisions or carefully 

planned set piece moves. It's all jerk reactions, trying 

10 go as Iasi as possible while not piling your motor 

and making the other guy's life hell 

The computer skill level has 10 settings, ranging 

from hopeless to unbeatable. It's much more fun 

against a human opponent though (as are most games) 

- Frank "Ferrari’’ Bsrtucca certainly taught me a thing 

or too about handbrake turns. 

Controlling the car is ihe strangest pari of the pro¬ 

gram, You use a joystick, and left and right are simple 

enough for steering. Down selects different weapons, 

up fires them, and the fire-button is the accelerator 

pedal! Takes a while lo get comfortable with it, but it 

works pretty well 

The presentation is good, and the only moans I've 

got arc about the way the track behaves. You can’t go 

onto the grass at all - you just bounce off. When you 

clip a verge, you often gel thrown off at unpredictable 

angles, and the graphics flicker in a gross fashion. 

Apart from that, well done Phillip G Harle, 

17 BIT 1614 

If you warn sound on the Amiga, then a sampler is a 

must. But what if you don’t have any sounds to sam¬ 

ple? There are many programs around to make sounds 

up from scratch, but to be honest I've never found one 

thal was easy enough for me to use. Hunk heavens 

Shadow did this. 

Sample Maker looks complicated, but it's easy fo get to 

grips with. Just choose the waveform, pap it into the 

waveform list - anywhere you tike - then play the sound. 

The idea is that your sample to bo is a long list of 

pieces. Willi sample maker, you can put a different 

waveform into each piece, and change ihe tone of it. 

By building up Ihe waveforms, you can create a rea¬ 

sonable imitation of the sound you want. 

Sample Maker runs from one screen - there are no 

menus or different windows or anything like that. It 

works in a similar way to synthesisers from the 

Seventies and early Eighties. Just choose the wave¬ 

form. alter it to taste, and put it into the sample list. 

Play the sample list lo check on (he sound. 

You keep doing this, building up the sample until 

you've got a sound you like. Then just save it to disk, 

for use in your sample sequencers or (if you're a pro¬ 

grammer) into your programs. This program isn't just 

good - it's fun too! 

DICE C 
PD SOFT VS23 AMD V524 

A two disk set, DICE C is a compiler for the C 

language. The main difference between this version 

and other PD versions is that, rather than being a C 

compiler for Ihe Amiga, DICE gives a very good ver¬ 

sion of the ANSI standard forC. 

If you're learning C on an ANSI system and warn 

to do some homework, this two disk set could be a bar¬ 

gain buy, The second disk includes most of the more 

common library routines used by the Amiga, as well as 

some documentation, However, the disks only have 

one icon between them - if you’re not used to Shell 

don’t get them. 

If you register with the author, he will send you a 

belter version of ihe compiler, with more features like 

Bit data fields, floating point arithmetic, a more 

mdepih manual, more commands and some miscella¬ 

neous libraries. The idea is that if you like DICE, then 

you can get the full version. 

CONTACT LIST: 

All the Public Domain pfagrams 

and utilities here con he 

obtained from the following PD 

libraries. 

AMIGANUTS PD: 169 Dole Volley 

Road, Hollybrook, 

Southampton, SOI 6QX 

17 BIT: PO Box 97, Wakefield, 

West Yorkshire, 

WF1 1 XX. 0924 366982 

DEJA VU: 25 Park Rood, Wigan, 

Lancashire, WN6 7AA, 0942 

495261 

IMBS: 1 Chain Lane, Newport, Isle 

of Wight, P030 5QA 

PO SOFT: 1 Bryant Avenue, 

Southend-on-Sea, 

Essex SSI 2YD, 0702 466933 

TOP TEN UTILITIES 
OF THE MONTH 

Every month, we look at the best-selling utility 
and game PO disks from a particular library, so 
you can see what's popular.,. 

SOFTWARE EXPRESSIONS 

1 Te*t Plus AU 22 
2 Sid 1.6 AU 19 
3 Fok Desktop Publishing AU 58 
4 Super Twintrls AG 68 
5 Uamatron AG 79 
6 Survivor AG 78 
7 Wordwright AU 23 
a Castle of Doom AG 16 
9 Cardsharp AG 77 
to Quickbase AU 35 



P0MM2 PoBo (UlflMtOT 
UTILITIES 
U212 Teat Eng i ne 3:0 
U211 Land Builder 
U210 Puma Tracker 
U2G9 Insanity Tools Disk 
U2Q8 Graphics Construction Kit 
U207 Easy Print 2 
U206 Digital Address Book 
U2Q5 Pete s Utility Disk 
U204 Workmate Utilities 
U203 Pools Checker 
U202 Amiga Plus Utilities 
U201 King James Bible (3) 
U2GQ Messy Sid 2 
U199 Amiga Fox 
U193 Deluxe RSI 
U191 Windows Bench {2) 
U1S9 Assassins Label Printer 
U167 PC Emulator 
U176 Easy Text Plus 3.0 
U178 Words (2) 
U141 Jas Super Virus Killers 
11142 Med V3.11 
U127 Kev's Emulator Disk 
U133 S tide show Creator 

GAMES 
j GQ84 Ghostship Game 
GQ83 Simpsons Game 
G082 Bionix 2 
GOBI Lizzy's Quasi 
GG72 Scum Haters 
GO73 Games Galore 
GOBI Assassins Game Compilation 
G057 Truck "in" On (2) 
G052 Megaball 
GQ5Q Seven Tiles 
G032 Return to Earth 
GO01 Learn and Play (2) 
GG76 Super Skoda Challenge 
G011 Castle of Doom 

omos 
DMA Monty Radio Song 
0145 Skizzo Demo (2) 

D146 Vietnam Conflict 
D147 Term i nator 23 Megademo 
D143 VTDL Animation (2Mb) 
D142 Gulf Conflict Am m at ion (2Mb) 
D141 In Bed With Madonna 
D14G Madonna Animations 
0138 Bruce Lee Animation 
D135 Public Attack Demo 
D1Q2 Anti Lemming Dem (2Mb) 
D021 The Addams Family 

SLIDESHOW 
5054 Fiatfmers Slideshow 
5055 Akan Piccys 
5056 Predator Slideshow 
S001 Viz Slideshow 

MUSIC 
M093 The Cats Smg Kytie1 
M092 Academy Band in a Box! 
M091 1 Think We re Alone Now 
M090 Scrapers Music II 
M089 Dimensions X Music Disk 
M086 Utah Saints ■ What can you do lor me 
M087 Shadow Music Disk 
MD86 Rhapsody in Blue 
M085 Move any Mountain (2) 
M081 Lemming Curd 

LPD1 Colouring book 
LPD4 Thing majhg 
LPD8 Work and Play 
LPD10 Word Factory 
LPD14 Play it Safe 
LPD29 Big Top Fun 
LPD37 Rocket Maths 
LPD47 Dirty Cash 

PRICE OF DISKS 

1-19.El. 50 each 
20+.£1.25 each 

Catalogue DiSk . ...T0 50 
Minimum Order 2 Disks 

Fred Fish f - £20 
T-Bag t - $6 

Amos 1 - 293 
0eja Vv I - 47 

We wehome international orders. 

Til: 041-777 6300 
The above represents only a small selection of our collection. Please call 

r „ for new arrivals, or why not call into our showroom. 
| Prices include postage and packing, fcjj r^d 
L " ^ Payment by Access Visa or make your cheques or RQ. payable to r i 

Micro Choice:- 30 Townhead. Kirkintiitoch. Tel: 041-777 6300 

Amiga 
Public Domain 

Software 

CRAZY JOE'S, DEPT. AF 
145 EFFINGHAM STREET 

ROTHERHAM 
SOUTH YORKSHIRE S65 1BL 

GAMES PACK 1 
(SOME 1 MEG - NOT ASOO*) 

37 TITLES INCLUDING INVADERS. 
TETRIS. ASTEROIDS. MISSILE 
COMMAND, AND MANY MOBEI 

8 DISK SET ONLY £7.951 GAMES PACK2 
a MEG ONLY- NOT A500+) 
BALLOONACY, CROSSFIRE. 

TWINTRIS, ARCADIA, 
WIZZYS QUEST 

5 DISK SET ONLY£4.951 

GAMES PACK3 
(ANY AMIGA - ASOO* COMPATIBLE) 

DRAGON CAVE. DRIPI. ZEUS. 
MEGABALL AIR ACE II 

5 DISK SET ONLY£4.951 
GAMES PACK4 

(NOTA500+ COMPATIBLE) 
CARD A BOARD GAMES. SHAPES, 

FRANTIC FREDDIE, SERENE II. 
MENTAL IMAGE GAMES 

5 DISK SET ONLY £4.951 

PRICE INCLUDES POSTAGE IN UK 
REST OF EUROPE, EIRE... A0OE2.50 

REST OF WORLD ... ADD £4.00 
OVERSEAS ORDERS SENT AIR MAIL 
PAYMENT IN STERLING PLEASEI I' aft 

PLUS A WIDE RANGE OF 
COMMERCIAL SOFTWARE, 
JOYSTICKS. DISK BOXES. 

ACCESSORIES. BLANK DISKS AND 
MUCH MORE IN OUR 

FREE CATALOGUE! 

SEND A STAMPED ADDRESSED 
ENVELOPE (9‘ x 6') FOR OUR 

FREE CATALOGUE 1 
THOUSANDS OF TITLES 

HOWTO ORDER FROM ONLY 

SEND CHEQUE / P.O. PAYABLE 
TO ‘CRAZY JOE'S1 i v 

CREDIT CARD ORDERS * 77771M 1 
(0709) 829286 

FAX YOUR ORDER ON \ 1 / 

(0709) 878308 ^ ^ PER DISKI 

SOUTH LINCS PD 
75p per disk, large selection of Amiga PD, including, Games, 

Graphics and Animation, Adult Only, Utilities, Music, Demos. Fred 

Fish Disks, T-Bag Disks 1-60. 
Below is a small selection of titles available. 

GAMES 
1005 Drip 
1024 Breaker 
1040 Bionix 
1050 Pipeline 
1059 Tile Trial 
1065 Yelp 
1093 Downhill Challenge 
1094 Games 12 (Air Ace A more) 
1098 Megabair 
1100 Star Trek T N G (1.3) 

1 1101 Liamatrons (13) 

UTILITIES 
4001 UEdil (Word processor) 
4070 Amibase 3 76 (Database) 
4086 icons 
4087 CManual v2O0 (4 disks) 

MUSIC AND SOUND 
5037 Led Zeppelin (2 disks) 
5066 Blues House (2 disks) 
5067 Meaning oi Life * (2 disks) 
5068 Walk This Way Remix 

GRAPHICS AMD 
ANIMATION 

2031 
2040 
2069 
2083 
2089 
2109 
2110 

2111 

2112 

2115 
2120 
2124 

Eigato * {Cat anim) 
Tron * (2 disks) 
Real Things Birds * 
Lite's a Bitch {18) 
Madonna Cartoon ■ (1.3) 
Juggler SI (1.5Mb) 
Juggette 2* (The Revenge) 
Anti-Lemming (2Mb, 2 disks) 
The Dating Game {3Mb. 2 disks) 
Top Gun 
Agatron Anim 30* 
At the Movies (1,5Mb) 

DEMOS 

6059 
6072 
6073 
6075 

Indianapolis 500 
Ray of Hope 2 {13) 
Alpha Omega 
Odyssey {Demo, 5 disks) (1*3) 

(1.3) = Amiga 1.3 only, all other titles are 1.3 and 500+ compatible. ’ = 1Mb 
Blank Disks DD/DS. 10 for £4 60.50 for £22.00. 100 for £42.00 

(PAP inclusive) 

Catalogue disk only 50p or send large S.A.E for list of titles. Please add 50p tor 
postage and packing to total for orders ol PD. All orders of PD sent same day by 

first class post. Europe add 25p per disk. R O W. add 50p per disk. 
Cheques 'postal orders made payable to: 

South Lines PD 
10 Linden Rise, Bourne, Lines, PE10 9TD 

TEL: 0778 393470 

A South Coast Software X 
173 

"The Best For P.D." 
Disks at the most competitive prices. 

Send S.A.E. for M/0 catalogue 

THE OLD BARN, 
TREKNOW, TINTAGEL 

CORNWALL 
Or phone for direct service on: 

V (0840)770697 ^ 

J n rs : PD 
ALL DISKS 95p EACH 

Aooams family 

DISKS 

Ul At KORA UEMO 

DISKS 

(It 

Port VE Meets txfe Beach Boys Cl 1 OLOttAL TRASH (13 

Scyjopelx Mental Hangove* (11 HORIZON SLEEPING BAG (11 
Enigma (ll VH REEVES (1) 

Bl DBKAIN II (It TOTAL RECALL lit 

Total reheat^E'print (13 XENON 2 lit 

ALIENS (23 IK A(J DEMO III 

AMOS OEMQ 11 m SIMPSONS lit 

omoo3 at MONTY * Ll MRCfOACk 12) 

MANX RAVES (2) ZERO DEFECTS (2) 

ITS SOL NOTRACKLH SET l5l SOH STATE 111 

CATALOGUE DISK PLUS MODULES DISK FOR £1,2(1 

To ffrder: Pfrasr make cheques or postal orders payable taJTS PD. If you are ordering under 

6 disks then please add 2ftp to the total price, then send your order to: 

22 STONE V BECK* BISHOP MIDDLE HAM, CO, DURHAM DLI7 9HL 
TELEPHONE: 0740 655721 
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BYTEBACK 
w 

Ring us now! 0636-79097 were programmed to help 

DELIVERY 
SERVICE 

.and the keenest prices 

BEST OF THE AMIGA PUBLIC domain 

DISK PRICES 
I to 9 disks.£1,25 

10 disks plus file box.£9.99 
II and over.99p 

Prices per disk! 2D = 2 disks etc 
* = NOT Amiga Plus! MB= Megabyte 

To order any of our PD disks simply quote 
the required disk numbers 

Minimum Order 3 Disks! 
Catalogue disk..99p 

GAMES 
AG.01 
AG-03 
AG.05 
AG.07* 
AG-10 
AG.ir 
AG.14* 
AG.16 
AG.22 
AG.24 
AG.27* 
AG. 29 
AG.30' 
AG-31 
AG.32 
AG. 36' 
AG-36 
AG. 39 
AG-40* 
AG.42* 

UTILITIES SOUNDTRACKER 

AG.43* 
AG.44* 
AG.45* 
AG.46* 
AG 46 
AG, 49* 
AG.51* 
AG.52 
AG.54* 
AG .55 
AG.56 

AG.57* 
AG.5B 
AG,59 
AG.60 
AG.61 
AG .62 
AG .63* 
AG .64* 

AG .65* 
AG .66 
AG 6? 

AG, 66' 

AG .69 
AG .70 
AG.72 
AG,73* 
AG.74* 
AG .75 
AG,76* 
AG77 

AG.78 
AG,7T 
AG,60 

Siar Trek; Classic1 (3D Mb) 
Star Trek (Agatron); (2D Mb) 
Pacman 87; Multi level classic. 
Board and Card games; Clued o etc 
Space Invaders; Arcade Classic 
Tennis; great simulation. (Mb) 
Flascheiber; Boulderdash style. 
Castle of Doom; Graphic Adv 
Return to Earth; Elite sly I© 
Drip & China Challenge. Frogger. 
Star Trek (USA); Great1 (2D'Mb) 
Chess + Tiles. Tatra Two, etc. 
TWnirls; Better than Teiris! 
Simpsons; shoot-em-up style. 
Legotris; another Tetris game 
Wizzys Quest; Arcade puzzling 
Star Trek;The Arcade game 
Wacko In Wonderland; Platform. 
M et ag a lac tic Llamas; Classic! 
Games Galore; Star Trek, Trivia, 
Pharoahs Curse. Monopoly. 
Mazeman.... 
Grid runner ^ Rebound, Invaders. 
Sorry + Missile, Blackjack etc. 
Seven Tiles; Speedball style 
Megaball; Arkanoid style 
Diplomacy; War Strategy game 
Eat Mine; Emerald Mine copy, 
Frantic Freddy: Platform game 
Block Jt; Superb Puzzle game1 
Downhill Skiing; Classic game 
Amos-Detence; ShOGTem-up. 
Assassins Games II; invaders. 
Girl Action, Missile Command etc ., 
Battletorce; Fantasy Action 
Batloonacy; Great Bomber clone 
Squamble; Scramble version. 
Asteroids; Arcade Classic I 
3 Player Tetris; Triple the fun! 
Patience 6 Dominoes; As titled 
Jetman; Spectrum Jetpac copy! 
Assassins 1; Rollerpede. Tanx, 
Caverunner, Armgoids, Avatris. 
Skate Tribe; Skateboarding tun. 
Super TwtnlriSt MEGA Telns! 
Assassins 4; Jumper, Klondike, 
Go-moku, Jumpy, Turbo Duel, 
Cracker, 
Assassins *; Go Looly, Raid and 
Retailor. Great SEUCK games’ 
Marble Slide; Pipe Panic style 
Columns; Tetris/Klax variation 
Air Warrior; Flight Simulator I 
Battle Pong; Updated Pong game 
Monopoly; English game versionl 
Wastelands; Great 3D adventure. 
Lady bug; Pacman vanatdn. 
Cardsharp; Klondike, Castle, 
King Albed: Calculation. Demon.... 
Survivor; Excellent Role Play 
Llamatron; Jeff Minter Classic. 
Atic Atac; Spectrum game copy. 

au .01* 
AU.02 
AU.D3* 
AU.11 

AU.13 
AU-15* 
All.18 
AU.19* 
All. 21 
All .22 
AU.23 

All.24* 

AU-26 

AU+27 
AU.31 
AU.32* 
AU.35 
A 11,36 
ALL37 
All, 38 

AU.40* 

AU.41* 
AU.42* 
AU.43* 

AU.46 

AU.49 

AU.50 
AU.51 

AU-52* 

AU.53* 
AU.54 
AU.55 
AU.56 
AU.57 
AU.Sfl 
AU.59 
AU.60* 

AU.61 
AU.62 
AU.63 
AU.64 
All .65 
All .66 
AU.67 
AUJ68 

Jazrbench; Workbench upgrade. 
UEdit; Excellent file editor 
QL Emulator; * data disks. (3D) 
Slarchart; Gives potions And 
movements of all major constella¬ 
tions 
Vi $i calc; Sope^ Spreadsheet. 
Dope Intro Maker; Create demos. 
North C; Complete C Language’ 
SID: Workbench replacement 
Avoiding CLI; useful utilities 
Text Plus; Word Processor (v2.2) 
Word Wright; Word Processor Plus: 
Amiga Spe11: Spe|! Checker’ 
Spectrum Emulator; Run some 
Spectrum games on your Amiga11 
Complete C Manual; It chapters 
plus 70 executable examples! (3 
disks) 
Amibase; Professional database! 
Ghostwriter; Demo Maker (Mb) 
Label Designer; Design and print. 
Qurckbase: Easy to use Database. 
Rainbow Writer; Demo Maker. 
mCAD. Professional CAD package. 
Ultimate Icon Disk; Great Icon cre¬ 
ator. me© and easy to use! 
Red Sector Demo Maker; Powerful 
program lor creation ot Demos (Mb) 
Mandelbrot Generator; SupertJ"! 
Rippers; Music/Graphic Rippers 
Master Virus Killer; Excellent Virus 
kilter, detects over 124... 
Home Utilities; Word wright, SC ale 
(Spreadsheet), Label print 
Ripped Fonts & Logos; Character 
sets extracted from various demos! 
Picturesque; Great Art package. 
Business Letters; 600 plus to adapt 
and use in your word processor! 
C64 Emulator: Latest verson, hard 
ware available separately1 
Speedbench; load »n 15 secs 
Printer Drivers; 30 different 
Bible; King James verson. (4D) 
Fox DTP; Desktop Publisher! 
Budget Finance; Personal use 
Messy SID; PC to Amiga tries. 
Typing Tutor; Master those keys. 
Optl Utilities: Virus killers, 
PD Copy 3, Fixdisk, Text Engine... 
Spectra paint 3; Paint program. 
Tarot; Astrological Horoscopes 
Land Builder: Vista style 
Punt Prediction; Win on Horses! 
Mandelbrot Adventure Kd; Great. 
Business Card Maker; As tatted, 
Disk Print; Disk label pnnfer 
Spectrum Adventures; Need AU 24 

HELP! 
AH,01 Adventure Game Solutions; More 

than 100 complete solutions! (2D) 
AH.02 Eye of Beholder; Maps. Hints... 
AH,03 Chaos, D, Master; Maps, Hints ,. 

FONTS 
AF,01 Cosmopolitan; Rangers, Peignet. 

Avant Guard, Aldous, Celtic etc... 
AF.02 Fancy; Hollywood. Park Avenue. 

Broadway, Cametot. Courier, Ham.. 
AF.03 Publishers; Helvetica. Akashi, 

Andover. Bookman, Borne. Times... 
AF.D4 Various; Unusual. Vxleofonts. Large 

8 Small fonts.Utilities 

AD.01 
AD. 02 
AD,D4 
AD,t8f 
AD.21* 
AD. 23 
AD.24 
AD.25 
AD.36 
AD,39 

AD-44 
AD. 45 

AD.46 
AD-50 
AD,53* 
AD.54 

AD.56 

AD .56 
AD .59 
AD.61 
AD-62 

AD.63 

AD-64 
AD.65 

A0.66 

AD.68 
AD.69 
AD.70 

AD. 71 
AD.72 
AO-73 
AD.74 

AD.77 
AD.78 
AD.79 
AD.80 
AD, 83 
AD,85 
AD.88 

AD.89 

Walker 1; Classic animation (Mb) 
Walker 2; Classic animation (Mb) 
Probe Sequence; Award winner! 
Puggs in Space; Funny canocn! 
Busy Bee; Sculpt 3D arum. (Mb) 
Ship and Sphere; Ray Trace. (Mb) 
Newtek Demo; tncredrbte. (Mb-2D) 
The Run; Lotus Car Chase! (Mb) 
Kefrens Megedemo 8; Ace’ (2D) 
Agatron animations; 3D film of USB 
Enterprise attacking U3S Reliant. 
Laurel and Hardy; Films, (2D) 
Star Trek, Dry Dock demo; The 
highly praised Ray Trace 
masterpiece’ 
Stealthy Manoeuvre II; Cartoon 
Budbratn Demo 2; A Classic! 
Iraq demo; Saddam and John Major! 
Simpsons; Digitised: Do the 
Bartman plus great Bart slideshow! 
Phenomena Megademo, Trip to 
Mars. Ray Trace Fractals, Light 
Sourced World animation. 
GET IT! (Mb) 
Applecus; Ray Traced. (Mb! 
Plasmulex 91; Truly Amazing! 
Franklin Fly; Very amusing (Mb) 
Dating Game; by Eric Shwartz, very 
amusing animation, (3Mb-2D) 
Batman, Terminal 6 late night; Three 
great Eric Shwartz anims. (Mb) 
Shuttlecock; E. Shwartz. (Mb) 
Stealthy Animations; 3 great Eric 
Shwariz animal ions (Mb) 
Substance by Quertex; Fractals. 3D 
animations. Ray Trace Bubbles. 
Universal Intensity Demo 
Decaying Paradise Demo. (Mb) 
Global Trash by Sltents; Ray 
Traced Space Ship, Plazma effects... 
Ice Megademo by Silents. 
Simpsons; Best Bart one yet! 
Sickness Simulator; Rude noises. 
WWF Wrestlemanla; Hulk Hogan, 
Ultimate Warrior, Hitman 4 
many more 
Digital Innovation; 38 minutes! 
Fillet the Fish; Great cartoon 
Clockwork Orange; Digitised... 
Light Animation; MEGA! (3Mb-2D) 
Anti Lemmin Demo; Supe^l (2D) 
Mars Flight; Excellent! (Mb) 
Alpha Omega: Stunning animated 
Ray Traced Fractals! GET THIS! 
(Mb) 
(bl) Eau Madonna; 3 digriised 
animations from the 'In Bed1 film. 

CLIP ART 
AC.01 Deluxe Paint; quality pictures 
AC-02 Pagesetter Art; Ready to load! 
AC.04 IFF Alphabets; Over 30 screens. 
AC.Q5 Animatsp Anatomy. Buildings- 
AC.0G Cartoons; People, Animals. 
AC,07 HoiidaySp Flags, Flowers etc. 
AC .08 Music, People, School etc, 
AC.09 Signs; Titles. Logos, Headings. 
AC,10 Teddy Bears; use on Labels etc... 
AC.11 Nightclub* Vintage Cars. Bikes. 
AC-12 Colour; Occasions, Transport. Signs, 

E lectrical. Architecture... 
AC.13 Fruit, Vegetables. Kitchen. 
AC-14 Women, Men. Boys, Girls, Babies 
AC. 15 Cartoons. Anatomy. People... 
AC-16 Alphabets; 52 different! 
AC-17 Arrows, Borders. Stars. Humour. 
AC.18 Seasonal, Occasions etc 
AC-19 Business, Cars, Sport Trade... 
AC.20 Art Deco, Headings, Heibs... 

SND«01 
SND.02 

SND.05 
SND.0G 
SND.07 

Soundtracker; Music creation 
Sound tracker 4; alternative 
version + instruments disk (2 disks) 
Sound!racker 0 Track; Supert>! 
Noise tracker: Enhanced version. 
Soundtracker Rippers; + Tunes! 

STI.Q1 Digital Soundtracker samples! 
to 8 disks with 100's of tiles’ 
sn.06 (Buy one or all 6 for £7,99) 

STSjOI Soundtracker Samples 
STS.62 More Soundtracker Samples 

| EDUCATIONAL 
AE.Gl Blackboard Maths, Concentration 

Colour pad. Cat & Mouse etc, (Age 5+) | 
AE.Q2 speiiquix, Maths Test etc. (5+) 
AE.03 Fractals, Evolution etc. (11+) 
AE.04 Weatherman, Airfoil etc. (11+) 
AE.05 World Data; 3D Pbl etc (11+) 
AE.06 Talking Spelling Tutor, Speech Toy. 

German. Elements etc, (2D) (11+) 
AE.07 Educational graphics; Technical 

illustrations. Needs Dxe Paint! (9+) 
AE.06 Kids Paint; Art program. (6+) 

DEJA VU LICENSEWARE 
Only C3.50 each’ 

LPD 
01 Colouring Book; Fun lor kids 
02 Arc Angel Maths; Educational fun. 
05 Jungle Bungle; Adventure. (Mb) 
08 Work & Play; 3 Educational games lor 

children. Very Good! (Mb) 
10 Wo rd Factory; Educational fu n. 
17 Dogfight 2; Airborne Arcade. (Mb) 
18 Touchstones; Board game. (Mb) 
20 Wordy; Word Processor! Good! 
21 Qulogo; Terrific Trivia Quiz. (Mb) 
27 Flower Power: Great game1 (Mb) 
29 Big Top Fun; Educational fun. (Mb) 
30 Shymer; Kids Adventure game (Mb) 
35 T*Tecd raw; CAD package 
36 Fracgen It; Fractal designer 
37 Rocket Maths; Educational Fun! 
39 Magic Forest 2; Great game. (Mb) 
41 Rescue; Virtual reality 3D. iMb) 
42 X~5thch; Embroidery aid. (Mb) 
43 Lazerzone; Good shoobem-up (Mb) 
45 Music Box; Music utility. (Mb) 
46 Magpies Clip Art; 300+ pictures! 
47 Dirty Cash; Fruit machine sim, 
49 Marvin Martian; Maze Game. (Mb) 
50 Magpies Clip Art 2; Lots ot pics, 
52 LC24 200 Fonts; tor most printers 
53 Magpies Clip Aft 3; Lots ot pics. 
54 Magpies Clip Art 4; 169 pictures. 
55 Sprhex; Excellent Sprite Editor 
59 Prehistoric Fun Pack; Fun School 

type games col lection.. . (Mb) 
60 Techno Snail; Ongmai Arcade fun. 
61 Final Chapter; Original 3D game 
62 Revolution; Great Platform game. 
64 Rescue 2; Another great 3D game. 
67 C Y A D on I a; Devious puzzling (Mb) 
68 Virus Buster 2,1; Virus kilter! 
69 Magical Mix Up; Jigsaw lun. 

To order, quote: LPD.nn 
(fin is number of d LPD,01) 

We have ALL the Deja Vu disks 
NEW ones available as released’ 

GUARANTEED RETURN OF POST DELIVERY 

BYTE BACK 
DEPT AF, 6 MUMBY CLOSE, NEWARK, NOTTS NG24 1JE 

Cheque, postal 
orders or credit 
card facilities 
are available 

|J LVJ 



Q: HOW MANY 
PROGRAMS 
CAN YOU GET 
FOR £30? 
A: 30! 
Public Domain is your 

essential monthly guide to 

the world of free software. 

For as little as a pound you 

can pick up games, utilities, 

even fully-fledged business 

packages for your Amiga. 

Hundreds of programs reviewed 
and rated each and every issue 

In-depth features that tell you all 
you need to know 

A program-packed coverdisk 
crammed full of PD and 
shareware to ostound you 

For only £2.95 you could save 
yourself hundreds 

DON'T MISS ISSUE FIVE 
ON SALE 5TH MARCH 

Yef another superb magoiine from Future Publishing, the 

■ cempony tfiot brings you 

\_ Amigo Iff nut, ST Fofttwf, 

ihA Amigo Power, Amigo 

UlUrC Shopper. PC Plus, 

PUBLISHING PC f omwt, PC Anjwerj... 
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START 
UPD/F4, 20 HOLMESIDE 
SUNDERLAND SRI 3JE 

TEL: 0915652506 
UNITED PUBLIC 

DIRTY CASH LPD 47 
mrsmtift 

ft 
\NGA DEMO - SUPERB 
MUSIC a GRAPHICS 

HE SOUND OF SILENTS 

NYQNE FOR A GAME 
OF SUPER TWINTRIS ? 

-TT* 

MED MUSIC EDITOR - 
ONE OF THE BEST I 

GAMES 

POO01 2adventure SOLUTIONS 2 duka M to adventure lotuttorwrjl} 
POOTO AIR WARRIOR TrtttelMflfe tehullMf program * 
RG»* S ALL NEW STAR TREK Greet g*m* from T*W ffl * 
PGOK ANtEP 4 9L0T CARS A nk ptayna game I a 9vn«« 
PG00TAFIDVA Bnttiant 4**no o' a greet raw gam* ft f 
PQOT AS» 1 Tern, Rtotpraedr Arjln* Camynne. L Annette*, * 
POO® AS* 2 Girt action. teftiite command mndan 4 3 mwe!‘ * 
PGDiO AS 3 M*jbS*?i I Dne’ Sup#rt> breakout game 1, piartorro gam* * 
PGOi l AS A Jump*- Gomel u. Cracker, Jumpy Turbo duet 4 Klondike1 - 
PW12 AS 5 FSfcd, Oo Looljf 4 fleteliaiDr. 3 *rt»t am ups + 
POOi l AS 6 Downhill challenge, Ractnan f7, Met* L imw 4 Wtohni 
PGQIfl AS 7 Dnunaltoh Itoanbast. Tn*. MlghlwDrttS 4 Clauds turewt 
F*G015 AS! 6 Air act A Hbill. Number Fumhier & Snakepit1 # 
PGoifc AS 9 Sam* pong 4 BlLuard ■ Two absolute great games ! 

PGQ17A5I ID Escape, Pipeline. Pichnut t Sy*1 
W»1§ AS 11 Dad. Coftrw*. Towerl ol Henri, Revet*! 4 TNppin? 
RGoiu AS 12 Lfinwlton. Car. Powerpcmg 4 X F ll 
PC020 AS 13 Sill .Aitfrokli .Twlnrl* Jlock H Squamfe 4 Ategetrttioci 
PGQ2t ATlC ATAC Atomtrwn or the old classic Spectrum game 4 
PG022 AWESOME PREVIEW ******* pm** a* a grew game1 
PO033 BATTLEFQRCE A atreBegy war game similar to Wee Mom 
P0024 BLACKJACK A reedy good version ol in* game’ + 
P00» BUCK ROGERS A ™fry Ink* mootamup From the 0-$* days 1 
PGG2f> castle op DOOM An ttty mpNc adventure gam*- * 
RG027 CHINESE CHECKERS Cktipwiw wmn ol the popular board game - 
RGD26 COLOSSUS 4 WORLD Two vary good adwturw Inon Softert drtlinffY* 
PtH29 CROSSWORD COMPILER N*c* mm Mr rtitrtfl mmuA! * 
PG031 DARKSTAFF A ipedrum emulated toil adventure game * 
PGC32 DRAGONS CAVE gnat Dungeon* gam, noa prapMci!! * 
PG03A ETERNAL ROME f DOHMOES1 rwc* gam» on th« tote - 
PG085 EN$4GMA MAZE M*t* Mil* mu* gam* allow* 4 v*wt to mut at we* 
PG03£ FLASHBCR Om 200 tatei to th.i bouktodem type game 
PGQ37 FRANTIC FREDDIE Cite** pttttorm Type Iwi wtih good mu** 
PGA33 GALACTIC FOOD FKSMT Fight through tcecioam csw trull etc * 
PGW5 GROWTH Bnlliinl game where you rrniU ah«[ the Main14 
PGtMS HACK Greet text adventure in w mlotom et^e! * 
PG4M7 HOLLTWOOD TRIVIA Niot trtvfci gam* with iota ol quettane' * 
POPS HCHT GRAIL A me* tail adventure, one pi ita b«i * 
PGP9 JETMAH remember lha old gam* iripac 7 Wall here d 1>' Mega' 
PGtkSI KILLER CARS A great car game with Idled vector graphite ! * 
P&CT52 LAMER GAME Similar to ope>ihon wod ahool em up. 4 
PGB53 LARN Anenwr very well regarded l*rt *dventure game - 
PGKA55 LEAftN 4 PLAT Gnat iun lor ft* Mdi on two dnAa (2} * 
PG05G L ASEflZONE Greet old P claei>c ihogi em up! 
PG057 LEAPING LARRT Smpie ptihofm gam* (tone to Amoft 
PG05S LETTRIJt N» puH* g*mH toid# 10 TeCrn! 
PGD59 LORE OF CONQUEST t. Hk-ni apace trading game DAD ifyit1 
PG060 MARBLE SLOE Puzzle game, bum) iKtoi up1 
PG»1 MASTER Of THE t own Snoot in* aignpotit m ihn game 
PG062 MENTAL IMAGE PACT 3 gn*( g*mw Gndnawf kntfm 4 Rebound * 
PGO&3 MGfflA Tcat adventur* btwd wound Dungtooa 4 Oregon* tfwtnt1 
PG0$4 NAPOLEONIC WAR samUTQH A met ftmegy type .game1 
PG06E NESTOR CARO GAME Amttw card gene I00A1 girt* good' * 
PGO@6S7 NETHACT Dungeon 4 Oregon adwnmt ary* game, wy pdpuMrl 17} 
PGO&fl HO HAMS LAND Hi t*ch nr game* Htoot am up * 
PGQ© NU GAME SNWt emup wrttt* good graphic & gun* thffieuft! 
PG070 PETERS OUE ST Revcof the maidie m tfit* tun pteHorm geme * 
PGIJ71 pom pom GunnER Biaft the enemy awrrtan in thi* Beatiwed don* 4 
PG07? PROPERTY MARKET B*»m* a mdltonaliit belw you retire *t bS 
PGEJ73 RAPHAELS REVENGE A iuM*a game done in SEUCK' * 
PGOru RETURN TO EARTH lm type epee* hading game- * 
PGQ7& SEVEN TILES SvpWb lulirrf iport* speelbafj ivpe game. Gmail 
PG07* SCUM HATERS Shool *m up t*ttof by Br«f I* Atkin* In SEUCK * 
PGQ79 sealance A lubmerin* ttrategy gam* uem* very involved 4 
PG0S0 SERENE SHOOT UP Anoth*r good quihry Stooot HI up * 
PGO01 SERENE M Follow up lo the abflv* garm * 
PG0S2 SIMPSONS GAME VwOcaky acraHng moot *m up ten* m SiUCT! 4 
PGQftS STAIff LEFT Ntc* MM flirt* done in SE UCK! 4 
PG086 ST STAR TREK TN* US wwn by Jim Berber, very goodffi 
PGOBB STAR TREK NEXT GENERATION Strategy gam* ryn* n Hw« Hng , 
PGO® STAR TREK THE SHOOT EH UP Tti* SEtfcK miwot flirt* * 
PG09G SUBCULTURE Playabi* 1 vt tovei ot * good vteot *m up’ ♦ 
PG09? 5WIV DEMO Superb 0*rtO fit in ti*N*m HtoOt *rt up! 
PGOtt TENMS Agood Miaweere tenrin ^n«! 1 mg 
PG084 TRaw CONSTRUCTION KrT mahe your own lr»ca layouUf * 
PG09S TREK TRTVLA For you Star Trik treeA* ktodi Ot gw*Z)OAt' 
PG09E TURRCAn 2 PREVCW Great demo of eupecti shoot een up1 
PGtOO THE JAJft V*ry mp* Irtt* jimp 4 ryn flam* 
PGlOl THE INSIDERS CLUB StooAl I iherttgem*, eta how l*r you gtl 
PG103 WATERUNES Nipt ttouMerdaiah typ* gam*1 
PGi 03 WET BEAVER G AMES Version of |h* Jk) pong game? - 
PG104 W0NDCR50FT GAME & GoU, Cong 1. Maul*. Mton. Wtodm-H etc1 
PGI 05 WlZZYS QUEST A very good arcade adventure game Tom Germany + 
PGI 05 vap Nice 1 File painter type gem*' - 
PGi 07 ZEUS A very good 4 popular block puui* gam* 4 
PGi W ASM4 New Pack. Chinn Challenge N 4 Awngu Coluitina! 
PGIM TOMCAT *hce vertical Krollina ihoot t~ 
PG110 SUPER SKODA CHALLENGE Nice new 
PG111 MIDNIGHT THIEF Anlco IbhI advenluiwgafFW1 
PGlU ULTIMATE CARD GAMES 4 SdtHalrt! 
PG113 wastelands Superb 3d vector gem*, you muit get Ehty bnluent- * 
PG114 CHINA SHOP Great buN m china ahop game. irtMb evefyimog m Sight! 
PGi IS 114 NETT GENERATION TRIVIA 5 disk gam* with kwdt of quotloni! 0]* 
PGI 2D MtSSfON X Shoot em up gam*. Veiy good graphics * 
PGi 31 AS®. GAMES PACT 21 g*m« to run on th. AW0- 
PGI 23 LEMWNGOHH G*e« gam*. Halt tt* Aatarowls (MmmngaidtTk 
PGT24 TOTAL WAR m w Hnk* typt ga*na. 0*. on Pka' * 
P&125 CARD SHARP 5 tab card garnet. Ktondyt*. Demon. CanH* etc' * 
PG12E CTYFLTER Supwb WWI iNdpt m op greto: grtphet! * 
PGtZ7 aiRuaha Super ptetiorni game Horn Addwart, chance tp wwi pnzes1* 
PGia CHEAT wowis Ti*™fcwi pmpuhi of cheats on ih« dnk. vary good’ 
PGifl PUGGLES &rwahl O^Bcrt alyte gam* i Get a What you can 1 

^ A ^ 
fJTY IMPRESSIVE STUFF 

ON REAL SO 

EDUCATIONAL 
PED01-5 EDUCATION SET St tend*. Geography 4 more Suparb 1 <11+3 (S) 4 
PE0W KIDSPAINT Superb talking coldumg hook for the very youngl + 
PEW7 LEARN 4 PLAY 2 diakt ol aducalipnal pfogoma, under 10s * 
PEW9 STORY LAND 2 Briiluni k>d* urn. tsr* toy tend from in* whchll 4 
PEOia TOTAL CONCEPTS ASf HOMOMT fib mieraetlve book on a disk. Get It! 4 

PEOii TOTAL CONCEPTS DINOSAURS L*amet»u! Ih« dinoiauri f^!nftm^lc, * 
PED12 HR HEN STORIES EieelMnl for clUldran Marrvmg lo read + 
PE013 SIMON 4 SPACE MATHS Tilting main a program Ipr kite 4 
PEQt4 SPANISH. TRENCH, GERMAN TUTOR TwhWh alt languagii « 
P® 15 TREASURE SEARCH Help the p-rai* find that b*e*UF* ! 4 
- ' ----*---Vu fafimg 

BUSINESS SOFTWARE 

P&ttn AMttASH Bran* new ban* n 
PBM2 3 ANALVTiCAlC rtow unpKlwd *n£ 
PB0CU AS LABEL PRINTERS All the bnl u 
PDOK BANKIK A OHitotat* ebagm book HMtya-i progrim Keep tuba w cash* 

wot program vary aasy to usa. ■ 
rertyliu**! [? (kit Wrua-• 

PBOW BUSINESS CARD MAKER Make your own with this uwhji utility * 
PBQ0T CLERK Anolher program similar to Journal managn yfti bank K£OUn| 
PBOW DTP PUBLISHER From Gernany, English tramlMipn now avadaMa* 
PBOW FLEXYBASE DATABASE A y-nzM to me dMabai* tor the beginner * 
POO ID JOURNAL A ntca program designed to keep track on you* Fmanott 
PfiO 11 MISCELLANEOUS BUSIHESS PROGRAMS Gwfinw droewy HLCMC 
PBOi?ORAS€Otiib*K program s;~p*e lo u» with M neereh leciKty 
PB013 OED A me* aaay to id* Mrl edmsr program ! Load. uve. pnrt. * 
PDOii WM DATABASE Very compnhinwy ntotonatdatifcwe tyaiam 
PtSQi5t£lTPtuS V3 0Qt>ieoi tfw besl wordpnpceswvi me 4 
PBD16 UEOfT LATEST RELEASE 'Won) prptnsmg fharewW*program 4 
WDlf WKJtLC SPREADSHEET Srnipk to use *pr«d*he*! program bawd * 
PBOiB WORD WRITE WORDRROCESSOfl Comprehmin woidprmtor.speitor 
pfiais b&o Bu&inESS LETTERS con trim, letter*, amort* toduded1 * 
PSGJQ TEH ENGINE 3 0 New venton! Superbgoaliry wordprp Get n >. 
P&021 amiBa&E PROFESSION AL Now PD !i! Powerful#ity id uh Datatoaa* * 
PUB22 BBASE IIA tail 4 eery To uw databaie progrem ! 
PU&23 FORMS REALLY UNLIMITED Extent lorm generation program - 

UTILITIES & SERIOUS 
PUD02 A-GENE Good* geneotogy program, lo Dec* your iamtlt n*mt. Imeg. 4 
Puns Abate bfiOOO Assember program lor the Amiga rather drfll*mr to u*e. 
PW0* AM EMULATOR NEW VERSION 3 5 Ot ihe C-M emulator BRILLIANT !!?t| 
PU0O5 AMATEUR RADI01 Some program* or totareat to Dm radio ham'! 4 
PUQQft ANMIATED POINTER PACT R*k (uH pt animiled poMton1 
PWHO ARP i 3 Armgado* -rcpMoammi project contam naw kbrerta* A more ’ 
FMG12 AS GflAffLX UTILS Gnat chsk tufl of graght* wnvfrtom fit * 
PWH3 ASa BOOT uniffiES loada of bootbtock uMto on her* . 
1UM5 BfORYTHMS. STARCHART Check yOur BtoryilW* 4 Ejwrtm# the higM * 
PUD1770 C MANUAL a |4| New and better1 Vernon 2 no- comet on 4 dHAV . 
PTJ071 C-UGHT RAv TRACER a commeroM ray Ttacmg paekjig* Now PD 'V. * 
PUOZJ CHEkiESncnCS Chemflfj progrim tor moMctAtdtopley Me'. 
PUD73 CHET SOLACE UTILS 26 utMe* vtttet d*k 
PU02SS CUPAHT S »*** crammed ton of wm*of the belt dkpafl around' * 
PU036 CUftSER BASIC COMPILER Just whai ^u twad 10 *p«d up b**K progf4 
PJQ3T DCOPV One of the bed PD copy utiUtte available. «a*y lo ut* a 

lAvUtlit* PU0M DARK Si AR UTlLFTES 3 A disk 
copy uti* 
Skfuttp! needed uteliA u 

PU03D DBW Good PD ray tmrng sroyim ine aom* pietum ! CU Knowledge 
PUCHft DEMOl iSHER uliL TIES iUeasy lo uae ulili idmeihtog >o* amyHta * 
PU041 43 DESKBENCH Nice ihemjlrve workbench,iwna - be»» (3f 
PUHl DIRECT ACTION A v»«ul Utility for editing anlmahpn aeqvence* 
PUOMi DISKMAS1ER 3.DCU UtIWy program, copy (IM, OMHt. format BUM- 
PU047 DOPE HfTROMAKER Make your pvm mtros with tun utrldy 
PU0« DYWAMlTE fONT H Anolher pwil»r disk Sleek* Ol IFF torteCfWto 
PU049 DYNAMITE FONTS EnM font* dnk tor us* m Dpamt etc 
PU055 ELECmOCAD PREVIEW H your * MbMftUd tef«n Hy fhM now V1.41 * 
PUOSE EXILE FONTS More of theses superb lonUcreen* For uee with DPamt * 
PUGH. FONTS AND RAM MANAGER Lola M to** pte e Hflvwt r»m twitch ■ 
PUD» FONTS 4 SURFACES Loti of useful taft tnnhe* etc tor uw m Dp*.w '* 
PU061 GENE SIS DEMO Superb fractal gfmentor. reedy good1, 
PU042 GRAPWCS UTiirTTES Load of uatfU graphuVy onentalad program* 4 
PUQA1HAULAB Convert VGA PC pctvn to Amiga h*m mote w*t *m uhMy * 
PU06* mARDORUVE IfniS Some good utihta* tortwd dnv* owners * 
PUQ65 ICDNUANIA Loate of fvpgryn* tp, con creatKto 4 many com'« 
RUOtt CONS Ttos dMk «|rtl crammed wdh ueetuf 4 vanad toon* « 
PU067 IN PL ODER V4.fl liWy good enmehasg program very effcwih' - 
PU064 INTERFERON PRO Crevte proteebon bootbtocks aga-nti vmiae* 
PU®9 JAZZBENCH a great ahematrve wtetbeneh much pretonad by many! 
FW7) JR couw i JDS Late* venKto of another superb comma peckag*' * 
PU07Z KEFRENS UETALLION UTILITIES Great utM d-afc toll oMoms 4 motet, 
FWT3 74 KING JAMES BIBLE Oknwtement 4 Mew tntarw* 4 teat • eater (4>* 
PU077 LANGUAGES DISK All you ever needed 1 forth Module 2. Uup Logon 
PUD7B M-CAQ Computer ated teste package u»es m re* mote Good iM-> 
PLK179 MACVIEW.DRAW.ROTATE Collection of thm unusual progrwnl.Gowl1 
PUW MESS Y-SID Easy to U» PC - Amiga Rtotflntef program, bullion! 
POW2 MCBED A vary useful program lor editing sprites tod bob*.'+ 
PG0C3 MORSE PROGRAMS Disk toll of Moth code program i tor iidu hams. 
PUOW MYSTlX HARDWARE MODS Document* disk r&r herdwue modlticarte*- 
PU0« 7 NORTH C 1J <7j A two d*3k unpacked wenon of ebort program 11 
Puoefi NORTH C 1.3 (Recked) The complete C compiler by Sieve Hawito % 
PUW9 PASCAL COMPILER Now becoming a popular language, no* FQ 
RUQ90 PC EMULATOR Software PC emulator needs MS DOS ia run' CGAgraphs 
Puts 1 pEndle me gautil mES i An «teewit*i tetectte of over m * 
PUWJPENOLE UTIL fTlES S Another great compact by the R*d Oevi: 
PU®3 PINOLE utilities & include* copter* and more utotowt 
Piw* PCWLE inarm riim potMv utoey cteten fry 4 f 
PU®5 PRAFTER DRIVER GENERATOR Drt»gn your own prmlar tetver with this. 

ftJDK RAAfTER OfBVER LfTlJTES Vanpu* non-steterd prtotor drnmrs 
Puny PfWT STUDIO Vi 25 Greet uhtoy for accuse prteewt of p-ca lKL* 
PUltfl OUtCKBENCH AmkImv ihemainre workbench fytoam mfy ctavw ters" 
PU102 RAZOR 1*1i Gnphc* nppen Virus krfiert. btku.fr powerpacUr 
PUIfll ROT A iimpi* 30 te*wmg package f« ypyt Amiga Wwy popMMt,* 
PLf>W SCOPE 114 Structured chpert tor dtskop publishing etc! Ppega etc! 4 
PU110 SCOPE IIS Structured thpen tor u*e *n Prbf***te|i pipe ETC t 
PUin SiD VIA Newesr version or the easy lo use CU uHUty Enenui' 

P111123 SOMETHING FOR NOTHING 2 di*k set W 01 wteo villa. I*nte«tt42] 
PUH4 SOZOBAN C Another very popular C ehvtoiorwm. simitw Id North C 
PU115 ST EMULAT&ft Run Atari ST wnware dm your Armg* Needs J teivtA 
PUt i $ SUPER C DISK As n*»r to e herd drrn as mere morula getl 
PUH7 SUPERKILLERS Ml* ISO vlrutes. Thi* ■* ESSENTIAL to ybvt btetetionl* 
PUUfi SUPER WORKBENCH Yet inothr alternative workbench disk1 
PU1217 TV GRAPHICS Superb DpaW tuckdrop* and *om* greal (gnt* ® * 
PHIJA ULTIMATE ICON Dfj&( Corttlte lconmfi*|*<.JconL#& .Iconmewtr 1 <om , 
PU12S ULTRAPAINT v3 a nice paim package iv Mf p*durt*! * 
Put» UTILITIES COLLECTION Another peal collection o> ifi><d«i about H» 
PU127 UDLT1ES DtSK i Another on* lor the »o*ei«fl About M or mot*. 
PUIJI VECTOR DESIGNER A wry comprfftem but dd**cvH to U*f P 
PUiZS 36 VIDEO APRUCATONS it} Piogram* for u« mthg ' ‘ * 
FM132 3 MNDOWSBENCH A Window* 3 Workbench A 
PMi 34 WORKBENCH HACTS Dttk M ol amuamg wortiwnch hacka1 
PU1H ZX SPECTRIW EMULATOR Latest v*r*igo te* wift «?uM t&C ' , 
PUI3B UST HOPE P»«te» when you v* fust erased a vatetfe l>te! 4 

PUiMGRARfRCS CONVERTERS CDhwrt gri|to^i Icmnit PC OiUi eir 
PU14D I ini E BENCH At last a toe coper etc tor A5Q6* (Dm 2 ONLY i * * 
PUUl7TAA0TBU*rtMMltteA4lHB«lll)«M» progum. on 2 drtk*1 ■ 
PU143 OPTtUTlLS 1 Ohs* crammed whh uperb ufjtmet! - 
PUI44 OR1ILFTILS 2 A second disk lull Ot uillltle*! - 
PU145OPTtCOMMS i Conieinit4wmmi,921 Lheoa,Zte Aicetc wdfite«f * 
PU 141 BEATRIX POTTER Chpert convert ad ir&m the PC. Lovely 4 
PUIkB ELECTRONIC PROTOTVPER Oemo version d!« "Verobolitr tJwIgfMf! * 
PU1U FOOTBALL LEAGUE EDITOR Update league poutlon* or ycuf fave team’ 
PUi 51 BROTNERNOOO UTILS r Dcopy.-Boot menu.Sctnry.Oed (DCS20«LVf| * 
PUl 52 « CLIPART SET: A1S dhtk tel of air Hu b**t.*vuiabM in one aetl * 
PU147 MULTI-PLOT Eacellem data ptemg program 1 west Version 
PUiM RAY-DANCE Bmiieni preview at an Incredibke iranal *ay tracer 

ut ddBcmi to use proggy 
a nte aartacAa A hhm' . 
2 toteake mry me* (Z| 

ANIMATIONS 

PADOt AEGIS ANIMATIONS 3 #mms. Juggler. Plant 4 ktortyw - 
PADS* AGATRON ANiUS 5 gra« short looped arwmatKm! * 
RA029 AmECUS AfWATlON Greet m ol an sbeciii upptocus'f^ . 
PA330 BAD BIRD ANIMATION Nka tod bid thr* te* • 
P*0)i BASKETBAu A baaAel&ai piaytr shoctega bah «to the net iM- 
NB BOMGO AWMATON Ar».rtibtei ot a man pliymg the btegd teum* • 
PAWS BUSY BEE Cute erumation o' a feuaty bee ftoioel tote* wooden. *M 
PAftja CLOTHES peg Boirtcmg ctottes peg*and more Mot bad IN 

PAWS COOL COUGAR A cartoon style arwe lefts me uory pf cool Cougar iM * 
PA03BCH SPACESrtPi cooi *cw>pi ADanmiof ash*cwt*nga gtee* 
P«37 DART AMbUnoif Good ammacirt pt a terr pewig tteoujh^egg1 
PAWS DRAGONS LAM tM WARP Annum*, of to* tartan ^e IB * 
PA0B ERIC S AMT VS WALKER Cute A Rtrftf) taJWftl cha*mg WMur 1 $41 
RA&QEnc S BATMAN a gnar ew Mteemg w and »t (OMr.iM* 
PAG*- ERC S COYOTE Itoi grm • corker coytet up to ta* trtkt m 
PAW2 EHC^ COYOTE STAKES BACT N« top flood Vaq ktoe but popular tmg 
PA^a EFSC S MORE AEROTOOH5 Mn kmawtor cw iM . 

BMC-S &RJTTLECOCT Two Spite ShteMae ptoymg wttn j sateMa. m 
PWEIBC S STEA^ thy | Th* 14^-3$ end Sleetey bomber cartoon. 1M * 
PAG44 FRAtaLYN T>< Fi v Gr** w-e pf A ter m toe Me te i teue^ly1 + 
PiGiT GHOST*t|STW AMUTtOlf Anm on toe popular ghrabusier* tome 
PAGto GYMNAST UteUTlO* An-Wtai Of a teftm s^gmg on bnlM 4 
PAteS HAPPY umutKW tepptehm TreeFrog Wtatowman and Hammer 
PA»C HWhLANDER SWORD AfteUTON Artie Of • Scteampn dnemg. 
PA&Si LAUREL AND HARDY BraUwl Atem*. setoct |Our Mm from lh* vteM.IH 
PAOS34 LIGHT CYCLES (2) Mbgt ammabon frpm to* Tron Eton. Fib, lira'* 
PA055 LLFXO TEENAGER Fetoer I son lamp eitimtoion. *kcellenf 1H * 
PAD54 MAGICIAN » tor* one* 4 be better, more gtoawf this nm* round.1 Mr 
PA057 MAGdUtS-nter to m* .uggta emm. but iw qurten gtesy iM * 
PAQ58 MteIR A tew toete tetong chH BWoi buggy to be Ukan away. iH 
PA559 MR POTATO HEAD Natch th* potato man m cabartt! * 
PA3S0 NEWT ONS CRAaiE ray baud ****** plus F-1S end Rotemg cfite * 
«WI PHAROAH animation An **m*hen of a fmaroah kings mask. * 
PAP67 PLANO AMHAnOR Ties * ar enimaw ut a canogrty pteo! 4 
PAD44 PROS SEtX€fCE ifrtew mvesisgetoeKtoltera tmdteartptate IH r 
PASS 4« REAL 3D * Supwb dame ot eificM ptMtet wAh fowl 3D. w * 
PAOWREALTHMG HORSEStemaottoen iia. pectege tordtoua*pete. * 
ftWH] SnjTTuECOCT ANMATtON J frtfnes ptoymg wte a sarteMe’ 

PAD71 TY< BCTCS Grw Irtm, si 2 JiHtea (WactaS bn wnngt’l 5H ON* 
PM372 TX JUGGLER tv tod tow arwebon teat eou 1 DOOt teAmmi*' . 
p«73 TH| KteGHT DEMO tomte of a krtgm temg ws dft bote iM * 
HUU THE WALKER DEMO hettbe attacking to* ww Fam tfyM IH * 
PA575 T1« WALKER DEMO 1 VWUr Alttokmg toe UOK tk* bed iM * 
PACTS UGLY MUG AMUTION Th* iigty mug goes tof A Ape)! * 
PA077 UNCYCLE AteMATOR iM* artmteon ot a urwryctf t A ctef + 
PAOTI WINGS Superb fuebfy red baron biplaneanMubori. ¥*ry fece.iM 4 
PA0T9ZEUS B^AlffiATX^ Amwte to a gtedte tote iteitmg% 
PAOTS MR POTATO HEAD J Another greet 1>«t HAi artmatem Ask' * 
PAOBP LEMMINGS AM4ATION Gnat »em.m:-*gi emmeupn CTeteit out IH 
PA0B1 BUSTER DOUGLAS Ckpt mm o< ftuslen rat SC tamoul momenls' * 

AGATRON ANIMS 
AGAQ1 RED LOTUS Sptmmg down to# road Fanudoc ■ 
AGAffi JET FIGHTER to*** tm 4 rtrt-ey. b*M 
AGAC3 STAR TREK Shun* % pest. GrtM ■ tm . 
*G*D* mJMGGN CRUSER Fiyeig woumd four eeiaga screen ■ 
AGA05 STAR TREK. ttUNGON fees torpedoes He * 
AGADE LOGO. ptoM_M *tw wws fty by mta UAeg 
AGA0TSTAR WARS FCMTERdomg toopa MC '* * 
AGA0E STAR wars 1» m mm Me Me :OL Shnwemi 
A GAS STAR W ARS f «y by mpman* He * 

AGAto STAR TR£k EteWteWeM My dote toendte*1 IH* 
AGA11 TRON - Tan* r 0*ecteata Good vaetas * 
AGA1Z TM0N iWifite NM one of toe beat * 
AGA1J ROW t A nee ny traced robot mawig in * 
AGAl< STAR TREK Wort-bee 4 Reran; ] ^ - 
AGA15 LOTUS CAR. BWtete 4 Jet Fighter mwami! * 
AGAlE STAR TREK Venous BflMW Irom tn# Mir he* awn*. Good. * 
AGA17 STAR TRCT1WCT Mteteton Snort tad orwy : 
AGA15 STAR TREK Eteetpr^*# by by Shprt |Ate . 
z GA19 BOND AMH Coptr (Ait a or, rat loo imumg ! * 
AGATO Huey 2 Ahekcopta lervmg $ tredmd pad Ne*t. 'M 4 
AGA21 ENTERPRISE DOCKING WTTH 5P*d STATION WICKED IH IM - 
AGA77 ENTERPRISE AP9ROCHWG Anpth#r Nunmng anun 1 TM * 
AGAZS FLEET UAMOEVRf Stunning ammabon. Mtowt Off yOur imra ! Ito 
AGA74KUUPENarwwton4 Pmgpong Grew! is* 
4GA2S THE RUN atuterbcarchaetlrngdrcvar lie 4 
AGATE ROCTMG at aao antaMN* ddte 1 m . 
AGA77 BOOK OPEMHG Mce anwn cl a booh opening t Mg 

| AGATE SHUTTLE A -ENTERPRISE FlbuiOu* imten byA^hier IH * 
AGA7S MAJ.EMUM FALCCT The *h« bemg teeaed Eicetete iM 
AGAJC HVPERSPRCE teMon 4 Lmtong amnaiHto 1 m * 
AGA31 PWISCK ana ol a ramg ote to a W1 *m * 
AGA32 SPACE Spec MPte Ry^ ewy 1-4 
A GAB PROBE en-adon B#d toerey amut on 4 Kknaotew1 ta 
AGASI SPACE OFFICE Sw ark w * We te short . 
a Gats space PROBE pwat ene* ot a prow loommg on in # 
AGA3EBiftOOFP«Y WMItop ftetermtele* 
AGAJ7 TOBIAS GOES KNACTERS-Chert taion out !1m * 
AGA3® TOTALLY WlCTED ’ Stortb* A Emwpr'i# Q MEG ■ BUY ONE!!) 

POWER ANIMS 
PM»i 7 ANTI lemmings r2| Atetertey brteam wwnebon 1 Gm ifmi raw TM 
PRO© AT THE MOVIES Cull Wrti Iroih Ur Schwarti toalunng Amy squirrel 1 ,S 
PP0&4 7 AUTOMATED UCSNT 4.Fabb*Htosta gataciica lyp* anim«itaL 3M 
PP00B10 BUZZED (3) Greet an.mai^n of ft w*«j c^ishing mtottvngt M 
PPDH IZDAmGAHE 7 Superb h*w demo bom Enc VtertoU. Get K.34mg' 
PPQiS t$ DRAGOtfS LAA i 3 rTVee mg ptomr dteno mfh soml eflecti Grew- 
PPG1*GUI/WAR AMH Fv*out whM happens 10 HutoemiariltaN &ng’ 
PPD17 JUGGLER i *i«Nr meat* M*J.uggta Great tottrop 1 Slteg 
P*r a 20 LOST ft spill 3 s****f*l*ft** Old TV wrw* * ’ 7 
PTOi 24 .AWNC t Rcvr- P Sttoteb ivy traced «tuR.4U 

of a • speceatittaLRittfy Am. 2H 
-- - --(| 

PPC2S:-STATlCNlTK«iRN J 
PP02A53UPGRAaE 4 

.ALI ELLERS 7 An m hi qute pood 2mg dtrra 
PPO* 37 WALKER DEMO ?l the 1 ft* 2*g iSwMtol tort *■ 
PROS D WAVE SJULteG 2 4 rw» ararw to 4 >eve Wtal 15mg 
PP&ICil1 ATtHi MOVIES * Brtham woruor ' ng* jmg ;or*gura?ion*!i2 >* 

DEMOS 

■« gemr temo jfiow it to ST owners 
wvii-good ecto type video perl 

PDOCn AGONv DEMO Mv* graphics at 

PODC? ALAite ME GADE MO fAce raw terra with 1 good acid type video pvt 
PDD36 AH'GS 3DMUO Shows rov sent etecis mat an pmaible wim M'* 

I PO007 ANARCHY MSINRaTION fe NONE Demo wte inpcrb'«y trace GFX 
PDDte ANARCHY HAQnESS ■ Bote and Fitted vectors, superb music'. 
PO&tt Anarchy SYSTEM VIOLATION Oawy dwra Vactor Bob Gfi Cooi! 
WO anarchy D*GTTAI innovation Ttee Mmsi end bt« . superb1 

; POOtl AJteUTORS HEGADEHO A n-ce new megademo from tfteArtmttol. 
PDQ'E BUOBRAM ■ ittenou* megedemo. houaamus< now4 more 

j P«-iaCH*M ftOCT A imtaetic ngm ahow based: on metal patterns • 

PDS30 CfMOMCS ME(WLOEMO mciudn bw sup^ NMwra terra and mn! 
POSZi CRBOftCS NEVERWHERE Suowb ! weft a Reel world dtmo 4 Hadorae 
R0BZZ CFK0MCS TOTAL OESTHuOCTl Very me* pktfemj pLcs totem music * 
POBS2S Alcatraz megademo Eihm huge demo on s dtei! * ,3: 
PDC3S CfllSADiRS SPACE Pf I In >Lmarv ' 

PO027 CffYPTT>BUte€RS HUNT HR *D OCToS dertc 
PQC30 DEAD DAaiCE ThRaSh Amezirig ■)«*« netti eomRnte 4 wterti pc*' 
P0C32 0EYI.S lABTFWTH Grew new Same wen som*'i&ertects.RGBtolkma 
PO033 DEV1.S NO REALITY Anotoer gm M|ei dew tom Dwte1- 
POtafi E-P+C fneradtov pvn* to a new game by Ocean vector* td 
PDDT7 34 ERFLANO (Zl Brw Aatedeecopt pnern* — “■ J J 

H Hi 

BUTTERCHIPS Pt> * M9 DISKS £1.25 EACH * 20+ DISKS 99p EACH ORDER BY POST: Send your order details together 

UPD/F4, CLIFFE HOUSE, DIJA VU UCINSiWARE £3,50 with cheque/PQ to any of the tour UPD Distributors. 

PRIMROSE ST, KEIGHLEY, BD21 4NN UK - PLEASE ADD SOP POP ORDER BY PHONE: Juti pick up the phone and order 

0535 667 469 EC +25P PER DISK - NON 1C +SOP PER DISK your goods bp credit card Most mojor cards 
Most orders dispatched same day i accepted 



DOMAIN SOFTWARE 
NBS 

UPD/F4, 1 CHAIN LANE. NEWPORT, 
ISLE OF WIGHT, PO30 5QA 

0983 529 594 

ROOM FILLET THE FISH Similar 10 puggs. twi rtf (Julia as good. * 
PDQ41 FFtAXlON FUTURE VISIONS Superb Aliens-type inlra plus pictures * 
PM44 HOFIEEN SLEEPING BAG Great rauNpMl demo with rectors. musk. 
POM fftAO DEMiO Amuirfte demo of Saddam mating President Bush N1 
PW9 SO KEFREN5 MEGADEMO VIII Loads tfl rilled VKlOt* and muSie.(Z) 
POOS1-S2 KGB WEGADEMO m Aareal house music vM» £ vector drummer 
FttSWd LAUREL & HARDY Good demo sings The ton*»me pin*' song.fif *■ 
PMS5 MAGNETIC FIELDS HYSTERESIS EiieHrtt v*ttr graphic*! 
PD05&S7 MAGNETIC FIELDS SPACED OUT (2) demo with great music traces 
POOSfiH MAXIM LfH OVERSIDE ffl Very nfw filled reclor demo by T$B. 
PDfkjt 62 MONTY PYTHON iZ! BrlHlan! ctono teatuiwg 'urrtmiach song -ri 
PDM3 MONTV PYTHON NUDGE NUDGE Another *mu*ib$ Sketch ! |2) 
PUKK4 NEWTEK DE»0 3 eKiiiam demo,take your machine la tot Lmm!(2:i+ 
PWfri NOT THE NINE 0 CLOCK NEWS Amusing sketches an these disks -;2 i 4 
PDB66 PHENOMENA ECES A very good d«no wto Hghi saurwd retfora (* 
PDQG7 PHENOMENA INTERSPACE llffle Linear 7 Get Ihii Lo liftd art I 
PD063 PHENOMENA ENIGMA Absolutely brilliant, w ol ihe grealwt - 
PDW9 PHENOMENA JOYFEDE Another absolute corker Of a demo' 

PEWITS PINK FLOYD THE WALL Yeoh 1A huge demo based on Iltm I 
PDG?« PL ASMUTEX Kick in SttH&blll mujrc teal 5 £ wild Copper pl^ma! * 
PD077 PMC ALPHA OMEGA An absolutely superb tilled vector demo. * 
PMTO PUGGS IN SPACE A clasakc demo. (he kkia mil love h 
PD0T9 PRISONER oEmo Ftefnembtr the oU 60s aeries? here* Ihe demo! + 
PDOft® PULLING THE TRIGGER Well late out set at dema*. * 
PDDS5- REBELS MEGAOEMO X An old date* blest from the pwll + 
PD0W REBELS COMA This one is a classic! I he best Ac id video on Amiga- 
PD08? REBELS SNAP A nice demo wi(h spooky style music track. Gresl 
PDCs&fl REBELS TRIPLE TROUBLE Some orHHant plasma tHecLs hero! * 
PD«ftM1 RED SECTOR MEGADEMO (3) SLID stood the tegi of time, good + 
PEXBJ SCQOPEX CHROMIUM Superb demo wiih great graphics ihdTniu*it+ 
P0094 SCOOPEX MENTAL HANGOVER One at the besldemtrt or elf time. * 
PDQ95 SHADOW OF THE BEAST DEMO Superb demo of a classic game1 * 
PD0P7 SILENTS GLOBAL TRASH This is a MUST tor all demo freaks 4 
P009& SILENTS kCE Latest demo tom the Sltenfe. Bnllimt musk * 
PD too SIMPSONS BY DECAY Wlih superb animation and a greed music beet 
PD1Q1 SIMPSONS EQUINOX Remlk oTihs song A pice of our frve Ban! + 
PO103 A ST PEPPERS LONELY HEARTS 60s Syte demo inm Bnuf«2) * 
PtHQB TECHNOFUGHT MEGADEMO Not a tad little megedemo, 
PD106 TECHMOFFHG4TT A spcgAy demp wrth good music A eflects ! 
PD108 TOMSOfT TRIP TO MARS Y*y good ID fHM veefr* trip to mare 
PD109 TOMSOFT VIRTUAL WORLDS Ar. absolute Epic ? Beat demo o) the year 
POTll UNREAL DEMO Superb graphic* i Mutt In (hi* great demo. * 
PDin VAMGEUS DEMO Great muse A superb colour cycled gt*. img. * 
POIll ViCTRA SINKING DEMAND Really good fflfcd rector demo. 
PDT16 WITH VECTORS TO HEAVEN Nee demo |uil in, check (I oull + 
P0117 WRATH OF THE DEMON DEMO Another to show oft the machines fffi* 
PD M-S REBELS DUTLAND Latesl demo tom a prolific outflr Encel lenl 
PDtaO KEFBEHS GUARDIAN DRAGON A very nice new demo tom fetivvl 
P0121 fflVINA TECHNO FRIGHT Vertori In Iron! of Ham pin? Good* * 
PD1 n AC DC MONEY TALKS Amusing animated canwn of Angus £ oof ♦ 
PDTZ3 Dalian BAD BOYS MaNGAD Japanese style cartoons £ techno music" 
PD1Z4 ANDROMEDA DECAYING PARADISE Very gwd vector demo £ Riy*lc< i 
PD125 RAY OF HOPE 2 Great megademo. good music £ graphical 
PDlZfi LEROY t Greai pack Inc. Sdbftanee, Shining vector, £ more! ♦ 
PD127 BASS SUBLIMINAL VlSfON Very heavy rave music £ graphics1 
PD12& DIVINE tMSPtRATION New music disk by GeWllre- Very good 
PD129 RAZOR 1911 VOYAGE Another great party winner demo Super eftecls! 
PD13& 3J ALCATRAZ ODDESSY Awfreome 5 disk space eairevaganre I Br»l 115) 
PD1J5.-& CHIOWCS HARDWIRED Fab apsce anim whh superb afleeta £ music (2 
PD13? ANGELS EVOEGTION DEMO Great p$rtt»e<Hle wlort £ more! 
FD1 SB ANARCHY SEEFNG IS BELIEVING SrflwH demo with erellent mu^lc," 
PDm THACKERS POWER £ AGONY DEMO Some unusual Vector meets! 4 
PDlM> CELSIUS 23 MORE VECTORS A ftflttHtof Ktlrb - hundreds of vwlori’t 

MUSIC DISKS 
PMOOt 100 GREATEST £4 TUNES Over 1 DO classic £4 tunes Imorlalised 11 
PM004 ALCATRAZ 'THE POWER' Encelienl rt^ida or Ihe song by Snap-t 
PM005 ALCATRAZ MORE THAN MUSIC A superb music disk well presented* 
PM007 B 9 AMAZING TUNES h p> This ones a b<ggy loads ol great mt»K ' 
PU01D AMFGA PARTY WINNERS Pour EXCELLENT songs that won the party * 
PM011 QUEEN ■ THE INVISIBLE MAN Ai» includes s remii ol rr* on lime 
PM012 AMIGADEUS CLASSICAL Superb renditions of Em* Kleiner etc. + 
PMO13 ANARCHY CAPTUHEP IMAGINATION Ei«ilent music by 4-Mar * 
PIH14 BANGING RAVES Yeah ■ Pump up the music, kickm remix ol house 
PltOIS BEAST SONIX Scoop*j present ihe music tom Beast i. as lunea. * 
PMO1 & BEATLES 30NIX Loti of Beatles munc done in Sonli! * 
PIM17 BEATMASTEft fflM STATE Cub«k and more ol this lype ot mireK 
PU019 BEATMA&TEH I LOVE TECHNOLOGY More Of the rtv* ttf* muffc. * 
PIKH 9 BRUNO'S MUSlCBOX II This n gresl Jan-Funk music ! 4 
Pi»a0-2f BROWS MUSIC BOX HI Mure faiifunk atyte mniic. Get 11 * 
PMQZZ 23 CLASSICAL MUSIC Greai music et Baca, Handel etc from Hob BiUff. 4 
PM&26 DEPECHE MODE MUSIC Hie* aoundlraeketed diik or their music! ^ 
PM£i7 O-MOB MUSIC 3 A Great quality house music re-mlj. Really good 14 
PUQ30 DIGITAL CONCERT 2 Thirteen minutes of music, Ootf&r'in the house 
Pildai DIGITAL CONCERT 3 Another house musk rewntn Great guslhy - love n 
PM032 DIGITAL CONCERT A four songs including Got to keep on * BrilM! + 
Pirnm DIGITAL CONCERT S The Pom* Kaos. Keep BusUn Touch Me. Brflll* 
PM034 DIGITAL CONCERT 6 Lalest in the seMet. very good quality House music 
Pi»35 36 DIGITAL DEBUSSY Ex wi ipni ’ Ctelr da lune 1 more tracks * 
PM037.39 DO THE BARTMAN The Chart lopping song sampled on 3 disks! # 
PMfMi EQUAMANtA II Demo with a greai dsnn musk truck and (eb equalurre 1 
PW4243 EVIL FORCES Brand new mega acid'house demo liwearingfKS:1 * 
PIMWM5 HELLOWEEN DEMG Great scresneng rock guitar demo1 [2 disks) 
PM5as GENESIS land OF CONFUSION A sample ol the wad known track 4 
PIHH7 40 GOLDFIRE CEREBRAL DELIGHTSf2) ExotHlent music Ask. * 
PMOH JAHFTE DOCKLANDS The keyboard wnflrp, sampled on yottf amgs. 4 
PMM2KEFRENS JUKEBOX This ones super! Lovely music with a Juke W14 
PMO53 LSD DONT PANIC Superb new music disk. exeilenE quality music. 
PMW3 MAGNETIC FIELDS CHIP FESTIVAL Crammed lull pt great thlp music! 4 
PM059 MANIACS OF NOISE Thba is brJliisnt" Groat Stevie wonder type music 11 
PMO£0 MIAMI VICE REMIX Campled music 4 a digitised pic! * 
PM061 HEWTRONS MUSIC BOX Hesdbangei demo < Beats In time lo muaHr! t 
PM«5 PHENOMENA MUSIC DREAMS i ZB wicked songs by twins * 
FM056 PHENOMENA MUSIC DREAMS U Second in ihe Hr«s More music 14 
PM»7 POPEYE MEETS THE BEACHBQYS Creat awnb very fimnyf * 
PMOE9 RAZOR FACE ANOTHER DAY This It an incredible music I rick t! 
PM07Q RHAPSODY IN BLUE Great conversion of Gershwin by Rob Bexlef! 1M 
PMOTl ,72 STL ENTS BLUES HOUSE tf) Tangerine Dream style music £ dime! * 
PM073 SilEnTS FULL POWER House i; up music. Inc Remix ol tricky dbco. ♦ 
PM0J4 SOUND OF SHENTS This kj 4 muM I Greet atmospheric friusie■ 
PMO7a TECHN0TR&N1C REMIXES Rump Dp the Jam and Gel Up * 
PM079 TECHNOTRONIX REMIX The songs remixed Into one great 1r*Ck! 
PMOBQ THE SOUNDS Of GNOME Mahoney and Kaktus music. 4£ gresl tuon 
PM08ae-92b VIVALDI * FOUR SEASONS {2) Superb 4 Seesont by Mr Bailor! + 
PMDB7 £8 HIS MASTERS NOISE Even better than the sounds ol gnome 
PM0B9 THE SHAMEN MOVE ANY MOUNTAIN Another gr*|t 2 liSkSMl (Z) 
PMOSth’ai MOZaFtT HORN CONCERTO'S 4 superb concerto's from H. Garmon + 
PMOM PIANO TUNES 9 grwl PrOhockered tiacksfrom Anrfy Chilton! * 
PMD93 UTAH SAINTS REMIX WJim can you do for me ramlxed by Tony Hrton* * 
PM094 GUNS N HOSES Superb music demo by the rock bend. 
PMD95 HARDCORE HI Bnlluffl lechno dance tracks. 
PMOH LED ZEPPLfN HfcndKIon d Stairway tp fieavoft. Great' 
PM097 GftAPViNE mEGamix Really ntca music disk. Worth listening to. 
PM04B ERASURE MIX Remix ot erasures lop songs. 
“Mipa 703 MANIC RAVES ii FantHiic a disk muuc sai with Simpsons anen14 
PM104 »0 THINGS COMEBACK 4 greel rert type twkt, very well don*! * 
PM1D5 b KEFRENS MEGAMiX f2| Fabulous dance muuc . Amulng quality * 

PM i DIB PIC MEGA MUSIC VOLl A large selection of popular tunes, good!(2| * 
PUin l« Pic mega MUSIC YOU A huge seiedion of good lunes^J * 
PM 1 rim PiC MEGA MUSIC YOU And yet another great itJectonlJ] * 
TECHOMANiA ll Eight t*wAW hardayr* tunes lor the revere otd then . 

SLIDESHOWS 
PSO&i ADDAHS FAMILY The Attains tamily strttt when Unde Fester _ + 
PSOD2 ADVANCE HAMA cdfledion of btR IkMf digitised pidures with music 4 
PS003 AGATRON 5 Some superb HAM pictures, created by Tobias Richler. t 
PSfflH AGATRON i Incredible *096 cotor tty treced S'S, Gel this one! + 
PS005 AGATHON a Eiedlent HAM piduies.. with some good musk: loo. Mega ! 
P5006 AGATRON 9 More tA Richlers superb works, again based on Star trek. * 
PS00T AGATRON 12 Some more gresl pictures on this new das*. * 
PSOOft AIRCRAFT SLIDE Lots of ptelures ol tighter aircraft. 4 
PSO09 ASTRONOMY SLIDE Nice piciof curtitelMions. gataiies nebuto etc! 4 
PS011-12 BORES YAJEUO (2) PichirM digitised Iron works by the Arm + 
PS01J BORN TO SE FREE Picture &1 irtf J this (one. Very good quality+ 
PSflt415 BUTTERFLIES |Z) High quality sMatow ot butterflies, by WS ♦ 
PSQ16 CS4 ART Lois ol picture screens from the good old Commodore 64. 
F5a 17 CHAINSAW SLIPPERS This oh* la Great. Ihe pictures are ntf bul Mad! * 
PS019 COLOURCYCLIS A slide ol colour cycled pictures. Very impressive. * 
P502D CREEP SHOW iron maiden type pica. Eddie and more. No! music loo 4 
P5D21 EARKLORD S S Lots pfpictures in the Dprklofdi Style 
PSQ23 DEMONS HI A quality SS tom C-Dryk of Demons, with music 
PSLT24 DESERT ISLAND S S Lots ol nice pictures on this disk. * 
PHB5 26 DIVINE VISIONS f?| A S"S of Mythylog icat gods with musk 4 
PS027 DR WHO SB Pieties tA Dr Wbo and thelriamous Dalekt! * 
PSOZe FENN TAST1C VOL 1 Piclure show of Twin peska star Shwyfn Fenn. t 
PSD29 FORBIDDEN PLANET Nice sHde with story text ol cult SO* Seif 10) 4 
PS0M FPAXiDM FUTURE VISION Grtii t»nta« &3rf?bfflr fQ rev. * 
PSD31 GARFIE LD Dighised SS ol Ihe cartoon hero by Jim davit. 4 
PStm GENOCIDE great laniasy slide wilh unusual lades 6 wipes £ »undlr«k, 
PSD33 GERMAN RAY TRACE High quality ray traced pics by a german artist. 4 
PSD34 CRUSE L SLfDi Eerie Fantasy slide from Germany, unusual. ♦ 
PS033 harry ENFIELD SS ASS of Harry Enf ietd £ Smith £ Jorwi. 
PSD»17 3d HEROIC DREAMS SS 1 - 3 Digitised tentisy Bn. EloeiMrtl f t 
PS039 INVISIBLE WORLD m one i« people scared of creepy tratfie*! * 
PS040 IRON MAIDEN SS Digitlwd pto pf ton maiden £ mpre! * 
PSC4I 42 JIM 1H ENDRIX SS Great picihow ol the Bill rock leqtnd!-2} + 
PSD43 4* JOE SS Some Excellent examples of graphics on the am-ga 
PSD45 KELLY SS Semeeictliem quelily HAM pcturw. 4 
PSD4fi KIM WILDE SS Lots ol pics but mainly In buck £ white. * 
PS04T-48 MADONNA SS Loti of pwlures but n«dt 1 mg i 2 drives (2) 
P5QW50 MADONNA DICK TRACY SLIDE Qude nice S$. \2) 
PS0S2 NAGEL FICnJffES Hiresjwlurei tff gkli, very any. + 
PS053 NAPALM. DEATH SLIDE This one la tor over the rep mothers only!! 4 
PS054‘55 NASA SLIDES 1 £2 Picture ol ihe space shunie. earth £ more 
P50&& NEWTEK DYNAMIC HAM A SS ol Newteks new £40x512 *096 osiers * 
PS0ST NEXT PIXiLEUM Very nice p^dunes ad dene m Dpamt plus some muilc 
PS0M NlGHTBREED Yukky S^from the film. Musk Suit* the pictures U 
PS0S& 60 NIGHTMARE OH E LM STREET S S g real lor all (ratty Farts \1) * 
PSQ6? NW DYNAMIC HAM More Irom Ihe Nik Williams serif S.s'uperb quality. * 
PS06J PENTAGON £ DRIFTEFtS Vary high quality H-ret B W temasy pidures. 
P5*4 PHDfllWTTAGE I S S pn virtCmi subjKls very rtoely doh*. ♦ 
PS06S PHOTOMONTAGE 11 Another greai slide ol rvJoui fubfecte. 4 
PS06& POP STAR PICS Pitt** Ol Met £ Kim. I&attnn*. Curiosity £ PSB ♦ 
PS067 RICK PARK'S ART Dpjlnl style (Hdures Ml donttti HI BesoUrtion. + 
PS066 ROGER DEAN DwHiud picture* by Ihe artist Ml in HAM mode. G*ed.* 
PSG6970 5ILENTBCH 42 (JJ Thl* is superb, slides plus a great music tree* 
PS07i SPACE BUBBLES Great tanlasy art pictures in interlaced ham. 4 
P5072 SUPER HAM CARS Superbly digitized &S in Interlaced HAM. UegaV 
PS073 SUN CONHECTION SLIDE Great ray Inert pictuF** on this disk . 
PS075 TOTAL HECALL Music and pictures tom Ihe Amie s Sci fl Wm. Grsallv 
PSD7677 TERMINATOR U SLIDE Greai slide ol a great him F. 
PSffl 1 w ATERSHFP DOWN Cult side of those re WitB, great 1 w the kkh- 4 
PSD92 93 WRESTLE MANIA (2f Colledion of picture and anbnatkm. Good t 
P5BS4 WWF WRESTLERS Pictures of Hulk Hogan and the real of ’Em, Great 5+ 
PS093 YASB aDABBA 000 Hey Hey Hey fte the filntiton** 1 Wilma, frrt 
PSOS6 SOMIC DYKAMIC HIRES 5 Superb 43% colour pks on (htp disk! * 
PSM7 ALTERED DECEPTIONS Superb disk of picture* from Chris HUH! * 
PS?ae EVOLUTION SLIDE Pip* from one celled NFe to humanity?? - 
P5Q99 RAINBOW SLIDES Zippy £ Bungle £ the theme music! 

toctal iMMtt PS4BO FftACTALGEN Greai U dscapes £ nar Mudded skies* mutic I * 

MUSIC UTILITIES & MIDI 
PTGOi ALGORYTHMS Midi program ter synthetic music creation. 
PTDO? ART OF MED Dtifc lull of Mod musk Korea. ♦ 
PT001A Si AUDIO MAGIC Colteclion ol soundlrackersaAd rtppmg progs! 
PT1Q04 AS! AUDIO MAGIC 2 LMest OWKttn ol wundlrackef pregram*! 
FTOOS CASIO CZ EDITOR Superb program * 260 patches ter taste CZ series. 4 
PT0Q6 DELUXE MUSfC DATA Some More* neW mldr fynthf iDMuxe muatet 
PTOO? FUTURE COMPOSER A chip music Bflqwmctf Complex to u». bul good 
FTOOB GAMES MUSIC CREATOR A muiic simlkar (0 Mirndtrecker. 
FT009 IFF SAMPLES Greai samples taken tom the Kawai 1 digital tynlhl 
PT0ID JAMCRACKER Four channel chip mgSi[ MteWteCer. Handm sample* 
•PTOl 3 ME D 3.2 Very latest version ot mis superb sequencer. Great!’ + 
PTQ14 MED MUSIC DISK Some nice med ntewt on this dil* * 
PTOl £ MID! DISK. Containi kite of useful mUI pregrim* lor syrvlb owner* * 
PTTM6 N0ISFTRACKER Music sequenppf used by the pre*. StacU Ol lunfltem 
PTOl? NOISETRACKEfl’EXECUTEABLE Convert module* lb executeaWM 
PTfflB PERFECTSWJMD SAMPLER Nice sample edh program with wholes! 
PTQiS ROLAND D11Q ^ S22D Convener program, convert Roland tamptat to IFF. 
PTO20 SAMPLES DISKS STKH TO STrtO V*rlOUI disk* artHMIe ring for deiaU*. 
PT021 SOUNDTRACKER 2.6 New reteaieof Ihn popular pr«ram. new editor 
PT022 SOUNDTRACKEP A superb four chaswe] sedurtcer. Eery lo u*e 
PT023 SOONDTRACKER COMPILATION Compilalion ol tracker type progrma* 
PT024 SI40 BEAST SAMPLES Lorety panflule Mutts Irom Beast Beast fl 
PTB25^7^ ST-WF93 SAMPLES DISKS SlwHo quality samples. EicoHem 11! 4 
PT®9 YAMAHA DX7 VOCE FILER Program (or DXT series *y«|hKt«r* 
PTTOO YAMAHA DJC7 VOICE SORTER F^r Ihe Above program. 
PT03123 SM7 . £9 3 diik lull at greai umplM! * 
PTB345 St-97 £ 2 more grea! dlski lull *r Mmoles! 4 
STOP PRESS »» FBH 579 CONTAINS OCTAMED 9 CHANNEL SEQUENCING PROGRAM 
Iff 

AMOS PUBLIC DOMAIN 
APDOW * ARCADIA A nice verilon ol Ihe popular breakout game 
APDDTtg 4 RAINBOW WARRIOR Paiol with copper* and sav* them oul! 
APD0B3 4 AMOS PAINT W 7 Nice paint package In coiourt 
APDOB5 t RE VERSI + SNAKES £ LADDERS 2 well k-wwn gam«j 
APD096 + PAIR IT Match the cards lo make-i pair,way lo play lmb 
APD1B34 4 PICK UP A PUZZLE $ohre (igaaiM pu^lre.3 dfelty lev#!* 
APDliD -4 CROSSFIRE Nice gam*, keep the kid* occupted l&r age* 
APD11S * Sal LOOK aCy Good version or the clastic 'Bomber' game. 
APD1M 4 THE WOODEN BALL A shareware game 1 mb 
APD132 4 FAMILY HISTORY OAT ABASE Nice genrttegy program Iff*. 
APD137 4 TILE TRIAL Sltelno tite pusite te kJw witfrin a time llmlq 
APD149 4 DEMOLI7I0W MINION AttlbH toeHon Of popular bomber gam*, l mb 
APD 1?6 . DATABASE MASTER VSjO Nice data b»» program, nerti tmb 
APD 1«H 4 DUNGEON DELYER «0#m round maaes cofied key* etc \2 dlskil 
APD 142 3 t PIXIE KINGDOM Another good e uptoralien gam* on 2diaki 
APD TOO 4 E5L4CK BELT Chop the Mocu in uwt mamal arts game 
APD2K 4 AMOS MULTIPAINT Anyth* Amo* paint programf 

PUBLIC DOMAIN DIS« ONLY 

APCma ■ 
AFDSl ■ 
APD237i 
AP095T. 
APfieri. 

PER DISK 

■skstssssms' 
AMOS A5TEROOS Four vfTSOT Of [he aiterotei game 
AMOK Ybur robot i* Pipped h i Mwu* w&tt tmg 
SHAPES very w IBM putzte game. 
CASSETTE LABELLER * MUEOSOURCE Make ym own wKflt s 
WIZARDS DOMAJN N<erv derw graphic** adventure garni 

AMOSAGRAM N»ng» pro™. 
APO^giZ 4-WAR OF THE FOUR A iftactwe graphic adventure game 
AP02SG * GRAND PRi 1 SWULATOfl Not a race gmtMn (A a smfebwL 
APtai4 * blackjack thamer A nioa n*w btedgack gamer 
APD314 * BOMfG Get Herbert back ttmt to Nd. rtUMe1 
APC3251 HANGMAN V2 HtfqhWi bwtw mtti Mte! 
APfX32& 4 HYPERBAU LMeM wwte of wooderteML m eu*an game! 

FRLBT MACHU4E Quite a me* WSafftiVl rnathmeprrmm' 
AMEFPCAN FOOTBALL RAffO VERSION You vt • iDOtbtf ODtdh! 
SHAKE HTHE GRASS ColteCI uftrte musiloom*. avote toadltooli1 
KARATE WORM Very nkt platform game, jumping Over worms Blc! 
SAYE TM TREES Bisp (hi CaOOw* dretoying Eh* (roes' 
NOTEBOOK Easy to use ttlabooA A shopprtt k*t pregrarn! 
AACMVlST 2jD Demo refMon M a usahA ditobtse pre^ram' 
POWERBASE VZJO Otro wraten at ■ very powertui ctotabreef 
SQUATS REVENGE Opnbtt -PH type gam*^ 

RAY OF HOPE 2 ■ WffHY 
OFCFMDFMO t 

wm/mt 

APD333 H 
APOiU 
APTO40. 
APD3« 
AP0347 
APD3S11 
AITC56 

MFGABALL - ONE OF THE 
SUPERB PD GAMES 

WH ■■■■■■ 

^vx-^riLr-itbrere 4s. 

‘De Ja ‘Vu Licenstware £3.50 ‘Each 
LPW1 * COLOURING BOOK CoAw «i the nureery rhyme ptcrum 
LPDCQ + ARC ANGEL MATK& An cducMtenal game to http kid* With math* 
LPOQ3 * GAuEOMS Fotow up to tot poped-r doqllqht l game 

LPO04 * ThwGjUujiG Supere :^a*p style game ter ate*, eau to uw 
LPD05 * JUNGLE BUNGLE toon dtoran adventure game tor Ihe tta 
LPQ& * PUKADA 4 SPRITES Artte ifl tot baddies 1* jtv remove toe Met 
LPD07 * FOUR WAY LYNX A 22 M punM to «n to a mate rente* UN 
LPOOE + WORK 4 PLAY 3 ready good educational game* on tba disk. 
LPOld 4 THE WORD FACTORY Grew? program he** ihe klda to spot! 
LPD11 + GO-G£TTEfl A card gam* where you baim ic pas* go. 
LP012 4 HYPNOTIC LAlflJS-catoh tteto ajoitogdown hattlarwsl lane* 
LFO13 ^ XiUANtA Ajpgaaw MMog puzu* A a jigsaw conttruthon M 
LPD14 * PLAY IT SAfl Fgr me rery young, help* to Mach safety cl home 
LPOIS 4 ARC ANGEL SHAPES B»* picture* tom a wwiety bf *ha«* 
LPfrlF * RE/EFtSl I Nh anprewtd lawn of Rcwrai 
LPOI7 , DOGFIGHT R Up to *n 4 player ettoeanup came. Great! 
LFD14 * TOUCHSTONES An SjftiOo type gam* 
LPDlf * X4T-S0 Shool 0^ 
LPD3& ■ WORDY A b 

rexrptys 
WORDPRQCESSQR 

r- 

rmup g-to Great! 
prayed wfth tore 

MESSYS1D tl St $10 
THE PERFECT UTILITY t 

I PHHH program, quits good 
LPD71 OUMGOGrewtguciQimert wtoch you play Bingo 
LP022 * LC>Q’ FONTS Merer tonM tor yM Star LC10 LtSd prtoar 
LPD^ * ESP Crfied the leQart ESP 
LPDJ5 ■ THE MtS5»ON A greai tort adwaurt wrtttan m Hracftbaaic 
LPD26 ♦ CY AD Cotaa toe dteffianda to tog pujjl* game 
LPD77 * FLOWER POWER fte-ara oatora bugi munch them away. 
LPC2SSUOC'6AS6S«mpiitou**-teifiasewTihtutOnal 
LPG23 4 BIG TOP FUN A great educabonaJ game* tor younger chttdiren 
LPD30 * SHYliER Hunan rhyme adventure gam* tor young &pld 
LPDJl * CLI PRfNTEfl DUMP Pnrat* a *cr»n dump ol the screen display 
LP032 HARO DRIVE MENU SYSTEM Hu menu ot Over U.BHf tom*. 
LP033 * CREATIVE ADYENTURE TOOUGT Prttuor *tmd akwt adwnturtii 
LPD34 * INVOICE PRINTER Quick product Km ol mvpict* on piper 
LPD3& * T TECOftAW Techncat drawing prograni rth print fac4tlrn 
LPD36 * FRACGEN R Great (rectM program ganaritor 
LP037 , ROCKET MATHS rte*p chidren m math* wfln ton game 
LPDM - AMOS ART Conum* late at T«na.batauprHM £ wrtary Wocks 
LPD39 . MAGIC FOREST I Great «to*aya acretong pwtorm gam* 

LPWD . SPRITE BANK EDITOR Uakre aprere reah asay ■» w* 
LPDil * RESCUE A 3D adventure game done win JD cor 
LPIJjJ . I STITCH Pr.nr *.1 p«;* lor trt&ro>sJennc unlh fl 
L PXH3 * LAZERZONE Shoot the alien* jn tot* aWtefrvt * 
LP&U * FORMULA ONE CHALLENGE Strategy road racing game V Good 
LP045 • MUSIC BOX A -nunc program tor phttren of 7 upward! 
UW7 - DfflTY CASK Our moil popurar gam* ■ Frut maeftme sanulBor 
LP049 * MARVIN THE MAffTlAK Fted your grttnett to pit ntozagatof 
LPTJ51 * MAGICAL YOUNG ARTIST Contam* X atanoNa to ookxa nf 
LP052 4 LC2* 200 FONTS RntaSttonli tor Stu Mrre*pmi«ra! 
LPDSS * 5PRfTEX Y 1.32 New aprfle editor mperar to ongtoiiee' 
L PC^6 ' CTETT VI Z3 itt 1 3 ter >ografflm4rv use (COe- tun* 55 
LPOS7 * KttNES CUftART Anotoer W dipwItoikT 
L P058 r LOCKS KEYS A ENEMIES hkAChback gam*1 Brilliant. juK gel it 1 

LPK3 - THE PREHISTORIC FUk PACK Four dtoHflur grw rpr ted* 
LPW) 4 TECHNO SNAL Fat Mite It Eh* tfmm* - Great pWorm tun! 
LP(K I .THE Wk CHAPTER 30 graptan advtftfure Vbry good1 
LPDS2 * REVOLimCN Four prayer game gel 10 toe lop on in# Screen 1st! 
LF«a . WILBERTS WifTEft »fi*lO&iuJb ExnM s*tgnn gam* - G* «1 
LPtNS* * RESCUE B TtriaHy wicked JD redv gam* ■ GErTT S1ST! 
LP065 * POWER PtAJWEB Peraonal orgamser - Keep irackd jw top! 
LfrtSe * HOTEL MANAGER Stoiv 10 monopoly ■ BriRtarfl It!! 
LPCK7 * CYAOONUiCYAD Ij fl*utd*m»h done - wtan toe diamond* 
LPPH - YtRUS BUSTER Vary good new wui Wter dsk, needi 2 drive*! 

LPD« ♦ MAGICAi MIX UP PuiBegift*, sort OUlth* mart up,pteture*! 
LPQ7B * PAINTBOX ChWtong pamrmg package to color in tit drew 
LP071« BATTLE CASS. Cm racing game tor two- ptoyera, realty adtodrira tl! 
LP072 * MONSTER ISLAMO Brtltenl rate playing gam* tor ktti, 
LPDT3 . AMOS DATABASE V3.cn Sanpi* £ *«> iq u*e vrtm tot* of finrttem 
LPD74 * SOUR GRAPES 3D wnetnc gam* You nun get your enemy drunk!! 
LPD7S * WHO LABSanpia to u« vteM uflfig pacMgi tot home ndooi 
LP07E * T-TECHAZE Ei-ctotert: puzato lype game fwrich game* gnptf 
LP077 * POWERS A5E 2.1 Pbwertui databtae ayisam unto a host ol feature*. 
LPQTE * SPECTRA 4 CNEATUSTER Lorac puEM game £ a h$i of (toast* 
LPOTS* HUSC E N&NE Pfey MED ST modten withoul Hteverting them 
LPOID ^ ICON BANK EDITOR Ifemputite teont to ttre swne way a* *prite* 
LPD4T « POOLS PRO Program t* help you fiB in yoyr poort coyoon* 
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PROTRACKER * THE BEST 
SEQUENCER AROUND ( 

BRUNOS MUSIC BOX I 
GREAT INTRO t 

fc band tom*! 

IMPORTANT: A500 PLUS* OWNERS 
ALL OUR LISTS ft eAfALOGUB AIOHI CONTAIN THE * SIGN 

FOR FUU COMPATIBILITY WITH THE NEW AS00 PLUS t 

SO BUY WITH CONFIDENCE FROM UNITED PD DISTRIBUTORS I 

NEW • OBLITERATION * NEW 
A Iasi ft fu/jous Sftooffmt/p, toferffy 

addictive, this game will hove you up till 
the eaily hours blasting away. Sef this 
game without o doubt i Price £3.50 

Vally PD 
UPD/F4, PO BOX 15, PETERLEE, 

Co. DURHAM, SR8 1NZ 

091 587 1195 
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Software 
Expressions 

GAMES UTILITIES 
G005 N$w Star Trek (2 disks: 2 drives) exoeflem 
GQ14 Adventure Solutions (2 disks), commercial flame cheats 
G013 Sullrun. .US dvi! war game 
G010 Breakout .classic ball to wall game 
G139 Battle ot Britain . wargame 
Gi43 Card Sharp card games oomptlat>on 
Gi 53 Growth, shoot an expanding brain 
G046 Lost Ocorest . adventure game 
G049 Megaball . superb breakout done 
G043/44 Learn and Play (2 disks) . educational games lor youngsters 
GQ2i Demolition Mission (i Mb) destroy erty form the air 
G135 No Man s Land (iMb)2 player shoot out 
G025 Entrophy. tricky shoot-em'up 
G141 Assassins Games 2.6 games inc. Missile Command 
G123 Insider's Club...stockrriarkel simulation 
G124 Napoleonic Warfare.. .latest version (v5 0) 
G126 Pom Pom...defend Pearl Harbour 
GQ71 Return to Earth (1 Mb),..superb space adventure 
G077 Seven TTiles, Speedbali game 
G074 Snakepit. .Eat food and avoid your growing body 
Gi 4B Galactic Food Fight , kill those hamburgers' 
Gl52 Leaping Larry, jump the moving bars Good 
Gi5i Hmm, mat s not on the syllabus good text adventure 
G056 Monopoly board game computerised 
G099 Cabaret Asteroids ...classic reconstrucbon 
G130 Battle Pong ...great bat and ball game 
Gt 25 Atic Alac. .kiH ghosts m house 
G002 Adventure games . compilation 
G064 PD Chess, goodi chess version 
GQIfl Casino games includes video poker 

UD01 A-Gene search your family tree 
DQ16 Biorhythms (1Mb),..chart your feelings 
UQ17 Business Pack (3 disks). Dfoase. S/sheet, 

W/processor 
0005 Amibase v3,76. „ excellent user-friendly database 
U133 Anti-virus v3.l4...latest killer version 
U123 IQ Tester,,.how clever are you? 
U110 Messy ski. transfer PC files 
U104 Golf Recorder {1Mb)...record scores of rounds 
UQ76 Star Trekker. .. excel lent music sequencer 
U089 Journal...accounts handier 
U122 Perm-checker...checks pools-winnings 
U128 Viz - clip art. great pictures 
UQ92 Cartoon Brushes...more pics for use with D-Paint 
U130 Printer Utils, .label printer utilities 
U097 RSI Demo-maker.. .superb utility 
UQ29 Superkillers, updated virus killers 
U033 Education 1... learn German 
U075 Spanish Tutor...Bueno? 
U078 Text Plus , high quality wordprocessor 
UlOi C64 Emulator...resurrect those gokten oldies! 

DEMOS 
DOS2 Iraq Demo (1Mb),,.humorous cartoon 
0129 Puggs m Space. class* animation from Dionysus 
D251 Deob*e Many Sides (2 disks), wetl compiled sideshow 
D020 Bowie Demo, music A graphics 
D021 Sudbfajn II,, excellent demo: funny & clever 
0246 Pulling the Trigger high quality demo 
0201 Sickness simulator, some nasty sound samples 
0224 Invisible Worti slides of bugs & mites' 
D225 Sot Pepper (2 disks), .music & tar-out graphics 
0241 Chris Hill Slides good high resolution slideshows 
0036 Coma Cetxl '90 classic add demo 
0016 Acid Music...another ravish demo favourite 
0166 Star Trek Animations .Richter classic 
0157 Space Bubbles .excellent animation 
0237 Simpsons Decay Demo ..Ban at his best 
D075 Girls of Sport slides of sporty girls 
D063 Fillet the Fish ...cutesy cartoon, similar to Puggs 

MUSIC 
MOO) 60S Stale beaiy remix 
M0€2 The Power excellent clarity remix 
M074 Subway Music original sound and graphics 
M057 Powerpack 3 {1Mb) tracks include Vanilla Ice 
M062 Random Access includes Ait of Noise 
M070 Sound Ala* nice music from Magnetic Fields 
M066 Sydney Youngblood superb sample 
M036 Hugo' s Excentna housey tunes to cartoon graphics 
M030 Drttoe Gibson (2 disks)...Electric Youth 
M0B4 The Watf pink Floyd class* 
M087 Iron Maiden The Ides of March 
M086 Great Balls ot Fire goodness gracious 
M033 Technotronic Megamix. beat is good1 
M0a8 500 Things Comeback Demo. excellent See issue 29 review 

WARNING: 

A500 PLUS 
OWNERS 

Please phon 

POSTAGE 
UK orders.........60p Europe ...£1.25 

World.£2.50 

PRICES 
PD..£1.20 per disk 

Orders of 10 or more disks £1.00 per disk 

Send cheque/postal order made payable to: 

SOFTWARE EXPRESSIONS, 
Studio 4, Hebron House, Sion Road, Bedminster Bristol, BS3 3BD 

Local orders welcome. Just phone in your order and pick up lalerl 
Aalai U aAIih a* TaI* f | 0272) MTM Credit Order Hotline: Tel: , /XV, 

t m W J1 

CATALOGUE 

UPDATE NOW 

AVAILABLE. 

PLEASE 

SEND SAC 

Al.l. DISKS 
STILL ONLY 

<Wp EACH anglia PD 
1*1 = I M*k ^ (Hi - Works on 4500 and .4500 Plus 

iml> 7ii|j * Im lu 

n si!|H-rlt Scvnr 

DESKTOP ViilKtlPAt fclfl JbtSKS LL*i 
Outstanding collection for video Qtoduoers, \nciudes 
Rotting Credits. v*#d Backgrounds. 
Special Effects Pattern Generator and more1,1 

HOME MANAGEMENT PAt K .* IKSkS iP, tW 
Calender Mongage Spreadsheet Grammar Mileage 
word Time. Bucket Chequebook, Oataftase Typmg 
Tutor. Typewriter Grocery, Ust Maker Home Banking 

t%m tLT RUCKS 1.2 OR 3 EACH P4t K < Disks (Lf5 
3 different packs ot 5 cfcs*s. auk#of me very best 
clipart tor DP&nt etc (Pi 

FONTS PACK l UR : EACH PA( K J Disks S|4.f* 
2 different packs of 5 disks pack t contains Pubkshet 
tons, venous torre fonts disk 2. Cosmopottan tom. 
targe fonts itoads ot great tons tor ©P*nr etc) (Pi 

ANfiLlA COLOUR FONTS I Pi J DISKS 14M 
Contains $ disks tuts ot anginal cotou/tom produced 
here at Angka. deal tor captions, nfles, etc Use witfi 
DPamt if! 

CARD A BOARD (LAMES l DISKS tXU 
Ciuedo. Cnpoage. Monopoly tEngtisn version1}. 
Mastermind and mucfi more * 

$ DISKS H.W GAMES GALORE PACK 
Over 30 Games on 5 disksJ includes great games 
sucft as Sky Fight. Dad. Trek Tnvia. Frvs-in bne. 
Diplomacy: Chess. Monopoly, Othetto. Space Age Air 
fraJTjc Control1, and bads moref 

UTILITIES PACKS I. LJ OR 4 
EACH PACK ■ S DISKS £4.91 

4 different packs with all the yiifs you will ever need< 
Pack i contains: Crier Solace disk (2$ utils}. 
D\skmaster v30 Darkstar UtHttfee 2. 3 4 4. 

EDUCATION PACK t (Pi 5 DISKS 
German, Globe, Geotime. Drawmap Evolution. 
Clouds. Formula. Airtoii. Gravity Stm. Weather Wave 
Maker Wodd Data Bank and more" (This peck ta one 
of pur best sellers and is incredible value tor money} 

ASTRONOMY PACK (Pi j Disks £L«fc 
Star Chan. Amgaaer Deepsky. Gravity Welt Gra* 
Stm. Qrtxt. Planet 

PRINTER USER PACK iPi 4 DISKS LL»* 
for ait printer owners* includes, Label 

Designer. Label Printer. Printer Dnver Generator 
Prmt Studio. Pius More' 

ARTISTS PACK I Pi 5 DISKS t4,*S 
Spectrapamt C LjghL Image Lab. Fitter Pcs Image 
Tooft, Direct Action. Ckfvt. Auto Pcs, View lit 

Nt:W! Ml SCI ANS PACK 5 DlShS 
Med V3. Sounsraeker Pro, Oktahzer (9 Charmed} 
Games Muse Creator and Loads ot Samptes" 

FRACTALS PACK i*mP- 4 DISKS P W 
it you want to explore fractals then here's everything 
youvneed1 CPtof - $Man ■ Mandetpaug PrPysys - 
CPM - ZPW ■ Fractal Lap ■ Mandan/m MandetbUtz ■ 
Poty$y$e*ampie$ - jyks - FCS Mandatmountam 

FIZZLES PACK It i *MPi 1 DISKS £Lim 
Sufwtr new p#c* tor tans ot etuatword type puzdes 
mcbdet Worosearch Peedet Worth*; W&dgarr* 
Crosswords CWP Scrazzle ■ Oisearch 

ERH SCHWARTZ CARTOON PACK i*HPi 
J DISKS 

Botham cartoons /u$t ckch and run* The History of 
Amy Aggressor Oilman Skydive ■ Terminer 
Amy Jlcro Amr Watis The Bg Sneeze Coyote 2 

how To Run Wan 

Si Ml LATIOVN PAI K i*l *Pl $ DISKS 
Akpithe best PD m One pack' Mefm Be a 
oty tAwnet. KmqOe yft/ are J R ' HtAe ■ toj&eat arms 

tmpenum fipmamun Grab anpenr Medterranean 
t Seatance Save the wend won yot* nuclear sub 

Truck#! Mar you own avefcm company. OCtO ■ learn to 
ttyaOC WfOt. Lore of ConQuost Two players lake over 
the gate*?* mpders C4G - Superb stockmarket 
srmurtwn. 4a Wamot ■ Taka your pick trom a huge range 
ot aircraft with frirs eiroeiani fight Arniwlaior 

EAST BUSINESS PACK I Pi 5 DISKS £4.« 
Ak programs included ate powerful bui easy1 includes 
Text Engine V3 (The very latest wordprocessor). Spread 
vt (SpmadtfmtL Oetse(S*rp* Database i BBasetl 
(Good Databasej 3*n*n .'Grear accounts package.' X 
Spelt (Spat) checker}. Pnnt Studio, Busmesi card maker 

INTMMKDIATK MSINKS P*l % (Pi 5 IMS Ks L4Vf 
Wordwnghi f Wordprocessor including Mail Merge 
and Macros >} S Catc (Good Spreadsheet}. Armtmse 
Pro 2 (Stunning PD Database - New'}. Amigaspeii 
'* " J * Label (Infinite label control), 

ut Fite Management * PC Fib 
ox (Desktop Publishing} 

DISK EXPERT PACK (Pi 5 DISKS £4M 
it you want to team mote about yout Amiga, get (flis 
pack i Youtf be a disk expert m no timef includes 
Power Packet (Easy hie compactor}. Sid (Bnthant CU 
Replacement TooW. tconmama (Change any Icon m 
aeoondt}, Wuscnecker VS 3, D-Copy 
(Copers Repays. Formats and more). CU Tutorial 
(Alt you need ft> *m>wj and 202 other ubkbes "I 

mC~ PROGRAMMERS PACK iPl* DISKS P.A4 
A complete 'C' language and superb rnsfructw 
manual prerda *H you need to Seam rhe^~‘' 
metudes North C 

MED V3.2 MI SIC PA( K i Pi 4 DISKS LLee 
MED * widwy raoogmsed as the best mus*c pecMge PD 
or otherwise" The paidi contams V3Z the latest versxyy 
complete wm loads ot tkgaat samples a dsk M of MED 
muse scores and some great MED mus* to toad and 
pity' Listen ro w#ur your machine tt capable oti 

Wriv- met all park dhAi mat br bugght until al Wp’ 

SINGLE DISKS AT ONLY Wp? 
Rl SINESS 

Bankn (Exponent home banking package) (P) 

0303 Rextoaw (Good DBase with form designer) (P) 
B321 Armgatox (Engksh Desk Top Pubkshtng} (P) 
B322 500 Business Letters (Superb' Ready to vsej (Pj 
0JTJ Amdase V3.7B (Thebest PD Database available-1P) 
0324 DBase (The perfect database for begmnersnP) 
337A Business Card Maker t Design Yout Own} 
0330 Arrvcash (P) (Supedj new bank account manager ■ 
03? T OED (PI (Very good wordprocessor tor 1 
033? U EtM V26H (P) (Latest and greatest word pro) 
B333 Anubase Professional 2 (P} (Now PD1 

Superb database j 
ITJLmES 
U4Q2 Master v*rus Killer *2 t (The best Virus K#er) 
0413 Srd v t $ (makes you a master ot CUf (P} 
U416 Ck Tutorial iLeamatl about 4} (P) 
iM2T Dempesher Dimes (over 200 utmes on one deki \pt 
iM3? D-Copy iP} (As good as x-Copy) 

tgamei 
Game.) 

IM94 Pascal (2 disks ■ brilliant language) (P) 
D495 Vwschecker V$ 3 (Pi {The latest ■ For the plot too1) 
U496 Messysid V2 (P) ffleads and writes PC dtsMs) 
U4$7 A5O0* Utilities (P) (For the A$00+ onlyR 
U498 Turbottlfe (P) (Add subtitles to your wdeos*} 
U499 S-Mdvi^ <P) fSmuotft scrolling video inter) 
U4QQ1 Graphs (P) fSeveraf programs to produce ♦ 

pnni graphs} 
U4QQ2 Cross (P} (Good crossword maker} 
tM003 Drawmap W t (latest versa*, save and pnni mps} 

[GAMES* l*«IMEG) 
G6012 Backgammon (P) (Great verson ot a great game) 
G6013 Chess Tutor (P.t t Improve your skik} 
G6014 Ultimate Card Games (P) (Cnbbage. Heads. 

Bluemoon. Patience and Sohiairei 
G6015 Super Skoda Chakenge (P) iNew car race 
G6Ct 7 Star Trek Next Generation :(P}lStri^ ~ J 
G6G18 Dommos and Connect 4 (Pj (Gobi 

of the onnmals} 
G6019 A5Q0+ Games fF) (2t Games for the Ptusr} 
G677 (The best Asteroids Game) (P) 
0625 Dnp’C) (You mu*f get ffw dassK game') (P} 
G624 Bhziatd ntPD's best sriooi em up) (P) 
G669 Pom Pom Gunner V2 (Latest - New levels) 

CHILDRENS 
C7Qt team - Riyi2ddJto sMPWiajcJ«n tor4-i(>n)fP) 
C704 Simon $ay% Space Maths (P) 
C705 Treasure island X marks the spot mth speech') 
0706 Snakes * Ladders (Classic board game tom) 
CTO? Parr ft n iMatch me cards great *un*i (P) 
C706 Crossfire (') (HectK arcade game} (P) 
C709 PiI# Kingdom (2daks saw the piitws) (P) 
Cm Number FumiXet iSkdmg block pvZlM) (P) 
C7T2 caouf Pad (New cotourng boo* for youngsters i /P* 
C7t3 Petea GUwSf \P) (Lots tithmpartem game, 
0714 Storytandd (Bnthant kds game' 

Simptx phone your order through or send a cheque!postal order. Please add 60p to rover post and packing, 

PUBLIC 
ANGLIA PUBLIC DOMAIN LIBRARY 
(Deo* ASH)- Randagh Road r^xstowe Sultan. (P!1 THU 
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fJTp PD MUSIC & GFX DEMOS 

MY TIN TOY 
ANIMATION 
PD SOFT, DISK 228? 

That happy, smiling face. What mare could a child want 

than such a jolly, musical tin lay such as this? 

How many of you have seen the award winning Tin 

Toy animation? No? Well* basically it features a baby 

playing with a new tin toy. which fa a clockwork one- 

man band. As is the way with babies, it stxin starts to 

play rough with the poor little toy. who must flee to 

safely. After some crazy cartoon antics* the little metal 

chap finds sanctuary by hiding under ihc sofa* only to 

find a host of other toys hiding from the attentions of 

the young monster. 

This version, surprisingly, doesn't feature all the 

action from the original animation. This would have 

been quite a feat, since the movie was designed on an 

extremely expensive computer animation system called 

Pixar, which is slightly out of the range of ihe average 

Amiga owner! Instead it is a simple looped animation 

of the toy itself. Hashing away at its instruments. The 

graphics alone are extremely effective (despite it being 

a short dipt and make the demo worthy of inclusion in 

any PD round-up* However this animation has one 

advantage over many others of a similar style due to 

the fact that it has sound. True* it's only a few thuds 

and bashes of drums and cymbals, but it adds an atmo¬ 

sphere which is missing from other anims. If Amiga's 

can do this now, then Pixarquality isnT that faraway! 

Bored? Listless? No fun in your life? Well check out the latest demos 

to appear on the Public Domain scene. Maff Evans looks at the 

current crop which will have you vegetating in front of the screen. 

CREEP SHOW II 
PD SOFT, DISK 2281 

Once again the typical Amiga-owners penchant for 

trashy honor films and comics comes to the fore. 

Creep Shrtw ft fa a collection of such material which 

has been put together by Thanatcis, which starts off 

with a typical scrolly, sine-wave text message along 

with a very heavy metal-style Thanatos logo. This is 

followed up by the slideshow itself, featuring a whole 

host of nasty digitised artwork from heavy metal 

album sleeves* honor books and comics. All the 

pictures arc nicely textured and very colourful, with 

some good results having been achieved with the old 

Amiga digitiser and video camera. 

The iron Maiden covers arc pretty much expected 

□n this kind of demo. Luckily, though, there arc some 

well drawn (not to mention unusual) pictures also 

included, such as the skeletal clock and the manic sur¬ 

geons. who wouldn't look out of place in a scene from 

ihe recent psychological honor film Jacob's Ladder 

(remember the asylum scene? Where that doctor turns 

around and... ughl. One point though - how come the 

music on these slideshows always sound like the theme 

to Evil Dead? 1 know it suits the pictures, but once 

you've heard half a dozen demo tunes with thunder, 

church organs and screams, you're unlikely to find the 

rest original, A small piece of advice from a veteran 

PD viewer: try some originality in the sound depart¬ 

ment! It lets the wonderful pictures down. 

Aren't you glod that ibis fellow isn't waiting when you go 

to the doctors? Seems like the aspirin were a good idea! 

Time wahs for no man - especially ihe man who donated 

his arms for this dadu And all for a PO slideshow... 

AMY VS WALKER 3 
PD SOFT, DISKS 2311 AND 2312 

REQUIRES 3MB 

Eric Schwartz is back! And with a vengeance! For his latest offering he has 
taken a nostalgic view of some of bis earlier work to come up with a sequel to 
the simple, yet highly successful, Amy Vs Walker animation* For the new clip 
he has Increased Ihe scale dramatically. The demo requires 3Mb to run for a 
start (so users without porky memory upgrades are left out* unfortunately) and 
features much more in the way of diverse action. 

After a doomy, atmospheric view of an Ohio city-scape, the action moves to 

in-between a series of skyscrapers, A typically Aerofoor>style helicopter pulls 
around the corner to be confronted by a gargantuan Imperial Walker, Gosh! 
But never fear! Amy the Squirrel is here with her deadly piece of office equip¬ 
ment. "What office equipment?" I hear you ask. Well you'll just have to have a 
look at the demo for yourself to find that out* won't you? 

Erie's animation technique has always been impressive, but on Amy Vs 
Walker 2 he has outdone himself. All Ihe usual style elements are there - the 
Aerotoon chopper* Amy’s sly grin - but the dark streets and the oppressive 
size of the Walker add a more mysterious edge to the piece. The action flows 
smoothly, the pictures are very well drawn and the plot is amusing. Wbal more 
could you want from a PD animation? 
A
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BUILD YOUR OWN ROBOT 

mmm 

AMIGA 500/500 PLUS 
Each month we scan the PD market to bring you the 

| best software available. This will all be contained on our 

monthly FIVE disk packs. 

We include: • Demos • utilities • games • music • 

and • CU hints/tips to help you* 

50 x 3.5" DSDD unbranded disks with labels £20.75 inc P&P 

PACK 2 INCLUDES: 
• ZX Spectrum emulator (new version) 
• Alarm Megademo 
• Pom Pom Gunner 

• Plus much, much more... 

The popular Ffeebytes Pack 1 is still available 
(See Amiga Format issue 32) 

individual packs £4,50 + 50p P&P 
or 

both packs I & 2 for £8.50 + 50p PSP 

Cheques/PO's payable to: 
S.N. Leigh, 255 Old Road, 

Ashton-in-Makerfield 
Wigan WN4 9QD 

with the NEW AMIGA INPt T/OI TPLT PORT 
Now you can use vour Amiga So conlrol 
electric motors sensors* anything 

* Cheapest 10 port available 
* 8 tHiipuiv up id13 mpuK 
* Iwludfs full Imlruciiom 

7 used is fo confmt a time laps* dm camtm...sa 
simple fo operate from a basic program' Gfi Turner 
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(Cottage ilnbustrtts 

HOME BASED BUSINESS 

EXPLOIT YOUR COMPUTER 
The ART of making your computer earn. 

For your FREE details send 1st class stamp to: 

COTTAGE INDUSTRIES CB 
4 ODDFELLOW COURT 
ODDFELLOW STREET 

YSTRADGYNLAIS 
SWANSEA 
SA9 1LH 

Multimedia Opportunities 
On-line Entertainment is State of the Art in CD 

development and publishing. 

We are looking for the next generation of 

designers and artists. Submissions are invited 

from anyone with interesting work. 

Contact Michael Hodges on 081-558-6114 or write 
to: On-line Entertainment Ltd, 

642a Lea Bridge Road London E10 6AP 

Matrix 

Buy Your Software From Us 
And We’ll Buy It Back! 

As a member of Ihe Mam* you can choose from our extensive lists of the laiesi and the popular 

with our absoime guarantee lo buy them hack. AND you don't have lo pay until you're decided. 

* Top name games, business and utility software (sorry no PD or Shareware) 

* Great prices * No commitment to buy + Computer helpline 

★ Super fast service * established 1981 * over 2 ^/2 thousand members 

To find out more about Ihe unique Matrix money saving scheme 

call our 24 hour hotline, (09201 444224, now! 

ur+M-ral luiffif sjur. Muting )»ur mjachinc iIHMTC .1,5". Vniivu, .Atari STHo: Mutinx I ttwirc Smicrx, 
Drpl \MK4J nll 4. Mill Slodto Burinm Itatrr. Cf»nr MpjhL War, tfonfonUblrr, SGI2 WY 

1/2 price first years membership subscription! 

FREE GAMES!!! 
Are vm bored with yoi k existing games? 

"\fJ Can't afford the trice of new games? 
r»lu. THEN VOL’ NEED 

A 

MIG0S 
For full details send a stamped self addressed envelope to: 

AMIGOS, 3A HIGH ST. WANSTEAD, 
LONDON Ell 2AA 

• MONITOR STAND 

• SPACE EOI 3*45* DRIVES 

• ALLOWS HARD DRIVE 

• DOES NOT BLOCK ANT PORTS 

• EXTENSION LEADS UNNECESSARY 

• FITS BOTH ASOO A A500, 

6ET YOUR DESK SPACE BACK AND 
GET SERIOUS 

ONLY £29.95 IHCIUDING 

POSTAGE. PACKING ( 

INSURANCE. 

CHEQUES I m TO: 

MISDEM METAL I0X 

UNIT y CARVER BUSINESS PARK 
AST0NFIELDS INDUSTRIAL ESTATE 
STAFFORD 
STIUHR # 

»4tokr tnqvinti wt/comi 
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FIRST CHOICE 
I PFnS TEL: 0532 637988 

FAX: 0532 637689 
NEW OPENING HOURS west Yorkshires premiere 
OPEN MON - SAT 9.30AM-5.30PM AMIGA AND ATARI COMPUTER STORE 
SUNDAY OPENING 11.00AM-3.00PM AUTHORISED DEALERS FOR STAR, CITIZEN, 
THURSDAY NIGHT LATE 9.30AM-7.30PM COMMODORE, ACORN, ROMBO <£ PHOENIX 

VUl= MLELV /Ul'lLiiA L-LUS 
c/uiTuaw. etAssi.es 

Now complete with: 
* One Mb of chip RAM expandible to 10 Mb of RAM in total . 
* The new Kickstart 2,04 
* Workbench 2,04 
* Built in battery backed real time clock 
* New improved user friendly manuals 
This pack also comes with Lemmings, (the only game ever to get a 100% 
racing!) The Simpsons. Captain Planet and Deluxe Paint 3 the incredible 
paint and animation package plus mouse and modulator 

or £384.99 for 2Mb version 

now only 
£339.99// 

Cl to ice:.-P 11; ]*( 

1 omm: ')') soo i’A 

LvLIew niMirera isoe l-lus 
jflFhe New 1500 Plus 

Base pack 
now complete with the latest 2,04 Kickstart 

chip and Workbench 2,04 the 1500 Plus if 

The Base pack is the ideal upgrade machine for those wanting 
to upgrade from their present Amiga 500 

only £499.99 

Amiga 1500 Plus Business & 
Entertainment Software pack 

The same spec, as the base pack but with Deluxe Paint 3, Platinum Works 

(the best integrated package available for the Arnigia), Home Accounts. 

Puzznic Elf.Toki plus the latest Amiga FormatTips book (2.04 compatible) 

and Joystick- 

now only £549.99 

or £779.99 
with 1084SDI colour monitor (UK Spec,) 

VL-iLE I vH =1V /Ul'lUSA. i 
IfcrUU I»J =!*■>;<= i»l=LUl=t> 

The ASOO Deluxe is an uprated version of the ASOO Plus 
incorporating the Phoenix ROM sharer with 1.3 chip because some older 

software will not run on the new ASOO Plus. The ASOO Deluxe has been 

developed with a built in ROM sharer so you can choose to run either K tekstart 

1.3 or 2.04 making incompatibility problems a thing of the past! The 

Deluxe also Comes complete with the Cartoon Classics software pack, 

only £419.99 

or £465.99 for 2 Mb version 

The Amiga 1500 Deluxe is an advanced version 
of the standard Amiga 1500 Plus 

incorporating the famous Phoenix ROM sharer and 1.3 Kickstart ROM chip. As 

with the ASOO Deluxe, this enables you to switch between the old and new 
operating system to accommodate older software that can only run on the I 3 

operating system. 

only £559.99 for base pack version or 

£609.99 for the 1500 software pack version 

■ UiMsIiTO /Ai5(JC»! 1-Lu.tsr 
Lx ^ L C2 L 1 mm 

We stock the best name in ASOO Rut RAM expansions. These high qualfty RAM modules will take your 

ASOO Plus up to? Mb of chip RAM without invalidating your warranty, 

Unpopulated....only £19.99 
Populated to 512K..only £34.99 
Populated to 1 Mb....only £49.99 

Because some older software will not run On the new 2.04 operating system Phoenix 

have designed a high quality ROM sharer Recognised as being the best on the market, 

this ROM sharer features a flexible ribbon connection so that it can be positioned 

anywhere within your ASOO Plus, 

Don't be fooled by cheap low quality alternatives 
to Phoenix, treat your Amiga to the best!! 

only £24.99 

All Phoenix products come complete with a full 2 year replacement warranty 
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CO WIRST choice 
CD 
or 

H* 

LEEDS TEL: 0532 637988 
FAX: 0532 637689 

Nearly alt the products we sell are on demo at our show room. At First Choice we 
make a point of knowing our products before putting them on sale* Although, due 

to time constraints and the shear volume of new products this is not always possible ! 

DEPT, AF, UNIT8ARMLEY 

PARK COURT, OFF CECIL 

STREET, LEEDS, LSUZAE 

ViSA 

livery II rrr 

Dl 
Commodore Dynamic Total Vision 

I Complete with Nutt hi nsons Encyclopedia, Lem* 

I mings and Welcome CD disk. CDTV is a powerful 

I media for both entertain mem and education Capa- 

Ible of handling up to 54Q Mb of data, whole encyclo- 

Ipedias can be stored on just one compact disc. The 
I CDTV is also a high quality audio CD player We also 

I stock a large range of CDTV software all at discount 

| prices 

now only £449.99 
Ul^Spe^ 

St AH LMtUvIVUKS 
AH Star printers inc ribbons, free 

std printer cable and 12 month 
guarantee 

New CD Rom for the Amiga A500 
now available /// 

The addon that every one has been waiting for. This high quality CD 
ROM tarns your amiga into a CDTV 

only £279.99 

New CDTV 
keyboard 

Effectively transforms your CDTV into an Amiga 

so you can get even more out of CDTV. WiiJh the 

ad of a standard 3.5" disc drive the CD TV will take most 

of the normal Amiga software from word processing io 

entertainment 

only £49.99 

New CDTV 
Trackerbafl 

complete with 2 joystick 

poru. this n a mon for 

CDTV owners 

only £74.99 

l-LUSt CKO [CL: l-ACU 
Take the headache out of buying a computer with our ever 
popular FIRST CHOICE Pack. All the essentials required 
for che first time buyer. Ideal for any Amiga and great value I 

tool 

Comprises: 
* Top quality microswitched 
Powerplay Cruiser joystick 

* Mouse Mat 
* Dust Cover 
* 10 Blank Disks 

* Plus 3 Extra, games// 

f ■ - y ^ - - 

The Star LC20 
Replacing the famous LC10, the LC20 is faster 

at ISOcps draft and 45 cps NLQ. It's also qui¬ 

eter. The front panel now has push button 

operation replacing die old LC 10 membrane 

panel. Ocher spec is similar to LOO. 

now only £139.99// 

Star LC200 
Colour 9 pm ponter wrth ft resident font! and a high 
speed of 225cps draft And 45 cps in NLQ A4 Landscape 
printing 

now only £199.99 

Star XB24-200 Colour 1 
The choice of nwty professional organisations, this pmter 1 

cotnei with one year on-nte maintenance. 332 cps dm ft. 1 

100 cps LQ 29k buffer cup to 189k. 4 super LQ fonts 1 

and H LQ foots 

now only £399.99 

Star LC24-200 
Mono and colour. 222 q>s draft and 67 eps LQ. 10 resident 
fonts A4 Landscape printing 

only £229.99 mono 
or £289.99 colour 

Star LC24-10 
24 pm quality at the price of many 9 pins. ! 80 cps 
draft. GO Cps in NLQ, Bk buffer expandable to 
37k 

now only £189.99 

icmiLN nmm. 
All Citizen printers int, free printer table 

and tome with a full 2 year warranty' 

The New 
Citizen 224 

A replacement for the famous 124D, the 224 now 

comes with the option to upgrade to a high 

resolution colour printer. If you want 24 pin 

quality, you wantto print in colour if necessary and 

you don't want to spend a fortune, the new 224 is 

an ideal solution Using the same technology as the 

Swift 24, the 224 is basically a cut down ver¬ 

sion. 192 Cpi draft and G4 epa letter quality with 3 

built in fonts. 

only £214.99 (mono) 

or £244.99 (colour) 

The New Citizen 
Swift 24e and 24x 
(What Micro Best Buy) 

The best budget 24 pin printer 
hoi just got better/ 

Thu mutt be the ben 24 pin colour printer for less than 1 

£300. 3k buffer expandable to 40k. 2)6 cpi draft. 72 epi 1 

LQ mid multilingual too ! 

only £274.99 (80 col) 
or £414.99 (136 col) 

The Citizen Swift 9 
Colour 

Unbeatable value colour printer. 4 resident fonts. 

192 cps diaft and 48 cps In NLQ. Hi^ily recom¬ 
mended. This primer is also available in a wide 

carriage (136 column) version 

only £194.99 (80 col) 
or £314.99 (136 col) 

|Citizen printer accessories: Mono ribbons only £4.99, Printer stands C24.99, auto sheet feeders £85.00, semi auto sheet feeders only L1 S.00 | 

I iiii£ uiEW b"i/;n tm- 
EUl^l^LIZ JlEl 

I Wrth. Epson LQ and IBM Ptropfimer einuUtion. Th* I 

I 5)48 ii a revolution m printer technology. The quality 

I ti Almost as good is an e* pc-nitvc bitx pnm*r yet 

I COM3 I«1 than many 24 pn porter? Portable in U1C, 

I very quiet, antf faster than moil dot ITU{riK printer! *(. 

100 cps in LQ. Printer table included 

only £229.99 
I Auto sheetfeeder £52.991 

With S I 2k of RAM at standard from First 

Choice, expandable to 6 meg. 6 pages per minute, 

HP2. FX, LQ. GQ compatible ISO jutosheet 
feeder, 12 month* on-site mamie nance and 

printer cable. 

only £719.99 
Toner cartridge £59.99 

The HP Deskjet 500 printer allows I 
you to create laser ret quality without the cost with 

100 page auto sheet feeder, printer cable. 3 page t 

minute speed and 

3 year UK warranty 

only £359.99 
The HP Deskjet S00C 

The famous desk) ei 500 is now available a* a colour I 

printer With this printer ytx> tan get stunning 

colour output at laser quality 

Protar Stereo 
colour monitor 
This monitor uses the lame tube « the Philip! 8833 

MX2 and has the same specification The Protar conse* 

with i full 11 month replacement guarantee. This 

must be the be*t value medium res monitor on the 

market Amiga cable included. Tilt and iwiveJ 

stand only £11 99 when purchased with this 

monitor. Cover only £5 99 

only £199.99 UKSpec. 

MClsllVCliS 
All our monitors are UK spec* 

Alt monitors come 
complete with a free 

Amiga lead 

WARNING: Before you purchase a monitor make sure it has a frill UK specification. You might be 1 
buying what you thi nk i$ a similar monttorat a lower price but it is likely to be a "GREY" import. These 

monitors do not comply with British safety standards and are not covered by an official warranty 

Commodore 
1084 SDI Stereo 
Colour monitor 

The perfect complement to your Amiga system. This 

Colour stereo monitor features MO*256 line resdu- 

Cion and green screen facility Amiga cable included. 

Tift and swivel stand Only £11.99 when pur¬ 

chased with this monitor Cover for monitor 

only £5.99 

only £239.99 uk Spec. 

CM7 SuperVGA 
Colour monitor 

The CM7 monitor is a lugh quakey VGA momor ideal 

for making your AMIGA irrfp a professional system. 

0 28 dot pitch. Comes complete with tilt and swivel 

sand Monitor cover only £5,99 if purchased at the 

same Une 

i sw version £369.99 
with Flicker Free Video card 

AS00 VERSION £499.99 

Philips CM8833 MK2 
stereo colour monitor 

Colour iiereo rnoiHWH- W01135 lift* resolution, gr«n icretn facility, one 

years an site maintenance, cable for Amiga included, Tib and swivel 

stand only £11.99 when purchased with monitor. Cover only £5.99 

only £239,99 UKSpec. 
with FIV Flight Simulator 

Goldstar remote control TV/monitor superior 
to a standard TV set*,,*..OClIy £189*99 
AOC Multisync....only £299 99 
Commodore 1900 multisync*..*.-001^^436,99 



colour'solution Take 2 PANDAAL HAND SCANNER 
As oflk.nl deafer) lor RomfecL we *ne to offer 
dm excellent package ai a great price The 
cempfeie tokxr solution comes with RGB 
iphner. Vh£ Am^gi, Vidi Chrome, power supply 

ind Photon Paint. 

now only £129.99 

Denned to be used in eonfuncoon wnh j| 
drgFOwr or ai a mrsdakonie pcofnm, (bn e» latest 
aiwrubon package Joe the Amtp Irom Rombo 
feaiurei include load and ttn from D Pfcnt| 
aiwnatfom and IFF fifes. Supports HAM f nph»ci. 

only £69.99 

Fr^me grabber. 

High quality difiuung krw Vfeji chrome 
totouma-ig software 

only £84.99 

r Dwitne m 
lueMtir V 

with Dim vfew or Romfco prodvs 

only £54.99 

VIDI AMIGA RGB SPLITTER 

Replaces rod gnjM?n Hue frier 1*1 Cifl 6e 
used with Digi view of Romfoo products 

The VXL is an advanced 68030 accelerator for 
the Amiga 500/1 $00/2000 with space for an 
optional co-processor (CP) 
VXL30 25Mhz EC...,.MUonly £239.99 
VXL 30 40Mhz EC.only £369.99 
68881 co-pro for above....only £79.99 
The VXL accelerator boards can also accept32 
bit RAM to optimise performance. The superfast 
32 bit RAM comes as a 2 MB or 8 Mb daughter 
board for the VXL. 

2 Mb of 32 Bit RAM (60ns). only £214.99 
8 Mb of 32 Bit RAM (60ns). only £4 I 9.99 

On test this scanner his proved to be the easiest and most 

effective scanner that we hive used to date having compared ht 

to most of the ocher mapr hand scanners on the market. We 

are able to offer this high quality scanner at a fraction of the 

normal cost- Complete with the latest improved version of 

Daao-scan software this scanner is able to pick out text and 

graphics at up to 400 d .p.i in real time. Daata-scan enables you to 

easily manipulate the image Scans in real time up to 64 grey 

I scales Ideal for desk top publishing and presentation. 

now only £ 109.99 
[eSP^or £124.99 with 2 way 

parallel switcher box 

FINAL COPY WORD PUBLISHER 
Superb new easy to use word publisher from the writers of PenPil With 
built m outline foots for top quality output, full graphics import capability 
{IFF and HAM). Features include Thesaurus, spelling checker and detector, automatic 
hyphenation, insert date, bine, and page number, scale graphics to any sue, crop 
graphics, multiple columns layout, magnified and reduced page view, 
full post script support and much more, Requires 2 disk drives Or a hard drive, 

Highly Recommended only £39.99 

Or £95.99 with Curmna 3-5" external drive 

PLATINUM 
WORKS 

ivmvmvV e 

Special offer !! 
now wilk Home Accounts 

I As recommended by Commodore and taken from the Amiga 1500 Plus pack, we 
I bdtev* this to fcw o*h? of dirt? best ai rwnd jficegmMd buunes package* on the Amp k 
I tom« with F^aUnum Scribble Wp. ipeli checker thesaurus. AnalyU < a Trniii 123“ 
I cqfT^jatibfe ipnadtshw-i with 3D graphic^, a database, s»4*wayt priming usifeey and 
I commumcanont software plus the tMr»t idling Digtta Home Accounts package 

only £49.99'/ 
limited stocks 

DIGI-VIEW 
MEDIA STATION 

I Th* new complete graphics creation 
I presentation package fo* your Amiga 
I Comes complete with the famous Digu 
I V«ew Gold, Dip-Paint »nd Elan Performer 

only £109.99 

IMAGINE 
I The iai est vemon of imagi ne. the u Itimaie 
f 3D animation rendering system 

only £199.99/ 

PENPAL 
Tim best selling word publisher incorporates 
many features found only in a desk top pub¬ 

lisher. Also includes an eaiy to use database 

Highly recommended 

now only £54.99 

NEW INI!! 
PAGESTREAM V2.2 
package 
of DTP p 

powei 
chat we recommend Better than alot 

on a Mac 
packages on a PC and better than most 

only £124.99 

The latest version of this Nghiy acdumed 

WYSIWYG word publisher. Comes with 

multiple fonts, powerful thesaurus, large 

spellchecker, speech synthesis 

only £74.99 

OTHER SOFTWARE 
3D Text Animate........now only £9.99 

Aegis Sonix.....,.,..,.£39.99 
Art Department Pro.,...£99.99 
Amos Creator...,.„.i34.ff 
Amos Compller....,,....,....»....,.in.^ 
Amos 3D.   £12.99 
Audio Engineer,,,169.99 
Audio Master version 4...X39.99 
Broadcast Tiller.onlyC 159.99 
Cron Dos.     ,£19,99 
Deluxe Musk Costruttion Set..£54.99 
Deluxe Paint 3...now only £ 16,99 
Deluxe Paint 4...now only £57*99 
Excellent e word publisher VX...,.... 199.99 
Flexidump printer utility.,....,£3 1.99 
GB Route Planner.******.£29.99 
Gold Disk Office*,***..*,,,.£64.99 
Pages*eter l DTP.....£45.99 
Pro Page professional DTP.*„£! 24.99 
Pro Video Plus**-***.....,.....£149,99 

Quarterback hd backup util,..only £24.99 
Sequencer One...*,.,*********£74*94 
Super Plan Spreadsheet.,,,, **,*.£2 9.99 

Vista._£29*99 
Vista Pro (2 Mb required),,,*£69.99 
Walt Disney Antmator*.*********£61,99 
Xcopy Proiot. hardware.£33.99 

HARD DRIVES AND RAM 
GVP Hard Drives for the 

AMIGA 500, 1500 or 2000 series 
Recognised as being probably the best hard drives for the AMIGA GVP drive* come fitted 

with f«t access Quantum drives and 8 Mb of unpopulated RAM. GVP doves use inexpensive 

I Mb by 9 SIMM modules at only £37 99 per Mb 

AMIGA 1500/2000 VERSION 

52 meg.£289.99 105 meg...,..£429.99 
AMIGA 500 VERSION 

52 meg.£374.99 105 meg.£569.99 

Supra 52 Mb Hard Drive for the A500 
Using the super fast Quantum drive, these drives also come with Express copy hard drive backup 

software The Supra aho Has Space for 8 Mb of RAM 

now only £319.99 
DRAM CHIPS 

256 by 4 DILs 
ideal for AS90 & Supra Hard drives plus 

many other Amiga RAM applications 

QTY 

4+ (5l2K),*now only £3.79 

8+ (I Mb)**.*now only £3.59 

16+ (2Mb)..now only £3-29 

I Mb by 8 or 9 SIMM boards 
as used in GVP and Cortex boards 

only £34,99 
I Mb by 4 ZIPS 

as used in 5upra boards. 2 t Mb by 4 

ZIPS equal I Mb 

only £38,99 per Mb 

OTHER PERIPHERALS 
2 Way ParaJlel port 
sharer inc. cable 

Many peripherals such as printers and scan¬ 
ner* share the Amiga panJfel port causing the 
user to have to swap between the two. Solve 
this problem with the 2 way sharer box 

only £1 7.99 
Rocgen Genlock 

only £99.99 
Rocgen Plus 
only £139.99 

Supra 2400 baud 

Modem only £74.99 

DISKDRIVES NAKSHAMOUSE 
New Roclite 

3.5" Disk drive 
The new super slim Roclite has 

recently received the best review 

for disk drives in Amiga Format | 

(although many of these reviews 

are totally misleading) 

only £59.99 

Cumana 3.5" 

Disk drive 
I meg external drive. The best 
name in disc drives now at a 
super low price 

only £57.99 

I This famous Hi-res mouse now comes with Operation I 
I Stealth. mouse mat, holder and 2 year warranty 

only £24.99 

NEW R0CTEC MOUSE 
E This ii an excellent high quality mouse for the Amiga 
I fully micro**witched mouse Excellent value and highly r*c* 
| ommended. 2&D DPI retoluiion 

only £16.99 
or£ 19,99 with mouse mat and holder 

Phoenix 3.5“ disks are GUARANTEED FOR. A ] 
LIFETIME and are CERTIFIED 100% ERROR FREE 
double sided, double density disks are of the highest I 

quality in magnetic media and are extensively used by | 

duplicating houses 

QTY 
Phoenix 
Bulk 

OR 
Sakum 
Branded 

EMULATORS 
KCS Power board PC/XT 

emulator comet with Do* 4.01... 

now only £199*99 
A5O0 Plum compatible 

Amiga I 500 adaptor only £59.99 

New AT Once emulator turn* yOur Amiga into 

an l&M AT compatible now with 16 Mhi clock speed 

only £189.99 

...£4.99.£6.99 
£ I I .99.£ I 3.99 

..£21.99.£25.99 

..£39.99.£44.99 

..£72.99.£84.99 

..£169.99.n/a.,.. 
I 000...£339.99...n/a... 
Disk Labels....500.now only £6.99 
Disk Labels... 1000...now only £9.99 

10... 
25.. 

50.. . 
100. 
200. 
500.. 

MAIL ORDER ? WHY FIRST CHOICE ? 
Order by telephone quoting your credit card 

number, If paying by cheque please make payable 

toBRST CHOICE. In any correspondence please 

quote a contact phone number and post code 

Mail order Hotline 

0532 637988 
6 Lines 

Prices are subject to change without notice, E&OE, 

* All prices include VAT and Standard Delivery 
* All hardware/computers are genuine UK spec. 
* Free Fast Standard 4 to 7 day Delivery 
* Guaranteed 2 to 3 day Delivery only £2.00 
* Guaranteed Next Day Delivery only £4.50 
* Open seven days a week for your convenience 

SUPRA RAM 
EXPANSION 

I The ultimate Amiga ASOO expansion.,Take your A500 up 
I to 9 Mb (10 Mb with the ASOO Plus). Fits onto the side 
I expansion port Auto configures with qq software patch- 

w 
I Please note that when 25^“4 ZIPS are used, the Supra 
I RAM can only be populated to a maximum of 2 Mb. Hyou 
I use this configuration and want to further increase your 
I capacity you must replace the 256*4 ZIPS with I Mb by 

4 ZIPS 

8Mb pop to I Mb...£99.99 
8Mb pop to 2 Mb using 
256*4zips.£124.99 

18Mb pop to 2 Mb using 
I Mb*4 zips.now only £ 149.99 

18Mb pop to 4 Mb..£209.99 
8Mb pop to 6Mb..„.£254.99 
8Mb pop to 8 Mb,...£309.99 

512K RAM EXPANSIONS 
Top quality RAM expansions for due A5D0 

complete with battery backed dock and on/off 

switch This RAM expansion will not in any 

way i nvaJ id ate your Amiga warranty ff 

now only £24.99 

PLEASE ADDRESS ALL 
CORRESPONDANCE TO : 

DEPTaf, UNIT8 ARMLEY 
PARK COURT, OFF CECIL 

STREET, LEEDS, LS122AE 
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AT THE (MOVIES a 
1 7 BIT, DISK 1 (FOUR DISKS) 

REQUIRES 1 MB 

What's this? Looks like Amy still refuses to have anything to do But who's this push-looking gent? A sophis- 

with her escort's mischievous behaviour! ticated chap by the look of his soil. 

What a treat! A double feature of Eric Schwartz cartoons for your delight. This one is yet another sequel, 
being the follow up to another Amy adventure - At the Movies. 

Her over-excited boyfriend is still trying his luck In the cinema, much to Amy s annoyance, but even 
this can't keep her from falling asleep. While off in the Land of Snore! she dreams that she is being 
wooed by a well-dressed young gent in a top hai and dickey bow. How can a girl avoid falling for such a 

chap? Not Amy that’s for sure! 
The clip Is well up to Mr Schwartz's usual standards and Improves on the style of even the first At the 

Movies cartoon. Admittedly it doesn't quite have the superb atmosphere and style of Amy Vs Welker 2, 
but It’s an enjoyable antm none the less. But all you PD fans should know by now, if Eric has released a 
new demo, you just have to have a look! 

EARTH'S SORROWS VOYAGE 
17 BIT, DISK 1604 

A spooky fate lurks behind (he logo for Razor 1911 's lat¬ 

est offering. Don't worry kids,, it's only a picture. 

There isn’t really much to look at in the way of 

megademos this month, but this one makes up for the 

short supply. Razor 1911 have, up until recently, been 

content with releasing demos with the pretty standard 

'scroily texts and vector shapes’ sections, hut Voyage 

is most definitely a step in a more positive direction. 

After loading up a simple intro screen, the proper 

introduction appears. This consists of a sequence very 

much like the opening of The Term if to/or (even down 

to the way the text fades away), followed by a set of 

logos listing the team members. 

Along with some of the more usual copper and vee- 

torball effects, the disk contains some impressively 

atmospheric animations, such as the walker standing 

on a panning mountain-scape and the spaceship flying 

across an outer-space backdrop. However, one of the 

most unusual sections is the running-man clip. This 

features a blue cardboard cut-out man running around a 

wire-frame box which rotates across the screen. The 

anim is quite simple, but very original. 

Most standard megademos can get pretty boring 

these days* so it's nice to see someone trying out some 

new ideas fora change. Well done Razor 191 It 

PD SOFT, DISK 2291 

An animated sprite? Maybe, but it has been cleverly cal¬ 

culated using the Copper. See Earth's Sorrows for more* 

The second megademo for review this momh is very 

different. Instead of building up the atmosphere of the 

demo and eventually reaching a climax* Hawk have 

pul the most impressive section at the beginning. 

After loading up an ethereal moose picture (drawn 

in a rather odd style} the ‘Curse of Osiris’ section of 

the megademo appears. This is basically a demonstra¬ 

tion of an unusual copper effect. Instead of the usual 

plasma effects (they come later on the disk - yawn) 

various copper-creaied pictures appear, covering such 

subjects as an animated running man. a skull, a sunset 

and a 'Curse of Osiris’ logo. Although these arc quite 

blocky, the technique used lo display both the pictures 

and the parti ally-masked scrolltext opens up a wide 

range of possibilities in the field of animated graphics* 

Unfortunately, the demo goes downhill from here* 

consisting of a few plasma effects, vectors and more 

pictures drawn in the same strange style as the moose 

pic. The music on the Curse of Osiris’ demo promises 

a lot too, only to be followed up by a series of the more 

usual reedy-sounding PD tunes. If only Hawk could 

have carried the impressive audio-visual style of the 

first section over to the rest of the disk. A pity. 

MUTTLEY AND THE 
BEANSTALK 
1 7 BIT, DISK 1 5SO (THREE DISKS) 

REQUIRES 3MB 

Muttley seems a bit surprised ut the speedy success of his 

gardening. That's what you get lor using magic seeds. 

Here we have yet another 3Mb animation demo, this 

time from the new master of digitised aniim, Dave 

Hollis. For his latest sequence, he has relumed to his 

old favourite, Dastardly and Muttley. 

The cartoon in question is Muttley and the 

Beanstalk. Dick gives Muttley some seeds to plant to 

begin with* but the rest turns into a fairy-tale dream 

sequence. Muttley climbs the beanstalk to find himself 

in a giant's casile. There he meets a girl doggie who 

has been captured by the wicked giant. wrho happens to 

look just like Dick Dastardly. The giant soon wakes up 

though, and chases the pair through the casile before 

they escape with some condiment trickery* 

The intimation is played in a window in the centre 

of the screen* with all the frames being digitised grey¬ 

scale pictures from the original cartoon. Unfortunately* 

there is no sound in the demo, but the clip is still very 

entertaining. The lack of sound is made up for by the 

presence of captions to highlight the action, but the 

action is what really counts and this is kept to the fore 

by clever use of editing. This one is typical of Dave’s 

style - an amusing, well produced digitised cartoon. 

Every Issue we take the trouble of finding out a PD 
library's best-selling music and graphics demos. 
This month it’s the turn of... 

BYTE BACK 

1 Plasmutex 91 AD 59 
2 Anti Letnmin Demo AD 83 
3 Stealthy Anims AD 65 
4 Budbrain AD 49 
S The Run AD 25 
6 fillet The Fish AD 78 
7 Wrestle mania AD 74 
8 Mars Flight AD 85 
9 Odyssey AD 100 
10 Hardwired AD 90 

CONTACT: 

PO SOFT; 1 Bryant Avenue, 

Soulher>d-on-Seaf Essex SSI 2YD 

17 BIT SOFTWARE: PO Box 97, 

Wakefveld WF1 1 XX, 

0924 366982 



PDU-363 Master Virus Killer v2,2 (P) 

PDU-3 66 IBM emulator 

PDU-367 ST emulator (English) 

PDU-3 6 8 ZX Spectrum emulator vl .2 

PDU-375 MED 3 2 (latest version) (P) 

PDU-376 Supwkillers v2,G |P] 

PDU-3 80 Textplus v3.0en (P) 

PDU-382 Messysid II (P) 

PDli-383 Spectrapoint v3 2 

PDU-384 Diskmoster v3.2 

PDU-385 Electrocod vl ,4 (P) 

PDU-386 D T P. [New English version) (P) 

PDU-3 87 Windowsbench |2 disks) 

PDU-388 600 Business Utters (P) 

PDU-389 B-Base If {PJ 

PDU-390 Text Engine v3.0 (P) 

PDU-391 Forms Really Unlimited (P) 

PDU401 RSI Demo Maker (& docs) 

PDU-364 RSI Utilities Disk #1 

PDU-392 RSI Utilities Disk #2 

PDU-3 9 3 RSI Vector Object Editor 

PDU-372 RSI Veclorbclls Editor 

PDU-394 RSI Font Editor 

PDU-365 TSB Vector Designer 

PDU-395/6/7 RSI Modules #1,2 & 3 

PDU-10 Wordprocessing & Datobosing 

PDU-16 Air Tunnel Simulation 
PDU-31 Fish # 143 RIM Database 

PDU-32 Fish #144 Analytic S/sheei 

PDLM3 Fish #203 Assembler & C 
PDLW5 Fish #213 Icons (300 in 8 cols) 
PDIU8 Fish #215 Mondelvroom v2.0 

PDU 51 Fish #219 Astronomy program 

PDU-52 Fish #52 A Z Text Editor 

PDU-72 SID vl .06 [File transfer util) 

PDU-80 Fonts & Surfaces 
PD LI-81 DisksalvevL3 
PDU-99 Ham Radio Utilities |5 disks) 

PDU-101 Menu Maker 
PDLM02 Label Designer 
PDU-103 Icon Maker 
PDU-104 Icon Mania 

PDU-105 Crossword Creator 

PDU-151 Fixdisk 
PDU-164 Gomes Music Creator 
POU-169 Quick-Base (Database) 

PDU-166 Falcon Bootblack Creator 

PDU-200 Virus Killer Pro v2.Q 

PDU-207 Perfect Sound vl 93 

PDU-262 MED Modules 
PDU-358 Tetracopy 
PDU-369 Fish #379 C64 Emulator 

PDU-370 Flexibose (Database) 

PDU-371 Nuke vl.3b {Saddam killer) 

PDU-359 Genealogy 
PDU-399 Am (base Professional II 
PDU 357 Video Applications [2 disks) 

PDU-402 Imploder v4.0 

DISK PRICES; 
1 -9 ..£1.75 each 
10*19 ...£1.50 each 
20+ ......£1.25 each 

Postage & packing FREE on all 

orders of 3 disks or more [UK 

mainland on)y( Under 3 disks 

P&P £1.00. Europe odd 25p 

per disk. Rest of World odd 

5Qp per disk. All of our P.D. 

software is supplied on quality 

media. 

HOW TO ORDER 
We accept major credit cards. 
Please make cheques & P.O.'s 
payable to: 

P.D. DIRECT & send to 

DEPT. AF. 
86 GEORGE STREET 
NEWCASTLE 
STAFFS 
STS 1DN 

PHONE or FAX 

0782 
715255 

89 O BE 

PDG 1 Star Trek The Final Frontier (2 disks) 

PDG-2 Star Trek |3 disks ■ req 2 drives) 

PDG-5 Card & Board Games 

P0G-16 Monopoly, Ouedo & more 

PDG-19 Destination Moonbase 

PDG-21 Boing - The Game (2 disks) 

PDG-29 Yocht C (Yahtiee) & others 

PDG-31 Moria 

PDG-32 Legen of Farghoil 

PDG-35 Pair It (Educational) 

PDG36 Snakes V Ladders, Reversi 

PDG-37 Super Quiz 

PDG46 Fruit Machine, Pool & Others 

PDG-50 Sea Lance (Submarine simulation) 

PDG-53 Megaball [Breakout style gome) 

RDG54 Card Games (Harp Platt Queens] 

PDG-59 Seven Tiles (Adventure) 

PDG-60 Air Ace II 

PDG61 Electric Train Set 

PDG-62 Spectrum Gomes Vol 1 

PDGh63 Spectrum Gomes Vol 2 

PDG-66 Puzzle Solve 

PDGh67 Fbschbier 

PDG-6B Colbssus [Adventure) 

PDGb9 Battle Force 

PDG-7Q Drip! 

PDG-71 Lbmatron (by Jeff Minter) 

PDG-72 Op. Lemming (£3 00 Charitywore) 

PDG-73 Twintris 

PDG-74 Wei Beavers Game 

PDG-75 Tanx The Gome 

PPG76 Cubulus [by T. Richter) 

PDG-77 Star Trek - The Next Generation 

PDG-78 Blizzard 

PDG-79 Cord Sharp 

PDG-80 China Challenge II 

PDG-81 Pom Pom Gunner 

PDG-82 Wacko Jf. in Wonderland 

PDM-5 

PDM-6 

PDM-8 

PDM-9 

PDM-19 

PDM-20 

PDM-27 

PDM28 

PDM30 

RDM 31 

PDM-33 

MFI Electric CU TV 

Winkers Song (2 disks) 

Destination Docklands Poire) 

Ride on Time & Batdance 

Bad - Michael Jackson 

Bot Dance 

D-MOB Megomusic III 

Enemies Music III 

Digital Concert II 

Digital Concert III 

Hallowe'en "Follow the Sign* (2 

disks) 
*1 think we're abne now* Tiffany 

"Land of confusion" Genesis 

Miami Vice Theme (4 disks) 

MFI Vangelis Demo 

Digital Concert IV 

Popeye meets the Beach Boys 

Digital Concert VI 

Freddy Kruger 

Kefrens Jukebox 

Miami Vice "Crockett's Theme" 

RIP Eruption 

Slab Music 

100 most remembered C64 tunes 

Hi-fi demo 

RDM !04 BassX #5 Power Remix 

RDM 105 BcssX#6 Sid Youngblood 

PDM-106 Betty Boo 

PDM-109 Depeche Mode 

PDM 110 DMOB Music I 

PDM 111 DMOB Music I! 

POM 112 DMOB Music IV (2 disks) 

PDM-117 Flash Gordon (2 disks) 

PDM-1 18 Hatrick "Loadsamoney" 

PDM-1 20 Laurel & Hardy (2 disks) 

PDM-128 NASP v2.0 
RDM 131 Pet Shop Boys Remix #1 

PDM-132 Pet Shop Boys Remix #2 

PDM-35 

PDM-36 

PDM-3B 

PDM40 

PDM-6 5 

PDM72 

PDM80 

PDM-8 2 

PDM-8 3 

PDM45 

PDM-87 

PDM BB 

PDM-91 

PDM-9 5 

CATALOGUE DISK 
Our latest update contains details of our 

2,500 disk collection. It also has some 

FREE games on it. This is one of the most 

professional disks you will see. Please 
send 3 first class stamps to receive your 

copy. Alternatively, you can have one 

FREE with your first order 

vv " 

PACK 1 

HOME BUSINESS PACK (P) 
This 8 disk pack contains 
Word processor 

Database 
Spreadsheet 

Amiga Spoil 

Memo Pod 
Inventory etc. etc 

A MUST FOR HOME 
ACCOUNTS! 

£11,00 

PACK 5 

PACK 2 

DEMO PACK (10 Ditlci) 
Budbrain 1 (2 disks) 
Budbrcin 2 
Scoopex "Mental Hanoover- 
C domes "Neverwhere* 
Horizon "Sleeping Bag* 
Poface "Pulling the Trigger* 
Guartex "Substance" 
Phenomena "Interspace" 
Decay "Simpsons Demo" 

GREAT STARTER PACK 
£12.00 

MUSIC MAKERS PACK (P) 

MED 3.20 

Pro Tracker 

Star Trekker v!.2 

3- Songs Disks 

4- Instrument Disks 

A MUST FOR MUSICIANS 

£12.00 

PACK 7 

GAMES PACK 
This new 12 disk pack 

contains: 

Operation Lemming, Star 

Trek, Drip, Lbmatron, Morio, 

Sealant©, Cluedo, 

Monopoly, Seven Tiles, Poc 

Mon, Battleships. 

PLUS LOADS MORE 
{A5Q0+ option available] 

£15.00 

PACK 3 

MUSIC PACK (10 Disks) 
Vision Music Masters 
Crusaders "Bacteria Music" 
Crack Music Disk 
Jetset Overload Music 
RAF Megamix # 1 
flash Digital Concert #6 
Flashing Bytes "Sweet Songs 1" 
Alcatraz i Panic Voices* 
Crusaders Micro Concert 
Archaos Music Disk 

£12.00 

CLIPART PACK 

This is a collection of 13 
disks, All ore in IFF format 
and are ideal for deskl 
publishing. There ore be 
of images to choose from, 
ranging from fancy boarders 
to special occasions & peo¬ 
ple to places. They are super 
quality 

ALL 13 DISKS FOR 

£15-00 

iggjggg 
PDA-7 Fantasy Slideshow 

PDA-9 Knight Animation 
PDA-10 Exploding Head Animation 

PDA-12 Star Trek #2 |Agotron| 
PDA-13 Star Trek #17 (Agatron) 

PDA-14 Puggs in Space 

PDA-18 Miller Lite Advert 

PDA-42 Dragons Lair Demo 
PDA^45 Monocycle & Sidecar (lMb| 

PDA-54 NASA Graphics 

PDA-56 Newtek Demoreel# I (2 disks, 1Mb) 

PDA-57 Newtek Demoreel #2 (2 disks, iMbj 

PDA-58 Paradise Slideshow 

PDA-68 Walker Demo #1(1 Mb) 
PDA-69 Walker Demo #1 (2Mb, 2 disks) 

PDA-70 Walker Demo #2 [ 1 Mb) 

PDA-80 Walker Demo #2 (2Mb, 2 disks) 
PDA-82 Enterprise Leaving Dock (Agatron) 

PDA-81 Roy Trace Art 

PDA-90 Jet Fighter Animation 

PDA-92 D.Landers Sci-Fi Show # 1 
PDA-93 D Landers $ci-Fi Shaw #2 

PDA-108 Addams Family 
PDA-1 10 Bruce Lee "Enter the Dragon" 

PDA-111 Bruce Lee Slideshow #2 
PDA-123 Stealthy Anims (Eric Shwartz] 
PDA-124 Stealthy manoeuvre (E. Shwartz) 

PDA-305 AntMLemmin' Demo (Eric Shwartz) 

(2Mb, 2 disks) 
PDA-134 The Dating Game |E. Shwartz) 

(3Mb, 2 disks) 

PDD-I 
PDEM 
PDD-7 

PDDU4 

PDD-16 

PDD-20 

PDD-2H 

RDM II 
PDD-511 
FDD 52 

PDD-55 

PDD-62 

PDD-70 
PDD-72 

PDD-73 
PDD-74 

PDD-75 

PDD-76 
PDD-91 

PDD-94 

PDD-96 
PDD-97 

PDD-107 

PDD-115 

PDD-116 

PDD-130 

POD 131 

PDD-1 32 
PDD-1 34 

PDD-145 

PDD-152 

PDD-153 

PDD-160 
PDD-177 

PDD-179 

PDD-186 
P0D-2 09 

POD 212 

Anarchy Demo 

Deathstar Megademo (2 disks) 
Elvira Demo 

RAF Megodemo 

Robocop Demo 
SAE Demo #25 

SAE Demo #32 
Anarchy *Ooh it's obscene 3* 

Hatrtick # 1 

Hatrick #2 "Smashing Day Out” 

Kefren s Megodemo #8 (2 disks) 

Northstar Megodemo #2 

imo 
Red Sector Demo #4 

SAE Demo #23 

SAE Demo #36 
Scoopex Demo 

Scoopex Megodemo 

Trilogy Megodemo #1 

Vortex Mega demo 

Magnetic Fields Demo #36 
Predators Megodemo (2 disks) 
Budbrain # 1 [2 disks) 

Magnetic Fields Demo #40 

Magnetic Fields Demo #41 
Chubby Brawn Demo 

Crionics Demo 
Gionts Megodemo (2 disks) 
Magnetic Fields Demo #45 

SAE Demo #31 

Fbsh “No Broin No Pain" [2 disks) 

Billy Conolly Demo (2 disks) 
Hatrick "Rave On" 
Budbrain II 

Crionics "Total Destruction* 
Fbsh Demo #2 

Rutger Demodisk 

Space Pack #32 

ATTENTION AMIGA^ OWNERS! 
W* are in the midtf of checking alt of ovt disks lo s« what wii not 
run with Workbench 2.04 Those thoi we have checked god found to 
bo compatible are marked with a (P). Il will take some lime la check 
our library, so please tell us if you have a "PLUS" and we will advise 

^you when you order 

('ATTENTION K OWNERS^ 
We now hove o van range oi 

P.D, 4 Shareware for IBM 
tompohbltis Available on 3,5* 

or 5.25" disks Watch this 
spoce for details or give us a 

call for more information 

FRED FISH COLLECTION 
DISK No's 1 to 580 
NOW AVAILABLE 



You deserve the best! 
Now you can get the best... with PEN PAL! 
A superb package, with immense power, to fulfil all your 

word processing requirements and., it indudes a Database! 

It's all so easy to use, you probably won't need to refer to 

the extensive 250 page manual too often. 

Whilst working, you can open up to four documents 

simultaneously (memory permitting), search and replace; cut, 

copy and paste; check your spelling with a 1QUQ0CM- word 

dictionary, You can import your favourite IFF/HAM 

graphics, from programs such as DPaint H or Clip Art files 

in various sizes and colours. You can auto¬ 

matically flow text around graphics in any 

Workbench compatible font (there are over 

200 available styles), in different sizes and 

colours to suit your design..., even as you 

type. All this from a word processor 

and.„ Much, Much, More! 

& 

As you can see, this is not just any ordinary word 

processor! Full Page View with position, edit and creation 

of graphic objects. Mail Merge using the built in database 

and forms designer. Creation of templates for complex 

reports, into which the database can be merged. 

Operating with 32 fields per record, tind 32,000 records 

^per database with a fast sort of KKM) records in less 

than 5 seconds this is a real database. 

ftmpal 

m 
I.V 

V* 
Pen Pal requires an Amiga 500/150012000 

or 3000 with a minimum of /megaby te 
of available memory. 

Pen Pal 
When...you deserve the best! 

£79.95 
% §/ 

mm ■ \ 

/ V; 

& 
v 

,\ 

AJts handling of graphics is unsurpassed: 

Pen Pal is the only program 1 tested that will 

automatically wrap text around graphics.,.11 
Amiga World.. Jul, 9ft 

/’..without heating around the hush Pen Pal is very 

special./ - "There is little to fault Pen Pal and it 

d eserves to do we 11." 1 miga f ormat... /)ec* r9tt 

"+J am extremely pleased with your product especially 

ihe Graphic Capabilities within the Word Processor. Having 

the Database on (he same disk has made PEN PAL the best 

program l have..." /L\./> , Ptumstead, LONDON 

"...Please let me tell you how amazed I am at how EASY 

IT IS TO USE PEN PAL. The manuals supplied are 

very informative and very dear...11 

PS.S., Clifton. NOTTINGHAM 

"...A most excellent piece of software..." 

E.FJ1., Strathclyde, SCOTIA NO 

Trade Distributors... 

k A 

EOT 
□ □Qhb marketing 

S ssiris CEITOSOFT 

Pen Pal Order Line 

^>0773 836781 
Pern Pal is also available from good 

computer stores everywhere! 

Pen Pa] is supplied into the UK through... 

Gordon Harwood Computers New Street Aifreton Derbyshire DE5 7BP 
Telephone: 0773 836781 Facsimile: 0773 831040 

GORDON 
HARWOOD 
HARWOOD 
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OMEGA PROJECTS (EUROPE) LTD 
14 Derwent Close 
Culcheth, Warrington 

wSSTSoy England TEL: 0925-763946 
ACCELERATORS 
GVP 1500/2000 COMBO CARD 
Complete 68030 Accelerator System (or the Amiga 
22Mhz 68030 + 68882 + 1 Meg + SCSI 599.95 
33Mhz 68030 + 68882 + 4Meg + SCSI 999.95 
SOMhz 68030 + 68882 + 4Meg + AT 1499.95 

Expandable to i3Meg (22Mhz) or 16Meg 33/50Mhz) 

MICROBOTICS VXL-30 
The low cost alternative for alt Amigas this card has 
provision on the board lor a 66881/2 and can take up to 
8 Meg of RAM. 
25Mhz 68030 289.95 
40Mhz 68030 389.95 
25Mhz 68030+68882 439.95 
40Mhz 68030+688B2 569.95 

| OFFICIAL DISTRIBUTORS OF 
. CSA MEGA-MIDGET RACER 

Tire Mega-Midget Racer is Ihe most established 
accelerator card for the AS00/1500/2000. The beauty of 
this product above all the others is that you can upgrade it 

I as your pocket can afford to. lotting you use these power 
cards yourself at a price that you can afford. 
This card will also allow the use of 512K of static RAM 
giving you the option to put your kickstart into the super 

I fast 32 bit memory. 
I We also offer a 50% buy back policy if you upgrade this 
1 card later. 

ALL FRIGES INCLUDE VAT. 
WE TAKE ACCESS, VISA. 
SWITCH, CHEQUES, P.0. 
& WE EVEN TAKE CASH. 

25Mhz EC68030 
33Mhz EC66030 
25Mhz 68882 
33Mhz 68882 
50Mhz 66882 
2Meg 32 Bit RAM 
4Meg 32 Bit RAM 
8 Meg 32 Bit RAM 
SRAM 

349.95 
449.95 
149.95 
229.95 
299.95 
219.95 
449.95 
699.95 
99.95 

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER 
I 33Mhz Board + 33Mhz 68882 -l « 7Q Ah 

■ 512K SRAM + 4 Meg 32 Bit RAM I I ' 

m^Jr mm3 
mo£ >*o 

HARD DRIVIN1 
A1500/2000 CARDS 
GVP Series II no drive 179.95 
GVP Series II + 52 Meg 299 95 
GVP Series II + 105 Meg 449.95 
GVP Series 11 + 210 Meg 699.95 
GVP Series II + 400 meg 999,95 
Nexus Card no drive 189.95 
Nexus Card + 52 Meg 369 95 
Nexus Card +105 Meg 549.95 
Nexus Card +210 Meg 749,95 
Nexus Card + 400 Meg 999.95 
ICO Adidi-40 129 95 
tCD Adidi-44 + 40 Meg DV 399.95 
ICD AO SCSI 2080 179.95 
Oatatlyer 2000 89.95 
Spirit inmate 189.95 

A500 
GVP Impact + 52 meg 399.95 
GVP Impact + 105 Meg 599.95 
GVP Impact + 210 Meg 799,95 
GVP Impact + 400 Meg 999,95 
Supra XP no drive 189.95 
Supra XP + 52 Meg 349.95 
Supra XP + 105 Meg 499.95 
Supra XP + 210 Meg 649.95 
ICD Internal 40 Meg 399.95 

BARE DRIVES 
Quantum 52 Meg 209.95 
Quantum 105 Meg 324,95 
Quantum 210 Meg 624,95 
Quantum 400 Meg 824.95 
Quantum 40 Meg Go-Drive 299.95 
Syquest 44 Meg removable 379,95 
Syquest 88 Meg removable 479,95 
Seagate 49 Meg 175.00 

MEMORY & CHIPS 
GVP 8 Meg inc. 2 Meg 179.95 
Supra RAM RX-500 + 1M 139.95 
Supra RAM RX-5QQ + 2M 159.95 
1 x 9 SIMMS per 2 Meg 69.95 
4x9 SIMMs per 8 Meg 299,95 
41256 (256 x 1) 1.00 
44256 (256 x 4) 3 95 
1 Meg GVP SIMM for Combo 69.95 
4 Meg GVP SIMM for Combo 249,95 
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j* 053 ucai (a.d^.t.9) im 
{Dept MAF) 8 Thorold Place, Kirk Sandall, Doncaster DN3 1NU. Tel or Fax: (0302) 887332 

All titles will work on the 1.3. All titles marked with a + sign will also work on the new Amiga* 
All telephone orders received before 3.30pm will be sent out the same day by first class post on branded disks. 

No charge for postage. We stock the full range of Deja Vu titles. 
Please ring for details 

‘Prices are 95p per disk for orders over 10 disks. £1.25 per disk for up to 10 disks. 
Cat disk sent free with orders of 5 disks or more* ‘Denotes 1Mb needed (?) denotes how many disks. 

UTILITIES 
U590 Wosname database + U1569 
U578 Fractal Ge nerator U1605 
U1049 Clipart (People) U1606 
U1050 Cliparl (Sports) U1636 
U1122 Dynamite Fonts + U1637 
U1217 New Superkillers + 111 643 
U1323 Amibase 3.76 ' U1659 
U1325 600 Letters + U1723 
U1327 Desktop Publisher +■ U1724 
U1329 Dynamite Fonts II U1727 
U1421 XWord Creator + Ilf 728 
U1425 RSI Extras 1 U1729 
U1426 RSI Extras 2 U1731 
U1487 Electrocad VI .4 * U1732 
U1528 Text Plus V3 + 

A-Gene 3.125* 
McCacf * 
Med 3.2 + 
Ultrapaint V3.Q + 
Amicash VI,0 + 
Super W/B 1,7 * 
Imploder V4,0 + 
Word Power VI .1 + 
Crunch & Copy li + 
Qpteutils 1 + 
Qptiutils II + 
Gpticomms 1 + 
Text Engine V3 + 
Anti-virus V3,2 * 

SUDESHOWS/ANIMS 

Si 272 Dr. Who + ' ! 
S722 Total Recall + SI 306 Kim Wilde + 
A902 Batman + SI 407 Magician V2.0 + 
SI026 Fhntstones + Si 409 Ramt>o + 
St 032 Mages Staff4 S1479 Alien (2)(2D) + 
A1056 Coyote + SI 482 Terminator II (2) + 
A t 058 Mars Flight + S1485 Vietnam Conflict + 1 
A1060- Amy vs Walker + SI514 Life on Earth + 
A1076 Robocop * Ai 515 Taxi Driver * 
Ail 19 Basketball + Si544 Turtles + 
Si253 Purdey + Si 545 Fantasy Ah (2) + 
SI254 Rainbow + A1602 Beings * 
SI255 Invisible World + SI 740 Aliens + 
SI 263 The Prisoner + Si 747 Bloodsport + 
S1269 WWF + 

Si 759 Black Adder II + j 

GAMES 
G221 Moria * G1627 Tomcat + 
G300 Star T rek (2) + G1628 Battlecars + 
G414 Return Earth + G1629 Super Skoda ^ 
G1024 Willy's Quest + G1630 NU + 
G1039 Zeus + G1631 Lamer + 
Gil 15 Megaball + G1632 Tarot II (2) + 
G1116 Sealance + G1633 Card Games * 
G1281 Mental Image" G1674 Assassins 14 ' 
Gl 456 Atic Atac + G1675 Wastelands + 
Gl 459 No Mans Land + Gl 676 Survivor + 
G14G1 Skate Tnbe + G1720 MkJ Thief * 
G1492 Raid II + G1721 Fwuff + 
G15G2 Insiders Club G1722 Story land 2 * 
G1598 Assassins 13 * G1762 Jetman • 

G1765 Atlantis + 

0128 RAF Megademo (2) 
0280 Red Sector MOemo (2) 
D575 Neverwhere * 
0806 Cardoman * 
0842 Ultimate FX 

DEMOS 
D943 System Violation 
D998 Innerspace 
D1003 Enigma + 
D1090 Global Trash 
D1219 Virtual World * 

01220 Ice * 
01749 Odyssey (5) (2D) 
01750 Hardwired (2)* 
01753 Punisher + 
Df 766 Labyrinth * 

Our catalogue disk contains descriptions of nearly 2000 disks. Please make all cheques/postal orders to A,B.O,T.S. P0 
Overseas prices: EEC £2 per disk (minimum of 5 disks). Non EEC £2.50 per disk (minimum of 5 disks) 

Money orders etc to accompany orders from abroad 
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MAIL ORDER ^Tb 

Sequencer One 
On the second C overdisk of the Christmas special issue we brought you the best special offer 

you could have: the complete Sequencer One music package, RRP £89, for next to nothing. 

If you missed out, you can get your copy from Back Issues for only £5. But it doesn't stop 

there! Make the most of Sequencer One by taking advantage of the host of extras which 

build up the most powerful easy-to-use music-making system there is! 

Seguertrer Ofle, the 

excellent l>eginn.ersh 

music program we gave 

away with issue SO. rf 

you missed out. get it 

now from our Back 

Issues department on 

Page 164! 

SEQUENCER ONE PLUS 
UPGRADE KIT 

Don't miss out on (his incredible offer! Upgrade to Sequencer One Plus to 

take advantage of a host of emu features including ihe unique Juke Box 

screen and GajitC new ' Diamond Drag' note editing system. Also includes: 

tempo maps, auio count in, MIDI sys ex handling, track solo, extra quantise 

options, and much more! All of this will sell for £129.95 (RRP|. For a short 

lime only* Sequencer One Plus is available as an upgrade kit for Sequencer 

One owners (and that includes everyone who has the program from 

Amiga Format Coverdisk 30) at just £49.95 (RRP). But we're offering 

it to you at a mere £39.95 for an amazing total saving of £90! 

THE HIT KIT! 

A music composition system lo use 

w ith both Sequencer One and 

Sequencer One Plus. It can help 

you to create professional-sounding 

drum tracks, bass lines and other 

accompaniments in a w ide range of 

musical styles (eg ballad* blues* 

house, disco, laiin. reggae or 

techno). Very' little previous musi¬ 

cal knowledge is needed to obtain 

frighteningly rapid results! Can 

you w rite a number one hit? Here's 

the kit to help you* only £24.95 

(RRP £29.95)! 

Description Price _ Order No 
The Hit Kit! £24.95 AM237 

SEQUENCER ONE 
USER GUIDE 

Contains not only the full program 

User Guide but also a personal 

User Registration Card, The User 

Guide includes a beginners' intro¬ 

duction to sequencing and MIDI, 

lots of helpful illustrations and 

examples, and a full index. The User Registration Card entitles you to free 

update information and the Gajits Telephone Helpline support service. You 

can benefit from all of this for the special price of only £6.95! 

Description _ Price 
Sequencer One Plus £39.95 

Order No Description Price Order No 
AM235 Sequencer One User Guide £6.95 AM236 



^3 MAIL ORDER 

SAVE UP TO £25! 
MT 

THE SAMPLE SERIES 
A collection of five volumes of IFF formal 

digital sound samples for use wiih Sequencer 

One and Sequencer One Plus (as well as other 

programs using IFF samples). Each volume 

contains up to 80 high-quality samples and 

includes a specially-written demo song to 

demonstrate the capabilities of the samples. 

There are five volumes to collect: 

1. Percussion and Effects 

2. Guitars and Strings 

3. Brass and Woodwind 

4. Synth and Vocals 

5. Piano and Keyboards 

Each volume costs just £9,95 here (RRP £ 12.95 k 

The complete set can be bought for only £39.95, 

saving you nearly £25! 

Description Price Order No 

Sample Series 1: Percussion £9.95 AM23& 

Description Price Order No 

Sample Series 2: Guitars £9.95 AM239 

Description Price Order No 

Sample Series 3; Brass £9.95 AM240 

Description Price Order No 

Sample Series 4: Synth £9.95 AM241 

Description Price Order No 

Sample Series 5: Piano £9.95 AM242 

Description Price Order No 

Sample Series Complete Set £39.95 AM243 

All prices include postage, packing and VAT 

Mo Hidden Extras 

HOTLINE 0458 74011 

Graphics Workshop 
The Graphics Workshop, 
which we gave you for 

practically nothing on the 

Coverdisk of our 

Christmas Special issue, is 

a powerful paint and 

animation program. In no 

time, you'll discover what 

an excellent package it is, 

and want to use it more. 

Why not get the most out 

of it by buying the full 

instruction book and 

tutorial guide, 

specially rewritten by 

Amiga Format! 

AND REMEMBER! 
if you missed out on Issue 30 and your copy of Graphics Workshop, you can order 

the magazine from our back issues (Page 164) for only £5! 

Only £14.95 
including tutorial disk 

Graphics Workshop 
Powerful paint and animation at your fingertips! 

i 
The complete Amiga Format guide to 

getting the best from Graphics Workshop, 

with fult oKpfanatJons el a If tfr* 

advenetd paint end animation features 

pfut tutorials, hints and techniques 

IN ASSOCIATION WITH 

^WL HOLOSOFT TECHNOLOGIES 

Order form 
Name 

Address 

Posi code 

Telephone No. 

SEND THIS FORM TO: 
Amiga Format, 
Future Publishing 
Ltd, Freepost, 
Somerton, 
Somerset, TA11 7BR 

Description Price Order No. 

Total Order 

Method of p«y menu please circle) Access • Visa # Cheque • PO 

Please make all cheques payable to Fuiure Publishing Limited, 

No stamp required 
if posted in the 
United Kingdom, 
Channel Island or 
the Isle of Man 

For overseas orders 
call Nikki for prices 
on 0458 74011 

Expiry Dale Credit Card No. 
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Sega game gear 
Sega game gear TV tuner 
Sega master system II 
Sega mega drive 

Amiga $00 Plus Cartoon Classics 

i rut , 

Cartoon classics Superdeal I 
Amiga 500 plus t Mb computer, 

featuring: Lemmings 
The Simpsons, Captain 

planet and Delux paint III 
plus: Joystick, A520 Video Adapter, 

Mouse mat and Dust cover 

£333.95 

> m 
Phillips CM8833 MKII colour £229.00 
Commodore 1084Sd1 colour £219.00 
Commodore 1083Sp1 colour £219.00 
Commodore 1950 M-sync £586.00 

All printers come with leads 
Star LC20 mono 
Star LC24-200 mono 
Star LC24-200 colour 
Star LC200 9 pin colour 
Star XB24 
HP Deskjet mono 
HP Deskjet colour 
HP LaserJet HIP 
HP LaserJet ill 
HP PaintJet 

£149.00 
£235.00 
£275.00 
£195.00 
£369.95 
£323.00 
£583,00 
£937.00 
£1192.00 
£540.50 

Cartoon classics Superdeal II 
Amiga 500 plus 1 Mb computer, 

Commodore 1084sp1 colour 
monitor, featuring: software as 

Superdeal 1, plus: Joystick, 
TO Hit games, RD Spreadsheet 

and Data base, Word processing, 
10 Disks and additional 

Dust cover. 

£578.95 

Educational Superdeals 
Maths mania, Better spelling, 

Hooray Henrietta and 
Text plus. 

At a special price of £55.00 
When purchased with any 

of the Classic cartoon 
Superdeals. 

o 2 
33 7* 

33 O 
(/> C 

€ H 
m 33 

Amiga 500 Dust cover £3,99 
Monitor Dust cover £4.99 
Star LC24*200 Dust cover £4.99 
Star LC200 Dust cover £4,99 
Monitor stand £12,99 
Printer stand £7,99 
Joystick cable £5.99 
Mouse mat £3,99 
Naksha mouse £24,99 
Squick mouse PC £17.99 
Squick mouse A50Q £24.99 
Roboswitch £9.99 
Parallel printer lead £10.99 
Commodore A501 RAM £39.99 
Virgo RAM £29.99 
Control centre £44.95 
10 Disk box £3*99 
40 Disk box £4.99 
80 Disk box £7.99 
120 Disk box £10.99 
Rendel genlock P.O.A 

I ALL Majq 
I CREDIT CA} 

ACCEPTEl 

Printer paper 
Disks, 50 unbranded 
LC200 ribbon mono 
LC200 ribbon colour 
LC24-200 ribbon mono 
LC24-200 ribbon colour 

£12.99 
£20.00 
£5.50 
£11.00 
£5.00 
£12.50 

'fkfSSSHHB3- Ltt 

VISIT OUR SHOWROOMS; OPEN MON TO SAT 9-5.30 OR RING 



Superdeals, 

01 

Cartoon classics Superdeal III ^ 
Amiga 500 plus 1Mb computer, 

Commodore 10B4sp1 colour _ 
monitor, Star LC200 

colour printer featuring: 
software as Superdeal t, / 

plus Joystick, 20 Hit games 
PD spreadsheet and Data base, 

Word processing and two 
additional Dust covers 

£791.95 

J\ % 0- • 
SUP^i%NTH 

free 
meMbebshiP 

_ READING 

SO 

'3S£; 

_iip software 
0scountclub 

for 
PURCHASES 

ss SI 

ft 
^ STflEET 

OF THE 

SfSSw-"** 
£3.99 
MOOSE MAT, OUST 

1° BtAN p°cEKE(3.97 

SA^&P^E 
£8.99 

COVER’ 

. ''/SMEWS'Ya VjtPrtlflSf i 

(jJ^p ^ 

Populous II £19.99 
Turbo challenge II £17.50 
Agony £19.50 
Elvtra 2 £24.50 
Eye of the Beholder 2 £23.99 
Microprose Grand Prix £24.99 
Air Support £18.50 
Video Kid £18.50 
EPIC £18.50 
Mercenary 3 £20,99 
Ultima 6 £21.99 
A320 Airbus £25,99 
Microprose Golf £22,99 
Grk £18.50 
Compendium 6 £31.99 
Funschool 2 £15.50 
Funschool 3 £17,50 
Funschool 4 £17,50 

G.V.P hard drive 52 meg £379.00 
Cumana disk drive £57.95 
Rotec disk drive £57.95 
Rodite disk drive £59.00 

i/^'7 

f 

Apache 1 £7.99 
Python l.m £10.99 
Jet fighter £11.99 
Superboards £14.99 
Top star £20*99 
Ouickjoy MS (IBM) £15.99 
Comp pro & card £26.99 
* * * and many others 

St ail Bam j 
HATfEELD 

How to order 
Next day delivery for credit card orders placed before 
3.00pm subject to aval I lability After natively send cheque 

postal order to Micromail Ltd, Unit 0. Smug Oak Centre, 
Lye Lane, Bricketwood, St. Albans, AL2 3UG 
Please allow 5 working days for cheque clearance 

Subject to availability despatch is normally within 

24 hours of receipt of cleared payment 
DELIVERY CHARGES; UK Mainland (not Highlands) 

Despatched by posi pease check 

Charges when ordering 

Next day courier service OO OG per OCX 

Next day courier service, £17 50 

Norma* rate plus CIO 00 + VAT per bo* 
in addition we have the following express service: 

Saturday defivertes Normal rate plus 11 0 00 + VAT. surcharge 

7am 9am next day Normal rate plus £10 00 + VAT. surcharge 

am nod day Normal rate plus DO 00 + VAT. surcharge 

(the above sixcharges are per box) 

Pn»$ are subjeci 10 change wtmoJ notice E 10 E 

Small consumables* 

software items 

Diner items except lasers 

jj&er printers 

Offshore & Highlands 

Unit 9 

Smug Oak Business Centre 

Lye lane. Bricketwood, 
St Albans AL2 3UG 

Tel. (0923) 894111-8 lines open 

Fax. (0923) 894143 

8 Queen Victoria Street 
Reading 

Berkshire 

Tel. (0734) 505514 

OUR SALES HOT LINE 0923 894111 FOR NEXT DAY DELIVERY 
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MAIL ORDER 

AMOS 
They call it The Creator! A superb easy-to-use 

programming language lor creating games, educational 

programs - almost anything! Comes complete with 

AMOS Sprites 600. LATEST VERSION! 

Description Price Order No 
AIMS £35.95 AMI 68 

Stereo Master 
This updated version of Microdeal's MastcrSatmd is an 

ideal entry level sound sampler. Its numerous features 

and improved easy-to-use graphic interface make this 

an excellent bargain for budding music freaks. 

Description Price Order No 
Stereo Master £23.99 AM234 

AF T-shirt 
The new exclusive limited-edition Amiga Format 

T-shirt is now available to Amiga Format readers. 

It features the 'Lichtenstein* pop-art cover of Issue 20 

in a large fnur-colinir back print, new logo on the front 

Description Price Order No 
Amiga Format T-shirt £8.99 AM225 

192 

Amiga Format 
Mail Order 

We've picked out the 

best and we bring it to 

you at a bargain price! 

512K Expansion 

OMade by WTS in the UK, this isn't the most glamorous memory 

expansion you'll ever see: hut it gels the job done and it means we 

k can bring 512K users the memory expansion you need a! ihe low- 

| est possible price! It also comes wtih a battery-backed-up dock. 

so you need never set the time again. More and more software is 

being produced that will only work properly on a one Megabyte 

machine: and if you don't have an expansion, you're missing out on the 

complete full-price programs, like Vista, brought to you on ihis month's Coverdisk. 

Imagine; spend 05,99 and you can use a program that's worth £60! 

Description 
512K RAM Expansion 

Price Order No 
AM237 

Fun School 4 

OThe latest versions of the top-selling home educational programs are 

here! The Fun Siiuwl series aims to teach basic skills to children 

l via enjoyable games. The new series comes in three different 

) flavours, aimed at three age groups: Teddy looks after the under 

fives. Freddie the Frog eaters for the five-to-seven year olds, while 

Sammy the Spy is thea* for eighl-io-dcvens. Each age level has six 

different games, which teaches and tesis different facts and concepts. 

Description Price Order No 
Teddy Disk £17.99 AM231 
Frog Disk £17.99 AM232 
Spy Disk £25.99 £17.99 AM233 



fTo MAIL ORDER 

Oh No! More Lemmings 
Who could complain ahoui getting more of the top 

game of 1991! This add* another KX) levels lo the orig¬ 

inal, and we’re offering you ihe stand-alone version, so 

you don't need the original Lemmings to play it! 

Description Price Order No 
Oil No! More Lemmings £19.*9 AM236 

Celtic Legends 
Huge* beautifully-presented and intriguing game based 

around a hoard-game-style hex system, with the 

emphasis on combat Absorbing and intelligent: rated 

85 per cent in Amiga Format Issue 30. 

Description Price Order No 
Celtic Legends £23,99 AM235 

Home Accounts 2 
Described by Amiga Format as "a package which 

will suit any household”, this is the ideal way to keep 

track of your financial affairs, from what's in your 

cheque account to how much is left after the bills! 

Description Price Order No 
Home Accounts 2 £44.99 AM229 

Back Issues 
Why miss out on invaluable information just 

because you didn't buy mi issue when it went on 

sale? Uaek issues even come complete with the 

original Covcrdisk: see Pages 164-5 lo rind out 

what w'as in each issue. While you're about it. 

why not get a binder to collect your new issues? 

ISSUE Price Order No 

Issue 14 £4.00 AMF14 

Issue 16 £4.00 AMR 6 

Issue 17 £4.00 AM FI 7 

Issue 19 £4.00 AMFI9 

Issue 21 £4.00 AMI-21 

Issue 22 £4.00 AMF22 

Issue 23 £5.00 AMF23 

Issue 24 £5.00 AMF24 

Issue 25 £4,00 AMF25 

I ssue 27 £4,00 AMF27 

Issue 28 £4JX) AMF28 

Issue 29 £5.00 AMF29 

Issue 30 £5.00 AMF30 

Issue 31 £4.00 AMF3I 

fs-sue 32 £4.00 AMFJ2 

One binder £4.95 AM 108 

Two binders £9.00 AM 109 

All prices include postage, packing and VAT 

No Hidden Extras fTT* 

HOTLINE 0458 74011 

Naksha Mouse & Tracey 
Improve your mouse control with this high-quality 

replacement mouse, h comes with Tracey, a special 

tool (RRP £7.99 bm free to you!) which will allow you 

to trace pictures with the aid of your mouse. 

Description Price Order No 
Naksha Mouse and Tracey £28.99 AMI91 

Technosound Turbo 
The updated sampler from New Dimensions will not 

only grab digitised sounds but also allows you to 

sequence them into full compositions, h even features 

MIDI linking, so you can use it with MIDI instruments. 

Description Price Order No 
Technosound Turbo £27.99 AM 199 

193 

See our remarkable Subscription offer on Page 164! 
r 

Amiga Format Mail Order 
Name 

Address 

Post code 

Telephone No, 

SEND THIS FORM TO: 
Amiga Format, 
Future Publishing 
Ltd, Freepost, 
Somerton, 
Somerset, TATI 7BR 

Description Price Order No. 

Total Order 

Method of payment iplease circle) Access * Visa * Cheque * PO 

Please make all cheques payable to Future Publishing Limited. 

Credit Card No. ______ 

No stamp required 
if posted in the 
United Kingdom, 
Channel Islands or 
the Isle of Man 

For overseas orders 
call Nikki for prices 
on 0458 74011 

Expiry Dale _!_ 
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THE COMPUTER GAMES 
OLYMPIAD 1992 

What Is It? For the first time ever, Amiga game players are invited to take part in the first multi format 
games competition with the chances to win prizes and the coveted best games player award. 

CAN I YOU HACK IT? 
What Else Can You Win? Awards will be given for style, gameplay and high scores. Prizes will be 
given both at regional and final levels and will include International Holidays including trips to 
Disneyworld, £10,000 Cash prizes, Computers, and Computer Games. Each entrant will also be 
given a certificate of attendance stating their position gained and the overall rating given by the 
adjudicators. Due to our unique system, every one in four entrants will be winners. J~J 

p" r • 
Where Is It? As much as possible we have tried to keep travel down to a minimum. On the right is 
a list of towns which will all have regional heats. Any other towns or areas that have a large registration 
count will also be included in the regional heats. The finals will be held in London at Wembly on the 
25<h September 1992. 

How Do You Enter? Easy, just fill in your registration card below and send it with your registration 
fee to the Olympiad Committee at the address below before the final registration date May 1st. On 
receipt of your application all your details will be placed into our competition database and your 
entrance number and ticket will be despatched to you as well as a complimentary spectator ticket for 
a friend. On May 4th you will be sent confirmation of the date of your local regional heat and the venue. 

Which Category Will You Be In? Categories will be by computerorconsole type, age, a 

typ 

What Games Do You Compete On? For the regional heats you choose your three favourite 
games and will compete on at least two. For the finals you will be offered a new choice of combat 

9g DO YOU DARE? 
How Will The Competition Work? For maximum enjoyment each round will include competing 
both against other competitors as well as the computer or console itself. All entrants are guaranteed 
at least 20 mins gameplay. Each region will produce 20-25 winners to go on to the finals. 

J 

Are There Any Limitations To Entrance? Yes. There will be a maximum of 10,000 
competitors. The minimum age for entrants is 13. 

L ^ J 
mum of 1C 

2^ 
Where Can I Get More Information? Call either of the registration Hot Lines for more details. 

dge 
diff 

Dover 
Edinburgh 

% Exeter 
Glasgow 

Gloucester 
Guildford 
Hereford 

Hull 
Leeds 

Leicester 
Lincoln 

Liverpool 
London N/S/E/W 

Luton 
Maidstone 

Manchester 
Middlesbrough 

Newcastle 
Northampton 

Norwich 
Nottingham 

Oxford 
Perth 

Plymouth 
Preston 

Salisbury 
Sheffield 

Shrewbury 
Southampton 

Stoke-on-T rent 
Taunton 

York 
This form can be photckopied 

The Olympias ComiTTEE, 

Spike I sums - 7, Esszndon , 

Herts, AL9 6JF 

OLYMPIAD 1992 REGISTRATION FORM REaiSTKATIOK HOT LINE.' 

Mon-Fri 8 am-6pm (0701) 665980 

Mon-Fri 8am-6pm (081) 568 1429 

Computer or Console make: Amiga/Atarl/Nintendo/Acorn/PC/Sega Model: 

Title: Mr/Miss/Mrs_ 

Name:_ 

Address:_ 

_Postcode: 

Daytime Tel No:_ 

Evening Tei No:_ 

Age_ Occupation:_ 

Right or Left handed:_ 

Top 3 Favoured Games Hi-Seore / Level 

1_ __ 

2 _ _ 

3 _ _ 

Preferred times to Play: Evenings/Weekends (Leave blank if either time is acceptable) 

Please find enclosed my cheque/Postal Order for the sum of£10,00 made payable 

to Barclay Computer Services Ltd in respect of my registration fee with the 

Olymipiad Committee for the 1992 Computer Games Olymipad. 

Signature:_ Date:_ 

AM trademarks recognised 



fTp IDEAS FOR BEGINNERS 

WHAT YOU VE 
MISSED IF YOU 
DIDN'T READ THE 
FIRST TWO 
EXCITING 
INSTALMENTS... 

The idea of this series is lo introduce 
all you new Amiga owners to the 
Workbench disk and its many uses. 
We re taking it fairly slowly so far, the 
idea being to make sure you understand 
what’s going on at each stage. 

In the first part (Issue 31, February 
1992) we took a look at the concept of 
what Workbench is there for, Ms basic 
functions, and a little bit of background 
about how the computer works. Most of 
this is just useful ideas, so you don't 
necessarily have to have read it to pro¬ 
ceed with this month s. 

In the second part (Issue 32, March 
f 992) we covered the basic mouse 
movements you have to make when you 
are using Workbench, and Iheir names: 
clicking, double-clicking, selecting and 
so on. If you don't understand any of 
these terms, you ought to read last 
Issue s article. We also went through 
the practical task ot formatting a disk. 

If you feel the need to read either of 
these articles - and we would recom¬ 
mend it - copies of the two previous 
magazines are available from our Back 
Issues department on Page 164. 

Getting to grips 
with Workbench 
In part three of this cunningly contrived series for anyone who is new to 

the Amiga, Damien Noonan shows how just a few basic techniques 

can give you control over the real heart of the Workbench. 

Right. by the end 

of Part Two of this 

series, all wc had 

managed to do was 

formal a disk and 

give it a name. Not 

exactly a stunning 

amount of progress 

for two months* 

work, was it? 

Well. don't worry. 

Wc*vc learnt an 

awful lot of simple background stuff so far. and from here 

on in you'll find that things progress very rapidly indeed. 

What we're going lo cover this month is all those 

* housekeeping* operations we discussed in Part One. In 

other words, all the most important Workbench functions. 

First, though, well need a Tile on a disk that we can do 

those things to. Take your blank disk, ready formatted for 

use on the Amiga, from ihc last issue, Save a picture onto it 

from Deluxe Paint (remember, any piece of information on 

a disk is a File, so a picture is a file). 

Once you've got a file on a disk, there are three basic 

things you can do to it: move it to another place, duplicate 

flydisk 
Tb* results of the ground work of lost 

issue's lesson: a formatted disk. 

liNisfc 

There ore three basic things you con do 

with 'My Pic'; read on to find out whet. 

it, or get rid of it. 

Well explain how 

to do all three of 

these baste house¬ 

keeping jobs in this 

pan of the series. 

Hue First well 

need somewhere to 

move your file to: 

so well create a 

drawer. Here goes! 

Hang on! Just before we start, the way things are done is 

different according to whether you're using Workbench 1,3 

or Workbench 2: and it*s different again if yoiTre using the 

Shell. So we've done the whole thing in separate chunks 

according lo which of these you are using: you would be 

best advised to read them all, in order, but you can skip 

through just the ones you want, for a step-by-step practical 

guide, if you so wish. 

One last comment: throughout this month's experi¬ 

ments, you must leave the blank, formatted disk (the one 

that now has your Deluxe Paint picture on it) * write- 

enabled'. Move the tab in the comer of the disk so that the 

hole is covered up. 

NOT SURE HOW TO SAVE TO A BLANK DISK? 
The most common mistake people who are new to the Amiga make is saving Deluxe Paint pictures 

onto the Deluxe Paint disk. Don't! Here's how to avoid it... 

With the small tab in (he corner of the disk moved so 
that I he hole shows, ail data on the efisk is safe. 

With the tab moved so Ihot the hole is covered vp, you 
con save new data to the disk. 

Your Deluxe Paint disk should 
always be write-protected (move 
the tab that is in the comer of 
the disk so the hole is showing) 
because that way you can t save 
anything onto it. so there's less 
chance of you damaging the pro¬ 
gram on the disk. 
All right, so how do you save a 

picture to a blank disk? Well, it's 
easy enough. There you are, with 
your picture all finished and ready 
to be preserved for posterity, and 
your Deluxe Paint disk in the disk 
drive. Go to the Save menu option 
from the Files menu. The Save box, 
known as a requester, will appear. 
Now lake the Oe/ujre Paint disk out 

of the disk drive, put your blank 
disk in, and click on the button 
marked DFQ: at the bottom ot the 
box. This tells your computer that 
you want to switch to the disk 
that's now in the internal disk drive, 
and if you've got any files on that 
disk already It will bring up a list of 
them on the screen. 

Wheti you've selected the "Save' menu, you should moke sure to lake your 
Deluxe Paint disk out of the disk drive and pvt your blank disk in. 

Now all you have to do is type in a name for your picture file (you 
may have to click over the black bar where the name goes to make it 
active) and then click on the Save button at the bottom of the 
requester box. And it's done! In no time at all, this kind oi procedure 
lor saving and loading fifes on other disks wiff become second 
nature. 
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Creating a new drawer 

: I flmgaSheU_HJc 
1 ,Horl(bsnch2.i:> ruicpdir Hydis>tTDr4i#frrl 

Remember that to get to the Shell screen, you double-dick on the Shell icon on the 

Workbench disk window. Now type in the command and press the Return key. 

This is also terribly easy. You need to use the Mafcedir command, which obviously 

enough means ‘make a directory ' (a directory being the other name for a drawer, if 

you recallk 
There are two important things you need to tell the Amiga: where you want the 

directory to be and what you want the directory to be called. The disk name is 

always followed by a colon (:), to tell the Amiga to look for a disk with that name. 

My disk is called Mydisk, but if yours is called something else just put that in 

instead: but don't forget the colon! Equally, you could put whatever you want for the 

drawer name. Type the following and press the Return key: 

makedir MydiskiDrawer1 

You may have to swop disks a couple of times, but eventually your new drawer w ill 

be created. When the prompt reappears to show the Amiga is ready, type enddi and 

press the Return key. If you open the disk's window on Workbench, you will now be 

able to see your new drawer. 

WORKBENCH 2 
This is terribly easy for all the luck) Workbench 2 owners out there: if you had 

Workbench 1.3, you'd have to go through the whole unpleasant rigmarole of copy’ 

ing a drawer and renaming it. 

We'll assume you've loaded up 

Workbench: now take your 

Workbench disk out and put in your 

blank disk with the DPaint picture 

on. Double-click on the disk's icon 

to open the window displaying its 

contents. Now select the 'New 

drawer* option from the 'Window' 

menu. You may be asked to swap 

disks a couple of times, but before 

long a new drawer will pop up along 

with a requester box. Moke sure the window with the coloured 

border is the one you wont the drawer in. 

(pop II 
tic for type in o name for your new drawer. 

The new drawer will be called 

1 UnnamedV and the requester box 

allows you to rename it straight 

away. Use the backspace key to get 

rid of the letters that are there and 

type in your new name - call it 

Drawer 1 - then press OK. and there's 

your new drawer. 

When you're doing this in 

future, make sure that the disk win¬ 

dow you want to create a drawer in is 

highlighted, otherwise you'll get a 

drawer somewhere else. 

Copying a drawer 
WORKBENCH 1.3 

Find the Empty drawer on your Workbench disk. 

With Workbench 1.3 you can't actually create a new 

drawer, so we'll have to cheat by copying an empty 

drawer from somewhere else. Load Workbench, then 

put your blank disk with the 0Wm.cc Paint picture into 

the disk drive. Double-click on the disk icon to open 

the window showing the disk's contents. 

Ever) Workbench 1.3 disk has a drawer on it called 

Empty. Double-click on the Workbench 1.3 disk icon, 

insert the disk when it asks you to, and in the window- 

showing the Workbench 1.3 disk's contents you should 

be able to see this Empty drawer. 

Now drag the Empty drawer from the Workbench 

disk window into the window of your blank disk. 

When you do this, the Empty drawer is copied onto 

your disk. Notice that the original slays where it is, on 

the Workbench disk. You'll find out more about why 

in a few moments, w hen we get on to copying files. 

Select your drawer and chance tbe "Rename" menu option. 

You'll want to rename your drawer rather than have it 

called Empty, so do that: the process is exactly the 

same as renaming a disk, w hich we did last issue. 

Moving a file 
WORKBENCH 1 .3 AND WORKBENCH 2 

:| BvdUfc IS fall, 32K fr«, IK i B £ 

Trishcjn 

V 

3 <m 

You can put a file into o drawer limply by dragging it 

onto tbe top of the drawer icon... 

...or you can open the drawer's window First, and drag 

your file (ram one open window to tbe other. 

This really couldn't be simpler. All you have to do ts 

drag the icon of a file from where it is to where you 

w ant il to go. 

There are two different ways to do this. You can 

drag the file icon on lop of the drawer icon and let go, 

and the file will drop into the drawer: if you now open 

the drawer's window, there is your file! Alternatively, 

you can open the drawer's window first, and drag the 

file's icon from the disk's window into the drawer's 

window. Both ways work fine. Easy, eh? 

Just in case you don't remember how to drag an 

icon, you simply hold down the left mouse button. 



AMIGA FAULTS 
REPAIRED 

Quality work done from 

only £23*50 
A500. 1000. 1500. 2000 & A590 

also monitors, 1084, Philips 

AMIGA NEEDS HELP?? 

For peace of mind, speed & 
postage charges paid call 

for our fixed price offer 
anywhere in the UK I 
Includes free piece 

of software.1 

RECOMMENDED 
UPGRADES FITTED! 

(Or supplied) 

IMb-8Mb Mem upgrades 
Emulators 

Double sided/drives 

Hard disk drives 

+ mare 

STAR ASSOC. COMPUTERS 
Ring Our Engineers on 

081 - 961 5366/4412 

Shop 10, Bridge Park, Harrow Road, Brentfield, London NW10 0RG 

YOUR AMIGA 
LIKE THIS FOR ONLY 

£34.95 including postage 
& packing. 

A REAL SP4CE SAVER! 
100 s of sail si led customers 

AMIGA CONSOLE UNIT 
Monitor console and keyboard unit. 
Second drive space. 
No hard drive restrictions 
Power supply or modulator space 
Keeps cables tidy. 
Non-mognetic aluminium. 
High quality texture finish. 
Plenty of ventilation. 
Installed in minutes. 
Designed specifically for the A5Q0 
and 500+ 
Colour co-ordinated* 

MmvxaiMmcRS 
I la WaldeckHouse 

Waldeck Road 
_ Maidenhead. _ 
C^3 SL6 HUk TsT 

IMi2» 773212 
f*1KA§E 1*0 MIT most: IITKK 

[ USE V00R 
VOICE 

TO 
OUT DR AW 

DEAD. CUNFiCHTER 

OR 'WIN BIG* 
AUUE CASH PRIZES 

* 

fm 

CASH 
PRIZES 

+ - 

★ Wr ★ 
Can You Kill 
Th© ALIENS 

* For * 
. , _ CASH PRIZES 

313577 EMU 313588 
I t you ore under 19 yecn of ooe p-ease obtain permtaiort of whoever pays the phone oiM 

MTOD A[ PO601 36 LSI 4TN Cd cnorpot 3-fo Min Cheep 48p Per MPi Al Oftw Ttnot 

LOWEST 
PRICES BCS Spring Offers CDTV 

£445 

* OFFER 1 * 
Philips CM8833 Mk It + on-site 

maintenance + FI9 Flight Sim + lead 
etts 

★ OFFER 9 * 
| A500 Plus Cartoon Classics Pack + Philips 

GM8833 MUII Lead + F19 + 
On-site maintenance M75 

DISKS DISKS DISKS 
100% certified error free 
50 3.5“ DS/DD.£22.50 

100 3.5“ DS/DD.£37.00 
150 3.5“ DS/DD..£52.50 
200 3.5" DS/DD .«.£68.00 
400 3,5“ DS/DD.£138.00 
500 3.$’ DS/DD.£160.00 

1000 + Call for spot pnees 
Prices include VAT & free 

delivery & free labels 

New 100 capacity 3,5" lockable 
boxes & disks 

No quibble lifetime guarantee 
50 3.5* DS/DD + 100 cap lockable txra.. £25.50 

100 3,5* DS/DD + 100 cap todkabfc to* £40 50 
150 3.5’ DS/DD + lOO wtockabtetx* .£56 50 
200 3.5“ DS/DD + s 100 cjpi!«i(«biettws . £74.00 
400 3.5’D5/DD + ^ io0c®bcwcj*cbQpa £147 00 
500 3.5* DS/DD + SIMC^toda^wsma £174 50 

Alt prices include VAT & free 
delivery & free labels 

★ OFFER 3 * 
A500 Cartoon Classic Pack + Cunwa 

External Dm* 

MOO 

DISKS + STACKABLE BANX 
BOXES 

50 3.5* DS/DD +■ 9D Cap Ban* Box £31 00 

100 3.5* DS/DD + 90 tap Ban* Box £45.00 

200 3.5“ DS/DD + tiKCv Bro&x . .£85.00 

500 3.5“ DS/DD * 5 K0OtacBar*§CE£ £199.00 

Prices include VAT/Labels/Delivery 

if OFFER 4 ★ 
NEW BANX STACKABLE BOXES 

80/90 Cap... £8 95 
130/1 SO Cap. . £16.95 

yioo 

3.5" DS/DD Disks 
60p each 

3.5* DS/HD ..£61 00 INC. P&P 

ISO Cap 3.5“ Posso Box.£15,50 
60 Cap 3.5’ Stackable Box.. £10 00 

5.25* DS/DD Disks. ..21 peach 
5.25* DS/HD Disks. .... 39peach 

^3 5“ 10 Cap boxes.£0.85 eactT\ 
3 5“ 40 Cap boxes.,..,..£4 10 each 
3.5“ 100 Cap boxes £4.50 each 

5,25* 50 Cap boxes..£5 10 each 
^5.25“ 100 Cap boxes ..£5 90 each j 

PRINTERS 
Star LC - 20. ....£150 
Star LC • 200 Colour. ....£205 
Star LC-24 200 Colour. ....£265 

AMIGAS 
A50Q Plus 2Mb Cartoon Pack £405 
A50G Plus 1Mb Cartoon Pack £345 
Class of the 90‘s £450 
A150G. £650 
Amiga A5G0 Basic Pack £299 
A500 Basic Pack £299 

ACCESSORIES 

Amiga Daatascan Professional. . £145.00 

1/2Meg + Clock. .£29.00 A590 Hard Drive. ... £280.00 

1000 Labels. .£8.00 Printer Lead..... ..£8.00 

Cumana Drive. .£58.00 AS90 + 2Mb ftam . ....£370.00 

1000 Tractor Labels. .moo Zipstick,.... .£1100 

Amiga Mouse. .£14.00 A500P 1Mb Upgrade- .£57,00 

Mouse Mat .£2.50 A59G Hard Drive . £265.00 

Stingray Joystick. .£13.50 1 meg A500 Plus Upgrade... .£59.00 

ORDER HOTLINE: 

0273 506269 / 0831 279084 

All prices include VAT. Add M delivery unless stated. 
Add £10 new day. Cheques will be held for clearance. 

Call or send cheques /postal orders to: 

BCS Ltd*, 
349 Ditchlins Road, Brighton, 

East Sussex, BN1 6JJ 
All offers subject to availability. E&OE a Due to shortages of 3 " DSDD disks, prices r 

may change without notice f 
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Eagle 
Software 

>Vtoe'^ 
1 ^ MYSTERY z 

+ GAME 
m WTTH ORDERS 
> OVER ISO 4 _ rf 

118a Palmers Road 
New Southgate 

LONDON Nil 1SL 

(10 am -6pm 6 days) 

Tel: 081-361 2733/5730 
{2733 Faxline after 6pm) 

sO 

ST & AMIGA BUDGET TITLES UNDER £10 1.-_.16* 
RedHeM ____1698 

33000* 
X Pod.. 

£698 Dragon Spill--*__ 
£690 Fwusy WrMdOzzy ...._ 

£599 Rwduton 101__ 
£580 Ro«d 

£688 
£699 

Altarturw £690 F16Combat Riot. £6 98 RfflAet Ranger. £698 
Mind B«ast ___ £6 90 Gauntlet II. 1690 RTy».... £690 
Aixanord (Amo* orty) 
Manodll.. 

£450 Gh»tbu*l«ii , £6 90 Run The Gullet. £698 
16 90 Hart Orwn’. £699 ^v«towolfwBeast(An^a) £698 

But ... £598 Head ewer Hp^j £698 9iSfffianM4 .... 1698 
Barb™ .... £590 Hik#i Hater's Guide lo GNuy 

£6.90 Hong Kong Phoey. 
£698 Hostages 

£790 ..... , , 1698 
Barbanvi II £668 9iufte Puck Cafe £698 
Bakw Gaped Crusader . £6,98 54kftOmi. 1698 

Beach Vctey . 
D OOu Money 
Caber 
CaMarna Gamas 
Carw Command 

£698 
£698 
£698 
1698 
1698 
1698 

i IK* £698 1 

Certrefckt Square* 
OoidKfwrtxn__ £699 
Coteau* Cn»>~ 1698 
Con*d n e^ope . £7 99 
Cv+*WCm*M ___ 1698 
CrmryCwi .. £699 
(WifKlKrtlttOiwi™ 1799 
DeldtieEv*..1698 
[feme Stop Pt*r . £698 
Double Dragon lor II . £698 
Dragon Nay*.. £6.98 

ynpessitAe Wwjch II .. £698 
Jamas Pend . £698 
K#d Glove*.-.£599 
Lulrtryall-... £698 
LxwcetoKi __1698 
LOmbartRACRfey .1698 
UtfwiJft*»CTM«p*** £698 
N*w Zealand Story . 1698 
MrfeR*bta*... £698 
mo - £768 
North SSouft .  £698 
Ou Hua ....    £618 
Opera** Wgi.... 1601 
Passing M.£799 
Raloon . £598 
Predator .  £698 

Stoke FcrctHmr.. 1090 
Skirt Car Racer ..  £698 
Super Hang On . ..._  £688 
SwiktiSiade.. 8690 
Teenage Vkfixit Tirflw_£698 
ThmdK*** __1698 
TdObrf... mo 
Tocam (Ktt 0* * £*»■ Tiife £698 
TV Sports Footbaf.1768 
Vfeianfie„_  £698 
war Zone .— -- £690 

1698 
Wings ol Ftiry —__£699 
Wiibai , ,...... £468 
WCLUdertOttJ 
Xenon II. 

.... £699 

.... £788 

TOP titles 
Half Meg Upgrade * dock 
Wortd Series Cricket . 
1 MegCncfcit .. 
30 ConsTucaon IQ!. 
40 Sports Boxing ...M™ 
A320ArtwS__ 
Adon Stations _ 
Addams Family_... 
Advantage Tms - 
Agtfty 
Air Support 
Alan Storm .. 
Aljfia Waves... 
AJlered Deafen y ... 
Another World .. 
Amazing Spideman ..... 
Amnios .... 
Amos X. 
Amos Compler. 
Amos The Creator. 
Amwg*tton  ..— 
Back lot* Future III 
Back to toe Golden Age .. 
Barbarian II fPsygnow).. 
Barfs Tale III __... 
BAT. II ... 
Ba*eCNess 
Bane Chess II --- 
Basle Command 
BATTLE HAWKS 1942 
Bama Is*-—> 

Ban* Squadron .. 
totayai 
Big Run __ 
Btliard Simulator II . 
Birds ol Prey .. 
Bue Mai ..„.. 
Butt Brorhers.. 
Boston Bomb Out) ^— 
Bran flaster 
Buck Rogers _ 
Cadaver ... 
Cadaver - fie pey di.«« 
Cap**____ 
Cantaju —...__ 
Carthage .. 
Carve Do.„. 
Cdica GT4 Rally. 
Gertuncn . 
Chaos SvAe Back 
ChampHin ol the Rgj 
Qia» HQ 
Ch»e HQ II ... 
Ghirto'j Revenge,,..... 
Chrono Quest II . 
Dim* Rock-- 
Coat He* .....- 

ST AMIGA 
N/A 12998 
N/A £1698 
N/A 1798 

£99.98 13698 
£16.98 £1698 
12698 12698 

N/A £1798 
£1699 £1698 
£1698 £1698 
£1690 £1690 
11698 £1690 
£1698 £1698 
11698 £1698 

N A £2198 
£17.98 £1798 
11598 11598 
£16 98 £18.98 

N/A £2399 
N/A 11999 
N/A £3699 

£1590 11598 
111790 £10/99 
£1690 11699 
£1698 £1699 

N/A £1699 
£22 98 £22 98 
£1598 11599 
£1698 11698 
£1588 11598 
£699 HIA 

11998 £1998 
11898 £1998 

N/A £7.98 
N/A £698 

£1699 11698 
£1698 116.99 
12399 £2398 
£18 98 £19 98 
£1698 11698 
11696 11698 
£1696 11698 
£1990 11998 
£1698 11698 
£1098 11098 
£15 98 I15 J8 
£17 98 £17 98 
£1698 £16 98 
£1588 115.96 

16 98 £6 98 
£1698 11598 
£1699 11698 
£998 1899 
16 98 £6.99 

£14 98 £14 88 
£1698 £16 98 

N/A £788 
£1698 £1698 
£1696 £14 98 

TOP TITLES ST AMIGA 
CV# Air Combat £2890 12098 
Cade Name Iceman i Meg £14.98 £26 90 
Code Nam# While 9iad 12398 12398 
Octal £2099 £2098 
Conan ihe Ommenan 
Cowl Aden __ 
CrwyCen II. 
r>Mi#w#iH» ...^ 

£2198 £21 98 
12398 123 98 
£2198 £2198 
£1689 11098 

OjrtalcraCcw — 
CyberCon II 
O&rfcman . 

£1798 £1799 
£1698 £1699 
£15 98 £1590 

Du tool,.., 
Deyr Thunder .-™.. 

£2198 £2199 
£15 98 £698 
£19 98 £1998 

Deuiem ^ . £20 98 £2099 
Devwua Dutani.. 
Dsoples cX Steef . 
Double Dragon ill 

£16 98 £1699 
£17 98 £1799 
£16 99 £1699 

Cr Dooms Flange ... 19 99 N/A 
ELF ....... £15 98 £15,88 
Bwn Usurer of Oaifc £21 98 I2i 99 
Buir*MJet«0lCeftaj» £2398 £2399 
Epic „.... £15 98 £15 88 
Eye olt* Beholder N/A £19 98 
Eyed iveBeWder H NIk £2098 
FI4TomCal, —_.... £1698 £1698 
F15 Strke Eagw II . £2398 £2398 
F»17A Sfctfto filter £21 98 £21 99 
Fi9 Steahh Fighter . £1998 £1998 
F29 Refealsr..  £1598 £1599 
FAC* OH -I08 Hodcev _ 11599 £15 98 
Falcon* .  £23.98 12398 
Fanlastc Voyage . £2398 12398 
Fait of Allanls (Allure) N/A £ 17 99 
Fa* of AHanis (Arcade) N/A 11799 
Federation of Free Trader £6.98 £689 
Feudal Lento. £1699 £1698 
Fin* Blow... £1698 £1698 
Final Fight .. £l6 98 £1690 
Fto*WT**i*_ £8 99 £9 98 
FrttS*iw» .   £1698 £1698 

*tveintruder . H098 12298 
Roorl3 ..._   £1990 £1998 
Foolbal Crazy... £1690 11698 
Fukjrt Baebal . .. H690 H698 
Fuubal .  WA £1398 
GiocRSeO .. £1699 11088 
Gut** W .. £1699 11688 
Gosha OC-Cert) .. H699 H699 
Ganges Khan £21 99 £21 99 
Gefyshum_*- £1698 £1098 
Ghoita fiGhosb .  £699 £6 99 
Godfatier £1699 H699 
Go*..  £1699 £1699 
Gdden Sid___£16.98 £1698 
Graham Gooch. Oicket £2190 £2198 
Grand FYia {Formula 1) £23 98 12398 
Gunshp Z000  1218012190 

Hart Dnwnll... £15 98 £15 99 
HttdMove.. £1690 £1698 
Haiequn H. 11690 £4698 
HarpomU Meg) .. 
HeertofChni.™™* 
M«imd#l .... 
h«oj Quasi DGwikrt 
^9rwtBkm 
MomeAAne 

£1990 11998 
£24 90 £24 98 
£2390 12399 
£1690 £16 98 
£1698 £1698 

H/A £2398 
Hudson Han* .. 
burner...... 

£1598 £1599 
£2099 £2096 

1 Bctfwns CndtN_ 
mmoiafe 

E1999 £1998 
£15J90 11598 

Vtfanapato 500 . 
ntiy Heal . 

£1699 11698 
£1698 £1698 

rtenceptor 12699 12690 
Nartwe. 
Jack Jrrimled Dtpart 
Jahangr Khany Squash 
Jimmy Whrte s WMmkh} 
Kck 011 II |1 Megl .. 

£698 £698 
N/A £10.98 

£16.98 £16 98 
£1998 11999 
115 99 11598 

Kick 0« H (5 Mm) .. 
KKkOff Wmring Taacs 
Kid'Glo#«ai... 

N/A 11399 
£9 98 £9 99 

11698 11690 
Kimg GKmJ .... £11 98 tit 98 
KMng Game Sta* 
<onga Bounty 

£1598 11598 
H/A £11-99 

Kings Quod TV 
CngsQuttlV^™™ 
Kr#gnUart .... 

£14 98 N A 
£2698 12699 
£16 99 £1699 

Kinght or lhe Scy ........... 
LaitMnpa 111 .. 

£2398 12399 
£16 90 £1699 

Leander £16 98 £1699 
LMur« SudUfliyJI. 
Lesune Smi Lenry HI ...... 
L&nuraSurfUnyV. 
L ernmngj 

£14 99 12598 
12599 £25.90 
£26 99 £26 98 
£1609 116,90 

Lemnungj • Data Cfek .... 
L*nri*nfla ■ Stand won# 
Life 6 Deati . 
Lon cal . 

£1398 11390 
£1699 11698 
12098 £2090 
£1698 £1698 

Lorded re Rings N/A £2090 
Lost Paafe £1598 £1598 
LoMEspm ..  £1599 £1590 
LotusTrt»ChaAengell £1698 £1698 
Ml Tttk Flatter £19 99 £1998 
Ua^cGarten __ £1690 £1698 
MafrcPocMfc. I159& £1599 
Magnetic Sorol H999 £1999 
MwWd &w_ 115.98 £1599 
M Qika Ulirnaie Foolbal £1699 £1698 
Mega loM^a £2098 £2098 
Megalra^il.. 120.98 12099 
Uegahnii . £16 98 £1699 
Mercenary III. £2098 £3098 
Mwtlanl Cotarv ........ £20.99 £20.99 
Uarra £l£98£t699 
UoroproM Go* 
WM r*ght Resrstanoe ^ 
Mdwnfell. .. 
Ug29Fukmm 

£2398 12399 
£6 98 £6 98 

£2398 12390 
£21 98 121 90 

TOP TITUS ST AMIGA 
Mu 29M Super Fulcrum .12598 125% 
MghlolMutcMI ..._ N/A £1999 

Moonstone . £21.99 £21.99 
Mcrt ey bbrt-- 
Monkey Hand II ... 
MytfccM___ 

£1508 11500 
£16 99 £1698 
£1508 £1590 

My*. I15J98 H508 
fet. £1500 £1500 
N*vy Se#S 
NWfeui H. 

£1598 £1590 
£1508 £1598 

NeghtKxn H608 £1698 
Nffwendng Story 1_ 115 98 £1398 

£1090 £1609 
oSSs* . £1690 £1298 
Qi»mon Thu^derbon. 
Outrun Etropa .. . 
Pang .. 
Panza KM*bowig __ 
Ptparboy ll.... 

£698 £6 98 
£1699 £1699 
£1590 £1599 
£1699 £1699 
£1698 £1698 

Pegasus.... 
PGA Gdf Tour . 
Puller 

£1698 £1698 
.. H/A £1699 

£1699 £1608 
pie*iiQ £1598 £1599 
Popjkas*S*ri City 
PbfUOusn .... 
Pr«4a& N,,„r... 

£2199 £2109 
£2098 £20 98 
£098 £098 

P.p Hammer __ £1698 £1698 
PretwttNi 
Pnnee ol Perw 

£169911608 
£159811588 

F\izmc ...... 11599 £1598 
QUEST AND GLORY..-, 
Ratoad Tyooon 
Ranbow islands .. 
R 81 2 Basebsl 
Realmj 
Red Baron . 
Renegade (Corn* Has) 
Roe ol tie Drago 
Rodn Hood . 

£2098 £2098 
£2 4 98 £2408 
£609 £608 

.. £20.98 £20.98 
,.£20.98 £20.98 
. £2398 123 98 
. £6.99 itW 

HIA 12499 
11699 £1698 
11598 11508 

F%oC^co0 £6 98 £690 
Rotocogn .,. 114 98 £1408 
Roeocopn . £1599 £1598 
Bod Land .. . 11608 11608 
ft*! Rormy ... 
R-Tvm II 

£1598 £1698 
E1699 £1608 

RucihWoMCuo . £1508 £1608 
R.ve Honda_ 
Sarakdn ... 

- £7 98 £7 98 
£1309 £1399 

Secret of tw Saw Bhi» 
Secret Weapon Luftwaffe 
SJiadu* ol the Beasl ll .. 
9iado« Sorc^or 
Sha^w Warn or 

£21-99 £21.98 
.. £190811108 

£1599 £1208 
£1998 £1908 
£1598 11598 

turtle the Sim 
Silenl Service U . 
SmAnl . 

£2999 £2998 
£2399 12398 

..£1590 £1598 
SmEaifi £20 99 £20 99 
9ayM»i . £1598 £1598 
Steer Ok. £1698 £999 

TOP TITLES 
&n«h TV... 

ST AMIGA 
H598 £1599 

Space 1988 .. 
Space Ace II .. 
Space Gut . 
SpeceCnaade —_ 
Space Quest IV 
Special Forces -r„L_. 

£2098 £2008 
N/A £3398 

£1508 £15 99 
11708 £1708 
£2699 12699 

£2398 
Speedbai n 11508 £1508 
S^rtrfExcafcbur -- 
Siar Contrd.-. 

£2093 £2008 
HrA £1708 

SMrgkder 11. 1698 1699 
Star Trek v £1608 £1698 
SMTigleerll . N/A £1608 
QkMagu . . £1708 11700 
Stider 11 . £15 90 11590 
StikefiMl .. 
Sup&pte*.. 

£1708 11708 
£1698 11609 
£15 90 11598 
120 99 £20 90 
£20.99 £1698 
£16 99 £1699 
£1698 £1698 

Super Cara II.. 
Super Space Invadarj _ 
Supremacy 
SuifKX3ui Cargo .......... 
Swap... 
Sraich Blade II ...__ 
TWTTYtafcV it ____ 

£1509 £1598 
11508 £1509 
115 98 £1598 
£1908 £1009 
£1008 £1098 
12108 £2189 
£1698 11698 
£1608 11608 

TafiD/wtiii 
Th#r Email Hour.....__ 
Tfw FrtSt MlUttn 
TtaidwheMi AH-73M. 
ThunderJawa — 
Tip ON. 
Tote . 11409 £1408 
Tchy A tie Warrior 
Tgiai Recal.. 
Tumcan II 

£150011508 
£1508 £15 00 
£898 £988 

TwAffit 2000 . 
LMma Marban Dreams .. 
mma Undenwrid.. 
mma V. 

12300 12398 
£2008 £2098 
£2098 12098 
11998 11998 
£2098 12098 
11098 11098 
£23.98 £2390 
£1799 £1708 
£1608 £1698 

UrtmaVI. 
ULTIMATE RIDE 
UMS II ... 
LtodarPressure . 
UnReal__ 
UN Squai^ffi. . £15 98 £1608 

£6 99 £698 IIL.LL1L,,.LL 
Utopa £2098 £2008 

£1608 £16 98 
N/A £1998 

11708 117.08 

vendena , 
Vengeance d Excabbir .. 
Video Kid . 
voiled .. £20 98 £20 98 

11609 £1609 
£7.98 £798 

£1909 £19.99 
£1408 £1409 
£1998 £19.99 
£1508 11508 
£1699 11690 

Warhead .... 
Write Deati (1 Meg) . 
WldWhedB 
Wng Commander II.. 
Wz KM. 
Wpd Chid . 
WOLF PACK___ 
■jj — i 

W.WF.... 
iitou 

£1408 £14 98 
£19 98 £19 98 
£1598 11599 
£1690 11698 

MAX EXTRA only 117.99 
Tixver AST tr^gtn 

EDITION ONE only £1118 
Dcufte B>igcr.. Hrxr. ftmm wr^g S**g~ 

NINJA COLLECTION only 11!« 
D Drajpyi. StMow Wamor, & Nnp 

vmMLWMn&vtfCm 

[wi. Tom toata. On Mur. Tm&yei 
MINO GAMES only 114.90 

Lnwn Wiwnoo, if* fanftd *i Eurtw 
TNT 2 only £20.98 

Hyv4, &ui • CratAonM, Ham &w K 
Badanaine Sun Ru^w 

QUEST FOR ADVENTURE only £23.98 
(tooni#! Suuiti. t Lw Duun* jv* 

UktiS-WHi 

AIR COMBAT ACES orty 11B.86 
Fkct. 

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION only 116% 
flcraCo. 9wh«rt 2 i^dina Jofm. 

an 

BOARD GENIUS AUGA Ofiy 117J8 
DftMPnptfr. Drtmt Scnttia Qfe». 
Muff OftacWt and Bek 

SOCCER MANIA only £11,98 
H&rtuis UaniQr n, Cazra * Sowv. 
Iftanipr - W C Edlw. Mcropu* Sdocv 

FALCON CUSSIC COLLECTION 
only £1698 

Fecu^, Mtoon On#. aneMiUiqn Two 

SUPER HEROES *8y £17.98 
Svwl. hdam Jdn*4 MtiNvijM 

ind Sffif iv*to ■!>«; m« 

GRANDSTANOorty £17.90 
Otut So* Sm*. Jfe 1 inn i Inr. 

mmol &»u L«#dvt«#rd and Cowumi Oeur 

2 HOT 2 HANDLE only HIM 
GoMJ#" Alt. T U* RK* wvntf. 

Super On Ro#e Rung 

SUPER SIM PACK only 121.88 

M 30 Yinni Cruy Cirt H. 
ftihrYO jnq Artoomi f 

HEROES ST only 19.99 
Btrttinv l Rynnrrg U|n. Sur Wirt 

me Ltrc* ip Kni 

FLIGHT COMMAND only IIIN 
Biwtlpr, Sink# Kxt* Him#, 

Leitt\W Sky Fat Sky Ohm 

4 WHEEL DRIVE only 120.00 
Ldui tun Ce<iGl4 Hj r, itamSunn. a 

CgfH»fMc*r 

POWER PACK only £1498 
tanpn LIV Sport Foos&H, M 

Lirewd Rniy 

SUPER SEGA 
only £21% 

Suor itonireCP. GMT A* Ottoman. 
fcSWAT. me &vn* 

BIG SO X only 11699 
Capn>n 6-mc, In Tri ontu Mw.Sitv’i 

rwugtOyean, kHMh# Sttm D#irt. 
krypaen £flp. ±*tyng Jatnan. Baja. Homot 

TEST DRIVE ll COLLECTION 
AMIGA only £26.98 

IMP* Cn. Cakfenii CmfWng*. 
feurapwin Oulftrg# &u# SUitVi 

DOUBLE DOUBLE BtLL 
AMKxA only 12191 

U Sc»f* tw?i. Urm at r* R 1.-9 Sm^, 
T. Seen toxica , w.-g* 

ACTION PACK orty £1399 
Catmc IUr( Uiyt. On S*'m. &»dV, 

Flit Ln, Sn»m#fi 1*4 Hmuqm- lirfur. 
CMdlh 

MAGNUM 4 only £16.99 
Ahebxmr. Doutft !7tgr. Cpriw W, 

ana Btmr. CM Crumr 

RAINBOWCOLLECTION dnly £13.98 

Ha* Sonr. Baxk# 9s«i*#. 
WINNING FIVE Airngi only £ 11,99 

tan Lera, tkyi Haw. Iwi wra, 
_Pufy iS#g# ndSxHwa 

Please make cheques and P.O/s payable lo Esgfe Soffwtre. PAP is £1.00 per order initie UK, Orders 

under £10 please add 50p per rtem. Europe: add £3.50 per item. Elsewhere add £4.50 per item. II the tide 

you want is not listed please phone forprices. Free catalogue now available - pleas# phone or tick box, 

Member No: _ Computer 

Title __ 

POWER UP only £1600 
*twwa Bh*l R#n&o# Sinn X Ou, 

(MilKU^cr 

AIR, LAND, SEA only £23,08 

Ml 0 HWpIV. US Ar-Jft ivy m 

Name: _ 

Address: 

Dale 

Price 

Price 

□ - 

Postcode: Tel: 

Price Card No: 

Price Exp Date 

PiP 
Total 

Access Q Visa Q Cheque Q P.O‘s Q 



fTj IDEAS FOR BEGINNERS 

Duplicating a file 
WORKBENCH 1 .3 AND WORKBENCH 2 

o 

Far*; frisk* 
Eupt-i jr-jah 

£LS. 

HyPti 

To moke a duplicate of a file In the some place, you simply 

select the file and choose the Copy' menu option. 

Because the copy is in the some place. It hai to have o differ¬ 
ent name, so it's automatically called "Copy of.,.*. 

This is an equally simple process. All you have 

to do is select your file, ihen select the 

■Duplicate’ option from the ‘Workbench’ menu 

cm Workbench 1.3. or 'Copy’ from the ‘Icons’ 

menu if yotTre using Workbench 2. Your second 

file will appear, with ‘Copy oP in front of the 

name of the original. You can now rename the 

file just as you would rename a disk or a drawer. 

The only name you can’t give the copy is one 

that’s taken already, such as the same name as 

the original. However, if you move the copy to a 

new place - so that one is in the drawer and the 

other is in the disk’s window, for example - they 

can have the same name! 

Copying a file 
1 .3 AND 

As well as duplicating a file, you can also copy a file from one place lo another, putting the copy in a new 

place hut leaving the original where it is. In Workbench, you can only do this from one disk to another, 

To try this, open the Workbench disk's window. Simply drag the 'Shell’ icon from the Workbench disk to 

your blank disk's icon, just as if you are moving the file from one place to another, The Shell will be copied to 

your blank disk. 

The reason we've called this process 'copying’ and the previous process ‘duplicating’ is that this moves it 

to a new place, whereas duplicating leaves the copy in the same place as the original. If you read the piece 

about copying w ith the Shell, you’ll discover that there’s no real difference. 

Deleting a file 

To copy a file from one disk to another, limply drag it Irani the 
first disk's window to where you want it. 

WORKBENCH 1.3 

n lfi 

[ 
3<l> d 

: | Wilt a f»il, *m tf*f, Hli B5 

m\ 
Trask W 

k [ 

f - 

One way to pet rid of a file if simply to slmg it into 

the Trash*an, then empty the trash. 

WORKBENCH 2 
Again, this is very simple task. Just drag the file you want to 

delete into the Trashcan: it acts just like a drawer. Then select the 

Trashcan’s icon and choose ‘Empty Trash’ from the ‘Disk’ menu 

(Workbench 1.3) or the ‘Icons' menu (Workbench 2). One 

important note; anything you put in the Trashcan won't actually 

be deleted until you Empty Trash, so you can always take it out 

of the Trashcan again if you haven’t. 

Workbench 2 users also have another way of deleting a file: 

you can select the file's icon and then use ‘Delete1 from the 

‘Icons’ menu. There is a Workbench 1.3 equivalent, the ’Discard’ 

option from the ‘Workbench’ menu, but because this only deletes 

(he icon, and not the file represented by ihe icon, it’s best never 

to use this. An explanation of how icons differ from the files they 

represent follows, when we get on to how you do these things 

using the Shell. 

Oper EH 
Copy EH 
Rotiwe 
Inform' mn . ■ EH 
Snapshot EH 
ttafoipshot ou 
Um Out Hi 
hit fcav EJP 

: ; HvdiMc 3i lull, 81|EI^ 

Is 
tan 

3 

IrifhcM Dratrl 

BfFtT CapofJiyPic A 

ll±M 

An alternative way (or Workbench 2 owners only 

use the Delete option from the menus. 

199 

is to 

ONE VERY GOOD REASON WHY WORKBENCH 2 IS BETTERS 

This disk window has Mm in h, but you can't see 

them. Select "Show aM filet' and they will oppeari 

Fortunately, whenever you save a picture file from Deluxe Paint it also has an Icon (an .Info (lie). But as you 
may soon discover, not all files always have an Icon. Try creating a file without an icon yourself: use the 
Shell as described to delete Just the .into file for your picture (the one that’s the same name as your picture 
with .info on the end, so mine is My Pic, info}. Type a line something like this; 

delete ?tydisk:MyPic, info 

If you've got Workbench 1.3, you won't be able to do anything to the file now unless you use the CU again, 
Bui if you are using Workbench 2, you can cheat! Select the window that should have the (lie In, then move 
the mouse pointer over the ‘Show' option of the ‘Window’ menu. You’ll notice that another mini-menu 
sprouts from the 'Show' option: select ‘All files' from this mini-menu.Suddenly an Icon will appear for your 
picture file! This Icon is what's known as a Pseudo-icon, and It means you can move, copy and delete files 
from the Workbench even if they don't have a proper icon. It’s a great idea which means that Workbench 2 
owners will never need to suffer from hidden files lurking on their disks, forgotten about and unfindable! 
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IDEAS FOR BEGINNERS 0 

Copying 
duDlical 

ino a file and 
duplicating a file 
SHELL OR CU 
One handy thing 10 know when using the Shell is how 

to get a list of what's cm a disk; yon use the 'list* com¬ 

mand, remember that the Shell always needs to know 

exactly where you are talking about, so you'll need lo 

tell il the name of the disk you want a list of Open the 

Shell and type something like this, hut of course 

putting in whatever you've called your disk: 

list ttydisk 

You may have to swap disks, then the Shell will print 

up a reply something like this piciurc, .* 

Notice that vour Deluxe Paint picture is actually there 

as two files: mine arc called My Pic and MyPic.infa 

All the icons that you can see on the Workbench screen 

are actually ‘.info1 tiles, so the My Pic,info is the icon 

for my picture. 

There is also a dnfo file for the drawer, a disk.info 

file for the disk's icon, and a file just called .info, 

which actually contains the information for the size 

and the shape of the disk's window. As you can see, 

when you use the Shell, you're righl down there 

amongst the nitty-gritty of Workbench! 

Right, let’s gel the jobs done. The first thing to 

mention is that we cannot actually move a file from 

one place to another from the Shell: we can only move 

files to a new place by making a copy of them in the 

new- place. Still, this does give us an advantage: we can 

copy files without moving them to another disk, here's 

how it works. 

The command that we use is 'copy*, and again 

wc have lo be very careful about telling the Shell 

exactly where everything is. Let's copy the picture file 

into our drawer: 

copy from MydiskiMyFie to 

Mydisk: Drawer 1/MyPic 

Remember that whenever you type a line of instruc¬ 

tions into the Shell, you must press the Return key to 

make it happen. Notice (hat in each particular case we 

have to give a full 'path' for each file, stoning with the 

disk thai it's on (and then followed by a colon :l and 

then, when we warn to put it in a drawer, including that 

in the proper order (and drawers must be followed 

by a backslash /). 

Right, there are also lots of options wc can choose 

from, so lei's look at some of those. For starters, you 

don't need the 'to' and 'from', providing you remem¬ 

ber that the place the file starts off always comes first, 

and the place it’s going to always comes second: 

copy M^diskiMyPic MydiskiDrawerl/l-VPic 

Secondly, if you don't repeat the name of the file in the 

'to' pan of the path, the Shell will assume you want to 

leave the name the same, so this will do just as well; 

copy Mydisk:MyPic MydiskiDrawerl/ 

And equally, if you want to. you can change the name 

so that the copy has a different name: 

copy MydiskiMyPic 

MydiskiDrawerl/MyPicAgain 

And we can use this same trick lo duplicate a file, giv¬ 

ing the copy a new name but leaving it in the same 

place as the original 

copy MydiskiMyPic Mydisk:MyPicAgain 

Now-, remember those info files, IF we exited the Shell 

(by typing endcli, remember?) at this stage we would 

not be able to sec our copied file in the drawer. You 

must also copy the .info file inio your drawer as well, 

using the same technique, OK? 

IN ORDER 
Here's how to make sure you can always see the window you 
need, and what to do If it gets burled under another! 

It your window Is under another one, click 
here to bring It to the front,,. 

...and It the window at (he front Is 
just getting in the way, click here 
to send it to the beck. These two are separate 
Icons on Workbench 1.3, 

1 
sk 

Copv.rfJIvPic o nyitisk a» , 821K fr gic 

You can move windows around the screen by 
dragging this bar across the top of the window. 

To change the size and shape of a window, drag it 
around by this little box In the bottom right-hand corner. 

Deleting a file 
SHELL OR CLJ 
To move a file with the Shell, you’d have 

lo copy ii (o the new/ place you want il in 

and then delete the original. Again, deleting 

wiih the Shell is easy: you simply use the 

’delete* command, hui again you must be 

very careful to specify the correct path to 

point out the file you want. Let's delete the 

original picture, leaving the copy: 

delete Mydj.sk: My Pic 

Remember to delete the info file too! So* 

by the end of this little experiment, you 

should know everything you need to be 

able to move files around, make copies and 

gel rid of unwanted files. All very useful! 

Ofie thing to watch for when you arc using the Shell is 

its responses. When you ere deleting files, it will can- 
firm what it's done. Only when the 'prompt' 

reappears ore you ready to type in o new instruction. 

JOB DONE! ANYONE CONFUSED? 

WeVe learnt an awful lot this month: all the basic jobs that Workbench Is there for. From 
now on, you've got no excuse for not keeping all your disks properly organised? 

However, we may have moved a little swiftly, so go back over things and make sure 
you understand the processes. If you do get stuck* please write In to Workbench, Amiga 
Format 30 Monmouth Street Bath BA1 2BW and we'll answer your questions in the 
Workbench pages of the magazine. Next month, well be moving on even deeper into the 
heart of the Amiga! 



Upgrade your Amiga from 512K to 1 Mb of memory for just £25.00 
SPECIAL EXCLUSIVE OFFER: 

If you submit your computer to ourselves for repair, enclosing this 
advert along with just an additional £25, we will supply and fit a 512K 
—I memory expansion at no extra cost. — 
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AMIGA REPAIRS 
JUST £44.95 inc. 

★ Commodore registered 
★ Over 10 years experience with Commodore computers 
★ 20 qualified technician engineers at your disposal 
★ We will undertake to repair your Amiga 500 computer for just £44.95 including 

parts, labour VAT and post & packing 
★ Most computers should be repaired within 24 houn* of booking in. 
★ Prices include full service check, overhaul, soak-test and replacement of power 

supply unit if necessary 
★ Repairs to keyboard and disk drive also included (£25 extra if these units are 

unrepairable and require complete replacements) 
★ All repairs covered by a 90 day warranty 

VISA 

How to take advantage of this exceptional offer: simply send or hand 
deliver vowr machine to the workshop address detailed rightt enclosing 
payment and this advert and we wilt do the rest. (If possible please 
include a daytime telephone number and fault description). 
* If you require 24 hour courier to your doort please add £5 else your 
computer will be sent back by contract parcel post. 

WTS ELECTRONICS LTD 
STUDIO MASTER HOUSE 

CHAUL END LANE 
LUTON, BEDS, LU4 8EZ 

Telephone (0582) 491949 - (4 lines) 
WTS resent the right to retuw machine*.** ihat in our opinion are tampered with, to an cJtumi beyond 

rc-jwunahlc- repair 

OPEN ALL HOURS (WELL, NEARLY!) 
9am-10pm Mon-Sat 10am-6pm$un No Answerphones! 

Bulk Disks 
MOO...38p 
100+....36p 
500+ ....34p 
1000+...32p 

SONY Disks 
MOO.45p 
100+......42p 
500+....39p 
1000+......37p 

RAINBOW Disks 
1-100....44 p 
100+...41p 
500+.....38p 
1000+.36p 

LOOK! LOOK! LOOK! 

! TRACTORFEED DISK LABELS ! 
500 Labels plus FREE 

software to print your own 
professional labels!! 
★ ★★ONLY £9.95 ★★★ 

DIRECT COMPUTER SUPPLIES 
0782 642497 9am-5.30pm Week 

0782 311471 Evening/Weekend 

0630 653193 Evening/Weekend 

1 DISK STORAGE BOXES 1 

IDcap.. .95p 
Red. Yellow, Green, Blue, 
Block, Grey - Your Choice 

50 cap.. £4 00 
100 cap. £4 50 
Stackable Disk drawers 
Posso (150 cap) .. £1595 
250 cap.... £1899 

MISCELLANEOUS 1 

512K Ram (No Clock). ..£24 99 
512K Ram (+ Clock). ..£27.99 
Zydek Ext Disk Drive. £54,95 

★ ★★SPECIAL OFFER ★ ★★ 
| Amiga 500+ Cartoon Classics 

Only £349!!! 
1,5 Meg A5O0 Ram Expansion 

Only £79.95!!! 

Mousehouse. ..£1.60 
Mousemat. ..£2.49 
Diskdrive Cleaner. ..£1.79 
Comp. Pro Autofire. £12.95 

54 Spring Road 
Longton 

Stoke-On -Trent 
Staffs ST3 2PX 

Prices Inc VAT P&P Please add £3.30 
We accept cheques/P. O s/Visa/Access 

ANALOG € 
ANALOGIC 
ANALOGIC 

Analogic Computers 
(UK) Ltd 

152 Latchmere Road 
Kingston-upon-Thames 

Surrey KT2 5TU 

Telephone 
Mon-Fri 9am-7pm 
Sat 9am-5.30pm 

081*546 9575 
Tel/Fax: 

081-541 4471 

COMPUTERS SPECIAL OFFERS 
1 Meg 

£349.25 Amiga A500 Plus Cartoon duties Pack 

r.'V.'IIMH 

Protar Vtsto Cl 4M colour monitor +cable + 1 yr replacement warranty 
Philips 15* TV/monitor (model 3332), remote control + start cable. 
Philips 15" TWmonitor (model 2331), as above plus Teietext . 

PROTAR HARD DRIVES 

£220.00 
£239.00 
£269.00 

A500 HD 20w....**.£269.00 
A500 HD 40.  „i332.00 
A500 HD SO******.,..„.£352.00 

A500 HD 50 DC ..*,X382.00 
A500 HD 80.  £589.00 
A500 HD 100 DC .£599.00 

ACCESSORIES 

Amiga 513K RAM + clock..£24.95 
Amiga PIUS 51SK RAM..£54.95 
Amiga Plus 1 Meg..£54.95 
Amiga/Atari Squik Mouse .£14.95 
Amjga Scart Cable.-.XI 4.95 

Mouse Mat..£4.95 
Dust Cover__£4.95 
Super Pro Zipstkk...£14.95 
Amjga Power Supply_£44.95 
10 Blank Disks...--..£5.95 

TTTTnTirr 
Without diagnostic fees 

* Fixed charges * Fast turnaround 
* We provide pick-up service for repairs 

for only £5.00 + VAT £42.25 

★ Ail prices include VAT and NEXT week DAY UtUYERy subject to availability 
★ Fixed charge (or repair does not include disk drive replacement nor keyboard 

+ Air prices subject to change without notice 

* We reserve the right to refuse any Amiga repair 
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YOUR AMl 

V ^ QUALITY PRODUCTS 
a/ affordable prices 

W.T.S. ELECTRONICS LTD^ 

. «f # 1 VARTA + , 
, ^ . t gujapAftS 

Latest design incorporates chipmem option at no extra cost 
Increases computer memory from */2 Megabyte to 1 Megabyte 
Allows all 1 Megabyte software to run. Now Commodore A500 
standard 
Direct replacement for Commodore A501. 16 Chip Technology 
for complete compatibility. 

British Made without clock with clock 

UPGRADE TO AMIGA 500 PLUS 
★ Upgrade the standard Amiga 500 to ECS chipset A500 plus capability ★ 

★ KICKSTART 2.04 
★ HIGH-RES DENISE 
★ 8372 FATTER AGNUS 
★ 2.04/1.3 KICKSTART SWITCHBOARD 
★ KICKSTART 1.3 
★ A500 PLUS 1MB UPGRADE 

SUPRA RANGE 

£55 • Upgrades your existing Kickstart to that of the new A500 plus 

£39 • Upgrades your graphic chip capability to that of the A500 Plus inc. anti-flicker 

£49 • Enables you to access 1Mb of chip memory with standard modification 

£24 • Overcomes software compatibility problems at the flick of a switch 

£36 • Allows existing A50Cl Plus owners to run old software when used in conjunction with switchboard 

£45 • Upgrades A500 Plus memory to 2Mb chip memory 

500RN 1Mb - 8Mb MEMORY EXPANSION 

100% Hayes compatible 
Tone Pulse auto dial/answer 
RS232 Interface 
Internal diagnostics 
Programmable number 
storage 

Supra 2400.Cl 19-00 
Supra 2400 MNP.£159.00 
Supra 2400 +.£174.00 
Supra 9600. €399.00 

500RX I Mb  500RX4MH. 
500RX 2Mb  500RX 8Mb 

I. PGRADES 

0Mb ...£119.00 
2Mb ...£179.00 
4Mb ...€289.00 
8Mb ..,£409.00 

High quality 
High specification 
Anti dick 
Long moulded cable 

A500 Internal replacement drive..£44.00 I 
8372 Fatter Agnus Chip (allows Chipmem feature!.X49.00 
1.3 Kickstart Chip..£36.00 

Allow addition of many 
peripherals without 
damage to computer 
or power supply 
Switch mode design 

British Made 

Jr All prices include P&P & VAT Jr Please add £5.00 if you require 24 hour courier to your door or parcel post will be used .V 12 month warranty Jr 

W.T.S. ELECTRONICS LTD, Chaul End Lane, Luton, Beds. 
Teh 0582 491949 



GET THE BEST! 

The new, updated 
complete guide to the 

CREATIVITY GUIDES 
Get result by rciuiing our advice on whiii software to buy in 

graphics, 3D, animation, DTP, digitisers, scanners, music, 

video, education, multimedia, 

PRODUCTIVITY 
GUIDES 
More buying suggestions and 

solid advice on the practical areas 

of word processing, databases, 

spreadsheets, accounts software, 

comms, programming. 

Amiga 

INFO FOR BEGINNERS 
Features u> introduce the Amiga, explain how it 

works and get you started in any area of Amiga use 

including Workbench and the CLI. 

HARDWARE EXPLAINED 
Overviews of hardware and its functions, including bus ing 

recommendalions on printers, emulators, monitors and more. 

PUBLIC DOMAIN 
The whole world of free and next-to-nothing software explained, 

explored and elucidated. The best in utilities targeued and the 

demos scene exploded, 

WORKBENCH TECHNICAL TIPS 
A whole host of interesting and useful advice and information, 

from hardware to softw are and back. 

GAMEBUSTERS GAMES ADVICE 
Including tips and hints for old favourites like Rainbow- Islands. 

Batman. Rick Dangerous. Dungeon Master and Shadow af the 

Beast 2 as well as some of ihe recent hits like the game of the year 

Lemmings and ihe amazing Supercars 2. 

PLUS OWNERS 
PLEASE NOTE! 

THi« book and the disk* were pro¬ 

duced before the Plus was released 

and not all Homs are sultad to 

the now machine 

Costing only £9.95 and completely rewritten to include stacks 

of new information, this is the most comprehensive overall guide 

PLUS TWO COMPLEMENTARY 
DISKS FOR ONLY £4.00 EXTRA 
FEATURING: 

JRComm communications package • Scenery fractal 
landscape generator • Cruncher compression utility • 
ScreenX saves screens as pictures • iconmaker icon cre¬ 
ator • Sy$Jnfo2 tells you what's in your Amiga • Wherels 
helps you find files # Border swrtches off screen borders • 
ClickOOS the power of CU without the hassle • 
Safeboot protects your games from viruses • ViewlLBm 

displays pictures easily • Quicklens magnifies your screen! 
• WB Hacks a bit of fun # MegaWB scroll round a mas¬ 
sive screen • FuncKey customises key set-ups • 

Screen Shift adjusts screen positioning • Zero Virus virus 
killer • Zap binary file editor • Bootlntro adds intros to 
your disks • RSLCIock full toolkit # DropCloth adds 
colourful Workbench screens • TaskOontrol sets your pri¬ 
orities • SuperEcho real-time sound processing • FPic 

image processing • Drops hadow smartens your 
Workbench • Dec Hex Bin programmer s calculator • 
MandcJMourttains excellent fractal creator A Spread 

simple spreadsheet program 

there is to every aspect of the Amiga and what to do with it. 

ORDER FORM 

I would like to order_copy/copies of 

GET THE MOST OUT OF YOUR AMIGA I 992 

at the price of £9,95 (♦1,45 per copy P&PJ 

I would like to order_copy/COpies of 

GET THE MOST OUT OF YOUR AMIGA 1992 

plus 2 disks for £1 3,95 (+1.45 per copy P&P) 

if paying by cheque please send payment with 

this order form in a sealed envelope to: 

AMIGA FORMAT GTM 1992 Book 

FREEPOST 

Future Publishing Ltd 

Somerton, Somerset TA11 7BR 

No stamp required if posted in the U K 

BftrfVe allow 2B days for delivery 

Name 

Address 

_Post Code 

Telephone___ 

l enclose cheque/PO for l 

Please debit my AccessA/isa card:****.* dfiproprulcf 

My card no. is___ 

Expiry date ____ 

Signature_ 



Credit Card Hotline =1/»<7zj— 
Tel: 0276 676308 ” 6 DEVELOPMENTS 

Innovation House, 
Albany Park, Frimley, 
Surrey, GU15 2PL. 
Fax: 0276 676309 

3l/2” LOCKABLE DISK BOXES 
40 Capacity £5.62 
80 Capacity £6.99 
100 Capacity £8.34 
120 Capacity £9.52 

Amiga A500 
RAM CARDS 

V500: VzMbyte expansion. 
Upgrade your Amiga A500 to 1Mb. 
Chip/fast ram compatible, gold plated 
connector, On/Off switch. 

V501: ‘/2Mbyte expansion + Clock. 
As V500 + Battery backed real time 
clock 

V1500: 1.5Mbyte expansion + clock. 
Fully CHIP ram compatible, 
expandable in Vz Mb stages, complete 
with GARY connector & full 
instructions. 

V2000: 2Mbyte expansion + clock. 
Upgrade your Amiga A500 to 2.5Mb. 
Expandable in ‘A Meg stages, 
compatible with Kickstart 1.2 & 1.3, 
On/Off switch, gives 1Mb of CHIP 
ram + 1.5 Mb fast ram if required. 
Comes complete with Gary connector 
& full installation instructions. 

ONLY 
£24.99 

M 
3'/2" DSDD Disks 
2 for 1 guarantee 

including disk labels 

£5.45 for 10 

BRANDED Disks 
3'/2 ” DSDD 

ONLY £7.80 
FOR 10 

VI500 1.5Mb 
ONLY 
£69.99 

V2000 bare board 

£37.95 
V2000 + 2Mbyle 

ONLY 
£104.95 

V4000: 4Mbyte expansion + 
Upgrade your Amiga A500 to 4.5 Mb. 
Same as V2000 but gives an additional 
4Mb of fast ram or 3.5Mb fast + 
IMh CHIP ram 

V4000 bare board 

£63.00 
V4000 + 4Mbyte 

ONLY 
£198.00 

Upgrade Your A500 Plus 
Realise the full potential of your Amiga A500 Plus 
with one of Virgos range of memory expansions. 

VI000 The memory expansion that grows with your 
requirements. The V1000 is available in three configurations, 
hare board, '/2Mb & 1Mb. This expansion will take your 
A500 plus to its full 2Mb CHIP ram capability in affordable 
stages. A fully compatible trap door expansion which will not 
invalidate your guarantee. Built in the UK complete with gold 
plated connector & soeketted D-rams. 

V1000 bare board 1.0Mb 
£16.99 £42.99 

Kickstart ROM swapper 
Maintain software compatibility on your A500 plus with 
standard 1.3 Kickstart A500 machines using the Virgo 
Kickstart swapper. Switching, from the keyboard, between 
1.3 & 2.04 ROMs giving you all the benifits of the A500 plus 
without the anoying inconvenience of software 
incompatibility. This board can also be used to upgrade 
standard A500s to 2.04. 

£24.99 
£29.95 

Kickstart Swapper 
Kickstart 1.3 ROM 
Swapper + 1.3ROM £49.99 

External 3l/2" Disk Drive 
Top quality, low noise, high 
reliability lmeg drive. Very 
quiet, Slimline design, 
Sony/Citizen drive mechanism. 
Through port, on/off switch. 

only £54.95 

Ram chips 256Kx4, V1000, V2000, V4000 & 
A590 compatible. ONLY £17.59 for '/2Mbyte 

NEW! NEWINEW! 
Now available for both the A500 
& A500 plus the V8000 8.0Mb 

external memory expansion 
Features:- 
Externai fitting, will not invalidate your 
guarantee - Full through port expansion - 
fully compatible with external hard drives - 
latest technology - Auto configuring - low 
power, no external PSU required - Provides 
all the Fast ram you will ever need. 

V8000 2.0Mb £169.00 
V8000 4.0Mb £235.00 
V8000 8.0Mb £369.00 

Joystick 
QuickShot MAVERICK 1 

Compatible with Atari, Commodore, Sega & 
Amstrad game systems * 8 direction control 
stick - 2 fire buttons - Player 1/player 2 
selector - long cables - Autofire 
Revolutionary high stability design. 

£13.95 

Technical Support 
0276 676308 

Monday - Friday 10,30 * 3*00 

Dispatch within 24 hours 
i -years guarantee. 

Cheques, Postal orders to Virgo 
Developments at above address. 

Prices may change without notice 
Express Courier delivery 
(UK mainland only) £6,50 

Call 24 hours 7 days a week 

A UK COMPANY 

All prices 
include VAT, 

postage & 
packaging. No 
hidden charges 



AMIGA, ATARI & PC SOFTWARE 

The Tipster 
TIPSTER IS THE NT). 1 SELLING HORSE RACING PROGRAM AND 
CONTINUES TO OUTPERFORM SOT OMV ALL OTHER 
PROGRAMS lit I -U.SO THE BOOKIES. t SING DAIA FROM I Ml 
RACING POST OK ANY NEWSPAPER, THIS PROGRAM WILL 
SELECT THE BEST IIOKSKS AND OFFER RETTING ADVICE 

The Punter 
LET YOUR COMPUTER TRY TO MAKE SENSE OE THE 
BRITISH POOLS. THIS SOFTWARE CAN HE USED FOR ANY 
POOLS COUPON, THE AUSTRALIAN LEAGUES ARE 
INCLUDED FOR NEXT SEASON, 

The Dogs 
THE DOGS USES DATA FROM THE RACING POST AND MOST 
NEWSPAPERS TO RATE GREYHOUND RACES OVER ELAT 
AND HURDLES. THIS PRC Hi RAM IS VERY EASY TO USE. AN 
IDEAL GIET EUR THE MAN W HO HAS EVERYTHING. 

League Manager 
THIS PROGRAM ENABLES YOU TO MANAGE UP TO 24 
TEAMS IN 5 LEAGUES ON ONE DISK, IDEAL FOR SCHOOLS 
and any SPORT INCLUDING: FOOTBALL, GOLF, SNOOKER. 
DARTS. BILLIARDS. POOL. SQU ASH, TABLE TENNIS rtc. 

The Bookie 
THIS NEW RELEASE CALCULATES THE RETURN FROM 
MULTIPLE BETS, Y ANKEE, PATENTS tie. A GRAPH DISPLAYS 
YOUR DAILY BETTING PATTERN. THIS CAN BE USED TO 
INCREASE YOUR CHANCES OF WINNING, A PERM CHECKER 
IS INCLUDED ON THIS DISK WHICH COVERS ALL PLANS. 

£24.95 each, or any 2 for £44.95 If 

SIDMOI TH SOFTWARE 
1*0 BOX 7. Send £4.95 
SIDMOIIH, for a DEMO 
DEVON, F.XI00TD. DISK. 
TELEPHONE: 0395 67073 

The Perfect 
If Generali 

From the writer of EMRRE this is a game of 
strategy and tactics based on a 12 year old 
series of tournaments. Featuring a highly 
refined yet simple playing system, two 
difficulty levels, various scenarios, one or two 
players and modem play, amiga £35,99 

HARPOON 
Harpoon + Battleset #1 & #2 £31.99 

Battlesct #2 "North Atlantic Convoys" £14.99 
Battleset #3 'The Med Conflict" £14,99 

and a Scenario Editor Amiga £19.99 

* BATTi£SDOK b*l) / fo.99 

Flight Simulations - Strategy - Sports Simulations 
Role Playing - Wargames - Adventures 

VISIT our SHOP in Hampton Hill 
or send for our 7th Edition CATALOGUE. 

Mail Order and Overseas order* welcome. 

Phone 081 977 8088 Fax 081 977 4822 
28 D&E Tire Cocutyord, High STroet, Hampton Hill, Middx, TW12 1PD 

Football Masters is the very latest Multi-Manager Football Simulator for 16 

bit computers. After 4 years of development we are proud to announce the 

release of the most comprehensive football management game ever. It’s 

waiting to test your skills right now! Features Indude:* 

Multi-Manager game for 1 tq 4 Players Three levels ol difficulty 

Match highlights minute by minute, make substitutions or team changes at any time Live 
injuries, yellow/red cards and named goabcocers I MB version has extra Graphics, 
animations and realistic digitised sounds (An option can turn this feature off) 

Full UK and European Cup itinerary Includes FA. League, Zenith Data. Ley Land Daf. 
European. Cup Winners and UEFA Cups All cup match rules have been made as accurate 
as possible Two Leg Ties, Extra Tune, Away Goal Rule. Seeded Draws. Byes, etc. 

AU 4 league divisions with play-offs and league expulsion 

Real initial, surname, league career records, height and age entered for all players as ai 
the start of the 91/92 Season Five skill ratings per player, separate five for goalkeepers 
Plus 15 other special attnbutes like Captain, Super Subs fit Mobility 

A lively and real-time transfer market, with an approach facility, negotiate wages and 
contracts Pius bans, free transfers and trainees Unique and simple training system to 
improve player skills. 

High quality printer facilities to hsl ail the vital information Masses of historical statistics 
on past games, players and manager Quick game data load and save 

All screens updated quickly and displayed in a pleasant format , which is easy to use and 
comfortable to read Fully mouse operated Printed instruction booklet with plenty of 
diagrams A separate Editor is available to change saved/initial details 

5 

There are many, many other little things that make this game the most addictive and 
accurate interpretation of a Football Managers season It would be impossible to list all the 
features in this advert but we assure you that this is the best We have thousands of satisfied 
customers from our previous edition of this game, many are still playing it 18 months after 
purchase See the order form below for details on how to order this incredible game 

An amazing graphical strategic simulator that s un foT all the family. 0, 1 
or 2 players on keyboard, mouse or joystick Pick your moves from the 
selection available and watch your animated warrior battle it out Watch 
the energy bar indicators and plan your moves 

You can edit your very own new wrestler or amend & wrestler already 
created (16 are provided on the game to begin with) You can change any name, colour 
of tights, linings, flesh tone and hair together with all the fighting skill values, weight etc. 
Instructions are also provided which show you how to change the way any wrestler looks 
or you can create whole new ones Amiga 1 MB RAM Only £ 19 95 

P 
24 HOUR CREDIT CARD HOTUNE 

Acsuua Phene Otlsk tjfcr 
FAX (0702) 613747 (0702) 600557 

| All the programs detailed m this advert are only 
MAIL ORDERS 
■k araibbie thro 

I Name . 

11 have an . 

Address 
ibie through cfeect mai from ESP Software i 

Postcode .Td.... - 
_ computer, please send me the following items 1 

Quantity Description  , Unit Cost Total 
Football Masters 5I2K 19.95 
Football Masters 1MB 24 95 
Football Masters Editor (Not 512K Amiga) 12 00 
Wrestling Masters (AMIGA 1MB ONLY) 1995 
Amiga 512K RAM Expansion 29 00 
Amiga 512K RAM Expansion + Clock 34 00 
POSTAGE (Non UK add El 00. not BFPO) 100 

1*00 haw a ctequs gudrantw tirdiif C4ftJ >4% rvr**i 9° tf^lGRA VD TOTAL I 
I Cut out and post this form to lphotocoptes or written orders are acceptable) 
I ESP Software pf). 32a S<xirt^.intWWl S.1 2MT UC 
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MJC COMPUTER 

SUPPLIES 

Suppliers of Discount Soft wort' since HJ84 I 

Educational, Local Authority and government orders 
welcome, European orders please call or write for a 

quotation. All goods subject to availability, prices subject J 
to change without notice. E&QE. 

Prices Include VAT and delivery by post. 
Courier delivery available on request. 

Please allow 5 days for cheque clearance. 

TO ORDER: Credit card orders can be 
placed by calling the telephone number 
below • or send a cheque/PO’s made 

out to MJC Supplies to: 

MJC SUPPLIES (AF) 
Unit 2 The Arches, Icknield Way, 

Letchworth, Herts. SG6 1UJ. 
Tel: (0462) 481166 (6 lines) 

A1500/2000 MEMORY EXPANSIONS 

SUPRA RAM memory cards with space for up to 8Mb 
SUPRARAM with 2Mb fitted. ...£149.95 
SUPRARAM wrth 4Mb frtted.... ...£199.95 
SUPRARAM with 6Mb fitted... .£259.95 
SUPRARAM wrth 8Mb frtted. .4299.95 

VIDI AMIGA 
NEW - TAKE 2 

New Animation package from Rombo 
MJC PRICE £79*95 

GVP SERIES II A1500 HARD DRIVES 

Quality GVP controllers with Quantum drives plus the 
ability to add up to 8Mb memory (Simms) 

52 Mb dims} version. .£289A 
120 Mb dims) version,,,..£479J 

NEW * A500 PLUS 1Mb Expansion 

i 
1Mb expansion for the A500 Plus fits in the trapdoor 

taking your memory to 2Mb - no internal fitting 
MJC PRICE £44*95 

SUPRA SOORX EXPANSIONS 

New memory expansion for the A500 - 

plugs directly into the HO expansion port - 

NO INTERNAL CONNECTOR REQUIRED 
SUPRA 500 AX 1Mb (expand to 2Mb| £99.95 
SUPRA 500 AX 2Mb (expand to 8Mb | £159.95 
SUPRA 500 RX 4Mb (expand to BMb) £219.95 
SUPRA 500 AX BMb (expand to 3Mb| £349.95 

SIMMS Modules £69.95 per 2 Meg 

NAKSHA UPGRADE MOUSE 

280 DPI quality replacement mouse * pack includes 
Mouse House, Mat and Operation Stealth game, 

MJC PRIDE £21.95 

Kind Words 2 (not A500 Plus).....,£29.95 
PertPal............,.,£54,95 
WORDWORTH *1.1 - SPECIAL OFFER.£75.95 

PROTEXT - VERSION 5.5 
Latest version of this best selling word processor for 

those wanting serious processing power, includes 
new 110 000 word dictionary and Thesaurus U meg). 

MJC PRICE £99.95 

VIDI COLOUR SOLUTION 
Vidi Colour package - including Vfefi Digitiser, Vidichrome 

software and tree Photon Paint 
MJC PRICE £64.95 

RGB SPLITTER - for use with Vidichrorrie 

or Digiwew. (includes P$U) 
MJC PRICE £59.95 

COMPLETE COLOUR SOLUTION 
Package mcfudes Vidi Amiga, Vidichrome and the RGB 

Splitter for a complete colour digitising outfit. 
NOTE: For best colour pictures you require a video 

camera or perfect still frame VCR 

MJC PRICE £129.95 
Complete Col Solution + Take 2 £179.95 

VIDEO TITLING/PRESENTATION 

Big Alternative Scroller,..,. ..£42.95 
Broadcast Titler II...... £159.95 
Broadcast Font Pack....... ..£89.95 

Broadcast Font Enhancer Pack... ..£89.95 

ZVP VIDEO STUDIO 
Great Video Production package 

(1 Meg + 2 drives) 

MJC PRICE £89.95 

PROTEXT V4.3 - hall price...£49.95 
PRODATA V1.2 Amiga......,.........£64.95 

RENDALE 6802 GENLOCK 
Quality Genlock offering both Foreground 

and Background modes. 

MJC PRICE £159.95 

6602 MODE SWITCH BOX * £29.95 

CUMANA CAX 3S4 DISK DRIVE 

1 Qua Quality brand name 3.5* second drive includes thru 
port, disable switch and FREE Virus X Utility 

MJC PRICE £54.95 

NEW ROCLITE RF382C DISK DRIVE 

New super slimline, super quiet second drive, 
MJC PRICE £57.95 

FUN SCHOOL > 
probably the best selling Educational Software for the 
Amiga * great sound and graphics and now conforms 
to the National Curriculum (FS3 & FS4) 

Fun School 2 * 

Fun School 2 
Fun School 2 
Fun School 2 

Fun School 3 * 

Fun School 3 
Fun School 3 
Fun School 3 

PROTAR VISTO MONITOR 

Based on the Phillips CM8833 the Visto has improved 
interference suppression and comes 

complete with all leads, 
NEW LOW PRICE £219.95 

Free Courier delivery on Protar Monitor. 

GVP SERIES 2 A500 DRIVES 

Features on board Ram expansion to 4/8Mb with high 
speed FAA5TRGM controller. Autobooting, includes 

excellent easy installation software. 

GVP SERIES 2 52Mb version...,£369.95 

Free courier delivery on these Hard Drives 

SIMMS Modules - £69,95 per 2 Meg 

AMOS * The Creator 

AMOS VI.2 - The Language...£32.' 
AMOS COMPILER ...£19; 
AMOS 3D.........  ______£21.' 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Deluxe Paint 3 Video Tutorial.. . .£17.95 
Stereo Master. .£29.95 
Techno Sound Turbo.... ......£29.95 
Personal Finance Manager. ......£22.95 
Maxiplan Plus.,.,..... ,,,£34.95 
Home Accounts 2 .. .£36,95 
DELUXE PAINT 4. .,£59,95 

8 programs per pack 

under 6...... .£12.95 
6 to 8.. ..,.£12,95 
over 8. ....£12.95 

6 programs per pack 

under 5... ,.£15.95 
5 to 7.. ....£15.95 
over 7,.,..... ....£15.95 

NEW - Fun School 4 - 6 programs per pack 

Fun School 4 under 5.£16,95 
Fun School 4 5 to 7,,...  ,£16.95 
Fun School 4 7 to 11.....£16.95 

All Fun School programs will work with a standard 
512k Amiga and the new A500 Pius, 

AMIGA EDUCATIONAL 
KQSMOS Answerback Junior Quiz - 
includes 750 general knowledge questions 
and game reward ....£14.95 

Answerback Senior Quiz - 
as above but for age 12+ ..£14.95 

Factfiles - add-on question packs for the Answerback 
Quiz: 
Factfile Spelling (frl .   £7.95 
Factfile Arithmetic (6-11}..........,£7.95 

K GSM OS Language Tutors: with a vocabulary of over 
2500 words + the ability to add your own ■ up to GCSE 
level: 
French Mistress,.. .,....,,.,.,,.£14.95 
German Master....£14.95 
Spanish Tutor.    ,,,,...£14.95 
Italian Tutor....    ...,.,.,£14.95 

inef 
atfis Kosmos covers the National Curriculum maths using a 

series of four games. There are four difficulty levels 
and a record of performance can be kept 
and printed out, (6-14).......£17.95 

Further information on our Educational range is available in our Educational Supplement - on request 

LCL SOFTWARE 
Primary Maths Course (3-121...... ..£19.95 
Micro Maths (GCSE level)  .£19.95 
Micro French (GCSE level)....£19.95 
Micro English (GCSE level)._.£19.95 
Reading and Writing Course.£19.95 

PAiSMA Prof Plays A New Game (4-9) 
Designed to teach youngsters a sight vocabulary of 63 
words, the pack includes 5 easy reading books and an 
audio cassette...  ....£19,95 

SOFT STUFF Magic Storybook (5-14) 
Five animated stories featuring great sound and 
graphics plus the ability for children to ‘editp the stories 
adding different sounds and graphics - even make up 
their very own story! [1 meg)....£23.95 

HOQRAY FOR HENRIETTA {age 5-12) 
Making maths fun * covering the four basic maths 
operations with 8 skill levels and a parent section 
foe customisation... 17.95 

HENRIETTA'S BOOK OF SPELLS ...._ .£17.95 

_ 

Remember - prices include VAT & delivery! 



SOFT EXCHANGE 
Offers you the best in quality service- and prices. 

All our diskettes are of high quality Japanese media. 

*** THIS MONTHS SPECIAL OFFERS *** 
10 ti&DD Disks * 100 Cap Lockable Bom__£12,99 200 D&DD Dish *2 x 100 Lockabk- Burn.....£81» 
20 D&DD Disks + 900CapLockable Bats .....C16.5Q m DSHD Disk^ +1 * 100LockiWe Boiev.U26.W 
JO DSTOD Disks. 100 Cap Lockable Bom.£19,99 400 BS^DD Dish * A1100 Ucbbk Born_„£I67.S0 
40 DS'DD Dish * SOU Cap Lockable Boms 03.99 *00 B&ipD Dish + 5 % 100 Lodabk Bom £207.99 
50 DSDD Dish + 100 Cap- Loehbk Bom.£27.99 I Baiu * 50 DSHD Bibs .  £30.99 
100 DS<DD Disks - 100 Cap UcbWe Bows.C4J.99 2 Baiw * 100 D5/DD Disks..C57.99 
150 DS/DD Disks + 2 x 100 Lockable Bom.£62.99 3 Bans * 250 DS/DD Disb....  £114.99 

WE ONLY STOCK THE BEST QUALITY DISKS 
SO WHY BUY FROM ANYWHERE ELSE 

PANASONIC SONY BULK TDK 3* DS/DD 
BULK 3i DS/DD 3 DS/DD BRANDED 

10 4.99 5.99 7.99 
20 9.75 10.99 14,99 
30 3 4.50 15.99 20.99 
40 18.49 19.49 27.99 
50 21.99 24.99 33.99 
100 40,99 4 5,99 64,99 
150 5899 63.99 95.99 
200 75.99 89.99 125,99 
250 94.99 109,99 P.O.A 
300 1 13.99 P O.A P.O.A 
400 149.99 P.Q.A P.O.A 
500 184.99 P.O.A P.O, A 
1000 365.99 P.O,A, P.O.A 

Includes Labels and Lifetime guarantee. 

I Bans Stackable Boses 90__ £9.99 
3 Baas Stackable Boses 90 £25.99 
5 Baas Stackable Boses 90.£39 99 
SO Cap Lockabk Bose* .. ,£7.99 
Mouse Mai ...., £2.99 
Desk Labels 200..........£3.50 
Disk Labels 1000 ...^___£13.99 
Monitor Cover.    £6.99 
50 3» DS/HD...£29.99 

2 Baas Stackable Boses 90 .. 
■I Bans StacbUe Boses 90 .. 
JO Cap Lockable Boses 
100 Cap Lockabk Bos« ™ 
Disk Labels 100 .. 
Disk Labels 500. 
Key Board Covers 
Logilrch Mouse . 
tOO 3f DS/HD.„« 

.£*7 99 

.£33.99 

..£5.99 

.£8,99 

.£2.50 

.£750 

.£4.99 

....£19 99 

.£57.99 

All prices Include VAT* post anil packing, in I’K, oimra» orders 
please write or telephone. To order plraae send I'heque/f’.O. made payable to 

SOFT EXCHANGE 
101 Clifton Road, Smith \urwood, London SE25 60A 

Tel; 081 653 9094 (24 HRS ORDER LINE) ACC ESS/VISA ACCEPTED, 
|g"^S| Govern men I and Educational orders quoted al very 
|Py ll t'i>mpetlllve prleen, IVleeti tun lie Hiih|erMo change. |P"_ f 

Swift Microcomputers Ltd 
84 High Street North, Dunstable, Bedfordshire, LU6 3HP 

Tel: (0582) 476257 Fax: (0582) 478258 

COMPUTERS 

COMMODORE CDTV 
£446 

AMIGA A500 + 
CARTOON 
CLASSICS 

£349 

AMIGA A500 + 2Mb 
RAM CARTOON 

CLASSICS 
£399 

A500 WITH 
1Mb RAM EXTERNAL 

DRIVE 
£369 

SUPRA S2Mt> HO 
£375 

SUPRA 105Mb HD 
£475 

GVP 52Mb HD 

£375 

3.5" DS/DD DISKS UPGRADING ' 

50.£21.00 
100.£33 00 
250.....£77 00 
500+Call for best price 

Internal drive. £48 
Externa! drive. .£49 
Cumana drive £59 
5Mb RAM.£21 
1Mb RAM (+) £41 
2 04 K/Start £49 

3.5" DS/HD DISKS Hi-res S/Denise £36 
Fatter Agnus £49 
ROM Sharer.£29 1 10.£600 1 

100.£54.00 

PHILIPS 
CM8833 Mk2 

£215 
inc. lead 

KAO BRANDED 

3.5” DS/DD 

Bo* of 10 DS/DD 

£6.50 

PRINTERS 

Canon BJlOe. ..£239 

Star LC20. ..£150 
Star LC24-10. ..£219 

Star LC200. £209 

Star LC24-200 £269 

HOW TO ORDER 
Visit our showroom 

with easy parking or 
send cheque/postai 
order to the above 
address Visa and 
Access accepted. 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND DELIVERY 
ADD £9 FOR NEXT DAY DELIVERY 

CAN BE USED WITH ALL OF THE FOLLOWING: 

SEQUENCER ONE 
SuperJAMf 
INSTANT MUSIC 
MU5IC-X 
OCTAMED 
QUARTET 
AUDIOMASTER 111 
INTERSOUND 

BARS & PIPES PRF 
TFItt 142 
KCS 
SON EX 
AUDITION 4 
MUSIC COMPOSER 
OKTALY5ER 
DMCS | Deluxe Music Const) 

digital musician 
DYNAMIC DRUMS 
CMC (Game Music Creator) 
MASTER SOUNOTRACKER 
MED (Music Editor) 
NQrSETHACKEfU 
PROTRACKEfl 
ETC — 

The entire Zero-G library is also available on 3 standard 
each) for sampling into any hardware samplers * £4 
three. 

Ion 306, Berkhamsted* Herts HP4 3EP, England 
Please send me: □ Zero-G Datafile Amiga VoU. “Breakbeats 1“ @ £29,95 

□ Zero-G Datable Amiga VobZ. "Vocal Hooks 1“ @ £29.95 

I enclose a Cheque'Postal Order to value of £ made payable to 
"TIME+SPACE” or: Please debit my Access/Visa/Mastercard.' Ame* credit card: 

NUMBER: _ 

ADDRESS: 

EXP, DATE: 

POSTCODE: ...TELEPHONE: 

(ALL PRICES INCLUDE V.A,T, and post) DELIVERY: Orders despatched within 14 days 

of receipt of payment. OK: post free, Internationat Order: please add 

□ £5.00 Airmail □£10.00 Express Air-maiL 

the only word neededft6*J 
ever released to thebuhlfi 

alesl sampling too) 
^Report, USA), 

THE AMKMQUSIC ACCES$Oftfc 

ZEtfO-G pAT^ErbE AMIGA' 
SAMPLE LIBRAjdpYGR 0ANCE MUSIC IN IFF FORMAT FOR 
MUSICIANS^*?- PROGRAMMERS - DANCE PRODUCERS 

Produrfd^y tiff of the UK’s leading dancejafTsiqlfioneers: 
Xl it Jffias ffthyU^CHliaaf. a.k.a. . ffthyt 

|G ' {Virgin Rd 

Mod buzz in the music 
ajyhe Zero-G dance srryfli 
flSSiUs available for ihe 1 

|^jrsks offer a huge select! offof superb quality 
E^i the atr’eady Zer^ professional library 
Plmift for use In' most Amiga music and 

;frequencirtcj packages: 

N S^jisk.yolgmffT iitsf Jjfro volumes out now!.... 

atne moment 

The Z\ 
sound Si 

WHAT T1 

THE 

fECH MUSIC MAGS SAY ABOUT 

Q DANCE sample LIBRARY 
Unreservedly excellcnh.The most comprehensive dance sample 

Ammunition from tile front line!...An 
sample library ..'(.Music 

I I sounds and inspiration, Zero-G really 
works!" (Home & Sludio Recording, LK). Why spend loads of money 
and countless hours searching for your own samples when someone 
with an ear for credible material and a proven track record has already 
done the hard w ork for you?” fStreetaound Maga/.iiie. USA, _aboul Zero- 
G samples). "Incredible!.,, vocals so fierce you have lo hear them for 
yourself... The voice samples I've never heard anywhere before. Whether 
you're a producer' remixer* engineer or a DJ with a sampler, this is a 
must for your sample collection8 (PMK Dance Music Report, USA) "An 
invaluable tool for the professional sound technician." (DJ Magazine. 
UK). "Stratton knows his business!" (International Musician)- ' AH the 
raw1 material needed to assemble house or techno tracks to a very high 
standard.,.given Ed Stratton s ear For what works.” fSound-On-Sound. 

:ntly in circular ion,, 
valuable addition to your 
K) "As a source of 

Each volume comes with comprehensive instruction manuals and indexing and lull 
technical helpline support is provided, As you purchase additional sets in the 
Datafile range, \on II see ytiur library of mhiiuIs and effects develop into a powerful 
and unrivalled reference source fulfilling all your sample requirements, and 
unequalled in qualitv and ease of use 
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(Dept AMF), 3 Crefeld Close, 
London, W6 8EL (No callers) 

Tel: 071 381 8998/071 610 1703 
Fax: 071 610 1703 

RUBY SERIOUS 
30 CortstruiAon Krt 
AMO&Owtor 
AMOS Comptter 
AMOS 30 
0*Uu*P«rTl4(1 , 
OtSTwy Awnabon Studto 
G fl Route Plus 
Homo Accounts 2 
Fhotoxt v5 (1 meg 
STOS 

St Amiga 

2B 99 2H 99 
N/A 34 99 
Hi A 20 99 
N/A 24 99 
UiA 
H'A 

59 99 
79 99 

UiA 
39 99 

109 00 
2i SC 

54 99 
3999 

109 00 
HfA 

STOS 600 Sprite* .. 13 99 UiA The German Master 14.45 14 45 
STOS Compiler 17 99 N/A the Spanish Tutor 14 4S . 14 45 
STOS Maestro 1750 N/A The ilaian Tutor 14.45 1445 
Fun Sctool 2 (Under 6) 1450 1450 Answer Bac*> JOutf (HI 1 14 45 14 45 
FtaBDtaol2teS9~ 14.50 1450 Aasw^t Back Sen Qul? (i2-Aduif) 14 45 14*5 
Fun School 2 (6*) 1450 1450 Answer Bach Span (As Age*) T445 1446 
hm School 3 (Unde* 5) 17 50 17JO Fact?.*? 500 Spei;ng (9 T1) 1016 10 16 
Fun School 3 (5-7) 1750 17 50 FacThle 500 Mar Hm#y (10) 1016 TO T6 
Fur* School 4 (Under 51 1799 1799 Factftie 500 Arflhmalic (9 i i) iota 1016 
Fun School 4 (5-7) 1799 1799 Faciftie 500 JtarGan Knowledge (Hi) 10 16 1016 
FuoSchoo«l4(7-ii) 17 99 1799 Eacffiie 500 Sen Gen Knowledge 112+I 10 te 1016 
The French 14 45 14 45 Facdile 500 f nghsh Words (12+|i 1016 1016 

Fed^kf 500 Know England (12+ J 
Factfile 5QQ Knew Scotland (12+) 
FaCTWo 5CQ 20Pi Century Htetory 02+1 
FscrWe 500 Gen Science | t4+ \ 
Facflilc 500 First AK3 (12*| 
Fecrfile 500 As»c>a?*jri Football (i2+) 
FactMa 500 Sport ■(14 *) 
Factf-te SCO Soom «140 

Pkutte note you must have an ‘Answer 8acV 
lo use FactMe 500 tithes 

10 16 ■o 16 
to 16 10 16 
TO 16 10 16 
10 16 10 16 
10 16 tO 16 
10 99 10 16 
10 16 10 *6 

.10 16 10 16 

RUBY CHARTBUSTERS 
*T Amiga Mad Dog Williams’' .1909 1990 

■iO Sports Driving NIA 2099 Magic Potkeis 16.00 16.00 
.A 10 tank Killer- M/A 22 99 Magic Story Book 1099 1999 
A320 Airbus' 24 99 24 09 Magnetic Scroll 19 09 1999 
Action Statons l meg UiA 21 99 Mauprti Island 1500 15.00 
A0did» Gulden $hp?' 17 99 17 09 Medieval WaT*ws N/A 17 50 
Agony ‘ 1999 1999 Mega. UP Mania 19 09 .19 00 

*7 99 1799 MtegaTwrns 16 99 1699 
1799 1709 Mercenary 3 1990 1690 

AlWred Destffry H'A 23 99 M^rpprose Form 1 Grand Ph* 24 > i 24 00 
Anoeiw Word* 16 99 16 09 Me r oprose GoU 22 00 22 99 
Apocalypse 1799 >7 99 k*g 29 Super Futensn 24 99 24 00 
Assaun on Alcatraz * 1799 1709 M-ght ana Mage Nr P*A 1099 

fi'A 17 99 Mdwnfer 2 t meg 22 99 22 00 
Armourgeddcn 16 99 16 99 MtMYiba&e' 22 00 22 99 
Armalyio 16 99 16 99 MwnSlone l»90 1000 
Baby Jo* 1709 1790 Monkey Island ’ -neg 1500 1500 
Sarbafum 2 (PSV) 16 99 16 99 Monkey Island 2* 1 meg 1699 1690 
Baras Tale 3 1699 1699 Myth Hietofy tn The Making* 1650 1650 
9 AT 23 99 23 99 htetoulas 2 16 00 1690 
BhiiSh Chess . 16 9& 1609 Meyerending Slory 2 1690 1699 
Bailie Chew 2 1799 1700 ('tefjOhbourf. 1600 1699 
B Bit to C omma nd . 16 99 1699 Ork 1 16 99 16 99 
Baltic island ...1999 1999 Outrun Europe 1609 1600 
Barite Master 16.99 1600 Paperboy 2 .. 1699 1699 
Birds ot Prey 1 meg M/A 23 99 PGA Tour Coll + date disk N/A 20 00 
Black Crypts' U99 .17.09 Dala d*Ek lor PGA lour N/A 1299 
Black? Warrcr * 1799 17 90 Prtfidhter 1690 1609 

1999 19 09 Pqq&chI DwXness 1099 1999 
Bonanza BroThcrs* . 1799 17 99 PbputOMs2 1090 1900 
Breach 2 (enhanced) 20 99 20 09 Power monger 19 50 1950 
Brides at DracuB*_..._ 1799 1790 Predator? 1600 1690 
Captarr Puner 1799 1709 16 90 1699 
Cashes' 1999 1999 Railroad Tycoon 22 00 22 99 
Centyriori HTA 1609 Red Baron 24 00 24 99 
Cmc Legends 21 99 21 99 Heach ipr The Sktes 24 09 24 09 
Charge tJihe Light Bogade 19 99 1090 Realm , , 10 90 19 99 
Chau HQ 2 1699 1699 Rise pi me o agar. 24 00 24 99 
Chhtos Ftevenge' 1699 1600 Robocod (Jumps Pond 2) 16 99 16 99 
Cisco Heal 1699 1690 Robocop2 16 90 16 99 
Conan The Cmnonsn 1999 1999 Robocop3 .... 1500 1509 
CmmeCily .......... 19 99 1999 ■ft Tyf» 2 . 16 99 16 99 
Cruise Tor (ha Corpse 1699 16 99 Rugby The world Cup 15 90 1599 
Cyber Fighl 1699 1699 Sarakcuv 13 09 1399 
Doitfibringer .... 1799 1700 Search For The King 22 90 22 90 
Deluxe Stnp Poker 11 , . 1799 1790 Shadow Sofeoror 16 09 1699 
Dtuftfous 1799 1700 Shadow of The Beosl 2 17 99 17 99 
Dip.omacy 13 99 13 99 Silent Service 2 i Meg 2299 22 99 
Double Dragon 3 (Rosetta) 1699 1690 Sim Earth * 17 09 1799 
Dragons Latr 2 Time Warp 27 99 27 90 Srmpaona _r.^_.. . 15 99 15 99 
Dragon Wars 1699 1690 Smash TV 1650 1650 
Dynamite Debugger* 1699 1690 Space Ace 2 Borfm Revenge* 24 90 24 99 
Ert 1699 1699 Space Crusade* 16 09 16 09 
Elwa The Arcade 1799 1790 Space Quasi hT 25 99 25 09 
E iw* Misfreu of me Dan*. 3* ?4 99 24 99 SpMfdbtf! 2 16 90 16 99 
Epte' 1699 16 90 SfM,i qf ExcakOw 19 99 1900 
Eye oMhe Behouer UiA 1090 Sladtohl B ._______ N!A 16 99 
Eye ol Bit Storm _ 1999 10 99 $tm Trek v* 1709 1700 
figg* 1699 16 90 V Vf F HH '- 16 99 16 09 
Fl5 Strike Cagle 2 i meg 23 99 23 99 Super Cart ? 1590 1500 
FiaSteaMvF^wer 1099 19 90 Super Space Invaders 1590 1509 
F29 RetaNPor . 1699 16 99 Supremacy 1009 19 99 
F117A* 21 99 21 90 Suspicious Cargo 16 09 16 00 
Face 09 tea HocKey 1699 16 99 Switchblade 2 16 09 16 09 
FrfK Samurai 16 99 16 99 Terrmnater 2 1509 1509 
Flight ol Ihe Intruder 20 99 20 99 T** Drives * 10.90 1900 
Floor 13* . 16.99 16 99 The Adventurers ol Rob*n Hood 1609 1609 
Gloefc *. 16 99 tfi99 Theit hnesi Hout 1000 1000 
Gauntlet 3 16.99 1690 Their Finest Hour M-ssten Dusk* 1299 1209 
Th* Godfather. 1999 1999 Thunderhawk AH-73M 1600 10 09 
Gunship 200Q' 21 99 21 99 TW . 14.50 14 50 
Hard Move 1699 16 99 Tip Ofl #. 1600 1600 
Harpoon 2 24 99 24 99 T. -k. 1590 1500 
Harpoon Battle Set 3 10 50 10 50 Top Wrestlmg * 17 00 1709 

12 09 1299 Trivial PUrivtS 1509 1500 
HMaii . 23 99 23 00 Turtles Arcade Com Op* 1600 1699 
Hero Quest T799 1799 Tv Sports Basket 6* 1099 1090 
Hero Oueatmeturn pi the Wmcti Lord 19 99 19 90 Ultima 6 _... 1990 1999 
HIM* 17 09 1799 Under ftBMUN* 1600 1690 
Ksemaiionai tee Hockey' 1700 17 99 Vengeance ck Encatteur N/A 1999 

10 99 10 99 vrdeoKfcr 1600 1609 
Jimmy White's Snooker 10 09 1009 Vofted* 1690 1699 
Joe Mortana FootbaH' 1799 1799 Vroom 1500 15 99 
Keys oi Marramon 1009 16 09 Wlulo Death 1 meg 1500 15 99 
Kings Quest V 26 99 26 99 Wrid wheels* 1609 1500 
WHIM Cloud. 10 99 .10 99 Willy 0eamish 24 99 24 99 
Kfiughts el Ihe Sky NTA 22 99 wort Child' . 16 90 16 09 
K nightmare 19,M 1999 Wonderland ia bo 1690 
leandor . 1590 .15 99 Wr Alh of ihe Demon 19 99 1990 
Lersute Suit Larry 3 . .. 26 99 26 99 WWF 1500 15 00 
Leisure Siat Larry V’ . . 2699 26.09 Halt Meg Upgrado/Ciock N/A 29 90 
Leonmmgs. 15 99 1599 
Larnmmgi Data Drsh 1299 11200 ' Please nerto titles not released al proas date will be 
Lennnrmga Oh No1 More Stand Alone 16 09 1699 despatches within 24 hrj of weas* iwbjoci 
Lord ot the R*ng$ M/A 1690 lo availability Any trtiiH not shown please phono 
Lotus Turbo Challenge 2 16 99 1699 
Ml Tank Platoon am 20 00 

Daily Double Horse Racing 6 99 609 JOYSTICKS 

Hoytes 6«k of Games UfA 1090 Crmsm (black) 099 Pro 5000 Extra 13 99 
Killing Cloud 1009 10 99 Navigator 1200 Zip SDCk SuperPm 12 99 
The Rubysod 'Kin That Wut* mm Speedfung Autefire 000 

RUBY SPECIALS 

RUBY CLASSICS UNDER £10 
Artertx*f*r 

ST 
609 

Amhpa 
699 
699 
699 
699 
699 

Last No* 2 
jet Set Wwty First Tvrw on Artiga"1 

699 
N/A 

609 
809 
690 
6 00 

AEered Beast 
Arteancpp Revenge ot Doe 

6 90 
699 

Led Storm 
Lombard RAC Rally 

699 
699 

A*e*i Mage Hammer 
Bartow 

600 
699 

Moonwafcer 
Operation Wotf 

. 699 
6 00 

6 90 
6 90 

Bateanar. ;> 600 699 Outrun 609 6 00 
Samian Cepod Crusader 
Batman The Move 
&omc Comm^Kteirfr 
Bubble BobbkJ 
CaHlornia Games 
Crazy Cft+S 
DaHjy Thompson Ofymp^c Challenge 
Dragon ISJthjo 

699 
699 
699 
699 
6.00 
6 09 
600 
6 99 
6 99 

699 
690 
699 
699 
690 
699 
699 
699 
6 99 

Pac Land 
1 ■ M .i 
Platoon 
Pbwordrifl 
Predator 
H Typer 
Renegade 
$k«J7 

6 90 
690 
699 
699 
6 99 
609 
699 
699 
699 
fl 99 
6 J-J 

890 
S90 
600 
600 
600 
690 
690 
690 
690 
6 99 
699 

Forgotten Worlds 
Game* Summer Editor) 
Gaumiei 2 

699 
6 90 
6 99 

609 
699 
6 99 

Streol Fightor 
Super Scr amble Sim 
SwilChtrtsde 

Ghosttxisters 2 6 90 699 Thunctorbiade 699 699 
Heroes of the Lance 609 6 99 Turbo Outhm . 6 99 6 99 

6 99 6 99 Timcan ........ 699 6 99 
impossible Msson 2 6 99 690 6 09 6 00 
Indiana Jones Last Crusade 699 6 99 World Class Lead&Doard 6 09 6 99 

COMPILATIONS 
T€N GREAT GAMES 

Zonon 2. Form i Re* Dang Garner Gommana. Pflo 
Tennis Tour, Satan P.ck and P«lo Nghf Hurntv Super 
and Chav HQ All the l*h g«m«> Only L 20.99 

CHALLENGERS 
Kick Off. Super Ski. Fighter Bomber. Greal Courts 
and Stunt Car Racer Five game* only £16.09 

BIG BOX 
Captain Blood, 3alah Guns, Taonage Oueen. Bubble 

Bobble. T«i Tin On The Moor Ptirpt* Salum Day, Krypton 
Egg. Jumping Jackson. Bo Bo and Hosiages 

Ten games only 116,09 

AIR LAND AND SEA 
660 Sub Attack. Indy 500, FA IB Interceptor 

One Great Comp only £22.09 

SOCCER MANIA 
Fool bail Manager 2, Gazjra$ Soccer. Microprose 

Soccer and Fodbali Manager 2 World Cup Edition 
Four game* only E9.99 AMIGA ONLY 

FIRST SAMMRAI/MEGA^LO MANIA PACK 
Two vary new gamaa only £25.00 

Gazza SuSoccer, Pro Tama Tour. World Class 
Lndvlkwii aV) OUAnfceil CteA 

Four gam** only El8,99 

AIR COMBAT ACES 
Fighter Bomber, Gunstop and Falcon 

Four greal Sim* only £18.99 

DOUBLE DOUBLE BILL 
TV Sports Football Lord* of the Rismg Sun 

TV Sports Basketball and Wings 
Four great gamaa £21.99 AMIGA ONLY 

QUEST AND GLORY 
Cadaver M dwinier. * Bat and BtoodwytfX * ST 

Version, Iron Lord ln$iead ol Bat 
All Four game* only £18,99 

AIRBEA SUPREMACY 
Sued Service, Fl5 Slnke Eagks. Car nor Command. P47 
and GunrJup * Amiga l/braon Wings, instead of F is 
Strrke Eagle Fantaatle comp only £10,09 

NINJA COLLECTION 
Double Dragon. Shadow Warrior, Dragon Ninja 

Thro* game* only £19,90 

BOARD GENIUS 
Monopoly Deluxe * Scrabble Deluxe. Cluedo 

and Risk Four game* only £16.00 
♦ ST vision has no Monopoly only Cl 9.99 

2-HOT 2-HANDLE 
Shadow Wam<ys Golden Are. Total Becaa ano Super 0*f 

Road Racer Four games only £18.99 

THE DIZZY COLLECTION 
Fail Food. Kwu W. Fantaey Wonp Dzzy. Treasure 

F oand Dizzy. Magctand Dory 
Fly* good gam** only E1<6+9S 

SURER SEGA 
Super Monaco GP Golden Axe. Crackdown and 

Eswat All Four game* only £19.99 

SUPER HEROES 
Rcbocxb I Indians Jones Last Nna II. Ano The Sot 
Who Loved M>- All lour garnet for only E1S.50 

QUEST FOR ADVENTURE 
Operation Sleaith, Indiana Jones The Adventure 

and Mean Street Thro* game* only £22.99 
TOP LEAGUE 

Speed Ben 2, Rick Dungenjui 2. TV spent Footeoii. Mtdwntv 
and Falcon Our beat taller for only El 8.99 AD+D COLLECTORS EDITION 

Hifisfar, Heroes ol the Lance and 
Dragons ol Flame 

All three games only £21,99 
RAAONUM 4 

AAwBwhar, Double Dragon. Operation Wolf end Salman's 

RAINBOW COLLECTION 
BubtW' Rj*Tto« hiiwvj arc Zealand Story 

Gw comp tar the ypngw cr« 
Three FanlaetIc game* only El 3.99 

FULL BLAST 
Chicago 90. Rack Dangerous. Highway Patrol 2. 
P47. Carrier Command and Ferrari Formula 1 

AH *i* game* only £17-99 

Please note: credit card orders are no! debited until date of despatch 

Please charge my Access/Visa No:_...h„„„ 

ORDER FORM j?g £ jj] 
Please supply me with the following for 

Computer. 

Date: 

. Valid from:.Expiry date:. 

Switch issue No> 

Name: 

TMm Price Address:. 

. Post Code,. 

Tel: 

Business hours 
10am -6.00pm 

Monday to Saturday 
After hours + 

r Sundays Ansaphone 
order hotline: 

071 610 1703 
* This number is a 

fax let switch 
system. Listen to the 

announcement 
and wait 

Please r?)a*e cheques & POpayable to Rubyaoft. 
Credit card orders cashed only on despatch (Please 

nose we do not make any charge lor credit card orders) 
Ftease add 75p p&p per item hr ail UK orders. EEC 

countries add E2 50 per item, non EEC add €3 50 per 
item, aft other countries add £4 50per item Alt items 
are subject to availability, all prices subject to change 
without notice E&OE Please note mbit order compa¬ 

nies may take up to 28 days to deliver goods from 
recept of orders Please allow for cheque clearance 

(Dept AMF April 92) &rf>orf orders welcomed 



fTh AMIGA ADVICE 

SMART AMIGA 
FROM: A LYALL, TATTERSHALL 

I vaguely rcmtnihtr jman> years in a cuniput* 

irig ma^ii/intv there Was a program which gave the 

impression of artificial intelligence* While nut being 

in the HAL WtH) class - from Ihe rilm 2001 - it 

could nonetheless conduct a conversation with (he 

person using it, by putting up messages according to 

what was typed in. [hi you know of an> similar pro¬ 

gram for the Amiga? 

Workbench 
Advice, hints and tips: on the intricate - and not-so-intricate - workings 

of the Amiga and its peripherals. That's Pat McDonald's sole mission 

on these pages. If you need help, then he's here to give it. 

The program you mention is called Eliza. It's pretiy 

naff (to be honest) hut an Amiga version was on 

Coverdisk 18, sadly now sold out You could see if any 

of your friends have that particular issue. There was 

another similar program on that Coverdisk. namely 

Niaft (Non-1 n tel I i gent - Amos - Language- Lea mer)* 

NialI was clever in that it could actually learn from 

what you typed in. Unfortunately, that version of Nialt 

was temperamental, I may he putting a compiled 

(faster machine code) version on a future Coverdisk if 

enough people show' interest. 

1 ALL P Aril on * 
m:h : 1 SJ i it do vo u 1 i kp Chess, 

1 ALL Yus of 1 herti onu cIimi’ war** 
CEH : Cm> cof f P 

1 ALL So iw t 1 H os . 
sr R: r o ur in n u 1 o cof fpp and ChtSf. 

ALL 
SER : 

Okay 
I WA ot to p ! Hi* Russians. 

1 ALL 1 An n o t \/At* t t o h,\v* a mcp £aite 
r col 
SER: 

Ffee* 
L iah t ph UP dudt 

1 ALL Cup of corf*- i‘ , 
nk of Frank? SER; What do YOU 

ad to 
ihi 

TALL :No i nu ha vu to play the fun 

EEii 
I ALL 

YOU 9HA1* t? 

SE Ft; 
TALL ; I vii* 

tlb a 
o t 

* Poetry in not ion. 

SER: Wher 
TALL 
SEP ! 

no t 

}h 
«s* 

to spam oncu, 
SPCI'Ut? 

Si: i : Life r‘ un i 
STY 

so etc? 
1 ALL tin#w ni , 

Hialt Is probably one of the most biiarrt Artificial 
Intelligence programs- if gets smarter as you type into it. 

Also, do you know or n food 1*1 > word processor 

w ith a spell checker? 

There are no such programs, hut there is a separate PD 

spell-cheeking program called Amiga Spelt, It has a 

small dictionary (3,000 words) hut it can be taught 

many more. You could use any PD text editor such 

as Te.xtPhis 2.0, Text Engine 2.1 (my favourite), 

WoniPhtsi there are many others. Then, when you 

saved the document, you could use Amiga Sped to 

check the spelling. 

FROM; NICK PKRRiNS, WALSALL 

I am writing to ask you your opinion on colour 

printers for under £500. I was considering the 

Citizen Swift 224 and the 24c. But I know you think 

the Canon BJlOe is very good too. A lot of the print¬ 

ers can prim al high speed, but my main concern is 

the quality of printed graphics, although I expect 

reasonable performance a I printing text too. 

Right, first an admission and apology to a lot of read¬ 

ers. The Canon RJlOe is NOT a colour printer 

ialthough 1 have been saving it is in recent issues). The 

reason why l made such a silly mistake is simple: at the 

time I was asked whether or not ii was colour, 1 

couldn't find the printer itself and 1 couldn't remember 

So I 11Hiked at the packaging, which said that it was a 

colour/hlack type (the word colour was marked over). 

I just assumed that the BJlOe was available in both 

forms from this, and never checked more thoroughly 

(I was half sure that it was colour), I didn't think that 

ihe message wasn't saying whai il printed - it was say¬ 

ing what colour the case of the primer was! In this 

case, black. Someone must have been testing out a 

marker pen on the box... 

Of the two primers you have talked about the 24e 

should give much better graphic dumps, although the 

224 (I'm not very familiar with this type) should print 

text documents faster. 

The Canon ®J10e is not, I confess, a colour printer after 
all. My most humble apologies for such a stupid mistake. 

MISSING DRAWERS 
FROM: ANDREW CANION, AUSTRALIA 

1 have been attempting to design my own split 

image icon fur use as a drawer. I have copied the 

Kmpty drawer from my Workbench 1.3 disk, I have 

then split this icon using the icon Merge program on 

the Extra* disk. 

T then edit it with Icon Ed, and saved the two 

images hack to disk before joining them into one 

icon with icon Merge again. The actual changing 

image works Tine w hen 1 click once, but when l dou¬ 

ble click to open the drawer itself, I get an error 

message Idling me that the drawer cannot he 

opened* I'm a relative beginner, sir tell me in simple 

terms what am I doing wrong? 

An icon is just a picture to click on. What you're miss¬ 

ing is a directory with the same name (in this case, 

empty). You're clicking on an icon, but your Amiga 

cannot find anything with the same name. To make a 

directory' from the Shell, type: 

Makedir najneofnydiskrlTripty 

It should work then, For nameofmydisk, pul Lite name 

of the disk that you're editing icons on. If ihe name has 

spaces in it, then you must put double quotes around 

ihe whole thing, for example: 

Makedir 'Name of iny disks&rpty' 

L FOR LEATHER 
FROM: STEVEN DAVIS. NEWCASTLE 

I am very concerned about some of my games mid 

bow they work nn my Amiga. They usually load 

Tine, hut sometimes when I finish u certain singe or 

level it ditesn'l work. When they are working, I 

often get a message telling me to insert volume L 

into the disk drive* 

I} Whai is volume L? 

If your computer displays thh message, then the chances 

are that it's looking for a dlsk-validator program in Ihe l 
directory of ihe disk* Because il tait't find one, tl assumes 
that L is o different disk. 

209 

Well, it's not really a volume. On most Amiga DOS 

disks there is a directory called L. which contains pro¬ 

grams to set up the Amiga properly when it first boots 

up. For instance, ram-Handler, the program which sets 

up the RAN disk, is usually kepi here. 

However, if Amiga DOS cannot find an actual L 

directory on the disk you booted from* then it assumes 

that you have a separate disk called L containing the 

programs that it needs to load. 

2) Why is my Amiga asking for il? 

This is probably because it's trying to load the disk- 

validator program, which is kept in the L directory. 

The disk-validator program checks the disk on iiv own 

to see if there are any checksum errors on the disk 

which contains it. 

However, because disk-validator is run automati¬ 

cally when you insert a disk, it makes a great place for 

viruses to hide. The best way to find if you have a disk- 

validator virus is to use the V-Check 5.26 on Iasi 

month's disk, Stan il from the menu, move the mouse 

pointer to the bar saying "Virus Checker'' and click 

once with the left, then the right mouse buttons. 

Incidentally, you often get this message with our 

Coverdisk*. It doesn't mean that you have a virus - just 

that there isn't a disk-validator file on the disk, There 

usually is not enough space on the Coverdisk for such a 

file* and even if there were some readers would find 

their disks being infected by viruses* 
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AMIGA ADVICE 

FROM: PAI L DAVIDSON, BALLYMENA 

I have been conskfcrmjj buying a sound sampler 

package and was wondering which cine to buy? 

The best is Audia Engineer Plus, but at over £150 it’s 

expensive, Techno sound Turbo gives a similar level in 

sampling quality, but the software is not so good. You 

can use the Audio Master software from Engineer with 

practically any sampler (all sampling cartridges work 

with all software, except being DateJ's Sample Studio 

2). Sound Master h a good alternative (£30-£40). 

Audition 4 is another good sampling program. 

In plain English, buy Technosound Turbo or Studio 

Master, Then when you want a better program (either 

Audio Master or Audition 4i for better recording and 

editing facilities, you don't have to buy a different 

sampling cartridge. We sell either of the above on our 

Mail Order pages on PI92, The reason why we sell 

those particular types is that they scored the best in our 

reviews before our Mail Order slocked them for sale. 

SteteoMaster bolts o lot belter than Technosound Turbo, 

but the options ore slightly more limited. It's o good pbee 

to start though. 

It’s probably really simple but when I try 1 can 

only copy the whole disk. Please print (lie article 

again. If I am, however, hallucinating - it was never 

primed at all - please tell me how to do it any w ay, 

Kerens how you do it. Loud up Workbench, double 

dick on the Shell, and type (for this month's issue; 

PPmorr is on the Myth disk): 

Copy from Coverdisk33b:c/PProore to 
Name_o f _pty _d i s k: c 

It is generally a good idea to keep all utility programs 

like PPm ore in the C (commands directory) on 

Namc_of_your„disL It just helps to sort them out from 

(he rest of the disk. You were probably using the 

Diskcopy command (for copying u whole disk) rather 

than the Copy command (which is used for copying 

individual files or directories. 

Incidentally, we no longer bother priming the 

Coverdisk submissions checklist; partly because if a 

submission isn't up to scratch wc ask for changes: hut 

also because due to long exposure to Public Domnin 

software I can generally find my way around any sub¬ 

mission. Don’t let it bother you - concentrate on the 

quality of the programs and documentation, rather than 

the form in which you present them to me. 

PROSPECTIVE USER 
FROM: PAUL WSCOULD1NG. EASTBOURNE 

Last year I was an Atari ST fan hut due to a bad 

deal 1 lost my ST and 1 am now intent on replacing 

it with an AftKl Plus. From what I’ve heard of the 

machine it sounds great, hut there are a couple of 

questions that 1 would like simple answers to: 

1) If I lit my Amiga with mure than IMh of 

memory, what will improve? The quality of the 

gameplay? The graphics of the games? The sound? 

] would like to grab guitar sounds and maybe 

distort them. Fm very interest it I in composing rock 

music by using my Amiga, and £m wondering how 

the chords would sound from my guitar or a com* 

me mu I rock album? 

Oh dear. Well, they sound fine (If you're sampling fast 

enough) when you play them at the same sample rale. 

However, when you change ihe rate at which the sam¬ 

ple plays, chords often go off key. This isn't so had 

when you play the same note at u different octave - hui 

when you try and change the note to one of very sinu- 

lar tone, it goes out of tune! 

The wav around this problem appears to be having 

several different samples of the same chord played at 

different tones, and using the one that fits. It's very fid¬ 

dly but with a bit of patience and perseverance (1Mb 

of chip memory for the samples helps) it can be done. 

Quality of gameplay will nm change in most cases, 

except the few games that use exira memory to read in 

more from a disk. This means that the disk drive is not 

used very often, which doesn't affect the gameplay but 

does affect the pace. Sometimes it pays to base large 

memory for games, but this is rare. 

The graphics of a game is likely to change only 

gradually for Amiga's with more than I Mb. Only one 

commercial game actually needs (his (Hare Raising 

Havoc, reviewed on Page 85) at present hut there will 

certainly be more. Sound can also be improved hy hav¬ 

ing a fair amount of memory , hut again practically all 

games only need one megabyte, 

Where extra memory does come in useful is w hen 

you're using 'serious' (non-games) software. If you've 

got the odd megabyte or two extra, then you can really 

use the Amiga as creative tool. See the article on mem¬ 

ory' on Page 154 for more information. 

NO HARDCOPY 
REQUIRED 

FROM: KELVIN ASTON, ISLE OF ARR AN 

2) I'm new to I he Amiga so w ill I be able to control 

the Workbench from the keyboard only? How easy 

is it to change the look and feel of Workbench? 

I've got a little program I want to send in for the 

Coverdisk. While looking down the checklist I saw 

the fatal words “Readme.Doe*' printed. 

I'm sure that somewhere in my collection of 

Amiga Formats there was an item on copying 

PPmore (the popular text viewer program that you 

use) from the Coverdisk to an Empty disk hut I 

can't find it. 

Workbench 2 (on the A5G0 Plus) allows you to do 

most of ihe everyday tasks using just the mouse. The 

Shell gives you a gateway via the keyboard into the 

heart of the Amiga disk operating system, 

Changing the look and feel of Workbench is easy , 

hut gening it looking better than it came on the disk 

depends partly on your artistic temperament and also 

on your ability to use the Shell properly. 

A) I would Like to assign chosen keys on the Amiga 

with certain sound effects, like Phazers, Zappers, 

Explosions and so on. Where would I start? 

Thai depends on when you want them to play . If you 

want to do this to add sound effects to an existing 

game, forget it, unless y ou're a machine code hacker. 

However, if you want to he able to do this without 

anything else going on it's fairly easy. You can also 

setup the keyboard to do this when using the Shell (bm 

not Workbench - that's based on ihe mouse). 

Where you si art depends on how much you know 

already. There are plenty of Tracker programs around, 

which lei you arrange and mix sound samples as you 

please, and save the songs to disk It's not difficult to 

gel some enjoyment out of these programs, hut to use 

them properly needs lime and a musical temperament. 

For playing sounds through Shell it's relatively 

easy , but expect some frustration when learning how to 

use it. If you're a fair programmer in say. Basic or C, 

and you get such a programming language (one isn't 

supplied w ith the A50O Plus - gel AMOS BASIC from 

Mandarin) then you'll find it easier again. If you don't 

have a clue about programming, it's better to stick to 

jusi learning him u> use the Amiga at first, 

4) Can a trackball be used with ninny games? 

A trackball does ihe same job a% a mouse, so trackballs 

will work with all gomes that allow you to use a 

mouse. That's a sizeable chunk in terms of simula¬ 

tions, management games and role-playing games. The 

average ‘Kill 'em All' game wouldn't touch the mouse 

(ortrackball) with a bargepole. 

5) I urn crazy about simulations. Which is the most 

realistic one available on the Amiga, and are there 

any Star Trek sims around tliai are worth playing? 

The most realistic one the flight sim Birds of Prey. It 

has 12 different missions, 40 jet aircraft, and lets you 

fighi an aerial war from your Amiga, I haven't stopped 

playing it since I mugged a games rc\ iewer for a copy. 

Star Trek ' You're in luck' I ihmk Tobias Richter's 

Public Domain All \Vu Sutr Trek is the best version 

ever. There's at least three others in the Public 

Domain. Oddly enough, these are aboui the only 

games that make use of large RAM expansions. Also. 

Tobias Richter's graphic Star Trek slideshows and ani¬ 

mations have to be seen u> he believed. 

WANTED: YOUR QUESTIONS! 
Yes, we got loads of them, but we still think 
(here are plenty of questions that people haven't 
asked. Got a tricky puzzler or something more 
simple? We read every one, and even If we don't 
answer straightaway, your Ignorance It how we 
judge what to include. Please, please send 
your queries to; Workbench Questions, Amiga 

Format 30 Monmouth St, Bath, BA1 2SW. 

WANTED: YOUR ANSWERS! 
So, you think you're smart? Amiga Format'* 
audience la the most critical and demanding, 
these people want the right answers RIGHT 
NOW! If you know solutions that we don’t we 
want to hear them. £50 mall order vouchers to 
be won every single month. We are especially 
interested In material for the next In-depth 
Explanation on floppy disk drives. Send your 
tips, hints, advice and tlmesavers to: 
Workbench Answers, Amiga Format 30 
Monmouth St, Bath BA1 2BW 



FOUR GREAT GAMES 
and all this Maths revision... 

Times Tables 
Addition 
Subtraction 
Multiplication 
Division 
Fractions 
Decimals 
Using calculators 
Shape & Space 
Money problems 
Measurements 

„ MATHS 
( adventure > 

NctoralCurtaA/n bUNtor 

FREE Git SUPER 
only for Koamoa 

CAS/a SOLvURl 
Number patterns {CALCULATOR} 

AMIGA MATHS ADVENTURE 
For ages 6-14 Price £25.99 inc. VAT 

Now available from your dealer or direct from Kosmos. 
Write or telephone for our new FREE 16-page colour brochure of 
Educational and Leisure software (Please state computer type) 

Kosmos Software Ltd, FREEPOST (no stamp needed) 
DUNSTABLE, Beds. LU5 6BR 

Telephone 0525 873942 or 875406 

Qhosns 
• o—ft-r—W * * 9 

AIRCRAFT QUALITY CONTROLS 
from Simulations 

New Flight Pedals 
Designed to use m conjunction with the brilliant Gravis 

MousestiCk*. the pedals are supplied with custom 

software to interface with Flight Simulator 2® dramati¬ 

cally increasing the realism and allowing the use of a 

second joystick for throttle control. Flight pedals also 

perform with F16 Combat Pilot and all car racing 

games 

Only £293$ * pAp Including FS2 software patch 

GOLD AWARD GOLD AWARD 
The Gravis MouseStick® 

Betterthanthe BEST AnalogueStick 
* 

For sophisticated simulation enthusiasts, who 

demand PERFECT control, with programs such 

as Prollighl, FI9, Mig29, etc. A professional 

quality, programmable optical joystick C/W 16k 

microprocessor and LC D screen ottering 

1200 line count resolution Works perfectly with 

alf simulations with sensible mouse routines 

and any others in its programmable joystick 

mode No other joystick comes even close to 

the Mouse Stick for performance, reliability and pleasure in use £69.00 + p&p 

as DATAPLEX Efl 
htipkx COMPUTERS LTD. 

129 Bath Road, 19 High Streett 

n 
Slough. 

Berkshire, 
SL1 3UW 

Old Town, 
Swindon. Wilts 

Tel: 0793 488448 
VISA Tel: 0753 535557 

Prices including VAT 

AMIGA A500 PLUS 
(CARTOON CLASSIC PACK) 

Includes new A500 Plus with 
1Mb RAM, Lemmings. The 
Simpsons, Caplain Planet, 

Deluxe Paint III 

£330 inc VAT 

AMIGA A500 {first steps) 

Amiga A5Q0 

Plus educational software 

£435 inc VAT 

AMIGA A1500 
new version 

A1500 Accounts Plus pack 
including Puzznick. Toki, Elf. 
Operating Systems Software. 

Home Accounts, 
Platinum Works. 

Deluxe Paint III + manual 

£560 inc VAT 

ADDITIONAL PACKS 
Amiga A500 Plus Cartoon Classic 
with 10 extra games..£359 

A500 Basic Pack (stand atono oki version) 
plus 10 extra games plus Photon Paint 
plusGFABasic...... £295 

SHOWROOM 
open 

Mon Fri 
9.30 - 5,30 
Saturday 

9 30 - 4,30 

MAILORDER 
Consumables I 

add £2,50 

Hinlwiit 
edd £9,00 
(courier) 

ACCESSORIES 
&12K Ham + . £35.00 
1 Meo Ram ^ Clock .£115,00 
A500 Power Supply Und .£33.00 
Maks ha Mouse .plus Operation Stealth £29.00 
lMD lor A500 Plus . . £49.00 
14* screen Idler ......£17.00 

MONITORS 
Philips CM3833 MK ll Colour Monitor + FREE Lead 

£210 inc VAT 

PRINTERS 
parLfCaOMm c’35 
star 1C20C Colour 0 (*i) £ 188 
St3# 1X24 200 124 p*o mgn» £209 
St* LC24 2S» Cokfc* 124 pin i £258 
PdnaurxKXPU24. £235 
PrasoAcKXP \m £185 
C4'»ni20D* £t?5 
Ouan SwiR 24E k Cotour Upgr ade _.... £290 
c.tnan Sw.fi 9 - Colour UporwJe £195 
Star^t Print*. SJW £229 
Canon kJIOCk    £234 
HP OHMM 500 * Leads £352 
HP 500 I colour; £507 
--£5a 

All above come complete with load* 

FOR AIM^ 
52Mb h eard (Q 3Mb) .    E275 

120Mb h/card (0 8Mb) . .. £445 
FOR A 500 

52Mt> h drive (D-BMb) .   £365 
lObMbh dnveiO 8Mbi £525 

Upgrade the above with 1Mb SIMM module £39 

AMIGA HARD DRIVES 1 HARD 
CARD (GVP SERIES II) 

VORTEX AT ONCE PLUS 
PC Emulator lor A50Q. A500 plus and XI500 

El99 inc. VAT 

AMIGA DRIVES 
l Meg 3.5'internal .£55 
1 Meg 3.5" external (Cumana).. .£57 

Full technical support and 1 /ear 
guarantee. 

S.A.E. or telephone for full details 
Telephone: (0272) 550900 

Fax: (0272)411052 

C- S#n*4*l*Hors 
Unit 1 b Beehive Trading Estate 

Crews Hole Road 
St. George 

Bristol BS5 SAY. 

SPECIAL PRICE £99.00 per SET 
RING US ABOUT AIRBU r 

/Am A/°©/A® IPm 888 

By Using X-CAD SYMBOL 
LIBRARIES from 

COMPUTECH SERVICES. 

| ARCHITECTURAL ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 

| MECHANICAL ENGINEERING COMPLETE X-CAD SYSTEMS 

I Ml X-CAD products. (Koyams i petals based <>" A2000 & A3000 

Before you try anyone 
else ring us for 
the best price!! 

Total of 48 library disks at present. 
We are constantly adding to these. In addition to the libraries we sell 

all X-CAD programs, products and peripherals including the latest 
Imagine 3D rendering package. Customised Digitizer Tablet menus. 
We are the sole U.K. distributors and manufacturers of the symbol 

libraries for X-CAD. "Proven experts in our field." 
We can write specialised Ex-Macro routines. 

■ X-CAD 3000 
■ X-CAD 2000 

■ Imagine v2.0 
■ X-CAD 30 
■ Cherry A3 tablet 
■ Potscat tablet 12" x 12" 
■ Tablet files and overlays 
■ Sole UK Supplier of Symbol Libraries 

For details write or phone: 

Computech Services, 87 Victor Gardens, Hawkwell, 
Hockley, Essex SS5 4DY. 

Tel/Fax: (0702) 206165 or phone: 523966 CS E. 
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112 

Answerfile 
Quick question and long answer session on all manner of things 

Amiga, hosted as usual by Amiga Guru Pat McDonald. 

QJust whal are computer viruses? How do 

they mirk? 

A Computer viruses are essentially computer pro- 

grams. As with all computer programs, they 

exist on disks (both floppy and hard). The main feature 

of u vims is that it can reproduce - il can copy itself 

onto other disks w ithout you being any the wiser. 

Viruses conic in two different types- The most 

common are the hootblock virus types. These live on 

the hootblock of a disk (see Amiga Format ^2's 

Answerfile for an explanation of bootblocks). These 

viruses start the Amiga as normal, except that they 

copy themselves into memory and activate. 

When you are using the Amiga and you then insert 

another disk, the virus checks the disk to see if it has 

already copied itself onto that disk. If so* it just waits 

for a clean’ disk to infect. When such a disk becomes 

available, it copies itself onto that disk, Such viruses 

arc fairly obvious, because your games collection 

stops working very quickly as the virus copies itself 

from disk to disk. 

The other type of virus is the file virus. This mas¬ 

querades as a regular program, hut again can infect 

other disks with copies of itself. This sort of virus can¬ 

not hann games disks (such disks cannot usually have 

fresh files written onto them). But they regularly 

knacker data disks and Workbench disks. 

Most viruses will write random garbage on disks 

somewhere along the line. The most up-to-date virus 

checker for finding and destroying viruses is the one 

on Coverdtsk 31 (although this has itself been updated 

several times since). 

The best way to avoid virus contamination is to 

switch the machine off for about a minute, This does 

not apply for an A5G0 Plus - these machines can 

remember viruses and similar resident programs ( like 

Doodv on Coverdisk 31) for up to 10 minutes. If you 

just reset the machine with the Ctrl key and the two 

keys either side of the space-bar. the virus w ill usually 

survive to infect more disks. 

The A50Q Plus con remember viruses and programs like 

Doody for up to 10 minutes after switching off* So if you 
think you've got a virus leave your Plus turned off lor at 

least that long lor safety's sake. 

Q Sometimes my Amiga's caps key light starts 

flashing and the keyboard lock ups. Why? It 

usually only happens after I've been using the 

machine Tor some lime* 

A Essentially, your Amiga has a hardware prob¬ 

lem, It’s a very frustrating problem, because 

just taking your Amiga apart can fix U* This phe¬ 

nomenon is a symptom of a duff CIA chip or keyboard 

multiplexer chip. CIA chips are easy to replace, key¬ 

board multiplexers are extremely fiddly (and the most 

common cause of the problem), I suggest ihat you send 

your Amiga away to have the relevant part replaced. 

QIs there a three position ROM sharer? I 

want to use kickstart 1*2* 1*3 or 2*04, for the 

best compatibility. 

A Yes there is. Memory Expansion Systems (the 

_ people who make the Cortex) can sell you one 

for £23.95 for the switch version* or 39.95 for the key¬ 

board switch option Uhe board is wired to the keyboard 

so a certain key selects a certain Kickstart). MEX 

(051-236-0480). 

QDoes ‘Copyright so-and-so* on a game mean 

that I cun copy it? 

A Quite the reverse. It means that so-and-so has 

the right to copy, not you. Be aware that just 

because a program does not have a copyright message 

displayed, it can still have a copyright message embed¬ 

ded in the code - this still counts. 

Qi have lots of RAW format sound samples 

from my collection of PD disks. How do I 

convert them to IFF (Interchange File Formal) to 

use in Sequencer One? 

A The re is no program that J know of specifically 

, for this tusk* but the software sold w ith many 

sound samplers can do the job - you just load the sam¬ 

ple in RAW formal, and save il again in IFF. Please 

remember* though, that most sampling software will 

not run unless you have a sampler connected. 

QI want to expand my machine's RAM, hut ] 

was wondering what is the best sort of mem¬ 

ory Tor writing music, chip or Tast RAM? 

Alt depends Having more chip RAM will allow 

you to store more and longer sound samples, 

but fast RAM lets you run more software at the same 

time, or bigger programs* If $ always a good idea to 

have some fast RAM on any Amiga* because many 

programs need some fast RAM in order to operate, 

QI will be going away to study at university 

soon* to continue my computer studies* 

Ideally, though, 1 want to use an Amiga as it's far 

more flexible and powerful than anything else* But 

everyone 1 talk to says “Get an IBM PC1. Why? 

Surely an A3000 is well up to the tasks of any uni¬ 

versity or coliege course? 

A Essentially, the problem with Britain's higher 

education is that they rely on IBM PCs for all 

their course wa>rk. They use only IBM programs, and 

usually supply a list of all the software used in the 

course. It's then up to you to find a suitable machine. 

1 could be a typical Amiga fan and just say "this 

approach sucks", but it does make a lot of sense to 

place the responsibility on the student, rather than the 

college saying “You must get this brand and model of 

computer". It's not as if PC software is totally alien 

to the Amiga. 

The Amiga cun cope w ith this hurdle* Rather than 

going for the A3000. I would recommend getting an 

A15Q0 or A20OG (revision B - revision A went out 

years ago) and tit a Commodore Bridgeboard to it. 

This will allow' you to run far more Amiga software 

than an A3000. It won't cost nearly so much. And it 

will allow you to run all the PC software for your 

college course. 

You could go for an A50G with an emulator card 

such as the KCS Bitcon board or the ATOnce. 

However, in my experience these cards are yust not as 

compatible as a Bridgeboard * and for your tasks 

compatibility with as many programs as possible 

is fundamental* 

If you're not in a hurry, the 3K6 version of the 

Bridgeboard will be available in a couple of months - 

the 286 and XT versions have been heavily discounted 

to dear stocks. The really great feature of the 

Bridgeboard series is that you can plug in PC cards to 

the inside of your A1500/A2000, To get the best out of 

Bridgeboards though* you will need a hard drive and 

some extra memory - which will still leave the price at 

about half an A3000! 

At around £570, an A1500 Plus can have □ Bridgeboard, 

bard drive and monitor added* giving full PC compatibility 

□nd still being miles cheaper than on A30Q0* The ideal 
choice far sfudenti, 

QHow tier 1 print the readme files from the 

Coverdisk? I click on “Print Tile" and It 

doesn't work! Also, readme files from Coverdisk* 

cannot be loaded into word processors, why? 

A To prim the documentation on the Coverdisk. 

first load up Workbench. Then, insert the 

Coverdisk, double click on that disk's icon and then on 

the particular Readme file. Then click on the “Prim 

File" option. The reason is that, including the facility 

to print files straight from the Coverdisk would lake up 

space on the Coverdisk, which means kss programs, 

on the Coverdisk. 



AMIGA ANSWERS 

In-depth Explanation 
Number 1: Printers 

The reajjon why the Readme documents on the 

Coverdisk are sometimes garbage to word processors 

is that they have been crunched with PowcrPacker* 

This means that they take up less space on a disk, bui 

they are no longer m ASCII format and are therefore 

garbage to a] I word processor programs. 

To print out o Readme document from the Cover disk, first 
load Workbench, then dick on the disk icon, then on the 

Readme icon, and finally dick as Indicated. 

QMore memory is needed fur our lMb 

Amiga, as we have just bought Deluxe Paint 

4. Hard drives are Umi pricey: lhe> cost about the 

same as a new Amiga! Are those memory cards 

larger than 0.5Mb that fit in the trap-dour slut any 

good? They're cheap, hut are they worth it? 

Don t think of hard drives as expensive - think of the 

Amiga as cheap Those "oversize* I rap-door expan¬ 

sions you mention have problems. Your Amiga must 

he unscrewed and taken apart to fit them they don't 

just plug in and go. You have to take a chip out of the 

board, plug in another board, and stick the chip hack in 

on top. This completely voids your warranty - not to 

mention the risk of accidental damage. 

As you say, they are cheap. And they suffer from 

few genuine compatibility problems today. However, 

she larger (greater than 1,5Mb) types must have a spe¬ 

cial program run before the Amiga recognises the 

memory. And your programs will run slower, as mem¬ 

ory connected to the trap-door works slower than 

memory connected to the left side of the computer. 

Q] ant a hit confused about what hard drives 

can do. Tvc seen in the Pen Pat and Deluxe 

Paint manuals that the programs can be installed 

on hard drive. It set-ms to nit- that you can take the 

information stored on several floppy disks and slorc 

them all in memory. Is that only with hard drives, 

or dues it work with large memory expansions loo? 

A hard drive is simply a big disk on which you can 

store many different programs. Bach Amiga floppy 

disk can store about KK(IK (under IMl permanently; 

that is, floppy and hard disks do not lose their memory 

when you turn the machine off. Imagine having one 

huge disk on which you could store everything on. 

These days, hard disks auto-bool: just turn the 

machine on, and alter a few seconds - hard disks are 

much faster than floppies - you're al Workbench, 

ready to start clicking on program icons. When you 

load and save files, the speed difference is amazing 

You could, if you wanted, install most non-games 

(and some games) into RAM However, you would 

need lots of ii. and it would he very slow to start work, 

as you would have to read in all the floppies to the 

computer first. 

H a program has to print information, than there are 
three Files which must be on the disk that the 
Amiga started from fin most cases. Workbench). 
These three files are all vital: if one is missing then 
a program simply will not be able to print. 

The first file is catfed 'printer.device' This lives 
In the devs (devices) directory of a standard 
Workbench disk. When a program asks for the 
printer to be made available, the Amiga toads this 
File which contains ail the actual routines for 
printing out data. To confuse matters, there are two 
In common circulation - the lengths are different, 
and some programs work with only one or the 
other version. 

The second File is called system*configura* 
tion% This is the file which Is changed by 
Preferences - whenever you change Preferences 
and save, the old system-configuration file, is over¬ 
written by the new. The File contains such 
Information as; whether the printer is serial or par¬ 
allel (where it plugs into); the settings for printing 
graphics; and most importantly of all. the name of 
the printer driver to use. 

A printer driver is not a program as such. It s 
more of a translation table: It gives the translation 
to convert the A MSI standard characters that the 
Amiga uses into specific instructions for an indi¬ 
vidual type of printer. 

IBs this last necessary file, the printer driver, 
which eludes most people. How do you get the 
right driver for any given printer? Well, first under¬ 
stand where drivers live, They have to be in a 
directory called 'printers', which is usually to be 

found in devs'. 
On a standard Workbench disk, there are only 

two drivers. Generic' and Custom’. Generic is a 
very simple driver, which only prints text in one 
Style. Custom' Is used tor running the Amiga with 
individual printer drivers - which is where things 
get a bit tiddly.** 

Most printers can be used to some extent with 
the printer drivers found on the Extras disk. First, 
make a copy of the Workbench disk, and throw 
away alt non-necessary tiles (most of the utilities 
drawer can be safely ditched) to make room. Just 
drag them to the Trash can and select Empty 
Trash1 from the disk menu. 

Next, double click on the Shell icon and type 
this (press Return after you've typed the line): 

copy alt from "Extras 1,3/devt/printer* to 
Sya:devs/printers 

Substitute the name of your particular brand of 

Setting the printer type with Preference* h very easy, 

but unless the printer driver is on the disk (in the print’ 

er* directory inside the devs dfrectory) then it jvsl 
won't be displayed! 

Extras disk (it varies from one Amiga version to the 
next)* The quotation marks are there because the 
disk name has a space in it* This line will attempt to 
copy ail the printer drivers from the Extras disk to 
the disk you booted from (Sys:). In this case, 
Workbench. 

One complaint that I often hear is that the offi¬ 
cial CBM printer drivers do not support all the 
features of a given printer. That s fine, people can 
always complain about a given situation. But to 
actually do anything constructive, that's a different 
kettle of fish. 

It is possible to create your own custom 
drivers, although I won't lie and say it s particularly 
easy. To do this sort of thing, you need to have a 
decent manual for the printer in question, and a 
good working knowledge of how Amiga printer 
drivers actually work. 

I don't have space to go into such a deep sub¬ 
ject here, but I know a book that does, Amiga 
Printers tnaitfe end Out is a comprehensive manual 
on how the Amiga works with printers, how printer 
drivers work* and how to write your own. Included 
with the book is a disk full of programs to help you 
Achieve these fine goals. 

Back in the real world. I know most people will 
not be interested in sitting down and creating 
printer drivers, I certainly haven't got the time. 

So what do you really do If you have a printer 
that is not supported on the Extras disk? Most 
printers have an Epson emulation mode - they will 
accept the Epson printer drivers if you set them up 
to use them, tf your printer does not have this (or 
any of the other common protocols) then you're in 
trouble. Where do you gel a driver? 

At the time of writing* I know of only three 
places that do specific printer drivers, WeServe 
(0705 325354} sell ones for Citizen 24-pins types, 
Canon BJIOe. and Hewlett Packard 500 types 
(both mono and colour). They will cost you 
between £4.95 and £9.95. 

Another source is JAM. JAM Is run by a guy 
called Jeff Walker, who can often lay his hands on 
obscure drivers for a few quid. JAM can be con¬ 
tacted on (0895 274449). 

Finally, an Amige Formal reader called Nigel 
Streeter both collects and distributes drivers. 
Although not so good at finding obscure types, he 
runs a good service. All you have to do is send him 
a blank disk and a stamped, addressed envelope, 
and he sends you back everything he has got. He's 
always looking for different types of driver. His 
address is 8 Old Mill Court, Chlngwell Road, 
London El8 1NJ. 

One of the me si common complaints is from people who 
have a colour printer buf can only gel black-and-white 

images. Jest dkh on the Colour select within the 
Graphics 1 page of Preferences. 
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PREMIER MAIL ORDER 
Tides marked * are not yet available and will be sent on day of release. 

Please send cheque/PO/Access/Visa No, and expiry date toi 

Dept AF4, Try bridge Ltd., 8 Buckwins Sq., Burnt Mills, Basildon, Essex. SSI 3 1BJ 
Please state make and model of computer when ordering, PA P me. UK on orders over £5*00. less than £5*00 and 

Europe add £1,00 per item. Elsewhere please add £2*00 per item for Airmarf, These offers are available Moi7 Order only* 

Telephone prefers; Momfri 9crm-7pm. Saturday lOam-Apm. Fax orders; 0268 590076. Tel orders: 0268 590766 

2 Hot 2 Handle *..18.99 
3D Construction Kit.,....32.99 
3D Pod.  7.99 
4D Boxing (1 Meg). ......-  16.99 
4D Driving (1 Meg) ...19.99 
4 Wheel Drive * .19.99 
Addams Family *.  .18.99 
Afterburner.  ,,.6,99 
Agony *  ..._*24 99 
Akbus  ...,,22 99 
Air, Land, Sea...24.99 
Air Support 19.99 
Alien Storm...  ...16,99 
Altered Beast___.._..6.99 
Arnos,..,..,.    .29.99 
Amos 3D...24 99 
Amos Compiler.. .19 99 
Another World....19 99 
APB ......6 99 
Arkanoid 2 ....6 99 
Assault on Alcatraz *.-16.99 
Bards Tole Triple Pock * ....24 99 
Batman Coped Crusader,...  6.99 
Batman the Movie ..  6-99 
Battle Chess 2.  .,,16.99 
Beastbusfers .9,99 
Beach Volley.    6 99 
Big Run...  .16.99 
Billy the Kid * ..-..16.99 
Birds of Prey (1 Meg). 22.99 
Black Crypt *    19.99 
Blues Brothers .    16.99 
Blue Mok___  19,99 
Board Genius... 19.99 
Bonanza Bros * *——***.„...****. 16.99 
Bubble Bobble---6.99 
Budokon,.....8.99 
Cabal..     6.99 
California Ganet.M.   6.99 
Campaign * .. .,22,99 
Captain Collection..— 19.99 
Captain Planet.—,.16 99 
Castles *.    19.99 
Carrier Command ..  7.99 
Centurion.......................... 16 99 
Chaos Engine *... 16.99 
Chaos Strikes Back (1 AAegj ............ 16.99 
Chart Attack 1 *.    ,19.99 
Chase HO...,..6.99 
Cisco Heat...*.   16.99 
Civilisation * (I Meg|. . .22-99 
Conor The Cimmerian *. 19 99 
Continental Circus..  6 99 
Covert Action * (1 Meg)....22,99 
Crazy Cars 3 p...——..16.99 
Cricket (1 Meg)...  9.99 
Cruise For A Corpse___.,.19,99 
Cyberball .      6 99 
Daley Thompson Challenge..6 99 
Das Bool.... ..    19.99 
Deathbringer...19.99 
Death Knights Of Krynn (1 Meg)19 99 
Deluxe Point 4 ....—54,99 
Demonsgate *.... 
Deuteros...  19.99 
Disney Animation.    59,99 
Dizzy Collection.*-—**—.. 16 99 
Double Double Bill..  24.99 
Double Dragon.........6,99 
Double Dragon 3.16 99 
Dragon Mima...  6.99 
Dragons Lair [1 Meg).  26 99 
Dragons Lair 2 Singes Castle..26 99 
Dragons Lair - Time Warp,,.26 99 
ElffTT....*. ..*.16.99 
Elvira 2(1 Meg) 1....24.99 
Epk *.  ......19 99 
Excalibur (1 Meg) .19.99 
Eye of the Beholder (1 Meg |...19 99 
Eve of the Storm *. 19,99 
F15 Strike Eagle 2 [1 Meg).....22.99 
FI 6 Combat Pilot.. ...,16.99 
FI9 Stealth Fighter.19 99 
Face Off *.  16 99 
Falcon 3 *.24 99 
Fantasy World Dizzy. .6,99 
Ferrari Formula l ....   ,8.99 
Final Blow #.*.16 99 
Final Fight.   .16,99 
First Somuari *...... 19.99 
Fbg *. ..................19.99 
Flightaf the Intruder, ......,22 99 
Flood.......—.899 
Football Crazy .  16.99 
Football Director 2 jl Meg] ..16,99 
Forgotten Warlds.  6.99 
Formula One Grand Prix (1 Meg).22 .99 
Gauntlet 3.     16.99 
Ghostbusters 2..  6.99 
Ghouls and Ghosts..  6.99 

G LOG *  .—_...16.99 
Godfather Action. .19.99 
Godfather Adventure...19,99 
Gods..   16.99 
Golden Axe...    16.99 
Graham Gooch * .. . ..19.99 
Graeme Souness  16 99 
Gunship 2000 * (1 Meg).22,99 
Gun Spy \....26.99 
Hard Drivin...„.....6 99 
Harlequin * .. .......16 99 
Heod Over Heels------.6 99 
Heart Of China [1 Meg).22.99 
Heimdall (1 Meg). 19.99 
Heroque*! ....16.99 
Heroquest Data ..  9.99 
Hitebikers Guide.....7.99 
Home Alone .........19.99 
Hudson Hawk.... 16.99 
Hunter.....19,99 
IK+ ..  6.99 
Indy Heat *. 16.99 
Indy Jones - AHontis Action * ..16.99 
Indy Jones - Atlantis Adv * {1 Meg] ... 19,99 
Ivonhoe .. 6.99 
Jack Kidtlout Clip Art.9 99 
jock Nicklous Extra Courses.9,99 
Jack Nkkbus Golf.12.99 
Jock Nicklous Unlimited Golf (1 Meg) 19 99 
jimmy Whites Snooker.19,99 
John Madden ..16.99 
Keys of Mdramon * ..  16.99 
Kick Off...7 99 

Kick Off 2.......T.*.  ,,...9.99 
Kings Quest 5 (1 Meg) .,.*.—22,99 
Klaxx...*...,.6,99 
Knightnara... .19.99 
Knights of the Sky (1 Meg) ,„—*22.99 
K.(?2-Final Whistle ,T...8.99 
K.O 2 - Giants of Europe *...7.99 
K.O 2 - Return to Europe........,.7-99 
K.O 2 Super League *.9.99 
K.O 2 - Winning lactics.,,.....5.99 
Laser Squad 2 F. , .16.99 
Last Ninja 2....    6.99 
Last Ninja 3..*..16.99 
Leonder..  ...1699 
Leather Goddess . ........*..,.,7 99 

Leisure Suit Lairy 4 * (1 Meg] . .22 99 
Leisure Suit Larry 5 * |1 Meg) .22,99 
Lemmings .16.99 
Lemmings Construction Kit *.16.99 
Lemmings Data Disk. .13 99 
Licence To Kill.*,,....*.,...*,..6-99 
Lombard Roily  6.99 
Lord of the Rings..  ....19.99 
Ml Tank Platoon.19 99 
Mogic Fly.....   8.99 
Mog ic Pockets,, —....,.. 16.99 
Magnetic Scrolls Coll (1 Meg).19,99 
Mon Utd. Europe..  16.99 
Max ..      19,99 
Mega Traveller 1 (iMeg) .19 99 
Mego Traveller 2(1 Meg) * 19 99 
Mega Twins.....16,99 
Mego4o-Mania.—_ —.19.99 
Miami Chase..,.,6.99 
Microprose Goff. .. 22,99 
Midwinter,...,...  14.99 
Midwinter 2 (1 Meg).,22.99 
Mig 29 Super Fulcrum..26.99 
Might & Magic 3 V...........  19.99 
Moonstone (1 Meg).. 19.99 
Moon Walker ,.,........6,99 
New Zealand Story .  ,,6.99 
Ninja Collection . ..13,99 
Operation Thunderbolt..  6.99 

OrT*...—..*...*......19 99 
Outrun  ,.,.6,99 
Outrun Europe ..  16,99 
Pang...  1699 
Paperboy 2 *...16 99 
Parasol Stars * ...* .16.99 
Pegasus.*..*.   16.99 
PGA Golf Courses.9.99 
PGA Tour Goff ..16 99 

14.99 
Platoon..  699 
Player Manager..12.99 
Pad d Radiance (1 Meg).19.99 
Pools of Darkness |? Meg] * .19.99 
Populous...-...8.99 
Populous 2 *fl Meg] 19 99 
Powerdrift,..,.........  —...8,99 
Powermonger............99 
Powermonger Data Disk l..9.99 
Powerpock .... 14.99 

Power Up.....—.19.99 
Predator .......6,99 
Projedyle ..     8,99 
Quest for Adventure.......19 99 
R-Type.......6 99 
Race Drivin *.———.*—..16.99 
Railroad Tycoon |t Meg]...22,99 
Rainbow Cofledion..... 13.99 
Rambo 3 ....______„„..6 99 
R B I. 2 Baseball .19 99 
Reach for the Skies * ..,.22,99 
Realms [1 Meg) ......19 99 
Red Boron (IMeg).  22.99 
Red Heolw ........6.99 
Renegade   . 6.99 
Rick Dangerous  ...., 6.99 
Rise of the Dragon (1 Meg).,.,22,99 
Robin Hood...  ..,,16 99 
Robin Smith Cricket .....16.99 
Robocod ...........16.99 
Robocop ..8.99 
Robocop 3 „„ *......16.99 
Rock Star Ate My Hamster...4.99 
Rod land.................-.16,99 
R-Type 2.........16 99 
Ruff and Ready ..  6.99 
Rugby World tup ..    16.99 
Rules of Engagemenl ..  16.99 
Run the GaunBet.......6 99 
Search for the King....24.99 
Secret of Monkey Island [1 Meg],.,.,... 16.99 
Secret Monkey Island 2 |1 Meg! *.19,99 
Secrets of Luftwaffe * [1 Meg).19 99 
Shadow Lands* . 19.99 
Shadow Sorceror (1 Meg)...19,99 
Shinobi.;...6.99 
Shuttle *. 34.99 
Silent Service 2 (I Meg)...**..22.99 
Silkworm _ .....„„.„6,99 
Sim C ity+Papulous.....19.99 
Sim Earth *.*.,.,19.99 
Simpsons....16.99 
Ski or Die. 8.99 
Smash TV.16.99 
Space 1889(1 Meg).19.99 
Space Ace..... .26.99 
Space Ace 2.  26 99 
Space Crusade * __  .*..16.99 
Space Gun..   ...16 99 
Storflight 2..16 99 
Stnder ....... . 6 99 
Strike'Beet.16.99 
Strip Poker 2 + Data.6,99 
Stunt Car Racer.   ,.,....6,99 
Super Cars 2 ..    16*99 
Super Hang On ..  ..,6.99 
Super Sega .    ,.19,99 
Supremacy.......19.99 
Suspicious Cargo....,.19,99 
Switchblade.  699 
Switchblade 2,.,..... 16 99 
Team Jaguar * _______19 99 
Team Suzuki ... 16 99 
Team Yanket..   .19.99 
Team Yankee 2 (1 Meg) * .19.99 
Teenage Mutant Turtles 2 16 99 
Terminator 2 ..— ..16.99 
Test Drive 2 Collection.. 19.99 
The Immortol (1 Meg)..  8.99 
Their Fines! Hour (1 MegJ..,19.99 
Their Finest Missions... 9.99 
Thunderhawk....  19.99 
Tip Off.16 99 
Toki...  16,99 
Toobin—..   .6.99 
Tap Cat Bev. Hills ..  6,99 
Turbo Challenge 2. ..  —16.99 
Turbo Outrun ..........6,99 
Tumcan 2.  ..9.99 
Ultimo V.    19 99 
Ultimo 6 *.    .19 99 
Untouchables,,,.,.._....._  6,99 
Utopia ....*.....19.99 
Utopia Data Disk *.    ,,.9 99 
UMS 2 |1 Meg|.19 99 
Voyager .      6.99 
Warlords(l Meg|.......19.99 
Wild Wheels.  16,99 
Wizbcll...6.99 
Wizltid *...   16.99 
Wolf Child.*. 16.99 
Wolf Pack |1 Meg) .19.99 
Wonderland (1 Meg).  19.99 
World Goss Lecderttoord ..6-99 
World Cup Cricket [1 Meg) *.19.99 
WoHd Wrestling Fed. ..  16-99 
Xenomorph 2 *.    16,99 
Yogi's Great Escape ..  6.99 
Yogi & Greed Monster.—.6.99 

SPECIAL OFFERS 

DELUXE PAINT 4 
ONLY 

£54.99 

OPTICAL MOUSE 
ONLY £34.99 

UPGRADE YOUR 
AMIGA TO 1 MEG 

1/2 Meg Upgrade £24.99 
1/2 Meg Upgrade + clack - £26.99 

JACK NICKLAUS GOLF 
ONLY 

£12.99 

STEREO SPEAKERS 

AMIGA 

ONLY £29.99 

3.5" EXTERNAL 

DRIVE 

ONLY £49.99 

JOYSTICKS 

Quick joy Topstar - £ 16.99 

Comp Pro Extra - £14.99 

Quick joy 2 Turbo - £9.99 

Quickshot 3 Turbo * £9.99 

Quickjoy Jetfighler - £10.99 

BLANK DISKS 
Unbranded 

10 x 3,5" DSDD - £5.99 

20x3.5" DSDD-£10.99 

50x3.5" DSDD-£23.99 

100x3.5" DSDD-£44.99 

Branded - TDK 

3,5" DSDD-£1.25 Each 

NAM 
Now Only 

£12.99 



Why buy an ordinary sound sampler 

- when you can buy a recording studio? 

TECHNOSOUND Turbo 
SOUND SAMPLING SYSTEM FOR 
THE AMIGA + AUDIO LEADS 

FfclsJ ■" i - l „i 

* SONG SEQUENCER 
* MIDI SEQUENCER 
* VARIABLE DIGITAL DELAY 
* VARIABLE CUT BUFFER 
* FULL MULTITASKING 
* 57RECORDED SAMPLES 
+ SAMPLE LIBRARY 

BROCHURE 

* STATE OF THE ART TRUE S7EREO CARTRIDGE 

* OXER 100 INTERACTIVE FUNCTIONS 

* SIMPLE TO USE TUTORIAL ASP USER GLIDE 

* STUNNING REAL TIME EFFECTS INCLUDE - Echo * Reverb - Halt - 

Voice Synthesis - Phaser anti Vibrato. 

* EXmsSIX E EDITING AND LOOPING FACILITIES 

mss 
DIMENSIONS 

SOFTWARE UPGRADE 

AVAILABLE TO EXISTING 

USERS FOR ONLY 

£6.00 + £1.00 P&P 

BROOKUNDS HOUSE 
BRYNGWYN, RAGLAN 
GWENT NP5 2AA 
0291-690933/690901 

£39.99 
+ £1-50 ROSTAND PACKING 

Reach the top lCL' 
with...,. ^-- 

Self-Tuition Courses 
World leaders • Hons graduate teacher authors # In educational software 
chans. • Excellent reviews • £5 off total for 2, £ 10 off for 3, 

MICRO ENGLISHES vears - GCSEl | Scu complete course 
Also for EFL 

Teachtni 
speech 

j. reading, writing and oral with real 
programs and a book and a manual at £24. 

MICRO MATHS (1 1 years-GC$E) 

Best selling GCSF. malhs course in UK. 
For ages 11 upwards in 24 program options pluslT 
hook and manual. 

READING WRITING COURSE i3 - S years) 

NATIONAL CURRICULUM (AT. 1-5) 24 program course leaching 
reading, writing & spelling with a book, manual and voice tape £24. 

PRIMARY MATHS COURSE (3 -12 years) 

Complete course with full screen colour graphics. NATIONAL 
CURRICULUM (Levels M), 24 programs + a book and a manual £24. 

| MICRO rKKNCH iHcptuicp - GCSE) 

Complete course with real speech & graphics adventure game. 24 
programs + a book and a manual. 

MEGA MATHS (A level course) ^ Step-by^tep course of 24 

manual. Full screen graphics for calculus £24 

New series courses have games-style graphics & music 
Most LCL courses run on most computers 

(PC. ST, BBC. Arc) 
'All appropnalr LCL cmirrfs are rompalibte with ihc National Curriculum 
Send coupon and ehequfs/PQ'x (+9vp P&P) or phone order* 
or requests for free colour poster-catalogue to: 

LCL (DEPT AMF) THAMES HOUSE, 73 BLANDY ROAD, 
HENLEY-ON-THAMES, OXO\ RG9 HJB 

programs + a book and 

A5Q0 PLUS 
OR AMIGA 

or ring 0491 579345 (24 hrs) S 
Name. 
Address. 
Title.. 
Computer. 

VOLTMACE 

Unit 9, Bondor Business Centre. London Road 
Baldock, Herts. SG7 6HP. Telephone (0462) 894410 

BE A GRAND PKIX WINNER, USE AN ANALOGUE JOYSTICK. 
Would you drive a real car with a switch to turn right a switch to turn left, a switch to 
brake and a switch to accelerate? NO!! You could not because you need to turn Irttfe, 
or turn tight, brake hard or brake slightly. 
Ail good flight aims now have analogue joystick routines and now ail good car race 
sims wifi have to follow Tell your dealer that Amiga analogue joysticks do exist and 
they are generally available through the main distributors And rf he still does not 
want the business, then you can order direct from us. 
Pul your Amiga on the right course. Run your simulations the analogue way. The 
way real things are operated. 

The Delta 3A analogue joystick, a light, fast, hand held, sprung return to 
centre joystick for the faster Sims .......... £16.95 

JPnx. Grand F £29.95 
£42.90 Save £5 Microprose Grand Pnx and Delta 3A together....... 

The Zoo mar Yoke, analogue, sprung return, ts 11" tall and IT wide with suction 
leet, rt can also work as a digital yoke........ £59,95 

Zoome-r digital yoke lor Amiga or Atari..,..,......£39.95 
Deltabase a yoke joystick (analogue non sprung) £34 95 

Joystick pon spfeftof ;aH 9 prns)------£4.95 or £3 00 w th joystick. 
The above splitter is needed to plug a Detta 3A into an At 500 or A2000. 

Flight Sim prugramv stocked. Price* include VAT A L K PAP 
Delta 3A Joysticks are made in the UK. and hate a I year warranty. 

BUILD MUSCLES 
FAST 
YOU CAN BUILD 
A FANTASTIC POWER 
PACKED BODY IN ONLY 
12 WEEKS! 

NEW! fosltst ond best way to build 
muscles ond strength without weights — 
EVER! SCIENTIFICALLY PROVEN. 
Just 20 minutes doily in the privacy of your 
home will develop on amazing physique. 

MUSCLE DYNAMICS is a new bodybuilding system based on 
principals developed after years of exhaustive research. It is a total 
exercise programme involving the very latest scientific 
breakthroughs in the field of muscular development It is the fastest, 

most effective woy to build muscles in existence. 

215 

NOTICEABLE RESULTS IN 28 DAYS GUARANTEED 

Send for exciting FREE information pack today 

MUSCLE DYNAMICS (AF), PO BOX 40, GATESHEAD, NE8 IPO 

Yes! I wont to build muscles fast. Please rush me my FREE information pock! 

Name ...*.. 

Address .- . . *.-.- * - -.- -.---**■ 

l_. 

Postcode 

(A stamp for reply appreciated) 

A
PR
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 1

9
9

2
 



HOW TO CONTACT 
AMIGA FORMAT 

Letters 
This month, with the massive questionnaire at the end of the 

magazine, we've got a little less space for letters, but we do 

promise there will be more next time to make up! In a questionnaire 

mood, editor Damien Noonan concentrates mostly on what 

you've got to say about the magazine itself - do remember to fill in 

the survey if you've got anything to say about the magazine! 

You can bo certain of getting your enquiry to the mag- 
azine dealt with only if you make quite sure you're 
addressing your letter lo the right person or place. 

* We can never give personal replies by mall, so don't 
send us a stamped-addressed envelope 

* We can under no circumstances give personal 
replies by fax* so please don’t ask us to* 

* We are available for enquiries by telephone every 
Tuesday between 10am and 6pm. and well be happy 
to talk to you then. 

* Our advertising department can help with problems 

with companies who advertise in the magazine if you 
phone during normal office hours. 

- Our subscriptions Service and Ihe Amiga Format 

mail order department are not in the same building 
and can be contacted on 0456 74023, 

WORKBENCH 

If you have any problems with the technical side ol 
your Amiga* with hardware or with serious software. 
Pat will try to answer you in the mag. Alternatively, it 
you have any advice for others or any handy tips to 
share, send it in and you could win a prize. 
WORKBENCH, 
AMIGA FORMAT* 30 MONMOUTH STREET, BA1 2BW 

GAMEBUSTERS 

If you’ve just found the cheat mode* mapped out the 
levels or found all the passwords for the latest game, 
send It in to Matt and you could win a prize* Or if 
you’re stuck, ask Helping Hand for advice - or solve 
someone else's problem and win a prize! 
MAFF EVANS. GAMEBUSTERS 
AMIGA FORMAT. 30 MONMOUTH STREET. BA1 28W 

The Letters pages are for you to air your views and 
share your opinions: please remember not to ask 
questions that should be In Workbench! Damien is 
looking for thought-provoking or entertaining letters, 
the shorter the better. Prizes for the best two. 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
AMIGA FORMAT, 30 MONMOUTH STREET, BA1 2BW 

COMPETITIONS 

To enter a competition, write the answers and your 
name, address and phone number on the back o! a 
postcard or a stuck-down envelope and send it in. 
You can enter as many times as you wish* but all 
entries must be posted separately: don’t put several 
entries in one envelope together, or include entries 
with letters to any other part of the mag. 
COMPETITION, AMIGA FORMAT, 
29 MONMOUTH STREET. BATH BA1 2DL 

SPECIAL OFFERS 

If you’ve ordered anything from the Amiga Format 
Mall Order section and you’ve got a problem, please 
remember that we on Ihe magazine don't deal with It 
at all* Write to them at our Somerton address or 
phone 0458 74011, 
AMIGA FORMAT MAIL ORDER* 
THE OLD BARN, SOMERTON, SOMERSET TA11 7PY 

SUBSCRIPTIONS 

Similarly, If you move house and want to make sure 
your copy of the mag catches up with you, then send 
the new address to 
AMIGA FORMAT SUBSCRIPTIONS, THE OLD BARN, 
SOMERTON, SOMERSET TA11 7PY 

FAULTY COVERDISKS 

The disks are duplicated and stuck on the magazine 
by a firm who we employ for that specific purpose. If 
you have a faulty disk, send it to them enclosing an 
SAE, We don't keep stocks of disks, so we can’t help. 
DISKCOPY LABS. UNIT A, WESTMARCH, LONDON 
ROAD, DAVENTRY, NORTHANTS. NN11 4SA 

PRICE CRACKDOWN 
Most games these days seem to come with copy pro¬ 

tection if they are purchased through the right 

channels. It is the games which have been cracked by 

pirates that arc copy able and therefore deprive the 

games producers of their well-earned fees. 

1 think more should be done to crack dow n on the 

pirates. After all. most of them arc egotistical enough 

to leave around their codenamcs, PO Box codes and 

even addresses. 

Eliminate the pirates through lougher legislation* 

and as most game users would not he able to bypass 

software protection, hey-presto - fewrer illegal copies, 

more hunce for the software vendors and cheaper 

games prices? 

M D Ford h a ru, Sw i ndon 

UN-AFJORDABLE 
[ know that piracy is a big problem for everyone, but 

sometimes the right seems to be on the games 

player's side. Up here in the cold north, games arrive 

later than in England and are much more expensive. 

Cruise for a Corpse costs £17.99 in England* but here 

the price is 545 NOK w^hich is about £50. By ihe 

way. do you read all the letters? 

Peter Mortensen* Arertdal. Norway 

/ don't always read all the letters, to he perfectly 

honest, because we get so many. Afn>ut one month in 

three I'll only gel halfway through, hut generally 

even if yottr letter isn't printed, t wilt have read it 

and noted your opinions Quite often 111 pick out one 

letter to be printed that actually represents a whole 

heap of similar opinions, 
Our Editorial Assistant Clare reads every letter 

to the magazine the day it arrives, to see if anyone’s 

got a problem that needs her attention and to make 

sure letters for Workbench, Gamebusters and Letters 

all get to the right place. Please help her by address¬ 

ing your letter to the correct part of the magazine. 

AUSSIE COSTS 
1 am an Ami gat Hus sufferer from down under who'd 

like to whinge about whingoing poms who whinge 

about prices! Think yourselves lucky: over here an 

Amiga 500 costs £400 rather than £300* AMOS costs 

£55 rather than £38 and Amiga Format is £6 

instead of £3.95! 

There is a new soapie here in Australia called 

Maniac Mansion: the name sounded very familiar but 

il wasn’t until the end credits mentioned that the film 

is based on a hit computer game that 1 remembered 

play ing the advcniurc game years ago on my C64! 

AIsti in Neighbours (not that I watch the show!) 

thrcc Ami gas have now popped up. Paul Robinson 

has one at the office and one at home and a new char¬ 

acter called Josh also has one. One thing that puzzled 

me* though, was when Paul’s wife was one day typ¬ 

ing frantically away at the keyboard and on the 

screen was the hand prompting her to insert a disk! 

And she is apparently quite intelligent! 

Jason ‘Kingo’ King* Clifton Springs. Australia 

If you're new to file magazine, we've been ' Amiga- 
spotting lately Did you see the Amiga used with a 

JCL digitiser on BBCTs Lovejoy? There's also a 

new series of the Amiga-based Star Test, with a new 

serious slant and the new serious name Star 

Chamber it's done by Real Time* the people who do 

the Amiga graphics for Countdown, The Chart Show 

and who helped out on Game smarter. Have you seen 

an Amiga on TV or film anywhere else? Write in and 

tell us, Here's one now... 

SPOTTED... 
Concerning your 'Spot the Amiga' competition, 1 

have just w atched the first episode of The Cloning of 

Joanna May and* unless I am mistaken, the computer 

used to display the clones' files bore the Amiga logo 

on the monitor. 

Regarding your query as to why readers would 

Like to see more letters. Personally I find the majority 

of them* and your answers, informative and they go a 

long way to solving problems. 

Regarding PD reviews I would like to make a 

couple of suggestions. It would be useful if they 

could be given some form of rating, such as stars. 

Also* as the father of a two-and-a-half yeaT-old 

daughter, I'd find it very useful if educational soft¬ 

ware reviews could carry some indication as to the 

age range they are aimed at. 

Frank Lingard, WoodhaH Spa 

/ don't remember ever seeing an Amiga monitor with 

the logo on* jo that one will have to go dow n as an 

unconfirmed sighting' for the time being. 

If anyone missed last issue, / u-aj saying how sur¬ 

prised I've always been that people want to see more 

Letters pages* and I promised to give a prize to the 

people who come up with the best explanations Your 

‘useful advice* argument is no doubt true of sonie- 

thing like the Workbench pages, bur l wouldn't have 

thought it applied so much to the Letters pages, 

where we tend to discuss topics of general interest 

rather than get very specific about anything. The next 

letter l find interesting on this subject 



fTp READERS' LETTERS 

Finally, l find your suggestion about PD ratings very 

interesting. We have discussed this before, but what 

goes on behind the scenes of the PD Update section is 

that Pat and Muff plough through every single new1 

release and pick our Just the best or the most interest¬ 

ing to iwrite about in the magazine. Do we fait to make 

this dear? If you hadn't realised that* does it make the 

point or would a rating Mill help? 

LETTERS OK 
I believe the Letters pages give 

the ‘average' computer user a 

much wider outlook on the 

Amiga world* rather than ihe peo¬ 

ple they may see face-to-face. This includes all 

aspects: machine model, add-ons. views on piracy and 

so on. It must he good lo broaden the knowledge of Ihe 

computer public. 

('hris Firth* Newport* Isle of Wight 

/ think that's a very persuasive argument and well 

worth a prize. but it doesn't quire gel over to me why 

so many people seem to think Letters is the best part of 

the magazine. Do you turn to Letters first when you get 

your copy? Do you Just find it one of the best bits to sit 

down and have a good read of? Does it make you 

chuckle, do you disagree with a lot of the opinions, 

does it make you think? There's still prizes to be had 

for the best explanations of why Letters is so papular, 

so get writing! 

SHORT ON CONTENT? 
] have been a reader o' Amiga Format since Issue 

One. 1 use the Amiga lor video editing* word process¬ 

ing* point programs and* as the holder of a pilot's 

licence, flight simulating - plus the odd game when ihe 

grandchildren call. 

The March issue took me all of 10 minuies to read: 

it took me longer to list the content* which revealed 13 

pages of CD reviews (according to your figures* there 

are only 10,000 people in the UK who can use these), 

32 pages of games and 152 pages of adverts. 

If I wanted a games magazine* then I would buy 

one. For goodness' sake, let's have a more balanced 

magazine or HI change lo Exchange and Mart, 

in the past I have learnt quite a lot from the answers 

to various letters* but despite the pieces on Diskdoctor 

1 still can'I understand how to transfer the files to a 

new disk once Diskdoctor has finished the examination 

and written its prescription. Bui then* who understands 

a doctor's writing except another doctor or a chemist? 

R Omd ley. Ash Vale 

The balance of an issue is the hardest thing to achieve* 

and it does depend immensely on knowing what people 

are keen to see more of. I'd be grateful if anyone who 

has strong feelings about this could take the time and 

trouble to fill in this month's questionnaire, particu¬ 

larly the part about what you'd like to see more and 

less of. And do make a comment at the end about any 

particular subjects, or even individual programs, that 

aren't given any coverage in the magazine. We will lis¬ 

ten and we wilt act accordingly. 

The March issue in particular concentrated heavily 

on CDs and this did mean a reduction in both game 

and serious reviews. / would defend this to the hilt: 

there's a lot of what is basically Amiga software out 

there on CD and we Amiga owners are in the unique 

position of having access to the most advanced kind of 

softw are. CD is the future, it has massive potential, 

and we have to keep an eye on it. Plus the fact that in 

two months' time, ad Amiga owners will be faced with 

the choice of spending £300 on a CD-ROM drive. 

When you come to make that decision, the key factor 

will be whether the CD software makes it worthwhile 

just yett and so reviews of CD softw are are vital. 

MALCONTENT 
1 am afraid 1 musl protest most strongly about the 

March issue. As you are probably well aware, ihe mag¬ 

azine's content was abysmal! 

In the last couple of months I have noticed a steady 

increase in your advertising, but was prepared to over¬ 

look this because of the good standard of the rest of the 

content* but this month's has left me flabbergasted. 

I broke the content down and found 15? pages of 

ads, it also had two for Con tents, four for Coverdisk. 5 

pages of advice, two-aod-a-half for Letiers, two of 

Charts* three for Getting to grips with Workbench 

(although 1 admit ihis is necessary for beginners) and a 

page for the Screenplay* Th*at leaves only 51 pages out 

of 228 that have any interest for the average reader! 

You might argue that some of these pages are an 

integral and necessary part of the magazine* but that's 

not the point l am trying to make, 1 know that a large 

part of your magazine's income is derived from adver¬ 

tising. but 1 still don't think this warrants the amount in 

the magazine. 

Please don’t lake ihis the wrong way: t am not try¬ 

ing to ridicule or belittle your mag, l am only try ing to 

offer my version of constructive criticism. I hope you 

are open-minded enough to give my letter a little 

thought and not just toss it in the bin. 

Philip Clague, More ton, Wintal 

First of all. we always listen to reasoned criticism, 

we're grateful for it, and -1 say it again! — we do want 

you to fill in the questionnaire and give us more of it f 

I'm very aware that a lot of people feel strongly 

about the quantity of adverts in the mag. hut our previ¬ 

ous surveys have always shown an equal split of 

people who find the ads intrusive and people who think 

they are very useful as a way of buying things. Welt 

see how it breaks down this time. 

Large quantities of advertising is one side-effect of 

the success of this magazine, hut you have to remem¬ 

ber there are other side-effects too: the more 

successful the magazine is in financial terms, the more 

money we are able to put aside for our ‘promotional; 

budget'. It's this cash resource that allows us to buy up 

the rights to complete programs tike Vista (RRP £60). 

Sequencer One (RRP £89} and Graphics Workshop 

(RRP £80} and give them to you for only the price of a 

second Coverdisk, so you are bene fitting directly too. 

And yes* / would argue about those necessary 

pages. Letters ami the Workbench advice section are 

two of the most popular parts of the magazine; the 

WRITE A LETTER, WIN A 
PRIZE - MAYBE! 

Has it ever occurred to you to wonder why news¬ 
papers and magazines offer prizes to people who 
write them letters? Generally, I've always 
assumed, it's because they're desperately short 
of tetters to print. We don’t have any such prob¬ 
lem. We always get stacks of letters: But we keep 
on giving the best, most interesting, thought-pro¬ 
voking or amusing a prize of an Amiga Format 
T-shirt and binder* partly because we re such 
generous souls, but also because we think your 
efforts deserve reward. 

Write to**, ‘Letters*, Amiga Formal, 30 

Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW. Oh, and 
while you're reading these pages, It’s worth 
remembering that one letter printed often repre¬ 
sents about 50 we've received saying the same 
thing, so If you ve ever thought "Quite right too!” 
when you read someone's opinions, you're very 
likely far from being on your own! 

Getting to grips series has been welcomed by the large 

numbers of new Amiga owners: clearly we need the 

Coverdisk pages to explain how Coverdisk programs 

are used; and as we cram more and more into the 

magazine, pages like Contents and the Screenplay 

Intro are vital sign-posts' to help you find the infor¬ 

mation you want. Even the Chart pages have a 

function: they help you judge new releases and. with 

the 'Magical History' section* can help you decide 

whether an older game is worth buying or not. 

The March issue included review s of 46 exciting 

new1 CD titles and 15 brand-new games. We also intro¬ 

duced two brand-new ideas: a new budget game 

review section with reviews of 10 great value games, 

and a Previews for people who are more interested in 

serious reviews than games, 1 Coming contraptions'. 

When you add in alt the regulars. / think that's a 

definite step in the direction of packing more into the 

magazine, which is our aim. But please, if you think 

we’re going the wrong way, fill in the questionnaire 

and then we'll kiww what you want! 

BUSTED? 
A warning to all new adventurers: never spend your 

hard-earned cash on an Amiga adventure unless you're 

sure you’re not going to rind yourself frustrated and 

stuck, trying to write to America or even lo Amiga 
Format in order to rind out how lo get any further. 

Derek Huken, Stokenhamu Dei on 

You have a point. but remember that Gamebusters' 

Helping Hand section is there to help if you're stuck 

AND so that you can help others Do use itf 

Spot the shot 33 
Simply identify the 

game that this small 

portion of a screen- 

shot is from, write 

the answer on a post¬ 

card with your name 

and address and send 

it in to us. 

The address ls Spot the Shot 33 Amiga Format 
30 Monmouth St Bath BA l 2BW. The first correct 

entry out of the hat every month will win an 

Amiga Format T-shirt! 

The winner of ihe Spot the Shot competition from 

Issue 31 iv Matthew Chambers of Wbitwkk in 

Leicestershire, who correctly identified this small 
portion of the gun from Another World, 

An Amiga Format T-shirt is on the way to you! 

21 7 
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SOFTWARE CITY 
Unit 4, B.D.C, 21 Temple Street, Wolverhampton WV2 4AN Tel: 0902 25304 

Call us on: 24 Hour Credit Card Hotline 0902 25304 Ett 

AMIGA SELLERS 
1st Division Manager ....799 
30 Coostfuction Kit 34 99 
40 Sports Bowing.17.50 
40 Sports Dnving New 17 99 
1943..... 7 99 
AMOS 30. .B4 99 
AMO S The Create* .. 34 99 
A M O S Compiler.91 50 
Abandoned Places . Hew 91.50 
Advanced Fruit Machine . 5,99 
Advantage Tennis.  ,17.50 
After Burner .  7,99 
Alien Breed .. ...  17,50 
Altered Beast .7.99 
Anarchy.Hew price 9,99 
Another World.New 17.50 
Bards Tale 3.  17,50 
Batman The Movie .  ,—...7,90 
Battle Chess 1 or 9 .17.50 
Battle tele  21.50 
Battle of Britan 

(Therr Finest Hour) 
Big Run - 
Bra O# Prey 
Blood Money 
Blues Brothers 

.21.50 
New 1799 
New 24.99 

799 
17 50 

Bomb jack Special Offer b 50 
Bouiderdash 490 
Breach 2 Entanccd 21 50 
Bridge Plover 2150 21 50 
Brigade Commander 
Bubble Bobbie . 

1750 
,799 

Budokar 009 
California Games . 7 99 
Captain Wanet ...... 1750 
CarpiaxN __ ... 17.50 
Cartier Command.... 
Celtic Legends 

099 
21.50 

Centunan , 17.50 
Chose HQ.™...... .7.99 
Chess Chompion 2175. 
Chuck Rock. 
Chuckle Egg 1 or 2 . 
Corporation + Mission Dusk 
Cricket Captain 

.21.50 

.1750 
.9.99 

.12.99 
1750 

Crime City. 21 50 
Cruise For A Corpse 
Daley Thompsons Olympic 
Challenge.. 

1990 

.7,90 
Death Knights of Krym 21 50 
Defender of the Crown 
Deluxe Paint 4. 

999 
9299 

Deluxe Strip Poker 
2 OMeg >.. 

Deuteros ... 
1750 
21 50 

D^neyAnimatiort Studio .... 
Double Dragon .. 

6099 
.099 

Double Dragon 3 
Duck Tates ... 

1750 
1750 

Di^geon Master 
Edd the Duct 
Elf .. 
Btm.. 
Elvira Arcade 

1750 
Hew price 7.99 
.. 1750 

.1750 
17.50 

Emlyn Hughes int, Soccer 
Special Offer 9.99 

European Super league 
.Special Offer 9 99 

Eye Of the Beholder 21.50 
F15 Strike Eagle 2(1 Meg) .24 99 
FI6Combat Pilot .17.50 
F19 Stealth Fighter.91 SO 
F29 Retaliate*.17 50 
Face Off (Ice Hockey 

Management) ..17 50 
Fantastic Voyage,. , New 17.50 
Fantasy WDfld Dizzy.7 99 
Fast food...  6,99 
Final Blow Bowing; ....17.50 
Final Fight...17 $Q 
Final Whistle .0 99 
First Samurai ...21.50 
Flight of the Intruder 24 99 
Football Manager 299 
Football Director 2 
(New Vernon 1 Meg) 
Football Manager 2 * 
Expansion tot. 

Footballer of the Hear 2 
Formula 1 Grand Prat 
(Microprwe) .. 
Fui School 4 (Under 5) 1750 
Fun School 4 (5-7) .17 50 
Fun School 4 (7-11...1750 
Games Summer Edition........799 
Gaunt»et2 .799 
Gauntlet 3. 17,50 
Gazza 2 ... New price 7.99 
Geisha .17 50 
Ghouls and Ghosts . New price 7 99 
Godfather.2150 
Gods ...  17.50 
Grand Pr w (Mtcroptose). New 24 99 
Harpoon version 1 91 New 24 99 
Harpoon Bartleset 3 or 4 New 10 99 
Head Over Heels .7 99 

Heart Of Chma New 24 99 
HeimdaH 24 99 
Hero Quest 1750 
Hero Quest Data Disk .1099 
Hero Quest + Data Du* . 21 50 
Heroes of the Lance 7.99 
Hollywood k*cr 4 99 
Home Alone 17.50 
Horse Rac ing 

Omniplay .Special Offer 1299 
Hudson Hawk .17.50 
Hunter..   .21.50 
Immortal...9.99 
Indiana Jones Last Crusade 7.99 
Indianapolis 500 . 17.50 
Int. Championship Ahtefco 17.50 
International Ice 
Hockey. .... New price 7.99 

International Karate* 799 
International Ninja 
Hobbits . New 7 99 
hgnhae . Hew Price 7 99 
Jack N*kteusGolf. 17,50 
jack Nicklaus Unirmned 
Causes (1 Meg) 2150 

Jack Nickiaus Unlimited 
1099 

Jetsorts New 1299 
jimmy White s Whirtwwid 
Snodker . 2150 
joefcy When's Darts 
.Speed off® 5 SC 
Kick Off 2(1 Meg) Speoal offer 999 
Kick OH 2 Return To Europe 7 99 
Kick Off 2 Ihe Final Whistle 899 
Kick Off 2 Winning Tactics 7 99 
Kid Gloves .  799 
Kmdword&2 
(Wordproccssor).. 34 99 

Kings Quest 5 27 99 
Kmghtmore. 21,50 
Knights of the Sky. 24 99 
last Nmja 2. 799 
Last Ninja 3. 17.50 
Lazer Squad , Special Offer 9.99 
Leander.  17.50 
Lemmings . 17.50 
Lemmings Data Disk . 13.99 
Lite and Death 1750 
Little Puff ..7.99 
lombard SAC Bally 7 99 
Lord Of the Rings 01 50 
Lords Of Chaos SoeOfli Offer 9 99 
Lotus Espnt Turbo Challenge 217 50 
Ml TankPlatoor 2150 
Mad Dog Williams New 21 50 
Mag»e Pockets 17 50 
Man Ur* Europe 17 50 
Mega Twins New n so 
Mega-d-Mania 2i so 
Mercenary 3 Hew 21 so 
Micrcprose Gdlf 24 99 
Midwinter 2. 24 99 
Mig 29 Super Fulcrum £7 99 
Monopoly Delude 13 99 
Moonstone 2150 
Moonwalker .. 7 99 
Multi Player Soccer Manager 17 50 
Napoleon 1.  21 50 
Netxilus2. 17,50 
Neighbours .New 17 50 
New Zea land Story 7 99 
North and South...7,99 
Outrun,,.....-.. 799 
Outrun Europe. 17 50 
PGA TourGoJf.1750 
Paperboy ... Hew poet 7.99 
Pegasus Special Offer 9 99 
s* fighter 17 50 
Player Manager Special Offer 9.99 

1750 

099 
7 99 

New 24 99 Proflight 

Populous 
Fbputous/Sim City 
Populous Editor 
Populous New Worlds 
Populous® 
Powerdnft. . 
Powermonger 
Ppwermongcr 
Dab Disk 

Pro Tennis Tou 2 

Rugby Coach . 
Rugby Wand Cup. 

1750 
.17.50 

Scooby Doo and Scrappy 
Doo .... ,.,_7_99 

Sectea of Monkey Island 
(1 Meg) ... ... 17.50 
Shadow of the Beast 
Shadow Of The Beast 2 

7.99 

Utopia. 
Video Kid ... 
WWF Wrestling. 
Wacky Races 
Waterloo 
Wings of Fury , 
Winning Tactics 
Wort Child. 
wtortd Class Leaderboard 

world Class Rugby 
World Cndot.,,......... 

9 99 
2150 
10.99 
599 

2150 
799 

2150 

New 10 99 
*750 

. 2799 
21S0 

...7.99 
17.50 
24 99 

RBI £ 
R Type . 
ft- Type 2... 
Railroad Tycoon 
Realms... 21 50 
Red Baron. New 24 99 
Renegade New Price 7 99 
Renegade legion (1 Meg) 24 99 
Rise of the Dragon 24 90 
Robin Hood's Adventures . 17 50 
Robocod.17 SO 
Robocop .New Price 7 99 
Robocop3. .17 50 
Redlands...17 50 
Rorkes Drift.17 50 

COMPILATIONS 

.Special Offer 7.99 
Shadow Sorcerer 19 00 
Shinobi ...... 9.99 
Shoe People.17.50 
ShufflepackCate . 7.99 
Silent Service 2 24 99 
Silkworm . 9.99 
Sim City/Populous. .21.50 
Sim City/Architecture 1..11.99 
Sim Gty/Architecture 2 11,99 
Simpsons .—.-.1750 
Sliders .New 17.99 
Smash TV 17.50 
Space Ace £ New 24 99 
Sporting Triangles.13.99 
Steve Devs Snooker .9 99 
Strike Fleet. 17.50 
ShrtCarRacer 79? 
Suspicious Qrgo —.17.50 
Switchblade .., 7 09 
Switchblade 9.——17.50 
Teamvankce .....SI -50 
Terminate* 2 .,.—.—1730 
Their Finest Hour .. 2150 
Their Finest Missions 10 99 
Thunder Bump Hew 13 99 
Thunder Hawk . 21,50 
Tip Off 1750 
Tolu  17 50 
Treasure Island Dizzy 4 99 
Treble Champions .7.99 
Trivial Pursuit . 13.99 
Turbo Outrun...   7.99 
Turf Form/System 8 
{Racing & Pools) . ..,9.99 
Tumcan...*«,«,.7.99 
TV Sports Football 9 99 
Ultimate Golf. NtewPnce9 09 

BULUTS BEST 
Swry, Shadow of the Beast 2, Test Dm* 2 & 

Rick Dangerous 17 50 (not Amiga A50CH-> 

CHAMPIONS 
Man Utd r Johagh* Khan Squash i MHyiq 

ChamcHonship Boning Manager 13 99 

TOO HOT TWO HANDLE 
Golden Ace, T<*ai Recall, Shadow Wamor 4 Super 

Off Road Racer 21 SO 

MONSTER PACK 2 
Awesome. Beast 2& Kj ling Game Show 17 09 

NINIA COLLECTION 
Double Dragon, Dragon Hru & Shadow W&rrcf 

1399 

WINNING FIVE 
Iren Lord, S*t Fred, Twin ubrtd, Pl^V$ Sega 4 Mgr* 

Harter Special Offer 999 

AI R AND SEA SUPREMACY 
Silent Service. Gunship, Wings, Camcr Command 

£M7Thi*iotwit 2150 

QUEST AND GLORY 
Midwinter, Cadaver, B AT., Iron Lord & 
Bloodwvch 2150 (Not Amiga A500+) 

THE TOP LEAGUE 
Speedbeil 2, Ride Dangerous 2, Falcon, Midwinter 4 

TV Sports football £1.50 (Not Am*ga ASOO+) 

QAPcmooimamm 
Stnder 1 and 2, Ghouls 'N‘ Ghosts. Forgotten 

Worlds, U N SpuacRph, Dynasty Wars, led Storm 
& Last Dud 2150 

BOARD GENIUS 
Scrabble Dduce. Deluxe Monopoly, Risk & 

Ckjedb Master Ddcctrve 2150 

FOUR WHEEL DRIVE 
Lotus Espm tLrto Challenge, Team Suafo, Totbfe 

Cd>ca 8 Combo (toter 9150 

FOOTBALL CRAZY 
Kick Off 2 World Cup. final Whrttfe & Pte*r Manager 

1750 

21-50 
New 17 90 
...,17.50 
..7.99 

9 99 
. 799 

.7.99 
New 17 99 
_7.00 

17.50 
New 7 00 

3.5* Doubk Sided, 
Double Density with labels 

I £0 50 10 £550 25 £1250 

40 Piece 3 1/2 Disk Box £6.99 
00 Piece 31/2 Disk Bo* £7 99 
120 Piece 3 1.^2 Disk Bo* £9 99 
Midi Ceonectot + 2 Midi 
Cables £14 99 
Mouse Mats..£2.99 
ST 4 AG Extension Leads £5 99 
Amiga 1/2 Meg Expansion 
with or without Clock... ,£29.99 

hint books 
Bards tale 1 or 2 or 3 . .5 00 
Buck Rogers 7 99 
Champions Of Krynn.7 90 
Colonels Bequest . 8 99 
Conquest of Oamelot 8 99 
Curse Of Azue Bonds 7 99 
Death Knights Of Krynr 7 99 
Dragons of Flame 4 00 
EMra 4 99 
Eye of the Beholder 7 99 
Heroes of the Lante. , 4 00 
Heroes Quest 8 90 
HiDsfar 7 99 
Immortal New 7 50 
Indiana Jones the Adwencue 4 99 
Kmgs Quest 1 Or 2 or 3 
or 4 Or 5.„.... 899 
Leisuresurt Larry 1 or2pr3 099 
Loom 5 00 
Manhunter in San Francisco 8 99 
Might and Magic 2 5 99 
Police Quest 9 .8 99 
Pool of Radiance,..,,,,.7,99 
Powermonget Hew 7 SO 
Quest for Gbey 2 ,. 799 
Savage Empire 5.99 
Secret of the Srlver Blades . 7 99 
Shadow Soccer or.Hew 7.99 
Space Quest 1 or 2 or 3 8 99 
Starflight 1 or 2 5 00 
Ultima 5 or 6 5 99 

DIZZY COLLECTION 
Fas* Food. Kw* Snax. Magtcind Dizzy: Fan**v 

World Dizzy & Trea&jre Island Dizzy 17.50 

MAX PACK COMPILATION 
Tumcan 2, 5T Dragon, Swvw l N^tsr ft 21 50 

AIR LAND AND SEA 
Interceptor, tndmpoffs 500 & 688 Ansel Sub 

24 99 

ACTION MASTERS 
F-16 Combat Pilot, Turbo Ounn, We r ^ tsarr 199C 

& Double Dragon 2 21 50 :noi Am^sASOO 

SOCCER COMPILATION 
Kid Off 2. Gazza 2, Microprose Socce 4 £ 

Hi^hes mt Soccer 17 50 

CHART ATTACK 
Ictus Esprit Tijbo Challenge, James aona \ 

Flytrap & Ghoute and Ghosts 2150 

GokJen Axe, E S W A T, Sm* S 
i Duck dowr 2*50 

Monaco GP 

DOUBLE DOUBLE BILL 
T V Soots Foocbali. W|^ u#d$ of The tosmg 

Sie>A T V Sports Basketball 24 99 

FINALE 
Paperboy Ghosts and Gob ms r OverVander & 

Space Hamer 1750 

HANNA BAISSRA CARTOON O0UECT10N 
Yogi's Great Escape, Hong Kong Phooey Ruff 

and Ready &6everiey Hills Cats 13 99 

ADlirCTEDTOms 
&A)bte Bobble, Rainbow I slands & 

New Zealand Story 13 99(Not Amiga A500+) 

TEST DRIVE 2 COLLECTION 
test OrNe 2 (The Dud), Muk lecary European 

Chaterge. Slcc Cars S California Odfenge 2150 

CLASSIC A (RENAISSANCE! 
waders, Astrods. Gda»on A Centipede 7 99 

SPORTING GOLD 
Cai forma Games, The Games Writer & Summer 

Editions 2150 

SOCCER MANIA 
bate Manager 2. Moocrae Soccc. Footte Manager 

«bnd Cup Edton A Gazza s Sort Soccer 1750 

HOLITOOCFD COLLECTION 
icootcc. The w>e Qnssxamf & nqara Jones 

IteysEOuade 2159 

ORDER FORM AND INFORMATION 
All orders sent FIRST CLASS subject to availability. Just fill in ihe 

coupon and send it to Software Cify 
Unft 4, BDC, 21 Temple Street, Woivertiampton WV2 4AN 

—-—ORDER FORM (Block Capitals) ™««— 

Name 

Address 

■ Postcode Tel No 

Name of game Computer Value 

i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
« 

i 
i 

i 

Postage 

TOTAL HHH 
POSTAGE RATES P*a» *M 50p lor DO« and on «l onten. jnde» C5 EEC «urttn*$ add £t ptr 4m Non 

EECCaunCrw add £2 SO par «n 
P«rng By Cheque Ctttques payacw r Sohwarv City 

CARD TYPE EXPIRY DATE . AMF4 

□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□ 
SIGNATURE DATE 

EUROPEAN 
ORO€ftS 

ACCEPTED 
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Time and Space... 207 
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Unbeatable Prices ....  84 
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Virgo Developments.....,.,,..,. ,204 
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WTS Electronics.......201,202 
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Air Warrior - Multi-player Combat Flight-Simulator 
Fight upto 39 opponents in simultaneous realtime 3D. 

For the first time outside the US, On-Line brings you this 
revolutibnary multi-player simulation. 

Log onto 061-539-6763, 8-1-N, with your modem and find out more. 
Free membership. No monthly fee, connect cost just 1.50 an hour plus VAT. 

Hk» l x 
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NEXT MONTH (Tp 

The Amiga Format 
Collection No. 2 
Another second Coverdisk, another complete full-price 

program... the only question is, what will it be? 

Once again, next month we ll be bringing you a special price bonus issue, featuring 
not one but two Coverdisks and including the second program in the Amiga Format 
Collection series. 

Once again, this will be a complete full-price package with an RRP of up to £100. 
The only problem is, as this issue goes to press we are choosing the best from two 
excellent options... and we haven't made up our minds! 

What you can be sure of is that it will be yet another example of the great value 
that only Amiga Format - the world's best-selling Amiga magazine - can bring you. 
And you can find out what it will be on Thursday April 9 when Issue 34 of Amiga 
Format, May 1992, goes on sale 

EDITOR Damien Noonan 

ART EDITOR M*reus Dr Dyson 

SCREENPLAY EDITOR Nall Joctuofl 

TECHNICAL EDITOR P*t McDonald 

PRODUCTION EDITOR Cary Lord 
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Home of Bmam's frrwsf magama 
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Amiga Power * Amiga Shopper * ST Format 

Sega Power * Public Domain * Total 
Amstrad Action * Your Sinclair 

Commodore Format * PC Answers 
PC Format * PCW Plus • PC Plus 

Mountain Biking ILK. * Cycling Plus 
Needlecraft • Classic CD • Photo Plus 
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Dear Newsagent, _ 

Please reserve me a copy of the next issue of Amiga Format: 

Amiga Format Issue 34, April 1992 - on sale April 9 

Name ....... 

Address,........*.....| 

To the Newsagent Amiga Format ts published and distributed by 
Future Publishing and is available from your wholesaler. Send back 
these coupons for entry in a free prize draw to: Kale Elston Future 
Publishing, 30 Monmouth Street, BATH BAt 2BW. Remember to include 
your shop, name and address. 

Your guarantee of value 

This magazine comes from Future 
Pubfishing, a company founded just seven 
years ago but now selling more computer 
magazines than any other publisher in 
Britain. We offer: 

Better advice. Our titles are packed 
with tips, suggestions and explanatory 
features, written by the very best in the 

business. 

Stronger reviews. We have a cast- 
iron policy of editorial independence and 
our reviews give clear buying recommen¬ 

dations. 

Clearer design. You need solid infor¬ 
mation fast. So our crayon-wielders 

highlight key elements by using charts, 
diagrams, summary boxes, annotated 
photographs, and so on... 

Greater relevance. At Fufuret 
Editors operate under two golden rules; 
• Understand your readers’ needs. 
# Er, satisfy them. 

More reader interaction. We draw 
on readers contributions, resulting in the 
liveliest letters pages and the best reader 
tips. Buying one of our magazines is like 
joining a nationwide user group. 

Better value for money. 
More pages, better quality - 
magazines you can trust. 



WE D LIKE TO KNOW, 

These images are all examples of the graphics from CD+6 

compact discs released by Warner. From lop: Jimi Hendrix, 

Jimi Hendrix again. Flee I wood Mot, Loo Reed. Chris Isaacs. 

Why. you might well be asking yourselves, are they here? 
Well we believe that we are seeing the emergence of com- 

puter games and the Amiga as a "real world' activity, 

recognised by the medio in the same way that popular 

music or films are. The Amiga CDTV, for example, is one of 
the few CD players currently available that can use these 

tD+G discs. And m this survey, which features many ques¬ 

tions that aren't directly related to the Amiga, we're 

attempting to see haw your interest in the Amiga compares 

with your lifestyle and your interest in other areas. 

The great Amiga 
Format 1992 
questionnaire... 
...or "I'm a reader 
and I want to 
have my 
RIGHT* THERE’S FOUR PAGES here packed su itK 

questions and we'd very much appreciate it if you 

could take the time and the trouble to answer them all. 

Why? Well, there's three main reasons. 

First of all. if $ your one big chance to say what you 

want to see in ihc magazine. Do we do enough tips? 

Are our features informative and useful to you? Would 

you like to sec more game reviews? We want to give 

you the magazine that you want, hut we can’t unless 

you tell us what it is. 

Secondly, it’s useful for us to know whaL hardware 

you have, what you are thinking of getting and what 

software you use. That way we can cater for you with 

ourCovcrdisk programs, make our buyers’ guides rele¬ 

vant and do more tips on popular programs. If you give 

us the information, we can give you the information. 

Thirdly, we’d like to know more about who you are 

and what you do when you're not using an Amiga. 

This is partly so we know who w'e’re talking to, and 

have a better idea whether you like doing the sort of 

things we like to do. But it’s also so we can show the 

national media, TV and newspapers, that us Amiga 

ow ners are real people, not a bunch of trainspouers! 

KILLING IN THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
We’d be grateful if you could try1 to answer all the 

questions, but if there's anything you can't or particu¬ 

larly don’t want to answer please feel free 10 miss it 

out. You can either just tear out the pages, or photo¬ 

copy them and fill them in on that, if you have access 

to a photocopier. Oh, and there’s some really silly 

questions in there too, just for fun: don’t worry, 

you'll spot them! 

GETTING IT TO US 
When you’re ready, sling the completed questionnaire 

into an envelope and send It to this address - notice 

that you don't need a stamp if you’re in the UK - 

Amiga Formal Questionnaire. Freepost, 3(1 Monmouth 

Street, Bath, Avon BA I 2XF. Please don’t include 

anything else apart from the questionnaire in your 

envelope, because they’ll all go into a separate pile in 

another office, so if you put letters for Workbench. 

Gamebusiers or the Letters pages in they’ll probably 

never actually get to us. Finally and last of all. the clos¬ 

ing date is April 30. but if you leave ii sitting around 

you’ll probably forget about it, so why not do it now! 

WHY WE'RE BEING SO NOSEY,,* 
One thing you will notice immediately is that there’s a 

number of different sections in the questionnaire and, 

unlike previous ones, not all of them are about the 

magazine or the Amiga. A lot of them are about what 

you do and who you are when you’re not using an 

Amiga. You might think it’s only fair if we were to 

explain why we’re prying into your private life. 

Well, essentially it’s all a question of altitude: your 

attitude towards your Amiga and towards life in gen¬ 

eral. For years, anyone who owns a computer, and 

particularly who plays computer games, has been 

stereotyped as either an obsessive maniac who grap¬ 

ples with code late into the night but can't relate to 

people, or a delinquent teenage arcade junkie. We 

don't think this is even remotely true any more. 

What's really shocked the national media recently 

has been the success of the Channel 4 computer games 

program Gamcsmasirr. The independent producers had 

to put an immense amount of effort into persuading 

Channel 4 that the program was a viable idea* and 

finally Channel 4 gave it the green light. The expected 

audience was about 1.3 million viewers: when the fig¬ 

ures for the first episode came in at about 2,5 million, 

everyone was stunned. 

Since then* the national newspapers and television 

channels have started realising that computers ore big 

and popular. Our case is that we ought to he treated 

like films or pop music, with our own television pro¬ 

grams* reviews in the newspapers and so on. Where's 

the Top of the Pops or the Barry Norman of computer 

gaming, for example? 

In order to get this message over, w-e really need to 

know more about who Amiga owners are and what 

else they like. We imagine that a wide range of people 

of different ages and tastes read Amiga Format 

but if there is a link, we'd tike to track it down: and if 

there isn't, that will prove the mass appeal of this 

hobby, Please don't be shy: your honest answers will 

be of the most enormous help! 
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"I'm a reader and I 
want to have my say!" 

Which of the following do you own? Which have you bought in the last 12 months, and 

which do you intend to buy or replace in the next f 2 months? 

OWN BOUGHT LAST 12 INTEND TO BUY 

Portable TV 3.' ... n n 
Full-size TV n n _n 
Nicam Stereo TV 0_ n _ n 
Teletext Or Fastext TV n_ n In 
Video recorder 

Turntable record player n 
CD player .3_ n 
MIDI (Stack) system 

—I n n 
Portable cassette piayer (Ghettoblaster etc) 3_ ._n.... n 
Personal ca ssete player (Walkman) _ n 
35mm Camera n n 
Camcorder or video camera 

—i 

Satellite TV “i_ n 
n 

Are you**.? 

Male_ 

Female__ 

Which age-group are you in? 

Under 15___ 

15-19___ 

20-24_ 

25-29___ 

30-34__ 

35-45 ___ 

45-plus_. 

What region of the UK do you live in? 

(If outside the UK, please specify country} 

London and South East_  n 

South West and Wales_ 

Midlands___ 

North West__  'i 

North East and North_  1 

Scotland___ 

N Ireland_ 

Europe___ 

Rest of World____ 

What do you do for a living? 

At school___ 

In Further Education (Sixth Form etc)_ 

Jn Higher Education 

|University, Poly, College etc)_ _~i 

Working full-lime_ 

Working part-time_ _,1 

If working full time, please indicate which 

of the following descriptions best covers 

your working role. 

Professional (teacher, accountant etc)_ 

Creative professional (musician, designer etc| _ 

Company owner or manager_ _n 
CraftsAradesperson ___ _n 
Clerical____ 

Upper management_ _n 
Managerial  n 

Supervisory_ __ 

Other (please state)___ 

Cable TV 

What's your favourite joke? 

Where do you live? 

Own a house, flat etc._ 

Rent a house, flat etc,__ 

Live with parent) s)___ 

What's your income per year? 

Pocket money etc__ 

El,999 or less_ 

£1,999 - £5 999 ___ 

£6,000 * £9,999_ 

£10.000-£14.999 _ 

£ J 5,000 - £19,999_ 

£20,000 plus_ 

What is the total income 

of your household per year? 

Under El0.000_ 

El0.000 - £14,999_ 

E1S.OOO - £19,999_ 

£20.000 -£29.999 __ 

£30.000 plus_ 1 

How often do you use any of the following? WEEKLY MONTHLY NEVER 

Bank Account n n n 

Building Society account n 1 □ 
Savings account . n 3_ __ n 
Cash Card n n 
Cheque Card “i n 

Debit Card (Switch etc| fL i n 
Access Card 3 n n 

Barclaycard or Visa card 
T—| 

n _ n 

Other Credit Card rn n 3 



How many people are there 

In your household? 

Adults | T 8 or over] 

Do you have a car? Do you intend to buy one or replace your current one In the next 12 

months? 

HAVE INTEND TO Rl JY/REPI ACF HAWT HA\/P 

Teenagers ft5-17] Your own car n 
Children f 14 or under) A company car n n 

Which of these hank facilities have you 

used In the last 12 months? 

Bank overdraft |£200 or more]1 

Does your car have an in-car entertainment system? Do you intend to buy one or replace 

your current one in the next 12 months? 

HAVE INTEND TO RUY/RFPI ACf nnwT havc 

Hire Purchase loan (£200 or more) p n 

1-6 A YEAR 

P 

Bank personal loan (£200 or more) 

Building Society personal loan (£200 or more 

Retailer Credit |£200 or more) 

JP 
|P 
n 

How often do you buy these blank recording media fblank tapes) if at all? 

EVERY WEEK EVERY MONTH 7-17AVPAP 

Credit Card purchase f£2G0 or more) n Audio cassettes, singly n 

Audio cassettes, in packs p n 

Who do you think will win the election Video tapes, singly p nn JP 
(please answer before mid-April)? Video tapes, in packs n n n n 
Conservative 

Labour n How much did vou spend on CDs in the How much did uau tnpnH nn nr^rarnrHoH 

Liberal Democrats last month? 

--—™- -  «-- 

cassettes in the last month? 

Up to £10 Green Party Up to £T0 n ji 

Monster Raving Loony Party „P £10-£ 19 n £1G*£19 n 
£20-£29 n E20-E29 n 

Which of the new digital recording £30-£39 n E30-E39 □ 
formats Is most likely to succeed? E4CLE49 n E40-E49 P 
Philips Digital Compact Cassette i3 £50 or more £50 or more 

Sony's DAT jp 

Those mini diskette things If you were forced to categorise yourself, 

which of these descriptions best fits vour 

Hnw mnrh fin unn rnunrf nn rarnal wnsr 

Don't know n 
----- ------- -r-— " 

In a typical month? 

Less than £25 musical tastes? □ 
How much did you spend on vinyl records Chart pop p £25-£50 n 
in the last month? Rock n £5T-£75 p 
Up to £ 10 Hardcore/Heavy p E76-EIOO n 
£ 10-£ (9 n Dance n Over £100 p 
£2G-£29 p Jndie £ p 
EJ0-E39 D Reggae Have vou bouaht a oair of iMnt in the 

£40-£49 n Jazz p last 12 months? 

£50 or more Classical n Levi's 

A bit of everything . n Wrangler n 
Do you think CDs are overpriced? Pepe . □ 
YES NO Lee 

Another make - please state 

Do you own any of these games systems? Which have you bought in the last 12 months, 

and do you intend to buy any in the next 12 months? 

OWN BOUGHT LAST 12 INTEND TO BUY 

Nintendo Entertainment System 

Have you bought a pair of trainers In the 

last 12 months? 

Nike 

Nintendo Super NES (Super Eamicon) p n Reebok n 
Nintendo Game Boy p o n Converse n 
Atari Lynx p n n Adidas □ 

Sega Master System . n n _ p Puma . 
Sega Megadrive jp n 1 Gola 

Sega Gamegear n n Another make * please state 



Have you bought any of the following in the last 1 2 months? 

ONCE 2-3 TIMES 3-4 TIMES MORE THAN 4 

How often do you rent video films? 

Once a month 

A suit rr .. !—1 2-4 times a month 
r—i 

Sportsweart More than 4 times a month 
—r 

Footwear Never 
|—| 

If you have bought any of these by mail order (sending off in the post) in the last 12 

months, how many items of each kind have you bought that way? 

1 -4 ITEMS 5-8 ITEMS 9-1 2 ITEMS MORE THAN 12 

How many of the following kinds of pre¬ 

recorded videos do you buy in a year? 

Films 

CDs or tapes :n p n Music 

Books n n Sport 

Pre-recorded videos n. TV programmes 

Com outer software 

How did you pay for these goods: 

CHEQUE CREOIT CARD POSTAL ORDER 

Have you got any of the Black Adder 

videos? 

YES NO 

Which daily newspapers do you read, and how often? 

M A WEEK MORE THAN 4 A WEEK 

How often do you go to the cinema? 

Two or three times a month XI 
Sun Once or twice a month S3 
Mirror n , Six to twelve times a year □ 

Daily Mail Three to five times a year X 
Express □ . Once or twice a year p 
Today n Never X 
Guardian n n 
Independent n. _ n Have you seen Terminator 2 yet? 

YES _ NO The Times 

Daily Telegraph n 
Financial Times Have you travelled abroad 

The Scotsman . n in the last 12 months? 

Scottish Daily Record . □ YES NO 1—I 

Which of the following publications do Autocar & Motor If you have been abroad, who was 

responsible for travel arrangements? 

You 

you read? What Car 

NME (New Musical Express] Car n 
Melody Maker Performance Car A friend you were travelling with n 
The Face —- Fast Lane Your parents n 
FO Skateboard! p Other p 
Sky Thrasher 

Smash Hits - n Arena 
n 

How oft Ml rtr> unu travel nvpr thirtu mi lor 

VIZ _n Esquire 

---—  J -— —— - j 

by train or coach? 

Every day Private Eye n GQ 

Time Out n EJie J1 2-6 times a week 

2000 AD b Vogue n Once a week 

Deadline Cosmopolitan 2-3 times a month 

Select Cinefex Once a month 

VOX Shoot 
H 

Every 6 months 

Q Match Once a year X 
Kerrangf —_._n 90 Minutes 

Raw Mountain Bikino UK Do you ever wear a Metallic* T-shirt? 

YES NO Empire _D Cycling Plus X 
FYemiere_ X Other | specify) 



What kind of Amiga do you own? 

A500 512K 

A500 with fMb_ 

AS 00 Pius _ 

A1000 _ 

Amiga J500__ 

Amiga 2000_ 

Amiga 3000 _ 

CDTV using CDs only_ 

What hardware do you own already, and what hardware do you intend to buy In the 

next 12 months? 

—D 
Floppy disk drive (AS 00) 

OWN INTEND TO BUY 

Floppy disk drive {A 1500 and up}. 

Hard disk (A500J____ 
£: 

—i-i 

j_ 

Hard disk with RAM fASOO) 

Hard disk |Af 500 and up) _ 

CDTV with keyboard and floppy disk drive__ 

Eitttl.. I don't actually have 

an Amiga at the moment_ 

Win you buy a CD-ROM drive for your 

Amiga? (The price is currently expected to 

be around £300, it will play CDTV discs 

and audio CDs} 

Definitely_ 

Possibly_ 

Only if the price is £200 1250_ 

Hard disk with RAM fAI 500 and up). 

Trapdoor RAM expansion (A500) __ 

External RAM expansion (AS 00}_ 

3, 
— : 

j-. 

Only if the price is below £200_ 

Only if it cost £ 150 but J wouldn't mind if it 

didn't play audio CDs_ 

No_ 

Which version of Workbench/Kick start do 

you have? 

1.2 --- I 

13 or 132_ 

2 or 2.04 _ 

Internal RAM expansion (A? 500 and up) 

Accelerator card (A J 500 and up) 

24-bit graphics card (A 1500 and up) 

HAM-E or DCTV 

PC bridgeboard or emulator. 

Replacement mouse 

Joystick 

Modem 

Genlock 

MIDI interface 

Sound sampler 

Video digtt*ser 

Printer 

Monitor 

How much RAM (memory) do you have? 

J have an A500 or ASQO Plus with_„ 

And what area of Amiga use appeals to 

you least? 

_ j>| 
—• 

I have an A1500/2000/3000 with 

Don't know 

If you don't have if already, do you Intend 

to upgrade to the new Workbench 2 In 

the next six months? 

YES □ NO UNDECIDED 

Do you use your Amiga more for playing 

games than anything else? 

YES NOD 

What, apart from games, do you use your 

Amiga for most? (Be as specific as you 

want to be) 

What area of using the Amiga, which you 

haven't yet tried, appeals to you most? 

Do you own a keyboard, sound module or 

other MIDI musical instrument? 

Yes____J 
No, but I intend to buy one 

No 

Which of these other computers do you own or use? 

OWN USE AT WORK USE AT SCHOOL 

Amstrad CPC. 

Sinclair Spectrum_ 

Commodore 64 or 128 

Atari ST 

IBM PC or PC compatible. 

Acorn/Archimedes 

Apple Macintosh 

What nort-PD software do you own 

already, and what do you intend to buy in 

the next 12 months? 

OWN INTEND TO BUY 

Deluxe Paint 3_ 

Deluxe Paint 4_ 

Other paint/animation_„ 

3D graphics -- _ 

Structured drawing 

CAD 

DTP 

Database_ 

Spreadsheet 

USE A FRIEND S Accounts/finandal 

Video titling/effects —L. 

Word processing fWP) _ _ 

WPwith graphics_ _or 
Comms 

Music 

Educational 

Programming 



How often do you buy full-price games? 

Once a week or more _ 

23 times a month__ 

Once a month_____ 

7*11 times a year_ 

I '6 times a year____ 

Never_ 

How often do you buy 

budget games or compilations? 

Once a week or more_, 

2-3 times a month_ 

Once a month __ 

7-1l times a year_ 

t -6 times a year___ 

Never_. 

Where do you buy your games (If you do|7 

WH Smith__ ] 

Menzres __ 

Boots_ 

Virgin Games Centre _ _ 

Other chain store_ 

Local independent shop_ 

By rnaff_ 

How many issues of Amiga Format have 

you bought to date, including this one7 

Do you keep every issue of Amiga Format? 

Do you refer back to past 

issues of Amiga Format? 

Which issue of Amiga Format 

is your favourite? 

Which Amiga Format 

cover Is your favourite? 

Which other computer magazines do you 

buy regularfy? 

If you have any other comments you'd like 

to make about Amiga Format, please feel 

free to use this space - but don't attach a 

separate sheet of paper! 

The Amiga Format 
readers awards! 
We re taking your votes on what you think 

are the very best examples of software avail¬ 

able for the Amiga, Just pick your favourites 

in each category, and we’ll see what gets 

the most votes! 

Best game of all time 

r_ 
2_ 

3 _ 

4 __ 

5 _ 

Best game of the last year (from the 

beginning of I99t to now) 

Best non-games software of all time 

Most useful non-games software of all 

time 

Please rate all the parts of Amiga Format out of ten, according to how much you enjoy 

them or how useful you find them. Indicate which you'd like to see more or less of, 

_RATING _MORE _LESS 

Free complete programs_ 

The Coverdisk __ 

News __ 

ideas features (eg animation)^ 

Practical features [eg memory) 

Buyers' guides__ 

Game previews _ 

Game reviews _ 

Cheap 'rT cheerful_ 

Chart/history pages ___ 

Gamebusters __ 

Graphics reviews_ 

Music reviews__ 

Serious reviews_ 

Hardware reviews 

Public domain_ 

Beginners' series_ _ 

Workbench advice__ __ 

Competitions____ 

Letters___ _ 

Adverts___ J__ ] 

J_i 
j_| 

j_ j 
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"Anyone who v 
has been keeping 0 
an eye out for this 

will not be V 
disappointed, and should 

await its release with 
bated breath*..Epic is one 

of the best products I hat e 
ever played - the depth of 
ganieplay and graphics 

- are of a truly stunning 
✓ \ standard." 
'X GAMES X 

m for 
i§ 

The image 
update is 
Mistering!" 
ACE 

ATARI ST 
CBM A Tilt* A 

nni i*c k 
COMPATIBLES 

MN 

jl k i < 
1S* 

J 71 1 
c oc 

OCEAN SOFTWARE LIMITED 
6 CENTRAL STREET . MANCHESTER . M2 5NS . TEL: 061 832 6633 . FAX: 061 834 0650 

The game's 

graphics and 

presentation 

are nothing 

short of 

stunning, 

and there's a 

great wad of 

playability in 

there too. 

Ocean have 

never had it 

so good!" 

ST ACTION 
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NEVERLANB, but his old enemy CAPTAIN KOOK 
has not forgotten and schemes fyis revenge. 

j 

fA 
Av 

With tlie help of TINKERSELL the 
faithful fairy, you take on the role 
of ;'*ETER in this magic adventure 

rTWAHl UMfTtB 6 CENTRAL a 
TELEPHONE: 061 832 6633 • F. 


